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GELEITWORT 
Es hat im Abendland Zeiten gegeben, in denen die Weisheit der 
Bibel, voran das Buch der Sprichwörter (Proverbien), eine dominante 
Rolle im Geistesleben, nicht nur in der Erziehung, gespielt hat. In der 
altorientalischen Weisheit, die damals in Europa nur durch die im Alten 
Testament erhaltenen Beispiele bekannt war, bestimmt ein klares, 
elementares Menschenbild auch die Erziehung: Der junge Mann soll 
selbst beherrscht, fleißig, fromm, dem Staate ( =König) loyal ergeben sein, 
sich allen Menschen höflich und gerecht zuwenden. 
Mit dem Aufkommen der Individualpsychologie im 19.Jahdt. trat 
diese Art der Betrachtung des Menschen und seiner Bewährung in Staat 
und Gesellschaft zurück - andere Bücher der Bibel fanden in Kirche 
und Theologie, im allgemeinen Geistesleben und auch in der 
Wissenschaft stärkere Beachtung. Das ist weitgehend bis heute so 
geblieben; lediglich die Bibelwissenschaft schenkte den MeAalim und 
einigen ihnen in Haltung und Form nahestehenden Teilen der Bibel, vor 
allem gewissen Partien des Buches Hiob, vermehrtes Interesse, seit eine 
ägyptische "Quelle" einiger Teile der "Sprüche Salomos" entdeckt 
worden war. 
Ist es wirklich nur jene kleine Schrift des deutschen Ägyptologen 
Adolf Erman aus dem Jahre 1923 gewesen, die bei den Theologen, und 
nicht nur bei diesen, den Blick erneut auf die biblische Weisheit lenkte? 
Ob sich nun diese philologische Entdeckung mit einer geänderten 
geistigen Verfassung traf oder nicht, jedenfalls verlangte sie eine neue 
Sicht der Beziehungen zwischen Israel und Ägypten. Die Besetzung 
Palästinas durch Ägyptische Truppen (etwa 1500 bis 1200) hatte mehr 
als nur militärische und wirtschaftliche Bedeutung, wurde doch damals 
der Grund gelegt für Anerkennung der Überlegenheit der Niltalkultur, 
die noch jahrhundertelang in Palästina-Syrien ihren Ausdruck u.a. in der 
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Übernahme zahlloser ägyptischer Motive in Kunst und Kleinkunst 
(Skarabäen!) finden sollte. Als dann Salomo das Davidische Großreich 
mit einer soliden Verwaltung auszustatten hatte, nahm er sich Ägypten, 
den Beamtenstaat, zum Vorbild, und das wiederum hatte, wenn nicht 
geradezu eine Übernahme, so doch eine starke Beeinflussung des 
Schulsystems zur Folge, hatte doch die "Schule" als wichtigsten, 
vielleicht sogar einzigen Zweck die Ausbildung von Verwaltungsbeamten 
vor Augen - in Ägypten wie in Israel-Juda. 
Nun fanden sich damals, zu Beginn des !.Jahrtausends v.Chr., 
ausgebildete Schulsysteme nur am Nil und in Mesopotamien, so daß der 
Blick der Herrscher, die ein israelitisches Reich gründeten, sich 
notwendig dorthin wandte. In beiden Flußtalreichen lagen umfangreiche 
Schulbücher vor, und wen sollte es wundern, wenn diese auch der frühen 
Königszeit als Vorbilder dienten, ja, wie oben gesagt, teilweise einfach 
übersetzt wurden, wenn auch nicht ohne Anpassung an den anderen 
Gottesglauben und die andere Gesellschaftsform. Die Bibel selbst 
verweist auf "die Weisheit aller Söhne des Ostens ( dazu paßt die Angabe 
Prov. 30 und 31, daß diese Teile der Bibel von einem arabischen Stamm 
übernommen sind) und alle Weisheit Ägyptens" (1 Kön. 5,9). Sollte 
nicht auch aus dem Nilland, wo die Weisheit schon seit mehr als tausend 
Jahren eine leitende Rolle im Geistesleben einnahm, so mancher 
Gedanke, ja sogar so manche Formulierung übernommen worden sein, 
auch wenn das nicht ausdrücklich gesagt war? Sollte sich nicht außer der 
oben genannten Übersetzung aus der Lehre des Amenemope noch 
weiteres Weisheits - und Spruchgut Ägyptens in den Weisheitsbüchem 
der Bibel finden? 
Diese Frage mußte bisher offen bleiben. Zwar waren die ägyptischen 
Weisheitslehren ( es sind der bekannten und hinreichend gut erhaltenen 
etwa 17) bekannt, ohne daß sich weitere wörtliche Entlehnungen fanden. 
So ließ sich bisher die Frage des ägyptischen Einflusses zwar stellen, auch 
mit Vermutungen, ja mit Wahrscheinlichkeit bejahend beantworten, 
doch nicht nachweisen. 
Das vorliegende Buch betritt hier neue Wege, die eine saubere 
Antwort erlauben: Ja, auch ohne daß wir einem hebräischen einen 
ägyptischen Text gegenüberstellen können ( was sich aber bei 
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Papyrus-Neufunden in ägyptischem Boden oder in Museen jederzeit 
ändern kann), läßt sich der ägyptische Einfluß auf die israelitische 
Weisheit exakt nachweisen. 
Frau Nili Shupak hat eine neue Methode entwickelt und in diesem 
Buch überzeugend durchgeführt: Sie sammelt auf beiden Seiten, in 
Ägypten wie in Israel, die spezifisch weisheitlichen Fachausdrücke, 
nachdem sie die einschlägigen Texte sorgfältig gegen die übrige Literatur 
abgegrenzt hat. Die beiden Lexika werden dann gewissenhaft verglichen, 
und es ergibt sich klar, daß ein Großteil hebräischer Fachausdrücke, die 
ausschließlich oder doch weit überwiegend nur in den Weisheitsbüchern 
vorkommen, ihre genauen Entsprechungen in den weit älteren 
ägyptischen Lehren haben. Einzelne Beispiele wären nicht beweiskräftig, 
doch wenn nach gewissenhafter Untersuchung jedes einzelnen Terminus 
eine erkleckliche Anzahl solcher Begriffs- (nicht Wort!-) Übernahmen 
zusammenkommen, wird man dem Schluß nicht ausweichen können, daß 
ägyptische Lehren, auch solche, die uns verloren sind, als Vorbilder 
gedient haben, wahrscheinlich damals, als Salomo für den Aufbau seines 
Großreiches eine schreibkundige Beamtenschaft in kurzer Zeit 
heranzubilden hatte. Daß das aus dieser Notwendigkeit entstandene 
Corpus später umgebaut, vor allem erweitert worden ist, versteht sich. 
Die Bibel nennt als Sammler die Gelehrten aus der Zeit des Königs 
Hiskia. Aber daß der Grund zur biblischen Weisheit nicht ohne starken 
Einfluß Ägyptens gelegt wurde und daß das damals geschaffene 
Fachvokabular auch weiterhin wirkte, das kann nicht bezweifelt werden. 
Doch geht der Ertrag dieser neuen Methode noch weiter. Es stellt 
sich heraus, daß bestimmte Vokabeln (und damit bestimmte 
Auffassungen vom Wesen des Menschen und den Erziehungszielen) nicht 
übernommen werden, obwohl sie in Ägypten zentral sind, z.B. das 
Idealbild des "wahren Schweigers", also des Menschen, der in Selbstzucht 
nicht nur bei Streitereien oder gegenüber Vorgesetzten still ist, sondern 
der auch bei dem, was Gott schickt, stillhält, nicht wider den Stachel 
löckt, der sich fügt, der also nicht mit dem Schicksal hadert. Gewiß, 
manche dieser Züge sind in Israel bekannt und werden bei der Erziehung 
der jungen Beamten angestrebt, doch spielen sie keine derart zentrale 
Rolle wie in Ägypten. Es versteht sich, daß andererseits in Israel Züge 
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des Menschenbildes hervorgehoben werden, die in Ägypten fehlen oder 
nur am Rande erwähnt werden. Kurz, die Eigenheiten beider Völker mit 
ihrem Menschenbild treten durch die Shupaksche Methode deutlich 
hervor. 
Man mag einwenden, daß die Vergleichsbasis, als der Umfang der 
Texte auf beiden Seiten doch recht beschränkt ist, enger noch in Israel 
als in Ägypten. Besonders die Annahme, daß eine Vokabel im 
Sprachschatz nicht vorhanden sei, wenn sie in den Weisheitsbüchern 
nicht vorkommt, ist nicht zwingend. Wenn etwa neue hebräische Teile 
des Sirach-Buches auftauchen, könnte dort dennoch das eine oder andere, 
jetzt vermißte Wort belegt sein. Doch wird sich, das läßt sich mit 
Gewißheit sagen, am Gesamtergebnis und an der Gesundheit der 
angewandten Methode nichts ändern, dazu ist das vorliegende Material 
an Übereinstimmung zu umfangreich. Details können diskutiert werden, 
aber der neue Weg führt zu neuen gesicherten Erkenntnissen. 
Zwei weitere Gesichtspunkte seien angefügt. Die Nähe der 
biblischen Weisheit zur ägyptischen wird erneut deutlich werden, wenn 
eine entsprechende Vokabel-Untersuchung für die babylonischen Belege 
dieser Literaturgattung durchgeführt sein wird: Dort wird sich eine 
ähnliche Nähe, ja Übernahme von Begriffen nicht erweisen lassen. Und 
dann: Sind schon die Herkunftsangaben einiger Teile der Proverbia 
sichere Belege für die Internationalität der Weisheit schon zu Beginn des 
1. Jahrtausends (also nicht erst im Hellenismus), so fügt das vorliegende 
Buch einen weiteren Beleg hinzu. Zur Zeit Salomos traten die 
zwischenstaatlichen Beziehungen, die sich bis dahin weitgehend auf 
Warentausch und diplomatische Beziehungen der Fürsten sowie auf 
Kriege beschränkt hatten, in eine neue Phase ein: Auch geistige Güter 
wanderten von einem Volk zum anderen. In dieser Früheit, als das 
Gebiet des östlichen Mittelmeeres begann, ein melting pot zu werden, 
wußte man noch um die Herkunft der einzelnen Sprichwörter, Zitate und 
Textteile und überlieferte solche "Quellen" sogar gelegentlich. In den 
letzten Jahrhunderten v. Chr. dagegen waren gerade solche prägnanten 
Weisheitsformulierungen Allgemeingut, deren Ursprung weder die 
Zeitgenossen kannten, die sie in ihre jeweilige Muttersprache faßten, 
noch der heutige Gelehrte festzustellen vermag. Diese Ubiquität 
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orientalischer Weisheit in der zweiten Hälfte des letzten Jahrtausends 
hat Miriam Lichtheim in ihrer gründlichen Untersuchung (Late Egyptian 
Wisdom in the International Context, 1983) überzeugend nachgewiesen. 
Frau Shupaks Buch erhellt die Anfänge dieser großen und fruchtbaren 
Bewegung geistigen Austauschs im östlichen MiUelmeergebiet. 
Tübingen, Januar 1991 Hellmut Brunner 
INTRODUCTION 
The publication of The Instru.ction of Amenemope in 1923 initiated 
intensive and ongoing comparative research of the ancient Egyptian and 
Biblical writings as a whole and of the wisdom literature contained in 
them in particular. The main concern of the present study is the 
semantic determination of terms in the Biblical wisdom literature as 
compared with the Egyptian wisdom literature. lt covers a narrow and 
circumscribed area, as yet to some extent neglected, within the broad 
sphere of the cultural contacts between Egypt and the world of the 
Bible. 
An investigation of this sort must obviously be based on earlier 
studies that laid the foundations for comparative research on these two 
cultures. The following brief review of key works in the field, therefore, 
is meant to introduce the reader to the principal publications in the field 
of comparative investigation of Egyptian and Biblical wisdom writings, 
particularly to those studies which have contributed and are related to 
my own research. 
A. Erman initiated the comparative study of Egyptian and Biblical 
wisdom with the publication in 1924 of his pioneering study, "Eine 
ägyptische Quelle der Sprüche Salomos," in which he showed a direct 
contact between The Instru.ction of Amenemope and Proverbs 
22,17-23, 11. 
Erman was followed in the same year by H. Gressmann (1924), who 
identified other passages in Proverbs that could be linked with that 
recently discovered Egyptian work, and also pointed out the affinities 
between Chapter 4 of the Egyptian composition and both Jeremiah 
17 ,5-8 and Psalm 1. Gressmann was the first to consider the literary 
form of Hebrew wisdom compositions in connection with the wisdom 
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writings of ancient Egypt. However, it was P. Humbert's Recherches sur 
les sources egyptiennes de la litterature sapientale d'Israel (1929) which 
laid the foundations, still applicable today, of comparative scholarship in 
Egyptian and Biblical wisdom. Humbert greatly expanded the scope of 
inquiry by considering not only The Instruction of Amenemope but the 
entire corpus of Egyptian wisdom compositions known in his time. He 
compared these Egyptian works with the wisdom books of the Bible, as 
weil as Ben Sira, from three aspects: content, form and terminology. 
Like Erman and Gressmann, W.O.E. Oesterley (1930) focused on 
The Instruction of Amenemope, extencling his investigation of its links 
with the Old Testament to include Deuteronomy and Psalms. Oesterley 
clistinguished between two varieties of contact - one being clirect 
parallelism between Amenemope and Proverbs 22-23, the other inclirect 
parallelisms deriving from a store of wisdom legacy shared by both 
compositions. 
P. Montet in L'Egypt et la Bible (1959) traced Egyptian inßuences in 
the Old Testament from the time of the stories of the Patriarchs, the 
slavery in Egypt and the Exodus to the period of the Jewish exile in 
Egypt at the time of Jeremiah. Montet pursues Egyptian motifs, 
customs, and names embedded in Biblical writings, and concludes with a 
comparison of The lnstruction of Amenemope with Proverbs and of The 
Words of Petosiris with Psalms. His study complements W. 
Spiegelberg's Aegyptologische Randglossen zum Alten Testament written 
some fifty years earlier. 
In his comprehensive study, W. Helck (2nd ed., 1971) examines the 
contacts between Egypt and Asia from the third millennium B.C. to the 
period of the Israelite Monarchy. He investigated the entire range of ties 
- historical, cultural, commercial, religious, and linguistic - on the 
basis of epigraphic and archaeological evidence. 
The connection between the Hebrew Psalms and Egyptian religious 
writings in form of expression and thought was studied by A. Barucq in 
his L 'ezpression de la louange divine et de la priere dans la Bible et en 
Egypte (1962). Barucq's meticulous analysis reveals the extent to which 
the two are close in form and content. 
After an interval of several decades, when the study of the relation 
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between Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom literature all but ceased, G.E. 
Bryce (1979) took up the premise that the wisdom of the Old Testament 
was influenced by that of Egypt. Bryce's innovation lies in bis efforts to 
determine the types of contact between the two literatures. He proposes 
three stages - the adaptive, assimilative, and integrative - at wbich 
tbis contact took place.1 In bis view the social and political setting of 
Biblical wisdom literature was the court of the Israelite kings, which was 
influenced by the Egyptian royal establishment. 
The forms of the instruction genre in the ancient Near East are the 
special subject of two studies by K.A. Kitchen (1977, 1979). This 
scholar's work has refreshed the entire field of comparative research into 
Egyptian and Hebrew wisdom, as weil as the study of Biblical wisdom in 
its own right. Kitchen's thesis that Egyptian and Hebrew wisdom 
writings are similar owing to their common use of literary pattems 
characteristic of the ancient Near East rather than to Hebrew borrowing 
from Egyptian casts new light on the connections between the two 
wisdom literatures. Moreover, Kitchen's conclusions raise questions. 
about the accepted view of the construction of the book of Proverbs, and 
contradict the doubts of scholars concerning the traditional attribution 
of the book to Solomon. 
Of primary interest for our investigation is M. Lichtheim's book 
(1983) demonstrating the contact of Demotic wisdom with international 
wisdom. The first to draw up a glossary of subjects and words typical of 
The Instroction of Ankhsheshont/11 and PapynJ,S Insinger, Lichtheim 
discusses thoroughly the key terms and concepts which dominate these 
compositions (e.g., "wise-fool," "character," "wisdom") and thus makes 
a special contribution to the linguistic-conceptual study of late Egyptian 
wisdom literature. 
Turning to a review of the study of lexical and etymological 
connections between Egyptian and Hebrew - that is, of Semitic words 
occurring in the former and Egyptian loan words in the latter - one 
must begin by noting the instructive article published by T.O. Lambdin 
in JOAS (1953) which elucidates the Egyptian roots of a number of Old 
Testament terms. A similar though less reliable study was made nearly 
twenty years earlier by P. Calice (1936), who claimed to have identified 
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948 Semitic words in Egyptian. He divided these into four groups on the 
basis of their proximity to the Semitic. In determining Semitic origin he 
used two criteria - phonetics and meaning - which were later also 
applied by his critic W. Vycichl (1958-59), who concluded that Calice 
had identified correctly only 200 of the total number of words he 
proposed. Recently, interest in the comparative lexical study of 
Egyptian and the Semitic language has risen, with the emphasis on 
phonetics. Two prominent scholars in this field are D. Rössler (1971) 
and C.T. Hodge (1981). 
Finally, a succinct and thorough summary of the present state of 
comparative research on ancient Egypt and Israel may be found in two 
articles by R.J. Williams ( Theologische Realenzyclopädie I; SVT 1975), 
which offer examples from a variety of spheres of contact as weil as an 
exhaustive bibliography. Williams' studies were lately completed by the 
brief review of the interrelationships between the two cultures during the 
first millennium. B.C., presented by K.A. Kitchen (SVT 1988). 
The foregoing review, though not, of course, exhaustive, 
demonstrates that the comparative study of ancient Egyptian and 
Hebrew literature has tended to focus on content and ideas rather than 
style and terminology. The reason is, simply, that Biblical scholars have 
generally preferred to investigate Canaanite and Akkadian sources, 
languages which belong to the same family as Hebrew, rather than texts 
in Egyptian, which do not. Hence, secondary sources were used for the 
study of Egyptian texts, which inevitably narrowed the scope of 
research. The areas of style and vocabulary therefore have been 
investigated to date by only a handful of scholars. Apart from Humbert's 
study mentioned above, the second decade of this century saw the 
publication of the work of A.S. Yahuda (1929; English edition 1934), 
who compared the language of the Pentateuch with that of ancient 
Egyptian sources. Yahuda, however, went to extremes in trying to 
establish Egyptian influence on the Hebrew text and claimed to find 
Egyptian traces in the most unlikely places. On the other hand, the 
studies by Pere B. Couroyer, published in RB (1949 ff.), significantly 
advanced our knowledge of idioms common to the Bible and ancient 
Egyptian writings. More recently M. Görg has joined the scholars 
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inquiring into the form.ulas shared by the two languages; his findings 
have been set out in his Go~König Reden in Israel und Ägypten (1975) 
andin a num.ber of articles that appeared in BN beginning in 1974. The 
articles of J. Zandee (1979) also deserve mention, although the author is 
sometimes over-zealous in identifying Egyptianisms in Old Testament 
Hebrew. Much the same can be said of the work of I.M. Grintz (1979). 
However, none of the preceding studies is devoted exclusively to 
examining the terminology of Biblical wisdom compositions in relation to 
Egyptian literature. While Barucq, Bryce, and Humbert2 have dealt 
with this question, the issue on the whole has been used as a secondary 
research tool, to be used with other criteria, such as content and form, in 
determining whether the Biblical author borrowed from the Egyptian 
sources (this is particularly true of Hum.bert). In this connection, the 
studies of L. Kaligula and H. Brunner deserve special consideration. 
Kaligula's The Wise King (1980) is partly concerned with defining 
the semantic field of Biblical and extra-Biblical wisdom, but the 
contribution of this study to our subject is limited since the author's 
terminological analysis treats each cultural sphere (Egypt, Mesopotamia, 
Israel, etc.) separately rather than comparatively. Kaligula's semantic 
discussion, moreover, is subordinate to the main theme of his research, 
and as a result he deals with a relatively small number of terms 
pertaining to the language of wisdom literature. 
Brunner's pioneering work "Zentralbegriffe ägyptischer und 
israelitischer Weisheitslehren" (1984), in which he gives a thorough 
analysis of central concepts in the Egyptian sapiential literature in 
comparison with their Biblical equivalents (e.g., m3'.t and ~edll.qa, 
~add'iq- rll.sll.', ~ll.kll.m- 'ewil and the "silent" and "heated man"), is 
most important to our research. Brunner is the first to have emphasized 
the importance of the comparative terminological study of both cultures, 
although his article focuses on the conceptual aspect and not upon the 
semantic determination of the terms he discusses. 
The present study thus deals with an area of comparative research of 
Biblical and Egyptian writings that so far has received only slight 
attention. Its goal is to add the analysis of Hebrew and Egyptian 
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terminology to existing scholarship on the relations between these two 
literatures. 
Every new idea or even theory arises out of earlier views and 
assumptions. The findings and hypothesis of previous scholars thus serve 
as points of departure for my own approach, and accordingly three 
principal issues underlie the present study: 
{1) Scholars today generally agree that cultural and intellectual 
contact existed between ancient Israel and Egypt, and the evidence 
for this, among other things, is furnished by the wisdom writings of 
both civilizations.3 We can therefore legitimately ask if the 
wisdom literature of the Old Testament contains terms, phrases, 
and idioms that are close to or analogous with and perhaps 
influenced by those found in th,e same dass of Egyptian 
compositions. 
{2) In both Israel and Egypt, wisdom writings formed a distinct genre, 
set apart from other varieties of literary compositions not only by 
style and content, but apparently by terminology too. The latter 
has been studied in regard to Biblical wisdom,4 but has still tobe 
investigated in corresponding Egyptian works. 
{3) One of the characteristic features of wisdom writings in both 
literatures is that they tend to preserve the traditions of the past. 
In Egyptian works of the instruction type we find citations from 
earlier compositions written in the same vein; in the speculative 
wisdom writings of the Old Testament {i.e., Job and Qoheleth) the 
themes and literary forms of the conventional wisdom are taken up 
in an effort to reinforce or sometimes even to refute them. 5 
Presumably, therefore, at least part of the vocabulary of earlier 
wisdom compositions in both literatures will reappear in later 
writings of this genre. 
Before turning to the objectives, method, and content of the present 
study, it should be noted that the terminology, or list of terms, 
characteristic of Biblical wisdom was established by R.N. Whybray in 
bis The InteUectual Tradition in fhe Old Testament {1974).6 Whybray's 
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findings have since been contested. The controversy between Whybray 
and his critics, led by Crenshaw, turns on the question of whether the 
occurrence in non-wisdom texts of the vocabulary characteristic of 
Biblical wisdom books - which Whybray calls the "terminology of the 
intellectual tradition" - indicates the influence of a wisdom tradition.7 
While this question hardly concerns the immediate aim of our own 
research, the following argument recently raised against Whybray's 
philological method deserves our consideration: The Biblical wisdom 
vocabulary demarcated by Whybray consists of words only, while close 
scrutiny shows that the Hebrew sapiential phraseology also makes use of 
collocations and special ward combinations. 8 
The present study has three primary objectives, which may be 
summarized as follows: First, to draw up a glossary of Egyptian wisdom 
terms, a task as yet not undertaken elsewhere. Second, to elucidate the 
semantics of these terms. Third - and this is my main purpose - to 
clarify the wisdom vocabulary of the Hebrew sages in relation to the 
corresponding Egyptian terminology. 
This means that the aim of this study is not a monolingual analysis 
of the Egyptian wisdom terminology, and certainly not of the Hebrew. 
Primary concem is with the clarification of terms which are commonly 
used in Hebrew wisdom writings but do not conform to ordinary Biblical 
usage. The question is whether these exceptional instances of usage are 
evidence of foreign influence. 
The secondary objectives of this study are to shed light on some of 
the general questions concerning Old Testament wisdom writings, which 
may be achieved through a fresh comparative inquiry into Hebrew and 
Egyptian wisdom vocabulary: Did Hebrew wisdom evolve from a secular 
to a religious stage? Does the Hebrew ~akam ("sage") signify a function 
or a quality, a dass or a title? Did Hebrew wisdom develop 
independently or did it derive from an Egyptian tradition which was 
assimilated by way of the lsraelite royal court and/or an educational 
institution modeled on the Egyptian school? Our attempt to answer the 
last question involved another line of inquiry, i.e., whether there existed 
analogies in the vocabularies of the Biblical and Egyptian wisdom 
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literatures. H we find that there were, we shall be adding support to the 
long accepted view of the existing relationship between the civilizations 
of Israel and Egyp~. But if such analogies are found to be absent, we 
shall be obliged to conclude that we are dealing with two distinct 
literatures, with no direct connections in thought and world view. 
Either conclusion, of course, depends on the extent to which a 
vocabulary reflects the world of its users. 9 
In terms of methodology, a comparative semantic study of two 
closed literary corpora is diffi.cult, particularly when these are written in 
dead languages. The problems to be addressed, and the methods used to 
solve them, are the following: 
(1) As noted, the first problematic area is the establishment of a 
glossary of Egyptian wisdom terms along Whybray's lines with 
corresponding material in the Old Testament.10 The corpus of Egyptian 
writings selected for this study reveals two categories of terms that are 
relevant: (a) terms that recur frequently some even exclusively,11 and 
(b) terms that appear less frequently but are of major significance for 
wisdom ideology (e.g., sb9y.t). Consequently, a twofold criterion was 
used in determining whether a term was to be included in an Egyptian 
wisdom glossary - frequency of occurrence and ideological significance. 
Not all the terms characteristically employed by the Hebrew sage and his 
Egyptian counterpart are discussed. The ones chosen for consideration 
are principally those relevant to a bilingual semantic comparison. But 
we shall also have occasion to discuss terms that are unique to either 
Biblical or Egyptian wisdom and without analogy in the other language; 
while it is important to determine the semantic contact between parallel 
terms in the wisdom texts of the two civilizations, it is no less important 
to discern that some terms in one of the languages have no parallel in the 
other, and to discover why. 
(2) A further diffi.culty is how to determine the meaning of words in 
the two dead languages, Egyptian and Biblical Hebrew. Linguists have 
devised a number of tools that can be usefully applied:12 
(a) Synchronie analysis of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations. 
Paradigmatic relation is established by the lexical value of a term, or of 
the place of a word in the linguistic system as a whole. This is done by 
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examining the collocations in which the word occurs and determining the 
synonym.s, antonym.s, and like characteristics. For this purpose 
dictionaries of Biblical Hebrew and ancient Egyptian have been used. 
Syntagmatic relation refers to the status of a word within its context. In 
the framework of the present study particular attention had to be paid to 
the type of literature with which a word is connected. For example, in 
the Old Testament we need to know whether the composition is prose 
narrative or verse; in the Egyptian sources we must determine whether it 
belongs to the genre of instruction, whether it is an instance of 
speculative literature, or whether it is an example of royal court 
phraseology, and so on. 
(b) Diachronie analysis. This is twofold: The study of a word's 
change of meaning as the language develops, and the study of a word's 
etym.ology, i.e., determining its meaning on the basis of its origin. The 
latter should be pursued carefully, for the meaning of a root need not be 
the same in later periods.13 Etymologica1. analysis is commonly used in 
Biblical scholarship, since Hebrew shares a large number of roots with 
other languages of the same Semitic family. For Egyptian, if a word has 
survived long enough to be retained by the language in the later phases 
of its development, then its meaning in the Demotic or Coptic can be 
useful. But here too care must be taken through the complementary 
application of the synchronic to the diachronic analysis. 14 
(3) Synchronie and diachronic ana1.yses are among the principles of 
the semantic field theory, first put forward by J. Trier (1931) under the 
name of "lexica1. field" theory .15 This theory has been used in the 
present study with certain restrictions. Semantic principles are applied 
only when they can determine the sense of a given word. Greater 
· consideration has been given to syntagmatic than to paradigmatic 
analysis, since our interest is the semantic investigation of a particular 
literary genre rather than an entire language system. For the same 
reason, in certain cases a discussion of synonym.aus terms that are not 
part of wisdom terminology is omitted. Semantics in general and 
semantic field theory in particular have only recently been applied to 
Biblical research, among others by J.F.A. Sawyer and J. Barr, whose 
pioneering works have been used as a guide in this study. Research on 
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the classification of the vocabulary of wisdom literature in Hebrew is 
ahead of that in Egyptian, on which very few monographs have been 
published.16 Nor has any effort been made as yet to apply the general 
principles of semantics to the Egyptian sphere. This study, though only 
a beginning, is the first to employ semantics in the field of Egyptian 
studies - any future research along these lines would certainly be 
welcome. 
In the context of our study over 120 terms were examined. As the 
research does not deal with either Egyptian language or Biblical Hebrew 
alone, the discussion centers on terms that lend themselves to 
comparative study. The terms chosen have been arranged in 
thematically ordered chapters. Thus, Chapters one to eight treat terms 
and phrases reflecting various aspects of the world of wisdom: 
expressions concerning teaching and instruction, phrases defining 
positive and negative human types, the wise man and the fool, 
expressions of various kinds of wise sayings, and the parts of the body 
that serve to acquire wisdom and knowledge. 
The corpus of this research taken from the Biblical wisdom literature 
consists of Proverbs, Job, Qoheleth and "wisdom Psalms" and, from the 
apocryphal wisdom literature, the book of Ben Sira. The corpus coming 
from the Egyptian sources includes not only wisdom compositions proper 
- instructions, school writings, and speculative literature - but also 
compositions showing an indirect contact with the wisdom circle -
royal inscriptions, autobiographies, and religious literature. For the 
non-specialist in wisdom literature, a list has been included of the 
sources on which this study is based and of the manuscript publications 
we have used, as well as of the main scholarly works in the field, 
highlighting the details that are most important for semantic 
determination, namely, literary genres, distinction between original 
stratum and additions, date of composition, etc.17 
A comparative study of this kind is of necessity bound by certain 
objective limitations. First, a scholar who turns to the Old Testament 
after having been deeply immersed in the language and literature of 
ancient Egypt may find it hard to resist the temptation of "discovering" 
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Egyptianisms everywhere in the Hebrew text. Second, in making a 
comparative analysis of languages and literatures of a period so remote 
from our own we face the problem of how to distinguish between the 
source and the borrower - a certain degree of doubt must always 
accompany our conclusions. Third, the general uncertainty noted in the 
preceding point applies particularly to semantics: a precise 
understanding of a linguistic form depends on perfect familiarity with 
the speaker's world.18 Plainly, such a level of knowledge of the cultures 
of ancient Egypt and Israel is beyond our reach. 
Another limitation - this one subjective - is that, while one of 
the principles of this research has been to use throughout the original 
Egyptian texts, this was not possible for the Demotic compositions, 
where translations had to be used.19 
Finally, this research touches on three areas - Biblical studies, 
Egyptology, and linguistics - but it does not claim to treat any of these 
exhaustively. Nor does it offer any new discoveries on the semantic rules 
of Biblical Hebrew and Egyptian. Its intention has been primarily to 
determine the presence or absence of contact between the vocabularies of 
Biblical and Egyptian wisdom literature, and to fix the semantic 
boundaries of selected Hebrew wisdom terms in comparison with the 
same genre in Egyptian literature. Should this endeavor within the 
modest scope it has set itself have succeeded, the author will have been 
amply rewarded. 20 
CORPUS1 
I. THE HEBI.EW SOUi.CES - BIBLIC.A.L .llD JEWISH WISDOII LITEU.TUI.E2 
The term "Biblical wisdom literature" in the present study is applied 
primarily to the books of Proverbs, Job and Qoheleth. Two forms of 
wisdom may be discerned in the wisdom literature of the ancient Near 
East, namely, didactic and speculative. The former is practical and 
aimed at educating and providing guidance in everyday life. In contrast 
to the abundant optimism of didactic wisdom, speculative wisdom 
consists of speculations and refl.ections on man's destiny, criticizes the 
contradictions between conventional dogmas and actua.1 rea.lity and 
ponders the problems of retribution and divine theodicy. The book of 
Proverbs is an outstanding example of ancient didactic wisdom, while 
Job belongs to speculative wisdom. Qoheleth, like Job, belongs to 
speculative wisdom, but it does contain didactic wisdom as well. Same 
of the Psalms ( called "wisdom Psalms") are an inseparable part of 
Biblical wisdom and, like Qoheleth, contain a mixture of practical, 
didactic wisdom alongside speculative, critical wisdom. 
A. The Book of Proverbs 
This book comprises nine collections of sayings, distinguished from each 
other by title, content and literary form. The first collection (1-9) 
entitled "The Proverbs of Solomon, 11 is set within the framework of a 
father addressing his son. This literary form parallels the Egyptian 
"instruction" genre. Two subjects appear repeatedly: a warning to shun 
"a strange woman" and an appeal to avoid the company of the evil 
murderers. These fatherly moral admonitions are interspersed with 
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poetical stanzas in which the personified Wisdom takes the form of a 
woman speaking of her singularity and good qualities (1,20 ff.; 8;9). 
The second collection (10-22,16), whose title is "The Proverbs of 
Solomon," is composed of proverbs in parallelism of members. The 
topics of the proverbs vary and they are not arranged according to a 
uniform theme. 
The third collection (22,17-24,22), entitled "The Sayings of the 
Wise, 11 may be subdivided into two units: The first is 22,17-23,11 which 
contains literal parallels to The Instruction of Amenemope; the sentence 
beginning "Have I not written to you äaliäom ( Q~ri: äaliäim) sayings of 
counsel and knowledge," undoubtedly refers to the thirty chapters of the 
Egyptian instruction.3 The second unit is 23,12-24,22, whose literary 
form is a combination of the first and second collections, i.e., a father's 
words to his son as in the first collection, interspersed with proverbs 
written in the pattem of parallelism as in the second. 
The fourth collection (24,23-34), entitled "These are also the Sayings 
of the Wise," is an appendix to the preceding collection. 
The fifth collection (25-29) bearing the title "These also are proverbs 
of Solomon which the men of Hezekiah, King of Judah, copied out," 
resembles the second, being composed mainly of proverbs arranged in a 
short, impersonal form without consistency and continuity of subject 
matter. Two sub-groups of proverbs may be discerned: 25-27, which 
tends toward rational rather than moral wisdom, and 28-29 which is kept 
in a more theological vein. 
While the first five collections include didactic ideas and 
admonitions and are directly or indirectly ascribed to Solomon, those 
that follow differ in their speculative spirit, in the foreign color of their 
language andin their attribution to the "Sons of Qedem" (bene Qedem). 
The writer of the sixth collection (30, 1-14), entitled "The words of 
Agur the son of Jakeh of Massa," belongs to the Arab tribe of Massa. 
His words convey a recognition of human ignorance and an admonition 
directed to his generation. 
The collection that follows (30, 15-33), known as "To 'Alukti," 
contains five numerical sayings based on the observation of the world of 
nature and human customs.4 
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The eighth collection (31, 1-9) "The words of King Lemuel of 
Massa," resembles the first collection in its literary genre. But in this 
case the instruction is not made by a father-teacher but by a mother, 
and includes, inter alia, warnings against women. Other details such as 
taking the side of the poor, etc., are in the spirit of speculative wisdom. 
The ninth collection (31, 10-31} is an alphabetical poem eulogizing 
the ideal woman to whom are attributed all the qualities praised by the 
wise in the first five collections. 5 
Thus, Proverbs was not written by one single person but is a 
compilation of collections of sayings. Recent research on the content and 
literary forms of Proverbs in the light of extra-Biblical sources refutes 
most of the arguments of 19th- and early 20th-century scholarship which 
dated the book in the exilic and post-exilic eras. 6 
At present the tendency is increasingly to assume that the 
transmission of material began in Solomon's time and continued in that 
of Hezekiah, when it was edited by his men during the 7th century B.C. 
(Prov. 25,1). The book contains ancient material belonging to the 
pre-exilic period, with no Aramisms or Greek words to indicate a later 
period.7 
B. The Book of Job 
The book in which Hebrew speculative wisdom literature appears in its 
full stature is also not a homogeneous unit. Job comprises two parts, 
original separate entities, that differ in form and content: the prosaic 
framework (1,1-2,13; 42,7-17), in which Job is described as a righteous 
man unjustly punished as a test; and the poetic dialogue (3,1-42,6), 
which presents Job as a wise man and contains a cycle of discussions 
between Job and his friends, the words of Elihu (32-37) and the speeches 
of God (38,1-42,6) combined with Job's answers. 
Most scholars believe that the text we now have was not written as 
a unit but contains later additions. However, it is usually agreed that 
Job was composed at some time during the post-exilic period (between 
the 5th and 4th centuries). The arguments for this view are the foreign 
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tone in the la.nguage of Job8 a.nd the doctrine of personal retribution 
presented by his friends, but t.hese arguments for a late dating of the 
book are contestable. 9 Similarly, there is no clear proof that the book 
was written before the exile. But there is a resemblance in form a.nd 
content between Job a.nd the Mesopotamia.n wisdom texts from The 
Sumerian Job up to I Will Praise the Lord of Wisdom, A Dialogu,e about 
Human Misery a.nd The Dialogue between Master and Sen,ant, as weil as 
with the Egyptian text, The Man Who Was Tired. of Life.10 Therefore, 
even if the book was edited later, as indicated by its la.nguage, its 
content is evidently a.ncient, going back to the First Temple period. 
To sum up, the book was certainly composed later than the 
crystallization of the traditional wisdom concepts expressed by the 
friends of Job, but a.ny attempt at an exact chronological dating must 
remain speculative.11 
C. Qoheleth 
Qoheleth sta.nds midway between traditional wisdom on the one ha.nd 
a.nd sceptical wisdom on the other, for although he repeats the 
conventional dogmas, he confronts and denies them as weil. The book 
comprises independent units, unconnected in content; it lacks uniformity 
and contains contradictions. lt is the result of the special personality of 
the author, who was probably reared on traditional ancient wisdom but 
finally broke away from it. This is evident from the text, which weaves 
statements from traditional wisdom literature together with negations of 
them.12 
The book is the work of one man. The sole addition which should be 
attributed to the compiler is the title in 1,1 a.nd the section in 12,9-14 
which reflects theological wisdom. 
The prevailing 19th century opinion that Qoheleth was strongly 
inßuenced by Greek philosophy has long been rejected; most of the 
"Grecisms" ca.n be explained in the light of contact with ancient Near 
Eastem wisdom.13 
In terms of la.nguage a.nd content Qoheleth belongs to the 
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transitional period between Biblical and Jewish literature. The language 
is pre-Mishnaic Hebrew,14 and the book1s exceptional conceptual position 
finds its expression in the spiritual vacuum posited by Qoheleth who 
argues the "vanity" of life and the worthlessness of man's actions. This 
argument originates in an awareness of Yahweh's inconceivable 
omnipotence, which produces a sense of distance and indifference.15 
The latest possible dating for Qoheleth is fixed by the book of Ben 
Sira, written about 180 B.C. 1 whose author was familiar with the book of 
Qoheleth, and by fragments of the book found in Qumran {from 150 
B.C.). lt was probably composed in the 3rd century B.C., although its 
sources were ancient, rooted in the Hebrew wisdom of the First Temple 
period and in the tradition of ancient Near Eastem wisdom. 
D. Wisdom Psalms 
Research has conferred this title on several psalms within the book of 
Psalms since they have an affinity, in form, style or content, with the 
wisdom literature. Several attempts have been made to determine 
criteria for the identification of these psalms. Murphy {1963) was the 
first to establish two such criteria for defining them: by their formal and 
stylistic resemblance to, and conceptual affinity with, wisdom literature. 
He was followed by Kuntz {1974), who not only tried to reinforce and 
broaden these criteria but who also added another - wisdom 
vocabulary - the limitations of which he acknowledged. The 
importance of vocabulary as a means of defining wisdom Psalms was 
recently emphasized by A. Hurvitz's article {1988), and his thorough 
study Wisdom Language in Biblical Psalmody {1991).16 In spite of these 
e:fforts to find a single tested definition for the Gattung of wisdom 
Psalms, there is still no agreement among scholars as to their 
identification.17 In the present study the problem is solved by including 
all psalms to be among the wisdom Psalms which (1) the majority of 
scholars (at least three) have included in the wisdom circle; and which 
(2) satisfy the Murphy-Kuntz criteria mentioned above. The distinctive 
features of the wisdom Psalm are accordingly: (a) rhetorical and formal 
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elements: the 'Ure formula, the address to "sons," admonition and 
warning, the "better" saying ( tob-Sproch), alphabetical structure 
(acrostic), simile and comparison, numerical saying and rhetorical 
question; (b) subjects and motifs: the contrast between righteous and 
wicked, traditional doctrine of retribution, the two ways of life (good and 
bad), identification of the Torah with Wisdom, praise and thanksgiving 
to God, fear of God and advice on everyday conduct. 
The wisdom Psalms are therefore: 1, 19(8-15), 32, 34, 37, 49, 73, 78, 
105, 106, 111, 112, 119, 127, 128, 133. Like the other wisdom texts, the 
wisdom Psalms were the work of the sages, in tbis instance probably 
connected with the temple singers. lt is difficult to define their Sitz im 
Leben: Were they meant for instruction of pupils or for use in the temple 
cult? The form.er seems more likely, since the discourses of Ben Sira, 
who was a teacher in bis bet midräs (school), are interspersed with 
poems and hymns. The writings of the Egyptian school also contain 
hymns of praise and prayers to god. 
The wisdom Psalms belong to the late stage of development of. 
Hebrew wisdom. The book of Psalms was compiled at the beginning of 
the Second Temple period, but it is difficult to determine the dates of 
the individual psalms; at least some of them are pre-exilic. 
E. Wisdom in the Apocrypha - Ben Sira 
For hundreds of years after the Biblical era the wisdom tradition 
continued, leaving its mark on apocryphal writings wbich were regarded 
sacred by the Egyptian Jews. The following apocryphal books belang to 
wisdom literature: Ben Sira, the Wisdom of Solomon, Tobit, 1 Edras and 
Baruch, all of wbich contain elements of wisdom and were written 
between the 2nd century B.C. and the 1st century A.D. Of the 
apocryphal books, only the book of Ben Sira is discussed in this study. 
The fact that original parts of its Hebrew text have survived makes it 
most valuable for our purposes.18 
The Book of Shimon ben Joshua ben Elazar ben Sira who was a sage, 
a scribe, and a teacher, was written originally in Hebrew about 180 B.C. 
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lt was translated into Greek by the author's grandson in 130 B.C. and 
parts of it, ascribed to the 1st century B.C., were discovered in the 
Qumran caves and at Masa.da. The book of Ben Sira may be regarded as 
a continuation of Biblical wisdom in form and in content, but it differs 
from the latter in its varied use of literary models and in its nationalistic 
Yahwistic motifs. lt identifies wisdom with the Torah of Yahweh, 
praises God the Creator, eulogizes the Patriarchs, and so on.19 Ben Sira 
is located on the border between the world of the Bible and the world of 
Hellenism.20 ms book, the language of which is clearly post-Biblical. 
Hebrew (but which the author took pains to embellish with literary 
devices in the classical style) nevertheless reflects the Hellenistic world. 
II. THE EGYPTIJ.I SOUlCES 
The Egyptian corpus includes: (1) works which belong to or are clearly 
connected with the wisdom tradition: the instructions (Lebenslehren), 
speculative-pessimistic compositions and school texts; (2) works 
indirectly connected with the wisdom sphere - the royal inscriptions, 
autobiographies and religious literature. 21 
A. Wisdom Literature 
lt is surprising that the Egyptians, whose wisdom had become a symbol 
and a model in the ancient world ( d. 1 Kgs. 5,10), ha.d no specific term 
for "wisdom literature." In the absence of any other suitable expression, 
this term, adapted from Biblical studies, is commonly used to denote the 
texts which cover an area in Egyptian literature corresponding to 
Biblical. wisdom. These may be divided into two groups: (1) didactic 
wisdom; (2) speculative-pessimistic wisdom or "Egyptian prophecy." 
First and foremost in Egyptian wisdom literature are the 
instructions (sb9y.t), which are highly reminiscent in form and content of 
the book of Proverbs, and to a lesser degree of Qoheleth. The literary 
pattern of a father speaking to his son is characteristic of these texts. 
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This genre has a long tradition in Egypt, and there are instructions on 
record dating back to the 25th century B.C. (the 4th-5th Dynasties) up 
to the 1st century B.C. The two "loyalist" instructions ascribed to the 
early Middle Kingdom (19th century B.C.) constitute a separate section 
within this group. These works, like the other instructions, are didactic, 
but their main purpose is propaganda and support for the reigning 
monarch. 
The second group is made up of works that are close both to Biblical 
speculative wisdom literature and to Biblical prophecy. Their gloomy, 
pessimistic atmosphere reminds us of Job and Qoheleth while the 
repeated motifs of distress, social-moral admonitions and a coming 
salvation evoke the world of the Hebrew prophets. Scholars are divided 
as to whether the theme of distress and national disorder treated in these 
compositions is rooted in a historical event, namely, the breakdown of 
central govemment during the First Intermediate Period (2180-2130 
B.C.),22 in which case they may be dated to that time, or whether this is 
only a literary topic, in which case the work may be dated to the. 
flourishing period of the Middle Kingdom (2130-1780 B.C.).23 
B. School Texts 
These texts do not belong directly to wisdom literature but are still an 
inseparable part of the creative circle of Egyptian wisdom, since the 
wisdom instructions were copied, taught and sometimes written in 
schools for scribes. 24 The recurrent themes in this corpus -
admonitions to students, adulation of teachers, praises for the scribal 
profession and prayers to Thoth, the god of the scribes - reflect the 
ambience of the Egyptian school. 
C. Royal Inscriptions and Autobiographies 
This group contains: (1) inscriptions emanating from the setting of the 
royal court, including historical and official documents, royal stele, and 
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biographies of monarchs and high officials. The sources presented are 
from the 11th up to the 18th Dynasties (21st to approximately the 13th 
century B.C.); (2) later autobiographies, taken from tombstones and 
coffins of senior officials in the administration of the Ptolemies. 
E. Otto, in bis study Die biographischen Inschriften (1954) clearly 
demonstrated the affinity of the royal inscriptions and the 
autobiographies to wisdom literature. He showed that the entire range 
of ideas in the autobiography of the Late Period - including the 
relation to god, the conception of death, the human image, the familial 
and social relationships and moral values - are identical to those 
present in the instructions. Otto's conclusions were later confirmed by 
the investigations of H. Brunner and M. Lichtheim. Brunner points to 
quotations from the instructions in the royal inscriptions and 
autobiographies. The same phenomenon appears in the anthology of 
autobiographies published by Lichtheim. 25 
D. Religious Literature 
J. Assmann has pointed out the connection between the religious 
concept of the wisdom tradition and the literature of "personal 
piety" (persönliche Frömmigkeit) in the New Kingdom.26 Accordingly, 
a selection of Egyptian hymns and prayers from different periods 
is included. 
EDITIOIS OF THE EGYPTI.U SOUi.CES 
Listed below are the Egyptian sources in chronological order as weil as 
the publications of those manuscripts used; the names of selected studies 
and monographs have also been given. A list of the other references 
relating to these texts is included in the general bibliography.27 
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A. Wisdom Literature· 
Didactic Wisdom - lnstro.ctions 
1. The Instroction of Djedefhor. Only the beginning of this instruction 
has been published. lt was composed during the 4th or 5th 
Dynasty (ca. 2600-2350 B.C.) but the available copies date to the 
New Kingdom and to the Late Period. 
Text: E. Brunner - Traut, "Die Weisheitslehre des Djedefhor," 
ZÄS 76(1940), 3-9, pl.1. 
Text and translation: W. Helck, Die Lehre des Djedefhor und 
die Lehre eines Vaters an seinen Sohn (Wiesbaden 1984). 
2. The Instroction Addressed to Kagemni: The work presumably 
belongs to the 6th Dynasty (ca. 2350-2180 B.C.) and has been 
partially preserved in the Pap. Prisse from the 11th or 12th 
Dynasty (ca. 2100-1990 B.C.). 
Text and translation: A.H. Gardiner, "The Instruction 
Addressed to Kagemni and His Brethren," JEA 32(1946), 71-74; A. 
Scharff, "Die Lehre für Kagemni," ZÄS 77(1942), 13-21. 
3. The Instroction of PtalJ}}.otep: This instruction, like that of 
Kagemni, was probably composed during the 6th Dynasty; among 
the manuscripts the most complete one is Pap. Prisse, originating 
in the 11th or 12th Dynasty, as stated above. 
Text, commentary and translation: Z. Za.ba, Les Maximes des 
Pta!J.~otep (Prague 1956). 
4. The Instroction Addressed to Merikare: This was probably 
composed by one of the several kings bearing the name Akhtoi in 
the 9th-10th Dynasty (ca. 2200 B.C.) for his son Merikare. Three 
papyri have survived, the best preserved of which is Pap. 
Petersburg 1116A, dating from the 18th Dynasty (1580-1320). 
Text: M. Golenischeff, Les Papyrus hieratiques Nos.1115, 
1116A et 1116B de l'Ermitage Imperial a St. Petersbourg (Leipzig 
1913). 
Text, commentary and translation: A. Volten, Zwei 
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altägyptische politische Schriften. Die Lehre für König Merikare 
(Pap. Carlsberg Vl) und die Lehre des Königs Amenemhet 
{Copenhagen 1946), 3-82, pls.1-4; W. Helck, Die Lehre für König 
Merikare (Wiesbaden 1977). 
Study (without translation): E. Blumenthal, "Die Lehre für 
König Merikare," ZÄS 107 {1980), 5-41. 
5. The Instni.ction of Amenemhet I: Probably composed by 
Amenemhet's heir, his son Sesostris I, to legitimize his rule after 
the murder of his father {1970-1930 B.C.). Of the many copies on 
ostraca, writing tablets and papyri preserved from the time of the 
New Kingdom, Pap. Millingen is the most important. lts last page 
is damaged and has been complemented by Pap. Sallier II. 
Text and translation: F. LI. Griffith, "The Millingen Papyrus," 
ZÄS 34(1896), 35-51; A.Volten, Zwei altägyptische politische 
Schriften, 104-128. 
Text, translation and study: W. Helck, Der Tezt der "Lehre 
Amenemhets I für seinen Sohn" {Wiesbaden 1969). 
Study and translation: E. Blumenthal, "Die Lehre des Königs 
Amenemhet," ZÄS 111(1984), 85-107; ibid., 112 {1985), 104-115. 
Publication of five new ostraca in Berlin Museum, synopsis of 
the available sources and repeated study of the text by H. 
Goedicke, Studies in "The Instruction of King Amenemhet I for His 
Son," 2 vols. (San Antonio 1988). 
6. The Instni.ction of Anii: The instruction, composed during the first 
half of the 18th Dynasty {1580-1400), is preserved in several copies 
with occasional variants. The main copy is Pap. Boulaq 4, from 
the 21st-22nd Dynasties {930-730 B.C.), which is extremely 
corrupt. 
Text, commentary and translation: E. Suys, La. Sa.gesse d 'Ani 
{Roma 1935). A. Volten, Studien zum Weisheitsbuch des Anii 
{Copenhagen 1937-38). 
Publication of a fragment: J. Cemy, Papyrus hieratiques de 
Deir el-Medineh, T.I, Documents de Fouilles VIII {1978). 
7. The Instruction of Amenemope: The connection between this 
instruction and the book of Proverbs changed the direction of 
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research of Biblical wisdom literature. The instruction has been 
preserved in many copies, the most complete of which is Papyrus 
10474 in the British Museum. Scholarly opinion is divided over the 
date of composition of the instruction and over the period of the 
papyrus. One may assume that the author lived in the Ramesside 
Period while the Papyrus should be dated to the 20th or the 21st 
Dynasty (ca. 10th century B.C.). 
Text, translation and interpretation: H.O. Lange, Das 
Weisheitsbuch des Amenemope, aus dem Pap. 10,11,I des British 
Museum (Copenhagen 1925). 
Translation, commentary and study: 1. Grumach, 
Untersuchungen zur Lebenslehre des Amenope, Münchner 
ägptologische Studien 23 (Berlin 1972). 
8. The Instruction of Ankhsheshonqy: This Demotic instruction has 
been preserved on several papyri, the most important being Pap. 
10508, in the British Museum. The partially corrupt papyrus dates 
from the late Ptolemaic Period (ca. 100 B.C.), but the date of 
composition goes back to an earlier period ( 4th century?). 
Text, translation, and interpretation: S.R.K. Glanville, 
Catalogue of Demotic Papyri in the British Museum, vol. II, The 
Instructions of 'Onchsheshonqy (B.M. Pap. 10508) (London 1955). 
Study and translation: H.J. Thissen, Die Lehre des 
Anchsheschonqi, (P. BM 10508) (Bonn 1984); Lichtheim, LEWL 
13-92. 
9. The Instruction of Papyrus Insinger. This Demotic text was mainly 
preserved on Pap. Insinger. The manuscript belongs to the 1st 
century A.D., while the composition itself goes back to the 
Ptolemaic Period (ca. 300 B.C.). Further fragments are preserved 
on six papyri. 
Text, translation, and commentary: F. Lexa, Pap. Insinger: 
Les enseignements moraw: d 'un scribe egyptien du premier siecle, 
apres J.C., 2 vols. (Paris 1926). A. Volten, Kopenhagener Texte 
zum demotischen Weisheitsbuch (Copenhagen 1940-1941). 
Study and translation: Lichtheim, LEWL 107-234. 
10. Demotic Wisdom Tezts: Fragments of collections of Demotic 
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wisdom sayings, three of which date to ca. 160 B.C. and are 
written on papyrus, are to be found in the Louvre {2377, 2380, 
2414). 
Publication: R.J. Williams, "Same Fragmentary Demotic 
Wisdom Texts," in Studies in Honor of G.R. Hughes {Chicago 
1977), 263-271; A. Volten, "Die moralischen Lehren des 
demotischen Papyrus Louvre 2414," in Studi in memoria di 1. 
RoseUini {Pisa 1955), vol.2, 271-280, pls. xxxiv-xxxv. 
Study and translation: G.R. Hughes, "The Blunders of an 
Inept Scribe," in Studies in Philology in Honor of R.J. Williams 
(Toronto 1982), 51-67; Lichtheim, LEWL 93-106.28 
The "Loyalist" lnstructions 
11. The Stela of Se}.,.etep-ib-Ra: This tex.t {also known as The Loyalist 
Instruction) written upon the tombstone of the deceased urges 
loyalty to King Amenemhet m {12th Dynasty, 19th century B.C.). 
The inscription of this stela, completed by ostraca and wooden 
tablets dating to the New Kingdom, was published by: G. Posener, 
L 'Enseignement Loyaliste, sagesse egyptienne du Moyen Empire 
{Geneva 1976). 
12. Instruction by a Man for His Son: Like The Instruction of 
Seb,etep-ib-Ra, this work also urges support for the monarchy and 
was apparently written in the period of the 12th Dynasty. No 
whole copy has survived, although many fragments are preserved 
on papyri and ostraca. 
Text, translation and commentary: K. Kitchen, "Studies in 
Egyptian Literature, I, The Instruction by a Man for His San," 
Oriens Antiquus 8 {1969), 189-208; ibid., 9 {1970), 203-210. W. 
Helck, Die Lehre des Djedejhor und Die Lehre eines Vaters an 
seinen Sohn {Wiesbaden 1984). 
Six new ostraca were published by J.L. Foster, JNES 45 
{1986), 197-211, who attempts to construct the variety of surviving 
fragments into one complete composition. The most up-to-date 
translation of the instruction is presented by Brunner in A W 
185-192. 
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Specolative-Pessimistic Wisdom29 
13. Admonitions of an E!J11ptian Sage ( The Admonitions of lpwer): 
Admonitions was composed during the First Intermediate Period 
(ca. 2000 B.C.) or the late Middle Kingdom. The text is preserved 
on Papyrus Leiden 344, dating to the 18th or 19th Dynasty 
(1580-1200 B.C.). 
Text, commentary and translation: A.H. Gardiner, 
Admonitions of an E!J11Ptian Sage (Leipzig 1909), 1-95. 
14. The Complain'ls of Khakheperre-sonb: This work, which can be 
dated to the Middle Kingdom, has been preserved on a writing 
tablet from the 18th Dynasty. This tablet, No.5645 in the British 
Museum, is the single surviving copy. 
Text, translation and study: A. H. Gardiner, ibid., 95-112. 
15. The Prophecies of Neferti: The single complete version deriving 
from the 18th Dynasty is preserved on Pap. 1116B recto in the 
Hermitage Museum, Leningrad. This is augmented by fragments 
preserved on writing tablets and ostraca. 
An integrated edition, translation and commentary is in W. 
Helck, Die Prophezeiung des Nfr.tj (Wiesbaden 1970). 
Translation and commentary: H. Goedicke, The Protocol of 
Neferyt (Baltimore 1977). 
Study (without translation): E. Blumenthal, "Die 
Prophezeihung des Nerfeti," ZÄS 109 (1982), 1-27. 
16. The Man Who Was Tired of Life: This work was probably written 
either during the First Intermediate Period or at the beginning of 
the Middle Kingdom, although today some scholars believe that it 
should be ascribed to the days of the Hyksos (Second Intermediate 
Period). The surviving papyrus - Berlin 3024 - dates to the 
Middle Kingdom. 
Text and translation: R.O. Faulkner, "The Man Who Was 
Tired of Life," JEA 42 (1956), 21-40. W. Barta, Das Gespräch 
eines Mannes mit seinem Ba (Berlin 1969). H. Goedicke, The 
Report about the Dispute of a Man with His Ba (London 1970). 
17. The Eloqv.ent Peasanf:. This work is preserved on four papyri from 
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the Middle Kingdom. Three of these are now in Berlin (known as 
Bl, B2 and R) and the fourth, Pap. Butler, is in London. Opinion 
is divided over the date of composition: some scholars date it to the 
Middle· Kingdom (12th, 13th Dynasty), others to the 
Heracleopolitan Period (9th, 10th Dynasty).30 
Text, commentary and translation: F. Vogelsang, Kommentar 
zu den Klagen des Bauern (Leipzig 1913); E. Perry I A Critical 
Stud11 of the Eloquent Peasant, Ph.D. thesis1 Johns Hopkins 
University (Baltimore 1986). 
B. School Texts 
18. The Kemit: This is a textbook composed at the beginning of the 
Middle Kingdom but based on earlier material. All surviving 
copies belang to the Middle Kingdom. The Kemit contains three 
sections - a formal greeting generally used to open a letter I a 
story and sayings similar in style and content to the Egyptian 
instructions and biographies. 
Text: G. Posener, Catalogue des ostraca hieratiques litteraires 
de Deir el Medineh (Cairo 1951ff.)1 vol. 111 pls. 1-21. 
Text, translation: w. Barta, zAs 105(1978)1 6-14. 
19. The Instructions of Amennakht: Only the beginning has been 
preserved. The instruction, written by a scribe of the House of Life 
named Amennakht, centers on praising the scribal profession. lt is 
probably of the same date as The Instruction of Anii, i.e. 1 the 18th 
Dynasty. 
Text, translation and study: G. Posener, "L'excorde de 
l1instruction educative d1Amennakhte1" Rd'E 10(1955)1 61-72. 
20. The Instruction of Kheti (son of Duau/): The subject of this work is 
identical with the foregoing and its use as a school textbook is 
confirmed by hundreds of surviving copies. Its composition dates 
to the Middle Kingdom (12th Dynasty) but most of the copies are 
from the 19th Dynasty. The important papyri are: Pap. Sallier Il, 
Pap. Anastasi 1111 and Pap. Chester Beatty XIX. 
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Text, com.mentary and translation: H. Brunner, Die Lehre des 
Cheti Sohnes des Duauf {Glückstadt 1944); W. Helck, Die Lehre 
des Dw9-~tjj, 2 vols. (Wiesbaden 1970). 
21. School Literature: A collection of manuscripts dating to the 
Ramesside Period was published by Gardiner. In the present study 
only selected papyri are treated, namely: Pap. Bologna 1094, Pap. 
Anastasi III, IV, V; Pap. Sallier I, and IV versa; Pap. Lansing; 
Pap. KoUer; Pap. Turin A and D. 
Text, com.mentary and translation: A. H. Gardiner, R. 
Caminos, LEM. 
22. Pap. Chester Beatty IV: The composition, whose main topic is the 
eternity of the scribes, was written during the New Kingdom. The 
surviving copy, Pap. Chester Beatty IV (= Pap. 10684 in the 
British Museum), can be assigned to the 19th or 20th Dynasty ( ca., 
1300-1000 B.C.). 
A.H. Gardiner, Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, Third 
Series, Chester Beatty IV, vol. I, 37-44, vol.11, plates 18ff. 
23. Letter to a Wayword Son:. An exhortation written in a form of a 
letter by the scribe Menna to his son and pupil. Only one copy has 
survived - ostracon 12074 in Chicago deriving from the 
workmen1s village in Deir el Medineh. The topic, "a son gone 
bad," points to the possibility that it was used as a model letter in 
the village school during the Ram.esside Period. 
Text, translation and study: W. Guglielmi, "Eine 'Lehre' für 
einen reiselustigen Sohn," WdO 14(1983), 147-166; 
J.L. Foster, "Oriental Institute Ostracon 12074: 1Menna1s 
Lement' or 'Letter to a Wayward San'," JSSEA 14(1984), 88-98. 
· 24. A School Eurcise in Demotic: The exercise was written on a 
papyrus known today as Pap. Berlin 13639, dating from the 
Ptolemaic Period. 
Publication: W. Erichsen, "Eine Aegyptische Schulübung in 
Demotischer Schrift (Berlin 13639)," Historik-Filologiske 
Meddelelser 31(1945), 3-25. 
25. The Onomasticon of Amenemope: Amenemope was a scribe in the 
House of Life at the end of the 20th Dynasty (11th century B.C.). 
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The onomasticon written by him includes about 2,000 items and is 
preserved in several manuscripts deriving from the 20th-23rd 
Dynasties; that of GolenischeH is the most complete. 
Publication and study: A.H. Gardiner, Ancient Egyptian 
Onomastica, 2 vols. (Oxford 1947). 
C. Royal lnscriptions and Autobiographies 
Corpora of Texts31 
26. Inscriptions of the 18th Dynasty: K. Sethe, Urk. IV. 
27. Texts of the Amarna Period (14th century B.C.), pertaining to 
both royal and religious literature: M. Sandman, Texts from the 
Time of Akhenaten (Brussels 1938). 
Studies and Monographs 
( 1) Old Kingdom 
28. Phraseological study of the autobiographical inscriptions and 
addresses to visitors at tombs : E. Edel, "Untersuchungen zur 
Phraseologie der ägyptischen Inschriften des Alten Reiches," 
Mitteillungen des Deutschen Instituts für ägyptische Altertumskunde 
in Kairo, 13/1 (1955), 1-56. 
(2) Middle Kingdom 
29. A study covering the rhetorical as weil as the lexical features 
peculiar to the inscriptions of the 11th Dynasty by: H.J. Polotsky, 
Zu den Inschriften der 11 Dynastie (Leipzig 1929; repr. Hildesheim 
1964). 
30. Research of the "royal" phraseology based on royal inscriptions, 
biographies and literary texts, wisdom works being treated in the 
last category: E. Blumenthal, Untersuchungen zum ägyptischen 
Königtum des Mittleren Reiches, vol. I (Berlin 1970). 
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(3) Old and Middle Kingdoms 
31. A study of the evolution of the genre of "autobiographical 
inscription" beginning with the Old Kingdom up to the Middle 
Kingdom including translation and commentary of a variety of 
samples: M. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Autobiographies Chiefly 
of the Middle Kingdom: A Study and Anthology (Freiburg-
Göttingen 1988). 
32. The Stele of Mentv.hotep Son of Hapv. dating from the 12th 
Dynasty, republished and studied by W. Schenkel, JEA 50(1964), 
6-12. 
33. An investigation of terms, phrases and idioms characteristic of the 
autobiographical texts: J. Janssen, De traditioneele egyptische 
Autobiographie voor het Niev.we Rijk, vol.I: Teksten, vol.11: 
Vertaling en Commentaar (Leiden 1946). 
( 4) Autobiographies of the New Kingdom and the Late Period 
34. The Av.tobiography of Nv.fer. A short text written on a statue of a 
man dating from the 18th Dynasty, published by G. Gaballa, 
MDAIK 26(1970), 49-54. 
35. Autobiographies from the Late Period (from the 9th century to the 
1st century B.C.) 
Monograph and translation: E. Otto, Die biographischen 
Inschriften der ägyptischen Spätzeit (Leiden 1954): Inscriptions 
1,3,5-10, 19, 22, 28, 39, 46, 48, 53, 57, 61, 75. 
Publication of the above inscriptions in: Kairo Catalogue 
General (Cairo 1914), Inscriptions Nos. 42231, 42213, 42225, 42208, 
42210, 42230, 42227, 42226, 42236, 42237, 689; Iret-Hor-aa: K. 
Piehl, ZÄS 41 {1887), 120ff; Petehor-neb-chen: A. Scharff, ZÄS 62 
(1925), 86ff; Hor-Ra: B. Turajeff, ZÄS 46 {1909), 75ff; Hor. W. 
Wreszinski, Aegyptische Inschriften (Vienna 1906), 85ff; 
Taimhotep: K.H. Brugsch, Thesaurus, 1968, 918ff; 
Psamtich-sa-Neith: H. Ranke, MDAIK 12 (1954), 112 ff.; 
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Petosiris: Excerpts from G. Lefebvre, Le Tombeau de Petosiris, 3 
vols. (Cairo 1923-1924). 
New edition of biographies of the 22nd a.nd 23rd Dyna.sties, 
with tra.nslation, commenta.ry a.nd phra.seology catalogue by K. 
Ja.nsen-Winkeln, Ägyptische Biographien der!!. und !3. Dynastie, 
2 vols. (Wiesbaden 1985). 
D. Religious Literature 
36. Selection of hymns a.nd prayers from va.rious periods. Translation 
a.nd study: J. Assma.nn, ÄHG. Text: see ibid., for the sources for 
the following hymns - 20, 144, 148, 149, 150, 164, 173, 182, 195, 
226,227,235.32 
CHAPTERONE 
INSTRUCTION AND TEACHING TERMS 
In Egyptian wisdom literature there are four terms denoting instruction 
and teaching - sb3y.t, mtr(t), tp rd and slJ.r. These terms are 
equivalent to musär, tokalfat, tora/mi~wa and 'e~a respectively in 
Biblical wisdom literature. Examination of these words will shed light on 
the educative setting in both ancient Egypt and Israel, namely, on the 
identity of the teachers, the nature of the studied material and the 
methods of acquisition of knowledge in the Egyptian schools and within 
the Israelite didactic framework. Let us consider each term and its 
equivalent separately. 
I. ab9y.t- mÜär 
sb3y.i1 which parallels musär in Biblical Hebrew, has a double meaning: 
(a) Instruction - mainly intended as training for a certain profession 
(such as carpentry, marksmanship, scribal arts, rules of administration-
Blumenthal G2,21; Urk. IV 503, 13; 976, 13, 17; Anastasi IV la, 1; cf. 
also Ankhsheshonqy 19, 25) but also containing general educational aims 
( ethical-moral rules such as social conduct, table manners, behavior 
towards others, self-control, etc.; cf. sb3 m/n 'nlJ. below, and sb3 ssm, "to 
teach conduct" - Les. 74, 2); (b) Corpora! punishment - in this sense 
the verb sb3 is accompanied by the determinative of a man holding a 
stick, suggesting the method of teaching. Thus, sb3y.t refers to the 
reality of transferring information from teacher to pupil. Beating with a 
stick was common practice in ancient schools: "You have smote upon my 
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back, your teaching has entered my ear, 11 a pupil says to bis teacher 
(Lansing 11, 1-2; Anastasi IV 8, 7); "Pleasant (n.dm) is the beating at 
school" another pupil aays in adulation of his teacher (Fischer-Eifert, 
"Ich bin das Schiff," 11 ). That this is the signi:6.cance of sb9y. t is verified 
by the use of the verb ab9 in reference to the domestication of animals. 
In the Egyptian school texts we read for example: "One teaches ( iri 
sb9y.t) the lion" and "a monkey is taught (ab9) to dance" (Bologna 1094 
3,10; Anastaai V 8, 7-8; cf. Anii 10,1).2 
The titles of Egyptian wisdom instructions, whose literary 
fr&m.ework is that of fa.ther speaking to son, usually contain the term 
sb9y. t ( PtalJi!.otep, Merikare, Ani~ Amenemhet, Kheti, etc.). But other 
kinds of compositions, associated with the wisdom tradition, are also 
named sb9y.t: the king's instructions to officials (El Amarna);3 god's 
teaching to hie believera;4 encyclopaedic lists ( The Onomasticon of 
Amenemope); last test&m.ents (Petoairis); and even rulea for 
letter-writing.5 
lt follows that the term ab911.t indicatea a literary genre6 covering a 
variety of compositions, which differ from each other in form and content 
but all share a common &im - to transmit Jmowledge. All of these 
worka served as textbooks in Egyptian schools. 7 This last fa.ct 
illuminates the precise semantic :6.eld of the concept ab9y.t; as most of 
the works bearing the label belong to the didactic corpus, it becomes 
apparent that sb911.t denotes primarily written, not oral, instructions (in 
contrast to mtr, see following section).8 
Occasionally the usual label ab911.t is replaced by the collocation 
sb9y.t n/m 'n/J - "teacbing for life" (Amenemope, El Amarna -
Sandman 60, 6; 80, 8-9; 92, 8). Elsewhere there are other, similar 
descriptions of teaching: "right conduct (sir) of life" (SelJetep-ib-Ra 1,7) 
or "sayings (lsw) of a way of life" (Amennakht 1). The attribute "life,11 
wbich in the above examples accompanied "teacbing,11 "conduct" or 
"sayings," stresses the ultimate goal of teaching, wbich is to guide man 
through life. lt endows the man who followa its precepts with "life 
values,11 without which the enjoyment of life cannot be complete. Those 
values are longevity, good health, and honor. In the words of the 
Egyptian sage: "To direct him in the ways of life, to make him whole on 
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earth, to let bis heart enter its shrine and steer clear of evil. To save 
bim from the mouth of the crowd, to let him be praised in the mouth of 
people" (Amenemope, Prologue, 1, 7 ff.). 
The instructions were given in wriüng but the method of impressing 
them upon the mind was through oral repetition. The son of Anii 
protests that the pupil must learn the "scroll" by heart and claims that 
even then he will not be learned (9,17). lt follows that the learning 
process connected with sba did not consist in independent creative 
discovery but, rather, was a passive acquisition of knowledge.9 
The educational framework was authoritarian, whether in the 
informal familial setting - where the father acted as teacher ( for 
example, PtalJ}}otep, Ankhsheshonn, Amenemope), or the official one -
witbin the king's court (where at times the king was the educator, as in 
the El-Amama inscriptions and the autobiograpbical texts), lO or in the 
school (as in the school writings). In the religious literature and the 
later autobiography, the god himself appears as a teacher bestowing 
knowledge (see above, n. 4). 
mwllr, 11 like sb9y.t in Egyptian, has a double meaning - reproof 
a.nd teacbing on the one hand and beating on the other.12 Thus, mwär 
in the first sense appears in the father's warning to bis son: "My son, 
hear the instruction (mwAr) of your father and forsake not the law 
(torti) of your mother" (Prov. 1,8). In another proverb it says: "A fool 
despises bis father's instruction ( mwAr), but he who heeds reproof 
( toko.'1,at) acquires prudence" (Prov. 15,5).13 The didactic method wbich 
relies on the rod as a tool is clearly defined in a number of verses in 
which mwär is parallel to slbei ("rod") or appears in association with 
it. For example, "He that spares his rod hates his son, but he that loves 
bim chastises him" ( s~iiro mwar) (Prov. 13,24). (See also ibid. 23,13; 
22,15 - "the rod of reproof'' [ilbe~ mwArj; and 19,18; 26,3; 29,19; cf. 1 
Kgs. 12, 11, 14). The "punitive" authority in Israel, as in Egypt, 
comprises three factors: father and mother (real or fictional - Prov. 1,8; 
13,1; 4, 1, 3; 31,lfr.), king (Prov. 31,1 [queen); 1 Kgs. 12, 11, 14, 2 Chr. 
10, 11, 14) and God (Prov. 3,11; Job 5,17; Ps. 94, 12). In tbis light, the 
roots of the Hebrew mwär, as of the Egyptian sb9y.t, seem to lie witbin 
the context of child upbringing. Only later was it applied to other areas 
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of life, particularly to the religious-national and private sphere, where 
musär came to denote the relationship between God and believer, as weil 
as the punishment inflicted by the God upon his people; but at times the 
"authentic" context of the word reappears in these passages (cf., e.g., 
Deut. 8,5). 
To express the idea of gaining or acquiring instruction, Biblical 
wisdom ma.kes use of verbs and expressions equal to those found in 
Egyptian wisdom: "take a lesaon from" (lq~ musär, Prov. 1,3; 8,10; 
24,32); "hearken to" (iema', ibid. 1,8; 4,1,10; 5,7 etc.); "apply your 
heart/pay attention to instructions" (hAbi'i lammusär libbekä, ibid. 
23,12; sym ~b, and synonyms, ibid. 22,17; 24,32);14 "'uncover' an ear to 
instruction" (glh 'ozen lammuaär, Job 36,10; cf. 33,16). Like Egyptian 
instruction, which guides man towards "a way of life" (sb9y.t n/m 'n~), 
so "reproofs of instruction" ( to~IJot musär) in the language of Proverbs 
are "a way of life" ( derek 1.u,&yyim, Prov. 6,23); while "he who heeds 
instruction11 ( iom!r muaär) attains 11& way of life" ( '~~ zt~awim, 
10,17; cf. 8,33-35; etc.). 
The question arises whether the word muaär in the Bible denotes a 
specific literary genre, an instruction (Lebenslehre), as sb911.t does in the 
Egyptian wisdom. Some scholars find the genre of instruction in three 
collections of Proverbs entitled muaär and which seem to have features 
characteristic of sb~.'t, i.e., "The Proverbs of Solomon," 1-9; "The 
Sayings of the Wise,11 22,17-24,22 (specially verses 23,12-26), and 
"Lemuel" 31, 1-9.15 But even if the Hebrew musär, like its Egyptian 
counterpart, denotes the literary genre of instruction, the two are not 
identical. muaär does not include a body of literary works differing from 
each other in content, as does ab~.t; nowhere in the Bible doea miisär 
imply a written instruction. lt is essentially an oral exhortation. muaär 
is not a guide for professional training accompanied by general ethical 
precepts in the manner of sb311.t. 
II. mtr(t)-~ 
The polisemic word mtr/mt11 usually appears next to the term sb9y.t in 
texts belonging to the wisdom literature.16 The use of the noun is 
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common mainly in the instructions while the adjective is often used in 
the biographies and in the royal inscriptions.17 The exact meaning of 
mtr and its relation to ·sb9y.t is difficult to determine for several reasons: 
(a) The promiximity of the two terms, which stand in close association. 
Most Egyptologists have made no attempt to define them separately and 
translate them as follows: sb9y. t - instruction, Lehre; mtr- Untericht, 
enseignement.18 
(b) The term mtr is polysemic (Wb. II 171-174). Two main meanings 
are given in the dictionaries: (1) "to testify," "a testimony," "a witness" 
(Copt .. unTpE:)i (2) "be straightforward, 11 "straightforwardness," "right." 
The spelling for both meanings is identical, as are the determinatives 
accompanying the term: two fingers, sometimes with the addition of a 
man sitting with his hand in his mouth (as adjective - "a 
straightforward man"; or as a verb - "tobe precise,11 "to testify") or a 
rolled papyrus (representing a noun-"testimony," or a quality -
"straightforwardness"). 
The meaning "straightforward" for mtr was more common in the. 
wisdom literature of the Old Kingdom (Kagemni, Pta.M,otep) while the 
second usage, "testimony," "to testify, 11 was more frequent in the Middle 
and the New Kingdoms. This fact may indicate a semantic development 
of mtr, which at first served to indicate a human trait and later referred 
to legal proceedings, since straightforwardness is essential in a witness. 
The semantic shift ( metonomy) of the term from a general concept 
involving straightforwardness to one relating to a limited, specific 
situation is confirmed by the determinative common to both terms 
which, as described above, is a drawing of a bent finger, still having the 
meaning "precisely" ( ma~bi~) in contemporary Arabic.19 
Syntactic analysis, i.e., the examination of the corpus of texts on 
which this research is based, shows that mtr/ mty embraces various 
spheres of life: on the social level it denotes one of the virtues of the ideal 
human type, e.g., "honesty";20 appearing in a leg&.l context it means 
"testimony,1121 finally, in the learning-educational setting it stands in 
synonymous parallelism with sb9y.t and applies to education and reproof. 
Of the above three spheres only the last is relevant to our discussion. An 
examination of the texts belonging to this context reveals the following 
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components as characteristic of mtr : mtr refers to an instruction in 
which relations between teacher and pupil are on a personal level, 
whether the reference is to study within the family, with the father 
acting as teacher (Ankhsheshonqy 4, 16-17; Insinger 8, 22; Pap. Louvre 
2414 I 1; Anii 9,19), or to the acquisition of knowledge in a school (in 
school writings such as Lansing 8,3; 8,8; etc.). 22 In this context the 
paternal tone of the teachers and the pupils' undisciplined behavior, 
which may undermine the teacher's authority (cf. Anii 9,14-19), are 
remarkable. 
Unlike sb9y.t, mtr.t denotes oral instruction,23 seeking to impart to 
the pupil general moral education and not necessarily professional skills. 
In Anii the father begins his instruction by saying that he intends to 
declare "mtr. wt of good character" (2,3), continuing on in more detail: 
not tobe lazy, to avoid evil, etc. Further evidence is found in the school 
writings, where ethical reproofs ( mtr) are directed at the idle scribe 
(SaUier I 7, 10). 
lt follows that mtr means reproof as a medium of tea.ching moral 
values, which may be acquired by study. However, study is not always 
the way to acquire values: in Anii the son complains that even a diligent 
pupil, well-versed in the writings, is incapable of fulfilling the father's 
sb9y.t mtr.wt (9,17); but another text claims that a. man ma.y be endowed 
by nature with a good character without any tra.ining: "There is he who 
has not been taught ( mtr), yet he knows how to instruct ( sb9) another" 
(Insinger9, 16). 
When mtr. t appea.rs in parallelismw membrorom with sb9y. t, the 
latter term may well be understood to designate a manual for 
professional training, i.e., the two terms complement each other to form 
a single concept - a dual instruction embracing both professional 
training and rules of ethical conduct. Thus it becomes clear that the 
following two lines in Pap. Bologna 1094 are complementary: "One 
spehds the whole night teaching you (iw.tw lfr mtr.t.k - ethically, 
morally) and passes the whole day training you for a profession (iw.tw lir 
sb9.k)" (3, 7-8). This combination of professional training and educative 
tea.ching is expressed in the collocation sb9y. t mtr. w. 24 This sometimes 
appears as the title of instructions - Anii, Amennakht - which 
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combine both professional training (that of a scribe) and general ethical 
education. 25 
While regarding musär as the Hebrew equivalent of sb9y.t, scholars 
have tried to find in the Hebrew 'edut an analogy with the Egyptian 
mtr.26 'edut, like mtr has a double meaning: "to testify," "testimony,11 
and "law" as inscribed on the tables of the testimony (source P). B. 
Couroyer believes that the original meaning of mtr is "testimony," "to 
testify, 11 and that in Egyptian wisdom literature the term assumed a 
technical meaning of learning or education. 27 He bases his premise on 
the awareness that the Egyptian wisdom texts are biographies founded 
on testimony and personal experience; hence, mtr means advice based on 
successful personal experience, while sb9y.t refers to traditional data and 
technical knowledge. The noun mtr is therefore parallel to the Hebrew 
nouns te'uda (Isa. 8,16,20) or 'edut (Ps. 119) which in the Bible stand in 
parallelism with tora. Thus the parallel Egyptian pairs sb9y.t - mtr.t 
and sb9- mtr are equivalent in Hebrew to tora - te'uda ( 'edut); lmd 
(pi'el) - 'wd (hiph'il). The roots of this analogy, according to 
Couroyer, are already tobe found in the books of Proverbs and Psalms, 
but they emerge clearly for the first time in Ben Sira 4, 11 where we 
read: "Wisdom instructs (limmeda) her sons/And teaches (wattä'id) all 
who give heed to her. 1128 
While Couroyer is certainly correct in saying that in the Bible 'wd 
(hiph'il) sometimes means "to teach,1129 his claim that mtr parallele 'wd 
is difficult to support for the following reasons: 
(a) 'edut, te'uda and lmd (hiph'il), which are presented by Couroyer as 
equivalents to Egyptian wisdom terms, do not belong to Biblical wisdom 
phraseology. 30 
(b) In determining that the root lmd is the Hebrew equivalent of sb9 in 
Egyptian, Couroyer relies, inter alia, on the Coptic translation of the Old 
Testament; according to him the verb in the pi'el - limmed - is 
rendered in the translation tsabo, tisbo. But the Coptic translation of the 
Bible, at least most parts of it, are based on the Septuagint and not on 
the Hebrew Version.31 Furthermore, the dictionary (Crum) shows that 
dioo , t dioo is also used in Coptic for the translation of the noun musi1r 
and the verb ysr (in pi'el).32 
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( c) Couroyer's assumption that mtr is based on personal experience may 
be correct,33 but it is difficult to accept that mtr is equivalent to te'uda, 
''Mut, in Hebrew, for nowhere in any Egyptian source is it explicitly 
stated that the reference is to a written document such as te'uda or 'edut. 
On the contrary, a survey of the sources shows, as we have seen in the 
above section, that mtr probably refers to "oral reproof. 11 
While Couroyer's suggestion thus appears open to criticism, we 
propose an alternative possibility, namely that the Hebrew concept 
toka~at (not toke~a, which does not belong to the wisdom vocabulary) is 
the equivalent of the Egyptian mtr. The word tok~at belongs to the 
vocabulary of Biblical wisdom, 34 meaning "reproof, reproach, rebuke. 11 
This opinion is reinforced by the following linguistic usages and forms: 
(a) The term tok~at is close to the adverb zenöka~ - "facing, in front 
of, 1135 while similarly mtr means, inter aliq., "be present, in front of'' {in 
Copt. - .M.To; see Wb. II 171 ). 
(b) Hebrew derivatives from the same root are the noun nekö~a and the 
adjective nök~, i.e., "straightforward, 11 and "right, 11 which also belong 
to the wisdom glossary.36 Thus words of wisdom are "right to him that 
understands" (nekö~im lammebin), "there is nothing crooked (niptäQ 
and twisted ( 'iqqes) in them" (Prov. 8,8-9). And elsewhere: "He will be 
kissed on his lips, that gives a right answer (mesib debärim nekö~im)," 
(ibid. 24,26; d. BS 11,21 ). This Hebrew usage is analogous to the 
Egyptian usage of mtr, which when appearing as an adjective, means 
"straight, 11 "precise. 11 37 
(c) The term tokal,iat like the Egyptian mtr, has a legalistic connotation, 
but unlike mtr it does not include the meaning of "testify" or 
"testimony.1138 This does not negate the analogy between tok~at and 
mtr for it is reasonable to assume that the meaning of "reproof'' for mtr 
in the language of the Egyptian wisdom and school has its origins in the 
adjective "straight" and not in the verb "testify;" for "to straighten 
someone" means metaphorically, both in Egyptian and in Hebrew, to set 
someone on the right way, that is, "to educate.1139 
The semantic development of the term mtr may be reconstructed in 
the following way: 
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(Couroyer: 
1. *adverb - 11be present 11 
2. *adjective - 11be straightforward 11 to testify11 pegalistic] 
/ 
' 
1 
3. 11to testify11 11to teach/educative11 11to teach11 [testify 
11testimony11 11instruction 11 - educational]) 
To summarize: toka.lJ.at in the sense of 11 reproach11 or 11reproof" stands 
in parallelism with musär and appears to be a suitable analogy (rather 
than 'edut) to mtr which parallels sb3y. t in Egyptian. Thus, mtr is an 
oral reproof and tokal].at is a reproof expressed by mouth and lips (Job 
13,6; 23,4); mtr is reinforced by beating with a stick and, similarly, 
toka.lJ.at involves a beating (2 Sam. 7,14; Prov. 29,15; cf. wisdom Ps. 
73,14). mtr is not directed at an incorrigible fool (l/J.); nor is tokaJJ,a.t 
which is intended for a wise man (~äkam) not a le~ (Prov. 9,8; 15,12; 
19,25).40 
m. tp rd- m~,aa, tora 
In contrast to sb3y.t and mtr(t), which belong to the didactic vocabulary, 
the term tp. rd which stands in parallelism with them41 originated in the 
phra.seology of the court hierarchy and was borrowed by wisdom for its 
own use. tp rd denotes order or command of a tea.cher (fa.ther), king or 
deity. 
The content of tp rd depends on the spea.ker. In the instruction, the 
tea.ching of the sage is termed tp rd: 11 tp rd of good speach 11 ( Pta.lJJ!,otep 
48), or 11 tp rd of relations with elders11 (Amenemope 1,3). The 
instruction calling for loyalty to the royal house is also called tp rd 
(Se~etep-ib-Ra 7,7); while in the inscriptions of the king's court, where 
the commander is the king or his high official, the orders are varied by 
nature, being directed towards both secular42 and holy activities.43 
Unlike sb3y.t, and even less like mtr, each of which contains a 
counseling element in the patemal tone of a man of experience rather 
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tha.n .the character of an arbitrary order, in tp rd there is an 
uncompromising demand in the form of an ultimatum, usually issued by 
someone of high rank to a subordinate. 44 
In the search for an analogous term for the Egyptian mtr and sb3y. t, 
the word torä has been suggested.45 We, however, be1.ieve that torä, in 
addition to another term, mi~wa, is the equivalent of tp rd, i.e., tp rd = 
torä, mi~wä. Both the parallel linguistic usages of the Hebrew and 
Egyptian terms as weil as their semantic determination confirm this 
assumption. In the Egyptian wisdom literature and outside it, tp rd 
stands in parallelism with sb3y.t, while in the Biblical wisdom literature 
both torä and mi~wä are parallel to musär (Prov. 1, 8 musär II torä; 
Prov. 6, 23 mi~wa, torä II toke~ot musär}. 
As we have already seen, the term tp rd has several meanings; in the 
Bible the terms mi~wä/ torä cover an i4entical semantic field, while 
applying to: (a) a command of God (Gen. 26, 5; Deut. 8, 1-2; Wisdom 
Pss. 19, 9; 78, 7; Ezra 10, 3};46 (b} a command by a king or a man (1 
Kgs. 2,43; Jer. 39,11; Deut. 17,11, etc.); (c) wisdom instruction (Prov. 
1,8; 3,1; 6,20, 23; 31,26; Qoh. 8,5; etc.). 
Excorsus 
torä, mi~wä in Biblical wisdom literature - of God or wise man? 
Bible scholars have long been preoccupied with the problem of 
identifying the authority lying behind the terms torä and miswä in 
Proverbs. Is it the Torah of God or that of a wise man? We be1.ieve 
that some of the distinctions presented in the preceding pages illuminate 
and contribute to the scilution of this problem. 
The derivation of the noun torä is subject to debate. Lately, 
scholars have settled for the assumption that tora is a nominalized form 
of the verb yrh, i.e., "to teach," "to direct," the basic meaning of which 
is "die Hand, die Finger ausstrecken um den Weg zu zeigen. 1147 lt seems 
that the primary meaning of torä was therefore "guiding," "teaching, 11 
while the connotation of "law 111 11command, 11 was a latter development. 
In general, scholars agree that the meaning of Torah, God's law, was 
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absent from the early stages of the Hebrew wisdom literature, appearing 
only in the later Hebrew wisdom, in the postexilic Psalms (1; 94; 111; 
112; 119, etc.) and in Ben Sira. In the latter, the natural, practical 
wisdom taught by a father or a teacher is replaced by a nomistic piety, 
and wisdom is identified with the Torah.48 
Scholarly opinion is divided on whether the terms tora. and mi~wa., 
in at least a part of Proverbs, may be identified with God's commands -
the Torah. The prevailing opinion is that two layers or stages should be 
distinguished in Proverbs:49 (a) Instructions based on wisdom as the 
fruit of experience and aimed at educating the individual towards a 
successful life. (b) lnstructions and precepts pertaining to Yahwistic 
piety which explicate the instructions of type (a) above in a manner 
conforming to the spirit of the monotheistic faith. 
In the first stage tora. and mi~wa. refer to the authority of a father or 
a wise man, and the instruction is set within a familial framework (real 
or fictional). In the second stage, which includes sentences identifying 
God's Law with wisdom (Prov. 1,7; 9,10; Job 28,28), the terms tora and 
miswa refer to God's Law. 
While accepting the distinction of different stages in the 
development of Proverbs, Fichtner and other scholars50 hold that däbär, 
mi~wa. and tora. always refer here to the sayings of wise men, never to 
God's Torah. As to Prov. 30,5: "Every word of God is pure. He is a 
shield to those who trust in him. Add not to his words lest he reprove 
thee and thou be found a liar" (II Ps. 18, 31; 2 Sam. 22,31), generally 
considered to be a refl.ection of theological tradition, Fichtner argues that 
here we are not dealing with "words" of the Torah. Yet, the pupil is 
warned not to add to the "words" of the wise man, that is, to the 
· collection of sayings. Fichtner concedes, however, that in this passage 
the wisdom words are, for the first time in the history of Hebrew 
wisdom, called "words of God, 11 indicating the beginning of a process in 
which wisdom will be ascribed directly to God (Job 4,12 ff. and Prov. 8). 
Comparison with the Egyptian material illuminates and confirms 
this gradual evolvement of Hebrew wisdom. As shown above, god does 
not appear in the guise of a teacher or mentor in the Egyptian wisdom 
texts - this belongs to religious literature and the autobiography 
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inscriptions and appears at a relatively late stage. 51 Assmann, who 
investigated the connection between the Egyptian wisdom and Egyptian 
piety, showed that "personal piety" (persönliche Frömmigkeit}, the 
beginnings of which were in the 18th Dynasty, gradually grew out of 
wisdom literature.52 He points out stages belonging to this process: 
(1) In the wisdom literature of the Old Kingdom, "personal piety" is not 
a central subject and is present there only in the background. 
(2) Beginning with The Instroction of Amenemope, faith assumes major 
importance. In the literature of "personal piety" preceding and 
contemporary with Amenemope, we find the parallel concept that piety 
is not faith but knowledge, wisdom deriving from god (in the texts from 
El-Amarna and later, e.g., the Hymn of Kiki). (3) In the Ram.esside 
Period the "knowledge of god" is the "fear of god" (e.g., Bakenchons).53 
Hence, we may conclude that the theory of "chronological layers" in 
the Biblical wisdom literature is confirmed by a parallel development 
reflected in the Egyptian sources. In its initial stage the educational 
system both in Israel and in Egypt was natural and simple, i.e., the 
"instruction" and "command" were dependent on patemal authority, 
and education was conducted within the family; subsequently, or perhaps 
at the same time, instruction was given also at an official institution of 
education, most probably, the school. 54 This initial stage is reflected in 
the book of Proverbs which in spirit and character is closer than any 
other wisdom book in the Bible to the ancient Egyptian instructions. 
Here torä is always that of the father and musar that of the teacher.55 
At a later stage faith in God became an inseparable part of wisdom; the 
mi~wä and torä of man became the Law and Torah of God. Signs of this 
development may already be found in Proverbs 30, 5. 
IV. al&r- 'Zaci 
.. . 
Several terms in our corpus serve to express the meaning of "to counsel," 
"counsel" in Egyptian,56 but s!Jr is the most important for comparative 
analysis with the Hebrew and the following discussion is restricted 
to this. The distribution of s!Jr 57 is broad, covering all types of 
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literature associated with the wisdom circle. Cazelles was the first to 
suggest regarding the Hebrew 'l~a to be the semantic equivalent of 
slJ.r. 58 'l~a, which derives from the West Semitic root 11'~, is not a 
wisdom term but occurs frequently in wisdom literature. 59 Like the 
Egyptian slJ.r, 'l~a is a polysemic term, whose meaning is determined by 
its context. The semantic field of '~~a and slJ.r encompasses abstract 
meanings such as "thought, 11 "way," "will, 11 "intention," as well as 
concrete meanings emphasizing action, such as "plan," "command," 
"way of conduct. 1160 
The usage of 'l~a and slJ.r falls into three categories associated with 
various areas of life: education - instruction by the teacher and the 
words of the wise man denoted as "counsel;" the king's court - the king 
appears as counselor and his officials as bearers of counsel to the king; 
religious sphere - the counsel of god ( slJ.r n,tr) is on the one hand the 
divine plan reflected in the world order and in creation, and on the other 
it is "fear of god" and loyalty to him, which occupies a major place in 
the life of the believer.61 
lt is the first category i.e., the use of "counsel" within the didactic 
sphere, which is our concem. The other two categories do not belang to 
the subject of this chapter and we shall only note that the use of the 
term "counsel" within the setting of the king's court has played a central 
role in scholarly efforts to elucidate the figure of the wise man and to 
identify the creative circle responsible for wisdom in the Bible; thus some 
scholars have identified the "wise man" with the king's counselor.62 As 
for the use of "counsel" in the religious context, this appears mainly in 
the prophetic writings and in Psalms, but it is not absent from the 
wisdom books. 63 
Returning to the didactic context, here slJ.r - 'l~a assumes a 
meaning synonymous with sb9y.t- musär and mtr(t)- tokaiJ,at, i.e., a 
sage's instruction. 64 This significance of slJ.r is best expressed in the 
following examples: Pt~otep requests the king's permission to give his 
son "counsels (slJ.r.w) of the fathers" (31) - a phrase directly related to 
the instructions that follow it; Se~etep-ib-Ra gives "eternal counsels 
(slJ.r.w nj.w ~), a correct method of life" (1, 6-7). Similarly in 
Proverbs, a father says to his son: "Hearken to counsel ( 'l~a) and receive 
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instruction ( musär) that you may be wise in your latter end" (19,20). A 
tea.ching method predominant in both ancient Israel and Egypt is the 
giving and taking of counsel. Thus the high official pra.ises himself a.s 
being one "who consults so a.s to be consulted" (Intef son of Sent, AEA 
111, 19; ibid. 112, 12-13 and Les. 81,8).65 
In the wisdom instructions the pupil is required to listen to the 
counsel of the tea.cher, the fäther. The obedient pupil "enters" ( '~) his 
tea.cher's counsel (Anastasi V, 23,5-6); while the foolish son acts counter 
to his fäther's counsel ( thi slfr) and disobeys his instruction ( sb9y. t) 
(PtalJJ!.otep 207-208). "A wise man hea.rkens to counsel" says the sage in 
Proverbs (12,15). When Job was at the height of prosperity everyone 
hea.rkened to his counsel (Job 29,21). 
Both in ancient Israel and Egypt the wise man serves a.s counselor 
adept at giving advice: The teacher is "versed in counsel" ( 'm m slfr.w, 
Lansing 13b,9). Hence, in the autobiographic writings reßecting the 
va.lues of wisdom, the high official appea.rs a.s the possessor of "excellent 
counsel" (AEA 93,7; 98,8; d. also ibid. 52,6 and Urk. IV 472, 13), a.s one 
of whom the king "is plea.sed with his counsels (hrr.w ~r slfr.w./)" (ibid. 
938,10; 1183,12; etc.). 
In the Bible, 'e~a appea.rs a.s the official form of expression for the 
wise man and stands in pa.rallelism with "the law of the priest" and "the 
ward of the prophet" (Jer. 18,18); the words of the wise men are mrn~öt 
wädä'at ("wise counsel and knowledge," Prov. 22,20). The personified 
Wisdom in Proverbs, whose form in chapters 1 and 8 is close to the 
figure of the wise teacher, calls her words 'e~a (8, 14; d. 1, 25,30). As 
noted above, Job appea.rs in the days of his glory a.s the ideal wise man 
who bestows counsel on others, and Daniel, who is one of the wise men of 
Babylon (Dan. 2,12,13), replies to Arioch, capta.in of the king's gua.rd, 
with words of 'etä' wutetem ("counsel and prudence," ibid., 2,14). 
slfr - 'e~a expresses a more liberal approa.ch to education than 
that found in sb9y.t- musär and mtr(t) - tök~at. The a.dvice slfr-
'e~a, which impa.rts to the pupil the possibility of ma.king his own 
decisions, is the founda.tion underlying autodidactic lea.rning. 66 
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In conclusion, the Egyptian terms belonging to the aemantic field of 
"inatruction," "teaching" may be defined aa follows: 
sb9y. t - an unshakeable tradition transmitted from generation 
mtr(t) 
tp rd 
to generation. 
- an oral instruction baaed on the teacher's experience. 
- a command given for a specific situation. 
- advice which can be appealed against. 
Comparative analysis between these terms and the relevant terms in 
the Bible ahowa that the Egyptian term for inatruction sb9y.t is a 
aemantic equivalent of the Hebrew müsar. tp rd, its partner in 
parallelism, is semantically identical with the words miswa and tora and 
like these has a threefold meaning, i.e., the command of a teacher, a 
king, or a god. The third term mtr, which is aasociated with the two 
former Egyptian terms, is equivalent to the term toka.lJ.at in Hebrew and 
bears an identical meaning, namely, reproach and reproof. AB to the 
Egyptian sfJ,r, it parallele the Hebrew '!~a and both terma have a tone of 
liberality in education which is absent in the other terms. 
CHAPTERTWO 
TEACHING AND LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
Chapter One considered terms signifying instruction and reproof and 
clari:6.ed various aspects of education. These terms, as we saw, related 
principally to the content of the material learned, but also touched upon 
the identity of the teachers and the nature of the educational framework. 
The present chapter deals with verbs and idioms concerning the 
activities of instruction and learning and completes the picture of the 
world of education in ancient Israel and Egypt. 
I. VElBS COlflECTED WITH THE PB.OVIDIKG OF IISTB.UCTIOI 
.UD THE METHOD OF TE.lCHIIG 
The semantic :6.eld of instruction in Egypt is covered with the three 
lexemes discussed at length in the preceding pages, sb9, mtr, tp rd, but 
here they occur either in verbal usage, that is, as verbs themselves or in 
the form of a combination of the verbs rdi ("to give") and iri ("to do") 
with the term "instruction" - sb9y.t, and its synonyms mtr, tp rd. In 
the language of Biblical wisdom the semantic :6.eld of the Egyptian sb9, 
mtr and tp rd is contained in seven verbs: ysr (niph'al, pi'el), yk!f, 
(hiph'il), yrh (hiph'il), lmd (pi 1el) 1 byn (hiph'il), skl (hiph'il), and 'lp 
(pi'el). Of these, only the last is characteristic of the language of the 
Hebrew sage. As the three Egyptian lexemes and their Hebrew semantic 
equivalents ysr, yk!f,, yrh were treated extensively in Chapter One, 1 we 
shall here :6.rst briefly turn our attention to the remaining four Hebrew 
lexemes and thereafter deal with further aspects that are relevant to 
teaching. 
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lmtl (pi'el) 
lmd means 11to teach, 11 11instruct, 11 and the participle melammld 
designates a 11teacher11 {Prov. 5,13; BS 51, 17; cf. wisdom Ps. 119, 109). 
melammld is exclusive to the wisdom literature and pertains to the 
wisdom vocabulary. 2 The root lmd in general is not part of this 
vocabulary, although it is connected with education. Thus, in some 
passages where the root lmd appears a vivid picture of the school's 
everyday life serves as a backdrop for the text. As in Isaiah 50,4 ff: "The 
Lord God has given me the tongue of those who are taught (limmudim) 
so that I know how to answer the weary with a ward. Morning by 
morning he wakens; he wakens my ear, to hear as those who are taught 
(kallimmudim, i.e. pupils)." This description of rising in the morning to 
study is repeated in a cliche typical of Jeremiah: 11I have taught 
( wezammltl) them persistently but they have not listened to receive 
instruction { laqo.lJ.at musar) 11 {32,33). A feature common in these 
passages is the image of God as a teacher { cf. also Ps. 94,12). 
Of all the terms found in connection with the subject of teaching and 
instructing in Egyptian, the closest to lmd is sb3, both from the 
viewpoint of its content as weil as its form. 3 lmd also refers to animal 
training: in Jeremiah, Ephraim compares his suffering to those of a calf, 
saying: 11Thou has chastened me and I was chastened like an untrained 
calf { 'egel lö' lummatl) 11 {31, 17). Jeremiah probably borrowed this image 
from his predecessor, Hosea, who states: "Ephraim was a trained heifer 
( 'egla mezummada) that loved to thresh" {10,11).4 The Hebrew nouns 
mezammld, talmid and limmudim are derived from lmd, {like sb3.w, 11a 
teacher, 11 and sb371.t, 11pupil11 which derive from sb3).5 
The remaining terms - 1lp {pi'el), 6p {hiph'il), il:l {hiph'il) - have no 
semantic equivalent in Egyptian: 
1lp The occurrence of 'lp is limited to the wisdom books. In pi'el it 
means 11to teach, 11 and appears three times in Job {see below, 
Section b).6 
6p In hiph'il it means 11to endow somebody with understanding, 11 11to 
teach. 117 The verbal form and the adjective mlbin, i.e., 11a 
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teacher, 11 belong to a later stage of Biblical Hebrew and do not 
appear in pre-exilic literature. 
skl The primary meaning of the root is "to look at, 11 11 to consider11 ( d. 
Gen. 3,6), that is, observation aimed at understanding; the 
meaning 11to teach, 11 "to cause to discern, 11 appears in the later 
Biblical books. 8 
So far we have dealt with the semantic analysis of terms relating to 11the 
providing of instruction11 in Biblical language. An examination of the 
context of these Hebrew words and of the terms which constitute an 
identical semantic field in Egyptian brings various details to light that 
prove useful in reconstructing the picture of education as it existed in 
Israel and Egypt. 9 
(a) The teaching authority: {1) Within a familial framework - a 
father (Instruction by a Man for His Son I 1; Ankhsheshonqy 4,16,17; 
etc.; Prov. 4,3,11 [yrh], d. 5,13; Prov. 19,18; 29,17 [ysr]); a mother 
{Prov. 31,1 [ysr]; d. ibid. 1,8; 4,3; 6,20 and Cant. 8,2). {2) The 
experienced elders (Job 8,8-10 [yrh]). {3) The teacher and the sage 
(Lansing 8,3; Sallier I 7,10 [mtr]; see also Chester Beatty IV, pl 18 verso 
2, 8-9; Prov. 25,12; Job 6,25-26 [y~]; 6,24 [yrh]; Qoh. 12,9 [lmd]; Job 
33,33 [ 'lp]) or mebin, that is, the learned teacher who at times is one of 
the Levites {1 Chr. 15,22; 25,8; Dan. 11,33). ( 4) The high of:ficial -
vizier (Rekhmire, Urk. IV, 1081,11) the district's governor (Mentuhotep 
son of Hapu 11). (5) The king (El-Amarna; and Blumenthal G 2,19-20, 
22; 6,31). {6) The god, in the Egyptian hymn assumes the form of 
teacher (Kiki 1,2; ÄHG 150 B20; 149, 10,ff.); this image is also common 
in the Bible within and outside the educational framework: God 
11teaches11 (ysr) his Law {Ps. 94,12 [a Psalm with wisdom features]; Deut. 
8,5); God instructs, guides and teaches (yrh, lmd, 'lp) (Job 36,22; wisdom 
Ps. 19, 102-103; Isa. 50, 4ff.; Ps. 25,4,9; 71,17; 94, 10 [a Psalm with 
wisdom features]; Job 35, 11);10 He assumes the figure of a father 
11 reproving11 (yk~) his son {Prov. 3,11,12; Job 5,17; 13,10) and a teacher 
who mebin his commandments (wisdom Ps. 119, 27, 34, 73, 130, 144). 
{b) The object of instruction: In the Bible the pupils are indicated in 
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general terms - "sons of man" as distinct from animals; humans beings 
"are taught" ( 'lf- Job 15,5; 33,33; 35,11). While yrh in the sense of 
"to teach" is used for humans beings alone (wisdom Ps. 32,8-10), ysr and 
lmd like sb3 and mtr in Egyptian ( see the above discussion of lmd) are 
used both for training animals and instructing human beings. 
The ideal recipients of the "reproof'' are not only the "sage," who 
has a listening ear and is able to correct his ways (Prov. 9,8; 19,25), but 
also his opposites, the na'ar, peti (Heb.) and !J,m (Eg.), that is, 
"inexperienced youth" and "simple person." Thus The Onomasticon of 
Amenemope is defined in its title as "An instruction (sb9y.t) for 
understanding, a reproof (mtr) for the simple person (!J,m)" (cf. Urk. IV 
1081,11; ÄHG 149, 7 ff.; 11 Prov. 1,4; 19,25; 21,11; etc.). The wise man 
moreover writes "instructions" for his young son (Ankhsheshonqy 5,16; 
d. Se~etep-ib-Ra reproaching his children, I 1-2). On the other hand, the 
opposite of the wise, the ignorant man, is likened to a deaf-mute 
(Blumenthal G 6,31; Instni.ction by a Man for His Son V 4-5). 
( c) The method of providing instruction: The proven method for. 
accelerating the learning process in the schools of the ancients consisted 
of threats or actual beatings. The verbs for instruction in Egyptian and 
Hebrew carry therefore a double meaning: sb3 and mtr mean "to rebuke" 
with words as well as with blows: their equivalents in Biblical language 
are ysr and ykl], (hiph'il).12 Alongside these verbs with dual-meaning are 
Egyptian and Biblical Hebrew verbs which signify physical beating 
alone, ~wi and ~~ in Egyptian and their parallel nkh in Hebrew. At 
times they are accompanied by nouns: sbd in Egyptian and the parallel 
sebe~ (rod) in Hebrew, as well as the noun s!J,.t (blow) in Egyptian.13 
The threat of a beating recurs again and again in the Egyptian school 
writings. Thus in Pap. Anastasi III the pupil is warned: "Spend no day 
of idleness or you shall be beaten ( iw.tw ~wi.k), a boy's ear is upon his 
back, he hearkens to his beater (~wi./)" (3,13 II ibid. V 8,5). Elsewhere 
the lazy scribe is compared to a beaten (ssp ~~n) donkey (KoUer 2,4); 
in The Instni.ction of Anii, a son's upbringing is compared to animal 
training (9,17-10,7), while the sage is referred to as "strong of arm" 
(10,15), suggestive of a threat to the obdurate son. The author of Pap. 
Insinger declares that "Thoth has placed the stick on earth in order to 
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teach the fool by it... A son does not die from being punished by his 
father ... " (9,6 ff). 14 Beating is effective, because the teachers had 
to endure it themselves at one time. The stick "fosters hope" towards 
a better future. "The rod (slbeO and reproof (tok~at) give knowledge" 
(Prov. 29,15). "Folly is bound to the mind of a boy, but the rod 
of correction (slbe~ muaAr) will remove it" (Prov. 22,15). The 
Biblical sage, like his Egyptian counterpart, held that since the 
youngster or the fool were impervious to reason they had to be 
disciplined by corporal punishment, like an ass or a horse: 11A whip for 
the horse, a bridle for the ass and a rod (slbe~) for the back of the 
fools (kesilim)" (Prov. 26,3). Evil, says the Biblical sage, is cleansed 
by flogging (Prov. 20,30).15 This didactic stimulus is also hinted at 
by Qoheleth when he says: "For in much wisdom is much t1ezation, and 
he who increases knowledge increases pain" (1,18). However, while in 
the book of Proverbs and in the didactic Egyptian literature 
education and instruction are considered an efficient means of 
correcting the simple, tbis is not so in Qoheleth, who regards these 
means as useless: "What is crooked cannot be made straight, and what is 
lacking cannot be made up" (1,15). Wisdom is useless not only in the 
case of the "negative," incorrigible fool, the Zl~ and the •~wil (d. 
Prov. 19,25; 21,11; 27,22) but will not avail the "wise" either (Qoh. 
2,11-22). 
An attitude similar to that shown in the Egyptian didactic literature 
and the book of Proverbs is found in the later Hebrew literature and the 
wisdom of other peoples. Ben Sira says that he who spoils bis child will 
lose bim: "He who spoils bis son will bind bis wounds and with every 
scream will be upset in bis belly. An untrained horse will be obdurate 
and an unrestrained child will be rebellious... crush bis bips while he is 
still a youngster, bow bis head in bis youth and split bis bips while 
little... chastise your son and increase bis burden ... " (30, 7-13). The 
Assyrian sage ~qar expresses a similar idea thus: "If I beat you, my 
son, you will not die; if I let you go your way - you will not live" 
(82).16 
Summarizing, one may say that the components characteristic of the 
educational setting and the didactic method in Egypt and Israel - the 
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identity of the teachers and pupils, the kind of material taught and the 
teaching method - are strikingly similar. 
II. VEI.BS A.SSOCUTED WITH A.CQUISITIOI OF IISTI.UCTIOI 
HD THE METHOD OF LEA.UIIG 
The verbs and phrases relating to the method of learning within the 
educational framework of antiquity - whether in the school institution 
or in another setting - point to the dual perception of study. lt either 
takes the form of blind obedience, i.e., mere acceptance and assimlation 
of the teacher's instruction, or it is a more active learning method of 
understanding the material and "entering" the instructions so as to 
master and apply them. 
The :first aspect of this dual perception is covered by the following 
collocations: iri sbSy.t, smn sbSy.t, ssp md.t, n,4r tp rd in Egyptian and 
qnh, n~r, ~pn, smr, ~zq (hiph'il) + objects relating to ~okma in Hebrew .. 
For the second aspect, w~ ', 'r~, 'm, •~ sbSy. t/ s!Jr are used in Egyptian 
and byn, skl, and lmd in Hebrew. 
These two sides of learning are complementary, with no clear 
boundary dividing them, as is shown by the fact that some of the 
expressions have a double meaning relating to both aspects of learning. 
Examples are: Eg. s,4m - Heb. sm ', whose meanings are "to obey" and 
"to understand," Eg. rdi ib - Heb. syt leb and synonyms, meaning "to 
pay attention," "to hear" as well as "to think" and "to consider," and 
Dem. Jy sb'.t - Heb. lq~ musär, meaning "to obtain" and "to grasp, 
understand, instruction." Finally, ~qr and bqs in Hebrew denote a higher 
level of inquiring after knowledge, i.e., pondering over and searching out 
things, for which the Egyptian verb .4'r forms only a partial analogy. 
A. Verbs with a Double Meaning 
Eg. sgm (Dem. stm; Copt. [sF] cwT.M.)-Heb. im' 
The verb s,4m, which often collocates with the objects sb9y.t, mtr(t) 
and sa,r, and its Hebrew equivalent sm' 17 are polysemic. Thus in texts 
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belonging to the wisdom circle they both denote not only the act of 
"listening, 11 i.e., a natural, automatic action, but also that in which it 
results - "obedience.11 Sometimes when the act of listening involves a 
certain mental effort, sim/ sm' acquires the meaning of "to 
understand. 1118 
One popular topic in Egyptian wisdom texts is the demand for 
attentiveness and obedience to the instruction of the father and the 
teacher and to people's words in general ( Kagemni II 5; Ptal]JJ.otep 49, 
534ff.; Amenemhet ID; Amenemope 3,9ff.).19 In the colorful language of 
the school writings the pupil is compared to domesticated animals: "The 
horse 'enters under' its harness, obedient (p3 sim) it goes out," says Anii 
and goes on: "The dog obeys ( simw) the ward, and follows its master" 
(10,3-4 cf. Bologna 1094 3,8-10). Such complete obedience and 
unquestioning submission are also demanded of the pupil. In the 
epilogue of The Instroction of Pta~~otep, where there is a play on words 
with the root sim, this intention is stated explicitly: "He who loves to 
hear is one who does what is said" (i.e., obeys, 554). This concept is also 
clearly reflected in the reproof of the pupil's bad behavior: "Listen (sim) 
to my words, do not neglect (m wni) my words" (Instroction by a Man 
for His Son I 2). 
sm' in the sense of "obey" usually comes in conjunction with the 
indirect object, beqol, or with the preposition ze followed with another 
object (Prov. 1,33; 5,13; 23,22; etc.) and stands, like sim in Egyptian, in 
synonymous parallelism with the expression hat 'özen ("give your ear") 
(Prov. 5,13; 22,17; cf. Amenemope 3,8). .;ema' (imperative) recurs in 
this sense in the warnings throughout the first collection of Proverbs 
(1,8; 4,1,10; 5,7; 7,24; 8,6,32,33) as well as in the third collection (22,17; 
23,19,22).20 Since the third collection contains a direct parallel to The 
Instroction of Amenemope, and the first, like the Egyptian instruction, is 
constructed on the pattern of a father speaking to his son, it may be 
assumed that the Hebrew writer was influenced by the Egyptian model; 
but this idea requires further discussion and we will return to it at the 
end of this section. In any case, the Hebrew and the Egyptian forms 
confirm the opinion that sm ', in the imperative, is typical of the 
instruction genre.21 
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Bearing the sense of "hearing," sm' and s.4.m relate at times to a 
legal setting. Job wishes: "Oh, that I had one to hear (si)mea') me! 
Behold, my desire is that the Almighty would answer me, and that mine 
adversary had written a book" {31,35). "A man who hears (si)mea')," in 
Prov. 21,28 is the opposite of "a false witness ( 'ed kezabim). 1122 Hearing 
was the basic duty of the judge in ancient Egypt. He was obliged to 
listen to the plaintiff seeking a verdict. Rekhmire sings his own praise as 
"A leader, a prince who listens to his subjects" ( Urk. IV 1158,10). The 
Eloquent Peasant protests against the high official "who should see" but 
"is blind," "who should hear" but "is deaf'' {Bl 113). 23 Sometimes in 
this context s.4.m applies to a stage in the legal process and assumes the 
sense of "to investigate. 1124 
The other significance of sjm, "to understand," is expressed in the 
phrases "open of hearing" ( wb9y.f m sgm.t) ( Instru.ction by a Man for His 
Son II 3) and "a hearing heart" (see following section). lt also appears 
when s.4.m stands in synomymous parallelism with the phrase "give your 
heart," common in the school texts. In this context "heart" functions as 
an instrument of understanding and acquisition of knowledge. Thus, in 
Pap. Anastasi III: "Give your heart, listen to my words" {4,3; cf. 
Anastasi V 23,6). slm assumes the latter sense also when it appears 
with the object "language," as in The Story of Sinuhe: "You hear 
(understand) the language of Egypt" (B 30 ff.; cf. Wenamon 2,77). 
Similarly, the Hebrew sm' means "to understand," applying to the 
objects säpa ("speech") or läson {"language"). God, seeing the Tower of 
Bable, says: "Come, let us go down and then confuse their language, that 
they may not understand (0 1 yisme'u) one another's speech ( 'is sepat 
re'ehu)" (Gen. 11,7; see also Deut. 28, 49). In the story of Joseph it 
says: "They did not know that Joseph understood (si)mea') them for 
there was an interpreter between them" (Gen. 42,23). But sometimes the 
verb used in this sense takes on other objects, for example, when Joseph 
is called one who "hears a dream {i.e., understands a dream), and can 
interpret it" (Gen. 41,15); and when in his disputation with his friends 
Job says: "Lo, my eye has seen all this, my ear has heard ( same'a) and 
understood it" {13,1). 
In ancient Israel, as in Egypt, "hearing" was a basic function of one 
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who desired to learn. From the fairly frequent occurrence of the verb s.4m 
in the Egyptian wisdom literature it may be concluded that hearing was 
perceived as an important means of acquiring knowledge. Hearing was 
invested with a similar role in the world of Hebrew education: "Hear 
(sim'u) instruction (mfuar) and be wise," Wisdom says in Proverbs 
(8,33); "Hear (sema') my son and be wise," a father advises his son 
(23,19); and the maxim holds that "He who hears (sömea') admonition 
gains wisdom" (15,32). In Israel, as in Egypt, hearing is a quality of the 
wise man (Prov. 1,5; 15,31; Job 34,2,34; Pta.M,otep 30-31; 41-42). 
The ability to listen is a virtue equal to "straightness of the heart," 
i.e., honesty (Pta~~otep 40), and is accompanied by moral integrity, 
"without blemish" in the words of Se~etep-ib-Ra (8,7). This concept of 
hearing as a sublime virtue was preserved during all periods of ancient 
Egypt, with formulas and precepts laucUng it recurring constantly: 
"Behold, to hearken is good for people," in the First Intermediate Period 
(ZÄS 44,87); "lt's good to hearken," in the Middle Kingdom ( Wb. IV 
385,3-5) and as a term of respect for the officials of the 18th Dynasty, 
the roots of which go back go the 12th Dynasty: "A noble worthy of 
being hearkened" (Se~etep-ib-Ra 8,3; cf. Urk. IV 415,13; 1033,7; 1194,10). 
In Israel the importance ascribed to hearing is shown by the proverb 
which compares it to sacrifice: "For it is better to hear (lismöa', i.e., "to 
understand") than to offer sacrifices like the fools" (Qoh. 4,17); "Behold 
to hear ( ,;emöa', i.e., "to obey") is better than sacrifice," says Samuel (1 
Sam. 15, 22). 
The requirement "to hear" is accompanied by promise of reward for 
the obedient and punishment for the recalcitrant. In the Egyptian texts, 
the listener gains honor (Ptalfl!.otep 613-614), much good is bestowed 
upon him by the gods (Insinger 35,10) and the king awards him with 
advancement (Sandman 60,4); in Biblical wisdom he is endowed with the 
treasures of life, i.e., longevity, health and riches (Prov. 4,10,22; 8,21: cf. 
8,8 ff.; etc.). He, who rejects wisdom, the disobedient, may expect a 
beating (Insinger 27,4) and destruction (Prov. 1,26ff.; 2,12ff.; etc.). 
Among the parts of the body mentioned in this context are not only 
the ears, the natural tool of hearing, but also the heart ( cf. Chapter 7 
below ); envisaged as the seat of mind and thought, the heart fulfils an 
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important function here, as will be seen in the following section. 
Finally, having enumerated the features common to the Egyptian 
sjm and the Hebrew sm ', we may return to the question raised above: 
Can the use of the imperative forms sema ', sim 'u, which are ubiquitous 
in Hebrew wisdom, be ascribed to Egyptian influence?25 Since this form 
of address is also found in the Akkadian sapiential compositions, such as 
Instructions to a Prince and in The Story of A~iqar (57), one may 
conclude that these imperative forms were not borrowed from Egyptian 
wisdom but rather were characteristic of didactic settings in general. 26 
"A Hearing Heart 1127 
As noted above, the heart is connected with the function of hearing. 
Both the Hebrew and the Egyptian sages envisage it as the seat of 
thought and knowledge and as the instrument of understanding.28 In 
texts where the heart appears in proximity with the root sm'-s/im, two 
of the aspects connected with sm '-s.d,,m discussed above are discernible, 
i.e., will as manifested in obedience and ability as expressed in 
understanding. The first, obedience, accompanies "heart" when 
appearing in a formula common to the parlance of the Egyptian school: 
"Pay attention (lit. "give your heart"), listen to what I have said" 
(Anastasi III 4,1; 4,3; V 8,6). The epilogue of The Instruction of 
Pta~~otep likewise praises obedience, relating it to the son's good will: 
"Useful is hea.ring to one who hears; hearing is better than all eise when 
hearing is done with good will ... lt is the heart which makes of its owner 
a hearer or non-hearer. Man's heart is his life, prosperity and health! 
The hearer is one who obeys (lit. "listens to") what is said. He who 
loves to hear is one who does what is said. How good for a son to listen 
to (or obey) his father!" (540-542; 550-556). These verses present a 
paradox: hearing is described as a voluntary act on the part of the person 
addressed, yet, as the text goes on to say, it depends on a charismatic 
endowment beyond his control: "He who hears is beloved of god. He who 
does not hear is one whom god hates. lt's the heart which makes of its 
owner a hearer or a non-hearer" (545-546; 550-551). In other words, 
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the god is the one who bestows upon bis beloved the ability to hear with 
bis heart.29 The heart's function as an instrument of understanding is 
also clearly reflected in the words of Amenemope to bis son: "Give your 
ears, hear what is said, give your heart to understand it" (3,9-10; cf. 
Prov. 22,17). The same semantic coloring appears in The Biography of 
Ame~etep, the arcbitect of Amenopbis III {18th Dynasty): 
8. He has a hearing heart (s,dm ib pw),seeking counsel (i'r.f 
s~) 
regarding strange tbings, like one whose heart understands 
them (nty ib !Jft.s) 
9. He finds a solution (.ts) when in a corrupted situation 
10. A master of wisdom, faithful to the ruler 
11. He does that wbich benefits bis Horus. 
( Urk. IV 1817, 8-11) 
In the above quotation the royal ·arcbitect praises himself as 
possessing "a hearing heart," that is, through bis heart he is able to 
understand and solve not only the routine, daily problems contained in 
the learning corpus but also "strange tbings" (8) or corrupt sayings "in a 
corrupted situation" (9). 
The idiom "a hearing heart" wbich is mentioned only here, and the 
above passage from PtaM,oup brings to mind King Solomon's request to 
God in Gibeon to give bim leb si>mea': "Give your servant therefore a 
hearing heart (leb si>mea') to judge your people and to discem (zt!häbin) 
between good and evil" (1 Kgs. 3,9). God's reply to Solomon clearly 
defines what a "hearing heart" is: "And God said to bim: Because you 
have asked for tbis ... have requested understanding to discem in giving 
judgment (häbin lismi>a' mispät) ... behold I give you a wise and 
discerning heart (leb ~akäm wenäbon)" (ibid. 11-12 cf. 2 Chr. 1,10); 
clearly, Solomon's wish is to have the ability to understand. 
H. Brunner30 was the first to point out the similarity between tbis 
passage and the Egyptian usage. In bis opinion, 1 Kings 3 reflects a 
specific Egyptian concept of the heart as a means through wbich man 
receives god's precepts and instructions. As it appears in 1 Kings 3, the 
concept is indeed identical with that common in Egypt. But it is not 
otherwise foreign to the Bible, where the heart is generally regarded to 
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be the seat of wisdom and thought.31 Despite the remarkable affinity 
between the Egyptian source and 1 Kings 3, the difference between them 
is fundamental: Solomon did not request "a hearing heart" to receive 
God1s instructions {Brunner); Solomon requested "a hearing heart" to 
enable him to fulfil his national obligation as king, that is to judge his 
people.32 
Since the phrase "a hearing heart" appears only one time each in the 
Egyptian and Biblical literature it is difficult to see in 1 Kings 3 an 
adaptation of an Egyptian idiom.33 Yet, the reverse, i.e., the borrowing 
of a Hebrew expression by the Egyptian scribe, also has to be ruled out. 
As we have seen, in Egyptian, "a hearing heart" appears in an 
inscription of the 18th Dynasty (ca. 1400 B.C.), far preceding the 
Solomanie period which initiates the consolidation of Hebrew culture and 
literature. 
rtli ib / rdi m ib / rdi 1}9.tg r- iyt /qm/ häbe' / nih + leb/ ntn 
'et ha.lleb zeJ • 'el leb/ qm bilbäb 
These Egyptian phrases, like their equivalents in Biblical Hebrew, 
have several meanings, namely, "to hear," "to understand" and "to 
remember. 11 In the sense of "hearing" the terms often stand in 
parallelism with sitm in Egyptian and sm' in Hebrew and other terms 
belonging to the semantic field of "hearing" (Anastasi III 4,1; 4,3; Prov. 
2,2; 23,12). The instruction "to pay attention" and "to hear" is common 
in the school writings, where the teacher customarily admonishes his 
pupil (e.g., Anastasi m 3,10; V 17,4). In the tomb inscription the 
deceased asks passers-by "to pay attention" to its content 
(Petehor-neb-chen D,10: Otto No. 75). 
The Egyptian expressions rdi m ib {i.e., 11to put in the heart") and 
rdi ~9.ty r ("give the heart to") refl.ect the concept prevalent in the 
wisdom literature that the heart is the organ of learning and 
understanding. "Give your ears, hear what is said / Give your heart 
(imi ~9.ty.k r) to understand them, 11 says Amenemope to his son 
{3,9-10). In the school texts the pupil is ordered to take up the teachers 
words or the writings into his heart: "Bea scribe, put this in your heart 
and your fame (lit. name) will be similar (to that of the great scribers)" 
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( Chester Beatty IV pl. 18 versa 2,13; d. Petosiris, in Lefebvre 61,14). 
In Biblical wisdom the division between the two semantic aspects 
"to hear" ~d "to understand" is blurred: iyt/ sym leb (lit. "put the 
heart"), häbe 1 leb (lit. "bring the heart") and nth leb (lit. "incline the 
heart") mean not only "to pay attention," "to listen," but also "to 
consider" and "to refl.ect." So in Job 1,8, when God says to Satan: 
"hlisamtä libbekä on my servant Job?" He is not only asking whether 
Satan had seen him, but whether he had also come to know him, had 
considered his personality ( cf. ibid 2,3). The composer of the sang about 
raising animals in Proverbs advises the owner of the flock to examine its 
condition: "Be then diligent to know the state of your sheep, Bit libbeka 
to the flocks" (27,23; d. Job 7,17). The collocation syt leb 1e includes the 
awareness that the heart is the seat of thought and speech. At the 
beginning of "The Sayings of the Wise," which parallels the passage from 
Amenemope quoted above, it is said: "lncline your ear and hear the 
words of the wise, wlibbekä täiit to my knowledge" (Prov. 22,17; cf. 
Amenemope 3,9-10 and the parallel introductory exhortation in Prov. 23, 
12: "häbi'a lammusär libbekä (i.e., apply your mind to instruction] and 
your ear to words of knolwedge"). 
The function of the heart as an instrument for investigation and 
gaining insight into the root of things appears in late wisdom literature: 
"wä 'ettenä ( 'et) libbi lädda'at" - this idiom is repeated in Qoheleth, 
where it signifies intellectual activity by means of the heart (1,17; 8,16; 
d.: 7,25; 1,13). With it we find the expression ntn 1el leb, denoting "to 
learn a lesson," "to gain personal experience" or "to gather impressions," 
for example: "and the living yitten 1el libbo" (Qoh. 7,2); "For all this 
nätatti 'el libbi" {9,1; d. 8,9).34 Similar is the combination iyt leb, 
which stands in parallelism with "to learn a lesson" (lq~ musär) in 
Proverbs 24,32: 11I beheld, 'aiit libbi, I saw and I learned a lesson. 11 
Finally, in a didactic context the Egyptian phrases rdi m ib and rdi 
~!J.ty r sometimes assume the meaning "to memorize things," "to learn 
by heart" - one of the foremost methods of study in the Egyptian 
school (Amenemope 3,11; Lansing 9,3; Anii 7,4).35 At times the Hebrew 
phrase sym leb also has the sense of "to memorize": Eliphas advises Job, 
"Receive direction from his mouth and lay up his words in your heart 
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(.Hm 'iimäräyw bilebäbekä)11 (Job 22,22); cf. " ... and David laid up these 
words in his heart11 (1 Sam. 21,13).36 
hl ab'.t (Dem.)-lq~ muaär 
The Egyptian collocation i'V sb'.t (Copt. •Ju cA(I)) means "to obtain" 
(lit. 11 to grasp,11 "to take" instructions). lts occurrence is limited in our 
corpus to Pap. Jnsinger (8,23; 9,18; 17,23), where tu sb'.t seems to 
replace the preceding collocations composed from the verb ssp, i.e., "to 
take," and terms denoting speech - r9, /id, md.t.31 However, while ssp 
denotes a passive acquisition or reception of that which is said ( cf. below, 
p. 60), Jy sb'.t seems to indicate a more advanced stage - not only that 
of absorbing the teacher's words but of understanding them and being 
able to apply them in everyday life. In Pap. Insinger we find mention of 
different periods of man's life, among them a decade during which he is 
busy acquiring the necessary knowledge to plot his life's course (17,23). 
This activity depends on the free will of the pupil and is therefore more 
meaningful than hearkening and obeying instruction, which may be 
imposed by beating; as the Egyptian sage puts it: "lt is a son's good and 
blessed portion to receive instruction UY sb'.t) and to ask questions. No 
instruction can succeed if there is dislike" (ibid. 8,23-24). Acquiring 
facts (isp) is not suf:6.cient. There should also be understanding through 
the asking of questions (see below, w~', p. 65). 
The Hebrew idiom lq~ musär (lit. "to take instruction11 ) is analogous 
to i'V sb'.t in Egyptian.38 lt appears as a verb, and as a noun, leq~, 
which is a typical wisdom term. 39 11 läq~at müsar haskel " is one of the 
declared purposes of the book of Proverbs (1,3); 11 f ~u musäri11 is what 
wisdom demands of passers-by (8,10); the wise man is he who 11 lq~ 
musär'' (24,32). Like its analogous expression in Egyptian, the primary 
meaning of lqh is11to obtain, 11 11to acquire." lqh, in other words, :6.rst of all 
. . 
denotes the process of understanding the teacher's words, absorbing 
them and assimilating them to the already existing stock of personal 
knowledge. The noun leq~ applies to a person who has passed the 
initial learning stages, as may be seen from the following: "Let the wise 
man hear and add to his lesson (leq~)" (Prov. 1,5); 11 Give (instruction) 
to a wise man and he will be wiser, teach a righteous man and he will 
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add to his lesson (yosep leq~)" (ibid. 9,9; d.16,21,23). leqal} in Biblical 
Hebrew also indicates a highly advanced level of learning: no longer 
obedience and passive acceptance of instruction, but acquisition of 
knowledge a.nd learning lessons through personal experience. The wise 
man learns his lesson by observing the fate of the sluggard {Prov. 24,32); 
the father's lesson is based on his own experience as a pupil (Prov. 4,2). 
There are uses of leqah that have no equivalent in Egyptian. In 
some passages of Biblical wisdom the stress is not on he who learns, the 
pupil, but on the teacher. Since the pupil's ability to learn the material 
largely depends on the clarity of the teacher's presentation, leq~ at 
times refers to his powers of persuasion and expression. In Proverbs 
16,21 w:e find: "and sweetness of the lips increases learning (yosip leq~)" 
(cf. ibid. 23).40 "I have given you a good lesson (leqal} ~ob)" says the 
father to his sons (4,2); while the prostitute, assuming the role of a 
teacher in her attempt to seduce the youth speaks " ... with her much fair 
speech (berlJb liq~a)" (ibid. 7,21).41 
B. Verbs of Obedience, Observance and Assimilation of lnstruction 
iri ab9J,.t, amn ab9J,.t, n.4r tp rd, isp + md.t and synonyms - tJM, 
~r, !A imr, ~ (hiph'il) + ~1-mi 
Having considered verbs with a double meaning - obedience and 
understanding - we now turn to the other verbs which are connected to 
only one or the other of these two aspects of learning. The Egyptian 
verbs denoting obedience and passive reception of instruction are: iri 
sb9y.t, meaning not only "to teach" (see above, Section I) but also "to 
carry out an instruction";42 smn sb9y.t (lit. "to establish an 
instruction"), referring to obedience as a result of remembering a 
lesson;43 n,4r tp rd, the primary sense of n,4r being "to hold," "grasp 
firmly," but in collocation with tp rd meaning "to obey," "to fulfil an 
order";44 and ssp r9/ii.d/md..t, bearing the sense of "to grasp," "to obtain 
instruction. 1145 
These verbs, except for the collocation isp + object dealt with above 
(p. 59), are not characteristic of Egyptian wisdom language, at least not 
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in the wisdom texts included in our corpus, and will therefore not be 
treated here at any length. 
Let us now turn to the Hebrew phrases which approximate in 
content the four Egyptian collocations mentioned above, i.e., qnh, n~r, 
~pn, smr, IJ,zq (hiph'il} + wisdom and its synonyms. 
qnh originally belongs to the language of commerce and means 11to 
acquire by paying. 11 This primary meaning is still found in Proverbs 17, 
16: 11Why should a fool have a price in his hand to buy ( liqnot) wisdom 
when he has no mind (leb}?" This would indicate that the Sitz im Leben 
of qnh ~okma was the ancient school where the teacher was paid for his 
services.46 In association with the acquisition of an abstract object, i.e., 
wisdom, or one of its synonyms, qnh occurs only in Proverbs, where it 
assumes the meaning of "to achieve, 11 11to acquire. 11 ( cf. qnh + ~okma, 
Prov. 4, 5, 7; 16, 16; 17, 16; 23, 23; '~met, ibid. 23, 23; musar, ibid; bina, 
ibid., and 4, 5, 7; 16, 16; da'at, 18, 15; t~bulot, 1,5; l!b, 15, 32; 19, 8}. 
This again expresses the concept of the ancients that 11wisdom11 is first of 
all tradition which is passed down through the generations and which 
can be acquired through effort. 
The collocations n~r, ~pn + objects which emphasize the duty of the 
son to observe, keep and follow the father's instructions, are 
characteristic of wisdom literature. 
n~r, meaning 11to observe, 11 11to guard, 11 and followed by the objects 
tora, mi~wa and synonyms, referrs usually to the commands of parent. lt 
occurs seven times in Proverbs (3,1; 4,13; 6,20; 28,7; cf. 2,8; 3,21; 5,2). 
Its occurrence is especially frequent in the wisdom Psalm 119 (10 times), 
where its objects are associated with religious obligations, e.g., observing 
the divine law, the covenant, etc. (cf. n~r + mi~wot, Ps. 119, 15; tora, 
ibid. 34; ~flqim, ibid. 33, 145; 'edot, ibid. 2, 22, 129; piqqfldim, ibid., 56, 
69, 100).47 
The use of ~pn, meaning 11to keep, 11 11to treasure, 11 followed by 
objects relating to the wisdom instructions is exclusive to the parlance of 
wisdom48 (~pn + mi~wa, Prov. 2, 1; 7, 1; da'at, ibid. 10, 14; 'imra 
[referring to God's law], Job 23, 12; wisdom Ps. 119, 11; ~okma, BS 4, 
23; 41, 15}. 
Both n~r and ~pn stand in synonymous parallelism with the verb 
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smr meaning "to observe,11 "to watch," which is also collocated with 
objects referring to wisdom dictates or divine commands (e.g., musär, 
toka~at, mi~wa, tora, 'imra, cf. Prov. 4, 4; 7, 2; 10, 17; 13, 18; 29, 18 
etc.; Job 23, 11; Qoh. 8, 5; 12, 13). But smr is not exclusive to wisdom 
and appears frequently in non-wisdom texts where it replaces the wisdom 
terms n~r and ~pn. 49 
The verb ~zq (hiph'il), i.e., "to lay hold of, 11 when collocated with 
the objects musär, ~okma (Prov. 3, 18; 4, 13) also approximates ~pn and 
n~r in meaning. But the isolated occurrences of this phrase are 
inadequate to clarify its relationship to the wisdom vocabulary-. 
C. Verbs of Understanding and Knowledge 
In Egyptian 
•~ sbSJ,. t, •~ st,r 
•~ sb9y.t, •~ sl,r means "to enter, 11 "to penetrate" the instruction or 
the method. This idiom appears three times within a didactic context. 
In Pap. Anastasi V 23,5-6 the pupil is commanded: "Enter ( •~) the plans 
(s!J.r.w) of your teachers!" In Pap. Chester Beatty IV, pl.19 verso 4,6, it 
is said: "(only after) you are acquainted with the writings, do you enter 
( '~) the instructions ( sb9y. wt). 11 In a similar vein Anii tells bis son: "Be 
proficient in the writings, go into the writings ( '~ m stw), give them in 
your heart. 1150 These examples clearly refer to an active form of study. 
Not obedience is demanded of the pupil but understanding: lt is not 
enough to learn by heart, by rote; one must penetrate the meanings of 
the instructions, this being a higher level of learning than that of simply 
committing the writings to memory. 
'rk s1 
The intransitive verb 'r~ means "to be clever," "to be skilled in" 
(sometimes followed by the proposition m). Only the verbal form of 'r~ 
relates to the semantic field discussed in this chapter, but its nominal 
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( 'r~w) and adjectival ( 'r~, 'r~ ib) form.s, also found in wisdom literature, 
help to clarify the semantic field of the verbal usage. 'r~ is connected 
probably with the homonym 'r~ ( Wb. I 212, 3-7) meaning "to finish," 
"to complete11 and from which the noun 'r~y is derived {ibid., 212,8), i.e., 
the last day of the month. Thus, 'rk means "to comprehend to the end, 11 
"to gain full knowledge of." The adjective "clever" ( 'r~, 'r~ ib) may 
relate to ordinary mortals - a scribe ( The lnstrv.ction of Anii, Pap. 
Lansing), a vizier (Kagemni, Rekhmire) or a high official (lntef- Urk. 
IV 970,5), or to the gods of wisdom - Sia (ÄHG 235,9) and Thoth 
{hinted indirectly in Urk. IV 1074,4-5). The reference therefore is not 
necessarily to wisdom which is attained by the hard method of learning 
and repetition of instruction but to another kind of knowledge, a perfect 
one, which naturally was identified with a trait originally attributed to 
the gods. This wisdom, known as charismatic wisdom, is bestowed upon 
mortal, by god. This concept underlies the words of Anii's son's: "Say to 
the god who gave you knowledge ( 'r~)" {10,11). He who is blessed with 
such understanding may be likened in his wisdom to the gods of wisdom: 
"My master, clever ( 'r~) in the image of Sia, a teacher who penetrates 
hearts" (ÄHG 235, 9). The nature of such wisdom is varied, ranging from 
an awareness of human character (Kagemni II 3) and knowledge of wise 
sayings (Lansing 14,10) to general proficiency in some area (Rekhmire, 
Urk. IV 1074,5; cf. Kheti XXVII E). There is no equivalent for 'r~ in the 
language of the Bible, but the root byn encompasses some of its aspects 
(see below). 
VJh' 
The Egyptian term w~' is accompanied by a determinative depicting 
a cord. Its primary meaning is thus to "untie a knot." With an abstract 
object it means "to explain, 11 "to solve" and was in use from the period 
of the Old Kingdom (PtaMotep) up to the New Kingdom Period (the 
school writings, Amenemope). Various terms denoting Egyptian wisdom 
words serve as its object, particularly ls, literally "knot, 11 i.e., a 
well~onstructed, well-worded saying. The clarification of a saying is 
therefore metaphorically compared to the act of untying cords.52 This is 
well illustrated in Amenemope's words to his son: 
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Give your ears, hear the sayings 
Give your heart to understand (r w~') them (3,9-10). 
And in the epilogue: 
Fill yourself with them, put them in your heart 
And become a man who explains them 
(lit. "a man who unties their knots" - nnj n w~'w.w) 
One who explains (iw.f w~') as a teacher (27,13-15) 
(cf. Instruction by a Man for His Son II 6). 
w~' also applies to the interpretation of the writings: lntef is the 
explicator of the writings ( w~' jr/) ( Urk. IV 969,14), wbile Amon's priest 
helped bis master to clarify some obscure texts (w~' ~n.wt, lit. "to 
loosen diffi.culties,11 Jansen-Winkeln I Al, Bl0; II 1, 9, 14). 
w~' pertains to the sphere of teaching. The teacher is the explicator 
(see above, Amenemope) while the gifted pupil and the proficient offi.cial 
are w~' ib, i.e., intelligent, understanding53 (Lansing 2,9; Prince 
Si-renpowet: Gardiner, "lncriptions," 123 ff. pl.8E; see also below). The 
collocation of ib (11heart 11 ) with w~' is natural, since the heart, as the 
instrument of learning and understanding, participates in the mental 
activity associated with w~', i.e., explaining. Khakheperre-sonb requests 
bis heart to explain ( w~') what is taking place in the land (verso 1); 
Amenemope asks bis son to "give your heart to understand them (i.e., 
my words)" (3,9-10).54 Thus the meaning of a passage in The 
Instruction of Ptahhotep, up till now considered incomprehensible, 
becomes clear. In tbis passage, in wbich the son who listens is praised 
and the one who does not is chastised, the following is said: 
608. Don't take a word and then bring it (back) 
(i.e., don't say first one tbing and then another) ... 
611. Beware of loosening cords ( wni ini) in yourself ... 
615. Speak (only) after you have acbieved the facility of an 
expert (~mww). 
( Cf. the last line to ibid. 365-367: 
Be quiet because it's more profitable than tftf 
Speak ( only) when you know you can explain 
lt's the expert [~mww) who speaks in a council...) 
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Da not try to show off, says the Egyptian sage, da not attempt to 
expound words of wisdom ("to loosen the knots") before becoming a 
master of rhetoric. The above quotation reflects this ideal of restraint 
and self-control which characterizes the world view of the Egyptian sage. 
w1J.' therefore represents an advanced stage of learning. Listening 
(s.4m) and acquiring facts (isp) are insufficient; there should also be 
understanding by way of "untying the knots" and solving problems. 
Understanding is achieved by asking questions. The author of Pap. 
Insinger 8,23 states: "lt is the son1s good and blessed lot to take 
instruction and to ask ( in).1155 
w1J.' presumably was borrowed from the educational sphere by the 
king1s court. Common titles given a high official in the New Kingdom 
are "intelligent" (w~' ib), and "one who explains (w~' ps.t)." The 
steward of the palace ( im11 r pr) in the time of Amenophis I is so 
described, as are Prince Si-renpowet and King Tuthmosis m ( Urk. IV 
47,12, d. ibid. 969,14; ibid. 554,16; Gardiner, above; see also Janssen I, 
56-57, exx. lff.). Again, Biblical Hebrew does not have an equivalent 
verb containing the image of loosening knots, although the noun t~bulot, 
which semantically parallels the Egyptian p, retains the :6.gure of cord 
(see below, pp. 313-317). 
'm (Copt. [s] eiM.f!) 
The verb 'm with or without the object slJ.r means "to know." lt 
:6.rst appeared in texts belonging to the New Kingdom Period and was 
preceded by the common verb rlJ. which relates to the same semantic 
field. 56 'm is probably connected with the homonymous lexeme 'm ( Wb. 
I 183) meaning "to swallow" and used as a metaphor for "to know. 1157 
Knowledge, i.e., perfect mastery of the learned material, is compared to 
eating. 
'm is found four times in the present corpus, all in a didactic context 
- Anastasi IV 4,11; Sallier I 4,5-6; Lansing 13b,9; Amennakht 8. In the 
latter two references the combination 'm m slJ.r. w is used. When spoken 
by the teacher in The Jnstruction of Amennakht, 'm slJ.r.w probably 
denotes mastery of various professions and teaching methods. 58 
For 'm, too, there is no precise semantic equivalent in the language 
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of the Bible. The closest we come to a parallel in the context of study 
and acquisition of knowledge is byn (see below). On the other hand, the 
connection between 'm, "to know" and "to swallow, 11 is reminiscent of 
similar imagery in the Bible. This usage is, however, not limited to the 
wisdom literature. In prophecy, the prophet's devotion to his mission is 
described as "eating God's words" - Ezekiel eats a scroll in his call: "So 
I opened my mouth and he fed me ... and he said to me, son of man, your 
stomach will eat it and you will :6ll your innards" (Ezek. 3,1-3). 
Jeremiah in his lament addresses God thus: "Your words have been 
found and I have eaten them" (15,16). This metaphor recurs in the 
context of the relationship between the people and their God: Amos 
speaks of "hunger" and "thirst" for "God's words" (8,11; cf. Isa. 55,1-3). 
The object "Gods' words," which appears in prophecy, is replaced in the 
wisdom literature by "wisdom" and its synonyms. In Proverbs 24,13,14 
knowledge is compared to honey: "My son, eat honey for it is good and 
honeycomb is sweet to your taste; so know wisdom to be to your soul ... 11 
Ben Sira (51,24) speaks of a thirst for knowledge. This :6.gure, based on 
the concept that "Lemen ist .. ein ebenso rezeptiver Vorgang wie Essen" 
(Lang),59 achieves its fullest expression in Proverbs 9 where Wisdom is 
presented as a woman inviting the passers-by to come to her 
housewarming feast. This is a metaphor for a pupil being invited to go 
to school for the sake of intellectual pleasure and to eat a spiritual meal 
prepared for him by the teacher, here represented by Wisdom. 60 This 
image ia also found in Ben Sira 15,3, where the reward given to him who 
adheres to wisdom is described: 11 ••• and ahe (Wisdom) will feed him the 
bread of the mind and slake his thirst with the water of understanding. 11 
In the Bible 
The Egyptian verbs 'r~, w/}' and 'm, as already noted, have no exact 
semantic equivalenta in Biblical Hebrew but in content they are close to 
the verba byn (qal, hiph'il), skl (hiph'il) and lmd (qal).61 
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6yn (qal, hiph'il) 
The verbal forms of qal and hiph'il (in the transitive) and the 
adjectival forms of byn, i.e., mebin, näbon, are of special interest for the 
subject under discussion, viz., learning methods. 
The root byn in the above forms is typical of the wisdom books 
(particularly of Proverbs and Job) but is not exclusive to them. 62 byn 
signifies an act of intellect, i.e., the achievement of comprehension by 
means of a mental effort. The hiph'il participle - mebin - when 
occurring in Proverbs is close in meaning to näbon, but suggests a more 
active meaning.63 In later biblical literature, not necessarily in wisdom 
texts, the term refers to proficiency in a certain area. The mebin here is 
a specialist in his profession, a master of his art or craft (poet, musician), 
and one capable of teaching it to his fellow men (1 Chr. 15,22; 25,7-8; 2 
Chr. 34,12). In Egyptian 'r~, which also denotes perfect knowledge, is 
comparable. With respect to the writings, the mebin is not only he who 
understands them but he who can explain them to others. mMin is the 
title given to a teacher (1 Chr. 25,8): the Levites mebinim "make (the 
people) understand" the Torah in the days of Ezra; in Psalms, the Lord 
mebin "makes understand" (wisdom Ps. 119, 130). This usage is close to 
the Egyptian concept of w~', i.e., explanation, interpretation, as typical 
of the teacher (cf. The lnstruction of Amenemope 27,14-15 cited above 
p. 64). 
We have already observed that both the Egyptian and the Hebrew 
sage sometimes equate "listening" with "understanding," but in the 
Bible the former is usually perceived as a stage that precedes 
understanding. Not everyone who listens understands: "I heard but did 
not understand 'äbin," says Daniel (12,8). "Hear, indeed, but 
understand (täbinu) not," the prophet chastises his people (Isa. 6,9). 
The difference between these two stages is obvious in the words of Elihu 
to Job: "H now you have understanding (bina), hear this" (34,16), i.e., 
not everyone who hears understands, but only he who has achieved the 
higher level of understanding, hears. 
As in Egyptian, he who has understanding, who comprehends, may 
be God (wisdom Ps. 119, 130) or a human being belonging to the group 
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of sages, i.e., the intellectuals: the prudent (Prov. 14,8,15), the leaders 
(Job 32,9), the Levites (Neh. 8,7,8; 1 Chr. 15,22), the king's counsellor 
and the scribe (e.g., Jonathan, uncle of David, 1 Chr. 27,32; cf. Urk. IV 
969,14). The object of 11understanding 11 is also similar to that found in 
the Egyptian sources. The Egyptian pupil is enjoined to 11penetrate11 and 
comprehend the teacher's words and writings while the goal of the 
author of Proverbs is to make his readers understand 11words of insight 11 
( 'imre bina) (1,2), 11proverb (masal) and parable (meli~a), the words of 
the sages and their riddles11 (1,6). 64 In Proverbs 8,5, Wisdom orders 
fools hi1binu llb, i.e., have llb nabon ( 11a clever heart 11 ). The latter 
expression, common in the language of Biblical wisdom (cf. Prov. 15,14; 
18,15; and leb ~äkäm wenäbon, 1 Kgs. 3,12), is reminiscent of the idiom 
w~' ib in Egyptian, both the Egyptian and the Hebrew expressions being 
based an the perception of the heart as the organ of understanding. 65 
Unlike its parallel in Egyptian, byn in Biblical language sometimes 
relates to faith in God. In Proverbs 2,5 we find: 11 ••• then you shall 
understand the fear of the Lord and find the knowledge of God11 ; andin 
Daniel, which is interspersed with many wisdom features, 
11understanding11 of a vision is mentioned (8,16,27; 9,23; 10,1, etc.). 
akl (hiph'il) 
The root skl, common in the Hebrew wisdom language, assumes in 
hiph'il the meaning of 11to understand, 11 11to grasp11 (see discussion below 
p. 249). 
lmd (qal) 
Surprisingly, lmd (in qal) meaning 11to learn, 11 11 to study, 11 an activity 
naturally located in the sphere of education and learning, is rare in the 
wisdom literature. The verb lmd (qal) appears just once in Proverbs 
{30,3) in connection with the stupid person (ba'ar) who does not learn.66 
On· the other hand, expressions like häben, lql]., n~r, ~pn, smr and qnh, 
dealt with above, are common. Two reasons could possibly account for 
this. One is that the root lmd, which occurs only in the later books of 
the Bible, belongs to a later phase of the Hebrew language. The second 
is that the meaning of the lexeme lmd contains an aspect of active 
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lea.rning. While the ancient sages of Egypt and Israel ( apart from 
Qoheleth)67 regarded human knowledge as a static mass, transferred 
from one generation to· the next with virtually no possibility of expansion 
or addition, the verb lmd ( qal) transcends the limitations set by passive 
acquisition of knowledge.68 
D. Verbs of Quest and Pondering 
In Biblical Hebrew the verbs ~qr and bqi relate to a higher stage of 
learning, which has no parallel in the educational world of Egypt, 
although the meaning of the verb g'r comes close to that of the Hebrew 
verbs. 
In the Bible 
~ 
The Hebrew root ~qr has no semantic parallel in Egyptian. wisdom 
literature. The verb and the noun (~eqer) are typical of wisdom 
vocabulary (particularly in the book of Job) but they also appear in 
other books. 69 Unlike most of the expressions mentioned so far, ~eqer 
does not denote the acquisition of transferred knowledge or mastery of 
given material, but means independent study not subject to any specific 
authority. lt denotes thorough examination and exhaustive thought on a 
given matter. God, when he examines something, reaches remote places 
unknown to man (Job 28,3-4; cf. BS 42,18). Elsewhere Job says that 
God is studying (~oqer) wisdom (28,27), something which lies beyond the 
grasp of men. 
Nevertheless, the son is asked to search for and to find wisdom 
(der~i waJJ.ti.q~r baqqU wume~a', BS 6,27); and of the sage Qoheleth it is 
said that he "searched (~iqqer) many proverbs" (Qoh. 12,9; cf. BS 44,5). 
The negative form, 'en ~eqer ("it is unsearchable") refers to man's 
limited mental capacity. God is capable of great things 'ad 'en heqer 
(Job 9,10; cf. 5,9); but the people are not able to "grasp" his essence 
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(ibid. 11,7; cf. BS 43,28); 'en ~eqer to God's wisdom (Isa. 40,28) and the 
same is said of the thoughts of the king - "The king's heart is 
unsearchable ( 'en ~eqer)" (Prov. 25,3).70 
bqi (pi'el) 
bqs (pi'el) is close in meaning to ~qr.71 Tbis verb, collocated with 
the object "wisdom" or its synonyme and meaning "to seek knowledge," 
is unique to Biblical wisdom literature. The semantic development of 
the term reveals various stages in the approach to study in Hebrew 
education. At first it denoted the acquisition of knowledge but came to 
mean "observation" and "investigation," thereby diverging from the 
ancient system of passive acceptance and obedience to tradition. The 
older usage still appears in Proverbs72 where bqs parallele qnh da'at, for 
example: 11 An intelligent heart acquires knqwledge ( yiqneh da 'at) and the 
ear of the wise seeks knowledge (tebaqqU da'at)" (Prov. 18,15; cf. 14,6; 
15,14). But signs of the new attitude may already be present in Prov. 
2,4: "lf you seek it ( tebaqsenna. wisdom) like silver and search for it 
( t~pe.ienna.) as for bidden treasures ... 11 
In Qoheleth the new approach attains full expression. Qoheleth, 
dominated as he is by bis scepticism, cannot meekly accept conventional 
wisdom like bis predecessors. Thus he comes closer to practicing critical 
observation on the basis of personal experimentation. Tbis element, 
characteristic of Qoheleth, is especially evident in 7,23-29 and 8,16-17, 
where the key words are biqqes ("search for") and ma~a' ("find") in both 
a positive and negative form. In these passages the subject of Qoheleth's 
study is wisdom or the order ruling the universe, 11 ••• every work that is 
done under the sun" (8,9,17); but "I did not find it" because "That 
wbich is, is ... very, very deep, who can find it?" (7,24). "Man is not able 
to find the work that is done under the sun" (8,17).73 True, the results 
of the search are negative, i.e., an inability to reach a solution and a 
feeling of helplessness, but the experiment has been done: "All tbis I 
have tested by wisdom" (7,23). In order to reach completeness and a 
final result the sage, though in vain, has tried to add up the details: "See 
tbis I have found ... (adding) one to one to find the sum" (ibid. 27). Tbis 
selfsame method characterizes modern research in our generation. 
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In Egyptian 
,4'r (Copt. -xwp)74 
According to the Egyptian concept, learning was the assimilation of 
wisdom and knowledge transmitted from generation to generation. The 
Egyptian recognized the possibility of acquiring this knowledge 
autonomously, independent of any educational framework,75 but he did 
not recognize learning aimed at innovation or at addition to the 
conventional body of knowledge, the heritage of past generations.76 
Personal experience leading to fresh conclusions and results as occurs in 
Qoheleth was foreign to the Egyptian spirit. Nevertheless, the Egyptian 
verb j'r approximates the sense of Hebrew bqs, 11to go in quest of 
knowledge, 11 and ~qr, "to ponder over something." The primary meaning 
of .4'ris 11to search out," "to seek" (Wb. V 539A), and this meaning is 
preserved in Coptic. 77 In medical texts it is used in the same sense as 
"to probe," "to examine a wound. 11 78 
In reference to abstract things it is used metaphorically, acquiring 
the sense "to ponder," "to wonder about things,11 "to investigate." Thus 
it is possible to "ponder over" the nature of man (j'r ~d - Pta!JJ!.otep 
463; cf. The Biography of Sennufer, in Urk. IV 1425,14) and his thoughts 
(l!-t, ~9.ty- see below), or "to seek advice11 (s~ - see below) and 11the 
root of the problem 11 ( onw - see below ). 79 
The concems of the Egyptian priest Khakheperre-sonb of the Middle 
Kingdom and of the architect Amenhetep of the 18th Dynasty are very 
similar to those of their Hebrew counterpart Qoheleth, who "examined 
(~iqqer) many proverbs" (12,9). Khakheperre-sonb wishes "to investigate 
sayings (j'r onw)11 by means of "searching of the heart (m ~'11 n ib) 11 
(recto 1); Am~etep sings his own praises as one who 11has a hearing 
heart seeking counsel (j'r./ s~) regarding strange things, like one whose 
heart understands them11 ( Urk. IV 1817,8-9). 11The king's heart is 
unsearchable ( 'en ~eqer)" declares the Hebrew sage (Prov. 25,3), while 
the Egyptian king is compared to the god of wisdom Sia who searches 
out (.4'r) every belly (l!-t) and heart (~9.ty) and the innermost thoughts 
and secrets of man are laid bare before him (Se~etep-ib-Ra 2, 5-6; cf. The 
Tomb of Tutu, Sandman 81,6: ÄGH235,9). 
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III. A. SUWU.Y OF THE IIETHODS OF LEA.llllG UD A.CQUISITIOI OF IISTI.UCTIOI 
The verbs and idioms related to ways of learning within the ancient 
educational system, whether within the school framework ( as in Egypt) 
or under some other authority, indicate an ambivalent concept of 
learning. On the one hand, there is a demand for blind obedience, the 
acceptance and assimilation of the teacher's instruction. On the other 
hand, there is a more active way of learning, i.e., the need to understand 
things, "to enter into" the instructions, to master and use them. 
Two parts of the body are useful in acquiring knowledge: the "ear," 
which relates to the :first method of study, and the "heart," which relates 
mainly to the second (see Chapter 7). 
These two aspects of study - the first involving the willingness of 
the pupil to learn and the second depen<Ung largely on his ability or 
talents - belang both to wisdom that is learned and acquired through 
experience. Beside this wisdom, the ancient Egyptian and Hebrew are 
familiar with natural or charismatic wisdom bestowed by God. Thus, 
God gives king Solomon a "hearing heart" (leb sl)mea'); in the Egyptian 
texts god endows a human being with cleverness ( 'r~) and the high 
official claims that he "was born as one who knows ( r!J.), one who is wise 
( w~' ib)" (Si-renpowet, see above, p. 65). 
The actual method of acquiring knowledge finds expression in the 
various terms dealt with above. The pupil can avail himself of the 
following means of learning: (1) Repetition and memorization of the 
lesson given by the teacher or the parent. This method is expressed by 
the terms s.d:m - sm ', iri sb9y. t, ssp md. t- qnh ~okma etc., rdi m ib -
sym leb and the like; (2) Learning the instructions through 
interpretation, asking questions, accepting advice and pondering. Here 
the following terms apply: w~', 'r~, '~ (with objects relating to 
instruction); Jy sb'.t, sym leb (second meaning) and synonyms, lq~ muslir, 
byn, skl and lmd. 
The fact that the verb "hear" and its synonyms occur with 
exceptional frequency in the wisdom literature, on the one hand, and 
that other verbs involving acquisition of knowledge seldom appear, on 
the other, leads to the conclusion that "hearing" was perceived as an 
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important means of obtaining knowledge. Surprisingly, there is little 
reference in wisdom literature to practicing writing, which is mentioned 
only four times in the school writings and not at all in the Egyptian 
instructions. In the Biblical wisdom literature there are only six 
occurrences of the root ktb ("to write").80 
Two aspects of the learning concept, obedience and understanding, 
have been described, which are dominant in the Egyptian and Hebrew 
didactic writings. Both Hebrew and Egyptian teachers apparently 
came to recognize that teaching by coercion and by application of 
authority was not always effective. Thus, they began to appeal to the 
pupil's good will and to stimulate his desire to acquire knowledge by 
having him ask questions, seek and receive advice or even through 
encouraging autodidactic study independent of all educating authority. 
But it seems that the Hebrew teachers went one step further: Unlike 
their Egyptian colleagues, they were no longer satisfied with 
conventional material passed down for generations and they tried to 
broaden the traditional boundaries by encouraging personal 
experimentation and individual quests. This is expressed in such terms 
as lq~, ~qr, bqs, ntn leb (Qoh.) and perhaps lmd as well, none of which 
has an equivalent in Egyptian, although 4'r assumes a similar sense in 
certain contexts. 
These three learning methods - obedience and assimilation, 
interpretation and understanding, pondering and quest - complement 
each other, and, taken as a whole, point to different stages of knowledge 
acquisition (see Table 1). 
Tables 2 and 3 present the following picture: Both Egyptian and 
Hebrew have a rich vocabulary relating to the semantic field of study 
(Table 3). Both languages tend to use a structure in which a verb is 
followed by various nouns designating the instruction tobe learned, thus 
showing the importance of the material acquired. However, in the second 
area, that of imparting knowledge (Table 2), Hebrew evinces a more 
varied linguistic usage, which finds expression in the number of terms 
(10) pertaining to this semantic field. Egyptian stays with the structure 
of an auxiliary verb to which nouns denoting the instruction are added 
and is, therefore, in this case linguistically poorer than Hebrew (7 roots ). 
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Table 1: Reconstruction of Learning Stages 
Stage 
Passive 
Learning 
Obedience 
and 
Observance 
Assimilation 
Interpretation 
and 
Understanding 
Mastery 
Searching/ 
Pondering 
Active 
Learning 
• 1st meaning. 
•• 2nd meaning. 
Egyptian 
• a.4m 
rtli ib (II a.4m) 
i ri abS. t, n.4r tp rtl 
rtli ~9.ty r 
transition 
iap + objects relating 
to words 
amn abS71.t, rtli m ib 
'~ abS71. t, rtli ib 
("think," "consider") 
hl ab'.t 
transition 
l 
'm 'rk wh' J ., • 
.4'r 
w~• 
l 
Bible 
• • am' 
ivt leb and synonyms • 
imr, ~r, ~pn + objects 
relating to J:&okma 
qnh + objects relating 
to ~okma 
bqi + objects relating 
to ~okmO: 
im'** 
ivt lib and synonyms ** 
lq~ mwar* 
transition 
l 
transition 
ltqa.lJ. (noun), bqs**, 
lmtl, ntn 
'el leb, ~qr 
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IV. COMPJ.UTIVE TJ.BLES OF THE TEi.MS II EGYPTIU UD 
II THE BIBLE FOB. lMPJ.lTilfG UD J.CQUIB.IIG OF IISTB.UCTIOI 
Table 2: lmparting Instruction - "To Teach" 
Egyptian Hebrew 
1. sb9 ysr (niph'al, pi'el); lmd (pi'el) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'lp (pi'el) (?) 
rdi sb9y.t {Copt. t c:Aw) 
iri sb9y.t 
iri sb9y. t mtr 
2. mtr yklf (hiph'il) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - -
rdi mtr 
3. rdi tp rd yrh (hiph'il) 
4. skl- {hiph'il) 
5. byn• {hiph'il) 
6. ( dr~ [hiph'il]) 
7. hwi ysr {niph'al, pi'el); ykl}, {hiph'il 
knkn nkh (hiph'il) 
. 
8. sbd sebet 
9. ( lJ.s/)•• 'ns 
Characterized by: The Absence of auxiliary verbs. 
use of auxiliary verbs 
( rdi, iri) + various terms 
denoting "instruction" 
as object. 
• In the corpus under study no exact semantic equivalent has 
been found for these terms in the Egyptian language. 
•• The verb appears only once in a didactic context in the 
present corpus ((Pta.M,otep 495); 'ns, its Hebrew equivalent, 
appears 5 times in Prov., which constitute half of its 
occurrences in the Bible. 
); 
76 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
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Table 3: Acquisition of Instruction - "To Learn" 
I. Verbs taking an object related to instr\Jction and its synonyms 
Egyptian Hebrew 
iap+r3/ 4.d/ md. t, lu ab'. t lq~ musilr (1st meaning) 
iri sb3y.t lmd, (?) 
smn sb3y.t (once only) imr/~q (hiph'il)+musilr (?) 
'~+sb3y. t/ sbr -
sb3y. t+ •~ ms4.r glh 'Ozen lammusilr(Job 36,10) 
n4.rtp rd, imr + mi~wa, tora, etc. 
h~q (hiph'il)+musilr, ~okmii 
~r, ~pn+mi~wii, ~okmii, da'at, 
etc. 
qnh+~okmii and its synonyms 
4.'f'+bnw, s~, ~3.ty, h.t bqi + ~okmii and its synonyms 
( 1st meaning) 
II. Verbs with or without an object relating to instruction 
sjm, s.im+ { 
s4.m ib 
rdi ib, rdi m ib, 
rdi ib (~3.ty) r ... 
sb3y.t 
mtr.t 
sbr 
im', im'+ { =~~:t 
'Z~a 
l!b iOm!a' (Solomon) 
iflt. iym, nth, hilb!'+Ub ze 
ntn 'el Ub 
ntn 'et hall!b ze 
iym bilbilb 
10. 'm, 'm m sbr. w i 
metaphorically - 11 to swallow" 
byn; metaphor - 'kl + God's words 
+ wisdom words 
III. Verbs without an object relating to instruction 
11. 'r~ byn, haik!l, (yd.1 
12. wh' wh' ib 
• 1 • byn 
13. sbS (to teach oneseli') lmd, 
14. bqi 
15. 
~qr 
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In this light, it may be assumed that the Hebrew sage v&lued 
the method of transmitting knowledge and teaching authority just as 
much as he was concerned about the pupil and the material taught. 
His Egyptian counterpa.rt devoted more of bis eHorts to the pupil, for 
whom, after all, the did&ctic activity was intended, rather than to the 
teacher. 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE NEGATIVE HUMAN TYPE - TRAITS AND BEHA VIOR 
Wisdom distinguishes between two categories of human beings, the 
negative and the positive type. Each has its own characteristic elements, 
expressed in contrasting traits and opposed actions, which are refl.ected 
in the wisdom vocabulary. 
We shall begin with the negative human type. His character is 
recognizable by his attitude towards learning and teaching, a central 
theme in the wisdom literature ( cf. Chapter 2), as well as by his general 
manners and way of life. 
I. J.TTITUDE TOWUDS TEJ.CHIIG UD LEJ.lllUG 
In Egyptian 
A. Inattention and Disobedience 
1. ajm in the negative 
As already stated, listening, i.e., obedience, appears as a most 
desirable quality in the wisdom writings from the early to the late 
period. By contrast, inattention, unwillingness to obey, are among the 
human characteristics that are scomed and derided. The incorrigible 
fool - llJ. (Ankhsheshonqy 7, 5-6), the stupid person - w1J9 (PtalJJ!.otep 
575), and the wicked person - bne (Insinger 26,4) do not listen. 
Listening leads to moral perfection: "A son who listens will be without 
defect," says Se~etep-ib-Ra (PL 8,7). On the other hand "The fault in 
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every kind of character comes out from not listening" (Insinger 9,5). 
Reproof for inattention is of course common in the language of the 
schoolteacher: "I spend the whole day instructing you (but) you don't 
listen" (Lansing 8,3; cf. ibid. 2,4; 2,8; Bologna 1094 3,8). Those who 
refuse to listen are figuratively said to be deaf ( idw, s!w). The following 
statement addressed to the pupil is frequent in the school writings but is 
found elsewhere too: "You are a deaf person who cannot hear, to whom 
they make (signs) with the hand" (Koller 2,5; cf. Anastasi IV 2,7). The 
high official who does not fulfil his duty is also represented as being 
deaf: "His face is blind to what he sees, deaf to what he hears ... " 
( The Eloquent Peasant Bl 188; cf. ibid. 113; and The Prophecies of 
Neferti 38). 
B. Neglect and Abandonment of Learning and Wisdom 
While sometimes the obstinate sons or pupils do not apply their ear and 
do not listen to the words of the father or the teacher, it also happens 
that they do apply their ear to the words spoken, but do not "enter (' ~) 
into them" (cf. above, p. 62) and neglect them. In Lansing 3,5-6 the 
teacher says to the pupil: "You have joined with me1 as regards 
hearkening (but) you have neglected ( m~J_t9) my teachings ( mtr. wt)." 
To describe this manner of behavior in a pupil who instead of 
applying instructions in his daily life spurns and discards them, the 
Egyptian sage uses a series of verbs all similar in sense. 
(a) Verbs relating directly to the words of the teacher and to wisdom: 
2. wni- neglect (Dem. wjn;,2 Copt.[SA] OTEm.E ) 
wni and lJ.9' (see below) are the most common in this context (11 
times). wni appears especially in writings from the Middle and New 
Kingdom. lts basic meaning, like that of the other verbs belonging to 
this semantic field ( thi, sni), is an act of motion, i.e., "pass by," "go 
past." This sense is evident in the determinative of the word which 
depicts marching feet, but when wni has an abstract noun for an object it 
means "not to pay attention," or "neglect." lt appears frequently at the 
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beginning of the wisdom compositions in a warning addressed to the 
listeners. In the lnstru.ction by a Man for His Son it is said: "Listen to 
my voice, do not neglect my words (m wni mdw.i)" (I 2); or "Turn your 
face to hear my words, do not neglect (m ir wni) what I say (to you) 
(.fld.tw.i)" (Amennakht 4). Since spoken words (.fld.t, mdw) almost 
always constitute the object - the words of a teacher, a scribe, or other 
official (cf. Amenemope 3,12; Se~etep-ib-Ra [TC] 8,5 II 7,6; Bologna 1094 
10,1; Anastasi I 6,8)3 - it is possible that wni relates to abandoning 
oral, not written instruction.4 
3. IJ.9' - abandon 
The basic meaning is "set down," "place" (Copt. R(l) ),5 and when 
accompanied by an abstract object its meaning is "neglect," "abandon," 
"discard." While wni relates principally to neglect of oral teaching, fJ.9', 
which has a similar frequency in our sample, apparently refers mainly to 
abandoning written instruction, that is, textbooks. A repeated formula 
in moral preaching to the scribe and to lazy pupils is, "I am told that 
you have abandoned writing (fJ.9'.k ss.w)" (Anastasi IV 2,4; ibid. 11,8; 
Koller 2,2; etc.); parallel to it appears the statement "You have turned 
your back (fJ.9'.k ~9.k) upon god1s words (r mdw nJr)," that is, upon the 
hieroglyphs considered tobe the words of the god (see Anastasi V 6,1-2 II 
15, 6-7 II SaUier I 6,1-2). 
4. mkh3- turn the head 
This verbat times replaces wni in writings of the New Kingdom and 
occasionally appears instead of IJ.9' in the school texts. Compared with 
the other two terms its frequency is limited (3 times only). Its literal 
meaning, as shown by the determinative of a man's head, is "turn the 
head,116 but its general meaning approximates wni and IJ.9'; in practice it 
is perhaps closer to wni as here too the words of the teacher are usually 
the object. Amennakht {9) says to his pupil: "Do not abandon ( m iri 
m~~9) my excellent sayings" (cf. Lansing 3,5; Anastasi V 17,3). 
5. sni-not go beyond, not exceed, imitate {Dem. snj;7 Copt.cnu) 
This verb originally involved the action of walking, and its general 
meaning is "to pass by," "go past" people and places.8 In the school 
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texts and the instructions it is commonly used as a prohibition directed 
to the second person: 11Do not go beyond, 11 11 do not exaggerate." This 
subsequently developed a positive connotation, and became 11imitate," 
"do as I do. 119 The father of Kagemni says to his children (II 5): "Heed 
it as I said it. Do not go beyond (m sni) what has been set down11 ; 10 in 
PtaJJJ!.otep (151) the messenger is warned to 11keep the truth - do not go 
beyond it (m sni.s)," that is, he is to deliver the message exactly as it 
was given to him, without adding to it anything of his own.11 In the 
Instruction by a Man for his Son it is stated: "Be perfect ( iri mi ~t!) 
without being excessive in this ( nn sni im)" (I 3). The passages from the 
Instroction of Kagemni and PtaJJJ!.otep are preserved in Pap. Prisse, 
which belongs to the Middle Kingdom Period, while the Instroction of a 
Man for his Son, although preserved on copies from the New Kingdom, 
was also composed at the beginning of the Middle Kingdom. In these 
three sources, therefore, sni still bears its negative sense. But in The 
Instruction Addressed to Merikare, whose main copy (P 1116 A) is not 
earlier than the 18th Dynasty, the term appears in its new sense. Here. 
the sage advises his son: "Copy (lit. imitate - sni r) your fathers, your 
ancestors ... See, their words endure in books; open, that you may read 
them, copy (lit. imitate - sni.k r) the knowledge" (35-36). This 
semantic change of sni from a negative to a positive connotation is weil 
attested in the variations between the different manuscripts of the 
Instruction of Se~etep-ib-Ra, all of which belong to the New Kingdom: In 
line 7,6 the Egyptian sage requests his hearers to be like him and to 
follow in his ways: "Do not go beyond my example (m sni ~d.i), do not 
neglect my words (wni mdwt.i). 11 This formulation, given by OAshm and 
other manuscripts, is different in PL manuscript where the expression sni 
~d. i in the sense of 11 do like, copy my example" replaces the negative m 
sni found in the other manuscripts. In line 8,5 the same sentence is 
repeated with a negation in PL and in positive form in the manuscript 
TC.12 From the beginning of the New Kingdom Pcriod, therefore, the 
meaning of sni is apparently "to do something exactly," "not to add and 
not to omit." 
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(b) A verb not rela.ting directly to the instruction a.nd words of the 
teacher but belonging to the sema.ntic field of a.ba.ndonment, neglect: 
6. th.i (Dem. th.) -(a) tra.nagress, neglect, disobey 
(b) injore, attack 
(c) err, go utray, mislead 
Among the expressions listed in this section, the verb thi is the most 
frequent (about 35 times). lt appea.rs ma.ny times in the litera.ry genre of 
instruction but ca.n also be found in the phra.seology of the king's court 
a.nd in the pessimistic compositions. However, its total a.bsence from the 
school texts in our collection shows tha.t it does not belang to the sphere 
of educa.tion. 
The term thi is polysemic a.nd ha.s the three mea.nings given a.bove. 
The first belongs directly to the subject under discussion, namely, a. 
person's attitude towa.rds lea.rning; the second defines a person's beha.vior 
in general, not necessa.rily with respect to teaching; the third is not 
connected to the subject of this chapter nor is it even cha.racteristic of 
the Egyptian wisdom vocabula.ry a.nd therefore will not be treated 
here.13 
(a.) The determinative of fhi - ma.rching feet - supports the 
conjecture tha.t its prima.ry mea.ning involved motion (like the verbs sni 
a.nd wnij a.nd ca.n be tra.nsla.ted 11trespass," "go past a. pla.ce. 11 In time it 
a.cquired the a.bstract mea.ning 11disobey, 11 "tra.nsgress. 11 This la.tter 
mea.ning is common in our sample (12 times out of 35 occurrences),14 
a.nd in this context thi relates to negative behavior in the moral sense 
more tha.n the foregoing terms do. Such beha.vior is deemed criminal a.nd 
its perpetrators a.re called tra.nsgressors.15 
He who follows this path is liable to severe punishment - "Knives 
a.re sharp against the tra.nsgressor" ( thi mJn, i.e., the disobedient -
Kagemni I 2-3); similarly, Pta~otep sa.ys, "Woe to him who would 
tra.nsgress against (thi) it 11 (50). While in the sphere of wisdom people 
may 11 tra.nsgress11 a.gainst the teaching of the sage, in ma.tters of religion 
a.nd ritual they 11transgress against," neglect, the feast (Anii 3,4). In the 
phraseology of the king's court the expression indica.tes disobeying the 
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king's orders ( especially in the Middle Kingdom Period - Se~etep-ib-Ra 
5,13; Blumenthal G 8, 86-87). 
At times thi appears with the object "way" - thi w9.t/min (see 
Kagemni above). Here the word "way" is used a.s a metaphor for "way 
of life," "proper behavior." Therefore, thi w9. t/ m~ is an epithet for a 
man who does not wa.lk in the right path, is disobedient, rebellious. lts 
a.ntonym is mi:d min, mea.ni,ng the obedient ma.n, he who submits. 16 In 
tbis sense thi is synonym.aus with wni, wbich sometimes replaces it in the 
later texts. The wisdom cliche cited above from Pt~~otep (50) 
reappea.rs in the Instroction of Amenemope (3, 12), with wni replacing 
thi of the former source: "W oe to bim who neglects them (p9 wn. w st)." 17 
(b) The second use of thi - "ha.rm," "attack" - is no less common 
than the first (about 14 times) a.nd is present especially in the later 
wisdom literature - Amenemope, Insinger - where the object is 
usually a person.18 For exa.mple, the scribe in The lnstroction of 
Amenemope is wamed: "Do not dip your pen to injure (thi) a ma.n" 
(17,6; cf. ibid. 19,5); elsewhere in the sam.e source the exhortation is "Do 
not shout against one you have attacked (p9 thi.k)" ( 4,10);19 a.nd in. 
Insinger it is said that "He who does ha.rm ( th) for harm, bis old age will 
be ha.rmed (th)" (33, 20; etc.). 
In contrast to the determinative accompa.nying the first mea.ning of 
thi (feet), the usua.1 determinative here - from the Middle Kingdom on 
- is a knife placed on a knee and a man holding a sta.ff in bis hand, or -
in a later period - a man with an a.xe (in Insinger).20 These 
determinatives a.s weil a.s the context in wbich the term appears in tbis 
sense indicate that thi here bea.rs the sense of violent action, to injure 
physically, and refers to behavior in general. lt is not surprising 
therefore that the sage often warns against tbis kind of behavior -
Amenemope, for exa.mple, dema.nds of his son not to injure ( thi) people 
in va.rious circumsta.nces connected with his profession (5,11; 22, 2-4). 
Simila.rly, the author of Pap. Insinger speaks of the bitter end of the 
injurer (33, 20; 34,22) and states that the impatient man wishes to injure 
(ibid. 30,5), while the "man of god," the righteous man, acts in the 
opposite manner (ibid. 30, 10).21 
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Summary of the distribution of the verbs belonging to the semantic 
field of neglect and abandonment ofleaming in Egyptian (Table 4) 
The verb thi which occurs in all literary genres except one (the school 
texts) is the most common. 
sni appears in the instructions of the Old Kingdom and is used 
subsequently in the Middle Kingdom Period. In the New Kingdom it is 
then replaced by wni. The Middle Kingdom is a transitional period, 
when both terms appear together. 
wni began to be used in the Middle Kingdom Period ( Loyalist 
Instru.ction and pessimistic compositions). lt reached its peak in the New 
Kingdom and disappeared immediately thereafter. 
m~~3 and lJ,3' appeared in the New Kingdom only and exclusively in 
the school texts. 
Table 4: Distribution of Verbs Belonging to the Semantic Field of 
Neglect and Abandonment of Learning in Egyptian 
Instructions 
Pessimistic 
Wisdom 
"Loyalist" 
Instruction 
School Texts 
Autobiography 
King's Court 
Literature 
Old 
Kingdom 
sni 
thi 
Middle 
Kingdom 
thi 
wni 
wni 
thi 
sni 
thi 
New 
Kingdom 
wni 
thi 
mkh3 
wni 
h3' 
mkh3 
thi 
wni 
Late 
Period 
thi 
thi 
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All verbs feil into disuse and disappeared from the wisdom corpus of 
the Late Period (Anksheshonqy, Insinger), with the exception of thi, 
wbich continues tobe used in tbis period too. 
In the Bible 
A. Inattention and Disobedience 
1. im' used in negation 
The son (ben) and the simple man (peti) are without experience and 
do not listen to words of instruction. Likening bimself to a youth, a 
pupil before bis teachers, the father in Proverbs confesses: "I did not 
listen ( sllma 'ti) to the voice of my teachers nor incline my ear to my 
instructors" (Prov. 5,13). In the sarcastic language of the sage in 
Proverbs 19,27, the son is commanded "to cease to hear (lismöa') 
instruction," wbile the intention of the statement is to encourage the son 
to incline bis ear only more to the words of knowledge. The youth 
( na 'ar) and the simple person (peti) do not listen because they know no 
better, but the scomer (le~) and the fool ( 'iwiQ do not incline their ear 
intentionally: "A scorner (le~) does not listen (iama') to rebuke" (Prov. 
13,1; d. 1,22,24); "The way of a fool ( 'iwiQ is right in bis own eyes, but 
a wise man listens (sömea') to advice" (Prov. 12,15). 
As in Egyptian, he who does not listen is metaphorically called a 
"dea.f'' person, but in the Bible tbis motif appears only in non-wisdom 
literature. 22 
B. Neglect and Abandonment of Learning and Wisdom 
Even if not all verbs found in tbis context in the Biblical language are 
equivalent to the Egyptian verbs considered above, they are close to 
them in subject matter. The Egyptian terms sni, wni are especially close 
to 'zb, swr, n~h in Biblical Hebrew. The latter also originate as verbs of 
motion and are used figuratively when combined with an abstract 
object. 23 These expressions are common in Biblical wisdom literature 
but are not exclusive to it. 
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2. 'a ("forsa.ke") is the opposite of "hearing" the words of wisdom, 
"acquiring" and "keeping" them (Prov. 4,2, 6; 10, 17; 28,4). 
3. awr ("depa.rt from") regularly appears in the wisdom vocabulary in 
a positive connotation through combination with an object of negative 
meaning: "departed/depart from evil (ra')" (Prov. 13,19; 16,6,17, etc.). 
This collocation stands in synonymous parallelism with the expressions 
"to fear God" (Job 1, 1,8) and "to do good" (wisdom Pas. 34,15; 37, 27). 
A better analogy, however, to the Egyptian samples is contained in the 
following precept of a father to his sons: "Do not depa.rt from the words 
of my mouth" (II "listen to me") (Prov. 5,7).24 
4. n~h. ("turn away") may replace awr in this context; for example, 
in Prov. 4,5 it is said, "Do not turn away ( a O from the words of my 
mouth" (cf. ibid. 4,27); and Job states "I have kept bis (God's) way and 
have not tumed away ( 'ai)" (23, 11). 
The following verbs, although not of motion, are similar to the Egyptian 
parallel&: 
5. •~• ("forsa.ke") appears with the object "mother's teaching" in 
the negative imperative ( 'Al tii i~s), following the positive imperative 
to "hearken to" ( ;ema1 the father's instructions (Prov. 1,8; and cf. 
6,20). 
6. ,r' ("neglect" instruction, advice): The primary sense of the verb 
is "unbind, loose, 1125 but in Proverbs in combination with an abstract 
noun it acquires the meaning "to neglect.11 Like the preceding verbs pr' 
comes in antithetic parallelism with "hear" (im'), and "keep" (.imr) 
(Prov. 8,33; 13,18; 15,32). Here too the warning is directed to sons 
(bänim) (ibid. 8,33; 4,15), the simple man (peti), the scomer (Zl~) and 
the stupid person (~aiO. Unlike most of the other verbs, the penalty for 
the neglecter is stressed: Proverbs 13,18 asserts that "poverty and 
disgrace come to him who neglects (porZa') instruction" (cf. 15,32; 
1,32ff). 
7. •~ ("forget"): While this term does not belong to the semantic 
field of abandoning and inattention to teaching, it is similar in meaning 
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to the preceding terms. The son is warned not to forget his father's 
instruction (Prov. 3,1) and "the words of his mouth" (ibid. 4,5). 
In summary, the proximity between the terms in Hebrew and Egyptian 
concerning abandonment of teaching can be expressed as follows: 
(a) These terms frequently appear in the negative imperative mood: 
"Do not, 11 usually addressed to one lacking in experience - the son, the 
pupil, who has not yet acquired knowledge ( sni, wni). 
(b) A considerable part of the verbs in Hebrew (pr', n~i, swr, 'zb) 
appear like the Egyptian verbs (sni, wni) in antithetic parallelism with 
"hear" (Heb. im'- Eg. sgm). 
(c) The verbs 'zb, swr, nih are originally verbs indicating motion, 
but when combined with an abstract object - like their Egyptian 
equivalents sni, wni - they stand figuratively for leaving, abandoning 
something. 
8. 'zb ~ and aynonyms - fhi. thi w9.t/ mjB 
An equivalent expression covering all three aspects of the Egyptian 
verb thi (see p. 82 above) does not exist in the Hebrew wisdom 
vocabulary, but the idiom thi w9.t/mln "way" does have Hebrew 
parallels remarkably similar to the Egyptian. 
The first sense of thi, namely, "trespass,11 "neglect,11 etc., is in 
essence approximated by the verbs listed in 1-7 above. The combination 
thi + way, which appears in this context, may be compared to the 
following expressions: 'zb 'lJral]. - "forsake the way" (Prov. 15,10; cf. 
2,13); nih 'aiiur minni dlJ.rek- "turn aside from the way" (Job 31,7), 
derek and its synonyms here being metaphors for "right way of life, 11 
"moral behavior.1126 
The Hebrew idiom 'iqqei (me'aqqU, ne'qai) derlJ.kayim approximates 
the Egyptian word thw - "transgressor.11 This adjective, which occurs 
several times in Proverbs (but does not appear in Job and Qoheleth)27 
indicates a person of bad behavior whose ways are crooked and whose 
morality is flawed (Prov. 10,9; 28,6,18; cf. also 2,15; 22,5). The 
antonym of 'iqqei derlJ.kayim is holek tlJ.mim, holek betummo, that is, 
whose way is upright (Prov. 28,6,18; cf. the sapiential phrase tamim, 
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täm derek-ibid. 11,20; 13,6; wisdom Ps. 119,1; d. Job 4,6).28 On the 
other hand, hollk täm im parallels the Egyptian m_gd w3. t/ min, and if we 
accept Gardiner's suggestion29 that the basic meaning of the verb m.dd in 
Egyptian is "to make straight," then we may consider the Hebrew 
wisdom phrases yaHer derek/ 'lJralf, "to straighten the way," (Prov. 3,6; 
9,15; 11,5), and yesar därek, "he whose way is straight" (ibid. 29,26; 
wisdom Ps. 37,14)30 tobe the semantic equivalents of the Egyptian term 
m.dd w3. t/ mJn. 
C. Verbs Indicating a Negative Attitude towards Teaching Without an 
Egyptian Equivalent 
9-13. In addition to the Hebrew terms mentioned in sections (A) and 
(B) which have a parallel in the Egyptian wisdom lexicon, the language 
of the Biblical sage contains several verbs that also express a negative 
attitude towards teaching but which have no parallel in the Egyptian 
didactic literature. 31 These are distinguished by their sharp derogatory 
tone. Unlike the verbs considered above, they do not refer to the 
absence of obedience or to neglect but describe a graver degree of 
belittling study by the pupil, namely, scom and hat red of learning. 
The 'ewil ("fool") and kesil ("stupid person") bäzim, i.e., "despise" 
wisdom and morals (Prov. 1,7; 23,9); btDZ interchanges with its 
synonym the verb n'~.32 The peti ("simple man"), the le~ ("scorner"), 
and the ~sil "despise" (n'~) the reproof of Wisdom (Prov. 1,30; d. vss. 
22 and 32). The 'ewil ("foolish") son despises (n'~) the father's 
instruction (Prov. 15,5) and the obstinate pupil despises (n'~) the 
"reproof" of his teachers (ibid. 5, 12). 
The attitude of disparagement expressed by these two terms is 
replaced by still stronger feelings in the following ones. in', "hatred" of 
knowledge, morality and reproof is a common emotion of the kesil (Prov. 
1,22), the ba'ar (12,1) and the obstinate pupil (5,12). Such an attitude is 
conceived as a serious transgression, deserving capital punishment (ibid. 
8,36; 15,10). Similar feelings are expressed by the terms m', and tJW~, 
each of which appears only once (3,11).33 
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Unlike bis Egyptian counterpart, the Hebrew sage describing the 
negative attitude of the pupil towards study and teacbing did not stop 
with a definition of the outward form of improper behavior (namely, 
inattention, disobedience, neglect and the like) but delved into the 
interior of the soul, i.e., into the feelings an~ emotions of the pupil 
(namely, scorn, hatred, disdain). Both aspects, internal and external, 
merge into one whole picture of the behavior of the negative human type 
towards teacbing. 
II. TU.ITS 1.ELJ.TIIG TO THE EDUCA.TIOUL HD OTHEI. LEVELS 
A. Idleness 
lnEgyptian 
1. w/34 (v. n.; Copt. oT(l.)Cq; qualitative - 01ra..cq ) 
Tbis verb is first used in the Middle Kingdom Period35 and in our 
sample occurs only in the pessimistic compositions and in the school 
texts. The determinative of marcbing feet accompanying the term in the 
Middle Kingdom is replaced in the New Kingdom Period by a drawing of 
a sparrow, a symbol of evil. Tbis process most probably reflects a 
semantic change: in the :first stage wsf has a positive connotation 
denoting slackness, inactivity, while later it is accompanied by a 
negative connotation of idleness. 
Warnings repea.ted time and a.gain in the school texts are: "Do not 
· be idle" (Anastasi III 3,10; V 23, 1-2), "Spend no day of idleness" (ibid. 
m 3, 12-13; V 23, 5). These admonitions are reinforced with the threat 
of punishment. The idler is assured tha.t he will fail (ibid. III 3,10) or will 
receive a beating {ibid. 3, 12-13). 
Idleness of the pupil expressed itself in being seduced by pleasures, 
eva.ding of the task of writing, and refusing to accept advice, wbich was 
one of the ways of learning in antiquity. Not only the lax pupil but also 
the bad leader who does not fulfil bis duty is called wsf ( The Eloquent 
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Peasant Bl 257; B2 109). The plundered "peasant" threatens such 
leaders by citing the folk saying, "The sluggard has no yesterday," i.e., of 
him there will be no inemory and his name will disappear among men 
(ibid. B2 109).36 
2. ba7,, IJ8I,: The basic meaning of this is "be weak" (Copt. ~ce ), 
but it sometimes appea.rs in The Instroction of Ankhsheshonqy in the 
sense of "to be lazy." The father repeatedly warns his son to avoid 
excessive eating, which will lead to laxity in his work. In Glanville's 
view the intention is laziness in connection with working the land (see 
ibid. 6, 18-19; 23, 17-18). 37 
In the Bible 
1. '~l {"lazy"): The root '~l {adj. 'i1~8; n. 'a~la, 'a~lut, dual 
'l1~alta71im) appears only in the wisdom books (16 times),38 except for a 
single appearance in Judges {18,9). In Proverbs the use of '~l is 
concentrated in the second collection, but it is also mentioned in the 
poem "Woman of Valor" {31,27). Here the description of the idler 
( 'ä~eQ is broader and more vivid than in the Egyptian sources. The 
Biblical author adopts a satirical tone and colorful images in his 
condemnation of idleness: "The 'ä~el dips his hand into the dish" (Prov. 
19,24; 26,15); "Like vinegar to the teeth and smoke to the eyes so is 
'il~~ to those whose messenger he is" {10,26); "'il~el says, 'There is a 
lion outside'" {22,13; cf. 26,13); "A door tums on its hinge and 'il~el on 
his bed" {26,14). 
Unlike the Egyptian sources, the problem of idleness in Proverbs is 
embedded neither in an educational-didactic framework nor in a social 
framework (as in The Eloquent Peasa.nt). The sage in Proverbs is chiefly 
concerned with the fate of the idler as an individual.39 The 'ilsel is not 
necessarily a pupil or a leader but any person characterized by the 
following traits: (a) inaction -he does not work with his hands {during 
a meal - Prov. 19,24 II 26,15; cf. 21, 25); he does not go out into the 
street {22,13; 26,13); he does not engage in farming {20,4; 24,30H; cf. 
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Instru.ction of Ankhsheshonqy); he passes bis time in complete inactivity 
- dozing, sleeping (Prov. 24,33; 19,15; 26,14; Qoh. 4,5); the ant does 
the opposite (Prov. 6,6ff; cf. the conduct of the "Woman of Valor," ibid. 
31,34); (b) the idler justifies bis indolence with spurious pretexts (Prov. 
22,13; 26,13); (c) the idler is greedy, with an appetite that cannot be 
satisfied (Prov. 13,4; 21,25); (d) he is unreliable with respect to bis 
fellows, and cannot serve as a messenger (Prov. 10,26). 
ldleness is the trait of a fool, the IJ,asar llb (Prov. 24,30). The way of 
the 'ä~ll is crooked and "hedged with thoms" (ibid. 15,19). Types 
opposite to the 'ä~el are the yäsär ("straightforward person"), whose 
way is paved (ibid.), the ~äru.~ ("diligent") (13,4) and the ~addiq 
("righteous") (21,26). All these terms pair at times with 'äfel in 
antithetic parallelism. 
Like the Egyptian sources, the Hebrew texts threaten the idler with 
penalties, but here they are more severe: not just flogging or downfall, 
but poverty and loss of property (Prov. 61 11 II 24, 34; cf. ibid. 28,19; 
Qoh. 10,18), hunger (Prov. 13, 4) and even death (Prov. 21, 25). 
A synonymous expression to 'a~lut is siplut 71äda71im (Qoh. 10, 18), 
close in meaning to kap rmiyya and yad rmiyya. 
2. rmir,a: Tbis noun, wbich derives from the root rmh, appears 
three times in Proverbs out of four appearances in the entire Bible. 40 
rmi1111a. means "laxity," "slackness," "idleness," and it is present in the 
collocation kap rmi1111a ("slack hand") (opp. yad ~äru~im) and its 
synonym yad rmi1111a, wbich appear in Proverbs (10,4; 12,24; cf. nepes 
rmiyya [one who is slack) II 'a~la - ibid. 19,15). These are reminiscent 
of the Egyptian expression "idle fingers" (Sallier II 11, 10).41 
B. Deafness, as a Metaphor 
In Egypüan 
In passing, mention has already been made to the metaphor of 
"deafness" for both the reluctance of the pupil to study and the 
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wickedness of the bad leader. The motif of deafness is present in three 
expressions: 
(1) The mo~t common is 1~11 (alw),42 which appears six times in the 
school texts, the pessimistic compositions and the writings of the king's 
court beginning from the Middle Kingdom Period.43 
(2) id~44 is apparently linked to the Egyptian noun idn - 'özen ("ear") 
in Hebrew - and appears only once, in The Propheciea of Neferti, and 
that in an ambiguous context. 45 
(3) ma,4r.t dnrg appears twice in the school texts. lts exact meaning is 
unclear, but by virtue of its context it may be understood as having to 
do with deafness. Caminos interprets: "the ear is deaf(?). 1146 
The school texts and the pessimistic compositions refer to the "deaf'' 
person in association with the "idler." In the school texts the behavior 
of the lazy apprentice of the scribe who does not listen to his teachers' 
words is likened to that of a "deaf'' person. The expression "to have an 
ear that is dear' is common in the school texts.47 The image of deafness 
also appears in texts describing the duties of the ruler or the high 
official.48 The vizier Rekhmire can praise himself with the declaration 
that he is not deaf to "one who has a weak arm" ( cf. Prov. 21,13: "He 
who stops up his ear [ 'ötem 'ozno) to the cry of a poor man"); and the 
wicked leader in The Eloquent Peasant is compared to a "deaf'' man (Bl 
113; ibid. 188). His crime is great because his behavior constitutes an 
infraction of the cosmic-social order, i.e., the m3'.t . In the -language of 
the Egyptian sage such a leader is said to be "deaf to justice" (ibid. B2 
110). The reality of the anarchy which reigns in the land and which is 
the opposite of an orderly central govemment (symbolized by the m3'.t), 
is described by the sage thus: "When the listener is deaf," meaning he 
whose task it is to listen (the ruler) does not listen ( The Prophecies of 
Neferti 38). 
In the Bible 
In Hebrew ~rs has a double meaning: (a) "to be silent," "not to speak," 
and figuratively "to avoid action"; (b) "not to hear," "to be deaf. 1149 
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Only the second meaning, in which the ward deaf often appears 
metaphorically, is relevant for our comparison with the Egyptian 
findings; this usage, however, does not appear in Biblical wisdom.50 
III. ll'EGA.TIVE CHA.UCTEllSTICS UD A.CTIOIS lELA.TIIG 
TO WA.Y OF LIFE UD GEIEUL BEHA. VIOl 
Apart from "idleness" and "deafness,11 which signify the reaction of the 
obstinate pupil to teaching but which may also describe a negative way 
of behavior unconnected with the didactic fram.ework, there are other 
characteristics typical of the behavior of the negative human type in 
daily life. While "idleness" and "deafness" are founded in inaction, these 
other traits involve activity. Therefore, wisdom often warns against 
them with the imperative "Do not do," and stresses the punishment 
meted out for this behavior. These tra.its are condemned not only in the 
wisdom literature but also in other literary genres (such as psalms, 
prophecy, royal texts). Therefore, most of the terms belonging to this 
subject are not exclusive to wisdom language, whether in Israel or Egypt. 
A. Falsehood 
In Egypüan 
Two words, (s)''9 and grg, belong to the semantic field of falsehood and 
appear frequently in Egyptian wisdom literature. The first of these 
indicates flawed behavior while the second relates principally to false 
words. Consequently, (s)''3 appears to have a wider semantic field than 
grg, which is a hyponym of '49. 
1. (s}'!,3 (Dem. ~ 51 
The nominal form ''9 begins to appear in the Middle Kingdom, its 
usage becoming more frequent in the New Kingdom ( Wb. I 240-241). The 
verbs i:d ("say"), iri ("do") are added to make the verbal form, and 
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beginning with the New Kingdom the verb s'ff:.9 appears in this usage 
( Wb. IV 57). The adverb is n 'J.9, "falsely. 1152 The determinative, which 
is a hand grasping a staff or a sparrow, stands for violent and wicked 
action. In Demotic the determinative of a sparrow is augmented with a 
determinative designating an enemy (a bound man holding an a.xe). 
The occurrence of 'i:.9 in this corpus is restricted to the literary genre of 
instruction. 
(s)'i:.9 indicates deceptive behavior and stress is usually laid on the 
damage it causes others. This behavior may be passive - concealm.ent 
of the truth, pretence and hypocrisy. The false man (rmt 'i:.) in Pap1JMLS 
Insinger is described as one who "does not teil to another what is in his 
heart" (25,22). But (s)'i:.9 mostly relates to deliberate acts, which 
include the following: (1) theft of property (Amenemope 7,18; 14,9; 
23,15); (2) forgery and falsification: of measures and accounts (ibid. 
16,4); of written documenta such as court records or the divine oracle 
copied by the scribe (ibid. 21,9,13); (3) lying, whether by blessing 
another in pretence and cajolery (ibid. 13,13-15; 14,2,3), or in giving a 
false answer (Insinger 22,21), by committing perjury in court 
(Amenemope 16,1; 20,9) or by giving a false oath (ibid. 7,18; 14,9; 
Ankhsheshonqy 16,13). 
Every man can err through inappropriate behavior, but in particular 
danger of doing so is the high official with his wide powers, who may be 
drawn into wrongdoing by way of fulfilling his task. Therefore, most of 
the offenses listed above are given in the form "Do not do," addressed to 
the scribe or to some other figure of authority. Rarely does this trait 
involve a particular human type. For example, the "hot-tempered" man 
in Amenemope is spoken of as "laden with false words" (mdy n 'i:.9) 
{12,8; and cf. Insinger 22, 21). The behavior indicated by (s)'ii.9 is 
deemed more sinful than the other transgressions against social morality 
enumerated in The Instroction of Amenemope, for only this one is 
termed an "abomination of god. 1153 mt.t '!:. is the opposite of justice, 
truth - m9'.t, and appears in antithetic parallelism with the latter 
(Insinger 24,17; 32,15; etc.). 
The Egyptian sage is not sparing in his warnings and threats of 
punishment directed at those guilty of such behavior: he "will be caught 
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by the might (ba) of the Moon" (A~nemope 7,19); he will suffer 
"poverty" (Inainger 32,15), or other trouble (ibid. 24, 17; Ankhsheshonqy 
16,13).54 
2. grg (Copt. [s] n. s-oÄ; v. p s-oi- •1,e falle") 
This term usually serves as a noun - "falsehood, lie.1155 In 
verbal usage it frequently collocates with the verb ~ "to say." The 
hieroglyph denoting this word, a pick excavating a pool (Gr U17), has 
no app&rent connection with the meaning of the word. The 
determinative - a man sitting with his hand to his mouth -
interchanges with the picture of a sp&rrow, indicating the negative 
connotation of the term. 
grg is used more frequently than '43 regardless of whether we 
analyze its usage diachronically or synchronically. grg first appears at 
the end of the Old Kingdom, and disappe&rs in the Late Period. lt is 
found in all genres of literature, from prose tms to hymns. grg and '.d3 
complement each other in terms of distribution: while 'j3 is often 
present in the instructions of the New Kingdom Period, grg is found in 
the instructions from the Old Kingdom and the First Intermediate 
Period; it is also common in the pessimistic wisdom literature andin the 
persönliche Frömmigkeit writings. The primary meaning of grg, 
expressed in the determinative of a man sitting with his hand to his 
mouth, is "to speak falsely. 11 As an abstract noun grg sometimes carries 
the sense of "wrongdoing," "injustice": 
(a) In the sense of "falsehood,11 "lie,11 grg usually appears in 
antithetic p&rallelism with words denoting truth (m3'.t) ( Urk. IV 438, 
16-17; 971, 4-5; etc.).56 The dwelling place oflying words before they &re 
pronounced is like that of truthful words, the "he&rt.11 The high official 
Intef at the time of Tuthmoses m compliments himself for being 
"straight of heart" ( '~9 ib) since "it has no lie in it" (ibid. 970,10,11). 
"There is no falsehood in my heart," the pious one states (ÄHG 71,75). 
False speech is considered a crime, an "abomination" (bw.t) {ibid. 164, 
12; 214, 106; The Tomb of May, Sandman 60, 2, The Tomb of Ay, ibid. 
91,18). The ideal man keeps his distance from the li&rs and punishes 
them ( Urk. IV 1078,16). The biographers repeat the following 
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declarations: 11 (1 am) a man of truth, without falsehood ( sw grg)11 ; 11I 
have not uttered a lie11 ; 11there is no falsehood in .... 11 ( Urk. IV 48,14; 
119,14; 438,17; 970,11; cf. PtalJl!.otep 532, and Jansen-Winkeln II 3,6,6). 
The Eloquent Peasant accuses the high steward Rensi of not 
upholding this moral principle: 11Speak not falsely (when) you are great 11 
(Bl 160; d. Instruction b71 a Man for His Son IX 1). He compares him to 
a gardener who waters bis garden with wrongdoing so as to make it grow 
with falsehood ( The Eloquent Pea.sant Bl 263; cf. also ibid. 67 and 
298).57 
(b) grg as an abstract noun, meaning "injustice," 11wrong, 11 stands 
in antithetic parallelism with the terms m9'.t - 11truth," "justice11 
(ibid. 67; 240-241; 182-183, etc.), bw nfr - 11good 11 (ibid. 198), and in 
synoymous parallelism with the terms i71.t - 11mishap11 (ibid. 298) and 
isf t - 11wrongdoing11 ( Wb. V 189,12). The meaning of grg in this 
usage is bound up with the religious-mythical concept underlying its 
antonym, m9'.t. Originally m9'.t was an abstract term standing for 
the cosmic order existing in the world since the creation. 58 This 
abstract value underwent a process of hypostasization, and m9'. t 
became a goddess, the daughter of Re', the creator god who standing 
upon the primeval mound that emerged from the watery chaos first 
established the cosmic order - the m9'. t. The hieroglyph m9' depicts 
the primeval mound and shows the base of the throne of the Pharaoh 
who, as the god's regent on earth, is responsible for justice and order.59 
The wisdom instructions transmitted from father to son are firmly 
connected with the idea of m9'. t because their purpose is to assist a man 
in finding his place in the cosmic order. This is well illustrated in the 
following passage cited from The Instruction Addre.ssed to Merikare: 
"No (crime) occurs when justice {m9'.t) comes to him distilled, after 
the manner of counsels said (i.e., given) by the ancestors" (34; cf. 
PtalJl!.otep 641-644). 
In an era of anarchy and a weakening of the central pillars of society, 
a sta.te of disorder prevails, namely, 11falsehood II replaces m9'. t. The 
pessimistic wisdom composition describes this condition thus: 
11 Goodness is destroyed, none adhere to it. Flinging falsehood's (grg) 
back to the ground is also perished" ( The Eloquent Pea.sant Bl 
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197-198). "Falsehood," essentially an abstract concept, may like m9'.t 
become personified when linked to the latter: Falsehood sails in a boat 
{ibid. B2 98), is overwhelmed by truth (Sallier I 8, 9-10), is cast down 
upon the ground ( The Eloquent Peasant B1182-183). 
In the Bible 
The terms belonging to the semantic field of deceit, falsehood, in the 
Bible frequently appear in the wisdom phraseology, but their usage is 
common also in the non-wisdom literatu.re. lt is of interest that not one 
of them appears in Qoheleth. 
1. iqr 
iqr occu.rs more frequently than the other terms associated with 
falsehood both in the wisdom literature {Prov. 20 times; Job twice; BS 6 
times), as weil as in the other books of the Bible. In wisdom literature it. 
is found only in the nominal form, ieqer. The ward accentuates the 
practical side of deceit because it involves an action that harms the 
safety of people, and therefore is to be interpreted as "disloyalty," 
"treachery. 1160 In wisdom literatu.re ieqer is connected primarily with 
speech, rarely with another act and occasionally it bears the abstract 
sense of "worthlessness." 
As an activity involving speech, iqr {"falsehood") is found in legal 
contexts such as (a) in giving testimony, {b) in disputation, and (c) in 
perjury: 
(a) lnjurious testimony: in Proverbs the ward 'ed ("witness") 
appears 6 times in combination with iäqer/ .ieqärim (6,19; 12,17; 14,5; 
19,5, 9; 25,18). The frequent warning against falsely testifying shows 
that this crime was common in Israel as weil as in Egypt ( see '49 above). 
In the Bible ieqer, when relating to testimony, does not refer only to the 
contents of the words spoken but is of more serious import: the seqer 
denotes the anti-social behavior of the witness. The danger to a 
fellow-man arising from "false witness" is so great as tobe compared to 
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a 11sword11 and 11sharp arrow11 (Prov. 25,18). · 'ad saqer appears in 
Proverbs in synonymous parallelism with 71api~ ~zabim (6,19; 14,5; 
19,5,9) and interchanges with the terms ~d ~innam (24,28) and 'ld 
beli1171a'al {19,28).61 The contrasting, is characterised by honesty 
and reliability and expressed in Proverbs in the collocations 
71api~ 1muna (12,17), 'ad 1munim {14,5) and 'ld 1met {14,25) which 
stand in antithetic parallelism with 'ld saqer/ seqarim and 71api~ 
~zabim. 
(b) In legal disputation: in Job1s debate with his friends, which is set 
in a legal framework, he accuses them of being 11falsehood ( saqer) 
plasterers11 (13,4; cf. 36,4). A similar charge is uttered by the righteous 
man against his enemies in Psalms (119, 69 (wisdom Ps.]; d. 69,5; 35,19; 
etc.). 
( c) Perjury in legal matters: a fal.se oath, although not mentioned 
in the Biblical wisdom books, is pertinent to our discussion because of 
its parallel usage in Egyptian (see p. 94). The perjurious oath in the 
Bible is linked to the religious sphere and is perceived as an attack 
against God himself. The legal setting is still evident in the following 
passages: 11Execute the judgment of truth and peace in your gates ... and 
love no fal.se oath, for all these I hate, says Yahweh11 (Zech. 8, 16-17); 
11If there be any who does justice, who seeks truth that I may pardon 
her. Though they say, 'As Yahweh lives' yet they swear fal.sely 11 (Jer. 
5,1-2, etc. - 5 times, and Zech. 5,4; Ps. 144,8, 11; etc.). 
seqer is also found in a non-legal setting and then means 11unreliable 
speech. 11 In this usage seqer usually collocates with the words dabar, 
lason, sepatayim, and stands in antithetic parallelism with the phrases 
sepat 1imet (11truthful lips11 ) (Prov. 12, 19), '~se 1imuna (11act 
faithfully 11 ) (ibid. 12,22), these expressions signifying true, accurate and 
reliable speech. 62 
An inseparable feature of life in the king1s court in Israel, as in 
Egypt, is talebearing and sycophancy: 111f a ruler listens to falsehood 
( debar saqer), all his officials will be wicked, 11 runs the saying in 
Proverbs (29,12), which is reminiscent of the warnings directed to the 
prince and the vizier in the Egyptian instructions and to the wicked 
leader in The Elo(J'l!.ent Peasant. Other verses associate speaking falsely 
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with negative huma.n types. Lying ch&r&eterizes the "wicked ma.n," who 
through his lies brings disgr&ce upon himself a.nd others (Prov. 13,5). 
There is rem&rkable simil&rity between these words a.nd the compl&ints 
of the Egyptia.n Man Who Wa,s Tired of Life, who comp&res his stinking 
(disgraceful) n&me to th&t of a woma.n about whom lies were told to her 
husba.nd (98). The mara', i.e., the evildoer appears in parallel with 
ieqer, i.e., false ma.n (Prov. 17, 4); their antonym is the prince (nadib), 
to whom "false speech is not becoming" (ibid. 7). 
At times the sages stress the h&rm caused to others through 
falsehood. This motif is connected with &equiring wealth by guile: "The 
getting of treasures by a lying tongue" (Prov. 21, 6); "Bread g&ined by 
deceit is sweet to a ma.n" (ibid. 20, 17). lt is not surprising therefore 
th&t warnings ag&inst this sin recur frequently in Proverbs. ieqer 
belongs to a group of sins defined as "an abomination to Yahweh": 
"Lying lips &re a.n abomination to Yahweh" (ibid. 12, 22; d. Egyptian 
s'A,9, which is also perceived as a.n "abomination of the god, 11 and grg, 
called an "abomination" - pp. 94-95 above). ieqer is mentioned in the. 
li11t of seven crimes th&t enda.nger the very foundations of social 
morality: "There &re six things which Yahweh hates, seven which are an 
&bomination to him - haughty eyes, a lying tongue ... " (Prov. 6,16). 
Finally, ieqer sometimes does not relate to specific actions, nor does 
it have an &etive mea.ning, but appears in a.n a,bstract sense, with the 
meaning "worthlessness." The wicked man receives "deceptive (iaqer) 
wages" as his rew&rd, but the wage of "one who sows righteousness" is "a 
sure reward" (lit. "fruits of truth") (Prov. 11, 18). When a man boasts 
of a present but does not give it: this is a "gift of iaqe," (25, 14). The 
beauty of a woma.n is ieqer, for it is an outer · covering which says 
nothing about her inner qualities (31,30).63 
2. b6 
kzb appe&rs in the wisdom literature as a noun and as a verb (Prov. 
10 times; Job 4 times; BS 6 times). The term is not exclusive to the 
wisdom language and is found frequently in the prophetic books and in 
the Psalms. As stated, iqr often relates to a negative way of behavior in 
general, but kzb has a.n even more negative connotation because it 
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involves evil intent. In the course of time kzb underwent semantic 
development and assumed the sense of 11to cause disappointment, 11 "be 
unrealized. 1164 
In qal and niph'al kzb means 11to lie,11 11be a. liar, 11 or "be proven a. 
liar11 ; in hiph'il it means "to disappoint, 11 "fa.il. 11 kzb appears in Biblical 
wisdom in usa.ges similar to those observed for sqr, i.e., first of all as an 
activity connected with speech in a legal context: 
(a) Matters between man and man: (1) Giving evidence - a term 
synonymous to 'ld säqer/ seqarim (11false witness") is yäpialJ. kezäbim. 
The provenance of yäpia~ is Uga.ritic, andin meaning and gramm.atical 
form (a pa.rticiple) it equals the Hebrew 'ld {Prov. 6, 19; 14, 5; 19, 5, 9). 
yäpiah 1cezäbim comes in antithetic parallelism with '!d 'lmunim (14,5), 
'ld 'l~et {14,25), tha.t is, a witness who may be trusted.65 He himself is 
worthless as a witness - 11 yäpialJ. kezäbim (is) deception11 (ibid.). 
(2) Legal disputation - Job argues before his friends that he is deemed 
a liar even though he is innocent: 111 am counted a liar ( 'likazzlb) (34,5; 
see also 6,28; 24,25). 
(b) Matters between man and God: The statements of Agur in 
Prov. 30, 5, 6 also elicit a legal setting: "Do not add to his (God's) word 
lest he yokialJ, you and you be found a. liar ( wenikzäbetä)." The root yklf,, 
which belongs to the court terminology, bears here the sense of "to 
accuse", i.e., God will accuse you and you will be found to be a liar. 
Secondly, kzb refers to falsehood connected with other activities: 
Wealth acquired dishonestly is considered to be "deceit", and in 
Proverbs 30,8, Agur pra.ys for a moderate life: "Remove falsehood and 
lying ( debar kazäb) far from me; do not give me poverty nor riches. Let 
me eat the bread that is my due (le~em ~ukki)." This verse becomes 
clear in the light of 20,17, which presents the opposite: "Bread of 
falsehood ( le~em saqer) tastes sweet to a man." Agur on the one hand 
asks for le~em ~ukki, that is, the minimum necessa.ry for survival; on 
the other, he begs to be put at a. distance from debar kazab, that is, 
property accumulated not honestly, parallel in meaning to l~em säqer in 
20,17. kzb is found in a. similar context in a passage in Proverbs dealing 
with table ma.nners and which has a direct parallel in The Instn1.ction of 
Anememope. The Biblical sage counsels his son to behave with restraint 
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should he be invited to dine at the ruler's table: "Do not desire his 
delicacies for it is deceptive food (leJJ,em kezäbim)" (Prov. 23, 1-3). 
The Hebrew idiom leJJ,em ~zäbim has a parallel in Amenemope (23, 
15) in "chewing of deceit" ( wg9y n '.49). leJJ,em kezabim, like le~em säqer 
in Proverbs 20,17 and "chewing of deceit" in Egyptian means a meal 
acquired dishonestly. Elsewhere the sage adds, "A poor man is better 
than a false one ( 'is käzäb)" (Prov. 19,22), meaning that a poor man is . 
better than a man who employs deceit in order to become rich. 
3. nnh 
This term, like iqr and kzb, is not characteristic of the wisdom 
lexicon, and refers to various acts of fraud, from mendacious talk to 
actual injury. rmh signifies cunning behavior, whose aim is to cheat 
others and to benefit the perpetrator. Therefore, such action is worse 
than iqr and kzb. In wisdom literature the nominal forms rmiyya 
{Prov. once;66 Job twice) and minna (Prov. 8 times; Job twice; BS once) 
appear. The verbal form appears once (Prov. 26,19). rmin,a generally 
stands for mendacious talk (Job 13,7; cf. ibid. 27,4); in one instance it 
signifies cunning behavior (Prov. 12,27). mirma has a wider meaning, 
namely, behavior intended to cheat and covers a variety of activities: 
(a) Like kzb and iqr, mirma basically refers to speech, both inside 
and outside the legal framework. The sage says, "A truthful witness 
saves lives" and "One who testifies with lies (is) deceitful ( mirma)" 
(Prov. 14,25). The form of antithetic parallelism in the verse emphasizes 
the disastrous nature of mirma. Proverbs 12,5 relates to a similar 
setting: "The thoughts of the righteous are just (mispat), the counsels of 
the wicked are deceit ( minna)." mispat, stands here in antithesis to 
minna and signifies the norm of justice (cf. ibid. vs. 17: mirmä [deceit) # 
~edeq [justice]). In a wisdom Psalm the son is advised to keep his lips 
from "speaking deceit ( mirma)" (Ps. 34,14; cf. also "swore deceitfully 
[ztlmirma]," Ps. 24,4).47 
(b) Falsification of weights and measures is also termed mirma. Like 
the Egyptian parallel, the phrase "an abomination to God" is connected 
with this practice: "Diverse weights are an abomination to Yahweh and 
fa.lse (mirma) scales are not good" (Prov. 20,23; cf. 11,1).68 
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(c) Hypocritical behavior and ma.1.icious intent furthermore are 
defined as mirma. As in Egypt69 so in Israel the residence of deceit 
before it is uttered is the heart: "Deceit (mirma) is in the heart of those 
who devise evil" (Prov. 12, 20); "He who hates, dissembles with his lips, 
and sets deceit (mirma) in his heart" (26,24; d. ibid. 23). Job in his 
"negative confession" states: "If I have walked with falsehood and my 
foot has hasted to deceit ( mirmti)11 (31, 5). The sage in Proverbs says, 
"The wisdom of a prudent man is to discem his way, but the folly of 
fools is deceiving (mirmti) 11 (14,8), that is, the folly of fools is expressed 
in their deceitful behavior. 
4. khi 
The verb klJ,i when used in pi'el, means 11to hide facts deliberately,11 
"to deny a fact, 11 or "not to aclmowledge someone. 11 klf~ does not belong 
to the wisdom lexicon nor does it have a parallel in the Egyptian 
material. For that reason we will not discuss it further, despite the fact 
that klfi belongs to the semantic field of falsehood, in the Bible. 70 
Comparison behreen the findinga in Hebrew and Egyptian 
For the two lexemes ([s ]'i:!J, grg) which cover the semantic field of 
falsehood in the Egyptian wisdom literature, Biblical wisdom has four 
( iqr, kzb, rmh, kl},.i). Both in Egypt and in Israel these terms are not 
characteristic of the wisdom terminology. 
In view of our findings, it is difficult to determine exact equivalents 
in the two languages; but it seems that the term .iqr in Biblical Hebrew 
is close to the Egyptian grg, while kzb and rmh, which complement the 
remaining semantic field, approximate in sense and usage the Egyptian 
concept (s)'j3. This is attested by the following facts: 
First, .ieqer in Hebrew and grg in Egyptian are more common than 
the other terms belonging to the semantic field of falsehood. Both 
essentia.1.ly involve (in the wisdom literature) speech but also appear in 
the abstract sense of 11wrongdoing11 or 11injustice11 in Egyptian and 
11worthlessness11 in Hebrew. The terms even resemble one another with 
regard to linguistic usages: 
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grg 
(1) grg + ,dd 
(but also 'Ji9 + 
itd/mdy/mt.t) 
(2) Synonpnous parallelism: 
grgll isf. t ( wrongdoing, 
falsehood) 
grglliy.t (mishap) 
(3) Antithetic parallelism: 
grg # m9'.t (truth) 
(4) The expression "abomination": 
bw. t often occurs in 
relation to grg in the 
biographical and 
persönliche Frömmigkeit 
literature. 
ieqer 
debar/ 'imre/millö.11 + seqer 
(e.g. Prov. 13,5; Job 36,4; 
lsa. 32,7) 
s eqerll kazab 
seqer # 'emet, ~edeq ( + 'emti.na) 
seqeris "abomination to God. 11 
This idea is also expressed by 
the stems sn' (hate) and t'b 
( abhor) followed by the object 
seqer, the subject being the 
righteous (Prov. 13,5) or the 
pious man (Ps. 119,163). 
Second, (1) The terms kzb, rmh, like (s)'.d9 refer to activity 
associated with the mouth as well as to other deeds intended to harm 
one's fellow man. These acts of deception are identical in the Bible and 
in the Egyptian sources and include: lying speech, whether hypocrisy and 
sycophancy (rmh) or false testimony (rmh, kzb) and perjury; becoming 
rich through dishonesty or robbery (kzb; but also sqr); and falsification of 
weights and measures (rmh). 
(2) Evidence that the term kzb may be considered the equivalent of 
'.d9 in Egyptian is found in Proverbs 23, 1-3 which, as stated above, is 
parallel to The lnstruction of Amenemope. The Hebrew has the phrase 
le~em ~zäbim for the Egyptian "chewing of ',d9. 11 Whether the Hebrew 
author was influenced by his Egyptian counterpart or vice versa, the 
writer of this text, Hebrew or Egyptian, regards the Hebrew term 
~zäbim as the equivalent of the Egyptian 'i.9. The Hebrew formulation 
in Proverbs 20,17, which does not parallel the Egyptian instruction, 
contains the phrase le~em säqer. 
(3) Similarities in the linguistic usages of kzb, rmh in Hebrew and 
'.d9 in Egyptian: 
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In Egyptian In the Bible 
(1) A lying ward: 
'.d.9 + mdy/mt.t debar käzäb (Prov. 30,8) 
(2) False oath: 
'ntw n '.it.9 niiba' zemirma (Ps. 24,4) 
'r~ '4 
(3) Antithetic parallelism: 
'.d.9 # m9'. t mirma # ~edeq, miipai 
kazab # '~münim, '~met 
(4) Falsehood ([s ]'.it.9) is an Acts involving rmh and kzb 
"abomination to God" (Prov. 11, 1;20,23; 6,19) are 
(t9 bw.t n p9 nJr) "abomination (to'abat) to God." 
Additional points of contact between Hebrew and Egyptian that are 
not restricted to any term in particular but relate generally to the 
semantic field of "falsehood" are the following: 
(a) The practice mentioned most frequently is lying speech. 
(b) Falsity is not associated with a particular human type; all are 
susceptible to this weakness. On the other hand, Egyptian and Biblical 
wisdom literature show similarity with regard to the identity of the 
people mentioned in this connection: the ruler or leader ( cf. the 
accusations of The Elo(J'U.ent Peasant, the declarations of the 18th 
Dynasty's high officials, the formulas of the autobiographical literature, 
etc., with Prov. 29,12); the scribe ( cf. the exhorations directed at the 
scribe in Amenemope with the accusations voiced by the prophet 
Jeremiah, 8,8ff.); the foe, the enemy (in Amenemope the foe is at times 
"the heated man" who lies; the persönliche Frömmigkeit hymns contain 
complaints against people who speak falsehood [ÄHG 190, 38-39).71 The 
proximity of these to the complaints of the believer in Psalms and of Job 
about the plottings of their foes, the false men, is indeed remarkable). 
(c) Similar concepts are found in the Egyptian and the Hebrew 
wisdom: 
{1) In the wisdom literature falsehood and lying are considered 
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despicable and thus called an 11abomination to God. 11 In Hebrew and 
Egyptian wisdom this phrase relates to matters of social morality, in this 
case wrongdoings towards fellow human beings. Outside the wisdom 
framework, in other literary genres, it is attached to religious-cultic 
morality and concerns transgressions between a man and the divinity ( d. 
Deut. 7,25; 12,31; 17,1; 18,12; 22,5; 23,19; 27,15; 24,4).72 Sins deemed an 
11abomination to God11 are identical in Proverbs andin The Instni.ction 
of Amenemope: Falsifications of measures and weights (Amenemope 
18,23 - 19,1; Prov. 11,1; 20,22); false testimony (Amenemope 15, 20-21; 
Prov. 6,19); lying and hypocrisy, deceitful speech (Amenemope 13,15-16; 
14, 2-3; Prov. 6,16; 12,22) 
(2) In antithetic parallelism with 11falsehood, 11 stand the terms 
'~met, ~edeq, in Biblical Hebrew and their equivalent m9'.t in Egyptian. 
As stated, in Egypt this parallelism involves the perception of the m9'.t 
as a cosmic-mythic principle. Hints of a similar concept may perhaps be 
found in the first collection of the book of Proverbs in the sections 
containing the personification of Wisdom. This is said of Wisdom in 
8, 7-8: "For my mouth will utter '~me~ wickedness is an abomination to 
my lips. All the words of my mouth are be~edeq ... " In 3,19-20 it is said 
that 11 By Wisdom God founded the earth, 11 that is, God created the 
universe with the help of Wisdom whose standards are justice and truth. 
In other words, God founded the universe on the tenets of order. In 
Israel, as in Egypt, the one responsible for the preservation of that order, 
called ~edeq and '~met, is the king. This concept is expressed in certain 
passages in Proverbs and Psalms. Underlying these texts is the Egyptian 
description of the king's throne, which is conceived as resting upon a 
base in the shape of the hieroglyph m9'.t, e.g., Proverbs 16,12: "lt is 
abomination to kings to do evil, for the throne is established by ~edaqa" 
(cf. ibid. 20, 28; Ps. 89, 15; 97, 2).73 
B. Covetousness and Desire 
The terms belonging to the semantic field of covetousness and desire, are 
not characteristic of wisdom terminology, but the Hebrew and Egyptian 
sages warn frequently against this reprehensible trait. 
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In Egyptian 
Four terms, which deal with desire a.nd covetousness, appear in the 
Egyptian wisdom literature. They approximate each other in meaning 
a.nd appear in similar contexts, but are distinguishable by the degree of 
negative connotation attached to them. We shall begin with the term 
representing the warst characteristic and continue on with the less 
serious offenses. 
1. '11m ( ib) - being rapacious, greedy 
The most common term in this semantic field is 'wn (19 times) 
meaning "to covet" in thought or - "to plunder" when pertaining to a 
deed. This last sense is weil illustrated by the determinative of a man 
with an outstretched arm holding a stick, indicating violent action (Gr 
A24). 'wn begins to appear in the Middle Kingdom (Wb. I 172) andin 
our sample it is present in texts from the Middle and New Kingdoms. 
This includes the instructions (PtalµJ,otep, Amenemope), the pessimistic 
wisdom ( The Man Who Was Tired, The Eloquent Peasant), and the 
royal court inscriptions (Rekhmire). The nominal and adjective forms 
are formed by the collocation of the verb 'wn with the noun "heart" 
(ib): 'wn ib. This collocation and other examples in which "heart" serves 
as the subject of the verb 'wn (The Man Who Was Tired 105; 120-121; 
The Eloquent Peasant Bl 117) seem to demonstrate that the basic 
meaning of 'wn was covetousness in thought, lust for something. But in 
time the term acquired the sense of plunder and theft, as attested by 
its appearance in synonymous parallelism with "steal" ( 'w9 - ibid. 
Bl 292-293) and "take" (ili -.- ibid. Bl 165; The Man Who Was Tired 
105).74 
Covetousness thus involves an action that harms others and is 
intended to enrich the injurer. The objects coveted are always material 
things: an inheritance (Pta}µJ,otep 303-308; 316), another1s property 
(Amenemope 8, 2; The Man Who Was Tired 105; Peasant Bl 231). The 
coveter is a man not to be trusted, neither within the family (he seeks to 
deprive his relatives of their inheritance - PtalµJ,otep 298:ff.) nor within 
/ 
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bis profession (vis-a.-vis bis business partner - Peasant Bl 169-170; cf. 
also The Man Who Was Tired 120-121). In The Eloquent Peasant, 
covetousness is numbered among a series of contemptible qualities wbich 
the wicked leader is accused of possessing, appearing there together with 
laziness (B2 110-111; Bl 281), deafness (B2 110), gluttony (Bl 281-282), 
pettiness (Bl 66), and robbery (Bl 164-165). 
"Covetousness" is perceived as being antithetical to m3'.t, the social 
order. Thus, in the "negative confession" {Chap. 125, Th.e Book of th.e 
Deal), whose purpose is to confirm that the deceased indeed upheld the 
tenets of m9'.t, "covetousness" is listed together with other negative acts 
that injure m9'.t. The deceased declares: 111 have not stolen ( 'w9) ... I 
have not coveted ( iri 'wn ib ) ... I have not taken U9w). 1175 Similarly, in 
Pta!Ji!.otep lines 84-99, 298-323, where the most detailed. description of 
"covetousness" is given, the coveter is described as "a transgressor of the 
laws (of m3'.t)" (ibid. 91) and one who behaves in a manner opposite to 
one who is "precise in truth" (ibid. 312 ff.).76 In Amenemope the 
coveter is contrasted with "the true silent man" (grw m3'), who is the 
ideal type of man {10, 10-11 ). 
As "covetousness" symbolizes the weakening of the foundations of 
the social order (m9'.t), it frequently appears together with "falsehood" 
in the pessimistic wisdom literature. "Covetousness" and "falsehood" 
here have become the tokens of anarchy and instability. The "man who 
was tired of life" says, "To whom shall I speak today? Hearts are greedy 
('wn ib.w)" (Th.e Man Who Was Tired 105; 120-121; cf. Peasant Bl 
169-170; and ibid. 117). 
In the instructions, wbich seek to preserve the m3'. t, there are 
warnings and condemnations directed against tbis negative attribute: 
· covetousness is called a "painful sickness without eure" ( PtaJl!,otep 301 ); 
"lt is a gathering of all evils (bin.t), a bundle of all hateful tbings" (ibid. 
309-310 [P]). The gravity of the deed may be inferred from the 
punishment administered to its perpetrator. Th.e Instruction of 
Ptall!,otep speaks of double punishment - in tbis world and in the next: 
The lot of the coveter is not good on earth {300ff.) for covetousness leads 
to quarrels among members of the family and results in the divorce of a 
woman from her husband {ibid. 303-308; d. Peasant Bl 291-292; B2 
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110). But beyond this, the coveter will not reach "safe shores,11 that is, 
will not reach the next world safely ( PtaJJJ!.otep 91:ff. ). Another 
formulation of this idea is the phrase "the greedy has no tomb" (ibid. 
315).77 , 
lt is not surprising, therefore, that the vizier wishing to extol himself 
says: "I suppressed the coveter ( 'wn ib)" (Rekhmire, Urk. IV 1078, 4); 
the leader "who desires perfect conduct II keeps his distance fram 
covetousness (PtaJJJ!.otep 298:ff.). 
The other lexemes belanging ta the subject under discussian, 9f, akn, 
~nt11, are distinct from 'wn because they place the emphasis not on the 
actian . that arises fram desire but an feelings of covetausness and 
rapacity and the inability ta cantrol it. In additian they are, unlike 'wn, 
accompanied by the determinative of a crocodile. The cannectian with 
this animal is clearly evident in the term skn, which differs from snk -
crocodile - ( Wb. IV 177) only in the order af the letters ( metathesis ). 
2. 9f, 9'/y, 'f (Middle Eg. 9f ; Late Eg. 9'/J/i Dem. 'f 
Copt. [B] ~q-xtp ) 
In Middle Egyptian 9/' is characterized by the determinative af a 
crocadile,78 while in Dematic there is a picture of an enemy. Bath 
determinatives indicate the negative connotatian af the term. 
In our sample 9/' (v., n., adj.) is found mainly in the literary genre 
of instruction and appears from Kagemni up to the late instruction of 
Pap. Insinger (12 times). lt appears only ance outside this genre. 9/' 
signifies gluttany, the feeling of greed and the inability ta cantrol this 
desire. lt refers either ta voracity - "Da not be greedy (m iry '9/y) ta 
fill your belly, 11 Anii 8,6-7, (cf. Kagemni I 4;8) - ar to the desire for 
praperty and wealth. Amenemope warns his son: "Da not desire (9'/y) a 
noble's wealth" (15, 9; cf. ibid. 6,15; Insinger 4,8; 16,22; 15, 7-18). The 
rapaciaus man is a fool (Insinger 5,18, without '/') or impious (ibid. 
4,8,9; 15,19). The apposite of greed is the ability ta behave with 
restraint (during a meal - Kagemni I 4; in accumulating praperty -
Insinger 15,16:ff. ). 
The sages repeatedly warn of the uselessness of cupidity and of 
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accumulating wealth: The goods of the greedy are ashes driven by the 
wind (Insinger 16, 22); his possessions are left behind after death and are 
given to another (4, 8-9). In the later wisdom the absurdity of cupidity 
is displayed against the background of the determinist concept that the 
god decides in advance who will be rich and who poor {ibid. 15, 7-20).79 
Cupidity brings in its wake unpleasantness and punishment. lt 
causes quarrels in the home (Insinger 15,12ff.); the rapacious man is 
subject to shame, his name "stinks" {ibid. 15, 7); he is reproached {ibid. 
25,15); sometimes he is even condemned to death {ibid. 15, 9).80 
3. slm,81 
The root skn appears seven times in the present sample (v., n., adj.) 
and its occurrence is restricted to the instructions {beginning from 
Kagemni and ending with Amenemope). skn differs from the other terms 
belonging to the semantic field of covetousness because it originally 
pertained to the nature of the crocodile. In the wisdom literature, 
however, it is used figuratively for human beings (see Wb. IV 318, 9, 10). 
The meaning of skn is "gluttony,11 "avidity," when the object lusted 
for, as with the foregoing terms, is for the most part inanimate: examples 
are food (Kagemni I 9); luxury items such as copper or cotton 
(Amenemope 18, 8); property {belonging to members of the lower dass, 
the widow, the poor man -Amenemope 7, 14ff.). At times the appetite 
is for living objects - women (Pta.lJJ!.otep 277-297). Here too the lustful 
man is threatened with punishment. Property taken by robbery will 
lead to the downfall of the robber. He will be tom away from his 
children and his granaries will be ruined (Amenemope 7,12 - 8,8). The 
plundered goods will be a "block in the throat" {ibid. 14,7-8). Lust for 
strange women will cause death: "Death comes for having known them ... 
No plans of his will succeed" (Pta.lJJ!.otep, above). 
4. /}nty 
The meaning of this term (v., n., adj.) is similar to skn, and like the 
latter its occurrence is limited to the didactic instructions (from 
Kagemni to Amenemope - 6 times). Outside this literary sample ~nty 
is found only once. 
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Like skn, IJ.nty concerns desire for things belonging to others: food 
(Kagemni I 7); property (Pt~otep 317; To Merikare 40). lts antitheses 
are generosity and giving to others (ibid. 38-42; Pt~otep 481-488). The 
~nty, the greedy man, is called a "fool" (~m ~-t - To Merikare 40); he 
is identical with the "enemy" (Amenemope 8,2),82 and appears in 
synonymous parallelism with 'wn ib (Peasant Bl 291; Pt~otep 317) and 
in proximity to 9/' ( Kagemni I 7). 
Summary (Table 5) 
The terms relating to the semantic field of covetousneous in Egyptian 
have several common features: 
(1) All terms, except 'wn, are linked to the image of the crocodile. 
(2) They appear most often in the genre of instruction (29 times out of a 
total of 44). 
(3) The object of the covetousness is identical for all of them and is 
usually associated with the material world - food, property. Only skn 
refers to lust for women. 
( 4) All terms are accompanied by a warning regarding the uselessness of 
covetousness and the punishment that will befall the coveter. 
(5) The nouns and adjectives belonging to the subject of covetousness 
always appear in proximity to other bad qualities and acts, e.g., 
wickedness, depravity, theft, extortion (in contrast with truth, kindness, 
restraint) and fool, wrongdoer, enemy, impious (in contrast with quiet 
man, honest man). 
These common elements make it difficult to demarcate the semantic 
boundary between synonymous terms. Nevertheless, a certain gradation 
is evident in the seriousness of the wrang committed with covetousness. 
Most severe, is 'wn ib, which involves real harm done to others, and least 
grave is IJ,nty, which is in essence only the wish, the desire for the 
property of others but not the act of grasping for it. 
Table 5: Terms Relating to the Semantic Field of Covetousness in Egyptian 
Degree Di1Sz:ih:aii12n 
1-:1 
= Term Determin- ofTrans- lnstructions Pessimistic School Royal Court Total t".l z (v. n. adj.} ative Meaning Object gression Wisdom Texts Inscriptions t".l C) 
> 
'wnib man with robbery-the property grave PfaMotq, The Dispute Rd&kmire 1-:1 
< arod act itself 
1 
Ammmope ThePeuant t".l 
not only the (many} 
= thought The widest distribution in the different literary genres 19 C: a:: 
> 
Sf/ 9'/y/ '/' voracity, (ood l Kagemni Sallier z a ~ crocodile whoseoppo- property e Anii I 
site is 1 Amenemope t".l 
restraint 8 lminger 1 
(many} 12 1-:1 § 
,kn a voracity (ood g Kagemni cn 
crocodile ora property r PfaMotq, ~ crocodile women a To Mt.rikare t:::, 
V AmfflffllDpe 7 tzi 
e t".l 
= > 
lfnty a cupidity for (ood l Kagemni ;::i 0 crocodile things owned property Pt4Motq, ThePeuant ~ by others ToMriare 
light Amenemope 6 .... 
.... 
.... 
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In the Bible 
In the Bible, the sem.antic field of 11covetousness11 is covered by two 
lexemes, 'wh and ~md, which do not belong to the wisdom lexicon. 
Therefore, the discussion of these terms will be restricted to a 
comparative analysis with the Egyptian material. 
1. 'wh 
The root 'wh is very common in the Bible in the sense of-11to wish, 11 
"to desire." 'wh (pi'el, hithpa'el), which signifies the feelings of desire 
arising from a man's own will appears in all the wisdom books. 83 ta 'awa 
( 11desire") has a neutral meaning in the Bible and its negative or positive 
nature is determined by the context. Unlike the Egyptian, desire may at 
times have a positive connotation (see below). Far from being despised, 
this desire is spoken of in praise: 11 A desire fulfilled is a tree of life11 
(Prov. 13,12; cf. ibid. 19). 
The noun 11soul" (nepes) is usually attached to the verb 'wh. For 
exam.ple, Proverbs 13,4 speaks of the soul of the lazy man, which 
"desires11 (cf. Prov. 21,10; Job 23,13; Qoh. 6,2, etc.). Sometimes "soul" 
is replaced by "heart11 (~b): the heart's desire of the king (Ps. 21,3). 
These collocations are close to the phrase 'wn ib in Egyptian. 
As in the Egyptian sources, the desired object belongs to the 
material world, e.g., food. Thus in Prov. 23,lff, which directly parallels 
The Instruction of Amenemope 14,5 ff., the father counsels his son: "Do 
not desire the delicacies11 of the ruler and of the "miser11 (ibid. 6, 3; cf. 
BS 31, 12ff. [Gr.] and the parallel passages in Kagemni I).84 The soul of 
man can also desire 11wealth1 possessions and honor, 11 as in Qoheleth 
(6,2). But, in contrast to the Egyptian parallels, the object may also be 
an abstract thing: negatively - the wish to join bad company (Prov. 
24, 1); the wish of the wicked man to harm his fellow man (Prov. 
21,10); but also positively - the desire for tob (11good11 ) which is the lot 
of the righteous (ibid. 11,23), or the desire for ~esed (11kindness 11 ) (ibid. 
19, 22). 
Since desire in the Bible may also bear a positive connotation, the 
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desirer, as seen above, sometimes belongs to the category of positive 
human beings. Thus, Proverbs speak of the desire of the ~addiqim 
("righteous men") (Prov. 10,24; cf. 11,23 above). Usually, however, it is 
associated with the negative type. The rasa' ("wicked man") is 
possessed by desire (Prov. 21,10). "The desire of the wicked shall 
perish," states the wisdom Psalm (112,10; cf. 140,9, "the desires of the 
wicked"). Desire is one of the characteristics of the 'a~~Z ("lazy") (Prov. 
13,4; 21,26), whose power is great in craving but little in action ( cf. 
Peasant Bl 282; B2 109-110). 
Like his Egyptian counterpart, the Hebrew sage talks of the 
transience of wealth (Prov. 23,3,5, which parallels Amenemope 9,lOff.) 
and of the harm involved in desire {Prov. 21,25; 23,6-8). Also, the idea 
that God oversees the fulfilling of desire and that he is responsible for 
distributing material possessions among men recurs in the Biblical 
wisdom literature and is surprisingly close to the concept as expressed in 
the Egyptian Instroction of Pap. Insinger. Qoheleth argues that it 
happens that a man "lacks nothing for himself of all he desires; yet God. 
does not give him power to eat of it" {6,2); andin Proverbs the sage says 
that God will satisfy the desire of righteous men {10,24; cf. Ps. 10,17).85 
However, in the present sample only in the Bible does God himself 
appear as one who desires (Job 23,13; Ps. 132,13; etc.). 
Finally, although desire is essentially a human trait, it is 
transferable to animals ("the wild ass" in Jer. 2, 24). The opposite -
unlike in Egyptian, where obviously gluttony was associated with the 
crocodile (see below) -is however not possible. 
2. hmd. 
The verb hmd, "to covet," is synonymous with 'wh in Biblical 
Hebrew (Gen. 3,6; also BS 5,1-2). They interchangeable {in the 
Decalogue: "You shall not covet [t~mödj your neighbor's house," Exod. 
20,14 II "You shall not desire [tit'awweh] your neighbor's house," Deut. 
5,18) and appear in a similar context (cf. "~md the beauty" of a woman, 
Prov. 6,25, and "yit'aw beauty," Ps. 45,12). 
~md, like 'wh, does not belong to the wisdom terminology and 
appears only :five times in the wisdom books. 86 The basic meaning of 
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hmd is remote from the Egyptian parallels, as the essence of hmd lies in 
. . 
sight which stimulates the desire and wish to possess the object seen and 
thus leads to action. 87 ~md therefore complements 'wh: both concern 
"wanting" something - J;md through actually seeing and 'wh through 
imagination. ~md, like 'wh and unlike the Egyptian terms belonging to 
this field, may carry a positive connotation. The niph'al participle 
ne~mad serves as an adjective signifying the desired object. The laws of 
God are "more to be desired (ne~lmadim) than gold, even much fine 
gold" in the wisdom Psalm {19,11; cf BS 42,22 [M]); andin Proverbs the 
reward of the sage is "precious ( ne~mad) treasure" {21,20; cf. BS 
41,12[B]). But ~md for the most part, like the Egyptian terms, has a 
negative connotation when its object is material things: food 
(figuratively, in Job 20,20ff.; or [not in the wisdom context] clothing -
Gen. 27, 15 [cf. Egyptian skn]; property - "your neighbor's house," 
Exod. 20,14; "silver and gold," Deut. 7,25; "fields" - Mic. 2,2 and 
"spoils" - Josh. 7,21). The object may even be human: "do not desire 
(t~ml>d} her (a woman's) beauty in your heart," says the sage {Prov. 
6,25; cf. in the Decalogue, Exod. 20,14 II Deut. 5,18).88 At times the 
object, as with 'wh, is abstract, such as "scorn" {Prov. 1,22 - "and the 
scomers delight in their scom") or "evil" (BS 14,14). 
The desirer is usually a negative human type - the "wicked man" 
(ra.ia') {Prov. 12,12; Job 20,20, referring to verse 5 in the chapter) or the 
scorner {ll~) {Prov. 1,22; cf. Mic. 2, lff.). 
The crocodile and covetousness in Egypt and in the Bible 
Analysis of the Egyptian terms has shown that the trait of covetousness 
and gluttony is associated with the crocodile in Egypt. A picture of this 
animal accompanies the words 3/', slm, ~nty as a determinative, or it is 
used figuratively to illustrate the rapaciousness of men. Thus the high 
official is rebuked, "You should have seemed less like a greedy crocodile" 
(The Eloquent Peasant Bl 179; cf. ibid. 117-118; 223}. In The 
Instn,,ction of Pt~otep, one who accepts bribes is likened to a crocodile: 
"The thief is like a crocodile (ms~) in court" {168). 
This concept of the crocodile as a symbol of covetousness and 
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gluttony goes back to a myth, vestiges of which are evident in ancient 
Near Eastem literature, including that of Egypt. The theme of this myth 
is the war of the god against the primal waters which strive to encroach 
on the dry land and engulf the man's habitat. lt first appears in The 
Instruction to Merikare, composed, most probably, during the First 
Intermediate Period. In the passage describing the creation of the 
world it is said: "He (the god Re') subdued the water crocodile (snk n 
mw) for them (human beings)" (131).89 Traces of this myth are also 
present in later Egyptian sources belonging to the New Kingdom 
Period90 and in the Mesopotamian, Ugaritic and Hittite literature as 
weil as in the Bible. 9l 
In the Bible there is no etymological-linguistic, or even a conceptual 
connection between the terms 'wh, ~md and the crocodile. But certain 
passages in Biblical poetry do refer to the voracious appetite of this 
reptile: prophecy, Psalms, and Job retain remnants of the ancient myth 
- parallel to that mentioned in the Egyptian Instruction to Merikare -
which teils of God's war against the sea. In this myth the sea is often. 
called a crocodile (tannin) (Isa. 27,1,2; 51,9; Ps. 74,13ff.; Job 7,12; etc.) 
and its outstanding feature is its insatiable desire to rule the universe. 
This intention of the primeval monster was frustrated by God when he 
determined the limits of the waters. In the Israelite tradition this 
description of the crocodile, the enemy of God the Creator, became a 
metaphor for the enemies of Israel throughout the generations. 92 In 
Ezekiel, Egypt, which seeks to rule over the peoples, is likened to a 
rapacious crocodile (29,3ff.). Pharaoh is compared to a crocodile lying in 
the Nile, which has sinned in its pride. Here, too, God is to place a 
barrier and to limit the cupidity of the gluttonous reptile: "lt shall be 
the most lowly of the kingdoms, and never again exalt itself above the 
nations; and I will make them so small that they will never again rule 
over the nations" (ibid. 15). 
Of special interest for our discussion is the description in Jeremiah 
51,34 which refers not to Egypt but to Babylon. Foretelling the 
destruction of that empire, Jeremiah likens Nebuchadnezzar to a 
crocodile: " ... the king of Babylon has devoured me, he has crushed me; 
he has made me an empty vessel, he has swallowed me like a crocodile 
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( tannin), he has filled bis belly with my delicacies, he has rinsed me 
out."93 
Comparative Rnmmary of the subject of covetousness 
in Egypt and in the Bible 
While the semantic field of "covetousness" is covered in the Egyptian 
wisdom literature by four lexemes, the Biblical wisdom vocabulary has 
only two terms for this field. lt is difficult to find exact Hebrew 
equivalents for the Egyptian terms,94 but it may be said that 'wh, which 
relates not only to wish and thought, but also to action (robbery) is close 
to 'wn ib. ~md, which primarily arises out of visual impression, has 
something in common with the other Egyptian terms whose meaning is 
wish, desire, but not necessarily action. The Egyptian terms have a 
negative connotation. In Hebrew the terms are neutral, and their 
positive or negative bias depends on the context. However, when these 
terms appear in a negative context the details forming the picture of 
covetousness in the Bible and in the Egyptian sources are greatly similar. 
The possessor of the attribute is a negative human type, and the object 
desired is usually a material thing. Covetousness is condemned, and in 
both places the penalty tobe exacted for it is emphasized. 
Finally, two details in which the Hebrew and the Egyptian sources 
differ should be noted: (1) In contrast to the Biblical wisdom in 
Egyptian wisdom this trait is bound up with the image of the crocodile. 
(2) In the Biblical wisdom an abstract value can also serve as object of 
desire (especially in the sphere between man and God), which is not the 
case in the Egyptian wisdom. 
C. Anger, Strife 
In Egyptian 
The 14 terms belonging to this semantic field in Egyptian may be 
classified into three groups: (a) terms whose primary meaning is heat; 
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(b) words referring to the act of quarrelling; ( c) lexemes expressing the 
emotion of anger. 
1. Etymological and semantic analysis 
(a) Terms borrowed from the semantic field of heat signifying a hot 
temper: 
1. imm (.l!mm)95 (Dem. lfm; Copt. [SA] n. 2.--~" ; (s] v. 2_.Mo.M. 96 
The determinative of this term, which is a brazier with a flame 
rising from it (Gr Q7), indicates its meaning, namely, "heat,11 "to be 
hot. 1197 smm in this sense appears from the Old Kingdom onwards, but 
it is used figuratively for human beings only beginning with the New 
Kingdom. In its latter application smm bears the sense of "heated man" 
and the determinative of a bra.zier with flame is augmented by that of an 
enemy (a man with bound hands - Gr A13) or a man holding a stick 
(Gr A21). 
smm has cognates in the Semitic languages, indicating tha.t its 
provenance is possibly Semitic. 98 Of interest for our purposes is only the 
attribute "heated man", which occupies a central role in The Instroction 
of Amenemope and in the Deir el Medineh Ostracon 126599 and also 
appears in other sources from the New Kingdom ( Chester Beatty V recto 
6, 7-12 II Anastasi V 6,5; Sallier I 8, 5-6; Hier. Ostr. I pl. 7,5). smm is 
the only term in this semantic field that appears frequently in the 
wisdom writings together with a definite article or with possessive 
pronoun. This shows that the adjective smm serves ma.inly to define a 
certa.in human type characterized by a hot temper. The imm is a 
hot-tempered and quarrelsome man who is not able to control his mouth; 
hence he is at times called smw rS - "hot- mouthed." 100 
smm is synonymous with the following expressions: tS r3, identical 
in meaning to smw r3 (Amenemope 5,10; 12,16), r~/ s r~w, "the foe" 
(ibid. 5, 12; 15, 13-14), and thw, "the violent man," "attacker" (ibid. 5, 
12). The antonym of imm is "the silent man," "calm-tempered man," 
grw m9' (Amenemope, chap. 4), grw (Sallier I 8,5-6). 
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2. u C a.dj. t3vJ, ,., rs / u, / h-t) 
Like imm, the primary meaning of t9 is "to be hot" ( Wb. V 229). 
This is demonstra.ted · by the writing of the word by means of the 
hieroglyph t3, a potter's kiln (cf. ibid. 228), a.nd by the determinative, a. 
bra.zier with a. ßa.me (Gr Q7).101 Figura.tively t3 serves a.s a.n a.djective, 
indica.ting a hot-tempered man. t3 appea.rs from the Middle Kingdom 
Period onwa.rds and it complements the occurrences of smm in the 
pessimistic wisdom writings and in the instructions composed during the 
Old Kingdom and First Intermediate Periods. In the present sa.mple the 
plain form, t3w, appea.rs a.s a.n adjective only once (Admonitions 5,3); 
usua.lly it is collocated with pa.rts of the body - ib ("hea.rt"), r3 
("mouth"), !Ji.t ("belly").102 As a.djective it stands in synonymous 
pa.ra.llelism with imm {"hot-tempered man"), r~ ("enemy"), thw 
("violent man") (Amenemope 5,10-15) and.it occurs in proximity to stm 
("quarrelsome man" - Ptalfl!.otep 373); in antithetic pa.rallelism it is 
paired with 'n ("gentle man" - ibid. 378-379).103 
{b) Terms concerning quarrelling in word ("offend, insult") and in 
deed ("physical strife"):104 
3.itm 
itm105 is accompanied by the determinative of a sea.ted man, his 
hand at his mouth, which indicates some action involving the mouth. 
The meaning of stm is "to quarre! by means of the mouth," that is, "to 
provoke," "bea.r tales," "decry." .itm usua.lly appea.rs in our sa.mple a.s a 
verb and once a.s an attributive mea.ning "provoker": "The provoker gets 
into trouble," says the sage (PtaiJJ!-otep 373). The occurrence of stm is 
restricted to the instruction genre beginning in the Old Kingdom and 
ending with the New Kingdom Period.106 
•. 11#,, tytr 
The form 1ttt serves as a verb and a noun. When uaed -a.s an 
appellation the combination s tyty appea.rs (Anii 5,6).107 The meaning 
of ttlt, which occurs only in Late Egyptian, is "to qua.rrel" and 
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"altercate" ( Wb. V 413), and the determinative, identical to that 
accompanying stm, suggests that the term concerns a verbal dispute. 
A synonym for s tyty, "a quarrelsome man," is "hostile man" (nnl 
r~y.t- Anii 5, 7), and its antonyms are "straight" and "true" (mtr.tw, 
m9'.w-ibid. 5,7,8).108 
5. r~( w), r~( w) 
This term, 109 which appears in our examples principally as an 
adjective (r~, s r~, nnl r~.t) but also as a noun (r~), has the 
meaning "strife, 11 the emphasis being on the activity of strife. The 
determinatives accompanying it - the picture of an enemy ( a man with 
bound hands) and a sparrow - show its negative connotation. As an 
adjective rkw is often collocated with the ward "man" (s or nnt) 
meaning "hostile man," "adversary. 11 The identity of the opponent varies 
and he may be the personal enemy of a god, a king or an ordinary man 
( Urk. IV, e.g., 556,16; 938,14; Anii, Amenemope - see below). 
Amenemope advises his son: "Do not befriend a heated man (smm) and 
do not fraternize with a hostile man (s r~)" (15, 13-14; cf. Anii 2, 
13-14; 8, 19). r~ stands in synonymous parallelism with smm 
(Amenemope, above), thw (Amenemope 5, 12) and s tyty (Anii 5,7) and 
in antithetic parallelism with mtr.tw, m9'.w ("straight," "true" - Anii 
5,7,8). 
6. inJ (v. inJ i adj. inJy i Copt. [SB]YJ001tT) 
The meaning of snt is "to quarrel," "to insult," "to decry. 11110 The 
adjective snJy, means "a foe, 11111 and its determinatives are a man 
holding a stick, a sparrow, a bound enemy holding an axe, and a 
crocodile (in the Greek Period, Wb. IV 520, 6). 
int appears often in the writings of the 18th Dynasty both as an 
adjective and as a verb.112 A common statement in these inscriptions is 
"I did not insult (snt) him greater than I" ( e.g., Urk. IV 1195,2; see Wb. 
IV 519,5). The antonym of inJy, "quarrelsome man," is ~b /!.t, 
"cool-tempered man" (PtalJ.1!.otep 323). 
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7. a!Jvm 
The meaning of the verb s!Jwn is "to quarrel," and it involves the 
noun !Jwn, a bad quality ( Wb. III 247). s!Jwn begins to appear in the 
18th Dynasty onwards, and disappears during the Late Period ( Wb. IV 
238,8-10). In our sample its occurrence is limited (Instroction of Kheti 
XXIII B (Dem 1013); Instroction by a Man for His Son IX 2,4; XVIII 3; 
and Urk. IV 122,13; 505,5; etc.). 
8. thw 
The term thw, already mentioned above (see pp. 82--83, thi, meaning 
(b]), also belongs to the semantic field of "strife." thw means a "violent 
man," "eager to quarrel," as is shown by its special determinatives, 
namely, a knife lying on the knee and a man holding a stick. lt appears 
in synonymous parallelism with r~w and t!! r9 and in proximity to smm 
(Amenemope 5, l0ff.). 
The following two lexemes are borderline cases between the semantic 
field of "strife" and the semantic field of "rebel," "perpetrate an act 
illegally. II 
9. hnn (v. hnn; n. bn.n.w; adj. bnn) 
The term hnn occurs infrequently in the present corpus (6 times). 
The determinatives of a man holding a stick and the animal of Seth 
display the negative connotation of the term. The basic sense of hnn is 
"to do something bad," "to disturb" ( Wb. III 383). As a noun its 
meaning is "strife " "tumult" (Admonitions 6 1 · 12 13·113 Anii 9 3· 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Amenemope 19,19). As an adjective its meaning is "contentious man" 
( To Merikare 24; Amenemhet IX B) and it frequently involves the figure 
of the god Seth ( Wb. m 383, 11 ). hnn appears often in the context of 
rebel ( To Merikare ibid.; Amenemhet ibid.) and it seems, therefore, that 
the term principally belongs to the phraseology of the king's court and 
not to wisdom. The meaning of the stem hnn changes gradually and it 
appears later in the Demotic instruction in the sense of "fool" ( see 
pp. 191-192 below). 
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10. ah.3 
The noun sh9 means "uproar," "confusion. 11 The word appears once 
in reference to hostile talk: "Do not answer with hostility," the vizier 
advises his son (Pta.M,otep 476). The determinatives of sh9 are identical 
to those appearing with the root hnn, which is often found in proximity 
with sh9 ( To Meri.kare 24; Admonitions 12, 12-13; cf. Wb. IV 206, 3). 
sh9 appears in writings from the time of the Middle and New Kingdoms 
(Pta.M,otep, To Meri.kare, Admonitions, above, and Neferti 39-40). 
( c) Expressions of emotions of anger and rage: 
11. 9d (v. 9d; adj. 9tl.v,) 
The meaning of the term, which comes into use beginning with the 
Pyramid Texts ( Wb. I 24), is "to fume," "to rage. 11 lt seems that the 
ward was used mainly to describe a trait of the crocodile and from this 
context it was converted into a description of human behaviour. The 
primary meaning is still reflected in the determinative which depicts a 
crocodile. lt is also evident in the words of the Peasant: 11I suppressed 
the wrathful (IJ,sf 9dw), {but) the crocodile (ms~) retums!" {Bl 181). In 
the present sample, 3d usually appears as a verb in the didactic 
literature (Kagemni I 9; 3d ib - Pt~otep 76), or as an attribute {the 
"aggressor") in the pessimistic wisdom literature (Peasant, above, and 
ibid. 297) and in the writings of the 18th Dynasty ( Urk. IV 969, 7; 972,5; 
etc.). 
12. n.ini 
nsni, as both verb and noun, occurs first in the Pyramid Texts, and 
appears in all the literary genres ( Wb. II 340ff. ). The determinative of 
the animal of Seth, which usually accompanies nsni, as well as its 
context show that the primary meaning of the term refers to the rage of 
animals (crocodile, snake, lion, e.g., Anastasi I 15, 2; Anii 10, 2). 
Figuratively, nsni relates to the anger of men (the king - Anastasi, 
ibid.; Instroction by a Man for His Son XVIII 2; Jansen-Winkeln I 
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A5,d,6; A6,e,13, Il 1,8,3-4) and gods (principally Seth, see below, p. 
127). nini is attached to the verbs !Ja/, sgrlJ., s~tp, to signify the driving 
out and suppression of fury ( Urk. IV 1078, 2; Jansen-Winkeln above; 
Otto, below): Opposite terms are ~tp- "to satisfy" (KCG 42210, p. 28 
E6 II Otto No. 7) and ~bb fnj.w - "to cool heat" (lit. noses) 
(Se~etep-ib-Ra 3,5). 
13. lf'r 
The term lf 'r does not appear until the 18th Dynasty ( Wb. IlI 244). 
Most of the examples are from the Instru.ction of Pap. Insinger (10, 20; 
21, 17; 22, 12, etc.). In Insinger, lf'r fills the same role as do the roots 
imm and t9 in other instructions, with the similar meaning of "rage, 11 
"anger.11 
14. fnA 
Like the Hebrew equivalent 'ap, 114 fn.4 has a double meaning - a 
bodily part, "nose, 11 and "rage, fury. 11 In the latter sense, which belongs 
to the semantic field under review, fn.4 appears only once in a passage 
describing the king as a "cooler of rages ( ~bb fnj. w), he is far from rage 
( nin) ... 11 ( Se~etep-ib-Ra 3,5). 
2. The connection between the world of nature and the qualities of 
strife and fury 
In Egyptian, all the terms presented denote a hostile quality or an 
act with negative implications. This is clearly indicated by the 
determinative accompanying these terms, which provides additional 
information as to their nature. Several recurrent determinatives can be 
recognized: 
(1) The sparrow, or the "black bird," as the Egyptologists call it, 
which always has a negative connotation ( in1, r~). 
(2) A man holding a stick, which indicates violent activity ( imm, in1, 
l!nn, sh9, thw). 
(3) A bound man holding an axe in his hand, indicating an enemy (Gr 
A14*) (thw, imm, r~w). 
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(4) Various animals - crococlile (3d, snt); animal of Seth (Gr E20) 
(hnn, nsni, sh9); lion ( nsni); snake ( t9 r9). 
(5) Symbols of heat and :ßame - a brazier with a :ßame (smm, t9); a 
potter's kiln ( t9). 
The fact that most of these determinatives involve animal 
characteristics or natural phenomena (fire, heat) reinforces the 
assumption that at first these concepts related to those objects, and only 
at a later stage were they adapted for usage relating to human actions 
and traits. A brief review of the significance of these animals within 
ancient Egyptian thought follows below which may help clarify their 
links with the concept of strife and fury. 
Thesnake: 
For the Egyptian the snake was a symbol of hostility and warfare. 
Sometimes this symbol is found in a positive context: the i'rt (or 
Uraeus), that is, the snake on the foreheads of the sun god and the king, 
protects them by shooting fire at their enemies.115 At times the snake 
carries a negative connotation: the snake '9pp (or Apopsis in Greek) is 
the enemy of the universal order; it lies in wait for the sunship during its 
nightly joumey through the underworld, and the god Seth, as protector 
of the sunship, battles with it. Moreover, the chaotic forces against 
which the creator god fights also appear in the image of a snake.116 This 
dual significance of the snake, representing both good and evil, is 
expressed in The Instruction of Amenemope in a passage praising 
generosity: 
Set your goodness before the people 
Then you will be greeted by all 
As one welcomes the Uraeus 
And spits on Apopis (10, 17-20). 
The snake is depicted in Egyptian literature as a reptile that spreads 
its terror all about. lt is wrathful, furious and hostile. The snake 
became a metaphor for anger and wrath117 and men in the hour of their 
fury were likened to it. Amenemhet was like "a snake of the desert" 
during his preparations for fighting the murderous traitors (VI F). The 
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behavior of the ma.n "whose hea.rt begat strife" in lnsinger is compa.red 
to that of a venomous snake (27, 14-15). 
The crocodile: 
The appea.ra.nce of the crocodile both literally a.nd as metaphor in 
the wisdom literature is more common tha.n that of other animals. The 
list appended below which includes references to the reptile found in the 
corpus of our resea.rch, illuminates the cha.racteristics of the crocodile. 
The crocodile is known primarily for its rage, a cha.racteristic 
expressed both in the orthography of the words that ca.rry this sense a.nd 
in the metaphoric use of the crocodile to designate various human types. 
Hence, .the hieroglyphic representation (a crocodile) of the verb 9d mea.ns 
"to rage like a crocodile. 11 The crocodile appea.rs as the subject of the 
verb nsni, which has a simila.r sense ( Wb. II 340, 22). 
lt is figuratively sa.id of the wicked leader that he is enraged ( 9d) 
like a crocodile (ms~) (ex. 11 below); the scomer (l/J.) is compared to a 
"crocodile in fury" (ex. 9 below); one description of "the hat- mouthed, 11 
a negative human type, is that he "ß.ips his tail like a young crocodile" 
(ex. 6 below).118 
Sometimes this typical behavior of the crocodile takes on a positive 
sense. The king or the leader may be defined as a.n "enraged crocodile" 
to emphasize their greatness. 119 But the negative features of this reptile 
overshadow the positive ones: its smell becomes a byword and a taunt 
( ex. 15); its voracity knows no limits, therefore men who live to plunder 
a.nd roh a.re equated with it (exx. 1, 3). 
Often the "enemy" is described as a crocodile (exx. 3, 4, 8); this 
image may be understood aga.inst the background of the da.ily jeopa.rdy 
in which the Egyptian found himself on account of crocodiles lying on 
the ba.nks of the Nile. This fa.ct is pla.inly evident in the writings of the 
Egyptia.n sage (exx. 5, 11, 14, 18, 19). 
In the Egyptian myth, too, the crocodile is a symbol of enmity and 
evil. The creature belongs to the chaotic world of Seth, being the 
"messenger" and the "son" and the "creeping thing that Seth blew out of 
the entrails of Geb. 11 The crocodile ca.n also be called the "enemy of the 
god.11120 
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Selectecl ref'ermcs to the croc:odile 
1) Pia~~otep 168. A bribe-taker ia likened to a crocodile: "He ia like a 
crocodile in court." 
2) Ptal&l&otep 257-262. Advice given to the leader who wiahea to mend his 
way;. · - Perform noble acta, then you will be commended and not 
accUJ1ed: 
No •trife will occur in the mid•t of honor• 
But where the crocodile enter• hatred ariae•• 
3) To Merü:are 97-98. A de•cription of the A• iatic: 
The A•iatic ia a crocodile on it• •hore 
lt •natchea from a lonely road, 
lt cannot •ei•e from a populoua town. 
4) Amenemhet XXI A. The might of the king ia deacribed thus: 
I 111bdued lions, I captured crocodiles. 
(The animala •tand for the nations mentioned in the following line ). 
5) Amenemope 4, 16. The imm, hot-tempered man, ia like one •ailing in a 
boat who cannot reach hi• deatination: 
The •torm ia tall, the crocodiles are vicioua. 
6) Amenemope 13, 4-7. The hot-mouthed man (t9 r9): 
fl.ip• bis tail like a young crocodile ... (cf. AEA 26) 
His lip• are •weet, hi• tongue i• bitter 
A fire burns in hia belly. 
7) Amenemope 22, 9. Quotation of a •aying: 
The crocodile that ha• no voice 
Dread of it ia small 
("• mall" •hould be read instead of 11old," "ancient" - Griffith). 
8) Anll,Ae.Aanqr 22, 15: 
A crocodile doea not take hold of a town•man. 
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9) IJUin.ger 13,14-15: 
The crimea of the acomer (l~) bann hia brothen. 
A crocodile in fury harma hia divine brothen. 
10) Peua.n.t Bl 117-119. Word• addreaaed to Renai, aon of Meru: 
Your heart ia greedy ..• 
How miaerable ia the poor man whom you have deatroyed! 
You are li.ke a meuenger of the Crocodile. 
11) Petua.nt Bl 130 (cf. ex. 2): 
Be a ahelter, make aale your ahore 
See how your quay ia infeated with crocodilea! 
12) Petua.nt Bl 179-181. Word• of the Peasant to Renai, aon of Meru: 
You ahould have aeemed leaa li.ke a greedy crocodile (m,h ,n) ... 
I auppreaed the wrathful (~•/ Sd111) 1 the crocodile (m,~) ·returna! 
13) Peua.nt Bl 223-224. An appeal to the leader: 
Shade, let not dry out 
Shelter, let not the crocodile anatch. 
14) 7'Ae MAn Wl&o Wtu Tired of Li/e 70-80. The tale of a farmer whoae 
life wu endangered becauae of crocodile1. 
15) The MAn Wl&o Wu Tired of Life 96-98: 
Lo, my name reeka. 
Lo, more than crocodilea amell, 
More than a ahore full of crocodilea. 
16) Admonition, of an. Egrptian Sage 2, 12: 
Lo, crocodilea are glutted (9/y) with what they have captured. 
School tat. 
17) .Kheti IV C. The naila of the coppenmith are li.ke the clawa of the 
crocodile and he amella like fiah. 
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18) .KAeti XIX A-B. The huard of the profeaion of launderer il the 
proximity to the crocodile. 
19) .KAeti XXI C-F. The profeaaion of the fiaherman ia dangerou1 owing 
to crocodile•• 
The animal of Seth ( st, Mi, n,tfJ, at/J): 
Unlike the other a.nimals presented in this context, neither Seth nor 
the a.nimal that symbolizes him are used as metaphors or images in the 
Egyptian wisdom literature. The a.nimal of Seth, the identity of which is 
controversial, 121 appears only as a determinative of some of the 
expressions signifying 11rage," "fury." 
The semantic field of "anger," like other expressions having to do 
with confusion and disorder, is associated in Egyptian with the stormy 
world of the god Seth. The most outstanding feature of Seth, apart from 
his immense strength, is his anger. The anger of Seth, "lord of the 
tempest,11 is manifested in thunderstorms and the Egyptian king is 
compared to Seth · in his rage.122 Seth is also the god of the desert and of 
the dark forces that emanate from the wilderness, which in time came to 
be identified with the enemies of Egypt {including the Hyksos). Thus 
Seth himself became the "enemy" of the gods. He is the rival and slayer 
of Osiris and the foe of the sun god. Animals abhorred by the Egyptians, 
such as the crocodile, became his animals and all the negative qualities of 
man became associated with him. This outlook is expressed in a book of 
dreams from the Middle Kingdom. In this book mankind is divided into 
two groups: the people of Horns and the people of Seth. A warning is 
given to avoid the company of the members of the latter, and even that 
they should be offered as sacrifices. According to the conception of the 
Egyptian myth, the angry, infuriated man who cannot control his temper 
belongs to the category of "the people of Seth." "Seth-like" rage is a 
quality of the evil-tempered man, and in the words of the vizier 
Rekhmire, "I expelled the anger ( nsn, with the determinative of the 
a.nimal of Seth) of the evil-tempered man (.dw ~d)." 
'fhe lion: 
The determinative of the lion appears in fact only for a single term 
(n.im) and then only once (KCG 42210, p. 28 E6 II Otto No. 7). The 
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image of the lion, however, appears often in this corpus. The 
outstanding characteristics of the lion are its anger and wrath, which are 
unleashed against its enemies, and its courage and fearlessness in battle. 
The author of Anii presents it as a model for uncontrolled rage and 
wildness: "The savage lion abandons his wrath (nsni)" (10,2). Pharaoh 
is compared to an enraged lion (m3i nsni) (Anastasi I 15,2). From here 
stems the concept which either identifies the king with Sekhmet, the 
goddess of war in the form of a lion, or regards him as her son. In The 
Instruction of Se~etep-ib-Ra it is said of the king that "he is Sekhmet to 
those who disobey him" (5, 13). 123 
Determinatives signifying fire and heat: 
Like the determinatives signifying animals given above, those 
denoting heat are linked to the world of nature as well as to the world of 
religion. The likening of anger and strife to heat of fire (Eg. lJ..t, srj,124 
nsr [=nswt]), which is common in the Egyptian wisdom, apparently 
arises from the observation of human habits and conduct and their 
subsequent comparison with natural phenomena. In the world of the gods 
there is also a connection between fire, war and strife. Fire is perceived 
here as the weapon of the goddesses of war such as Sekhmet and 
Tefnut.125 
The terms t3 and smm, discussed earlier, originally belang to the 
semantic field of heat, were adapted for use in the semantic field of 
"strife" and "anger." The comparison of quarrel and dispute to a raging 
fire can be seen in the following examples:126 Idle chatter is compared to 
"fire" (lJ..t) (Instructions of a Man for His Son XIV 1), all the more so 
angry words - the "hot-mouthed man" (t3 r3} has "0.ames" (Pta~~otep 
378) and "fire burns in his belly" (Amenemope 13,7); the 0.urry of words 
of "the heated man" (smm) is "like fire in straw" (ibid. 5,14-15).127 
In time, fire becomes the common symbol for the angry, 
hot-tempered man. In Amenemope the ward "fire" (lJ..t} is accompanied 
by the determinative of a bound man (5,15; 13,7), usually depicting the 
smm, the hot-tempered person. 
Opposite images serve to describe men belonging to the positive 
category. The leader who performs his duties properly is the 
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"extinguisher" of fire ( 'l!,m lJ,.t, Otto No. 7, see above; cf. Jansen-
Winkeln I A5,d,6-7; II 1,8,5), the "suppressor of the flame" ( dr srf, Urk. 
IV 1180, 6; Janssen I ·p. 35, Ba 2). A subject loyal to his king is a 
"cooler of heat" (~bb sr/), that is, possessor of a calm temperament 
(Blumenthal G 3, 36; Janssen, above, 6, etc.).128 This human type, 
which is the opposite of "the heated man" (t3 r3, smm), is called "the 
silent man" (grw) in the wisdom literature (cf. Chap. 4, below). 
3. Subject matter analysis: The "heated man" and the motif of anger 
and strife in the Egyptian sources 
The use of heat as a metaphor for a human type has a long tradition 
in Egypt, beginning with the early instructions. The Instru.ction of 
Kagemni speaks of "expanding the place of the silent man" (gno), andin 
contrast to him appears the man "who strays from the path" (thw) (I 
lff.) who plays a role parallel to smm in The Instruction of Anememope 
(5, 12-15). The Instruction of PtalJJ!,otep presents the "hot-bellied" man_ 
(t3 f!.t 352), whose opposite is the "cold-bellied" man (~b f!.t 323), and 
who spreads gossip and teils tales. Elsewhere "hot-hearted" _ ( t9 ib) 
appears, speci:6.cally referring to a man given to anger and who 
ultimately is destroyed. in the flames of his own speech (378). 
Later, in the Admonitions, the adjective t3w appears as an attribute 
of those who deny the existence of god, saying "If I knew where god is I 
would serve him" (5,3). 
The "hot-tempered man" is a central theme in The Instru.ction of 
Amenemope. The term recurs throughout the work and is contrasted 
with its antonym the 11silent man" in chapter 4 (see below). The 
"heated man" ( smm) is depicted here, as in The Instruction of 
PtaM,otep, as one whose foremost feature is his irascibility, expressed in 
his manner of speech. lts synonym is the t3 r3, "hot of mouth" 
(Amenemope chap. 3, cf. ibid. chap. 9, and the collocation smw r3 in 
Hier. Ostr. I pl. 7, 5), a man quick to anger and ready for a quarrel. Due 
to this tendency towards quarrelling he is called "enemy" ( r~) 
(Amenemope chaps. 3 and 12). lt becomes clear from chapters 9 and 10 
in Amenemope that the "hot-tempered" man is "laden with falsehood" 
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and 11entraps with his speech, 11 that is, 11cunning.11 lt is also assumed that 
he is higher in rank than the scribe. He is incorrigible to the point 
where the sage sees fit to appeal to the creator god Khnum to refashion 
him on the potter1s wheel (ibid. 12, 15ff. ). 
In the Ostracon Deir el Medineh 1265, which like The Instruction of 
Amenemope dates to the Ra.messide Period, the "hat- tempered" man 
plays an equally central role. As in chapter 4 in Amenemope the setting 
is religious and he is presented as one who has fa.iled to fulfil his va.rious 
ritual duties. However, the empha.sis here is on the social fra.mework. 
The smm is perceived as an outsider to society and as one being pursued 
so that he may be beaten (I 4).129 His negative traits include 
11impatience11 ( w9~ ib) and 11obstinacy11 ( dns ib) (II 6-7).130 He is 
undoubtedly a very dangerous man against whom society must be 
sa.feguarded not only in this world but also in the next. This may be 
concluded from Ostracon Lei.pzi.g 8 (Hi.er. Ostr. I pl. 7,5) which contains 
a curse aimed at driving him away from 11the west, 11 the dwelling place of 
the dea.d. 
Images from the plant and animal kingdom are used to vividly 
describe the fa.te of the hot-tempered man. At times he is equated to a 
tree that soon withers (Amenemope chap. 4 and Deir el Medineh 1265, II 
4-5); occasionally he is compared to animals - a mause, a bird -
which are doomed to die (Anastasi V II Chester Beatty V). 131 
The expression smm (like its parallel t9 r9) usually appears in the 
New Egyptian language accompanied either by a definitive or by a 
possessive pronoun (11your hot-tempered man" - Deir el Medi.neh 1265, 
Hi.er. Ostr. I pl. 7,5, Chester Beatty V, Anastasi V). This to some 
extent confirms the view I obtained from an analysis of the literary 
sources, that the issue here is not a single characteristsic, but a human 
type who became a symbol for the bad-natured man par ezceUence in the 
Egyptian wisdom literature.132 The 11hot-tempered11 man was 
encumbered with a range of traits and flaws condemned by the Egyptian 
sage, na.mely, anger, fury, lying, la.ck of restraint, and uncontrollable 
temper. 
The warning to avoid contention and show restraint recurs in the 
majority of the wisdom texts. In this context, apart from the 
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expressions given above which involve the smm figure, other terms 
appear which likewise concem anger, strife and hostility: itm, fflt, s!J.wn, 
nini, hnn, sh3, 3d, inl, !J.'r (see above). 
Often "strife" and "anger" are closely accompanied by other 
negative qualities and actions, such as lying (Anii 5,5-9), insulting 
(Ptal],~otep 375ff.), covetousness (ibid. 316-323) and even inciting 
rebellion ( To Merikare 24). Anger belongs to "the possessor of bad 
nature," says the sage ( Urk. IV 1078, 2). Therefore, he counsels to avoid 
strife by keeping clear of the quarrelsome man ( Kheti XXIII B, 
Amenemope 5,10-11; 11,13ff.; Anii 5, 7, d. Pt~otep 476) or through 
submission and obsequiousness (Amenemope 5,12). In this context the 
warning "do not rage" (with the terms l!.nn, 3d, !J.'r) appears frequently. 
lt is addressed principally to one in a higher position who must take care 
not to insult ( inl) either bis superior or those under him: the saying "I 
did not insult anyone greater than I" ( n snJ. i '3 r. i) is common in the 
writings of the 18th Dynasty; the vizier lauds himself as one who 
eschewed anger ( Urk. IV, above; d. Pt~otep 76); and the king is. 
described as the "cooler of rage, him.self far from rage ( nin,)" 
(Sel].etep-ib-Ro. 3, 5-6). This caution is reinforced with the threat of 
punishment, which at times takes the extreme form of the death penalty 
(see above, Amenemope 12, 15ff; also Anii 5,6). 
In contrast with the "silent man" (gnu), the "heated man" ( imm) 
appears only in chapter 4 in lnstru.ction of Amenemope and in Pap. 
Sallier I (8,5-6). In both places the background is religious;133 in The 
Instru.ction of Amenemope the setting of the events is the temple, while 
in Pap. So.llier I there is a hymn to the god Thoth. Whether the sense of 
imm is identical here with that appearing in the passages (given above) 
whose background is social morality, or whether it takes on a different 
meaning in the context of religious morality, will be considered in the 
next chapter. 
Summary 
Anger and strife are presented in the Egyptian wisdom literature as signs 
of a O.aw in the human character. The terms belonging to this semantic 
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field are illustrated through metaphors taken from the realm of nature, 
some of which belang to the world of everyday reality and others to the 
world of myth and Egyptian religion. The appellations appearing in this 
context - "hostile" man, "quarrelsome" man, and the like - do not 
signify a negative type of man but one of the traits that compose bis 
character. This is not the case with imm (and its synonym t9), which 
stands for a negative human type in Egyptian wisdom. Of the 13 
(without thw) lexemes belonging to the semantic field of "anger,11 
"strife,11 only four (imm, t9 [in collocation], itm, ttlt) belang to the 
Egyptian wisdom vocabulary and their distribution is evident in 
compositions of the instruction genre. The remaining terms also are 
frequent in other literary genres (the king's court, autobiography), 
although they too are weil represented in the instructions. These 
findings are set forth in Table 6. 
In the Bible 
1. Semantic determination of terms involving anger and strife 
compared with the Egyptian 
In the Bible, as in Egyptian texts, three groups may be distinguished 
among the words belonging to this semantic field: (a) Words with a 
double meaning which belang to the semantic field of "heat", on the one 
hand, and carry the sense of "to be angry," "to quarre!" on the other; 
(b) words relating to the act of quarrelling, usually a verbal dispute; 
( c) words expressing the feeling of anger. 
(a) Terms belonging to the semantic field of heat - ~mm, ~rh, zwd 
(II Eg. imm, t9): 
1. hmm 
The root ~mm is semantically and even etymologically equivalent to 
imm. ~mm like imm signifies natural, meteorological heat, and 
figuratively describes emotions. Our concern is with the nominal form 
~lmci, meaning "heat,11 "anger,11 which is not characteristic of the 
wisdom language134 except when it constitutes a component in the 
'he Distribution of Terms Belonging to the Semantic Field of Anger and Strife"' 
smm 1t1t 
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idioms 'is ~ema/~emot and ba'al/gfdal ~ema, which signify an irascible 
man and which appear only in Proverbs. These are discussed in detail 
below (see pp. 144-149 below). ~ema refers to the anger of both man 
and God: regarding the anger of man, there are many examples both 
within and outside wisdom literature, for example, 11 A soft answer turns 
away wrath (~ema), but grievous words stir up anger" (Prov. 15,1; cf. 
ibid. 6,34; 16,14 and wisdom Ps. 37,8). Regarding the anger of God, the 
term ~ema appears in Job (21,20) in this usage, 135 as well as in the 
wisdom Psalms (78,38; 106,23; cf. also BS ,16,6; 33,8 [B]); but it is more 
common outside wisdom literature (in prophecy, Psalms, and 
Chronicles), where it parallels 'ap ("anger") of God (e.g., Mic. 5,14), his 
qe~ep ("anger") ( e.g., Ps. 38, 2), his ~aron 'ap ("heat of anger") {Nah. 
1,6) and appears in conjunction with be 'ap wube~ema wubeqe~ep (Deut. 
29,27, etc.). lt is also used often in this c.ontext as the object of verbs 
signifying burning, igniting ~ema, namely: b'r {"burn") (e.g., Jer. 4,4); 
y~t {"kindle") (e.g., 2 Kgs. 22,13); 'lh ("stir up") (Ezek. 38, 18); ipk 
("pour out") (e.g., Ezek. 7,8); ntk ("pour out") (e.g., Jer. 7,20); and y~' 
("go forth like fire") (e.g., Jer. 4,4). When the term ~ema is used in the 
wisdom literature to defi.ne the anger of man or God, it often collocates 
with verbs bearing the opposite meaning, namely, "cover over" and 
"nullify" the ~ema: heiib ("turn away") (Prov. 15,1; wisdom Ps. 
106,23), 'azöb (wisdom Ps. 37,8), lö'yä'ir(wisdom Ps. 78,38).136 
2. hrh 
The basic meaning of ~rh, which does not belang to the wisdom 
terminology (7 times in the wisdom texts out of 93 times in the Bible), is 
"to burn." Laterit came to mean "to become angry, inflamed." 
In Proverbs the root hrh appears once only. In a verse, which recurs 
with slight changes in the wisdom Psalm, the sage counsels not to 
become angry ( tit~ar) through brooding over the behavior of evildoers 
(Prov. 24,19; cf. wisdorn Ps 37, 1,7-8).137 
In Job the verb ~rh serves several times to indicate the reaction of 
Job and his friends, and it also refers to the anger of God (e.g., 32,2,3,5; 
19,11, etc.). 
The noun ~aron means "burning anger," and its subject is always 
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God. In the wisdom literature it appears once in Job: "God will send 
forth bis fierce anger (~tiron 'appo) into bim" {20,23), as well as in the 
wisdom Psalm (78,49) andin Ben Sira (45,19; 46,7). 
3. md, zgd 
The basic meaning of zwd is "bubble, boil"; tbis sense is preserved in 
the form of the noun nazid, "boiled food" (Gen. 25,29).138 
Metaphorically zwd describes human behavior as shown by the 
derivatives: z!d means an irate man who behaves insolently, and the 
noun zädon refers to arrogant and wicked conduct.139 
The root zwd is not characteristic of wisdom literature. z!d appears 
once in Proverbs {21,24), wbile the plural, z!dim, belongs to the 
terminology of Psalms and signifies people who spurn God and bis 
commandments.140 The . word is present in tbis sense in Ben Sira too: 
"The arrogant and the scomer will not take a commandment" {32,18; d. 
ibid. in proximity to "wicked men" -12,4). 
The noun zädon, wbich occurs in Proverbs three out of the 13 times 
in the Bible refers to social morals: zädon is the opposite of "modest" 
(Prov. 11,2; d. BS 10,18). lt produces strife (Prov. 13,10) and is one of 
the traits of the le~ ("scorner") (ibid. 21,24). The term appears often in 
Ben Sira both in a social setting, as in Proverbs, and in a religious 
setting, as in Psalms (see, e.g., 15,7; 16,2-3).141 
{b) Terms concerning strife - mädon, ryb, maHa, z'm (II Eg. itm, 
jtit, r~[wj, inl, hnn, s!Jwn): 
The sages repeatedly warn against strife and discord. Over 20 
statements on tbis subject are made in Proverbs, demonstrating its 
importance for the sapiential thought. 
4. midon 
The Singular mädim and the plural midyänim are characteristic of 
the language of Proverbs142 but are absent from the vocabulary of Job 
and Qoheleth. To create the verbal form, mädon combines with the 
verbs grh ("stir up") (Prov. 15,18; 29,22), 'wr ("awaken") (ibid. 10,12) 
and illJ. ("spread") (ibid. 16,28; 6,14,19). 143 mädon is synonymous in 
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meaning with rib and stands in parallelism with it (ibid. 15,18; 17,14, 
etc.). The difference between the two is that mädon stresses the 
emotional state preceding the quarrel or fight, namely, the feeling of 
anger and aggressiveness. The subject of the action is always a person 
belonging to the negative category - 'is ~ema (Prov. 15,18); 'is 'ap 
(29,22); r~ab nepes, ("greedy man," - 28,25); 'is tahpukot (16,28}; le~ 
(22,10); and in combinations: 'is, 'eset medonim ( Qere: midyänim) 
(ibid. 25,24; 26,21; 27,15; cf. 19,13). 
5. f'J/b 
The root ryb, used as a verb and as a noun, may describe in the 
Bible a physical 144 or a verbal clash. ryb is not confined to the wisdom 
language but when employed in a wisdom context it usually has the 
sense of a dispute either in or outside a legal framework. 145 
In Proverbs the dispute is usually between human beings (3,30; 
17,14; 25,8-10 pegal background]; 26,17; etc.), and there is a recurrence 
of the warning "Do not contend" (3,30; 25,8); but God too appears here 
as a participant in a dispute: He pleads the cause of the orphans and the 
needy (22, 23; 23,11). 
Job is involved in a dispute (legal) with both God (9,3; 10,2; etc.) 
and mortals (13,19; 31,35; etc.). In this context the following 
collocations are found in Job: 'is rib, i.e., an opponent in litigation 
(ibid.; cf. Isa. 41,11; etc.) and ribot spätay ("pleadings of my lips" II 
tok~eti) (Job 13,6). In addition to its verbal usage, rib as a noun 
appears as the object of the following verbs in wisdom literature: ~ar~ar 
rib (Prov. 26,21), hitgallä' berib (20,3; 17,14), 71~' zerib (25,8). For the 
opposite idea the following expressions are used: hasqet rib (15,18), 
ne~os rib (17,14).146 
6. ma.,aa 
The root n~h, concerning physical struggle, appears only as a noun, 
ma~~a, in the Biblical wisdom books. ma~~a comes twice in Proverbs 
(out of 4 times in the Bible) and is not found in Job and Qoheleth. 
The term bears a negative connotation and involves the wickedness 
and delinquency of human beings (Prov. 13,10; 17,19). ma~~a stands in 
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synonym.aus parallelism with peia' (ibid.) and rib (Isa. 58,4). In Ben 
Sira n~h appears as a verb, in a verse that ---like the Egyptian parallels 
- compares contention to fire: "Do not struggle (tinnä~) with a 
quarrelsome man and do not place wood on the fire" (8,3). 
1.z'm 
In contrast to the previous term, z'm relates not to physically but to 
orally expressed anger. lt means "to speak angrily,11 "rebuke," 
"curse. 11147 Thus, it is close to the terms stm, snJ, lt# in Egyptian. The 
root z'm is not exclusive to the wisdom books in which it appears only 
nine out of 35 times in the Bible.148 In Proverbs it is found in verbal use 
( qal): yiz'ämuhu II yiqqbuhu (24, 24) and as an adjective in the passive 
form: r'um of God, that is, "cursed by God" (22, 14) and pänim 
niz'ämim (niph'al), that is "angry face" (25,23). In Psalms and Ben 
Sira the noun za 'am has an abstract sense in reference to the fierce anger 
of God (cf. za'am together with ~lirl>n 'appo (of God), 'ebra and ~ära in 
Ps. 78, 49 [wisdom Psalm]; BS 5,7; 39,23). 
(c) Terms referring to anger and fury- 'np ( 'ap), ka'as, 'br, qe~ep, 
z'p (II Eg. fn.4, 3d, nsni, !J.'r): 
a. 1n11 / 'ap 
The root 'np is most commonly used in the Bible to signify anger, 
but does not belong to the wisdom vocabulary. The wisdom literature 
contains only the noun 'ap (in Proverbs and Job) which is the semantic 
equivalent of fn.4 in Egyptian and like it has a double meaning - a 
bodily organ and anger. Flash149 believes that the semantic 
• development was from the original meaning 'ap - "nose" to the sense of 
'ap- "anger,11 the nose playing apart in the feeling of anger. 
In the Bible the noun 'ap is usually associated with the anger of God 
(ca. 170 times) and less frequently with the anger of men (ca. 40 times). 
But in Proverbs the situation is reversed: 'ap refers to the anger of God 
once (Prov. 24, 18), and the remaining times its subject is the fury of 
man. In this usage the following idioms are found in Proverbs: ba 'al 'ap 
(22,24; d. BS 8,16), 'is 'ap (Prov. 29,22), 150 and mi~ 'ap "squeezing of 
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anger, 11 (ibid. 30,33). However, '11,p also appeara herein plain form (ibid. 
24,18; especially in parallelism with ~mtl, ibid. 15,1; 21,14; 27,4; d. 
wisdom Ps. 37,8). 
In Job, as in the other books of the Bible, 'ap often relates to God 
(9,13; ~ron 'appo - 20,23,28; etc.). In Ben Sira 'ap signifies both 
anger of men (BS 8,16; 10,18; 30,24; 45,18) and anger of God (ibid. 5,6; 
33,8[B]; 45,19; etc.). 
9. u'a 
In the Biblical wisdom only the nominal form kA'a, (ka'as in Job) is 
employed.151 In the wisdom language kA 'a, relates to one of the human 
emotions - anger.152 This feeling frequently arises from the sense of 
deprivation and its meaning approximates "vexation, 11 11 grief. 11 l53 A 
stupid son elicits kA'a, ("grief'') in his father (Prov. 17,25). In Qoheleth 
kA'as is parallel to mt&k'obim (2, 23) and ~oli waqa~ep (5,16; cf. also 
ibid. 1,18; 11,10). The term kA'a, is also found in a similar sense in 
passages in which Job describes his suffering (6,2-3; 17,7). 
Outside wisdom literature, especially in the Deuteronomist 
phraseology in Kings andin Jeremiah, the root k'a regularly appears (in 
hiph'il) to signify God11 anger towards the people provoked by their 
apostasy _ 154 
10. '6r 
The root 'br, which means "outburst of anger, 11 "overflow of fury" 
and which appears in our texts as a verb - hit'tl.bbar (hithpa'el) and as 
a noun - 'ebrci, does not belang to the wisdom lexicon.155 Scholars are 
divided as to whether 'br in this sense derives from the root 'br, "to pass 
over, through, 11156 or if there are two different roots. 
In the Biblical literature the term is frequently used to describe the 
anger of God, 157 but it is less common with respect to men. The 
opposite picture appears in Proverbs, where 'br always comes in 
reference to human beings. These are usually consigned to the negative 
human category - the ra.ia', ad, Zl~, and ~,il. In this context 'br 
sometimes carries the notion of arrogance, haughtiness, as, for example, 
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in Proverbs 14,16: "The wise man fears and avoids misfortune, but the 
stupid man is arrogant (mit'abber) and is confident" (cf. also ibid. 21,24, 
and BS 16,8). A passer-by who shows anger ( mit'abber) in a quarre! that 
is originally not his concern is compared to a man seizing. a dog's ear 
{Prov. 26,17};while he who infuriates the king (mit'abbero} will bring 
misfortune upon himself (ibid. 20,2). 
The meaning of the phrase yom 'ebra. in Proverbs 11,4, repeated in 
Job 21,30 (yom 'abärot} in parallelism with yom 'ed, is "a day of evil, 
trouble, calamity" ( cf. also BS 5,8; 34,6 [B]).158 In Job and in the 
wisdom Psalms the root 'br is applied to God. In God's second reply to 
Job he is called on "to shed abroad the outburst of his anger ( 'ebrot 
'appo}," that is, to pour out his rage if he has strength like God ( 40, 11). 
In wisdom Psalm 78 the verse "When God heard, he was full of anger 
(yit'abbär)," signifying rage sparked by the sinning of his people against 
him, is twice repeated (vss. 21,59}; and the noun 'ebra appears there 
together with ~aron 'appo, za'am and ~ärci in the description of the 
plagues against Egypt (vs. 49}. 
11. q~p 
The root qsp, which appears in both verbal and nominal form 
belongs to a later stage of Biblical language. The noun qe~ep, "anger, 11 
stands in synonymous parallelism with 'ap, za 'am, ~ema., and ka 'as. q~p 
appears only twice in the wisdom literature, viz., in Qoheleth. Here it 
serves both as a verb {qal) in reference to the anger of God {5,5) and as a 
noun, in reference to the toiling person: his lot is ka'as, ~oli and qä~ep 
{ibid. 16}. The verb occurs once in the wisdom Psalms applying to past 
infuriation of God by the children of Israel (106,32}. 
12. z'p 
z'p signifies the emotion of rage. The term appears twice in 
Proverbs, as a noun and as a verb: 19,12 states "The wrath (za'ap} of a 
king is like the roaring of a lion" ( cf. 20,2, where the "wrath of a king" 
is replaced by the "fear of a king"); 159 and Proverbs 19, 3 says, "And 
then he (the fool} is angry (yiz'ap} with God." 
140 
Addenda: 
13. rgn 
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The root rgn, which means to 11slander, 11 11 whisper, 11 does not belong 
to the semantic field of strife and anger. But rgn does in the Bible 
concern matters of strife and anger (Prov. 26, 20-22; 17,28) and is 
therefore essentially close to the Egyptian sn.t rgn is frequent in 
Proverbs than in any other book (three times out of six in the Bible). 
The participial form nirgän (niph'al), 11 backbiter, 11 appears here 
accompanied by images and pictorial descriptions, reminiscent of the 
Egyptian parallels: the activity of the nirglin is likened to 11:fire11 
(26,20-22); the nirgän separates close friends (16,28).160 ( Cf. the 
description of the tS rS in Amenemope 13, lff., 11who causes brothers to 
quarrel. 11 ) In Proverbs 18, 8 it is said that 11the words of the nirglin are 
like delicious morsels;161 they go down into the inner chambers of the 
belly. 11 In this passage the belly is presented as the dwelling place of 
words and thoughts, an image common in the Egyptian thought, but 
unusual in the Hebrew sphere.162 
14. riah 
ru.a.lJ. (11spirit 11 ) in the sense of 11anger11 appears 6 times in the Bible, 
including, according to the Gesenius-Buhl dictionary, two references in 
Proverbs.163 In Proverbs 16,32 11one who rules bis spirit ( mlJsel be~o) 11 
parallel& one who is 11slow to anger ( 'erek 'appayim)," and in 29,11 the 
stupid man is said to 11give full vent to his spirit ( ~0).11 These two 
verses, cited by Gesenius-Buhl, may be augmented by at least two more: 
"A man whose spirit (ru.a.lJ.) lacks restraint" is compared to a city broken 
through, without a wall (ibid. 25, 28), and the phrase tf ~ar ru.a.lJ. (lit. 
11short-tempered, 11 ibid. 14, 29), meaning a man looking for a quarrel. 
These descriptions in Proverbs are close in essence to passages in the 
Egyptian wisdom literature that speak about quenching and suppressing 
the flame of discord (see above, pp. 128-129 and below, pp. 153, 156). 
To sum up, the above analysis shows that only three out of 14 terms 
concerning anger and strife (rgn, madon, ~emti [+ 'is/ba'alJ) are 
characteristic of the language of the Biblical sage. The remainder do not 
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belang to the wisdom vocabulary. However, the abundance of terms 
relating to this semantic field in Biblical wisdom reveals that shunning 
the feeling of anger and the act of quarrelling played a central role in the 
ideology of the wise men in Israel. 
2. Subject matter analysis of terms referring to anger and strife in 
relation to the Egyptian 
(a) The motif of anger and strife in the Biblical wisdom literature: 
The attitude of the Hebrew sage and his Egyptian counterpart to 
traits and activities pertaining to the sphere of anger and strife is 
similar. In Proverbs, as in the Egyptian wisdom literature, people who 
provoke quarrel - 'is ~ema, 'is 'ap, 'is beliyya'al, 'is midylinim, the 
nirgan and 'is tahpukot (Prov. 6,14; 15,18; 16,28; 26,20-22; 29,22; etc.) -
are condemned. The sage in Proverbs accuses the greedy man, literally 
the "wide of soul," of creating dispute (Prov. 28,25), as did before him, 
albeit in more moderate tones, the Egyptian author of The Instruction of 
Pta~~otep {316-323). The quarrelsome man is called zed or 'is rib in the 
Bible, parallel to r~w ("enemy") and thw ("violent man") in Egyptian. 
Both texts contain interspersed warnings not to get involved in a quarrel 
and to avoid the company of people with this negative tendency (Prov. 
3,30; 17,14; 25,8; Qoh. 7,9; etc.). The wisdom ideal in Egypt andin 
Israelis the cool-tempered man - qar ru~, he who calms anger (Prov. 
17,27; 29,8,11); the adversary should be met with silence and words of 
appeasement (Prov. 15,1; d. wisdom Ps. 37,7-8 and Amenemope 
5,10-17; 22, lff.; also Anii 3,17-4,1; 8,16-20; etc.). In Egyptian 
literature there is frequent mention of the <langer inherent in the deeds of 
the hot-tempered man. In the Bible this <langer is thrown into relief 
through vivid metaphoric language: the mit'abber is compared to one 
who seizes a dog by his ears and thus will be bitten (Prov. 26,17); or a 
man who starts a quarrel is likened to one who breaches a dam (17,14; d. 
also 22,8; Job 5, 2). The link between strife and anger is well expressed 
in the saying in Proverbs 30,33 which puns an the root 'ap, using it in its 
different senses as an organ of the body or pertaining to anger: "For 
pressing milk brings out curd and pressing the nose ( 'ap) brings out 
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blood, and pressing anger ( 'ap) brings out strife ( rib)." 
Although there is great similarity between the Hebrew and the 
Egyptian material, in certain details the Hebrew wisdom differs from the 
Egyptian. In the Bible, the activity of quarrelling and the feeling of 
anger are associated with the kesil ("stupid man") (Prov. 14, 16; 18, 6; 
Qoh. 7,9) and bis synonyms: the '~wil (Prov. 12,16; 19,3; 20,3; 27,3; 
Job 5, 2) and the le~ {Prov. 22,10). In the Egyptian sources the "stupid 
man" does not appear in this context.164 Furthermore, the terms 
concerned with anger and strife in Biblical wisdom literature are rarely 
involved with the world of nature, as we shall see in the following 
section. 
(b) Images from the realm of nature: 
(1) Animals associated with anger: 
The association between strife and anger and the natural world, so 
abundantly expressed in Egyptian myth and religion and clearly evident 
in the literature of the inhabitants of the land of the Nile, rarely appears 
in Biblical wisdom literature. Here only one example is found, the lion. 
The king and the ruler in their fury are likened to a lion, e.g., "The 
wrath of the king is like the roaring of a lion" {Prov. 19,12 II 20,2; d. 
28,15).165 
In this connection it is worth mentioning the tannin (crocodile), 
depicted in Job 41 as an animal that spreads terror. However, since the 
description of the crocodile directly follows that of the Leviathan in the 
previous chapter (Job 40, 25ff.), it is difficult to distinguish between 
them. This also makes it impossible to decide whether the verses 11-13 
in chapter 41, which might have been of interest for our discussion, speak 
of the crocodile or the Leviathan, or even of some other mythological 
creature.166 Whatever its identity, this animal is described in its rage 
thus: 
Out of his mouth go burning torches, 
{And) sparks of fire leap forth. 
Out of his nostrils a smoke comes forth, 
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As of a boiling pot and rushes 
His breath sets coals ablaze 
And a flame goes forth from his mouth. 
(2) Heat and :fire as a metaphor for anger in the Bible: 
The image of heat and :fire for anger was common in the languages of 
the ancient Near Eastern peoples. The vivid use of the incandescence of 
:fire to signify human emotion in Biblical literature is expressed on two 
levels: the terminological level and the conceptual level. 
We already observed above that the basic meaning of the three 
terms ~mm, ~rh, zwd involves heating, boiling and burning, and that 
they are used figuratively to describe the anger of man and God. The 
wisdom books, prophecy and the Psalms are interspersed with images 
and descriptions based on this usage. In the wisdom literature these 
images refer to the human sphere, to the interaction between human 
beings. Strife and contention are likened to fire and irate words to wood 
used to set a fire. He who ignites off the quarrel is like charcoal and wood 
that keep the fire blazing: "Where there is no wood the fire goes out, 
and when there is no backbiter ( nirgän) strife will cease. Charcoal for 
embers and wood for fire, and a quarrelsome man ( 'is midyänim) to 
make strife hot" (Prov. 26,20-21); cf.: "Do not contend with a loud man 
and do not put wood on the fire" (BS 8,3). The words of 'is beliyya'al 
are like a "scorching fire" {Prov. 16,27). 
Outside wisdom literature these images always involve a description 
of God; thus God is depicted in the moment of his rage: "Smoke went 
out from his nostrils, and devouring fire from his mouth; glowing coals 
flamed forth from him" (Ps. 18,8-9). In Psalms and in prophecy the 
following phrases and cliches describing God>s fury recur often: "a fire is 
kindled in my anger" (Jer. 15,14; 17,4); "the fire of my wrath" {Ezek. 
21, 36; 22, 21, etc.); cf. "the fire of my jealousy" (Zeph. 3, 8); "his anger 
is poured out like :fire" (Nah. 1,6; Lam. 2,4); "his fury comes forth like 
fire" (Jer. 4,4; 21,12; etc.); "his fury burned like fire" (Ps. 89,47; cf. 
79,5). Of the king>s enemies in Psalm 21 it is said that God "will make 
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them as a bla.zing oven, ... he will swallow them. up in bis wrath ( 'appo) 
and fire will consume them" (vs. 11). 
As the above discussion of the relevant Biblical material shows, 
there is great simil&rity I on the linguistic as weil as the stylistic level, in 
the use of "fire" in the language of the Hebrew and the Egyptian wise 
man. The words IJ,mm, IJ,rh, zwd, like thei.r parallels in Egyptian, initially 
involved :fire and only later served to signify human emotions and 
feelings. In Biblical wisdom, as in the Egyptian, the image of fire is 
presented within the setting of social morals and its concem is the 
relations between man and bis fellow man. There are, however, some 
important differences. The image of fire in the context of social mor&lity 
is limited in the Bible to the wisdom literature, and here, too, occurs 
only sparsely (twice altogether). Outside the wisdom literature there is 
widespread use of the image to illustrate the rage of God in a religious 
context. Furthermore, not only is the use of this metap&hor in the 
wisdom rhetoric limited, it is also incomplete: Comparison with the 
Egyptian wisdom, where the complete picture is evident, shows that in 
the Bible only half of the image has been preserved. "Fire," wbich is the 
symbol of evil and of the negative tr&its of anger and rage, is in the 
Egyptian sources contrasted with "coolness" and "water," symbolizing 
the ideal way of life and the noble character of a man. There is no 
parallel to this in the Biblical literature.167 
In light of these differences, it may be assumed that if there was any 
literary contact, the Hebrew sage was influenced by bis Egyptian 
counterpart, and not vice versa. However, the figurative use of "fire" or 
"flame" in connection with dispute is found in the literature of other 
ancient peoples;168 therefore when not attached to a human type the 
image does not necessarily derive from the Egyptian concept but from a 
common universal motif. 
( c) 'i.i IJ,imä in the Biblical wisdom and accompanying expressions: 
(1) 'iä IJ,lmä, the Hebrew equivalent of ämm 
Several expressions have been suggested in research for the Hebrew 
parallel of the Egyptian terms ämm or t9w: 
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Drioton, who found clear evidence of the influence of the Sem.itic 
language in the Egyptian Instni.ction of Amenemope, 169 sought to 
demonstrate this for the term smm as weil which, according to him, 
appears only in Amenemope. He claimed that smm is the semantic 
equivalent of the Hebrew term zed. zed, like smm is derived from the 
verb "to boil, 11 "seethe" {i.e., zwd). Therefore, zed is a violent man 
boiling with rage, who in Proverbs 21,24 is defined as follows: 11Scomer 
(le~) is the name of the proud, arrogant man (zed), he who acts with 
insolent pride ('ebratzädon). 11110 
Drioton's suggestion is not acceptable, for three reasons. First, smm 
is obviously an Egyptian term. lt appears not only in The Instni.ction of 
Amenemope but in at least five more Egyptian sources (see above). 
Second, the root zwd does not belong to the Biblical wisdom lexicon. 
The adjective zed appears in Proverbs only once (see above; twice in BS) 
and is absent from Job and Qoheleth. zedim in the plural belongs to the 
terminology of religious morality and is present in prophecy and 
particularly in Psalms.171 Third, the characteristic quality of the 
Egyptian smm, that is, strife and anger, is not mentioned in connection 
with zM in Proverbs; although in one instance it accompanies the noun 
zädon there: "Pride (zädon) causes only strife (ma~~a) but with those 
who take counsel is wisdom11 {Prov. 13,10).172 
As early as 1924 Humbert suggested, that the expressions 'is ~emot 
{Prov. 22,24), 'is ~ema {15,18), ba'al ~ema {29,22), gfdäl ~ema {19,19), 
ba'al 'ap {22,24) and 'is 'ap (29,22) be regarded as the Hebrew parallels 
of the Egyptian smm.173 This suggestion has been accepted by most 
scholars,174 and indeed it seems most likely that these expressions are 
the precise equivalents of the Egyptian concept and that they were 
coined under the influence of the Egyptian wisdom. The grounds for this 
are as follows: 
(a) The root ~mm in Hebrew is phonetically, etymologically and 
semantically parallel to smm in Egyptian. Appearing in the collocations 
'is/ba'al/ gfdäl ~ema it has a figurative sense, "heat,11 serving as a 
metaphor for II anger11 and 11hot temper, 11 like the Egyptian smm. 
(b) This usage is, as already stated, indeed not only known from the 
literature of Israel and Egypt, but also from that of other ancient peoples 
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- Sumer and Babylon. However, with respect to a human type it is 
frequent only in the Egyptian literature and in the passages cited from 
Proverbs. 
(c) lt seems- that the Hebrew author drew upon an Egyptian source, 
and not vice versa. 'is ~ema and its synonyms appear only in Proverbs 
with respect to man, while in the other Biblical books they usually 
involve a description of God (see above). The expression 'is ~emot in 
fäct appears in the third collection of Proverbs, where direct parallelism 
with The Instroction of Amenemope has lang been recognized and 
attributed to the dependence of the Hebrew author on the Egyptian 
{Prov. 22, 24, 25 II Amenemope 11, 13-14). 
Bryce, who also maintains the view that Proverbs was influenced of 
Egyptian wisdom, concluded that the Egyptian material was borrowed 
by the Hebrew writer and gradually modified to fit the new setting.175 
This process of adaptation contained three stages: the adaptive, 
assimilative and integrative. 
Bryce's theory, as applied to 'is ~ema and its synonyms, may be 
summarized as follows: 176 
(a) The adaptive atage: At tbis stage there is verbal correspondence between 
the Hebrew and Egyptian material: 
1. Proverbs 22,24-25 
Make no friendship ( 'al titra') with a man 
given to anger (ba'al 'ap), 
Nor go (täbo' with a wratbful man ( 'ii ~emot) 
Lest you learn bis ways 
And bring destruction on yourself. 
This parallels Amenemope 11,13-17: 
13. Do not associate (mm) with a bot man (imm) 
14. And do not approach (~n~n) him to converse ... 
17. Let him not cast bis speech to catch you. 
Bryce auggesta that the proximity is expresaed here (a) in content: 
the human type cbaracterized by the association between beat and quarrel; 
(b) in form: (1) "The unusual use of r'h in hithpa•el to aignify •make 
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frienda with' may be accounted for by ita cloae equivalence to the Egyptian 
word """ which also meam 'befriend.'11 177 (2) The verb tiibo' approximate• 
in form (imperative) and even in meaning ("to approach") !!"!• in Egyptian. 
2. Proverb• 29,22: 
A man of wrath ('ii '11p) •tir• up atrife (miidon) 
And a man given to anger (ba•al Aema) 
cau•e• much tramgre•• ion (rab piiia '). 
Amenemope 13, 1: 
He cau•ea brothers to quarre} {jtjt). 
Amenemope 5, 10: 
Do not start a quarre} (1tjt) with the hot-mouthed man (p3 t3 r3). 
Bryce statea that here too there is adaptation of an essentially 
Egyptian type. ba•al Aemi is "an e:xact equivalent of the Egyptian image,11 
as atte• ted by the fe~ture• that characterize him, especially hiz being r116 
pä.la• (cf. above, Amenemope 11, 17). He also fmda in the phrue qar rua~ 
("cool of apirit") (Prov. 17,27) a literal parallel to the Egyptian ~6 [!.t (lit. 
"cool of body"), that ia, "cool tempered,11 which is the antonym of t3 !!-t, 
meaning 11hot tempered11 in Egyptian. The 11hot-tempered man" in Egyptian 
contraata with the "silent man. 11 The latter expre•sion ia purely Egyptian 
and haa no repreaentation in Biblical Hebrew. But the verb lq~ (hiph•il) 
appears once in the Bible in connection with •trife, in Proverb• 15,18: 
A hot tempered man ( 'ii Aema) atirs up atrife (miidon) 
But he who is alow to ang~r ( 'ere1: 'appayim) 
Quieta (yaJqq) contention (rib). 
Here too, according to Bryce the Egyptian image ia adapted. 
(b) The a,aimilative ,tage: Inatead of a term conatituting verbal 
correspondence with the Egyptian parallel, an equivalent Hebrew idea ia 
introduced. In Proverbs 15,18 and 16,32 the phraae• 'erd 'appayim ("alow 
to anger") and möiel berüAo (11one who rule• hia temper11 ) appear to signify 
the positive human type, while in Proverbs 14,29 qe ,ar ruaA 
( 111hort-tempered11 ) symbolizes the negative type. • 
(c) The integrative ,tage. Integration of the Egyptian motif into the 
Hebrew tradition occurs, but it ia still possible to trace the foreign 1ource1. 
The inspiration of Pa. 1 and Jer. 17, 5-8 was undoubtedly the poem in 
chapter 4 of Amenemope concerning the "hot11 and the "silent" man.178 
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Bryce's theory, while indeed innovative, does not withstand 
criticism. lt is impossible to suppose that, after an interval of thousands 
of years from the time of the composition of the works under discussion, 
a precise diagnosis of the kind presented above can arri ved at - the 
result can never be more than conjecture and inevitably remains subject 
to the arbitrary judgment of the researcher.179 
(2) Nouns synonymous or conceptually associated with 'is ~ema 
(a) 'is/ba'al ~ema appears in synonymous parallelism with ba'al/ 'is 
'ap (Prov. 22,24; 29,22; see also BS 8,16) and interchanges with it (cf. 
Prov. 15,18 with 29,22). The collocation ba'al/ 'is 'ap like 'is/ba'al 
~ema, is constructed from a noun expressing anger, 'ap, together with 
the words 'ii, ba'al. Like 'is ~ema, ba'al/ 'is 'ap serves as an epithet for 
a human type only in the wisdom literature (Prov., BS). Outside this 
genre it usually refers to the anger of God.180 
The collocation 'is/ba'al 'ap, unlike 'is ~ema, is an independent 
Hebrew linguistic usage and should not be seen as the result of external 
influence. The use of the term 'ap in reference to anger is rare or absent 
in other languages. In Egyptian, as we have seen, the term fnit. does 
indeed appear in the double sense of a bodily organ and anger, but the 
use of fnit. to signify anger is rare in the Egyptian wisdom literature ( only 
one occurrence).181 
ba'al/ 'is 'ap, like 'is ~ema, is a man ready for a quarrel (Prov. 
29,22; 22, 24,25). His antonym is 'erelc 'appayim, literally a man "lang 
of face," that is, a man who is slow to anger and in control of his temper. 
'erek 'appayim appears in antithetic parallelism with 'is ~ema (15,18) 
and qe~ar TU~ (14,29).182 
(b) The phrases 'erek TU~, qar ~' f~ar ~/ 'appayim also 
belang to the subject under survey, although they do not stand in 
parallelism with 'is/ba'al ~emci or 'is/ba'al 'ap. 'erek riJ.a1!, and qar TU~ 
have a similar meaning to 'erek 'appayim,183 while qe~ar ro~ is similar 
in sense to qe~ar 'appayim (Prov. 14,17) and appears as an attributive of 
a man only in Proverbs 14,29.184 (Cf. also 'en ma'~är ze~o, "he who 
has no rule over his own spirit," Prov. 25,28). 
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( c) Finally, the motif of the negative human type characterized by 
qualities of anger and the tendency towards contentiousness also includes 
the terms 'is midylmim and zld, mentioned in the above. 
(3) Conclusion 
The human type 'is / ba 'al ~lma may be seen as the Hebrew 
counterpart of the Egyptian smm. 'ii ~lma is the phonetic, etymological 
and semantic equivalent of the Egyptian term. Moreover, what we have 
before us is probably a case of borrowing or imitation of the Egyptian 
linguistic usage and concept. Regarding the expressions synonymous 
with it, ba'al/ 'is 'ap and rf ~ar/ruoJJ,, 'appayim, these are close to the 
Egyptian parallel in terms of content but do not indicate a direct 
contact. We cannot regard them as confirmation for any stage (Bryce) of 
adaptation of the original Egyptian material to the Hebrew sphere. As 
we have shown, such a determination involves conjecture and lacks solid 
Support. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
THE POSITIVE HUMAN TYPE - TRAITS AND PRACTICES 
QUIETNESS, CALMNESS, COOLNESS 
The number of terms belonging to the semantic field of quietness, 
calmness, and coolness is considerably lower than of those relating to the 
opposite semantic field of strife and anger discussed in the previous 
chapter. lt follows that the sage's doctrine is less a paean to the fine 
qualities of the wise man than a collection of moral admonitions directed 
at the person whose character is :0.awed and wanting. Nevertheless, the 
ideals of quietness and self-control hold pride of place in the 
Weltanschauung of the Egyptian sage and of his Hebrew counterpart. 
Words in praise of restraint - evinced principally in silence and in the 
avoidance of dispute and quarre! - are a consistent theme in Egyptian 
and Biblical wisdom, as we shall see in the following. 
In Egyptian: 
I. SEMAITIC HA.LYSIS OF THE TEi.MS 
1. gr (Dem. g'; Copt. [SAF] 51.1) ) 1 
r is the most common term in Egyptian for expressing "quietness, II 
beginning with the Pyramid Texts and continuing up to the Late Period 
( Wb. V 179). In our corpus gr serves as verb or noun mainly in the 
instructions {33 times), the pessimistic wisdom {11 times) and the 
writings of the king's court {11 times). The principal meaning of gr is 
"to be quiet," "not to talk," as indicated by the determinative of a man 
sitting with his hand to his mouth. Used in this way, gr is in antithetic 
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parallelism with "to talk11 : 111f there is a quarre! do not talk, keep quiet 
(gr.tw) and it will be weil for you,11 says Anii {4,1; cf. 3,11; KagemniI 1; 
PtalJJ!,otep 365; Insinger 3, 7); sometimes it stands with 11mouth, 11 "to be 
quiet with your mouth" (Kagemni II 1) and sometimes with the 
preposition n in the sense of "be silent in the presence of ... 11 ( PtalJJ!,otep 
425; Bologna 1094 11, 7). 
11 Quietness" usually carries a positive connotation, and it signifies 
avoidance of negative action, e.g., quarreling - Anii advises his son, 
11Stay away from hostile people, keep your heart quiet among fighters" 
{8,19-20; cf. Amenemope 22,7-8). "Quietness11 also includes refraining 
from garrulity - in this context gr stands in parallelism with phrases 
consisted of a verb and the term ib, "heart 11 :3 "If you are a man of 
worth, who sits in his master's council, set your heart (s9~ ib) on 
excellence, be quiet, because it is profitable ... " (PtalJJ!,otep 362 ff.; cf. 
the synonymous expression !J.rp ib, Janssen I p. 115, Gd 1; and its 
antonym flJ ib, "release the heart," Instroction by a Man for His Son 
VII 4). 
But at times there is condemnation of silence, when silence implies 
non-performance of positive acts; for example, being silent toward the 
violent man ( To Merikare 110) or silence in response to the anarchy 
prevailing in the land {principally in the pessimistic literature -
Kha.kheperre-sonb verso 2,4,5; Neferti 20; 38). 
gr concems not only social morality between man and man but also 
belongs to religious terminology and serves to describe the relationship 
between the believer and his god. The quality of "quietness" is one of 
the traits of the pious man, "the silent in the temple" (Amenemope 7,7). 
Gods too are qualified by this term, for example, Thoth {he is p9 grw -
Sallier I 8,5) and Osiris.4 The god often appears in the hymnal literature 
as one who loves and protects the quiet man.5 The epithet grw, grw m9' 
plays a special role in Egyptian wisdom literature, which we shall discuss 
below. 
la. agr 
The causative form of gr, sgr appears as a verb and noun especially 
in the king's court writings andin the pessimistic literature. 
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As a verb its meaning is "to silence," its object having a negative 
connotation: the talkative mouth (Neferti 48), noise in the palace ( Urk. 
IV 967,12), or a man whose behavior is crude - "loud of voice" (~9 on.u 
- Janssen I p. 108, Fe 1). lt has the meaning of "to becalm" when its 
object carries a positive connotation - a defenseless person or one of 
lowly rank, such as "weeping person," "child" (Janssen, ibid. 3; To 
Merikare 47; Blumenthal G 6,32). 
As a noun, sgr usually appears in collocations in a religious context: 
nb.t sgr means "the realm of the dead" ( Wb. IV 323,18); and s.t sg9, "a 
place of silence," appears once in our corpus (in Anastasi III 1,2).6 
The epithet nb sgr, "lord of silence," designating Osiris, the god of 
the dead, is common: "The voice is not raised in the house of the 'lord of 
silence,'" says the vizier of Thutmosis III ( Urk. IV 1031,9; cf. The 
Peasant Bl 27-29).7 The expression s.t sgr signifies the palace: Intef is 
"the silencer of noise" and "controller of foot (orp rt!) in the place of 
silence (m s.t sgr)" ( Urk. IV 967, 12,14). 
2. ,grtJ (Copt. [s] c5'p~2_T ) 
sgr~ is the causative form of the verb gr~, "to cease, complete"; the 
meaning of sgr~ is "to make peaceful, pacify" in matters of war and 
con:ßict. As a noun it means "silence. 118 The determinative, like that of 
the foregoing terms, is a man with bis hand to bis mouth; but tbis may 
be replaced by a picture of forearm with the palm held downwards, 
indicating actions involving a hand movement ( Gr D41 ), and in Demotic 
a drawing of a sail (Gr PS) designating a calming, pacifying action. 
sgr~ therefore is situated on the boundary between the semantic field 
of silence, rest, and the semantic field of pacification and peace. In the 
Coptic Version of the Bible c5'p~2_T is used for the phrases "the land is 
at rest" and "the land had rest" of the Masoretic text, describing a 
condition opposite to war. 9 
sgr~, wbich appears from the Middle Kingdom Period on, does not 
belong to the wisdom terminology, but it occurs extensively in the late 
Instruction of Pap. Insinger. 10 Here it has a similar function to that of 
gr and indicates quiet speech (22, 7), calm conduct, wbich is the manner 
of the sage (10,3; 23,7,12; the opposite behavior characterizes the fool [lll,] 
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who is restless - 23,17) and the way of the pious man at divine service 
(23, 10, etc.). 
3. ~6, ~66, (~6~)11 (Dem. ~6, ~b'S; Copt. [s] RAo )12 
The primary meaning of ~b, also evident in the determinative -
a water-pot from which water is pouring, sometimes accompanied by a 
sign for water (Gr W15) - is 11coolness11 in weather and cold water. 
The term became a metaphor applied to human beings, and in this usage 
it acquired the sense of "be calm, quiet, cool tempered. 11 ~b is found 
with this meaning in wisdom literature, where it has wide distribution 
in various literary genres, including the didactic and "loyalist" 
instructions, the school writings, the autobiographies and the king's 
court inscriptions. But it does not appear in the instructions of the 
New Kingdom Period (Anii, Amenemope) and the Late Period 
(Ankhsheshonqy, Insinger) and it is rare in the pessimistic wisdom 
(twice). 
The original meaning of ~b (~b~) is still recognizable in the 
metaphor describing the savior king in The Admonitions of an Egyptian 
Sage: "He will bring coolness ( ~b~w) upon the heat ( t3w)" (11, 13). The 
image is quite clear in light of similar passages: in Se~etep-ib-Ra "he (the 
king) cools anger (lit. "noses" - ~bb fn/i.w),13 he being far from rage 
( nsni)" (St 3,5); and in Instruction by a Man for His Son the mouth of 
the quiet man (r9 n gno) "makes coolness (~b~w) among gabblers ( 's9.w 
~no)" (XIV 2).14 
In figurative usage the verb ~b indicates calm behavior, inactivity: 
while the enemy cannot keep quiet ( To Merikare 68), the son, on the 
contrary, is asked to behave like a deaf person with restraint and 
coolness (Instruction by a Man for His Son XVIII 5). The biographers, 
furthermore, congratulate themselves for adhering to this way of 
behavior: 11I am cool-tempered, I am calm" ( iw ~bb.kwi hri.kwi -
Janssen I p. 35, Ba 3).15 As an adverb, ~b ("calmly") qualifies the verbs 
"sit" (Bologna 1094 4,7) and "speak" (Anastasi I 5,4).16 The noun ~b, 
"calmness," always has a positive connotation: the teacher is "a 
magistrate in calmness (m ~b)" (Lansing 14, 3). In the collocation gr ~bb 
it means "calmness of spirit" which is one of the qualities of the believer 
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( d. R9jj's Stele: Assmann, "Die 'loyalistische Lehre, 111 2; and Urk. IV 
1195,11). Of importance and special interest is the attribute ~b, 
"calm-tempered," which is found in the combinations kb m3', kb h,.t, kbb 
. . . . 
srf, ~b nmt. t, and which couples with grw, the "silent man," in 
synonymous parallelism (see pp. 163-164). 
4. hna {Copt. [s]~PE) 
The basic meaning of hrw is "be pleased, satisfied," and it is in 
synonymous parallelism with the term ~tp, "be pleased";17 but hrw also 
is found in the sense of "to calm, to be quiet." In Coptic 2.PPE means 
"to cease, to quiet, to be still," and in the Coptic Version it stands for 
the stems rg', sqt (hiph'il) in the Masoretic text of the Bible.18 hrw is 
not characteristic of the wisdom lexicon, its occurrence in the 
instructions and the school writings is relatively sparse and it is found 
frequently in the autobiographical and the king's court writings 
(Janssen; Urk. IV). But hrw is juxtaposed to and connected with the 
terms listed above belonging to the semantic field of "quietness, 
calmness." Therefore, the following discussion is restricted to exa.mples 
in which hrw appears in this context. 
One such example is the pairing of hrw with the "silent man" (grw) 
in synonymous parallelism: "The tent is open to the silent, the seat of 
the quiet (hrw) is spacious" (Kagemni I 1-2); it also appears in 
synonymous parallelism with ~b (see the discussion of ~b above). 
In the sphere of quietness and calmness hrw is principally used as an 
adjective, in plain form {hrw) or in collocation {hrw ib, "of calm 
temperament"; 19 hrw nmt.t "steady of pace," "of measured step" - see 
p. 164 below) and stands in contrast with r9 t9 "the possessor of a hot 
mouth" (The Autobiography of Anhurmose, pl. 25, 1. 35). 
hrw is frequently involved with the art of speech. Our area of 
interest includes passages in which hrw refers to calming talk that 
settles the mood of those hearing it, its opposite being hasty, 
ill-cansidered speech, or irritative words. A priest of Amon of the 22nd 
Dynasty says: "I am he who extinguishes fire of speaking ( 'l!,m lJ,.t 
md.wt) with calmness (m hrw)" (Otto No. 7 II KCG 42210 p.28, E6-7); 
while Rekhmire, who excels in self-adulation, says, "I am balanced (sr/ 
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ib) in giving counsel, calmness to the listener" (hno r sim) ( Urk. IV 
1082,9).20 
.(a,. akri 
Beginning with the Middle Kingdom the causative verb shri appears, 
meaning "to satisfy, to gladden" and also "to becalm" ( Wb. IV 207-208). 
shri is not characteristic of the wisdom literature but belongs to the 
phraseology of the king's court. Here the idiom "calming mouth" (r9 
shrr) is common, serving regularly to qualify the judge in the New 
Kingdom Period (many times in the inscriptions of the 18th Dynasty: 
Urk. IV 482,2; 486,16, etc; cf. also KOG 42236 p.85,B3 II Otto No. 19). 
The king appears as "the becalmer of the two lands" or the servant loyal 
to him is he who "quietens the land" on his behali (Blumenthal 183, 
384-385). 
The resultant picture, therefore, is the following: 
(1) The semantic field of quietness, calmness and coolness has six21 
terms in Egyptian, of which two are the causative form of the basic stem 
- less than hali the number in the opposite semantic field of quarrel 
and anger. 
(2) Most of the determinatives accompanying the terms ca.rry the sense 
of quietness, calm and coolness: "quietness" is depicted by a. man sitting 
with his hand to his mouth (gr, sgr, a~); "calm" and "coolness" are 
illustrated by a sign of wa.ter, a pot from which water is being poured out 
· (~b), and a sail, signifying a gust of wind (Dem. agrl}). 
(3) The significant pro.ximity among the lexemes belonging to this 
semantic :6.eld is expressed not only by the extemal sign of common 
determinatives but also in linguistic usages and style: 
(a) The terms are combined with identical words: 
with nmt.t, 11stride11- ~b nmt.t; hno nmt.t 
with m9', "justice" - gr m9~ kb m9'. 
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(b) The terms are coupled in synonymous parallelism or appear in 
collocation: 
hMJJ II gr ; ~b II gr ; gr ~bb 
( c) The terms stand in conjunction, in parallelism, or in contrast 
with idioms and phrases that are identical or similar: 
(i) ~3 lJ.MD, "loud of voice," appears in antithesis to 9MJJ, sgr 
and ~b (see above and also p. 163 below), while 's3 lJ.MD, "large of voice, 11 
i.e., "prattler," appears in antithesis to hMJJ. 
(ii) PJ, ib, "to release the heart" appears in antithetic 
parallelism to gr, while pri.t ib, bearing a synonymous meaning, "to take 
out the heart," appears antithetically to hMJJ. 
. (iii) The term srf, "fire," "flame," is connected with three of 
the terms: gr is the opposite of srf- the gMJJ ("silent man") appears as 
one who suppresses a flame - d3r srf; ~b is collocated with it - ~b srf, 
"of easy temperament, 11 and hMJJ stands in synonymous parallelism with 
d3r srf, "he who suppresses a flame." 
(iv) ~mi sp.ty, "sealed of lips" is an expression synonymous to 
9MJJ and hMJJ ( ib ). 
( 4) Table 7: Semantic Definition of the Egyptian Terms Relating to 
the Field of Quietness, Calmness, Coolness 
gr sgr sgr~ ~b(kb~) hnD 
Causitive verb + + 
Refers to speech + + + + + 
Expresses restraint + + + 
and seif control 
shri 
+ 
;-
The opposite: + +• + + + 
strife, anger 
~r;s }-~i-----~--~--~-----~---~---~ 
Religious + + + +•• + + 
Connotation 
Signifies a + + + 
human type 
• In the sense of "war." 
•• kb nmt.t .. 
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(5) Frequency of the terms: gr is the most common for the idea of 
quietness and restraint (65 times), followed by hno (50 times). 
Over half the appearances of gr (i.e., 28) are concentrated in the 
instructions beginning with the earliest ( Kagemni) and ending with the 
latest (Ankhsheshont/11, Insinger). Therefore, there is no doubt that gr 
belongs to the vocabulary of the Egyptian sage. This term also has a 
wider distribution than the other terms and is found in all genres 
relating to wisdom. 
hno, which is not characteristic of the wisdom language, is second to 
gr in frequency. lt appears in all literary genres of our sample except for 
the "loyalist" instructions and the religious literature. 
~b, which is the third most frequent term (28 times ), is already 
found in the didactic literature linked to the Old Kingdom Period 
(PtoJ/!,otep) and the First Intermediate Period ( To Merikare), but its use 
intensifies in the New Kingdom in compositions not relating to the 
instruction genre. ~b is found principally in the rhetoric of the king's 
court during the 18th Dynasty (11 times) andin the school writings (5 
times). 
sgr~, which occurs seldom in the present corpus, appears in the late 
Instruction of Pap. Insinger and in the king's court inscriptions. 
shri does not pertain to the wisdom vocabulary and appears only in 
the biographical writings of the king's court. 
The following terms are used to signify the "silent," "cold-tempered" 
human type (see discussion Section IIB below): 
gno, gno m3' (23 times) - mainly in the instructions (8 times) and 
the biography of the the king's court (8 times ); 
hno, hno ib/nmt.t (20 times) - mainly in the royal biography (19 
times) and in the instructions ( once ); 
~b, ~b/'f1.t/srf/m3' (14 times) - mainly in the royal biography (8 
times), late autobiography (3 times), instructions (twice) and school 
writings (once). 
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II. SUBJECT lilTTEl !JUL YSIS OF TKE TElMS 
A. The Motif of Quietness and Accompanying Circumstances 
Quietness is a central concept in the Egyptian sage's world of values. 
Since it has been treated as such in a comprehensive article by E. 
Brunner-Traut which contains quotations from a variety of Egyptian 
sources,22 the following discussion will be restricted to representative 
examples from the wisdom writings. 
The circumstances under which quietness receives its important 
value show a wide variance. 
1. Quietness for social reasons 
(a) A wish not to injure others: 
{i) Gossip is considered a crime in the wisdom outlook. In the 
school writings the pupil is admonished with the following: "Do not 
slander and refrain from speaking ... " (Bologna 1094 11, 7); in The 
Instroction of PtalJJ!,otep the son is told: "Do not repeat slander nor 
should you listen to it, it is the spouting of the hot-bellied ... " {350-353; 
d. Anii 3,11).23 
(ii) Recourse to silence is recommended in matters of strife and 
dispute; in the colorful language of the author of Amenemope: "Sit 
yourself in the arms of god and your silence will destroy them (your 
opponents). The crocodile that makes no sound, dread of it is ancient" 
{22, 7-10). This means that silence during an argument rewards the 
silent one with general attention and brings honor, the crocodile, with 
which the silent man is compared being the best proof of this;24 likewise 
Anii: "If there is a quarrel, do not talk, be silent and it will be well for 
you" {3,17-4,1; and cf. 8,16-20; 9,7-10). Coolness of temperament is a 
quality that appears repeatedly in the autobiographical and the king's 
court writings. The ideal king is he who "cools noses" {i.e., anger) 
(Se~etep-ib-Ra St 3,5; d. Admonitons 11, 13ff.). 
(iii) The talkative man stirs up rebellion: "A talker is a 
mischief-maker; suppress him, kill [his children], erase his name ... The 
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hothead is an inciter of citizens, he crea.tes factions among the young ... 
suppress (him), he is a. rebeli a. talker is a. mischief-ma.ker for the cityj 
bend the multitude and drive out hot temper ( t9w) from it" { To 
Merikare 23ff.; 27ff.). 
{b) Silence out of politeness: 
Silence is one of the principles of ta.ble etiquette. Thus the Egyptian 
sa.ge sta.tes: "If you a.re one of the guests a.t the table of one greater than 
you... do not spea.k to him until he summons ... 11 ( PtaM,otep 119-126). 
"You sit with your hand on your mouth, do not a.sk anything of him {the 
ma.ster) ... 11 (Kheti XXIV C-D). 
2. Silence a.s self-discipline 
The wisdom lexicon is rich in phra.ses and formula.s referring to 
restraint and self-control. "Conceal your thoughts, control your mouth,11 
sa.ys Pta.~otep to his son (618). The ideal official is "he who conceals 
his thoughts, hides the counsel of his belly" ( Urk. IV 1198, 12, 13). The 
explanation for this requirement is given in The Instni.ction of 
Amenemope: "Better is a. man whose speech is in his belly tha.n he who 
tells it to cause ha.rm" (22, 15-16). To express this idea. the wisdom 
language employs phra.ses which combine a. verb and pa.rts of the body, 
such a.s: 11Control one's mouth" (~n r3), "closed of mouth" (~9p r9), 
"sealed of lips" (~mi sp.ty), "control of one's thoughts" (lit. "hea.rt") 
( s3~ ib ), "suppress one's desires" (lit. "sink the hea.rt ") ( !J.rp ib ), 
"suppress once's thoughts" (lit. "hea.rt") (d3r ib), "hide one's belly" (~9p 
l.l.t).25 
3. Silence on account of religion 
The Egyptian believer displays his faith and his devotion in quiet 
and calm behavior during divine service. The instructions repea.tedly call 
for silence while offering sacrifices in the temple (Anii 4,1-4; Insinger 
23,1026) or while engaged in activity a.t the necropolis, whose epithet is 
"the place of quiet. 11 The gods - Amon, Osiris and Sobek-Re' - a.re 
"lords of silence. 1127 The priest whose behavior follows this pa.ttem may 
take pride in being the "possessor of balanced steps" (~b nmt.t) in the 
holy of holies andin not "raising his voice" (Otto No. 70,8i 75,9).28 
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The examples given above indicate that "quietness" means avoidance of 
an act or speech that are injurious, but it does not mean silence out of 
helplessness or submission. Therefore, together with statements in praise 
of silence there are others that condemn silence when it is not 
appropriate and untimely. In the pessimistic wisdom literature ( The 
Peasant, Neferts) the leaders are condemned for their silence and 
unwillingness to act against rife injustice. Andin the didactic instruction 
the sages laud apt speech spoken at the right time. The author of Pap. 
Insinger advises "Do not let yourself be called an 'idiot' (bne) because of 
silence when it is time to speak" (3,7).29 
B. The "Silent Man" 
What is the meaning of grw in Egyptian? Does it refer to a trait, one of 
the qualities of the ideal human type in the Egyptian wisdom? Or is 
"silent" a general definition of this type, covering all his characteristics? 
Does the way of life embodied in this figure belong to the social sphere or 
the religious sphere, or to both? Is grw identical with the collocation gn» 
m.3', which begins to appear in the New Kingdom Period? These 
questions may be answered by way of an analysis of the context wherein 
the term "silent man" appears. The most useful references for this 
purpose are those in which the "silent man" appears in contrast or as a 
complement to terms signifying human types or human characteristics 
(Sections 1 and 2, below) and passages whose Sitz im Leben and creative 
circle are certain, whether the king's court, the school or the temple 
(Section 3). 
1. The grw and the ämm 
In two passages the "silent man" (grw or grw mS') appears 
together with the .imm,30 in The Instroction of Amenemope andin Pap. 
SaUier I. 
The important section is chapter 4 of The lnstroction of 
Amenemope,31 where the setting of the events is clear and indicated in 
the opening line of the chapter, namely, the "temple." This is the only 
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passage in the Egyptian instruction compositions where the "silent man" 
appears in direct contrast with the "hot-tempered man. 11 
The .imm and the grw m9' are compared to trees: the .imm is a tree 
growing in a forest (or within the temple), while the grw m9' is like a 
tree growing in a garden (or a place bathed in sunlight). The contrast is 
thus between a tree growing wild and one that has been cultivated ( or 
between a sickly tree growing in the shade without sun and a tree 
growing in sunshine in a garden).32 The fate of the .imm is bitter. lts 
burgeoning is brief and its end is sudden. lts lass is two-fold - it is 
inundated by water and burnt in fire, and in the end is buried far from 
the place of its growth. 33 The destiny of the "silent man" is the 
opposite. He prospers (lit. "greens") and sends forth a double quantity 
of sweet fruit. He is placed before "his lord" (the god) and his end is 
natural - in the place of his growth, the garden. 
The text does not elucidate the misconduct of the .imm. This is 
indirectly suggested, however, by the contrastive structure of the 
passage. The "silent man" is described as one who "sets himself apart" . 
(line 7), that is, he is a modest man who keeps to himself. We may infer 
that the .imm possesses opposite traits and different manners. 34 The 
.imm's way of life and attitude to divine service (which is the setting of 
chapter 4) are set forthin the wisdom literature in verses all concemed 
with the ritual procedures and the conduct of the believer in the temple: 
Anii4, 1-4: 
Da not raise your voice in the hause of god 
He abhors shouting. 
Pray with loving heart, whose every ward is hidden. 
He will grant your needs 
He will hear your words 
He will accept your offering. 
Insinger 23, 10: 
li there is no calm in a temple its gods abandon it. 
Pap. Chester Beatty IV pl. 20 versa 5, 1-2: 
Do not ask the god. The god does not approve of him 
who approaches too closely. 
(Cf. also Amenemope 25, 5; Otto No. 75, 9). 
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The concept underlying these statements is that the believer must 
ensure that his intention is pure during divine service; external ceremony 
is no proof of devotioil. to the god. The smm, who parades his faith by 
shouting and through constant presence in the temple, is rejected and 
sent away empty-handed. But the "silent man" (grw m3') of humble 
mien, who prays silently with a loving heart, wins grace owing to his 
moral virtues.35 
Chapter 4 of Amenemope, then, shows the "silent man" as a pious 
man, devout in his heart to the god, while the "hot-tempered man" is 
one who only makes a pretence of believing, whose piety is external. A 
similar description of the "hot-tempered man" is found in Ostracon Deir 
el Medineh 1265, where he is depicted as one incapable of fulfilling the 
cultic instructions and who fails in his ritual enterprises.36 
The idea that the god is revealed to the "silent" believer but 
remains concealed from the "hot-tempered" man is expressed in the 
hymn to the god Thoth in Pap. SaUier I: 
Come that you may rescue me, the silent one (p3 grw) 
Thoth (you are) a pleasant weil (hnm.t n,4m.t) 
to the thirsty man (in) a desert; 
lt is sealed to him that finds its mouth 
{but) it is open to the silent one{p3 grw). 
The silent one came and found the weil 
and the heated man (p3 smm) ... {8, 5-6). 
At the beginning of the passage {8,4ff.) the god of wisdom is compared to 
a palm tree whose fruit has kernels containing water. This image refers 
to wisdom which is hard to attain. Wisdom pictured as hidden water37 
is repeated later: the god Thoth, the god of wisdom, is compared to a 
weil of sweet water that quenches a man's thirst in the wilderness;38 the 
"hot-tempered" man cannot find the weil, but the "silent man" finds it. 
The moral here is identical with that of Amenemope chapter 4: the 
"silent man" can look forward to a happy fate while the end of the 
"hot-tempered man" is bitter. 
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2. Expressions other than imm a.ttached to grw (syntagma.tic a.nalysis) 
By exa.mining of the expressions associated with grw that serve as its 
a.ntonym, synonym or complement, it is possible to determine its 
sema.ntic field. 
(a) Lexemes with which grw sta.nds in contrast: 
thi mtn- the "disobedient man"; when juxta.posed to the "silent ma.n" 
his habit of excessive talking is emphasized (Kagemni I 2-3). 
''llmty - the "greedy man" who accumulates property by theft 
(Amenemope 10, 6ff.). 
~9 lJrw - the "loud of voice," namely, he who is noisy during divine 
service in the temple (ÄHG 195, 56) and makes himself hea.rd in the 
cemetery, the "hause of silence" (Otto p. 68; No. 41; No. 65, 10-11).39 
(b) Expressions with which grw stands in synonymous or 
complementary pa.ra.llelism: 
sn.d,w-the "modest, humble ma.n" (Kagemnil 1). 
mty/mty ~9.ty - the "precise, straight-thinking ma.n" (ibid. and Urk. 
IV 993,7) and '~3 s.t ns - "straight of speech" (ibid. 6). 
hrw- "ca.lm" (Kagemnil 2). 
~b/ ~b srf- "cool-tempered" ( Urk. IV 1181, 14; Ja.nssen p. 35 Ba. 7). 
nb ~d - "ma.n of cha.racter" (Pt~~otep 167); nfr bi.t - "good 
cha.racter" ( To Merikare, in the colophon; The Autobiography of 
Anhunnose, pi. 25, 1. 34 [Ockinga, El Mashayikh]). 
w9~ ib - "kind" (Anhurmose, ibid.). 
sw grg- "without falsehood" (Janssen I p. 115, Gd 5). 
~b and hrw a.re exceptions in this list. Unlike the other terms, they do 
not rela.te to a particula.r human trait but define a huma.n type. kb a.nd 
hrw a.re found in this sense together with grw principally in the 
a.utobiographica.l writings beginning with the Middle Kingdom a.nd in the 
inscriptions of the 18th Dynasty ( Urk. IV). Here both ~b and hrw refer 
to the high officia.l in the service of the king. 
The cool-tempered ma.n, the kb40 - which is also found in the 
combinations ~b(b) srf ("cool-temp~red," lit. "extinguisher of heat"),41 
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~b /!.t42 ("cold-bellied"), ~b m9' ("the truly cool-tempered11 ) 43 and ~b 
nmt.t ("cool, calm of stride11 ) 44 -is the antonym of smm and t9.45 
~b in plain form and in collocations stands in antithetic parallelism 
with "man of strife" (snty), "high of temperature" (~9 srf) and "loud of 
voice" (~9/ sd ~n.u).46 ~bis synonymous not only with gn.u but also with 
hn.u.47 The following attributes indicate his qualities: he "suppresses 
heat" ( d9r srf), that is, he is restrained;48 he is one "without haste" ( sw 
m ~9~) who "goes according to his steps" (sm r nmt.t.J).49 
kb, then, is a man restrained in his conduct, with calm prevailing in 
all his actions, one who considers his actions and avoids loud speech and 
altercations. 
The calm man - the hn.u - is present also in the collocations hn.u 
ib ("of calm temper")50 and hn.u nmt.t ("of calm step").51 hn.u is in 
synonymous parallelism with the adjectives "modest," "exact,11 "silent" 
(Kagemni I 1-2). The adjective hn.u ib is especially common in the 
phraseology of the king's court of the 18th Dynasty, but it is already 
amply represented in the biographical writings of the 12th Dynasty. 
A man described as hn.u has the following virtues: "efficacious in 
speech" (lit. "excellent of sayings" - mn!J. .;,w), 11controlled" (lit. 
"extinguisher of heat" - d9r srf), "possessor of patience" (lit. "free of 
taking out the heart" - sm m pri.t ib),52 and "sealed of lips" (~i 
sp.ty).53 The expression hn.u nmt.t, which is abundant in the 
biographical writings of the 12th Dynasty, is synonym.aus with the 
idioms "obedient" (m.d.d w9.t/mtn),54 "steady of sandal" (mn tb.t) and 
"excellent ofspeech" ( i~r s.t ns).55 
The figure that emerges here is remarkably similar to the human 
type depicted by the previous term ~b. hn.u is a man who keeps a secret, 
obeys his superiors, is versed in the art of speech and is able through his 
counsel and statements to instil calm in his listeners. hn.u is a person 
accomplished in his manners and actions, and one who causes pleasure 
and satisfaction in others. 
3. The ideal human being 
The characteristics described above together constitute the image of 
the ideal man: The gn.u, the hn.u and the ~b signify a man who is perfect 
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in bis behavior in all areas of life - the "silent man. 11 Tbis human type 
is the embodiment of all the qualities and traits that are sought by the 
sage on the social level as well as in the sphere of religion and faith. 56 
The "silent man" is he who is thoughtful in manner and modest in 
conduct; he eschews strife and garrulousness; he is kind and gives of bis 
possessions to others; he is honest and obedient towards bis superiors. 
The "silent man" is the devoted pious man, and bis lips and heart are 
one. The contrasting type is not merely the prattler but one possessing a 
whole set of negative traits and flaws manifested in excessive activity 
and covetousness. The "silent man" is not an ideal restricted to a 
particular dass, status or profession: The epithet and its synonyms 
apply equally to the high officials in the king's service ( the vizier -
Ptalfl!.otep, Kagemni; courtiers of the 18th Dynasty [ Urk. IV] and of the 
later dynasties [The Autobiography of Anhunnose, pl. 25, 1. 34; 
Jansen-Winkeln I B 28,1; B 29,11); the scribe (To Meriko.re,51 
Amenemope, Hatnub, Anastasi IT [11,21); and the common follc: the 
Eloquent Peasant describes himself and bis peers as "silent men" (Bl 
285, 298). From this early definition of the downtrodden dass as 
11silent,11 the term "silent man" apparently developed later to signify the 
pious man, he who faithfully performed the divine service. The believer 
wishing to appear before bis god in humility and meekness of spirit 
would call himself "silent11 and "poor. 11 58 
To sum up, the "silent man" is not an ideal only of the officialdom 
or the court, as several scholars have daimed. 59 lt refers to every dass 
of people in various walks of life whether in the country, the school, 60 
the king's court, or the cultic institutions. This image constitutes a 
central motif in Egyptian wisdom, one with an ancient tradition starting 
in the Old Kingdom (Kagemni) and whose imprint is still evident in the 
writings of the Coptic church. 61 
4. The development of the motif of the "silent man" - the grw and 
the grw m9' 
Our survey shows that the Egyptians in order to describe the 
human ideal had at their disposal a set of phrases and figures of speech. 
This vocabulary changes and undergoes transformations according to the 
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concepts and considerations prevalent in different periods. In the 
early period social behavior stood very much in the forefront, as is 
evident in the didactic instruction and the pessimistic wisdom of 
the First Intermediate Period and the Middle Kingdom. During this 
period all the positive attributes of social morality were attached to 
the figure of the ideal man, the 11silent11 one. Later, when the 
emphasis shifted to the relationship between man and his god and with 
the growth of personal piety - the first signs being evident in The 
Instroction of Amenemope - the "silent man" began to appear in 
religious context. The "silent man" now bare the sense of "pious 
man. 1162 Not that the "silent man" had altered in significance, but stress 
was now laid on his personal contact with the god. The god Thoth is 
described as imparting his wisdom to him and the god Am.an is defined 
as his savior. This development found its expression in the terms gnu 
and gnu m9'. 
The "silent" and the "truly silent" - the gnu and the gnu m9': 
The term gnu m9', less common than gr (6 times in the present 
sample), stand&, as stated, in contrast to imm in Amenemope chapter 4. 
lt is also present there as an epithet for the scribe Amenemope (2,7) and 
it is an attribute of the scribe who copied The Instruction to Merikare 
(colophon 145, 149).63 Menkheperre-aonb, Amon's priest at the time of 
Thutmosis m, styles himself as gnu m9' ( Urk. IV 993,3) and similarly 
the Libyan prince of the seventh century B.C. who is "gnu m9' ... expert 
in praising the gods" (Jansen-Winkeln I A23,a2, II 3,6,2;3,6,20). gnu 
m9' appears yet again in chapter 7 of The Instroction of Amenemope, 
this time in contrast with the "greedy" ( '11m ib): "The boat of the greedy 
is left (in) the mud, while the hark of the truly silent sails in the wind" 
(10,10-11). As in chapter 4, here too the theme, expressed 
metaphorically, is the good fortune of the silent man and the evil fortune 
of the opposite type, but this time the image is not taken from the world 
of nature but from that of sailing. Again the background is religious, as 
shown by the subsequent lines which state that god is the bestower of 
life's necessities and therefore there ia no need for covetousness (ibid. 
12-15). 
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From the sources presented above it is clear that grw m9' is not 
found prior to the 18th Dynasty and it does not replace grw, which 
continues to appear together with it. Since in four out of the six times 
the term occurs in a religious context we assume that gr. w m9' belongs 
to religious terminology;64 grw applies to both the social and the 
religious sphere since (a) grw is found in a religious setting in 
synchronistic use with grw m9' ( d. Amenemope chapter 5 - "All the 
silent in the temple"; and Sallier I, p. 162 above); and (b) we find a 
parallel linguistic development in the use of the terms ~b and ~b m9'. ~b 
is already found in the El Amarna texts in a religious context ( The 
R9jj's Ste'le (pp. 153-154 above], KCG 917), but in the late 
autobiography it appears in the collocation ~b m9' (Otto).65 
In sum, the term grw refers to social morality and is also associated 
with religious belief. The grw m9', which appears together with it from 
the New Kingdom onwards, belongs to the ethical- religious terminology 
and reßects the development of the Egyptian outlook from a focus on 
social to religious ethics. The gr then becomes not only the ideal man in 
the social context but also the ideal pious man, i.e., a grw m9', a man 
who behaves according to the laws of order, which apply to the entire 
world, the m9'. t. 66 
In the Bible 
I. SEIU.ITIC .lUL YSIS OF THE BIBLIC.lL TElllS 
.1S COMPUED WITH THE EGYPTUI 
The ideal of silence and calm is also expressed in the vocabulary of 
Hebrew wisdom, but, unlike the Egyptian, the topic here is not central, 
and the relevant terminology is not characteristic of the wisdom 
literature. The following discussion, therefore, will be limited to a 
comparison with the Egyptian material (Section A). However, the ideal 
of restraint and self-control embodied in the Egyptian "silent man" does 
occupy an important place in the thinking of the Biblical sage. The 
terms belonging to this sphere are typical of the wisdom lexicon and the 
subsequent analysis (Section B) is devoted to them. 
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A. Terms Belonging to the Semantic Field of Silence in the Bible but 
not Characteristic of the Sage's Vocabulary 
1. hri 
~ri, as noted above {Chapter 3, pp. 92-93), has a double meaning 
"tobe silent," "not to speak," and "tobe deaf'' (cf. Aram., Arab.). We 
believe that the semantic development of ~rs was from the concrete 
sense of being deaf to the abstract sense of being silent. Thus ~rs only 
partially parallels the corresponding Egyptian words. 
However, ~rs - the subject of which is usually man, rarely God -
is the most common term in the Bible expressing the concept of 
quietness. 
~ri is far more frequent in Job than in any other wisdom book {9 
times), where it appears as an intransitive :verb in contrast to "to speak" 
( dbr) {13,13; 33,31). Once it is present as a transitive verb meaning "to 
silence" {11,2). For our purposes the following verses are important: 
"Teach me and I will be silent ( 'a~aris)" {6,24); "Be silent (ha~arU) 
and I will teach you wisdom" (33,33). In these verses the didactic tone 
is evident, being reminiscent of the command directed at the pupil in the 
Egyptian school: "You will make calculations quietly (gr); let no sound 
from your mouth be heard" (Anastasi V 23,4). 
In Proverbs ~ri appears twice as a quality of the sage, similar to 
sgr~ in The lnstru.ction of Pap. lnsinger (cf. above): "A man of 
understanding remains silent (ya~aris)" {11,12; cf. 17,28; Job 13,5). 
The roots closest to the Egyptian gr, sgr, and sgr~ are stq and sq~ in 
Hebrew, but these are rare in the wisdom language as is shown below. 
2. itq 
stq belongs to Late Biblical Hebrew (BDB 1060). lt appears only 
four times in the Bible - once in Proverbs 26,20, which resembles the 
passages cited in Egyptian: "Where there is no slanderer, strife is 
quieted (yistöq)"; cf. Anii 4,1: "If there is a quarrel do not speak, be 
silent (gr.tw) and it will serve you well" {and also ibid. 8,19; lnstru.ction 
by a Man for His Son XV 6; Se~etep-ib-Ra 3,5; etc.). 
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3. iq~ 
The use of iqt is rare in wisdom literature (5 times in Proverbs and 
Job out of 38 times in ·the Bible). In Job it is present as an intransitive 
verb {qal), meaning "tobe silent": Job, cursing the day of his birth, says, 
"I have no ease and no quiet ( iäqatti) and no rest and torment comes" 
{3,26; cf. ibid. 13); and as a transitive verb {hiph'il), meaning "to quiet 
someone": God is described as one who quiets the cry of the poor and 
the needy {ibid. 34,29), like the Egyptian god who appears as the 
"redeemer of the poor" and the "lord of the silent. 1167 In Proverbs iqt is 
found only once, as a transitive verb: "He who is slow to anger quiets 
(yasqi t) strife" {15,18). In this usage iqt is close to sgr~ in Egyptian, 
both serving to describe the land in times of peace (see, e.g., Zech. 1, 11, 
and cf. sgr~ above). 
4. hih 
~ih appears in poetic language, predominantly, in the later texts {16 
times). lts primary meaning is "to remain silent" in contrast to "to 
speak." Thus in the famous catalogue of the seasons in Qoheleth 3, 7 it 
is said: "A time to keep silence (la~aiot) and a time to speak." (Cf. the 
Egyptian awareness of the "timing" of silence: "Do not let yourself be 
called 'idiot' [bne] because of silence when it is time to speak" -
lnsinger 3, 7). 
5. dmy/ dmm/ dvnn68 
The root dmm is frequent in the Bible {62 times), but in the wisdom 
literature it is found only in Job {4 times) andin the wisdom Psalm {Ps. 
37). Its primary meaning is probably silence through fear and dread: Job 
says, "Because I dreaded the great multitude, and the contempt of clans 
terrified me, I kept silent ( wa 'eddöm), not going out of the door" {31,34). 
dmm has several meanings, all having inactivity of speech and movement 
in common:69 in the description of Job's days of splendor, the silence of 
the people in expectation of his words is mentioned: "Men listened to 
me, and waited, and kept silence ( weyiddemu) for my counsel" {29,21; cf. 
Ps. 37,7); while in Job 30,27 dmm has the meaning of "stillness," 
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"silence" - as opposed to excitement, described there as "boiling of 
bowels. 11 
The noun demama appears once in Job 4,16 and concerns the 
theophany, which is accompanied by "a still {demamtl) small voice" {cf. 
1 Kgs. 19,12). 
There is no similarity between the Biblical use of dmm and the 
Egyptian terms apart from the nominal form duma. This appears as an 
epithet for She'ol in Psalms {94,17; 115,17) and parallels the Egyptian 
nb. t sgr, signifying the abode of the dead as "the realm of silence. 11 
6. ilw 
Among the Hebrew terms belonging to the semantic fi.eld of 
"silence,11 "quietness,11 slw is the closest to the Egyptian hrw. slw {adj. 
salew; n. salwa) commonly appears in later Biblical literature and is 
present eight times in the wisdom texts. 70 
salwa is found here, as in the Egyptian, in contrast to rib ("strife"): 
"Better is a dry morsel with quiet ( salwa.) than a hause full of sacrifi.ces 
with strife (rib)" {Prov. 17,1). salwa is a quality of the successful man 
(BS 41,1); on the other hand, in the pessimistic literature the wise man 
bemoans the salwa of wicked men (Job 21,23; wisdom Ps. 73,12; the 
opposite in Job 20,20). salwa. is found once in a negative connotation, 
meaning inactivity through irresponsibility: 11 And fools are destroyed by 
their complacency (salwa)" {Prov. 1,32).71 
B. Terms Characteristic of Hebrew Wisdom that Have a Link with 
the Egyptian 
1. Hebrew parallels of the Egyptian human types - grw, hrw, ~b{b} 
While the antonym of the "silent man," namely, the "heated man" 
( 'is ~ema), is mentioned in Proverbs, a figure identical to the Egyptian 
"silent man" is absent from the wisdom books of the Bible. Nevertheless, 
the Hebrew sage uses several terms which are coupled in antithetic 
parallelism with 'is ~ema.. These terms expressing the motif of 
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self-control and restraint are in fact the parallels of the Egyptian ideal 
human type, the 11silent man, 11 as is shown in the following lines. 
(a) 'erelc 'appayim (11slow to anger11 ): This adjective applies to a 
man of self-discipline, he who is tolerant and restrained. In this usage it 
appears only in Proverbs (14,29; 15,18; 16,32).72 In other books it 
usually refers to God. In Proverbs it appears in various circumstances 
concerned with restraint in a social setting: 
(i) Suppression of strife and anger: Anger and contentiousness are 
among the traits of the 'is ~ema, qe~ar ru.a~ and gebah ru.~, the 
antonyms of 'erek 'appayim, in the following words of the sage: 11a 
hot-tempered man ( 'is ~ema) stirs up strife but 'erek 'appayim quiets 
contention" (Prov. 15,18); 11 'ere/c 'appayim has great discernment but the 
short tempered man (qe~ar ru.~)73 exalts folly ( 'iwwelet)" (14,29) (cf. 
also BS 1,23 [Gr.]). 
The phrase 'erek ru.~, found in Qoheleth, is synonymous in meaning 
to 'erek 'appayim and contrasts with gebah ru.~ ("proud man"). "Better 
is the slow in spirit ( 'erek ru.~) than the proud in spirit (gebah ru.a~)," 
says Qoheleth (7,8). Here too the sage tends to preach control of anger 
which (cf. Prov. 14,29, above) is the business of fools: "Do not be quick 
to anger for anger lodges in the bosom of stupid men" (Qoh. 7,9). 
(ii) Forgiveness for offense: The stature of a man is reflected in his 
ability to forgive an injury. "Good sense makes a man slow to anger 
(he'~rik 1appo), and it is his glory to overlook an offense" (Prov. 19,11; 
cf. BS 30,22). 
(iii) Proficiency in rhetoric: He who is expert in the art of speech 
is not quick to use his tongue, a quality which is important in the king's 
court, as the sage asserts: "With patience ( 'rJrek 'appayim) a ruler may 
be persuaded and a soft tongue will break a hone" (Prov. 25,15; cf. BS 
5,11). 
(b) qar ru~: Coldness and water symbolize ideal behavior in 
Egyptian wisdom. The expression qar ruah, which is the semantic 
equivalent of the Egyptian ~b{b),14 appears once in the Bible in Proverbs 
17,27. qar ru.~, called here "man of understanding," stands in 
parallelism with the "one who ~osek 'itmarayw," i.e., he who restrains his 
words. qar ru~, like 'is ~ema, is undoubtedly a term borrowed from 
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the Egyptian wisdom and adapted for Hebrew by the combination of the 
noun rualf and the adjective qar. The opposite of qar ru.alf is qe~ar ru.alf 
("short-tempered") {Prov. 14,29) and a man who has no ma'~är zeriJJ,o 
("curb to his· spirit," i.e., is without self-control), who is like a breached 
city without a wall, defenseless {Prov. 25,28).75 
(c) sepal ru.alf {"low of spirit"), ~anua' {"modest"), 'änäw 
{"humble"): Modesty and humility also are listed among the virtues of 
the ideal human type in the Egyptian sapiential outlook.76 The same 
motif is found in Biblical wisdom in the following expressions: The 
collocation sepal ru.alf, which is exclusive to Proverbs {16,19; 29,23);77 
the adjective ~änua', which appears once in the Bible, in Proverbs 11,2; 
the adjective 'änäw ( Qfri), which interchanges with 'äni (J(ftib) in 
Proverbs78 {3,34; 14,21; 16,19; also Job 24,4), and the noun 'anäwa, 
which is found three times in Proverbs (out of six times in the Bible). 
In Proverbs modesty and humility are an essential condition for the 
attainment of honor which is one of life's values according to the wisdom 
concept: "A man's haughtiness brings him low, but one who is lowly in 
spirit ( sepal ru.alf) will obtain honor" {ibid. 29,23), and "Humility 
( 'anawa) goes before honor" (15,33; cf. 18,12; 22,4); not only is honor 
the reward of the lowly, but also wisdom: "But wisdom is with those 
who are modest ( ~enu'im)" {ibid. 11,2). 
2. Other expressions involving restraint and self-control 
One of the reasons for "silence" in Egyptian, as we have seen above, 
is the application of self-discipline. This principle assumes an important 
place in the normative world of Biblical wisdom, andin expressing this 
concept the sages make use of a set of phrases and terms that recall the 
Egyptian usage: 
(a) In Egyptian, expressions occur in this context composed of 
the collocation of a verb and bodily organs (noun) - in the Biblical 
language the verbs n~r and smr are combined in the same way and have 
a similar meaning: 
nsr meaning "keep " "watch" "guard with fidelity " is found • 1 , , , 
together with peh ("mouth") ("He who guards his mouth [nö~lr piw] 
keeps his life, but he who opens wide his lips comes to ruin" - Prov. 
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13,3); and with the noun leb ("heart") ("Keep your heart [ne~ör libbekä] 
with all vigilance for from it flow the springs of life," ibid. 4,23). 79 
smr, similar in meaning to n~r, is also juxtaposed to peh ("He who 
keeps [sömerj his mouth and his tongue keeps himself out of trouble," 
Prov. 21,23) and with leb (in recommendation of securing things in the 
heart: "My son, listen to my words ... keep them [sämerem] within your 
heart," ibid. 4,20,21). Cf. also "He who restrains his lips (~ösek 
,epätäyw) is prudent" (ibid. 10,19); "He who closes his lips ( 'ötem 
,epätäyw) is thought to be perceptive" (ibid. 17,28). 
(b) Other expressions in the wisdom literature concerned with 
self-disci pline: 
The phrase ksh däbär, meaning "to keep a thing hidden," is the 
opposite of "He who goes about as talebearer," he who "reveals secrets" 
(Prov. 11,13). The contrary trait characterizes the stupid man, and is 
expressed in the collocations glh. leb and y~' ru.a.lJ.: "A stupid man has no 
pleasure in discernment, but only in expressing his own mind (hitgaUii.t 
libbo)" (Prov. 18,2); "A stupid man gives füll vent (köl ~i,) to his 
anger" (ibid. 29,11). 
II. SUBJECT lilTTEl .UULYSIS OF THE TElMS 
A. The Motif of Silence in Biblical Wisdom 
Words in praise and in favor of "silence" and "restraint" are voiced in 
the Hebrew as weil as in the Egyptian wisdom literature. The grounds 
for silence in the Hebrew texts largely correspond to those in the 
Egyptian sources. 80 
1. Silence out of adherence to social norms 
(a) Unwillingness to harm others: In the Bible "silence" does not 
always mean the opposite to prolixity in speech. Sometimes it is the 
antithesis of slandering and idle gossip. The prattler goes about telling 
the secrets of others, while the trustworthy man conceals what has been 
said (Prov. 11,13; 20,19); "Do not be in a hurry to bring into court ... 
Argue your case with your neighbor and do not reveal another's secret," 
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says the sage (Prov. 25,7-10), that is, do not give away the secret of 
another person when you quarre! with your fellow man. 81 An intelligent 
man is silent about the flaws of others: "He who lacks sense belittles bis 
neighbor, but a man of understanding remains silent" (Prov. 11, 12). 
(b) Care not to give offense or injure through speech: "When words 
are many, transgression is not lacking, but he who restrains bis lips is 
prudent," the sage asserts (Prov. 10,19). Elsewhere he warns: "If you act 
the fool by exalting yourself or if you have been devising evil, put your 
hand on your mouth. 82 For pressing milk produces curds, and the 
pressing of the nose produces blood, and the pressing of anger produces 
strife" (30, 32-33).83 Ben Sira prays to God to enable bim to control bis 
desires and bis tongue (22,27-23,2 (Gr.]). 
2. Silence through reserve and holding one's tongue 
(a) Taciturnity is one of the qualities of the sage: "He who is 
sparing with bis words understands what knowledge is" (Prov. 17,27; cf. 
ibid. 28 and 10, 19, and BS 1,23, 24 (Gr.]). 
(b) Hasty and impulsive speech is one of the shortcomings of a 
man with bad manners: "You have seen a man who is hasty in bis 
words? There is more hope for a stupid man than for bim" (Prov. 
29,20; d. ibid. 15,18). 
(c) Concealment of tbings: Wise men conceal their knowledge 
wbile the fool puts no curb on bis tongue (Prov. 10,14); the man who 
controls bis mouth and bis tongue keeps bimself out of troubles (ibid. 
21,23; d. 13,3). 
3. Silence in a cultic setting 
To tbis belongs a passage in Qoheleth that describes the behavior of 
the wise man and the stupid man when offering a sacrifice: "To draw 
near to listen is better than to offer the sacrifice of fools; for they do not 
know that they are doing evil. Be not rash with your mouth, nor let 
your heart be hasty to utter a ward before God, for God is in heaven and 
you upon earth; therefore let your words be few. For a dream comes 
with much business and a fool's voice with many words" (4,17-5,2). Part 
of tbis passage is obscure, and several suggestions for its interpretation 
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have been put forward. 84 For our purposes the following details are 
important: (a) The conduct of the fool during sacrifice is censured, and 
it is said that obedience (im') is preferable to the sacrifice of fools ( 4,17); 
(b) The nature of this reprehensible behavior is expressed in the 
statement "a fool's voice with many words,11 that is, the fool prattles on 
noisily at the time of divine service; ( c) The wise man is warned not to 
behave like the fool, viz., not to speak hastily ("be not rash with your 
mouth") nor to pour out his soul before God, on the grounds that God is 
too distant and elevated for human understanding: "For God is in 
heaven and you are upon earth. 11 
Qoheleth's words are remarkably similar to the warnings of the 
Egyptian sages to keep silent in the temple on the one hand, and to their 
declarations on the gods' love of silence and dislike of him who 
approaches them too closely on the other (see pp. 152, 159, 161 above). 
4. The "timeliness" of silence 
Like his Egyptian counterpart, the Hebrew sage recognizes the 
importance of the timing of silence and commends speech at the proper 
time: "To make an ( apt) answer is joy to a man, and a ward in season 
how good it is!" (Prov. 15,23). BS 20,7 asserts that "a wise man keeps 
silent until the right time and a fool takes no note of the time" ( d. ibid. 
1,23 [Gr.], 4,23-24; and also Qoh. 3,7). 
B. Parallels to Amenemope Chapter 4 
Parallel in subject matter to chapter 4 of the Egyptian lnstruction of 
Amenemope are Psalms 1 and Jeremiah 17, 5-8. AB in Amenemope, two 
human types are contrasted in the Bible, positive and negative: the 
"righteous man" and the "wicked man" in Psalms; the "man who trusts 
in God" and the "man who trusts in man" in Jeremiah. As in the 
Egyptian composition, both are compared to plants: a tree planted by 
streams of water and chaff in Psalms 1; a tree planted by water and a 
shrub in the desert in Jeremiah 17. Their fate is identical to that of 
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their Egyptian equivalents: the positive type will win lang life while the 
negative type will be destroyed. 
Gressmann was the first to point out the resemblance between these 
Biblical passages and The lnstru.ction of Amenemope (1924).85 He 
claimed that two points of contact exist between the Hebrew and the 
Egyptian material: the imagery of trees and the "Judgement of the 
Dead, 1186 which he believes is intimated in Ps. 1,5 but found nowhere eise 
in Psalms. To these Blackm.an87 adds a third point of contact - verse 
2 in Ps. 1, in which it is said of the righteous man: "And in his Law he 
studies day and night." In his view this verse is close to the 
admonitions addressed to the pupil in the Egyptian school texts of the 
19th and 20th Dynasties, such as "Spend the whole day writing with 
your fingers whilst you read by night. 1188 
Both Gressmann and Blackman argue for an Egyptian influence on 
these Biblical passages. But while the closeness of Amenemope chapter 4 
and Psalms 1 and Jeremiah 17 is undeniable, there are also equally 
significant differences between the passages: 
(1) The negative human type is compared in Psalms and in 
Jeremiah to chaff and to a shrub, while in Amenemope he is compared to 
a tree. 89 
(2) The positive type in the two Hebrew sources is compared to a 
tree "planted by streams of water" and "by water." In the Egyptian 
text the term tl},n. t U. =:: ; 1 ! , which refers to the place of growth of 
the gno m9', is indeed subject to debate, but from the determinative it 
is clear that it is cultivated land and not water. 
(3) The background of all three passages is religious,90 but the 
nature of the activity differs in each. In Amenemope it is worship of the 
god in the temple; in Jeremiah the stress is laid on social behavior and 
the conflict is between a man who trusts in God, who will be his savior, 
and a man who trusts in his fellow men and will be disappointed; and in 
Psalms we find the ideally pious man devoted to the study of God's Law, 
as distinct from the wicked man who sits idly in the seat of the scornful. 
The first two differences may be explained by the contrasting 
physical features of Israel and Egypt. In Israel, where water is not 
abundant, the image of the flourishing, successful, righteous man is that 
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of a tree planted by waters (see Job 29,19; cf. Ez. 47,12 and also the 
simile without water in Ps. 92, 13-14; Ps. 52,10; etc.). By contrast, in 
Egypt the Nile is the main source of water and its flooding signifies 
catastrophe; therefore the destruction of the "heated man" in 
Amenemope is brought about through a deluge of water. In the Bible 
destruction of the wicked man is often likened to "chaff" blown by the 
wind ( cf. Hos. 13,3; Isa. 29,5; Ps. 35,5). 
The connection between the three passages is clear, even if it is 
difficult to determine whether the Hebrew source influenced the 
Egyptian or vice versa (the latter, as stated, being the claim of 
Gressmann, Blackman, and others),91 or whether they shared a common 
source. 
Should the latter be correct, it may explain an additional variance 
noted in the three passages, i.e., the different circumstances, which 
would then stem from the treatment of common material by these 
separate authors, each shaping it to suit his own particular purpose: the 
prophet (Jeremiah) as a social critic emphasizing the social aspects; the 
Psalmist, as standard-bearer for the fear of God, stressing the religious 
element; and the author of Amenemope, whose instruction combines 
early wisdom tradition with the later concept of persönliche 
Frömmigkeit, impressing both of these aspects upon the material at his 
disposal: social morality as embodied in the types grw and smm, and 
piety as expressed in the religious setting of ritual service in the temple. 
C. The Ideal Man 
In the early Egyptian wisdom the concept "silent man" and its synonyms 
do not involve the figure of the sage. The first time that quietness and 
calmness appear as qualities characterizing the wise man is in The 
Instruction of Pap. Insinger (10,3; 23,7,12). 
The picture is different in Biblical wisdom literature. Even though 
stq ("be silent") is not characteristic of the wisdom vocabulary, motifs 
connected with this ideal consistently accompa.ny the wise man. 
Self-control, reserve, patience, cool temper, sparingness of speech, 
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setting 
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Ta.ble 8: The "Silent Man" and the "Hea.ted Man" 
in Egyptian and Biblical Wisdom 
Positive 
human 
type 
Negative 
human 
type 
Egyptian 
grw ( ~b )-the 
"silent man," 
cool-tempered, 
is the "ideal 
human type." 
In la.ter sta.ge 
( Insinger) the 
virtue of "silence" 
becomes atta.ched 
to the "sage"--nnt 
nro. 
smm(t9w+ 
bodily parts) 
-the "hot-
tempered man. 11 
Hebrew 
1) ~äkäm and its 
synonyms-"ideal 
human type." 
2) qar ru.~borrowed 
from Egyptian; 'erek 
'appayim/ ru.aiJ, 
express the sa.me 
idea. in Hebrew 
1) kesil and its synonyms. 
2) 'ii f,,emot/f,,ema, 
ba'al h~mä.-
borrowed from Egyptian; 
'is/ba'al 'ap, 
rf ttar 'appayim/ru.aiJ, 
express the sa.me idea 
in Hebrew. 
II) Religious -------------------
* 
setting Positive grw, grw m3'- ttaddiq * 
human pious man 
type (beginning from 
Amenemope). In la.ter 
sources-rmt np- • 
Negative 
human 
type 
See pp. 258 ff. below. 
smm-whose räsä' • 
piety is pretense. 
( Admonitions; 
Amenemope, chap. 4; 
Deir el Medineh 1265; 
SaUier I). In later 
sources-s9be• 
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holding one's tongue, avoidance of quanel - these are the features that 
mark out the "man of understanding" and the "prudent man" (Prov. 
10,19; 11,12; 12,23; 14,29; 17,27; etc.; cf. pp. 174-175 above), as weil as 
the Egyptian grw. 
Opposite habits and traits, similar to those of the Egyptian smm, 
are the mark of the "fool": he is a man of anger and strife (Prov. 18,6,7; 
20,3; 29,9; etc.; Qoh. 7,9); he is a gabbler who reveals his inner secrets 
(Prov. 18,2; 29,11; etc.); the silence of a fool is likewise unnatural, to 
the extent that "a fool who keeps silent is considered wise" (ibid. 17,28; 
d. Job 13,5). 
The role of gno and the smm, symbolizing the positive and negative 
human types in the Egyptian wisdom, is filled in the Biblical wisdom by 
the ~äkäm and the JcfsiL Together with the kesil and the ~äkäm, the 
terms 'is ~ema and qar ru~ are used. These lexemes reflect obviously 
Egyptian concepts, which were adopted by the Hebrew writer. 
In the wisdom Psalm (Ps. 1,6) the ~addiq and the räsä' replace the 
~äkäm and the kesiL As stated, the connection between this Psalm and . 
chapter 4 of The Instruction of Amenemope has led some scholars to 
assume that the Hebrew writer borrowed from the Egyptian source. 
Thus, the psalmist, who adopted the Egyptian material and reworked it 
into its new Hebrew dress, identi:6.ed the "heated man" and the "silent 
man" in Egyptian with the central :6.gures in his own normative world, 
namely, the ~addiq and the räsä'. 
Whether or not the author of Psalm 1 was influenced by the 
Egyptian motif, it is obvious that the ~addiq and the räsä' here take the 
place of the ~äkäm and the kesil of the "classical" wisdom books. Two 
stages in the development of the motif of the "ideal man" and his 
opposite may therefore be discerned in the Bible: (a) in the wisdom 
literature ~äkäm - kesil; (b) in the Psalter ~addiq - räsä'. These 
stages parallel the history of the terms "heated man" and "silent man" 
in the Egyptian literature.92 The ~äkäm and the kesil in the Bible, like 
the grw and the smm in the Egyptian sources, changed from the two 
contrary human types in the social context in the early wisdom literature 
to the major :6.gures in the ideology of personal piety, which emphasizes 
Table 9: The Motifs "Anger-Strife," "Silence-Restraint" in the Egyptian Wisdom and the Bible 
Aspect Egypt 
Hot Temper, Strife 
Bible 
Characteristic imm; ts(w) (+ pan ofbody); itm, Jtjt- 'ii IJ,emi/lJ,'tmot-, ba'Al IJ,ema; 'ii/ba'Al 'ap, 
Vocabulary are characteristic of the instruction in reference to humans, are unique to the 
genre. The rem.aining tenns are common wisdom books. The rem.aining terms are 
in all genres. common in all genres. 
Etymological- imm IJ,emi(IJ,mm) 
Linguistic semantic 
Analogy feg 'ap ( 'np) 
Distribution Tenns denoting "coolness," "suppression Tenns referring to "igniting strife," e.g., 
and Frequency of strife and anger," e.g., IJ,/, d3r ~b{b) hst, b'r, grh, gl' have wide distribution 
ofTerms + object - occur with high frequence. A (in wisdom books and elsewhere). Fewer 
few phrases signify the opposite. expressions signify the opposite sense, 
e.g., iql (hiph'il), nli, ikk. 
Animals Animals - hardly any (lion once). 
Stylistic Metaphors Fire Fire - especially in respect of God'a anger 
(outside wisdom füerature); anger of 
man (twice in wisdom literature). 
Human The contemptible traits - contentiousness Contentiousness and ~er are contemptible 
Traits and anger - related to a recogniz.ed human traits aUached to the sil and its synonym& 
type: imm, im r9 ( + a definite arücle) ( 'l111i4 Ze,,)i with it come in this conterl 
and ts(w) ( +bodily organ). 'ii tahpukot, 'ii/ 'Ud mitl1111nim, 
nirgän, mA'. 
Subject 
Matter Human imm is the embodiment of all negative ~,il is the negative human type paralleling 
Type human traits: contentiousness, hot temper, the Eg. imm; •;,; {l!mä, ba'Al 'ap being 
lying, slandering, covetousness. secondary types. 'ii /llmi derives from 
from the adaptation of the Eg. imm (mentioned 
only 4x in connection with "strife" while 
~,il and its synonym& appear 9x). 
Subject A human being is usually the subject of The same as in Egyptian literature. Outside 
of Behavior anger and strife in the wisdom terls. wisdom literature but also often in Job God 
and Emotion In other genres also gods may be the usually appears as the subject. (He becomes 
subject. angry at his people, the nations, the 
wicked men). 
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Aspect Egypt 
Silence, Restraint 
Bible 
Characteristic gr (mainly in the instructions); ~b(b) (in ~ri; itq ; iq~; ilw; ~ih; dmm - are close in 
Vocabulary the instructions and royal conrt texts }; sense to the Eg. parallels, but do not belong 
agr/J (frequently in Ifllinger); hnD ( ib), to the wisdom vocabulary. 
agr ( occasionally in the instructiona mainly 
in other genres). 
Etymological- ~b(b)- cool-tempered qar riah (lx in Prov.) derives from 
Linguistic semantic adaptatlon of the Eg. concept. 'erd 
Analogy 'appa'flim/riah used to express this sense 
in Hebrew. 
nb. t ,gr- the realm of the dead dümti- She'ol (Ps.) ~ 
l:tl 
Distribution Many expressions to signify "restraint" In a similar sense - n,r, imr, hsk etc. + t,:r.j 
',:j 
and Frequency "holding the tongue" - Yerb + bodily mouth, lips, heart, and "tongue. · 0 
of Terms organs: mouth, lips, heart, and belly. tll 
.... 
Trees desiguating human types - Plants referring to human types in Ps. 1 and ~ Stylistic Metaphors Amenemope 4, Deir el Medineh 1265. Jer. 17, 5-8 paralleling Amenemope 4. 
Water-the word ~1,(1,) itaelf and Thoth as Wisdom is compared to a spring of water. l:tl 
a palm tree in whose fruit ia water and as c::= 
a we1l of water - Sallier I. ts:: 
> 
Human Most valued characteristics are silence Restraint and self-control are appreciated z 
Traits and self-control (grand synonyms). as well by the Hebrew sage; but the use of the ~ Heb. equivalents to the Eg. gr, i.e., iqt and 
itq is rare in this context. t,:r.j 
Subject 
matter Human grw, grw m9', the silent man, ia the The hakllm is the human ideal in the social 
Type ideal human type in both social and spheie. Together with him appear 'erek 
religious settings. 'appa'flim/ril.a.lf, ;epa.l ria/_&, !11nua', '11nl1w, 
but theae are only secondary figures to 
hakllm. The aaddiq ia the ideal human type in 
ihe religio111 iphere (Ps. 1). 
Subject God and humans appearing as the aubjects As aubject of restraint and self-control 
of Behaviour of silence. man appeara usually in the wisdom literature, 
and Emotion but elsewhere God 11 'erek 'appa'flim. ..... 00 
..... 
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not the relationsbip between man and man but that between man and bis 
god. 
To conclude, one of the most important virtues in Biblical wisdom, as in 
the Egyptian wisdom, is moderation and restraint. The ideal man is 
tolerant, cool-tempered, balanced in bis conduct, sparing of speech, keeps 
secrets and eschews quarrels. However, the lexemes iqt and itq, wbich 
are the semantic equivalents of the Egyptian terms belonging to the 
central Egyptian sapiential topic of the "sUent man, 11 do not belang to the 
lexicon of the Hebrew sage. "Silence,11 as part of the proper behavior of 
the believer who submits to the god, expressed in the later Egyptian 
literature beginning with the New Kingdom Period (especially in the 
hymns of personal piety), is present in the Bible only in non-wisdom 
books.93 
CHAPTER FIVE 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF F AILING TO ACQUIRE LEARNING: 
In Egyptian 
FOOL AND FOOLISHNESS 
I. Lill'GUISTIC-SEllilTIC J.ll'D COITEIT 
J.ll'A.LYSIS OF THE TEi.MS 
The relatively large vocabulary at the disposal of the Egyptian sage for 
the expression of foolishness attests to the subject's importance. The 
words included are characteristic of the sage's language and are 
complementary in distribution: in the early wisdom compositions the 
terms lJ.m, wlJ.9 appear; later, the lexem.es iw.ty ~9.ty, s9s9, lJ.n and gwi; 
and :6.nally, in the Demotic instructions, the three synonymous words ll!,, 
swg and h,,n. 
l. /Jm 
lJ.m,1 whose basic meaning is "know not," serves as the antonym of 
the stem rlJ., "to know." The determinative of two outstretched arms 
that accompanies lJ.m signi:6.es negation in Egyptian {Gr D35). At times 
there is an additional determinative, a sparrow, which stands for 
something evil. 
lJ.m serves as a verb, a noun, and an adjective in the Egyptian 
wisdom, but only the last form is characteristic of the sapiential 
vocabulary. The adjective derives from the verb, which usually states a 
neutral fact of "not to know," "be ignorant of'';2 but cases occur of the 
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verb carrying a negative connotation, meaning "to deny something, 11 
whether in a political or a religious context. 3 
!J.m (s !J.m) is the most common term signifying a foolish man in the 
early instructions (cf. Table 10). Appearing in all the literary genres of 
wisdom (except the autobiography), its use gradually declines in New 
Egyptian until it disappears in Demotic {which continues to use only the 
verb).4 !J.m is coupled in antithetic parallelism with r!J., "wise,11 (e.g., 
Ptal}.~otep 54; Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage 4, 7), i.e., mankind is 
divided into two categories, !J.m. w and _r!J.. w - fools and wise men 
(Mentuhotep 5; cf. Chester Beatty IV pl. 20, versa 6,6). !J.m usually has a 
positive connotation: his flawed behavior arises from ignorance while his 
improvement lies in the acquisition of knowledge. Hence, the !J.m is the 
target primarily of the Egyptian instruction: Pta~otep defines his essay 
as "instruction for the !J.mw so that he may. know" ( 47); and the epilogue 
of The Instrv.ction of Amenemope states: "Look to these thirty 
chapters ... they cause the !J.m to know. lf they are read to the !J.m he will 
be purified through them" {27, 10-12); the Onomasticon of the 
Ramesside Period is also intended as "instruction of the hm" 
... 
( Onomasticon of Amenemope 1,1). 
The task of educating the !J.m falls to the leaders of society - the 
king and the high official. In praise of the king it is said that "he brings 
up the !J.m to become wise {r!J.)" (Instrv.ction by a Man for His Son IV 5; 
cf. The Eloquent Peasant Bl 287). 
At times the adjective !J.m carries a negative tone, when it serves as 
an epithet of condemnation against the leader who does not fulfil his 
duties properly - the judge who usurps justice in The Eloquent Peasant 
{Bl 218, 219) or the quarrelsome superior official (Ptal}.~otep 66). This 
negative nuance intensifies in the later sources. Intef, the herald of 
Thutmosis III, lauds himself as one who "holds in esteem the artisan 
(~mww) who turns his back an the !J.m" ( Urk. IV 970, 2,3). The negative 
connotation is already plain in Khakheperre-sonb, who asserts that it is 
useless to answer the !J.m (versa 4,5). Here lie perhaps the seeds of the 
later concept rejected in Papyrus Chester Beatty IV: "Beware of saying: 
'every man according to his nature; simpletons (!J.m.w) and sages (r!J..yw) 
are the same; Destiny and Fortune are the character inscribed in god's 
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own writing'" {Pl. 20 verso 6,6); that is, the effort invested in studying 
is pointless as a man's character and lot, be he fool or sage, have long 
since been fixed by the god. 
In the religious literature the Egyptian believer presents himself as a 
!J,m, "an ignorant," before his god, and thereby expresses his obedience 
and devotion: 11I was like a !J,m, without understanding (iw.ty ~3.ty) I 
knew not between good and evil" (ÄHG 149, 7,8). 
2. w!J3 
The root w!J,9, depicted by the determinative of a sparrow, appears 
in our sample as a noun, an adjective and a causative verb ( sw!J,9). The 
most frequent usage, characteristic of the language of the Egyptian sage, 
is again in the adjectival form, meaning "fool. 11 w!J,9 is coupled with !J,m 
in synonymous parallelism and like it stands in antithetic parallelism 
with r!J, {"wise man").5 
The adjective w!J,9 appears in the didactic and pessimistic wisdom 
literature, of the Old and Middle Kingdoms and in the biographical 
writings of the 18th Dynasty and the Late Period. Analysis of the 
sources shows that w!J,9 has a more negative connotation than !J,m. While 
!J,m derives from the verb "know not, 11 the adjective w!J.9 does not derive 
from a verb signifying a neutral fact but refers principally to the 
unwillingness to know. 
The most detailed description of the w!J.3 is found in The Instrnction 
of Ptal}J}.otep {575ff.), in a section contrasting two figures: the son who 
listens, the wise one, and the son who does not listen, the w!J.9. The bad 
son, the w!J.9, does not obey {lit. listen), does not distinguish between 
good and evil. He occupies himself with everything that is hateful and is 
of perverted speech. His reward will be in keeping with his acts: he will 
not acquire property; instead of honor he will receive beatings and 
rebukes; and instead of longevity and health he will be subject to injury 
and punishment. A son of this sort is spoken of elsewhere in the same 
source: "Turn him out, he is not your son, you did not heget him" {ibid. 
12 207ff.). 
The ignorance of the w!J,9, unlike that of the !J.m, does not stem from 
not learning or the absence of means of acquiring knowledge but from his 
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unwillingness to learn and bis rejection of social norms. A characteristic 
feature of the wlJ3 is bis inability to distinguish between what is 
useful and what is harmful, between good and evil. This feature, 
mentioned in the above quotation from PtaJJJµ,tep, is repeated in 
The Admonitions of an Emtia.n Sage (6, 13) andin a quotation of this 
source in The lnstruction of Amenemhet (XIV B, C).6 The w~3 is 
depicted here as one who through the twisted mirror of bis thought 
sees the anarchy reigning in the land in a positive light, while the 
proper social order and accepted beliefs appear in tolerable to him. 7 
Beating and punishment, which are not mentioned with respect to the 
IJ,m, are a proven means of correcting the wlJ,9. The "wlJ,3 is hard 
presse<l," says Pt~otep above (574; cf. also 587). As the wlJ,3 is not 
the ideal object for instruction, the ruler will not pride himself on 
having taught him (as he did regarding the !Jm) but will compliment 
himself on the :fact that he himself is not a wlJ,9 ( To Merika.re 115). The 
high official who does not fulfil bis task properly will be shamed with 
the insulting appellation w!J3 ( The Eloquent Peasant B1 218-219; cf. 
ibid. 286-287). 
Even though the atmosphere around the wlJ,9 is always critical and 
negative, he does not emerge as one who endangers the social order or 
abuses other people. Through bis distorted way of thinking, the w!J3 
brings injury primarily upon himself, or at worst injures his family's 
honor. 
3. ita.tJ/ IJ,9.tJ/ (Copt. ~ T 2_KT) 
This expression, which is composed of the noun "heart" 
(~.ty) and the negative relative adjective (iw.ty) and sometimes 
augmented by the word "man" (a), belongs to the Egyptian wisdom 
terminology. 
iw.ty ~.ty is the semantic equivalent of the Hebrew adjective ~liaar 
lab ("senseless"). In the Coptic Version ~T2_KT 8 stands for the terms 
~sil and its synonyms in the Masoretic text.9 The occurrence of the 
term is restricted (6 times in our sample), and it appears beginning from 
the time of the New Kingdom in The lnstruction of Ani~ the school 
~tings, the religious literature and the late biography. iw.ty ~3.ty is 
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thus associated with two frameworks - didactic and religious. In the 
didactic framework the lazy scribe, pupil or son, who refuses to learn and 
to work, is labelled with this attribute, and the following warning occurs 
frequently: "Do not be a senseless man" (m iri iw.ty ~9.ty./) (Bologna 
1094 3, 6-7). In The Instruction of Anii (6,6-10) the son is advised to 
build a hause and to accumulate wealth and not to sit idle like a iw.ty 
~9.ty ( cf. Sallier I 5,9). In the language of prayers and hymns iw.ty ~9.ty 
- like !J.m, with which it is paired in synonymous parallelism - serves 
to describe the humility and devotion of the believer before his gods 
(ÄHG 149, 7-8). In the prayer to Re1-Harakhti the pious man actualizes 
his devotion to the god by likening himself to an ox going after grass and 
presenting himself as a man iw.ty ~9.ty ("without understanding"), who 
sins through ignorance (Anastasi II 10,7-11,1). 
The meaning of iw. ty ~9. ty is thus close to that of !J.m, in the sense of 
passive foolishness, a less grave form than that expressed in the attribute 
w!J.9. The lack of knowledge of the iw.ty ~9.ty may indeed draw him into 
sin, but by error, not by design.10 
The following two terms are also attached to the didactic sphere but 
owing to their infrequent occurrence are difficult to define semantically. 
4. ~• {!fina) 
The adjective !J.n is found in our sample only in the New Kingdom 
literature {9 times - in the school writings and in The Instruction of 
Anii). Like the other t.erms belonging to this semantic field, it is 
accompanied by the determinative of a sparrow (Wb.III 290, 1). In the 
school writings !J.n is a term of censure applied to the pupil who refuses 
to study (Pap. Turin D2, 6 II Lansing 8,3). Of the !J.n son, who does not 
heed his father's words, it is said that his destiny is to labor hard 
hauling ships (Posener, "Ostraca inedits," 175ff.). The meaning of !J.n 
may be "a man without education"11 since in Anastasi I 13,2 a scribe 
scorns his colleague as being "!J.n, without a teacher," and in The 
Instruction of Anii the masses, who are compared to beasts devoid of 
knowledge, are called !J.n {10, 9ff).12 
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5. i3i3 
The usage of the adjective i3i3 is also limited to the New Kingdom 
Period. i3i3, like the other lexemes belonging to "foolishness," is 
accompanied.by the determinative of a sparrow, at times augmented by 
a drawing of a man with arms outstretched, signifying exhaustion ( Gr 
A7). 
The present corpus includes only a single mention of i3i3 in a 
passage berating the lazy scribe (Pap. Anastasi V 7,4), from which little 
can be deduced. The meaning of the word, according to Erman-Grapow, 
is "unfähig, leistungsunjähig, unzu11erlässig" ( Wb. IV 414, 1). In his 
article on Pap. Salt Cemj presents other examples of the use of the 
term. 1~ Two of these, which are taken from Pap. 10052 (3, 16; 10, 8) in 
the British Museum, shed light on its meaning. Here i3i3 is 
accompanied by the determinative of a dancing man (Gr A32), from 
which it may perhaps be inferred that s3s3 means a madman. Since in 
the latter references the tra.it is attached to an old man, i3i3 may have 
to do with silliness, folly, brought on by old age.14 
6. DJ (Dem. DJ ;15 Copt. [S] Äb..Wl€ 16) 
llJ. appears only in Demotic, and its occurrence is restricted to the 
Demotic instructions (in Pap. Insinger 40 times out of 52; the rema.inder 
in Ankhsheshonqy and Pap. Louvre 2377, 2380).17 Its determinative is a 
bound man holding an ax (i.e., the enemy), indicating the negative 
connotation of the term. llJ. emerges as a fool worse than all those 
mentioned so far. The Z!J. is not talentless or weak-minded, incapable of 
absorbing knowledge, but someone who casts off all restra.ints, including 
educational authority. The ZIJ., who refuses to study and does not listen 
to instructions (Ankhsheshonqy 27, 10), is compared to a statue of stone 
(Insinger 8, 22; cf. Anakhsheshonqy 21,20). Of him the writer of the 
Demotic instruction repeats what was already sa.id by his predecessor, 
the sage Pt~~otep, about the w!J.3: "Better the son of another" ( Insinger 
9, 15). Any attempt to teach him is pointless as it will only lead to 
hatred of the teacher: "Do not instruct a l!J., lest he hate you" 
(Ankhsheshonqy 7, 4). As with the w!J.3, the rod is the most effective 
means of disciplining him ( Insinger 14,6). 
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The Z!J. possesses a "bad character" (Insinger 29,6), evinced in 
his conduct and traits, which stem from his incapacity for self-
restraint: gluttony (ibid. 3,4; 6,1, 19; etc.), pursuing warnen (6,1; 8,12), 
impatience, vengefulness (3, 23; 21, 18; 27, 15), miserliness (10, 4) and 
restlessness (23, 17; 29,17; etc.). The evil nature of the Z!J., moreover, 
leads him to crime (bt9 - Insinger 29,6). Since his crimes bring injury 
to others (ibid. 13, 10-14), the wise man counsels keeping away from him 
(Ankhsheshonqy 13, 6) and trusting him neither with missions (Insinger 
14, 7) nor with material possessions (ibid. 12, 10-13). 
On the religious level the l!J. is shown as an impious man, one who 
mocks the service of the god ( Insinger 30, 21) and in times of trouble 
does not trust in the god (ibid. 19,13). 
The Z!J. is remediable only through punishment, which is mentioned 
repeatedly in connection with him; harm comes to him (ibid. 5, 14; 7,6; 
21, 18; etc.), he is despised (ibid. 26, 1; 27, 15; see also Ankhsheshonqy 
18, 11; 25, 23); his traits may even cause his own death (Insinger 28, 2). 
Not surprisingly, therefore, the l!J. paral.lels and is juxtaposed with other 
negative attributes, "fool" (swg/rmt swg - 6 times; hn - 4 times); 
"wicked," "impious" (s9be - 4 times); "bad man" (rmt bn - twice); 
"inferior man" (rmt l}m - once).18 The Z!J. then is not the "semantic 
successor" of the Middle Egyptian l}m or wlJ.9 but signifies a more acute 
level of foolishness, bordering an wickedness. 
As distinct from the terms presented so far in this chapter, the 
description of the l!J. is vivid and varied in its use of metaphors taken 
from the natural world: the l!J. son is compared to a "statue of stone" 
(see above); in his violent behavior the l!J. is like the crocodile (Insinger 
13,15) or the snake, which spews out poison (ibid. 27, 14, 15; cf. 13,10) 
and in his lust for warnen he resembles "a :Oy an blood" (ibid. 7 ,23; see 
also Ankhsheshonqy 22, 12-13). 
7. au,g (Dem. au,g ;19 Copt. [SB] adj. co5 ; n . .M.1tTco5 ) 
swg, which in our sample appears chie:Oy as an adjective but also as 
a noun and verb, is not unique to the sapiential lexicon. lt is 
synonymous with Z!J. in the Demotic wisdom,20 but unlike l?J., the usage of 
swg is already evident in the New Kingdom Period ( Wb. IV 76, 8). lt is 
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found in The Instru.ction of AnkhsheshontJ11 (7 times), in lnsinger (20), 
and a few times in Pap. Anastasi I and in Pap. Louvre 2380. The 
determinatives of swg in our sample are a fish in Egyptian and an enemy 
in Demotic. According to Wb. (ibid.) an additional determinative 
appears in New Egyptian, i.e., a child with a finger in his mouth, which 
for the word's meaning is most important as it suggests "the silliness of a 
child.1121 In the Coptic Version of the Bible c.oer stands for the terms 
näbäl and ba 'ar, which belong to the semantic field of "foolishness" in 
Biblical Hebrew.22 
As an abstract noun, swg appears several times in The lnstru.ction of 
Pap. lnsinger as a characteristic of the llJ (14, 13), the "inferior man" 
(rmt~m-15, 4) and the "avaricious man" ('/'-15, 17). 
As an adjective, swg (in plain form or collocated, rmt [rm] swg)23 is 
synonym.aus with llJ., and like it stands in synonym.aus parallelism with 
the "bad man" (bn - ibid. 3,7,8) and "stupid man" (l!n - ibid. 14,23), 
and in antithetic parallelism with "wise man" ( rmt r~- Ankhsheshonqy 
13, 6). But swg differs in meaning from llJ. in that it describes a man who 
is to a lesser degree foolish than the latter: swg, like llJ, is a person of 
mental ability, an ability which he fails, however, to realize beca.use of 
his wicked nature. In the words of the sage, "When the swg acts 
a.ccording to his heart (i.e., mind), he acts like a wise man" 
(AnkhsheshontJ11 19, 8). The swg, then, does possess intelligence, even 
though he does not make use of it, and it is hard to see in him "the born 
fool, 'idiot'" as Glanville suggests.24 
swg does not appear in an educational context except on one 
occasion, in an argument between two scribes in Pap. Anastasi I: "You 
are more foolish (tw.k swg.tw) than Kasa, the reckoner of the cattle" (9, 
6-7).25 
swg refers principally to a man with disreputable traits where social 
morality is concerned. These traits are in pa.rt like those associated with 
the l!J., that is, gluttony ( lnsinger 7, 9; 15, 17), contentiousness (ibid. 13, 
16, 17); but the swg goes particularly astray in matters of speech - he 
talks much and loudly (ibid. 3, 8; 22, 23; cf. 4, 5). As he does with 
rega.rd to l!J., the sage advises to stay away from him (Ankhsheshonqy 13, 
7; lnsinger 13, 12ff.; Pap. Louvre 2414 TI 3, ITI 11). But while there is 
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remedy for the llJ. and his foolishness may be extirpated by punishment 
and beating, the swg on account of his bad nature cannot be changed -
in the words of Insinger, "to slay (?)26 the fool ( rmt swg) is to draw him 
away from his evil character" (14,5). 
8. bn (bnntu) 
In the Demotic instruction an additional term for "foolish man" 
appears, ,an, which is aynonymous with the two preceding terms, the llJ. 
and the swg. This term, whose occurrence is limited to The Instruction of 
Ankh.shesh.onw (twice) and Insinger (18 times), derives from the verb 
hnn, "do something bad, disturb" (Erichsen 385), and in the earlier 
instruction its meaning ia "quarrelsome man" (see p. 120 above).27 The 
basic meaning of !An was thus "troublemaker,11 "a man eager for a 
quarre!, 11 and in time the meaning changed to "foolish man. 11 This 
semantic shift in hn attests to a transition in the portrayal of the 
negative human being in the Egyptian wisdom: from a negative human 
type embodied in the "heated man" ( smm) and its synonyme (including 
hn) in the early instruction (see ibid.) to a negative human type 
expreased in "foolish" and its synonyms (.an, swg, lb,) in the later 
Demotic instruction. hn thus belongs to the aemantic field of "quarre!," 
"anger" on the one hand and "fooliahness" on the other.28 The "foolish" 
type represented in the hn may be seen as a form of integration of lfJ. and 
swg. 
The Egyptian sage refers to the behavior and characteristics of the 
hn chiefly in the context of social morality and aaya little about his 
mental qualities: 
- lt is not posaible to trust the hn with affa.irs of property, work, or 
errands (Insinger 12, 12-13; 14,23; 21,22 d. lf!.). 
- He is without patience, does not pay heed, does not take counsel 
(ibid. 21, 19-22; 21, 12; 26,4). 
- He has a bad nature: He hates (ibid. 26,13 d. awg, Zo); is synonymous 
with "wicked" ( s9be, ibid. 14, 23 cf. l!J, swg) and "bad man" ( rmt bn -
ibid. 23, 15-16). 
- He is not versed in the art of speaking, is silent when one should talk 
(ibid. 3, 7 d. swg). 
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- As for mental capacity, the l!n is without intelligence and is ignorant: 
antonyms are the "wise man" (rmt r!J. - Insinger 9, 6-7; 22, 3-4; cf. 
Ankhsheshonqy 27,3) and the "man of heart," the sensible man ( w' ~9t.t, 
ibid. 13, 2-3); on the other hand l!n is synonymous with terms signifying 
"foolish" in Demotic: swg (ibid. 14, 23; l!n interchanges with swg in the 
mss. of Pap. Insinger. see Volten II, 59; 96-97) and llJ, (ibid. 12, 11-12; 21, 
19; 22, 4;23, 16-17). At the same time he is remediable: "Thoth has 
placed the stick on earth in order to teach the fool (~n) by it," says the 
author of Pap. Insinger (9, 6). 
Excnrsus 
9. gwi in Egyptian and the 'iqqei in Biblica.l wisdom literature -
"the crooked." 
The primary meaning of gws, which appears in Egyptian from the 
New Kingdom Period onwards, is "to be crooked." But when present in 
didactic context it is used metaphorically to describe human nature 
which according to Brunner is "a child unfortunate from birth in terms 
of character or intellect. 1129 gws thus belongs to the semantic field of 
"foolishness" in Egyptian. The accompanying determinatives, like those 
found with the other terms belonging to this field, signify something 
negative. 30 <3'wo1r<3' , <3'lJl011"'2: in Coptic (SAB) stand for terms denoting 
something crooked in the Masoretic text - 'iqqU, •~qalqaUot, tahpukot, 
näloz.31 
In compositions belonging to wisdom literature the term gws is 
found as an adjective qualifying a human being in two passages: 
(a) Instroction of Anii (10, 13-14) - Anii compares his son to a 
"crooked" stick, saying, "The crooked stick (p9 ~t gwi) is left on the 
ground, the sun and shade attacking it." The son who refuses to study 
is compared to a branch that grows crooked and is thrown away because 
there is no use for it; but since a good craftsman can find use even for a 
crooked stick, there is still hope for the son: "If the carpenter takes it, 
he straightens it (s•~w.!), making it a noble's staff." 
(b) A more pessimistic approach appears in the ostracon from the 
Egyptian school of the New Kingdom where it is said: "Do not (try to) 
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straighten what is crooked (s'~9 gws), do as you like (but) each man is 
drawn (i.e. 1 raised) according to his nature as are his limbs. 1132 This text 
assumes that everyone is endowed from the start with a particular 
nature that cannot be altered, revealing a clearly determinist world view 
and implying the denial of the fruitfulness of any attempt at education. 
In contrast, the author of Pap. Chester Beatty IV warns to 11 Beware of 
saying: 'every man according to his nature; simpletons and sages are the 
same111 (pl. 20 versa 616). 
Brunner has stated that these two texts - in which the youth is 
likened to a crooked tree, and must be set straight by his educators -
hark back to the traditional picture of education. True, the term gws 
first appears in the New Kingdom Period, but in Brunner's view the 
image it reveals is early and already underlies maxim 12 in The 
Instruction of Ptalfl!.otep: "H you are a man of worth, heget a son who 
will make god weil disposed; if he is straight ( mty), he takes after you" 
{197ff.). 
lt is noteworthy that in The Instruction of Ptalfl!.otep the author uses . 
the word mty to describe the "positive" son and not s'~9, which appears 
in the two passa.ges cited above. The prima.ry meaning of mty is indeed 
"be straight," but in the dida.ctic context it has the sense of "to 
reprove, 11 11to educate. 1133 lt is reasonable to suppose that in the section 
from Ptalfl!,otep the term mty also has a didactic connotation; the 
upright son is the educa.ted one, who a.ccepts his fa.ther's precepts and 
follows in his path, as distinct from the "crooked11 son who does not. 
The confrontation between mty a.nd gws also ma.y be tra.ced in Anii 9, 
18-19, where the fäther answers his son thus: "According to my opinion 
(m ib.i1 your complaints a.re twisted (gsw). I shall set you right (i.e., 
instruct you) (iw.i mtr.k tw.k) a.bout them. 1134 
The term 'iqqes, which is characteristic of the Hebrew wisdom 
lexicon, 35 is the closest Hebrew parallel to gws in Egyptian. 'iqqes 
means "twisted," "crooked," "perverted" (BDB 786). The primary 
meaning of 'qs is an uneven area of ground. This is a. topographical term 
as evident from the noun ma'äqäs (i.e., twisted place) and from the 
verbal use of the root 'qs, of which the word derek (11way") is frequently 
the object. Like gws in Egyptian, 'qs stands as a. metaphor for human 
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nature, but, unlike gwi, 'qi has no connection with the plant world -
the image of the pupil as a crooked branch that the teacher straightens 
and corrects is not found in the Bible. 
'iqqes in the Bible and gws in Egyptian serve to define a negative 
human type; but 'iqqes, unlike gws, relates not to the mental and 
scholastic abilities of a man but to his moral ßaws. 36 The most detailed 
and vivid description of this type occurs in Proverbs 2,12:ff.: the 'iqqei is 
"evil," "a man of perverted speech," who "forsakes the paths of 
uprightness." His sinning is so great that elsewhere he is considered an 
"abomination to God" (ibid. 11, 20). The vocabula.ry used to describe 
this figure includes the combinations 'iqqU and leb ("hea.rt") / derek, 
'öra.lJ. ("way") / peh ("mouth") and synonyms, which exemplify the 
disgraceful traits of the 'iqqei. The 'iqqes is a man corrupt in his ways 
and beha.vior ( 'öre~ötlJ.yw 'iqqsim).31 
To conclude, both gwi and 'qi have the primary meaning "crooked," 
both serve as antonyms to "straight1138 and both a.re used metaphorically 
for human beings; but the similarity between them ends there. 
II. THE SC!LE OF FOOLISHIESS 
The above a.nalysis has shown that most of the terms belonging to the 
semantic field of "foolishness" have a similar sense, making it difficult, 
therefore, to distinguish between them semantically. On the other hand, 
applying the criteria of chronology and literary genre, three groups ca.n 
be discemed among these terms (cf. Table 10): 
(1) Terms whose occurrence is usually limited to d.idactic works 
composed in the New Kingdom Period (mainly the school texts and The 
lnstruction of Anii) - iw.ty ~9.ty; lJ.n; iSsS and gwi. 
(2) The terms f:m and wf:9 which exceed the others in duration (from 
the Old Kingdom to the Late Period) a.nd in the variety of litera.ry 
genres in which they appea.r. 
(3) Terms prevalent in the Demotic wisdom but rare or absent in 
earlier litera.ture - swg, l!J., /!n. 
In light of this d.ivision an attempt may be made to define the range 
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Ta.ble 10: Distribution of Terms Rela.ting to the Sema.ntic Field of 
Foolishness in Egyptia.n 
hm•• r,h3 i111.ty ~3.ty lh Hg hn Hs3 l!n(n11) w w w 
--
g,as 
- - -- --
-lagemni 
Pta~~otep + + 
ro lerikare + + 
Amenemhet +··· + Instruction Anii + + + + 
Amenemope + 
Ankhsheshonqy 19x 7x 2x 
Insinger 36x 20x 19x 
Pap. Louvre 
2414• + + 
- - ---- -
"Loyalist" Se~etep-ib-la 
Instnu:ti11n lan i.11 l•-• .'~11n + + 
Umonitions + + 
lhakheperre- + 
Pessimistic aonb 
\'isdom Keferti 
lan fho fas + + 
1ired 
Eloquent 
Peasant + + 
LBI + + + + 
Anastasi I + + + 
School 8no11as t i con + 
Texts Petrie lstracon + 
Chester ßeatty 
IV + 
Posener (ld'B 8) + 
-
- - - -- --Royal Urk. IV 
+ + Inscript ions Bl11111enthal 
- -
- - -- -- -Late Otto + + !utobiography 
- - - - -- -- -
Religious 
Literature IIG + + 
- - - ----
-
Total 29 13 6 60 29 4 1 21 3 
•Seeitem 10 in the Corpus above. 
•• Adjective and noun; verb included only if it clearly stands in wisdom context. 
*** Verb 
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of each term witbin the semantic field of "foolishness." Tbis can be done 
in two stages: (a) by examining a term's relationsbip to terms with 
wbich it is grouped {above); and {b) by determining its positions witbin 
the general array of the semantic field of "foolishness". 
(a) - Group 1: The restricted occurrence of these terms makes it 
difficult to determine their precise meaning, although the impression is 
that iw.ty ~3.ty, wbich appears more often than the other terms, and !Jn 
have a more optimistic tone than i3i3 and gwi, wbich refer to a man 
who - owing to a defect from birth (gwi) or some other factor -lacks 
the faculties necessary for learning. 
- Group 2: !Jm is the most widespread term for "fool" in the 
period prior to the Demotic writings. lJ.m is the "good fool," the simple 
man, lacking in experience, who may be improved by acquiring 
knowledge. The wlJ.3, who :611s the "semantic gap" left by the !Jm, stands 
for the "bad fool," who is capable of learning but has no desire for it. 
The lJ.m signifies the objective fact of ignorance wbile the wlJ.3 stands for 
unwillingness to obtain knowledge. 
The distribution of !Jm covers almost all the literary genres included 
in our corpus, wbile that of wlJ.3 is limited. lt is not found in the 
instructions from the New Kingdom Period and the Later Period, in the 
school writings or in the religious texts. lts absence from the latter is 
understandable: we would not expect the believer, who wishes to express 
bis devotion to bis god and to win bis grace, to present bimself before the 
divinity with the negative epithet wlJ.3. The wlJ.3 is similar in bis 
behavior and manners to the "heated man," the imm ( and synonymous 
terms), who "play the role" of the wlJ.3in The Instruction of Amenemope. 
- Group 3: The terms swg, llJ. and h,.n bighlight areas of life 
that other terms only marginally tauch upon. Social morality is central 
here, wbile the educational level, previously given emphasis, is pushed 
aside. Social morality in the Demotic wisdom is identified with religious 
morality and the god appears as a factor of decisive importance. The 
first signs of tbis new approach already make their appearance in the 
literary devices of works predating the Demotic instruction, in wbich 
the terms iw. ty ~3. ty and !Jm are used metaphorically in religious 
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contexts. This process reaches its peak with the identification of the lJJ. 
with the "wicked" (s9be) and his representation as an impious man. 
The swg and the l!n, which are paired with lJJ. in synonymous 
parallelism, lay stress on other aspects of "folly": swg is the incompetent 
youth, unable to acquire knowledge owing to a defect in his character, 
while the l!n combines the traits of both swg and the l!J.. 
(b) All the terms belonging to the semantic field of "foolishness" in 
Egyptian refer to a man's intellectual capacity. A gradation is detectable 
here, moving from terms signifying ignorance owing to some irremediable 
flaw to labels linking lack of knowledge with unwillingness to learn, the 
most grave of these being the l!J.. The l!J., who rejects the educational 
authority and deliberately refuses to learn, stands at the summit of the 
pyramid shown below, which illustrates the semantic field of the terms 
according to the c;riterion of intellect. 
An(?) 
MI 
g11s (from birth) 
s3s3 (old age) 
s11g (defect in character) 
The Seaantic Field of Foolism1;ess in Egyptian 
according to the Aspect of Intellect 
Wisdom does not distinguish between the intellectual and the moral 
aspects. In the sage's view, the individual is part of the community, and 
his acts are evaluated in terms of the good or ill they cause others. 
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"Foolishness" is therefore not merely a mental but also a moral 
deficiency. 
Seven of the terms in the sources before us involve a social setting 
and define man according to his social conduct. According to the 
criterion of social morality these terms may be delimited thus: 
moral criterion 
good foo1 ------------- bad foo1 
om iw. ty ~9. ty swg wo9 hn llJ. s!Jbe 
Here, too, llJ. proves to be the most negative quality ending up on almost 
the same level as the s!Jbe - the impious man - with regard to social 
morality.39 
III. FOOLISHIESS UD LE.U.IIIG ABILITY 
Examination of sources dealing with the motif of foolishness in the 
Egyptian literature shows that the Egyptians devoted much thought to 
the notion of a person's ability to study and his intellectual capacity. 
Experience in education taught them that not everyone is able or willing 
to learn, and they were aware of the "limitations of education." 
An analysis of the words belonging to the semantic field of 
foolishness indicates, as we have seen, that a clear distinction exists 
between people who possess the qualities necessary for acquiring 
knowledge and those with a mental or physical defect who cannot be put 
right by learning. Instructions and admonitions are directed in 
particular to the members of the first group, and the wisdom language is 
rich in phrases signifying them {om, wb!J, iw.ty ~9.ty, on and llJ.). But 
even with respect to this group, the Egyptian teacher gives up and 
admits failure if the object of the exercise spurns the instruction: "Do 
not instruct a llJ. lest he hate you" (Ankhsheshonqy 7, 4). The obstinate 
and recalcitrant pupil is compared in his ignorance with a mindless 
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animal {the terms :6.sh, beasts, goose are applied to the llJ., the !}n, the 
iw.ty ~9.ty and the swg). 
The decision as to which of the above categories the pupil belongs 
obviously lies with the teacher and not the pupil, who may excuse his 
indolence and refusal to learn on the grounds that he was born an idiot. 
This, indeed, is the claim of the son o{ Anii: "lf I were like (you), as 
leamed as you, then I would carry out your instructions .... But each man 
is led by his nature" {9, 14-15). The author of Pap. Chester Beatty IV, 
as we have already seen, takes a sharply-worded stand against this 
approach: "Beware of saying: 'every man according to his nature; 
simpletons and sages are the same'" (pl. 20 verso 6,6). 
However, as early as Pap. Chester Beatty IV we find signs of the 
concept expressed in later Egyptian sources that man does not control 
his destiny but all is in the hand of the god; in the words of the 
Egyptian sage, "Shayt and Renenutet {Destiny and Fortune) are the 
character inscribed in god 's own writing ... " (ibid. ); d. Insinger. 
"The heart and the character and their owner are in the hand of the god" 
(15, 5). 
Not everything, then, is in the hand o{ man, not even the acquisition 
of knowledge. Together with wisdom obtained through study and 
experience the Egyptian recognizes "charismatic wisdom," endowed by 
the god:40 "There is one who has not been taught, yet he knows how to 
instruct another; there is he who knows the instruction, yet he does not 
know how to live by it" (Jnsinger9,16-17). 
In the Bible 
.llULYSIS OF BIBLICA.L TElMS .lS COIIPUED WITH THE EGYPTIU 
In the Bible, as in Egyptian, a gradation o{ terms signifying "fool" may 
be discemed. Here the terms are divided into two groups: 
(1) Terms indicating the "positive" fool - ~lisar lM, peti. 
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(2) Terms indicating the "negative" fool - kesil, 'ewil, le~, näbäl, 
säkäl. 
1. häaarleb 
The adjective ~asar leb (lit. "one who lacks sense") is the semantic 
equivalent of the Egyptian iw.ty ~9.ty. In both languages this idiom 
reflects the concept of the heart as the seat of thought and mind. ~asar 
leb appears only in Proverbs (10 times, once as a noun) andin Ben Sira 
(once), and is unique to the sage's vocabulary. 
~asar leb is an innocent youth without experience and education, 
who is exposed to dangers: he is tempted by a "strange woman" (Prov. 
6, 32; 7,7} or by Wisdom and Stupidity personi:fied in her image (9,4,16}; 
he gives & pledge (17,18}; is credulous (BS 19,4 [Gr.]). His behavior 
causes harm not only to himself but also. to others: he is impolite and 
scorns his fellow man for his failings (Prov. 11,12}. 
The ~asar leb resembles his Egyptian counterpart iw. ty ~9. tv. he 
"follows useless pursuits" (Prov. 12,11} and his bent is for comfortable 
indolence rather than working his vineyard or his land (24,30}. The 
~asar leb is intent an his "folly" ( 'iwwelet) (Prov. 15,21}, but is still 
remediable through the tested means of stimulating the learning 
processes, i.e., beating: "On the lips of him who has understanding 
(nabon) wisdom is found, but & rod is for the back of ~asar leb" (Prov. 
10,13).41 
2. peti 
The peti, the "simple man," is the semantic equivalent of the lJ,m in 
Egyptian, but is not close to him etymologically. The adjective peti 
derives from the root pth, which means "be spacious, wide, open" ( BDB 
834).42 peti belongs to the wisdom vocabulary and is found in Proverbs 
(14 times), the wisdom Psalm (twice) and Ben Sira (as the participle 
poteh - 4 times }; outside the wisdom literature peti appears only 
twice. The wisdom lexicon also contains the nouns peti (Prov. 1,22} and 
petayyii.t (ibid. 9,13}, which appears as the personi:fication of foolishness 
in parallel with 'eiet kesilii.t andin contrast to ~okmot. 
The peti, who stands in synonymous parallelism with ~asar leb and 
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na'ar,43 is a foolish man whose folly stems from lack of knowledge and 
experience. He is an innocent youth, subject to danger and temptation: 
he is easily seduced by the "strange woman" (Prov. 7,7; 9,4,16); he 
"believes everytbing" (14,15); he fails to see danger ahead (22,3 II 27,12). 
The antonym of peti is not ~äkäm ("wise man") but 'änim 
("prudent man"), who not only has the knowledge of the ~äkäm but is 
capable also of applying tbis knowledge to order bis life securely ( see 
Prov. 14,18; 22,3 II 27,12). The Egyptian instruction is intended to 
impart knowledge to the !J.m, and the sage in Proverbs likewise directs 
bis words primarily to the peti: "That prudence may be given to the 
simple (petä 'im), knowledge and discretion to the youth" (1,4). The 
peti, willing to acquire knowledge is the ideal pupil for he learns from 
the punishment of others: "Strike a scorner (le~) and the simple (peti) 
will learn prudence" (19,25; cf. 21,11). Not only the sage, but also the 
personified Wisdom and God (in wisdom Pss.) appear as teachers of the 
peti (Prov. 8,5; wisdom Pss. 19,8; 119,130).44 
3. ~aiZ 
The kesil - who appears in synonymous parallelism with peti, 
ba'ar, näbäl and le~ and in antithetic parallelism with ~äkäm and its 
synonyms (näbon, mebin, 'änim) and ~addiq - is the most common 
term in the Biblical wisdom denoting the "stupid man." The use of kesil 
is exclusive to the wisdom language and is present in Proverbs ( 49 times, 
especially chapters 18 and 26), Qoheleth (18 times), Ben Sira (5 times) 
and the wisdom Psalm (Ps 49,11).45 The etymology of kesilis subject to 
debate. Some link it to the Arabic "to be clumsy," others hold that its 
original meaning is "to be/become fat," hence "to have confidence. 1146 
The verb ksl does not belong to the wisdom vocabulary, wbile the noun 
~silu.t is found once in Proverbs (9,13). 
lt is hard to pinpoint a precise semantic equivalent for kesil in 
Egyptian; as will be seen below, it has some similarity to w!J.9 on the one 
hand and to llJ, and swg on the other. 
The kesil is not the worst type of foolish man and may yet be set 
right:47 
(a) The kesil stands in synonymous parallelism with the peti, the 
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"positive" fool (Prov. 1,32}: see, e.g., the appeal full of hope by Wisdom 
in Proverbs 8,5: 110 simple ones (petä'im) learn prudence; 0 foolish men 
(kfsilim) understand wisdom!" 
(b) The· kesil is capable of recognizing authority and submitting to 
discipline, even if it is done the hard way, by being beaten like a 
household animal (Prov. 26,3;48 cf. 17,10; 19,29}. 
( c) The family framework is mentioned often in connection with the 
kf sil; it seems that the subject here is a young boy whose manners can 
still be corrected (ibid. 10,1; 15,20; 17,21; 19,13}. 
(d} There are human types whose negative behavior exceeds that of 
the kesil : He has more hope than he who is "wise in his own eyes" 
(Prov. 26,12} and 11a man hasty in his words" (ibid. 29,20}. 
More than any other term belonging to the theme of "foolishness, 11 
the description of the kesil is embellished with graphic language, imagery 
and metaphor taken from everyday life and nature. The kfsil is 
compared to household animals and to deformed persons, etc. ( chie:fly 
Prov. 26, 1-12; Qoh. 7,6). Through these linguistic and stylistic devices 
the character of the kfsilis illustrated in various life situations. 
In the didactic-educational setting, the kesil has no wish to learn 
(Prov. 17,16; 18,2}, hates knowledge and is devoid of understanding 
(ibid. 1,22; 23,9; Qoh. 2,14; 10,2}; he lacks concentration - "his eyes 
are on the ends of the earth" (Prov. 17,24). The "proverb,11 the device 
whereby the sage expresses himself, is meaningless in the mouth of the 
kfsil (Prov. 26,7,9). The form of expression characterizing the kfsil is 
'iwwelet (11folly11 ): "The mouth of the stupid (kfsilim) pours out folly 
( 'iwwelet}" (Prov. 15,2; cf. 12,23; 26, 4,5; etc.). The kesil does not learn 
from experience and repeats his folly (26,11). 
Same of the kf sil's negative traits involved in other levels, 
furthermore, are: sinning through speech (cf. swg in Egyptian}, i.e., he 
utters slander (Prov. 10,18}, talks much (ibid. 18,2,6,7; 29,11; Qoh. 5,2; 
10,12; BS 20,7} and loudly (Qoh. 9,17}; he is 'iqqes ,;epätäyw, that is, a 
liar (Prov. 19,1}; he is attached to pleasure and a life of merrymaking 
and idleness (Qoh. 7,4-6;49 BS 27,13 [Gr.]; Qoh. 4,5; cf. also Prov. 
19,10}; he is arrogant, self-confident (Prov. 14,16;50 28,26; cf. 1,32ff}, 
quarrelsome (Prov. 18,7; Qoh. 7,9}, and he is a wrongdoer (Prov. 10,23; 
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13,19). Finally, he is rich, having enough money to "buy wisdom" 
(Prov. 17,16) - when wealth is juxtaposed with A:fsil it has a negative 
connotation. In this context the terms 'äni (parallel to ~äkäm - Qoh. 
6,8} and räi (Prov. 19,1}, both meaning "poor," appear in contrast to 
A:f sil. 
In the social setting, the kesil is an obstacle to others - he is 
unreliable; therefore he should not be allowed to perform any service 
(Prov. 26,10), particularly not as a messenger (ibid. 6} nor as a guardian 
of property (ibid. 21,20; cf. l(!. and /!n in Egyptian, especially in The 
Instruction of Pap. Insinger 5,12-17; 12, 12-13; 21,22}. The sorrow the 
A:fsil brings upon bis parents is great (see p. 202, c). 
The recommended attitude towards him is keeping distance and not 
becoming friendly (Prov. 13,20; 14,7; 17,12; BS 27,12 [Gr.]; cf. the 
attitude towards the swg and the l(!.}. He is not to be spoken to (Prov. 
23,9; 26,4}, although in certain cicumstances he should be answered 
(ibid. 5)51 and even, as we saw above (see p. 202, b ), beaten. 
In Qoheleth, two new elements accompany the figure of the A:fsil. 
One of them is peculiar to the skeptical character of this book -
Qoheleth is dubious about the advantage of wisdom over folly: "And I 
applied my heart to know wisdom and to know madness and folly. I 
percei.ved that this also is but a striving after wind. For in much wisdom 
is much vexation, and he who increases knowledge increases sorrow" 
(1,17-18}. Elsewhere he says that "one fate comes to all of them" - the 
wise and the A:fsil (2,14}; the wise will die with the kesil (ibid. 16; cf. 
Ps 49,11 [wisdom Ps.] and Qoh. 6,8). 
The second element, which as the previous has no parallel in 
Proverbs, is the reference to foolishness against a cultic background 
(Qoh. 4,17-5,6). The sins of the stupid man regarding the cult 
included in this passage are: sacrifice accompanied by wicked deeds 
(Qoh. 4,17}; delay in paying a vow (5,3}; making noise in the temple 
(5,2}. 52 lt is possible that already Qoheleth reflects the later stage of 
wisdom, in which wisdom and the divine Law are identical. In this 
context the kesi~ who refuses to accept the authority of wisdom, has 
become an enemy of the Law, and the word's meaning approaches that of 
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rä.iä' ("wicked man"): "Wickedness is folly (keseQ and foolishness 
(siklut) is madness," says Qoheleth (7,26).53 
In Ben Sira, which belongs to a later phase in the development of 
wisdom, the 'term kesil is not found in a religious context but its use is 
linked with the educaüonal and social spheres. Only once in the Greek 
Version of Ben Sira does ~sil parallel ~addiq, viz., "godly man" (27,11 
(Gr.]). 
In the wisdom Psalms the ~sil comes in parallelism with ba'ar 
(49,11; 92,7; 94,8) and the specific feature that aligns him with the 
"wicked man" is the non-recognition of God. 
4. . 1wi~ 'ito111elet 
1wit "foolish," and 'iwwelet, "folly," belang to the wisdom 
vocabulary and derive from the root 'wt whose primary meaning is to 
"become fat," "grow thick. 1154 •~wil is found in Proverbs (19 times), Job 
(twice), Ben Sira (4 times) and five times outside the wisdom 
literature. 55 
Concerning the 1wil it is said: "Though you crush a fool ( •~wiQ in 
a mortar with a pestle along with crushed grain, yet his folly ( 'iwwalto) 
will not depart from him" (Prov. 27,22). Thus, the •~wil is an 
incorrigible ignoramus and therefore worse than the kesiL Like the 
latter, the 1wil stands in antithetic parallelism with ~akäm, 'ärum, and 
~addiq (in Proverbs) andin synonymous parallelism with ~ilsar ~band 
poteh (in Ben Sira). 
lt is difficult to determine the semantic equivalent of •~wil in 
Egyptian, but his traits are reminiscent of the 8Wg. The •~wil despises 
the instruction (musär) of the wise (Prov. 1,8; 15,5; cf. BS 6,20); his 
musä.r is folly ( 'iwwelet) (Prov. 16,22); he is prideful and self-assured 
about his ways (12,15; 14,3); he is contentious (12,16; 20,3; 27,3; Job 
5,2); he is often accused of sinning through speech, i.e., babbling; he is 
not expected to keep silent, and therefore, if he does keep silent, he "is 
considered wise" (Prov. 17,28; cf. The Instruction of Pap. Insinger3,7-8). 
In this connection we find the collocations pi ("mouth or') •~wil (Prov. 
14,3), •~wil ,;epätayim ("of lips" - 10,8,10),56 and his mouth is said to 
be me~itta. (i.e., "a disaster" -18,7). 
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The 'ewil is indeed without wisdom (Prov. 10,21; 16,22; 24, 7), but 
at the same time he is not without intellectual ability, even if this is 
channeled in negative ways: "A fool's ( 'ewiQ57 intrigue is sin," states 
the sage in Proverbs (24,9). 
'iwwelet, which appears in Proverbs (22 times) and Ben Sira (5 
times),58 denotes an attribute characteristic of human types usually 
relating to the negative category according to the sapiential perception. 
'iwwelet is a trait common to the kesil (Prov. 12,23; 15,2, 14; etc.), the 
'ewil (16,22; 27,22), the qe~ar 'appayim (14,17), the qe~ar ru.alf (14,29), 
the räsä' (5,23), the l},iJ.sar leb (15,21), the peti (14,18), as weil as the ben 
and the na'ar (Prov. 22,15; BS 30,13). 
'iwwelet is bound up with sins of speech (see Prov. 15,2 where the 
opposite is "the tongue of the wise"; and also 12,23; 13,16; 26,4,5), and 
causes swindling and misleading (Prov. 14,9; 19,3; 24,9). 
The folly of the na'ar (youth), whose ways are still amenable to 
correction, is driven out by beating (Prov. 22,15; cf. BS 30,13). Once 
'iwwelet is personified as a woman who demolishes her hause in contrast 
to "Wisdom" who builds and maintains it (Prov. 14,1).59 
The noun 'iwwelet stands in antithetic parallelism with terms 
belonging to the semantic field of wisdom -1!,okma/ ot, tebuna, bina and 
da'at - and is in synonymous parallelism with kflimma ("shame") 
(Prov. 18,13). The use of 'iwwelet recalls the use of the noun swg in the 
Egyptian sources. swg is one of the traits of the l!J., just as 'iwwelet is a 
trait of the 'ewil, the kesil, the peti, etc., in the Biblical wisdom. 
5. Ze, 
le~ ( qal, participle; pl., 'anse lä~on)60 belongs to the Biblical 
wisdom vocabulary and is found in Proverbs (14 times), Ben Sira (8 
times), and the wisdom Psalm {once). The etymology of the term is not 
certain. Some believe that it derives from ly~, "to mock," and le~ ( qal) 
is "a mocker, man of scorning"; others define him as one who talks 
incessantly, the babbler, adducing the Arabic root la~ ("to turn aside") 
and the hiph'il participle meli~, meaning "spokesman," "interpreter".61 
Be that as it may, the chief failing of the le~ is connected with speech 
(see BS 35,18 [B,H]). 
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The le~ is a serious type of fool, worse than the peti and worse, even, 
than the Af siL While the Hebrew educator has not lost hope of 
improving the kesii this is no longer the case with the le~; for him who 
spums reproof and rebuke {Prov. 13,1; 15,12; cf. BS 15,8) beating too is 
ineffectual {Prov. 19,25; 21,11): whoever attempts to teach him only 
brings "abuse" upon himself {9, 7). Therefore, the sage advises, "Do not 
reprove a scomer (le~) lest he hate you" {ibid. 8). These words are 
remarkably similar to what is stated about the Egyptian l/J,, who 
parallele the Ze~ in behavior and manners: "Do not instruct the llJ. lest he 
hate you" (Ankhsheshonqy 7,4). 
lt is the wicked nature of the le~, "the bad shoot" in the language of 
Ben Sira {3,28), which prevents his access to knowledge. Even when he 
wishes to do so "a scomer (le~) seeks wisdom in vain" {Prov. 14,6).62 
Proverbs 21,24 contains a "definition" of the term: "le~ is the name 
of the proud, hot-tempered man (zed), he who acts with insolent 
pride. 1163 Besides insolence, a second trait is characteristic of the les in 
the social framework: he creates strife - "Drive out a scomer ( le~) and 
strife will go out, and quarrelling and abuse will cease" {Prov. 22,10; cf. 
29,8); therefore, the le~ is a candidate for condemnation (Prov. 19,29).64 
The wise man counsels avoidance of his company, his isolation and even 
expulsion from the community {Prov. 22,10; Ps 1,1 [Wisdom Ps.]; cf. 
also BS 13,1 ). His negative conduct is reviled to such extent that it is 
said: "The le~ is an abomination to man" {Prov. 24,9). 
Unlike the other varieties of fool listed so far, the le~ is involved 
prominently in the religious setting. The les is found in synonymous 
parallelism not only with the peti ("simple"), the kesil ("stupid"), but 
also with the räiä' ("wicked") {Prov. 9, 7; Ps. 1,1) and the ~attä 'im 
("sinners") (Ps. 1,1); andin antithetical parallelism it pairs with ~äkam 
(wise), näbon ("man of understanding"), as weil as 'anawim {"humble 
persons") ( qere, Prov. 3,33). The le~ rejects and scoms all authority, 
secular or sacred. In the wisdom Psalm he is presented as an impious 
man who despises the Law, in contrast to the Godfearer, the student of 
the Law {Ps. 1); Ben Sira states explicitly that "the le~ does not uphold 
the Law" {35,18 [B] II "the le~ does not follow a commandment," 35,18 
[H]). 
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To conclude, the Z!~ is the incorrigible fool, not necessarily on 
account of any intellectual inability but owing to his inherent bad 
nature. He is insolent and despises both the educational authority and 
the principles of religion, and the only way therefore to obviate his 
harmful influence is to expel him from the community. 
6. ba'ar 
The adjective ba'ar, which belongs to the language of Biblical 
poetry, appears only five times in the Bible and its occurrence is 
restricted to the wisdom books (Proverbs - twice; wisdom Psalm -
49,11; 73,22; Psalm with wisdom features -92,7). 
ba'ar derives from the noun be'ir, "beast," "animal," and its 
primary meaning is a brutish man, stupid as a beast, a man whose 
stupidity stems from ignorance.65 This image is presented in Psalm 
73,22, where the pious man says, "I was brutish ( ba 'ar) without 
knowledge, a beast I was with you." lt is also evident in the refrain in 
Psalm 49,13,21: "He is like the beasts that perish," referring to the ba'ar 
inverse 11. 
ba'ar is synonymous with ~sil (Ps. 92,7; 49,11) and stands in 
contrast with ~äkäm (Ps. 49,11). lt belongs to the supplicatory language 
of the Hebrew believer, who, like his Egyptian counterpart, desires to 
highlight his submission and insignificance before God. While the 
Egyptian pious man describes himself as "senseless" (iw.ty ~3.ty) and 
compares his way of life to that of an ox (see p. 187 above), his Hebrew 
counterpart, to express a similar notion, simply applies the term ba 'ar 
(Prov. 30,2; Ps. 49,11; 73,22; 92,7). In the relations between human 
beings ba 'ar appears only once as one who "hates reproof ( tök~at)," in 
contrast to one "who loves reproof (tök~at)" (Prov. 12,1). 
1. näbäl 
In wisdom language the adjective nabäl, although not a 
characteristic wisdom term, is used to denote another type of fool, which 
parallels kesil (Prov. 17,21). 
Besides being an adjective the root nbl functions as a verb and a 
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noun: in Proverbs (adjective 3 times, verb once), Job (adjective twice, 
noun, nebäla, once) andin Ben Sira (adjective 4 times). To this should 
be added three passages outside the wisdom books that have wisdom 
features -Deuteronomy 32,6, Isaiah 32,5 and Jeremiah 17,U.66 
Scholars are divided as to the etymology and semantic field of the 
näbäl. Same link the ward to the Arabic nabal, i.e., "wretched things," 
or the Arabic nabl~ i.e., "noble" while others connect it with the 
Akkadian napälu(m), meaning "to destroy"; Some derive it from the 
verb nbl ("to sink, 11 "to drop down, 11 "to languish"). Still others point to 
its proximity to the noun nebela. (11corpse11 ) or connect it with the noun 
nebäla. {"disgrace"). This is not the place to enter into this debate,67 
and the discussion that follows focuses upon the definition of the 
adjective näbäl in relation to the other terms belonging to the semantic 
field of "foolishness" in the Biblical wisdom literature. Appearances of 
the näbäl outside wisdom texts are mentioned only if they shed light on 
the sapiential concept of näbäl. 
In the familial setting, the näbä~ like the Jcfsi~ brings his father 
sorrow by rejecting his authority and teaching (Prov. 17,21; cf., ibid. 25; 
10,1; 13,1; 15,5). Such a situation is depicted in Deuteronomy 32 where 
God assumes the image of the father, while the people appear as his 
disobedient sons, being described as a "stupid ( näbäl) and senseless 
people" (Deut. 32,6). 
In the social framework the näbal appears as a person of inferior 
origins, called by Job "son of the nameless" (Job 30,8). Belonging to the 
lower social class näbäl comes in proximity to the "slave" and the 
"maid" (Prov. 30,22,23) and is an antonym of nädib, a member of the 
upper class, a noble (Prov. 17,7).68 
In the sapiential context näbäl primarily signifies a man of :O.awed 
character in terms of socia.l morality; his weak traits are miserliness, 
arrogance and lying: 
Miserliness, greed: the näbäl's being "filled with food" is listed 
among a series of intolerable occurrences: "Under three things the earth 
trembles, under four it cannot bear up ... and a stupid man ( näbäQ when 
he is filled with food" {Prov. 30,21-22). This statement may be 
interpreted in light of what is said of the näbäl in Biblical prophecy and 
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bistoriography, where the foremost feature of the näbal is bis miserliness 
and greed. For example, "The stupid man ( nabäQ will no more be called 
noble (nädib) nor the knave (kilay) said to be honorable (ioa') ... to 
leave the craving of the hungry unsatisfied and to deprive the tbirsty of 
drink" (Isa. 32,5-6). Nabal of Carmel, true to bis name, refuses to give 
of bis food to David and bis young men (1 Sam. 25,lOff); and the näbal in 
Jeremiah 17,11, is described as "he who gets riches but not by right" (cf. 
BS 18,18 [Gr.]). Likewise Agur, in the passage quoted above (Prov. 30), 
states the traditional dogma that it is not seemly for the näbäl to be 
rich;69 where tbis happens it is a sign of the collapse of universal order 
and the reign of anarchy. 
Pride, afT'ogance: Proverbs 30,32 says, "if you act the fool ( näbaltä) 
by exalting yourself or if you have been devising evil, put your hand on 
your mouth" (i.e., be silent, desist from these actions) for "pressing 
anger produces strife" (i.e., lest tbis stir up anger and result in strife) 
(ibid. 33);70 Job attributes similar behavior to the young men, the "sons 
of näbal," who mock bis misfortune (Job 30,1-14). 
Lying speech: "Honest speech"71 does not correspond to näbäl, just 
as "false speech" does not fit with the nädib (Prov. 17,7). The language 
characterizing the näbal is that of nebäla ("folly"); bis words are of 
~önep and to'a, i.e., hypocrisy and misleading falsehood (Isa. 32,6). Tbis 
section in Isaiah concerns dealings between man and man but is set in a 
religious context; the nabal is charged with uttering lies to God. Job, 
chapter 2, also makes use of the root nbl in a religious setting: Job 
accuses bis wife of talking "as one of the foolish women" (nebälot) (2,10), 
that is, of lying to God ( cf. Ps. 14,1: "The näbäl says in bis heart, 
'There is no God'" II 53,2). 
The näbäl therefore belongs only marginally to the semantic field of 
"foolishness" in the Biblical wisdom. Rather than pointing to the 
intellectual powers of a man it refers to bis moral values with respect to 
of social and religious spheres. On the religious plane the meaning of 
nabäl approximates that of rasä', the "impious man" (in the same way 
as the term nädib, wbich stands in antithetic parallelism with it, 
parallels ~addiq in Prov. 17,27). In this the näbal brings to mind the 
Egyptian l!J., who in bis apostasy against the god stands close to the 
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Egyptian "wicked man" - the s9be (in The Instruction of Pap. 
Insinger). 
8. aakäl , aü:lut , ,ekel 
The root skl, which belongs to the late phase of Biblical Hebrew, is 
characteristic of the vocabulary of Qoheleth. The adjective säkäl appears 
in Qoheleth (5 times), but it appears in Jeremiah (4,22; 5,21),72 andin 
Ben Sira (51,23) as well. The nouns siklti.t and seke~ 73 however, are 
unique to Qoheleth (7 times and once respectively). 
As the säkä~ together with the A:fsil, covers the semantic field of 
11fool11 in Qoheleth, it is possible to clarify the image of the säkäl by 
comparing it with the kesil. 
From the verses in Qoheleth in which the säkäl is mentioned, it is 
evident that some of the traits inherent in him are identical with those 
which mark out the kesi~ that is, lack of wisdom ("his heart is absent" -
Qoh. 10,3; cf. BS 51,23ff.) a.nd garrulity (Qoh. 10,14). Two features, on 
the other hand, distinguish the säkäl from the A:fsil. First, of all the 
terms for "fool" in the wisdom books only the kesil is singled out for his 
attitude towards cultic duties and his behavior in the temple. This is 
not the case with the säkäl; in Qoheleth 7,17 the ~addiq is indeed 
presented as the ~äkäm and the räsä' is termed säkä~ but this is not in 
context of cultic activity. Second, as Mandry has already suggested,74 
the säkäl is depicted in Qoheleth a.s one who has gained a.uthority and 
power by illegal means. This is seen in the section describing the 
anarchy reigning in the land: "A fool ( säkäl) is appointed to great 
heights while rich men sit in lowly places" (Qoh. 10,6);75 andin 2,18-19 
Qoheleth complains of the pointlessness of property gained through toil 
for upon his dea.th "I must lea.ve it to a. man coming a.fter me, and who 
knows whether he will be wise or foolish ( säkäQ? And he will control all 
my wealth for which I had toiled in wisdom under the sun." 
In overall features, then, the säkäl resembles the A:fsil in Qoheleth, 
with the former referring mainly to the plane of social morality while the 
la.tter also relates to the religious-moral sphere. 76 
The abstract noun siklti.t, found in the Bible only in Qoheleth, serves 
as an antonym. for ~okma and invariably accompa.nies it, together with 
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the noun holelii.t/lot {1,17; 2,12; 7,25). Qoheleth wishes "to observe 
~okma weholelot wesiklii.t," namely, to experience them {2,12; cf. 1,17), 
and his conclusion is that siklii.t is identical with holelot {7,25). 
9. ho~üt, holllot 
The stem hll is polysemic and scholars are divided over its 
etymology. Most of them assert that its primary meaning is "shout," 
and point to Arabic, Aramaic and other Semitic languages. This 
meaning is preserved in the verbal forms in pi'el (hilleQ and hithpa'el 
(hithalleQ, which carry the sense of "praise,11 "rejoice.1177 
The hithpo'el form hithölel means "to act like a madman" (see 1 
Sam. 21,14-16 and d. BS 3,27 - mi~olel which, perhaps, should be 
mitholeQ; in po'al its meaning is "to be a fool, 11 "to cause someone to act 
like a fool or madman, 11 as expressed in Qoheleth 7,7, where 1/holel 
appears in synonymous parallelism with wi 'abbed 'et leb, that is, "to 
destroy the mind" (see also Job 12,17). hll in the sense of "to be a fool" 
is found only in Qoheleth {once) and Job (once), in the verses cited . 
above. The noun holelot18 is found in the Bible only in Qoheleth (5 
times). 
holelot appears here always together with siklii.t and it is difficult to 
distinguish between the meaning of "folly" and "madness" which are 
both attached to the term. 79 holelot is thus situated on the boundary 
between the semantic fields of "folly" and "madness" ( cf. i9i9 in 
Egyptian). 
In Qoheleth 7,25 holelot and siklii.t are shown to be identical in the 
expression "the folly {is) madness"; in 10,13 siklut is juxtaposed with 
"evil holelut" and elsewhere it is stated that it signifies "evil" (Qoh. 9,3; 
see also 1,17; 2,12). 
Summary 
The terms belonging to the topic of "foolishness" refer to different types 
of fools, who may be distinguished according to their intellectual 
capacity and their social and religious behavior. On the other hand, 
their descriptions in the wisdom books evince a uniformity and repetition 
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of traits which appear common to them all. The descriptions relate to 
two levels: the social, which is more in prevalent, and the religious, 
which is less emphasized. 
On the social level the individual is always presented as apart of a 
whole and bis attitude to others as belonging to two frameworks - the 
narrower one of the family, where the attitude toward father and mother 
is scrutinized, and the broader one of the community. In this context 
the sage is concerned chiefly with two flaws in character that are found 
in the various kinds of fool - a refusal to accept educational authority 
(~sil, 'lwil, le~), and sins of speech ( 'lwil, kesil, peti, le~, säkäl, näbäQ. 
On the religious level, the terms at times indicate the erroneous way 
of the believer, who knows no better (peti, ba'ar), but more often they 
point to deliberate denial ( näbäl, le~ ). 
As to the distribution of the terms (see Table 11), the smallest 
number of terms appear in Job, while the largest number with the most 
variety are found in Proverbs, especially in the fifth collection. However, 
~sil and 'lwil are also frequent in the second collection, and peti, le~ 
and Msar leb are common in the first collection. In the view of most 
scholars these collections belang to the early phase of wisdom in 
Proverbs.80 
Terms whose usage disappeared after Proverbs (~tisar leb, peti) or 
became rare ( le~) surface once more in Ben Sira. This book also contains 
the stem skl (in plural), which, as we have seen, is exclusive to Qoheleth 
among the Biblical wisdom books. 
Comparison of the Egyptian and Hebrew terminology 
( 1) Semantic parallels 
lt is difficult to determine precise semantic equivalents in Egyptian for 
all the Hebrew terms, and vice versa. ~tisar leb, as we have seen, is the 
linguistic and semantic equivalent of iw.ty ~3.ty in Egyptian. In terms of 
subject matter the peti may be said to approximate the !J,m while the 
image of the le~ recalls the l!J,. In both Egyptian and Biblical Hebrew 
two groups of "fool" are distinguishable, the "positive" and the 
"negative": the former is open to correction, and the latter is not. In 
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Table 11: Distribution of Terms Relating to the 
Sem.antic Field of Foolishness in the Bible 
Tera Prov. (main Qoh. Job BS (Bebrev Visdo• Ps. To-
collections) ISS) tal 
-
1) ke.sil 49 x (coll. 2,5) 18 X 5 X 3 X (49,92•,94•) 75 
ke.sd 1 X 1 X (49) 
ke.silit 1 X 
-
- - -
2) 'e11i l 19 x (coll. 2,5) 2 X 4x 25 
'i111111det 22 X 5x 27 
- - - -
3) lef 14 x (coll. 1,5) 8 X 1 X (1) 23 
liifon ('anäe) 1·x 
- - -
4) peti(adj.) 14 x (coll. 1,5) ,ateA-4 x 2 X (19,119) 20 
peti(n.) 1 X 
,etarrit 1 X 
- -
5) Aä.sar leb 10 x (coll. 1,5) 11 
(1 X n.) 1 X 
- - -
6) näbiil 3 X 2 X 4x 9 
nebälä 1 X 
- - -
7) .siikäl 5 X 1 X 6 
.sekd 1 X 
.siklit 6x 6 
- - -
8) ba'ar 2 X 3 X (49,73,92•) 5 
9) Anlelitlot 5 X s 
• Psalm vith visdom features (Vhybray, see Corpus n. 17, above). 
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both languages the distinction between different types of 11fools 11 can be 
understood in the form of a graded scale based on the intellectual-moral 
condition of the person. 
Based on the foregoing, a tentative comparison of the Hebrew and 
Egyptian terminology shows the following gradation: 
Positive fool ( corrigible) 
In the Bible: 
1) ~asar leb, peti 
2) kesil ( sakär!) 
3) '~wil 
4) le~ 
5) näbäl 
Negative fool (incorrigible) 
In Egyptian: 
1) !Jm, iw. ty ~3. ty 
2) w!J3 
3) swg (?) 
4) l!J 
Same of the terms belonging to the semantic field of 11folly11 are, in both 
Egyptian and the Bible, cases on the borderline between this field and 
the semantic fields of 11wickedness 11 and 11madness. 11 näbäl and le~ in the 
Biblical wisdom and l/J. in the Egyptian sources are close to 
11wickedness, 11 while holelot/ ut in Hebrew and apparently s3s3 in 
Egyptian have the basic meaning of 11madness. 11 
(2) Parallels in subject matter 
The Egyptian and the Biblical wisdom do not deal with defining the 
various types belonging to this field - their nature and quality are 
evidenced by different ways of behavior in similar life situations. The 
Biblical sage refers more to the social and less to the intellectual aspect 
involved in these terms; the Egyptian wisdom places greater emphasis 
on the educational-didactic aspect. But according to both the Hebrew 
and the Egyptian concept the mental state is an inseparable part of a 
man's character and moral traits. A man devoid of intellect and without 
knowledge is also defective in his moral nature on both the social and 
religious levels. The more limited a man's faculties in terms of acquiring 
knowledge the greater the danger he poses to the social and religious life 
of the community. 
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In the didactic wisdom literature in the Bible, as in the Egyptian 
wisdom, great attention is paid to education. From the above 
investigation of "folly" emerge several common points: 
(a) The Hebrew and the Egyptian sage recognize the limitations of 
education; the '~wi~ possessing as he does a wicked nature ( cf. awg), 
cannot be taught; anyone attempting to teach a le~ ( cf. llJ.) brings 
disgrace upon himself. 
(b) Although in Israel, unlike in Egypt, texts belonging explicitly to 
the school institution have not been discovered, at least part of the 
Biblical wisdom texts may be related to this framework indirectly (see 
pp. 349ff below). Thus, e.g., if one accepts the view of scholars that the 
first collection in Proverbs is an educational text intended for pupils, 81 
the terms contained in it - peti, ~~sar leb, and le~ - may be regarded 
as the terminology of the early Hebrew school, like s9s9, iw.ty ~9.ty, 
gws, lfn, which appear in the texts of the Egyptian school. 
(c) One of the central themes of Proverbs (especially 10,2-11,6) is 
the confrontation between the "fool" and the "wise man." The topic is 
also dominant in the Demotic instructions, and its origins can even be 
traced back to the early Egyptian wisdom. 
In light of this, Licht's assertion that since "in the wisdom literature 
of the peoples the conflict between the wise man and the fool is not 
mentioned at all ... the image of the fool is characteristic, and unique to 
the lsraelite wisdom literature1182 seems to be incorrect and needs to be 
re-examined. 83 
(3) The exclusive nature of the Hebrew material 
Two features stand out in Hebrew wisdom with respect to "foolishness": 
(a) Only in Israel is there personification of the abstract nouns 
"wisdom" and "folly,11 in both cases in the form of a woman.84 In 
Proverbs 9,1-6, 13-18 ~okma and kesilv.t appear as houseowners who 
invite passers-by to participate in their meals. In Proverbs 14,1 
"wisdom" (~akmot na.iim)85 is set against "folly" ( 'iwwelet) and again 
both appear in the guise of women, one who destroys her house, the 
other who builds it. 
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In Egypt we do find personification of abstract qualities -
especially relevant for our purposes is the personification of the Ma'at, 
whom some identify with the female figure of wisdom in Proverbs86 -
but there is no personification of "foolishness" in the Egyptian wisdom 
sources. 
(b) The Hebrew wisdom makes greater use of abstract nouns than 
the Egyptian: 'iwwelet (22 times), kesilut (once), siklut (7 times), 
peta111J11.t (once), holelut/ ot (5 times).87 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Synopsis 
Similarity and dissimilarity in Egyptian and 
Biblical wisdom in the semantic field of foolishness: 
Similar Dissimilar 
Gradation in seriousness 1. Lack of reference to the 
of mental-moral condition of formal pedagogical framework 
of the fool. (school) in the Bible. 
Distinction between two 2. Lack of personification 
main groups -positive of "foolishness" in the 
and negative fool. Egyptian wisdom. 
Confrontation between 3. Limited use of abstract 
the fool and the wise nouns in the Egyptian wisdom 
man. literature. 
No definition of the type 
but concern with behavior 
and various activities. 
The pious man represents 
himself as a fool, 
ignorant like a beast. 
The borders of the semantic 
field of "foolishness" are 
"wickedness" on the one hand 
and "madness" on the other. 
CHAPTER SIX 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF ACQUIRING WISDOM: 
WISE AND WISDOM 
I. SEMANTIC !NA.LYSIS OF THE TEi.MS 
The number of terms relating to the semantic field of 11wise, 11 11wisdom11 
is relatively large. This is not surprising since the topic stands at the 
pinnacle of the sapiential ideology. Who is the wise man? What is the 
distinction between him and the fool? What are the sources of wisdom? 
Is wisdom purchased, endowed, or is it a natural skill? Are there 
boundaries to man's intellectual abilities? - These are only some of the 
issues that absorb the wise man's mind. 
In Egypüan 
1. rfJ (Dem. rfJ ; Copt. w- ) 
The most common root in the semantic field of 11wisdom II is ra, 
meaning "to know, 11 "to recognize" ( Wb. II 442). lts antonym is am, 
"know not", "tobe ignorant of'' . The ward is preserved in Demotic and 
in Coptic w- means "to know," "tobe capable of. 111 ra appears in 
this corpus as verb, noun and adjective. 
Verb: 
As a verb ra has the general sense of 11 to know" and is not limited to the 
wisdom vocabulary. Therefore, the discussion below is restricted to 
those applications of ra that are characteristic of the Egyptian wisdom 
sources and that may serve for comparison with the Biblical material. 
Usually ra is transitive and is associated with various kinds of 
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objects, e.g., eloquence ( Wb. II 443,23; Jansen-Winkeln I Al0, e,3; II 
3,6,12), skill at reading and writing (in the school writings - Kheti 
XXII A; Laf!,Sing 2,2); and, in particular, knowledge of the future: the 
formula "Behold, man cannot know what will happen" (Kagemni II 2) 
recurs in different versions in the wisdom sources and serves to 
emphasize man's impotence as compared to the divine omnipotence (cf. 
Ptalfl!.otep 343; The Elo(J'Uent Peasant Bl 183; Amenemope 23,8-9 II 22, 
5-6). 
Another common topic is knowledge of human nature, knowing "the 
name" of a man, "the excellence of his heart," "the excellence of his 
advice." This awareness is especially important in the sphere of those 
who ate in the service of the king: in praise of himself the high official 
declares that "his master" or "the king" knows his "name" (Janssen I p. 
77, BI 80; Urk. IV 514,9; Blumenthal G4,46); the opposite view is 
stated in The Instruction of Amenemope: "A man at the side of an 
official, his name should not be known" (24, 6-7). The phrase "to know 
the god" signifies faithful behavior towards him, the conduct of the pious 
man ( Wb. II 442, 12-14);2 and likewise "to know his plans (sor)" 
(Amenemope 23, 811 22,5; Janssen I p. 75, BI 44; etc.). 
At times ra in Egyptian, like yd' in the Bible, has a sexual sense: "to 
know a person carnally" (Ptalfl!,otep 288; Ankhsheshonqy 20,23).3 ro, with 
or without the preposition r, occasionally takes on the sense of "to 
discem," "to distinguish between" ( Urk. IV 970,1, "fool'' and "wise 
man"; ÄHG 149,8, "good and evil"; cf. Wb. II 444,1). The collocation 
rdi ra, meaning "to cause someone to know, II "to teach, II is set as the 
goal of instruction and the function of the high official. In the epilogue 
to The Instruction of Amenemope it is written, "They (the thirty 
chapters) teach (rdi ro) the fool (am)" (27,10) (cf. Sel],etep-ib-Ra 1,5; The 
Elo(J'Uent Peasant Bl 287; Kheti XXIl G; etc.). The official of the 18th 
Dynasty causes "every man to know his duty" ( Urk. IV 967,9; 1006,5; 
etc.). 
The active participle, ro, serves as an attributive, indicating the 
mastery of the artisan ( Wb. II 445,4); the skilled, learned scribes are ss. w 
r!Jyt (Sallier I 1,6 according to Wb. ibid.).4 The passive participle r!JOY 
means "well-known," "renowned" ( Urk. IV 119,3). 
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As to the question of possession of knowledge or the lack of it, man 
usually is porirayed as one who is ignorant ( of the future, see above, of 
the day of his death, etc. - Anii 5,2; 10,9; Admonitions 2,3). The "fool" 
(om, wo9} is particularly notable for his lack of knowledge (Peasant Bl 
287; etc.). By contrast, the god appears as "knowing": Amon knows the 
future ( Urk. IV 244,15}; the god knows the nature and thoughts of man 
( To Merikare 123; Urk. IV 1083, 6ff}; he knows "the silent man" (ibid., 
1083, 11) and him who serves him faithfully ( To Merikare 67}; he is 
acquainted with "the heated man," "the foe" (ibid. 49; Amenemope 5, 
17}; and, finally, the god knows and determines man's fate (Anii 6,9). 
Among men, the king takes first place as one who knows ( mainly in 
the phraseology of the king's court - Urk. IV 429,1,5; 514,9, etc.; 
Janssen I p. 76; Blumenthal 325-327}. The high official, too, lauds 
himself as "one who knows": the future (Hatnub is "the knower of 
tomorrow before its advent" - Janssen I p. 75, Bl 41; cf. Rekhmire -
Urk. IV 1129,12}; his social position in the king's court (to which belong 
the phrases "recognizes the place of his foot" [s.t rd./], or "his steps" 
[nmt.t./), Janssen I p. 74, Bl 15ff.); and palace rules, matters oflaw and 
justice, the advice of the god, etc. (see Janssen I pp. 74ff.; Blumenthal 
408; etc.). 
No11D: 
The noun ro is less common than the verb in our sample. ro, which is 
antithetical to om, and in synonymous parallelism with ss9 and 
~mww ib, refers to "knowledge" originating in the tradition of the 
ancestors and transmitted by way of instruction acquired through 
learning. Therefore, the instruction itself is termed "knowledge" -
· in To Merikare it is said: "Copy your forefathers ... See, their words 
endure in books; open, read them and copy the knowledge (row)" 
(35-36}; at the close of Pap'IJ"l,8 lnsinger, too, the work is called "the 
end of giving knowledge in order that one might know" (n t71 ro 'me) 
(35,13; cf. Kheti XXIII A). But ro may also relate to innate wisdom 
possessed by man from the moment of his birth (see below). ro is 
usually the practical knowledge that equips one to carry out his duties 
properly. Antef is an excellent scribe who interprets the writings 
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skillfully and is "equipped with knowledge" ( Urk. IV 969,14,16). The 
officials of the king's court in the 11 th and 12th Dynasties succeeded in 
averting wrongdoing by virtue of "the greatness of their knowledge" 
(Janssen I p. 74, Bl 7-10). The topic of "knowledge" is thus usually 
bound up with daily affairs and practical information; rarely does r!J. in 
our examples concem religious matters or some form of abstract 
knowledge: the inscription of the father of Petosiris speaks of 
"knowledge of the powers" ( r!J. b9. w.f) of the god {Lefebvre 116,4 II Otto 
No. 46), while elsewhere knowledge of the "mysteries" is mentioned 
( Urk. IV 1209, 1). 
The natural aim of "knowledge" is indeed the "fool" {!J.m) 
(Pta~~otep 47; cf. ibid. 577); but also one who already possesses 
"knowledge," namely, the "wise man" (r!J. or ss9) must continue to leam, 
for there is no limit to wisdom {ibid. 52-54, 573; Ankhsehshonqy 8,3). 
Adjective: 
The active participle r!J. is used adjectivally for "wise" beginning in the 
Middle Kingdom ( Wb. II 445). Sometimes r!J. is collocated with !J..t, 
"thing," to form r!J. (i}!J..t, literally "he who knows something," i.e., 
"wise," whose antithesis is the !J.m (i}!J..t (Peasant Bl 219). The passive 
participle (imperfect) rtJ.!J. expresses the sense of "learned man, 115 andin 
Demotic rmt r!J., literally "wise man" {fern. s~m.t rmt r!J..t), appears. 
The adjective r!J., "wise," is in synonymous parallelism with other 
adjectives having the same meaning - s99, si9, w~' ib - and in 
antithetic parallelism with terms signifying the "fool" - hn, l!J., swg, 
w!J.9 - and other negative human types - rmt bn (Dem. "bad man"), 
s9be (Dem. "wicked man"). 
The r!J. occurs in all genres belonging to the wisdom literature. Its 
limited appearance, therefore, in the school writings and its complete 
absence from the "loyalist" instructions are remarkable. 
The r!J., the "wise man," is principally one who has acquired 
knowledge and does not cease storing up wisdom (Pta~~otep 52-54, 573; 
cf. To Merikare 36). Himself the possessor of knowledge, he is capable of 
teaching others (Janssen I p. 73, BI 2,3,4,6) and he is a master of 
rhetoric: Neferti, the "wise,11 utters 11:fine words, choice phrases" to the 
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king (Neferti 13). rll, may denote not only a man who satisfies the norms 
presented in the didactic instructions but also someone expert in a 
particular pursuit, e.g., a craftsman, a scribe, a magician6 and a 
soothsayer ( Wb. II 445,4; 443, 28ff. ). 7 
As the concept of wisdom makes no distinction between intellectual 
faculties and moral virtue, the rll, also fulfils all the requirements of 
sapiential morality: he controls his emotions, displays restraint ( Insinger 
6,8; 9,23; Otto No. 39 II ZÄS 46, 75ff. 1.1; etc.). In the social setting he 
brings benefit to others by giving good counsel (Ptalfl!.otep 54); the rlJ, is 
a reliable and honest man, both as messenger and in other matters 
(Ankhsheshonqy 6,13; Insinger 10,2; 26, 19, 22, 24). Therefore, the sages 
advise to seek association with him (Ankhsheshonqy 13,6) and counsel 
marriage to him (ibid. 25,15). 
In the later wisdom the rlJ, is the pious man, who follows the way of 
the god (Insinger 29,3-5) and wins his reward (ibid. 5,15; 35,11; 29,5; see 
also Ankhsheshonqy 18,11; 21, 7-8). In the Demotic instructions 
statements are made in praise of the wise woman (Ankhsheshonqy 8,22; 
Insinger8,5; cf. 11a woman of valor, 11 Prov. 31,lOff.). 
The king and the high official represent themselves as 11the ideal wise 
man." Merikare's father describes the king thus: 11The Lord of the Two 
Banks is one who knows (rlJ, ilJ,.t). A king ... is not ignorant (wlJ,9). As 
one wise (s99) did he come from the womb11 (115-116; cf. Blumenthal Gl 
40); the officials of the 11th and 12th Dynasties pride themselves on 
being wise men (Janssen I pp. 73-74), even 11wise from the womb11 -
like the king (ibid. p. 73, BI 3).8 
The epithet rlJ,w, i.e., 11the sage" par excellence, is applied to Thoth, 
the god of the scribes and of wisdom. 
To illuminate and more sharply delineate the figure of the rll,, the 
Egyptian sage juxtaposes him with his opposite, the 11fool" ( wlJ,9, l!J., swg, 
hn). 9 The employment of this contrast begins to appear in early 
wisdom, The lnstruction of Ptalfl!.otep, continues in The Admonitions and 
attains its fullest expression in the Demotic lnstruction of Pap. Insinger. 
The fool is the opposite of the wise man in conduct and manners: 
The wise man learns, the fool ( w{J,3) is hard pressed ( Ptalfl!.otep 5 73-5 7 4); 
the wise man says "ye&,11 the fool (wlJ,3) says 11no 11 (Amenemhet XIV B; 
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Admonitions 6, 13); the wise man displays self-control, the fool (l/J.) is 
greedy (Insinger 5, 16-18); the wise man is impeccable, the fool (l/J.) 
reveals his stupidity through his tongue (ibid. 12,23-24); one should keep 
the company of the wise man and not of the fool (swg, l!J.) 
(Ankhsheshonqy 13,6,7); the wise messenger is preferable to the foolish 
(l!J.) one (ibid. 6,13 and cf. Insinger 21,22); the fool (l/J.) is without 
recompense while the wise man receives his reward (Ankhsheshonqy 
18,11; 21, 7-8; cf. Insinger 29, 5-6). 
In the later wisdom sources a note of uncertainty begins to appear in 
this traditional outlook dividing mankind into two clear-cut categories of 
"wise" and "fool," good and bad.10 In The Instroction of Pap. Insinger 
the boundaries between "wise" and "fool" are blurred. The author of the 
later instruction presents facts firmly based on reality that serve to 
dislodge the conventional axioms: There is a "wise man" who does not 
know (Insinger 4,19); he who lives like a wise man is not always wise, 
and he whose life is hard is not a fool (l/J.) (ibid. 5,5,6; see also 22, 3-4; 
25,11; 27,18). 
In sum, the r~ is one who has learned, has acquired knowledge, and 
is able to make his knowledge benefit him in his daily life; this takes 
place both in the relationship between man and his fellow men and in 
that between the pious person and his god. 
2. 899 
s33 appears in the present sample as a verb, an abstract noun (s3.t; 
s33), and the participle form is used as an adjective. 11 The 
determinatives accompanying s33 are identical with those of r~, i.e., a 
man with one hand to his mouth and a rolled papyrus, signifying thought 
and spiritual activity ( Gr Yl ). s33 apparently has a connection with the 
root s33 whose meaning is "to be satis:6.ed, sated with" ( Wb. IV 14-15); 
that is, s33 has the literal meaning of "to be full of wisdom" and it 
involves the comparison of the process of acquiring wisdom with eating, 
which appears often in the wisdom sources.12 
s33 is characteristic of the king's court writings and common in the 
early instructions (Pta~~otep, To Merikare, Instroction by a Man for His 
Son), it is not found in the school writings and the instructions of the 
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New Kingdom (Anii, Amenemope). 13 899 is synonymous with the 
lexemes rtJ. and 89r14 and at times interchanges with them. 
The wisdom to which the concept 899 relates is multifaceted. On 
the one hand, 89.t, like rtJ., is acquired wisdom, studied in an educational 
framework. The sage s99, therefore, may be defined as "school15 for the 
nobles" (To Merikare 33); Pt~otep tells his son, "Teach (sb9) the 
great (man) what is useful to him ... Thus you let his knowledge (s99) 
impress his ... lord" (399-401). 
On the other hand, s99 signifies wisdom which is not acquired but is 
innate wisdom, wisdom which is the property of the gods. The father of 
Merikare says, "As one wise (899) did he come from the womb" (117). 
This formula is also common in the language of officialdom. lt is said of 
the chief treasurer Icher-Nofret that "he came out of the womb as a wise 
man (s99)" (Janssen I p. 32, Ar 6 d. p. 31, Ar 4 and Blumenthal Gl,40). 
The author of The Instruction of PtalJJ!,otep contradicts this concept, 
asserting that "no one is bom wise (s99)" (41). Among the gods this 
wisdom is primarily the property of Thoth, the god of wisdom. 
Therefore, kings, who liken themselves to this god, are termed s99 -
"wise"; Thutmosis III boasts with the words "I became wise in the 
wisdom of the gods (8899.kwi m s9r.t)" ( Urk. IV 160,6). 
This wisdom, which is acquired by study or originates in a natural 
talent, relates to the practical skills of a man, demonstrated in a 
particular post which he fills or in his professional expertise: 89.t is 
wisdom manifested in the capacity for administration and rulership in 
both the high official and in his master the king; the official is wise 
( s99), conducting negotiations with the great and being versed in court 
protocol (~otep 399-401; d. the biography of Amon's priest -
Janssen-Winkeln I A9,d2; II 3,5,5); in this connection appear the 
expressions "knows procedure," "obeys," "wise in understanding" ( 899 
8b~) (Janssen I pp. 31-32, Ar 1,3,5,8). The king is termed nb s9.t, 
"lord of wisdom" (see Blumenthal Gl,41; Sinuh.e B 48 - Sesostris I; d. 
Wb. IV 16,1). Less frequently 899 is concemed with technical or 
professional pro:ficiency. The professions included here are the scribe -
the scribe lntef, entitled 899, is described as an interpreter of written 
texts and equipped with knowledge ( Urk. IV 969,14,16)16 - and the 
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soothsayer - Ne!erti, the wise lector-priest, utters "fine words" be!ore 
the king, depicting the future (Neferti 7). 
From the above analysis it appears that s3.t is wisdom possessed by 
both gods and human beings, and that, where men are concerned, this 
virtue is limited to the upper dass. The common folk are not among the 
fortunate who merit the epithet s33, unlike rlf, which can be applied to 
all people. Another distinguishing feature is that in the present corpus 
only rlf relates to the aspect of social morality. 
3. s3r 
s3r, which is in use only from the Middle Kingdom onwards, appears 
in our corpus mainly as a noun, s3r.t {12 times) and twice as a verb. 
The determinatives are identical to those appearing with the foregoing 
terms except one which is "a string of a bow.1117 The expression s3r, 
which stands in synonymous parallelism with rlf, is not characteristic of 
the wisdom vocabulary but belongs to the language of the biographical 
writings of the king's court. 
s3r. t is wisdom that stems primarily from life experience. lt is the 
understanding of the adult, inexistent in the child. The Admonitions 
speaks of "a child without knowledge" (nlfn n s3r.t.f- 16,1). This is 
repeated in the description of Haremhab's coronation ceremony: "Food 
was given him in abundance while he was yet a child without 
understanding" ( iw.f m ~wn nn s3r.t.f) {line 3 - Gardiner, JEA 39, 
13ff.). But s3r.t may also be gained through learning: the author of 
Kernit studied the books of his ancestors and "after that I became wise 
(m-lft s3r.i)" {pl. 19). 
s3r.t is a characteristic quality of the gods; like rlf and s33 it refers 
principally to the god of wisdom, Thoth ( Wb. IV 18,12). s3r.t is also the 
possession of men of the higher social dass. The king is called "lord of 
understanding, 11 nb s3r.t, an understanding imparted to him by the gods 
{Haremhab, above, line 11). In addition, this epithet is applied to the 
vizier and treasury keeper of the 18th Dynasty ( Urk. IV 67,10; 513,6); 
others are "excellent" or "of good understanding" ( i~r/ nfr s3r. t) {ibid. 
481,13; 527,7; 993,4; 1183,3), while Se~etep-ib-Ra, who holds the post of 
high official in the temple, is he whose "lord recognized his wisdom 
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(s3r.t.f )" {PL 8,4; cf. The Biography of Neb-netero, the 22nd Dyn. -
Janssen-Winkeln I AlO, d,2). 
4. ri3 
The term si3, meaning "perception, 11 11knowledge, 11 and appearing 
from the Pyramid Texts onward ( Wb. IV 30), is not characteristic of 
wisdom language and is usually found in the terminology of the 
biographical writings.18 lt appears in the present corpus as a verb and 
as an abstract and proper noun, and is accompanied by three 
determinatives. One, identical to that of the previous term, is a man 
with one hand to his mouth, while the other two portray the particular 
meaning of the term, namely, an eye, signifying discernment, 
penetration, and a god, signifying personification of the abstract value 
si3.19 
si3 means 11knowledge of, 11 "insight into" an object. In our sample 
this object is usally a person. The authors of the biography flaunt the 
fact that the king 11knew them11 for their superior qualities ( Urk. IV. 
429,2; 898,14; Blumenthal G4 53,54; etc.). The special significance of 
the word comes to the fore when si3, is collocated with the term l'heart, 11 
meaning discernment of the feelings and thoughts harbored within it: 
11You do not know (n si3.n.k) my heart, 11 says the Eloquent Peasant to 
the official ( The Eloquent Peasant Bl 298}; Intef, enumerating his own 
talents, calls himself 11one who knows the heart" (si3 ib, i.e., is 
perceptive) ( Urk. IV 971,1; cf. Janssen I p. 95, Cz 1; etc.). 
si3 is also a proper noun, referring to the knowledge of the god Re' 
who created the world assisted by Sia, "wisdom" and J:Iu, the "creative 
word. 11 In its hypostatic form si3 is then perceived as a virtue possessed 
by the king, who is the representative of the creator god on earth. The 
formula 11~w is in (your) mouth, si3 is in (your) heart" is common in the 
Egyptian literature when mention is made of the god or the king 
{Blumenthal G 1,43,44).20 At times J:Iu and Sia are joined by Ma'at 
(truth), and these denote three divine attributes in possession of the 
king; in his words of reproof addressed to the King the Egyptian sage 
says, 11 J:lu, Sia and Ma'at were with you" (Admonitions 12,12; etc.). 
si3 is thus charismatic wisdom, pertaining to gods {Amon-Re' -
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see Blumenthal G 1,43; Thoth - Urk. IV 498, 2-4) and kings (of 
Sesostris I it is said in Sinuhe, "Lord of knowledge (si3) who knows 
people ... " (B 214-215); cf. the descriptions of the following kings: 
Amenemhet m - Se~etep-ib-Ra. 2,5; Akhenaten - ÄHG 235, 9; and 
see also Blumenthal G 1,44).21 
To sum up, si3 means "to know someone thoroughly. 11 As a noun it 
has a double sense: that of an abstract quality - perception, sagacity -
and that of endowed, charismatic wisdom, possessed by gods and kings 
but never by ordinary mortals. 
5. iss 
ss3, meaning "to be expert," "skilled," appears in our corpus as a 
verb, noun and adjective. The determinative is a rolled papyrus, 
indicating spiritual activity, sometimes accompanied by the drawing of 
the head of a bubalis (Gr F5). ssS pertains most probably to the 
terminology of the school for scribes in Egypt, as 14 of its 35 occurrences 
refer to the scribal profession. lt is not frequent in the instructions ( only 
twice in To Merika.re and Anii) but appears often in the school writings 
and in the king's court phraseology. The stem ss3 stands in synonymous 
parallelism with some of the terms belonging to the subject of wisdom, 
such as rlf, sb3 and phrases such as "a useful noble," "an excellent man," 
indicating a positive human type. On the other hand it appears in 
antithetic parallelism with the fool, lfm. ssS signifies expertise through 
experience and practice. The verb is generally accompanied by the 
preposition m or hr, followed by the object of expertise. The area of 
expertise is varied, ranging from the ability to read and write to mastery 
of a specific profession or subject. In Pa.pf/T'US Chester Bea.tty IV the 
pupil is told: "After you are weil versed in the writings (iw swt ss3w.k m 
ss) you enter into the instructions" (pl. 19, versa 4,611 4,9) (cf. Anii 7,4); 
of the ss3 scribe it is said, "The instruction of books is graven in his 
heart" (Ana.sta.si I 11,2; cf. Urk. IV 1083,16). The high official is 
proficient in building (Rekhmire, Urk. IV 1152,12), in matters of law 
(Janssen I p. 34, Ay 4), in work (ibid. Ay 5), in the writings ( Urk. IV 
121,2 II 151,15 II 509,22 II 1223,13; Wb. n 181,4;), and the like. 
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Sometimes the ss9 is joined to a noun and serves as an attributive 
with the meaning of "expert," "skillfu.l": in Papyrus Anastasi I, ss ss9w 
is a master scribe {14,5; 18,1); in Papyrus Lansing mention is made of 
ss9 gb'w, "skillfu.l fingers," that is, a scribe whose fingers are 
experienced in the craft of writing {3,1); in Urk. IV the collocation ss9 
~r, meaning "gifted," is frequent {118,4; 509,2; 555,4; 1017,1; etc.). In 
the religious context ss9 expresses the relationship between the god and 
the pious man. The god is weil acquainted ( ss9) with him who offers 
sacrifices ( To Merikare 130); while the godfearer is intimate with the 
"plan of god" (slJ.r n nJr - inscription of the father of Petosiris, 
Lefebvre 116,4). 
6. l.!,mVJ (Dem. l.!,m; Copt. 2_2-:-'t ) 22 
The hieroglyph signifying the term ~mw is a stone-worker's drill (Gr 
U24), which indicates that the primary meaning of ~mw was connected 
with handicraft, and from there was transferred into the sphere of 
abstract knowledge. 
The root ~mw, which begins to appear in the Old Kingdom, has two 
principal meanings: (a) "to create," "build," e.g., the construction of a 
chariot, goldsmithing, etc.; {b) "skill," "to be expert, skilled" ( Wb. III 
82-86). 
In our corpus ~mw is present as a verb, meaning "to create," "to 
build"; as a noun, ~m.t, has the double sense of "craftsmanship" and 
"skill" while the adjective ~mVJW signifies a craftsman or one who is 
skilled.23 In New Egyptian and Demotic (~m) it means "carpenter" 
(Instruction of Anii, Ankhsheshon<J11); andin Coptic 2.~M has the sense 
of "craftsman" {Crum 673-674). 
Only in the sense of "skill" does ~mw belang to the semantic field 
under review, and this therefore lies at the center of the following 
discussion. ~mw in this sense appears in synonymous parallelism with 
sb9, rlJ., ss9 ~r (II ~mVJW ib ), and in antithetic parallelism with lJ.m. 24 
The distribution of hmw is wide - it is found in texts ranging from 
the Old Kingdom to the Late Period {30th Dynasty), and while it is 
common in the biographical writings {21 times), it also appears 
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frequently in the instructions (from Ptal].~otep to the Demotic 
instructions -11 times). 
~mw relates to two levels: (a) On the professional level ~mw denotes 
the qualifications required of the high official. In this context the 
common formula in the texts is "the best craftsman in his trade" (~mww 
n wnw.t.f, lit. "the skilled one, competent, in his trade" - Janssen I 
pp. 29-30, Al 1,4,6,9). Of the excellent scribe it is said that he is 
"skilled with his fingers" (ibid. Al 7). (b) On the level of general 
education ~mw - primarily in the instructions but also in the 
biographical texts - refers to the principles of education and general 
knowledge: 
Mastery of the art of speaking. This is evident not only in the way one 
speaks but also in the ability to listen to others. A detailed definition of 
a man so gifted is given in an inscription from the Late Period written 
by the priest of Amon in Thebes: "His saying was select, there was no 
hatred in his words .... an expert in speech, who balances the hearts, his 
utterance was like milk" (Janssen-Winkeln I A7, e,3-4 II Otto No. 3 II 
KCG 42212, p. 35 E 3-4). Ptal_J.l_J.otep, wishing to stimulate these talents 
in his son, commands him to "speak ( only) after you have mastered the 
craft" (lit. "have entered the act of a craftsman" - sp n ~mww) (615); 
"He who hears becomes a master-hearer (~mww)" (518). Here too 
belongs the phrase ~mww mdw (or ~mww m md.t), "skilled in speaking" 
( To Merikare 32; cf. Pta~~otep 367). 
Mastery of knowledge. Out of one who is taught (sbb9yw) develops the 
expert (~mww), says the Egyptian sage ( To Merikare 36). This expertise 
can refer to any form of knowledge, whether derived from books (ibid.) 
or obtained otherwise (Pta~~otep 56; The Eloquent Peasant B1 260). 
The idiom ~mww ib, "gifted," is common in this context ( Urk. IV 555,3; 
KCG above; Wb. III 83,4). 
~mww is first and foremost the epithet of the high official, who 
appears as the master leader of the artisans (~mww) or of "every craft 
(~m.t nb.t)," or as the one "standing at the head of the artisans" ( Urk. 
IV 411,17; 434,12; 1173,2; etc.). On a few occasions ~mww is applied to 
the god (the creator god Ptah, ibid. 555,3; see Wb. III 82,14), or to the 
king ( Urk. IV 555, 3 and Wb. III 83, 16). 
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1. 'rk 
'r~, meaning 11to be clever, skilled,11 11to gain full knowledge of,11 is 
present as a verb, adjective and noun in our corpus. The noun 'r~, 
11skill, 11 and the adjective 'rk, 11skilled, clever, 11 pertain to the subject 
under review, while the verb 'rk, 11to be skilled, 11 belongs to the semantic 
field of learning, acquiring knowledge. The root 'r~ in all its forms is 
discussed in Chapter 2 (see pp. 62~3 above). 
Summary 
The terms belonging to the subject 11wise, 11 11wisdom11 complement each 
other in range of distribution ( diachronic and synchronic [i.e., literary 
genres]) andin semantic field. 
At the head of the table of distribution (Table 12) stands the root 
rlJ., which appears most frequently (97 times) and covers almost all the 
genres belonging to wisdom literature, beginning with the Old Kingdom 
texts and ending with the Demotic instruction. The other terms occur 
less in the instructions and more in the biographical literature of the 
kingts court ( s3r, si3, ss3, ~mw) and in the school texts ( ss3). These 
lexemes appear mainly in texts of the Middle and New Kingdoms, and 
are not found in Demotic. 
The terms are alike in meaning and have similar linguistic usages. 
They are all in synonymous parallelism with rlJ. and some are 
interchangeable in collocations. For example, the expression 11lord of 
wisdom II has three variants: nb + s3. t/ s3r. t/ si3; the phrase 11wise from 
birth11 may be rendered by the stems rlJ. or s33, while the expert scribe is 
he who has skillful ( ss3) fingers (.4b'. w), or who is ~mww m .4b '· w.f or rlJ. 
.4b'. w.j.25 
At the same time, various nuances of meaning may be discemed: 
rlf - its primary sense is knowledge obtained by learning and intended 
for a practical purpose. Sometimes rlJ. may also refer to innate 
wisdom. 
si3 - means 11to gain full knowledge of, 11 11 to penetrate11 into something. 
si3 is charismatic wisdom, belonging to the god and the king, and as 
Table 12: Distribution of Terms Relating to the Semantic Field of Wise, Wisdom in Egyptian ~ w 0 
Literary Name of Compo- rA d3 dr ai3 ld A,,11 'rk 
Genre sition or Source (v.,n:,adj.) (v.,n.,adj.) (v.,n.) (v.,n.) (v. ,adj .) (v.;n.,adj.) (v.,n.•,adj.•) 
Io.ge•r&i 
lto.AAotep 6 4 1 5 
To leriko.re 1 3 3 3 
lnstruction -'•er&e•Aet 1 1 Jr&ii 1 1 1 ~ 
-'•erie•ope 3 ~ Jr&kAaAeaAor&q7J 24 1 t_sj 
lr&air&ger 34 .. (67) 1•• (11) ~ 
"Loyalist" lo,,i f or lia Sor& } 1 1 1 1 a lnstruction Se~etep- i6-lo. • z 
, .... ,,,,u } ~ 
PeBBi• istic lo.r& fAo fo.a Tired 4 1 t;; Visdo• IAo.kAeperre-aor&6 5 1 1 3 3 0 0 Ke/erH i!:: 
,,. l t:a:t J,ao,ato.ai I t_sj 
School Texts CAeater leo.tt71 IV 4 1 1 10 2 1 '-.::1 0 De110Hc Pap. ~ (Villia• s) z 
0 
loyal Court Urk. IV } -~ Literature 1 Blu• enthal 17 11 9 15 18 21 1 Biography Janssen ( 'r~ i6) 
Late Otto } 4 1 2 2 1 Biography Jansen-Vinkeln 
leligious 
Literature 1,c 1 1 1 1 
Total 97 22 13 27 37 38 5 
• The only gra•• atical for• s belonging to the semantic field under discussion. 
•• !ppearing in a purely visdo• context. 
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a proper noun it is the hypostasis of the knowledge of the creator 
god. 
'r~ - perfect, thorough knowledge of a certain object, and as such first 
of all an attribute of the gods, and then bestowed by them on human 
beings. 
s99 - charismatic wisdom possessed by gods and kings, but also 
acquired wisdom concerned with practical talents, such as 
administrative skills. 
s9r. t - understanding chiefly stemming from experience, but also 
acquired through learning (Kemit), and bestowable by the gods 
(Haremhab ). 
ss9- capability, expertise, acquired through practice and experience. 
lf.mw- professional talent and ability. 
Finally, to round off our synopsis, we may note that the subject of the 
knowledge is found to vary: rlJ. and lf.mw are attributed to the common 
folk and the upper class, which is not the case with the other terms -
their subjects are exclusively the social elite {the king and his officials) 
and the gods. 
In the Bible 
The vocabulary relating to the subject of 11wise", "wisdom11 plays an 
important part in the Biblical wisdom lexicon, and includes 11 terms. As 
their occurrence is also common in non-wisdom sources, references are 
given only when they are of interest for clarifying the term or for the 
purpose of bilingual comparison. The focus, however, is on a comparative 
analysis with the Egyptian material. 
1. 71d' 
yd', which is found throughout the range of the Semitic languages, is 
the semantic equivalent of the root r!J. in Egyptian.26 yd', like r!J., is not 
specific to the wisdom books, but is present in all the phases of the 
Hebrew language and in all its literary genres. In the wisdom sources 
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the root yd' is found as a verb, a noun - da'at/ dä'at - a.nd a.s an 
adjective (active pa.rticiple) - yödea'. 
Verb: 
As a verb yd' ha.s several meanings simila.r to the Egyptian usage: (1) "to 
recognize, 11 "to know"; (2) "to distinguish"; (3) "to know a person 
carnally.11 Since the last sense does not appea.r in the wisdom literature 
the following discussion concentrates on the other two. 
In wisdom literature the object of knowledge is at times people ( to 
Job come "all who had known him [yöde'äyw]" - Job 42,11; in the 
wisdom Psalm God appea.rs a.s one who ca.res about his fa.ithful and 
distinguishes between righteous a.nd wicked - wisdom Pss. 1,6; 
37,18).27 At other times the knowledge is of the future (Prov. 27,1; Qoh. 
8,7; 10,14). But the verb yd' for the most pa.rt ha.s a.s its object the word 
da'at and its synonyms, such a.s bina, ~okma; occa.siona.lly these relate to 
the instruction of the sage (Prov. 1,2; cf. 4,1; 22,17); or they signify 
wisdom in the general sense (ibid. 17,27; 24,14) or the order preva.iling 
on ea.rth (Qoh. 7,25; 8,16) and the work of crea.tion (Job 38,4). 
Outside the wisdom literature yd' concems professional competence 
(see adj. yödea', below). In the prophecy the root yd' is applied in the 
national religious fra.mework and denotes recognition by the people of 
their God (e.g., Isa. 1,3; yd' + bina signifying the worship of God -
Isa. 29,24, etc.; cf. da'at qedösim-Prov. 30,3). 
The second mea.ning of the root yd', "to distinguish,11 "to perceive" 
by means of experience, appea.rs in the frequent formula in Qoheleth: 
"And I applied my mind (lit. hea.rt) to know wisdom ... 11 (1,17; 8,16); "I 
turned my mind (lit. hea.rt) to know a.nd to sea.rch out a.nd to seek 
wisdom ... 11 (7,25). The formula is followed by the outcome of this quest, 
opening with 111 knew" ( or "I saw") (3,12-14; 8,17; etc.). yd' also mea.ns 
"to distinguish" in the phra.se "to know (yd') good or evil" (Deut. 1,39; 2 
Sam. 19,36); a.s such it forms the ma.in theme in the story of Genesis 2 
a.nd 3, which scholars a.ssociate with the wisdom tradition, 28 a.nd in 
which the fruit of "the tree of the knowledge of good a.nd evil" confers 
the ability "to know," that is, to distinguish between good and evil.29 
As in the Egyptian pa.ra.llels, the verb yd' commonly appea.rs in the 
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Hebrew wisdom sources with a negation, in order to emphasize the 
insignificance of man as compared to the omnipotence of God. This 
negative connotation of yd' is typical of the pessimistic tone of Qoheleth 
where it relates both to knowing the future as weil as to understanding 
the cosmic order as it exists in the present, both of which are beyond 
human comprehension (9,1,12; 10,14; 11, 2,5,6). The same idea is 
expressed in the negative formulation that recurs in Proverbs: "Do not 
boast about tomorrow for you do not know what a day may bring" (27,1; 
cf. also Job 37, 15,16}. In Qoheleth the rhetorical question, "Who 
knows?" resounds again and again (2,19; 3,21; 6,12; 8,1). 
Noun: 
da'at, "knowledge," is characteristic of the wisdom vocabulary (Prov. 40 
times, Job 11 times, Qoh. 8 times) but also occurs frequently outside the 
sapiential circle {31 times). da'at stands in synonymous parallelism with 
other terms belonging to the sphere of wisdom and instruction ( such as 
~buna, lfokma, mezimma, musär, 'orma) and in antithetic parallelism 
with 'iwwelet. da'at, like the Egyptian r!J., is primarily knowledge 
transmitted by teaching: 
da 'at is imparted by the teacher: Qoheleth "taught the people da 'at" 
{12,9); in Proverbs Wisdom plays the part of the teacher in her 
effort to educate the fools who hate da'at (1,22,23). 
As in Egyptian, instruction is termed "knowledge" ( da 'at) (Prov. 
22,20) and in this context it is synonymous with the term musär 
(ibid. 12,1; 23,12). 'imre da'at are words of knowledge voiced by the 
teacher before his pupils (Prov. 19,27; 23,12). 
da 'at, as its equivalent in the Egyptian instructions, is directed to 
those devoid of knowledge: the na'ar ("youth") (1,4) and the kesil 
("stupid man") (1,22). The räsä' ("wicked man") is without 
knowledge (Prov. 29,7). Those possessing knowledge are the 'ärum 
(who is crowned with da'at [Prov. 14,181), the lfäkäm (who receives 
it [21,11], lays it up [10,14], masters it [15,2] and teaches it [Qoh. 
12,91) and the näbon (who seeks it [Prov. 15,14], spreads it [ibid. 7] 
and acquires it [18,151). 
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He who has d.a'at is a master of rhetoric: "He who is sparing of words 
is wise (yod.la' d.ä'at)" (Prov. 17,27; cf. 14,7; 15,2,7; Job 34,35); the 
phrase "lips of knowledge" signifies lips that speak words of wisdom 
(Prov. 14,7; 20,15) (cf. the Egyptian expression ro r9.f- "knows 
his mouth"). 
Like ro in Egyptian, the root yd', as we have seen above, may also 
be present in a religious setting, denoting the relationship between the 
believer and God. God "knows" his faithful, while the believer is termed 
"one who knows his God.1130 Thus, d.a'at on the one hand is knowledge 
acquired by learning and experience and on the other a d.ivinely end.owed. 
gift (Prov. 2,6-7). Wisdom is the property of God, who created the 
universe by it (3,19ff.). Knowledge is identified with "the fear of 
Yahweh, 11 a motif that has no parallel in the Egyptian wisdom. This 
conception is evident in several verses of the first collection in Proverbs: 
"The fear of Yahweh is the beginning of knowledge" (Prov. 1,7; d. ibid. 
29); "Then you will understand the fear of Yahweh and find the 
knowledge (d.a'at) of God" (ibid. 2,5); "The beginning of wisdom is the 
fear of Yahweh, and the knowledge (d.a'at) of the holy is understanding" 
(9,10; d. 30,3). 
In non-wisdom sources d.a'at, like the Egyptian equivalent, may 
signify knowledge of prediction, wisdom of magicians and astrology. 
Bil'am represents his words as prophetic utterances: "The oracle of him 
who hears the words of God and knows the knowledge (yMla' d.a'at) of 
the Most High" (Num. 24,16).31 In the reproach directed at Babylon in 
Deutero-Isaiah, the prophet indicts her for trust in "her wisdom II and 
"her knowledge" ( d.a'at) (Isa. 47,10), which are the "sorceries" and 
"enchantment" mentioned in the previous verse; that is, using augury 
and astrology for the purpose of making political decisions ( cf. ibid. 
44,25). lt is said of Daniel and the children with him that they were 
"endowed with knowledge (yöd.e'e d.a'at), understanding learning." This 
knowledge is defined later as "the letters and the language of the 
Chaldeans" (Dan. 1,4); "language of the Chaldeans" standing for the art 
of astrology. 32 
Qoheleth expresses his habitual skepticism regarding the usefulness 
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of da'at and ~okma. (1,16-18), which are granted by God's free will 
(2,26). In She'ol there is neither ~kma nor da'at, he affirms.33 
From the above investigation it appears that da 'at, like rlJ, in 
Egyptian, is primarily wisdom gained by learning and intended for 
practical purposes: "by knowledge are the righteous delivered," asserts 
the author of Proverbs (11,9; d. 19,2). 
Adjecüft: 
lt is difficult to distinguish between the adjective yödla ', and ~äkäm -
the latter is the more common; both are equivalent to the Egyptian 
adjective rfJ., and in grammatical form (participle) yödla' parallels the 
Egyptian term. 
In the Biblical wisdom literature yödla ', when not in collocation, 
always appears in the plural, yöde'im, mostly in synonymous 
parallelism with ~lmim ("wise men") or nebönim ("intelligent 
men") (Qoh. 9,11; Job 34,2). In this context yöde'im refers to a 
general quality, parallel to the "strong" or the ":0.eet-footed" (see Qoh. 
ibid.). 
By contrast, outside the wisdom books the adjective yödla' denotes 
"skill," "technical knowledge," for example, in hunting, letters, funeral 
lament, sailing, lyre-playing (Gen. 25,27; Isa. 29,11; Amos 5,16, d. Jer. 
9,16; 1 Kgs. 9,27; 1 Sam. 16,16,18; etc.). Once the collocation 'ii da'at 
appears in Proverbs (24,5), being synonymous with ~lklm and yödla', 
while its form parallels to the Demotic nnt rfJ. 
2. llm 
The stem 1Jkm, (Aram., Akka., Arab.) is characteristic of the wisdom 
language, though its occurrence is not restricted to the wisdom books. 34 
In the latter it is found as a verb - in qal, meaning "to act wisely," "to 
become wise" (e.g., ~amtl- Prov. 9, 12); in pi'el, meaning "to make 
wise," "teach wisdom" (e.g., r~akk'lmlnu - Job 35,11); in pu'al, 
meaning "made wise" (e.g., ~mim me~ukklmim - Prov. 30,24); as 
an adjective - ~lklm; u a noun - ~km,i (fem.); ~okmot (pl. abst.)35 
(Prov. 1,20; 9,1; 24,7; Ps. 49,4 [wisdom Ps); BS 4,11; here too belongs 
~akmot, in Prov. 14,1, which should be pointed ~kmot).36 
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From the above analysis of the relevant Egyptian material it appears 
that when referring to knowledge the Egyptian mainly focused upon the 
fact of knowledge, i.e., being a wise man - only rarely is the reference 
to an action ·performed by means of knowledge, that is, acting wisely or 
making someone act in such a way.37 This latter sense, which in the 
Bible is expressed through use of the verb lfkm, is thereföre not dealt 
with in the following survey, which is restricted to the adjectival and 
nominal forms, ~äkäm ("wise") and ~okma ("wisdom"). 
Adjective: 
The adjective ~äkäm, "wise, 11 föund in all the wisdom literature 
(beginning with Prov. 46 times, Qoh. 21 times, Job 8 times, wisdom Ps. 
once, and ending with BS 19 times), commonly stands in parallelism 
either synonymously with other adjectives belonging to the semantic 
field of wisdom - näbon, mebin, yöde'im, (~addiq) - or, more 
frequently, antithetically with ~sil (12 times), '~wil (6 times), le~, 
'anse lä~on, and säkäl. Together with the form ~äkäm - which at 
times also functions as a noun - are found combinations meaning "wise 
man," i.e., geber ~äkäm (Prov. 24,5; Job 34,34), 'is ~äkäm (Prov. 16,14; 
28,9), which are parallel to rmt ro in Demotic.38 
~äkäm, which is the semantic equivalent of the Egyptian ro, belongs 
to the terminology of the educational framework in Israel, whether it be 
the school or some other creative circle. 
(1) Who is the ~äkäm?39 
The ~äkäm is one who has acquired knowledge, who uses his knowledge 
in everyday life and is able to impart it to others. As the transmitter of 
knowledge, the sage is the teacher: 
lt is said of Qoheleth that "he taught the people knowledge" (12,9; 
d. Job 15, 17,18). 
The sage teaches by means of "rebuke" (ge'ära) (Qoh. 7,5; Prov. 
13,1) and "reproof'' (tok~at) (Prov. 15,12; 25,12). 
As it is a source of knowledge and information aimed at guiding the 
pupil in the proper course of life, the teaching of the sage is 
compared to a "fountain of life" (Prov. 13,14; cf. also 3,1-2; 7,2; 
etc.). 
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The sage furthermore is the writer, the author of instructions: 
He is engaged in the literary pursuit of collecting sayings and writing 
books (Qoh. 12,9b). The instruction of the sage, put into writing, is 
called "the words of the wise":40 "The words of the wise are like 
goads, and like well-fastened nails are the collected sayings" ( Qoh. 
12,11; d. Prov. 1,6; 22,17, and also 24,23). 
The sage, then, is a man who has acquired knowledge, but continues his 
pursuit of wisdom - this makes him the ideal pupil: 
In Proverbs such a pupil is termed "a wise son" (10,1 II 15,20; 13,1; 
23,24), the opposite being the son who is le~, ~sil, etc. (13,1; 17,25; 
19,13; etc.). The Hebrew ~äkäm, like the Egyptian r!J,, studies 
throughout his life: "Let the wise man hear and add to his learning" 
(Prov. 1,5); "The ear of the wise seeks after knowledge" (Prov. 
18,15; d. 21,11; 9,8-9). 
Since according to the wisdom concept, the ideal man is he who learns 
and acquires knowledge throughout his life, it is not surprising to find 
that the old man, advanced in years, is looked upon as a sage: 
In Job it is stated that "wisdom is with the aged and understanding 
in length of days" (12,12). Elihu later opposes this conventional 
position: "I said, 'Let days speak and many years teach wisdom' ... 
lt is not the old that are wise, nor the aged that understand what is 
right" (ibid. 32, 7-9). Qoheleth, in his habitual paradoxical style, 
presents a confrontation between the old and foolish king and a wise 
child ( 4,13) - which would have been impossible in the early 
wisdom. Advanced age is one of the characteristics of the sage in 
the Egyptian sources also. Ineni, a high official in the time of 
Thutmosis I, says, "My deeds were with knowledge ( r!J,), an order ( tp 
rt!) was not given to me by an old man ... " ( Urk. IV 57,17 - 58,1). 
The Egyptian instructions were on the whole composed by older men 
- e.g., the vizier Pta~otep writes an instruction for his son at the 
ripe old age of 110 years; and Kheti, in the epilogue of his work, 
speaks of his lifelong experience. 41 
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(2) The characteristics of the ~äkäm ("wise man") and ,:esil ("fool") 
contrasted: 
The sage is characterized by both his intellectual faculties and his 
moral nature, which in sapiential thought are inseparable. Most of the 
virtues attached to the ~äkäm are expressed in verses in which ~äkäm 
and kesil (and its synonyme - 'lwi~ l!~, säkäQ are presented in 
contrast.42 Found chiefly in Proverbs, but also in Qoheleth, this literary 
device is applied to various aspects of life and well illustrates the images 
of the ~äkäm and the kesil (and his synonyms). 
(a) Intellectual faculties: 
The ~äkäm is the ideal object of instruction, while the kesil refuses to 
gain knowledge (Prov. 10,1; cf. 15,20) and hates toka~at (le~, ibid. 9,8; 
13,1; 21,11). 
The ~äkäm, who is prudent in his behavior, does not remain satisfied 
with the knowledge he has thus far acquired, but continues to seek more; 
the kesil is prideful (14,16), confident in himself ( 'lwil - 12,15; cf. 
14,3). 
The ~äkäm possesses da'at ("knowledge") while the kesil adheres to 
'iwwelet {"foolishness") {Prov. 14,8,24). 
The ~äkäm is skilled in rhetoric43 while the kesil is much given to 
error in his speech ("the mouth of the fool brings perdition" - ibid. 
10,14; "pours out 'iwwelet" - ibid. 15,2; cf. Qoh. 10,12). 
The ~äkäm is able to accumulate property, while the kesil lacks the 
necessary acumen (Prov. 21,20; 14,24; cf. säkäl- Qoh. 2,19). 
{b) Moral virtues: 
The ~äkäm brings blessing upon the community in which he lives - his 
wisdom saves a city in time of war (Prov. 21,22; cf. Qoh. 9,15,18); the 
kesil causes injury to others - he grieves his parents {Prov. 15,20) and 
brings no comfort to mourners (Qoh. 7,4). 
The ~äkäm displays restraint and self-control, while the ,:esil is 
hot-tempered, unrestrained {Prov. 29,11); he rages ( 'lwi~ ibid. 29,9); he 
does wrang (kesil, ibid. 10,23). Therefore, one is counseled to seek the 
companionship of the ~äkäm but to keep a distance from the ,:esil ("He 
who walks with wise men [~cikämim] becomes wise, but the companion 
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of fools [kfsilim] will suffer harm," Prov. 13,20; cf. Ankhsheshonqy 
13,6-7; and also Qoh. 7,5). The ~äkam wins a reward but the kfsil 
receives punishment: the ~äkäm gets "honor," the kesil "disgrace" (Prov. 
3,35); the 'ewil is the servant of the ~äkäm (ibid. 11,29). 
In late Hebrew wisdom we find a development similar to that observed 
in the late stage of Egyptian wisdom. Qoheleth casts doubt on the 
traditional conception that distinguishes between the wise man and the 
fool: "For what advantage has the wise man over the fool?" he asks 
(6,8); after death the fate of both is identical, "for of the wise man as of 
the fool there is no enduring remembrance" (2,16; cf. wisdom Ps. 49,11). 
Qoheleth, as does the author of Pap. Insinger, asserts that, like any other 
man, the sage is subject to error and temptation: Oppression turns a 
wise man into a fool, just as bribery results in loss of mental ability 
(Qoh. 7,7; cf. Insinger 7,11; 23,7; 34, 12). 
Noun: 
hokma is multifaceted and encompasses various walks of life. lt can 
designate technical skill or manual work, which relate to the -common 
folk, as well as legal acumen and leadership qualities in the king and his 
aides, or knowledge, i.e., fear, of God. In many of these references it is 
difficult to distinguish between the use of the term ~okma in the wisdom 
sources and its use in non-wisdom sources. This being the case, both are 
dealt with here together, while the present discussion naturally centers 
on different aspects of hokma in wisdom and does not attempt to cover 
the term's applications and connotations in the whole of the Bible. 
~okma stands in parallelism with synonymous terms such as bina (4 
times), tebuna/ot (3 times), da'at (twice), but also with yir'at ("the fear 
of'') Yahweh (twice) and 'e~a (advice);44 it is also juxtaposed to terms 
such as maddä' ("learning") (in the later literature - Dan. 1,4; 2,21; 2 
Chr. 1,11-12), kisron ("skill") (Qoh. 2,21), ~esbon (ibid. 7,25) and musär 
("instruction") (Prov. 23,23). ~okma serves as a supemym for a 
considerable number of terms belonging to this semantic :field, namely, 
da'at, bina, tebima, 'orma (the last in a positive connotation) and as a 
polysemic word it refers to the following types of wisdom: 
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(1) Practical wisdom 
(a) Technical skill: The art of building is perceived as wisdom: 11 By 
wisdom a hause is built and by understanding it is established, 11 says the 
sage (Prov. 24,3; cf. 14,1); the craftsmen responsible for the Tabernacle, 
the Temple and their various furnishings are also termed 11wise men" 
(Exod. 28,3; 31,3,6; 35,25; 35,31-36,2; 1 Kgs.7,14; 1 Chr. 28,21; etc.). 
This corresponds to the Egyptian, where, as we have seen, a special 
lexeme is used to signify the craftsman's skill - ~mun.u. On one 
occasion the sailor is called ss3 in Egyptian (Anastasi IV 2,7), andin the 
Bible, too, we find that the mastery of the ship's pilot is -considered 
~okma (Ps. 107,27; Ezek. 27,8-9). 
(b) The capacity for administration, the ability to rule and dispense 
justice: This wisdom is in the possession of the king, the prince and the 
advisor. David is wise, like the angel of God, 11to hear good and evil" (2 
Sam. 14,17,20), as is Solomon (1 Kgs. 3,9,12).45 This is the wisdom 
granted to the messianic king at the end of days (Isa. 11,2-4). lt is also 
found among strangers - the men of Edom (Jer. 49,7); the king of 
Assyria, bragging about his ability to rule and create an empire, is 11wise 
in his own eyes11 (Isa. 10,13ff.); Azitawadda, king of Danuna, vaunts 
himself similarly in an inscription from Karatepe. A>:iiqar, who is 11a 
wise and skillful scribe11 (line 1) and "counselor of all Assyria11 (lines 2, 
12), teaches Nadin the art of counseling and the skill of administering 
affairs of state (line 19). Wisdom lauds and praises herself in Proverbs 8, 
declaring that 11 By me kings reign, and rulers decree what is just, by me 
princes rule ... 11 
(c) Understanding of trade and accumulation of property: Qoheleth 
talks of the paradox of accumulating property which the sage has to 
leave behind on his death without knowing who will inherit it (2,19ff; cf. 
6, 7). In Ezekiel the prince of Tyre is described as one who did weil in 
commerce and enlarged his treasure through his wisdom (Ezek. 28,4,5). 
(2) Cleverness, wit 
Small animals possessing natural wit (~tlkämim me~ukkämim )are 
referred to in the numerical saying in Proverbs 30,24-28 and also in 6,6ff. 
Such wit is possessed by the wise women who appear in the Biblical 
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historiography - the woman from Abel Beth-Ma'achah, who saved her 
city, and the woman of Tekoa', who was sent by Joab to David {2 Sam. 
20,16,22; 14,2). In the wisdom books intelligence in the sense of 
"clevemess" always has a positive connotation, but not outside them, 
where "wisdom" may be invested with a negative tone, taking an the 
meaning of cunning: "Come, let us deal shrewdly with them" 
( nitlfakkema lo), say the Egyptians, planning to destroy the Children of 
Israel through hard labor {Exod. 1,10). David speaks of this kind of 
slyness when advising Solomon to kill Shime'i {1 Kgs. 2,8-9); the counsel 
of Jonadab, "a very crafty man ( 'ii ~äkam me'öd)," to Amnon {2 Sam. 
13,3) likewise bears a negative connotation {d. Jer. 4,22). 
{3) Divine wisdom 
Wisdom is in the possession of God: "With God are wisdom and might, 
he has counsel and understanding" ( Job 12,13; cf. also da 'at, p. 234 
above); Jobspeaks of the wisdom of God's "counci.111 {15,8). In the book 
of Job the belief that God alone knows wisdom {28,23) and that no. 
human being is able to find it stands out in all its sharpness {ibid. 
12-20). Qoheleth, too, relentlessly seeking divine wisdom, is unable to 
attain it {8,17). Divine wisdom is manifested in the perfection of the 
universe {ibid.) and in the work of creation. God created the world by 
means of bis wisdom {Prov. 3,19; 8,22ff.; d. Job 9,4ff.; 38,36-37; and also 
cf. with Re', the creator god in Egypt).46 
Wisdom as a divine attribute is hypostasized in the first collection of 
Proverbs (see Appendix B below, cf. Eg. si3). Since wisdom originates 
with God, the "fear of God" may be identified in the wisdom literature 
with wisdom and knowledge. "The fear of Yahweh is the beginning of 
wisdom and the knowledge of the holy is understanding, 11 says the sage 
in Proverbs {9,10), adding that "the fear of Yahweh is instruction of 
wisdom" {15,33; cf. 1,7); as the book of Jobputs it, "Behold, the fear of 
Yahweh that is wisdom" (28,28; see also wisdom Ps. 111,10, and cf. da'at 
p. 234 above). 
Since wisdom is multifaceted its sources are varied. There is wisdom 
gained through learning - wisdom passed from teacher to pupil, father 
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to son, through teacbing and instruction (Prov. 1,2; 19,20), proverbs, 
and the words of the wise (ibid. 1,6; 22,17). The pupil also has at his 
disposal encyclopaedic lists ( onomastica), which systematically set forth 
groups of terms intended as mnemonic devices. The sayings in Prov. 
30,15-31, Job 38,4-39,30, and also 1 Kgs. 5,13, probably are based on 
such lists. 
Apart from wisdom acquired through study there is wisdom gained 
through ezperience: wisdom arising from personal experience or the 
experience of past generations - Qoheleth frequently refers to his 
personal experience (e.g., 1,13a, 16-17a; 2,1, 3a, 4-8, 12a, 24; etc.); Job 
and Elipaz also speak of their personal discoveries (Job 5,3,27; 15,17; 
21,6). 
The elders, the possessors of experience, as already stated, are 
considered to be wise men. In Egypt the tradition of the ancestors is the 
principal source of wisdom (see To Merikare 34-35). This Egyptian 
concept is well reflected in a passage in Isaiah 19, which speaks of the 
wisdom of Egypt: Pharaoh's advisers claim that 111 am a son of the wise, 
a son of ancient kings" (11), that is, they lean on the tradition of 
antiquity. In Israel the tradition of ancestors is only one of the sources 
of wisdom. The speeches of Job's friends are based on this tradition: 
Elipaz talks of the purity of the wisdom in an age when there were no 
strangers in the land (Job 15,18ff.); Bildad invokes the wisdom of 
generations that lived in the past (8,8-10). 
Occasionally the path to acquisition is less arduous. Wisdom is not 
won through study or experience but is endowed, charismati.c. As 
wisdom is the possession of God, he may impart it to men. "For 
Yahweh gives wisdom," it is said in Proverbs (2,6), and Qoheleth states: 
"For to the man who pleases him God gives wisdom and knowledge" 
(2,26). lt is first of all kings who are gifted with this charismatic 
wisdom: David is wise as an "angel of God" (2 Sam. 14,20); "And God 
gave Solomon wisdom" (1 Kgs. 5,9; cf. 10,24); the ideal king in 
lsaiah possesses "the spirit of Yahweh, the spirit of wisdom" (11,2). 
Then, it is also a property of leaders: Joseph (Gen. 41,38-39), Joshua 
Deut. 34,9); and of artisans: the Tabemacle craftsmen (Exod. 31,3,6; 
35,31,35;36,lff. ). 
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3. byn 
The basic meaning of byn is "to become separated," which applies to 
the ability to discem between altematives47 and to understand perfectly 
through insight ( cf. Eg. si9). byn, which emphasizes the mental effort 
involved in understanding, is situated an the border between the 
semantic fields of "wisdom" and "learning." The ward belongs to the 
wisdom terminology, but is found in non-wisdom literature as well.48 
The use of byn in the wisdom sources is varied: it is present as a verb 
(qal, niph'al, hiph'il), an adjective - näbon (niph'al), mlbin (hiph'il), 
and a noun - tebuna, bina. 
The forms of the verb and noun in hiph'il belang partly to the 
semantic field of teaching and learning and were discussed in Chapter 2. 
Here items relating to the subject of wisdom are presented. 
Verb: 
In qal, bin, yäbin, means: (1) "to understand" by means of the senses -
the "eyes" (Prov. 7,7;49 and also Job 9,11; cf. Eg. si.9, accompanied by. 
the determinative of an eye) and the "ears" (bynllsm'- Job 13,1; 34,16; 
etc.; cf. p. 67 above); (2) "to understand," "to discem," by means of the 
intellect - "understand (täbinu) and then we will speak" (Job 18,2); in 
this context byn stands in synonymous parallelism with yd' and 1fkm (Ps. 
92, 7 [Ps. with wisdom features]). 
In niph'al, the meaning is "to have understanding." The participle 
form, näbon, is especially common, serving as an adjective (see below). 
In hiph'il, the verb has a threefold meaning: (1) "to discem 
between" - "to discern (lehabin) between good and evil" (1 Kgs. 3,9, 
which parallels ibid. verse 11 - häbin lismöa' mispai, i.e., "to discem 
what is right," relating to the role of the k:ing as judge of the people [see 
p. 56 above]); (2) in the later Biblical wisdom books its meaning is "to 
be expert" in the interpretation of dreams and visions (Dan. 1,17; 2 Chr. 
26,5) and in playing a musical instrument (2 Chr. 34,12) ( cf. Eg. ~mww); 
(3) "to instruct": see Chapter 2 above, p. 67. 
In a religious context man is often presented as "one who has no 
understanding" (wisdom Ps. 32,9; cf. Psalms with wisdom features: 92,7; 
94,8); Job does not understand (23,8), likewise the wicked man (rasa', 
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Prov. 29,7) and evil men ( 'an.ie rä', Prov. 28,5). God, by contrast, 
appea.rs as understanding the deeds and ways of man (Prov. 24,12; cf. 
Ps. 139,2; 5,2). 
Adjectiw: 
nabon 
The definition of nabon is given in Proverbs 16,21: "The wise of heart is 
called näbon," that is, the wise man with "hea.rt" (i.e., mind), who 
weighs and examines things, is the näbon. This term, which refers to the 
intellectual ability of a human being and never appea.rs as an attribute of 
God, is cha.racteristic of the wisdom language (Prov. 9 times, Qoh. once, 
BS 7 times). 
nabon is close in meaning to ~Wm, andin 18 of the 21 occurrences 
in the Bible it is associated with this ward (either in pa.rallelism or in 
conjunction). 50 
The näbon, like the ~äkäm, is the ideal pupil: one who seeks 
knowledge - "nabon acquires sayings (t~bulot)" (Prov. 1,5 II ~äkam; 
and 15,14; 18,15), he has a facility for lea.rning (14,6) and accepts reproof 
(19,25). The hea.rt serves as the instrument whereby he acquires 
knowledge - "The hea.rt of näbon seeks Jmowledge" (Prov. 15,14; cf. 
18,15; 14,33).51 Like the ~Wm, the näbon is master of rhetoric: "On 
the lips of näbon wisdom is found," states the sage in Proverbs 10,13 ( cf. 
ntban däbär, i.e., "prudent in Speech," in 1 Sam. 16,18). The näbon 
"closes his lips," keeps silent, when necessa.ry (Prov. 17,28).52 
mebin 
The näbon is an intelligent man, possessing discernment more than just 
in the passive sense - while "le mebin ut un emule du nabiin mais de 
maniere plus active1153 Unlike nabon, mlbin serves as an adjective for 
man and also for God and is not a term cha.racteristic of the wisdom 
literature. mlbin is present in Proverbs (6 times), the wisdom Psalm 
(once - 119) and Ben Sira (5 times) but is not found in Job and 
Qoheleth. 
When contrasted with kesit the "stupid man," m!bin is set in a 
didactic background. The m!bin is an easy pupil: "He who keeps the 
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instruction is a mebin son" (Prov. 28,7}, a reprimand is sufficient to 
correct bis ways (17,10 -the opposite is the k'!si~ who is beaten); he is 
a man whose concem and business is wisdom; he is not content with 
learning but examines and delves into the meaning of things (Prov. 
17,24; cf. 8,9; 28,11). 
As guardian of justice, the mebin appears against the background of 
social morality. Wisdom takes pride that her words are straight and 
"right to the mebin" (Prov. 8,9); the mebin is described here as one 
who recognizes the value of justice and rejects "twisted" and "crooked" 
speech. His description as "prolonger of the life of the state" in Proverbs 
28,2 may be understood in this light. 54 
Outside the wisdom literature, mebin in late Biblical prose usually 
appears as a teacher who is a specialist in certain arts (poet, musician: 
see p. 67, above). 
Noun: 
The nouns tebuna., bina., stress the capacity for mental discernment and 
the reliance of the sage on bis intellectual qualities.55 
t'!buna. 
The term is characteristic of the wisdom vocabulary (Prov. 19 times; 
Job 4 times; wisdom Ps. once (49,4) and 18 times in other books). 
tebuna., meaning "understanding, 11 signifies the mental ability of a man 
and is difficult to distinguish semantically from ~okma.. tebuna. stands in 
synonymous parallelism with ~okma., as well as 'e~a., bina, mezimma, leb, 
and in antithetic parallelism with 'iwwelet. tebuna also appears once as 
personification coupled in parallelism with ~okma (Prov. 8,1). In the 
wisdom literature the term tebuna relates to the following: 
- tebuna is primarily instruction which has to be acquired ( especially 
that of the father in the first collection in Prov., e.g., 2,3; 3,13; 5,1). 
- tebii.na. is also wisdom arising from experience and may be found in 
the old man: "Wisdom is with the aged and understanding in length 
of days" (Job 12,12). 
- tebuna. refers to technical skill, that is, the work of building or other 
craftsmanship. This application appears many times outside the 
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wisdom literature and once in Proverbs 24,3 ( cf. building the 
Tabemacle and the Temple: Exod. 35,31; 36,1; 1 Kgs. 7,14). 
- tebuna is a quality of God. Common outside the wisdom literature, 
it is a motif which is mentioned in the wisdom books also. Job 
states: "With him are wisdom (~okmti) and might, he has counsel 
( ~~a) and understanding (tebuna)" (12,13; cf. Prov. 21,30; and also 
Isa. 40,28; Ps. 147,5). Therefore, God can bestow them on man, 
"For Yahweh gives wisdom (~okmti), from his mouth come 
knowledge (da'at) and understanding (tebuna)" (Prov. 2,6; d. Exod. 
35, 31-32; 36,1: where God grants it to the artisans of the 
Tabemacle; and 1 Kgs. 5,9, where Solomon is the recipient). God 
works by means of tebuna: thus he accomplished the creation (Prov. 
3,19; cf. Ps. 136,5; Jer. 10,12 II 51,15) and overcame rahab, the 
mythic sea monster which in Biblical poetry symbolizes Egypt (Job 
26,12; see also Ps. 87,4; Isa. 30,7). 
tebuna as a human quality: a man full of understanding is termed 
'ii tebuna/ot (11 yod~a' da'a~ Prov. 17,27) and his opposite is ~uar 
leb, the senseless (Prov. 11,12; 15,21). Beside his intellectual ability 
(Prov. 10,23), the moral virtues of "the man of tebuna" are s.tressed: 
he is honest (Prov. 15,21) and restrained (qar ru~ - 17,27), 
accepting the advice of others (20,5) and keeping silent about their 
shortcomings (11,12); his opposite in this context is the kesi~ "the 
fool" (10,23; cf. 18,2); an opposite way of behaviour also signifies the 
~l1.sar tebunot ruler who is "a great oppressor" (28,16). 
bina 
The term belongs to the wisdom language (Prov. 14 times; Job 8 times; 
BS 3 times; and 15 times in other books).56 bina comes in conjunction 
andin synonymous parallelism with ~okma and other terms belonging to 
the semantic field of wisdom and learning, namely, mwar, tebuna, leq~. 
bina refers primarily to mental ability, understanding, in man. 
Agur, who represents himself as stupid (ba'ar), states: 11I have not the 
bina of a man" (Prov. 30,2); the teacher says to his pupil, "Trust in 
Yahweh with all your heart and do not rely on your own bina" (Prov. 
3,5). The goal of the book of Proverbs is to impart words of bina 
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(II ~okma, mti.sar 1,2). The father's instruction, besides hokma and 
tebuna, is also designated bina (Prov. 4,1); adm.onitions recur again and 
again to acquire bina, to cry out for it, to adhere to it (Prov. 2,3; 7,4; 
16,16; 23,23). 
When human understanding is in conflict with divine omnipotence, 
the latter prevails. Proverbs 3,5, cited above, and also Proverbs 23,4 -
"Do not toil to acquire wealth, desist from your b i na" - reflect the 
doubt and skepticism regarding the effectivity of human bina.57 Traces 
of a doubting tone are also evident in Job, where it is said that man does 
not lmow the place of bina (Job 28,12,20); and God declares that bina, 
which is the lmowledge of the wonders of creation and the universe, is 
beyond human capacity (ibid. 38,4ff; cf. 39,26). 
These two motifs - the limits of human understanding and the 
omnipotence of God - led to an awareness that "the fear of Ya.hweh is 
the beginning of wisdom, and the knowledge of the holy is bina" (Prov. 
9,10; cf. 30,2,3); "Behold, the fear of Yahweh that is wisdom and to 
depart from evil is bina" (Job 28,28). In the description in lsaiah 11, the 
messianic king is filled with "a spirit of wisdom and understanding 
(bina)" granted to him by God (2). 
Like ~okmä and tebunä, bina appears in personi:fication. Wisdom 
calls herself bina (Prov. 8,14), and Proverbs 7,4 states that she is to be 
called mödä ', that is, "a relative" ( cf. 2,3). 
(. akZ 
skl 58 (v. (hiph'il]; n.) though frequent in the sages' parlance, does 
not belong to the wisdom terminology (Prov. 19 times; Job four; wisdom 
Ps. 6 timesj Ps. with wisdom features once [94]i BS 19 times)i it a.ppears 
mainly in the late Biblical literature (61 times outside the wisdom 
books).59 
The term skl is polysemic and scholarly opinion is often divided as to 
which meaning fits a given context. Five principal meanings may be 
distinguished: (a) "to give attention,11 "to consider"' (b) "tobe prudent," 
"act prudently"; ( c) "to prosper,11 "have success," the result of behavior 
mentioned in {b); {d) "to teach," "give insight" to someone; and (e) "to 
understand," "have comprehension." 
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A feature common to all these applications is that the subject of skl 
is always man and not God: God is never said to be intelligent ( maskil) 
or the possessor of pmdence ( sekel). Since of the meanings listed above 
only the second, "to be pmdent,11 and the fifth, "to understand," belang 
to the subject of wisdom, the discussion that follows is restricted to these 
two. (The first and fourth meanings are associated with matters of 
teaching and were presented in Chapter 2 above.) 
skl in the sense of "to be pmdent" is found as a verb and a noun. 
The hiph'il participle form, ma.ski~ 60 (appearing principally in the 
second collection of Proverbs) applies to the pmdent man, endowed with 
intelligence, of which he makes use to improve his social standing and to 
safeguard his way of life. The poor man, a member of the lower class, 
succeeds through being ma.skilin inheriting an estate (Prov. 17,2; cf. BS 
10,23,30). His opposite is the mebii (one "who brings disgrace"): a 
maskil slave has mastery over a mebii son (ibid.; cf. Prov. 10,5; 14,35; 
BS 7,21; etc.); such a slave is the heart 1s desire of the king (Prov. 
14,35). 
The maskil knows how to choose the proper course in life and to 
escape death (Prov. 15,24, the opposite condition is described in 21,16}. 
Family members who are maskilim (wife, son} are considered a blessing 
(Prov. 19,14; 10,5; cf. BS 7,19). 
As abstract noun sekel/ sekel (Prov. 6 times; Job once; other books 8 
times), bears the meaning of practical acumen that brings a reward. 
"Pmdence (sekel) is a fountain of life to its possessor," says the sage in 
Proverbs 16,22. The possessor of sekel wins praise (Prov. 1218); 
therefore, aekel has at times the sense of success; the son who obeys his 
fa.ther's teaching will find "fa.vor and good success (sekel ~ob} with God 
and man" (Prov. 3,4). The collocation, sekel ~ob, used in this context 
appears twice more in the wisdom literature ( cf. Prov. 13,15; wisdom Ps. 
111,10} and relates to the sapiential vocabulary.61 The antithesis of 
sekel is 1i'l.llWelet ("folly") (Prov. 16,22) and na'iweh leb ("distortion of 
the heart," i.e., mind, intellect} (12,8). A clear example of pmdence of 
this kind is Abigail, wife of Nabal, described as a "woman of good 
understanding ( ~obat sekel)" (1 Sam. 25,3), who through her sensible 
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way of behavior is able to avert the threat of annihilation by David and 
his men that looms over her hause. 
skl used verbally (hiph'il) in the sense of 11to understand, 11 11 to have 
comprehension, 11 is connected with the semantic fields of both wisdom 
and learning. The object of the comprehension is usually God's Law in 
the wisdom Psalm: 11Thy commandment makes me wiser than my 
enemies ... I have more understanding (hiskalti) than my teachers ... I 
understand more than the aged" (119,98-100). In another Psalm, with 
wisdom features, the following question is raised: "Fools, when will you 
be wise (taskilii.)?" i.e., possess knowledge of God's will and way (94,8). 
The combination som sekel in Nehemiah 8,8 has identical meaning: in 
the time of Ezra and Nehemiah the people read "the Law of God clearly, 
and they gave the sense (som sekeQ, so that the people understood." 
The infinitive absolute haskel means 11grasp, 11 11insight. 11 Elihu 
accuses Job of 11speaking without knowledge; his words are without 
insight (lö' behaskeQ" (Job 34,35). In Daniel God appears as the 
bestower of this insight: 11 As for these four youths, God gave them 
learning and insight (haskeQ in all letters and wisdom11 (1,17). The 
purpose of the book of Proverbs is "to receive instruction of hasker• 
(Prov. 1,3). 
A capacity for careful thought and intelligent consideration are thus 
deemed lofty virtues in man and are expressed in the terms bina, tebii.na, 
sekeL The first two of these may be acquired by study while the third is 
a natural quality, also called 'orma or mezimma. Like the other words, 
'orma and mezimma denote clevemess involving practical understanding, 
but at times they have a negative connotation. 'orma and mezimma are 
on the boundary between the semantic fields of 11wisdom11 -"clevemess" 
and "cunning"-11lying." The negative tone that sometimes accompanies 
these terms distinguishes them from bina, tebii.na, seke~ which in the 
wisdom books generally appear in a positive light. 
5. 'nn 
The root 'rm, 62 which is used in the wisdom literature as a verb, 
adjective ( 'ärii.m) and noun ( 'ormci), always appears in Proverbs with a 
positive connotation, while in the other books it has a negative note. 
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Like maskil and näbon, it is a quality which applies only to human 
beings (and one animal: the snake in the story of the Garden of Eden) 
and is never found in reference to God. 
As a verb (twice in Prov., once in BS, and 3 times in other books) 
its meaning in the wisdom sources is "to become wise," "to acquire 
wisdom," through study and education. "He who heeds reproof acts 
wisely (ya'rim)," states Proverbs 15,5 (cf. ibid. 19,25 and BS 6,32). 
The adjective 'ärum is unique to the wisdom vocabulary (Prov. 8 
times; Job twice, cf. Gen. 3,1).63 The 'ärum "is the product of 
education, the graduate of the wisdom school. 1164 In Proverbs 'ärum has 
a positive significance and its antonym is the peti ( 4 times), but it also 
stands jn antithetic parallelism with ~sil (3 times) and 'ewil (once). 
The figure of the 'l1rum is similar to the ~TJ.kam: he possesses 
practical sense which guides him in his daily life (Prov. 13,16). His 
conduct is the epitomy of restraint, caution and moderation (he escapes 
danger - 22,3 II 27,12; he "conceals knowledge1165 - 12,23; he 
"conceals an insult" - ibid.,16; cf. also 14,15); the nature of the 'l1rum 
is summed up in the verse, "The wisdom of 'l1ru.m consists in 
understanding his way" (Prov. 14,8). 
In Job the setting is different: 'llrum is found in a religious- moral 
context and in a negative connotation. The 'l1rum is one who on account 
of his cunning and trickery is seen as the enemy of God and man. 
Eliphaz accuses Job of choosing the "tongue of 'arumim," i.e., lying 
(15,5); while in chapter 5 God appears as he "who frustrates the devices 
of 'arumim" (v. 12). 
The noun 'orma (Prov. 3 times; Job once; other books twice) is 
practical wisdom accruing from experience of life, but which can be 
transmitted through teaching and education. Like its parallels da 'at and 
mezimma, it is intended primarily for the peti, the innocent and 
inexperienced youth. One of the main goals of the book of Proverbs is to 
impart 'orma to the peti (1,4; cf. 8,5). In Proverbs 8 personified 
Wisdom asserts that she possesses the intellectual qualities required by a 
ruler since she "dwells in 'orma" (ibid. 12). In Job 'orma appears with a 
negative connotation: of God it is said, "He takes the wise in their 'orma 
and the counsel of the tortuous is carried headlong" (5,13); the critical 
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tone is clearly evident from the para.llelism between "wise" and 
"tortuous." 
6. mezimma 
The noun mezimma derives from the root zmm,66 mea.ning "think 
upon, 11 11purpose. 11 The expression is characteristic of the wisdom 
language (Prov. 8 times; Job twice; BS twice; 9 times in other books) 
and has both a positive and negative connotation. 
In its positive connotation mezimma carries the sense of neutral 
planning, and is synonymous with the terms da'at, tebii.na, tusiyya (and 
me~qär - BS 44,4). As such it is common in the first collection of 
Proverbs. The instruction of the father and the words of the teacher 
addressed to a son are termed mezimma (Prov. 1,4; 3,21; cf. 5,2; 2,11); 
personified Wisdom boasts that she possesses mezimma (8,12). 
In its negative connotation mezimma means 11device, 11 11evil 
thought, 11 occurring in the second and third collections of Proverbs and 
in Job. 'is mezimmot, ba'al mezimmot is a negative human type whose 
special nature is that, with him, evil is planned and thought out. This 
makes him an enemy of society, and he is thus defined in the language of 
Proverbs: "He who plans to do evil will be ca.lled ba'al mezimmot11 
(Prov. 24,8; cf. ibid. 12,2; 14,17; Job 21,27).67 
In one instance in the wisdom sources mezimma does relate to God, 
viz., God's plan to punish the wicked man (Job 42,2; cf. Jer. 23,20). 
1. tüi1111a 
The root ysh, which is also found in Arabic, meaning 11assist," 
"support," is a technical term of wisdom literature. 68 The noun tusiyya 
occurs 10 times in Biblical wisdom (Prov. 4 times; Job 6 times; BS once) 
out of a total of 12 occurrences. 
tusiyya is "practical wisdom," "ingenuity," which leads to success or 
deliverance. The emphasis is on its effectiveness. The sense of tusiyya 
alters according to its context:69 at times it is found in synonymous 
parallelism with 'l~ti, ~okma, or with 'ezra., mägln ("shield11 ) 1 and 
malfsebot 'arumim, and at times it is in conjunction with mezimma and 
'öz. 
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In father-to-son admonitions tusiyya means "wisdom" (Prov. 3,21). 
The isolated man, "one who separates himself, rages against all tusiyya" 
(18,1); elsewhere tii.siyya is the ruler's understanding, which Wisdom 
prides hersel{ on possessing (8,14). 
tii.siyya in this sense of a human virtue also appears in Job, but here 
doubt is cast on the benefits that may be gained from it. Thus, Job 
rebukes Bildad for his entirely unhelpful statements: "How have you 
helped him who has no power ... ? How have you counseled him who has 
no wisdom, and plentifully declared tii.siyya.1" (26,2-3). The tii.siyya of 
men is restrained by God, who appears as he who "frustrates the devices 
of the crafty (ma~sebot 'arumim), and their hands achieve no success 
(tii.siyy~)" (Job 5,12). tii.siyya is the exclusive quality of God: "But oh! 
that God would speak... And that he would teil you the secrets of 
wisdom. For he is manifold in understanding ( tii.siyya)" (ibid. 11,6). 
The sage in Proverbs likewise recognizes that tii.siyya originates with 
God, who bestows it on human beings. In the following passage the 
meaning of tii.siyya is close to that of 'ezra, "help," mägen, "shield," and 
'öz, "strength": "For Yahweh gives wisdom, from his mouth come 
knowledge and understanding, he stores up tii.siyya for the upright and 
he is a shield (mägen) to those who walk in integrity" (Prov. 2,6-7). 
This meaning is also reflected in Job: Job accuses God of preventing his 
deliverance, and he calls for "help" - tii.siyya (11 'ezra 6,13; 30,22 
[ qere]). 70 Like the sage in Proverbs, Job admits in his reply to Zophar 
that "with him (God) are strength ( 'öz) and tft.siyya" (12,16).71 
In the sapiential sources, then, tft.siyya is practical wisdom, wisdom 
for administration and rule, or the ingenuity to escape from troubles. 72 
8. kisron 
The Hebrew noun derives from Aramaic and its meaning is "ability," 
"skill," "success." kisron appears only in Late Biblical Hebrew, and its 
occurrence is limited to the book of Qoheleth (2,1; 4,4; 5,5).73 
In his characteristically paradoxical style Qoheleth declares on the 
one hand that "with wisdom, and knowledge and skill (~okma, da'at, 
kisrön) a man accumulates property" (Qoh. 2,21), and he posits that all 
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successful work is accomplished with skill - kiäron (4,4);74 but on the 
other hand he asks, what is the profit in kiäron ("success") for those who 
poSBess it? (5,10) 
A. The Semantic Aspect 
(1) Of the plethora of lexemes belonging to the semantic :6.eld of wisdom 
in the Bible, only :6.ve are apparently exclusive to the wisdom books -
binä, näbon, 'ärum, t11.äi1111ä, kiäron. 
The roots IJkrn. and 71d' are the most common in the sapiential 
sources (each ca. 200 times). 
(2) Same of the terms go beyond the framework of the semantic :6.eld of 
wisdom and are situated on its border with another semantic field: 
(a) 'rm, .zmm, in negative connotation approaches the semantic :6.eld of 
cunning, lying; (b) the stems skl, kiäron and t11.äi1111ä are located between 
the semantic :6.elds of wisdom and success; ( c) some of the forms of skl 
and byn belong to the subject of teaching and study. 
(3) The link between a man's capacity for understanding and his senses 
is expressed in two terms, byn and skl; both involve the act of seeing 
(hitbonän, ha.skiij and show that, according to the wisdom conception, 
observation and visual scrutiny are a part of the process of 
understanding. 75 
(4) Same of the terms have a double connotation, negative and positive, 
which may reß.ect a diachronic development from the positive conception 
to the negative, or two different synchronic approaches. Thus 'ormä is a 
quality that is praised in Proverbs but condemned in Job and the other 
books of the Bible; mezimmä is found in a positive and negative context 
in Proverbs but in a negative context in Job and in the non-wisdom 
books. This duality applies equally to the term binä.16 
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B. A Tentative Subdivision within the Semantic Field of Wisdom 
lt is difficult to classify semantically the terms belonging to the subject 
of wisdom: Most of them are synonyms (e.g., da'at, tebuna, bina, 
tusiyya, and kisrim stand in synonymous parallelism with ~okma, while 
mezimma, ~okma, tebuna, and sekel are synonymous with da'at); they are 
antithetical to identical lexemes relating to the semantic field of "folly" 
(viz., pth, ksl, 'wQ, and are associated with the same major topics (see 
Section C below). Tables 13 and 14 contain suggested criteria for the 
semantic demarcation of the above terms. 
Table 13 shows that all the terms ( except one, tusiyya) refer to the 
instruction of a father or teacher, i.e., denote taught wisdom. From this 
it emerges that in the Biblical wisdom literature wisdom is conceived 
primarily as didactic and as something which is taught, while wisdom 
granted by God and wisdom acquired through life experience take second 
and third place. Thus, for the acquisition of wisdom, the means which 
stands out above all others is mental effort. 
Sapiental activity requires a mental effort or a definite investment. 
An examination of the various terms shows that some of them entail an 
amount of active engagement and reflect great mental effort, while 
others involve the more passive state of mere absorption and acquisition, 
the effort thereby being minor (see Table 14). 
A third criterion is that of social morality. As we have seen, the 
Hebrew and Egyptian sages do not distinguish a man's intellectual 
qualities from his moral behavior. lt is therefore worth noting to what 
extent there exists a gradation of the different terms within the context 
of social morality. lt appears that such a gradation is clear only 
regarding three expressions: 
good --------------------> bad 
~äkäm(II ~addiq) 'ärum, ba'al/ 'is mezimmot 
Although mlbin, näbon, yöd~a', maskil have a positive connotation, the 
gradation of these and other terms under review remains vague. 
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Table 13: The Source of the Wisdom as Criterion for Terminological 
Demarcation of the Semantic Field of Wisdom in the Bible 
Source ~okma da'at bina tebüna 'orma mezimma tüiiwa sekel 
Didactic, taught 
wisdom + + + + + + + 
(müsar 'ab) 
"Natural" (from 
birth) wisdom 
or gained + + + 
through life 
experience 
Endowed, "charis-
matic" wisdom + + + + 
Table 14: "Mental Effort" as Criterion for Terminological Determination 
of the Semantic Field of Wisdom in the Bible 
Mental effort: 
minor > great 
Acquisition of lnsight, Thought, Great mental effort 
wisdom ( through perceiving consider- and sapiential 
instruction or delving into ation, activity: teaching, 
experience) matters planning writing, exegesis 
~okma bin,i mezimma ~äkäm 
da'at tüiiyy,i 'ormo./ 'äf'Üm mebin 
tebüna sekel tüsiyya (som) sekel 
'orma näbon 
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C. The Thematic-Conceptual Aspect 
hokma and its synonyms - tebuna, bina, tusi1111a, da'at - are virtues 
possessed by man and God. But other attributes belonging to this 
subject - nabon, 'arum and ma.skil - signify human understanding 
alone and are not among the qualities of God. 
The areas of life covered by the terms belang to the semantic field of 
wisdom are many and varied: 
The inteUectual field: (a) literary creativity - the collection 
and composition of proverbs, onomastica (Qoheleth - · Qoh. 12, 
Solomon - 1 Kgs., etc.) (~okma, tebuna); {b) exegesis (byn [hiph'il), 
ma.ski~ som sekeQ; (c) teaching, study {~akam, ml!bin, ma.skilim); 
{d) being steeped in information, knowledge, writing (yi>dl!a'- Daniel); 
(e) eloquence {~akam, da'at, nabon). 
Administration and go1Jernment: (a) judgment - Solomon, David, 
the messianic king {~akam, bina, ll!b nabon); {b) administration -
Solomon, David, Joseph {~akam, nabon, tusi1111a); {c) counseling -
~qar, Jonadab, Amnon's friend {~akllm), Jonathan, uncle of David 
(ml!bin, nabon, ~akam). 
Professional qualifications: (a) building and other trades outside the 
wisdom literature: navigation, soothsaying, interpreting dreams, playing 
musical instrument, lamentation {~akam, ylJdl!a', byn [hiph'il), nabon, 
tebuna); {b) the scribal profession {A~qar, Qoheleth, Ben Sira). 
Religious affairs: (a) fear of God (~okma, da'at, bina); 
{b) understanding the vision of God (byn [hiph'ilJ° - Danie1);77 
(c) God1s Law and scriptures (byn [hiph'il), ha.skeQ. 
II. COMPU.ISOX BETWEEX THE HEBB.EW UD THE EGYPTIU FIXDIXGS 
A. Semantic Parallels 
lt is difficult to determine semantic equivalents between terms belonging 
to the semantic :field of wisdom in Hebrew and in Egyptian, but some 
affinity can be pointed out. The semantic field covered by the verb rfJ. in 
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Egyptian is covered in the Bible by the root yd', which matches it in 
meaning and linguistic usages, while the adjective r!J. ("wise") parallels 
the adjectives ~äkäm and ylJdea' in Biblical Hebrew. 
Other expressions in the Bible are conceptually close to the Egyptian 
terms. byn, which among other things means "discernment," 
"recognition through vision," is on the one hand close to si3 and on the 
other to 'rk, which like it signifies proficiency through delving deeply 
into matters and comprehending them wholly. 
'orma is a quality not possessed by the peti, who lacks experience; 
similarly, s3r.t in Egyptian is a quality absent in the inexperienced 
youth. 
The term ~m. t in Egyptian is partly parallel to kisron in Hebrew, 
but unlike the latter it does not refer to success. 
B. Thematic-Conceptual Parallels 
In Egypt and Israel the "wise" man is he who has acquired wisdom 
through study and who continues to do so throughout his life - the 
"wise man" is the "eternal student." 
In the conception of the ancient sage, intellectual and moral aspects 
are complementary. Therefore, the term "wise man" denotes not only 
mental powers but moral norms as weil: he unites in his image 
intellectual and moral perfection. The "fool," who stands in contrast to 
him, is not only the recalcitrant pupil who rejects educational authority, 
but also the man who strikes out against the social conventions, the 
accepted moral norms of the community (see Appendix A, below). In 
Egypt the "wise man" is part of the social eilte and belongs to the 
professional class of scribes; in pre-exilic Israel too, the sages were scribes 
who engaged among other things in writing wisdom literature (see 
Appendix D). 
"Wisdom" is, first of all, practical wisdom, utilized by man in his 
daily affairs, and it has many facets. Apart from studied and acquired 
wisdom the Hebrew and Egyptian sages recognize wisdom of another 
kind: technical, professional wisdom, e.g, skills used in building a hause 
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or steering a ship; wisdom accum.ulated through lifelong experience, i.e., 
the wisdom of the aged; and charismatic wisdom originating with God, 
who bestows it on his favored. In the late wisdom sources the latter 
concept of wisdom predominates and wisdom is identified with the fear 
of God (see Appendix C). Wisdom as an attribute of the divinity is 
hypostasized in the literature of Egypt andin the Biblical wisdom books. 
Thus, in the first collection in Proverbs wisdom appears in the form of a 
woman, who speaks out to all who pass by (see Appendix B). 
J.PPEIDII J. 
THE FOOL UD THE WISE IU.I, THE WICIED J.ID THE lIGHTEOUS IU.I 
Dividing mankind into opposite categories and placing these side by side 
in order to illuminate and delineate them, is characteristic of the Hebrew 
sage as it is of his Egyptian counterpart. Since both contrast the fool 
with the wise man and the wicked man with the righteous, we may ask 
whether these two antithetical sets are identical: Are "righteous-wise" 
on the one hand and "fool-wicked" on the other synonymous epithets, 
indeed intended to denote the positive and the negative human type? Or 
are we dealing here with two independent contexts, each different in 
content and vocabulary? 
In research on Proverbs several scholars have treated the problem 
extensively. The Egyptian material, however, has enjoyed less attention, 
and the question was first raised in the studies of M. Lichtheim and 0. 
Keel. 78 A thorough comparison of the Hebrew and the Egyptian findings 
may aid us in finding a solution to this problem, each side shedding light 
on the other.79 The semantic discussion of the terms in the preceding 
sections already described the features of the "sage--fool" dichotomy in 
the Egyptian and Hebrew material (pp. 221-222, 238-239). The 
following analysis of the typical features of the antithetical pair, the 
"righteous-wicked" man, in Biblical and Egyptian wisdom will 
complete the picture. Finally, a comparison will be made between the 
Biblical and Egyptian findings, after which the conclusions arising from 
it will be presented. 
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A. The Egyptian Findings 
M. Lichtheim states: 
The concepts of "wise man" and "fool" already occur in the 
Instruction of Pt~otep, but only as a side glance in the 
epilogue. The terms are absent from the Instructions of Any 
and Amenemope. lt is in Ankhsheshonqy that they make a 
conspicuous appearance and the words used are the same as 
those of Pap. Insinger... In Pap. Insinger the terms are at the 
very center of the teaching and their meanings have been 
deepened. SO 
We accept the first part of Lichtheim'& comment - with one 
reservation: The contrast between "fool" and "wise man" makes its mark 
not only in The Instruction of PtalJJ!.otep but in other instructions 
belonging to the First Intermediate and the Middle and New Kingdom 
Periode as well. True, the contrast is not made by means of the 
adjectives "wise" and "fool," but is expressed in the verbal form of rlJ 
("to be wise," "to know") accompanying the antonym wlJ9 ("fool") (see 
The Instruction of Amenemhet XIV B and The Instruction to Merikare 
115,116, treated above, pp. 221-222; and also the epilogue of The 
Instruction of Amenemope, in which the contrast between the "fool" and 
the "wise man" is an underlying concept: "They (the thirty chapters) 
cause the fool (lJm) to know (rdi rlJ)" [27,101). This pattem has also left 
its mark in works that are not among the didactic instruction but 
belong to the wisdom circle (such as The Admonitions of an E9'11ptian 
Sage 4,7-8; 6,13 [Cf. pp. 221-222 above]; The Instruction of a Man for 
His Son IV 5; The Eloquent Peasant Bl 287; Pap. Chester Beatty IV pi. 
20, verso 6,6; The Stele of Mentuhotep 5 [see p. 184 above]; Urk. IV 
970,1; etc.). 
The division of humanity into fools and wise men thus appears 
already in the wisdom literature belonging to the Old Kingdom and 
continues, in a less obvious way, during the Middle and New Kingdoms. 
In the instruction from the New Kingdom (Amenemope) the contrast 
of wise man - fool, rlJ - wlJ9/ lJm, in the earlier instruction is replaced 
by the contrast between the "heated man" and the "silent man," grw -
smm, and their synonyms (see pp. 160ff., and cf. p. 196 above). 
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The dichotomy between wise man - fool returns in the Demotic 
instruction, first in Ankhsheshonqy and la.ter in Insinger, where this topic 
finds its full expression:. The terms used in the late wisdom a.re rmt rtJ. 
for "wise man" and three words for "fool" - hn, 1!J, swg. Apa.rt from 
these antithetical pairs, another one occurs in Insinger, the "man of 
god," rmt f11r, and the "wicked man," s3be. Lichtheim believes tha.t the 
"man of god" is essentially the sa.me as the "wise man" and tha.t the 
"fool" is coupled with impiety (sb3}. In her view the author of Pap'Jl"l,8 
Insinger employs these terms to enla.rge the dichotomy of 11wise man" 
and "fool.1181 
Since a semantic analysis of the terms and compa.rison of the 
passages in the Egyptian literature with pa.rallel material in the Biblical 
wisdom ma.y decide the issue, we shall turn to this in the following lines. 
The wicked man - s3be, in the form sbi - already a.ppea.rs in the 
Middle Kingdom Period ( Wb. IV 87), and its meaning is "foe," "rebel," 
against the king or the god. sbi therefore belongs originally to the 
politica.l context, 82 and not to the voca.bula.ry of wisdom. There is no 
connection between sbi and the terms denoting "fool," "wise man" and 
"man of god" in the ea.rly wisdom litera.ture. 
The picture changes in The Instruction of Pap. Insinger, where s3be 
appea.rs in antithesis to "the man of god" - rmt np-. The s3be is an 
impious man who is oblivious of god (19,10; 31,18}. In the social setting 
he is depicted as one who violates mora.l norms: he is intolerant, a miser, 
violent, vindictive and resentful (15,19; 23,24; 29,18; 31,3; 34,11). 
The man of god - rmt ntr - who does not appea.r in the wisdom 
context prior to The Instruction of Pap. Insinger, is the god-fea.ring, 
pious man (2,11; 18,3; 19,12). In socia.l ca.tegories he is described as 
pa.tient and gentle {18,16; 19,9-12; 30,10; 33,12}. The term "man of god" 
rmt np- is also found in Coptic - p.M.n norr~ , where it sta.nds for 
~addiqim ("righteous men") in the Bible (e.g., Prov. 13,22; Isa. 26,7).83 
The phrase rmt n ntr may therefore be seen a.s the semantic equiva.lent of 
saddiqin Hebrew. 
The above ana.lysis shows that the setting for the contra.st between 
the pious and the impious man is a dual one: socia.l and religious 
morality. sSbe stands in pa.rallelism and in conjunction with terms 
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belonging to the semantic field of evil, "evil man" - rmt bn (Insinger 
13,5; 20,3; 30,24) and "inferior man" - rmt lfm (ibid. 15,1,2). True, 
s3be stands in parallelism with and appears in proximity to the terms Z!f 
("fool") and rlf ("wise man"), but the background of these references is 
moral (social or religious), not educational (l!J.-ibid. 14, 13-l4j 28,9-10; 
30,22-23; f'G - ibid. 23, 23-24; 34,11). The expression rlf is never 
coupled in parallelism with "man of god. 11 lt seems, therefore, that the 
two groups, "wise man - fool" and "man of god - wicked man," in 
the Egyptian perception belong originally to two different spheres, the 
one concemed with the intellectual and dida.ctic field, the other with the 
religious. As the Egyptian wisdom shares this motif with the Biblical 
wisdom, we shall now turn to the Hebrew material which may ha.ve a 
bearing on the above assumption. 
B. The Biblical Findings 
In the Biblical wisdom literature (Prov. 10-15 and Qoh. 7,8,9, see 
below), as in The lnstru.ction of Pap. Insinger, there are two pairs of 
contra.sting human types, "wise man - fool, 11 ~Akam - ~sil, a.nd 
"righteous man - wicked man," saddiq-· rail&'. At times these two 
pairs intermingle: the "wise" - ~akäm equals the "righteous" -
~addiq and the "fool" - kfsil is analogous with the "wicked man" -
räsa'. 
( 1) The history of research: 
Among the scholars who have dealt with this problem three main 
approaches are discemable: (a) one which identifies righteous man with 
wise man and wicked man with fool; (b) a.nother which rejects this 
identity and claims that the terms are distinct; ( c) an intermediate 
position, which states tha.t a connection exists between the two groups, 
but that they relate to different semantic fields. 
(a) U. Skaldny (1962)84 conducted comprehenaive research on this 
question with regard to the book of Proverbs. In Skaldny's view, the 
contrast between ~addiq and rasa' and the identity between ~addiq and 
~Wm depend on the chronology of the collections in Proverbs: the 
earlier the collection, the more evident the contrast a.nd degree of 
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identity. ThUB, in chapters 10-15, wbich in bis view are the earliest, the 
contrast between the righteous and the wicked man forms the central 
theme and the identity between ~a.ddiq- ~lkam and rasa' - ~sil is 
total; but in 25-27, wbich belong to the later collection, tbis identity 
does not exist. 
Many scholars, however, do not accept Skaldny1s method of relative 
chronology. The cbief flaw in Skaldny1s analysis is bis assumption that 
all the virtues enumerated in Proverbs belong to the ~a.ddiq and all the 
vices to the raia', even when these traits_are attached to other subjects 
than the ~a,ddiq or raia'. 
H.J. Hermisson (1968)85 on the whole follows Skaldny, and bis sole 
innovation is in relating ~lkam and the ~sil to the wisdom vocabulary. 
However, he sees ~a.ddiq and räiä' as characteristic of an early Israelite 
definition for wbich hardly a parallel can ~ found in the wisdom of the 
ancient Near East, a claim that requires revision in light of the findings 
in The Instruction of Pa.p. Insinger. 
In contrast to Skaldny and Hermisson, most scholars who posit an 
identity between the two groups ~sil - rasa' and ~lkäm - ~a.ddiq 
relate the contrast between ~a.ddiq and ·rasa' to a later stage in the 
bistory of the development of wisdom (e.g., McKane, Loader).86 
(b) J. Conrad (1967)87 is a proponent of the theory wbich proposes 
an absence of identity between ~sil - räiä' and ~lklm - ~a.ddiq. 
True, the distinction between the two pairs is difficult to make in terms 
of content, as ~lkäm - ~sil involves not only the intellectual aspect 
but also moral behavior. Nevertheless, there is a thematic distinction 
between them, wbich is confirmed by two arguments - one technical: 
it is possible to separate the two groups without affecting their unique 
nature; and the other conceptual: the attitude to God is secondary in 
the ~lkam- ~silpair but dominant in the ~a.ddiq-raia'pair. 
Scott (1972) likewise holds that two separate pairs are present here, 
each associated with its own vocabulary and set of ideas;88 hlkäm -
~sil are taken from the context of education and the school, while 
~a.ddiq - rlil' belong to the level of "ritual orthodoxy" and their 
concem is the acceptance, or rejection, of God1s command. 
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(c) B.W. Kovacs (1974)89 adopts the intermediate position, 
asserting that Proverbs reO.ects the ethic of the professional class, the 
sages-scribes, the intellectual elite. Behind the contrasting proverbs of 
righteousness - wickedness and wisdom - foolishness is an awareness 
of the existence of method and order that govem the world, to which 
man is obliged to adapt. Like Scott and Conrad, Kovacs holds that the 
two groups cover different semantic fields, but that they are conditional 
upon each other. According to the ethical concept of the sages-scribes 
righteousness is a precondition for wisdom, as foolishness is for 
wickedness. 
(2) Analysis of the Biblical material and comparison with the Egyptian 
findings: 
The dichotomy between wise man - fool and righteous man -
wicked man is found in Proverbs and Qoheleth but not in Job. Having 
examined the first pair (see above, pp. 238-239) we are now in a position 
to have a closer look at the second. 
In Proverbs: The contrasting pairs ~akäm- ~sil and ~addiq- rä.iä' 
are found principally in chapters 10-15. In chapters 14-15 the contrast 
between the partners of the first pair is often presented, while the 
contrast between the räiä' and the saddiq is common in chapters 
10-11.90 
The subjects raised in Proverbs in order to demonstrate the contrast 
between ~addiq- rD.iD.' are multifaceted and concem various aspects of 
life. In the following list certain themes are seen to be more common, 
hence more important for reconstructing the motif of the rä.iä' -
~addiq contrast in Proverbs. Presented in order of their frequency these 
subjects are:91 
(a) Reward and punishment: these are the consequences of the 
conduct of the ~addiq and the räiä' respectively (e.g., 3,33; 10, 
16,24,25,27,28,30; 11,8,10; mainly in the second collection). 
(b) Conduct on the social level: that of the räiä' consists of harming 
others, cruelty, destruction ofthe city, murder, lying and hypocrisy (e.g., 
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Prov. 12, 5,6,10,12,21; 24,15; 10, 11,31,32). That of the ~addiq is 
honesty, righteousness, mercy, offering help; he is a blessing to others 
(11,11; 12, 5,10; 13,5; 29,7}. 
(c) Matters of justice and law: the räiä' is presented as guilty, the 
~addiq as innocent {17,15; 18,5; 24,24). 
( d} Religious background: ritual and religious morality involving the 
terms ~addiq - räiä' as in the Psalms and in prophecy are rare in 
Proverbs. In one instance God appears against a ritual background as 
one who hears the prayer of the righteous and who keeps far from the 
wicked (15,29). The identical idea is expressed (ibid. 8) by the 
antithetical pair ,.eiä'im - yeiärim: "The sacrifice of the wicked 
(,.eiä'im) is an abomination to Yahweh, but the prayer of the upright 
(yeiärim) is his delight." Furthermore, God is the executor of 
retribution: the ~addiq receives his reward, the räiä' his punishment 
{3,33; cf. 10,27}. 
(e) The didactic background: only rarely does the pair ~addiq and 
räiä' refer to intellectual powers or involve an educational background: 
the ~addiq speaks out only after thought and consideration; not so the 
räiä', whose mouth "pours out" evil things {15,28; cf. not in antithetic 
parallelism 10,31: "The mouth of the righteous ( ~addiq) brings forth 
wisdom,11 11,9 and wisdom Psalm 37,30}. In this context the ~addiq 
stands in synonymous parallelism with häkäm andin contrast to räiä', 
~~, ~wiL The ~addiq , like the ~äkäm, is the ideal pupil, unlike the 
räiä', whose behavior in this respect is like that of the ~~ (Prov. 9,7-9: 
rlliä11 ~~i ll~ # ~äkäm; ~äkäm II ~addiq). Cf. also: "The lips of the 
righteous feed many, but the fools ( '~wilim) die for lack of wisdom" 
(ibid. 10, 21).92 
The topic of the contrast between the ~addiq and the räiä' in 
Proverbs therefore relates chieO.y to social behavior, and to a lesser 
degree involves the religious sphere. The räiä' is a negative type as he 
violates the social order and denies God. But the saddiq possesses lofty 
qualities an both the social and religious levels. The terms that are 
synonymous and interchangeable with them as components in parallelism 
also refer to these two levels: räiä' is synonymous with hattä'im, 
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böged, mere'im, 'is rä', pö'lile 'äwen, and ~änep, wbile the synonyms of 
~addiq are yäiär/yesärim, iobim, tämim/temimim, nedibim. 
The picture thus obtained is the following: ~addiq - räsä' in 
Proverbs are rarely mentioned in the religious context and they are also 
foreign to the world of study and education; where present in Proverbs 
these terms relate to social behavior. By contrast, the kesil and the 
~äkäm belang to the wisdom vocabulary and the educational and 
didactic spheres. As Hermisson states, the kesil and the ~äkäm are 
"vivid" characters here, wbile the räsä' and the saddiq are merely 
"pale" personalities, borrowed from a different area of life, religion and 
ritual. The two settings relate therefore to two separate worlds but in 
Proverbs the borders between them are blurred. 
In Qoheleth: The picture is similar in Qoheleth where the contrast 
between the ~addiq and the räsä' invariably entails the problem of 
retribution - reward for the ~addiq and punishment for the räsä'. The 
traditional dogma expressed in Proverbs causes skepticism in Qoheleth. 
The doubts, wbich were raised in The Instru.ction of Pap. Insinger in a 
humble and diffident voice and only by intimation (see p. 222 above), 
are here stated explicitly: "One fate comes to all, to the righteous and 
the wicked," asserts Qoheleth: "death" {9,2; cf. 8,14). "There is a 
righteous man who perishes in bis righteousness, and thei::e is a wicked 
man who prolongs bis life in bis evildoing," he declares {7,15ff.). 
Only once is the pair ~addiq- rs' (as verb) juxtaposed to the pair 
~km ( as verb) - säkäl. Tbis is however not against a didactic 
background, and here, too, the contrast involves issues characteristic of 
Qoheleth - retribution and death: 
Be not overly righteous (saddiq) and do not make yourself 
overwise ( tithakkam). Why should you destroy yourself'l 
Be not overly wicked (tirsa'), neither be a fool (sakaQ; 
why should you die before your time? 
lt is good that you should take hold of tbis, and from that do 
not withhold your hand; for he who fears God shall come 
forth from them all (7, 16-18). 
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lt is good to take hold of this and of that, says Qoheleth, because "he 
who fears God" escapes the two extremities. Here, for the first time in 
the history of Hebrew wisdom, the righteous man is parallel to the wise 
man and the wicked man to the fool; in Qoheleth it is explicitly stated 
for the first time that the wicked man and the fool are identical and that 
the righteous man is identical with the wise man, at least regarding their 
fate (9,1: 11the righteous and the wise and their works are in the hand of 
God11 ). Qoheleth reaches this conclusion after much seeking and 
exploring as he reveals in 7,25: 11I tumed my mind (lit. heart) to know 
and to search out and to seek ... and to know that wickedness (resa') is 
foolishness (keseQ ... 1193 
In Ben Sira: While in Qoheleth the roots rs'- skl and IJ.krn- ~dq are 
in synonymous parallelism, in Ben Sira rs' - 1J.krn stand in antithetic 
parallelism, 15, 9-10: "Praise is not fitting in the mouth of the wicked ... 
In the mouth of the wise praise is uttered. 1194 
To conclude, the pairs "wise man - fool," "righteous man - wicked 
man" (or "pious - impious man") are found not to be identical, i.e., 
each belongs to a different semantic field, the one to the sphere of 
education and study, the other to that of religion and ritual. But since 
no division exists in the thinking of the sage between a man's mental 
qualities and his socio-religious behavior they meet on the level of social 
morality, which makes it di:fficult to separate them. The type that 
harms the soundness of society may be designated 11fool" and also 
11wicked man," and he who contributes to the foundations of the 
community is termed either "wise man" or "righteous man." 
In Egyptian wisdom the pair "righteous man - wicked man" 
appears at a relatively late period and was obviously preceded by the 
pair "wise - fool." 
In Hebrew wisdom the chronology of these two pairs is less clear 
since the two pairs appear side by side from the very beginning. While 
scholarly opinion is divided as to whether their occurrence is synchronic 
or diachronic, we are inclined, in the light of the Egyptian material, to 
accept the latter view, i.e., that they relate to two different stages in the 
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development of the Hebrew wisdom: the "wise -fool" belonging to the 
earlier stage and "righteous - wicked man" to the later stage . 
.&.PPEIDll'. B 
THE PElSOIIFIC!TIOI OF WISDOII 
The personification of Wisdom in the Bible appears in the first collection 
of Proverbs only (1,20-33;8;9,1-6); later the motif develops and is 
expressed in a more extensive form in the Apocryphal wisdom literature, 
in Ben Sira (chaps. 1, 4, 14-15, 24, 51) and also in the Wisdom of 
Solomon ( e.g., chaps. 7 and 8). 
In chapters 1, 8 and 9 of Proverbs, Wisdom is presented as a woman 
standing at the gate of the city and inviting the passers-by to partake of 
the teaching she has to offer. In chapter 1, adopting the prophetic form 
of address, she admonishes the audience. In chapter 8 she makes greater 
claims for herself: it is she who gives nobles and rulers the authority 
and capacity to rule (14); her powers stem from the fact that she was 
the first to be created by God (22); she was 'amon, i.e., an artisan,95 
who helped God at the time of creation. In 9,1-6 l}okmot stands in 
contrast with Lady Stupidity ( 'Uet ~ailut, ptta111JUt, ibid. 13ff.), and 
both invite the passers-by to dine in their house. The description of 
Wisdom's rival is reminiscent of the image of the "strange woman" in 
chapters 1-9, especially the passage in 7,14ff - "A vow-offering was 
due from me / Today I have paid my vows" - in which she tempts the 
youth to participate in the feast she has prepared to mark the fulfilling 
of a vow. 
Since this figure of Wisdom personified as a woman delivering 
speeches appears neither in the other Biblical books nor in the 
extra-Biblical literature, the following questions arises: What is the 
nature of this mysterious image of Wisdom? What is the relation 
between her and the ~okma. - muaAr ("wisdom - instruction ") that 
the teacher wishes to impart to his pupils in chapters 1-9 of Proverbs? 
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Does chapter 9 hint at a possible solution? Here Wisdom appears in 
contrast to Stupidity, which may be interpreted on the basis of the 
similar :figure which appears in chapter 7, i.e., the "strange woman." 
The most acceptable perhaps among the answers suggested is the 
one which sees here the personi:fication of an abstract idea, a well-known 
device both in and outside the Bible. In the Bible, for example, the book 
of Psalms offers the image of Righteousness and Truth kissing each other 
(Ps. 85,11-13), and in Proverbs the description of Prudence and 
Understanding watching over the obedient son recurs (e.g., Prov. 
2,11-12; 3,22-25; 4,8-9; d. also 2, 11-12). Outside the Bible, "Ägypten in 
der östlichen Mittelmeerwelt [kann] das klassische Land der Hypostasen 
genna.n.t werden," states Donner.96 Especially close to our subject is the 
personification of the Egyptian virtues Ma'at and Sia. Ma'at, which 
originally designates an abstract value, namely, "order," "righteousnes," 
changes in the course of time into a separate goddess, the daughter of the 
the creator god Re', who imposed this order on earth. Sia, meaning 
"knowledge," "insight" (see pp. 225-226 above), was at :first an abstract 
value, also attributed to the god Re'. But later it became a personified 
value belonging to all the creator gods, Amon and Atom as weil as Re', 
and even to Thoth, the god of wisdom. 97 Albright finds a similar 
phenomenon in the Canaanite epic, where, according to bis view, "wise," 
the attribute of El, the head of the pantheon, became a goddess of 
wisdom.98 
lt is therefore reasonable to suppose that in Proverbs, too, the issue 
is personification of a divine quality, for whose construction 
characteristics of foreign gods were employed. Various gods have been 
mentioned in this connection, 99 but the closest in traits and features to 
Dame Wisdom are the Babylonian goddess of love, lshtar, and the 
Egyptian goddess of justice Ma'at (m9'.t). 
In view of the framework of our 1tudy and it• focu• on the relevant •apiential 
Egyptian material, we •hall deal here only brießy with the theory regarding I•htar 
offered by Bo•tröml00 and di•c:ua at greater length the po•• ible influence of the 
Egyptian Ma•at, which wu 1tudied exten•ively by Kayata.101 
The I•htar theory i• bued mainly on the aaumption that the 111trange 
woman11 in Proverb• i• to be identified with I•htar, the godde•• of love, who 
repre•ent• •acral pro•titution. Wi•dom, who i• the rival of and 1tand• in contrut to 
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the 111trange woman II wa• al•o inve•ted with the characteri• tic• of the godde•• of 
love. 
Trace• of the de•cription of I•htar are found in chapten 1-9. In chapter 7 the 
111trange woman" i• de•cribed (in the Septuagint) u looking through the window (a 
common de•cription of I•htar) and inviting the youth to a •exual rite, ju•t u l•htar 
invite• her faithful to a •inillar ceremony. The •even pillan of Wi•dom'• hou•e in 
chapter 9 are the •even •tan of I•htar, the godde•• of heaven. The 111trange 
woman,11 who•e way• lead to She•ol, i• I•htar, who•e de•cent to She•ol i• related in 
the myth. Wi•dom, who appean frequently u be•tower of life and i• linked with to 
the tree of life 4,23; 8,35) i• I•htar, who i• a•• ociated with thi• tree. 
Regarding the Egyptian •ource•, Kayats enumerate• the following feature• and 
motif• characteri•tic of the Egyptian Ma•at that might have influenced the Biblical 
Wi•dom: 
(1) Wi•dom delivers her speech in the fint per•on. This •peech, whose main 
thru•t i• •elf-prai•e, i• •tructured on the pattem of the Egyptian'• god•• •ongs of 
self-praise (but not of Ma•at). 
(2) The existence of Wi•dom prior to the creation of the univer•e and her 
de•cription u the favorite child of the god, who play• before him (Prov. 8, 30-31), i• 
similar to the description of Ma•at. 
(3) Wi•dom in Proverb• i• de•cribed u the beloved, u i• Ma•at, who i• the 
beloved of variou• god• and kings and who in return love• king• and men. 
(4) Wi•dom i• pre•ented u endower of life and protection. Proverb• 3,16 state•, 
11Long life i• in her right hand; in her left hand are riche• and honor. 11 Thi• 
description i• remarkably •imilar to that of Ma•at and other Egyptian god• who are 
presented holding the •ymbol of life, the 'n~, in one of their hands and in the other 
the scepter of rule and honor, the v,3,. 
(5) Wi•dom i• compared to a 11garland,11 a 11wreath,11 and a 11necldace11 (Prov. 
1,9; 3,3; 4,9; 6,21). According to Kayats, thi• refiect• a cu•tom of the superior 
judges in Egypt who wore a chain from which hung a likene•• of Ma•at; and al•o 
furthermore the Egyptian belief that the decea•ed having undergone the trial of the 
dead i• crowned with a garland called m31i. n m.3' AN and i• declared a m.3' 1,.r,a, 
that i•, 11one who i• vindicated.11 • " " 
(6) A connection between Wi•dom and the king i• revealed in the •tatement by 
Wi•dom in Proverbs 8,15: 11By me ltlng• reign11 (and ibid. 23). In Egypt Ma•at i• 
conceived u the foundation of the throne, and the ltlng, u the repre•entative of the 
god Re• on earth, i• entrusted with her protection.102 
We are inclined not to accept the position of scholars who claim the 
exclusive influence of either the Babylonian or the Egyptian goddess. lt 
seems that in elaborating the image of the female Wisdom in the Bible, 
the Hebrew author was influenced by both or more accurately shares 
here an ancient Near Eastem heritage - personification ~f Wisdom is 
also found in the Hellenistic world in the figure of Isis-Sophia and in the 
Assyrian setting, as attested by The Story of A~iqar (lines 94-95).103 
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The assumption that Wisdom incarnate in Proverbs originates in an 
abstract value which then became personified offers a solution to the 
problems presented at the beginning of this section. Wisdom, an 
abstract value with multiple meanings, was presented in human form for 
didactic purposes. This anthropomorphological presentation, which was 
intended to attract and hold the attention of the pupil, was accomplished 
by using elements and motifs from extra-Biblical mythology. This novel 
personified image of Wisdom was principally influenced by the 
characteristics of the Egyptian goddess of justice and the Babylonian 
goddess of love. The borrowings from the Babylonian myth left its 
imprint not only on the image of Wisdom but also on her antonym, 
Stupidity, identified with the "strange woman." These foreign elements 
were then modified to fit the Hebrew framework and the monotheistic 
conception; no langer an independent goddess to whom all the universe is 
subject (the Ma'at), but "Dame Wisdom," who herself is subject to God 
and serves him. 104 
!PPEIDII C 
ST!GES II THE DEVELOPIIEIT OF THE COICEPT 11WISE IIU, 11 
11 WISDOll11 II EGYPT .llD II THE BIBLE 
From the very start the Egyptian perception recognizes various 
sources of wisdom. Wisdom is knowledge acquired by study and 
experience, but sometimes it happens tobe a natural gift, endowed from 
birth. Wisdom also occurs as understanding bestowed by god. Thus, the 
father of Merikare advises his son: "Copy your forefathers ... See, their 
words endure in books; open, read them and copy their knowledge" 
(35ff. ). Pt~otep, too, urges his son to acquire wisdom through the 
difficult way of studying; not necessarily from books, however, but 
frommen: 
Consult the ignorant (om) and the wise (ro) 
The limits of skill are not reached ... 
Good speech is more hidden than greenstone 
Yet may be found among maids at the grindstones (54ff.). 
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Natural wisdom is found among common people as weil as the members 
of the upper class. The king and his high officials may claim that they 
are "wise from birth," that is, possess natural cleverness (see pp. 221, 
223, etc., a.bove). 
At times this wisdom is presented as a divine gift. The budding of 
this perception is found as early as Pta.hh.otep, where it is stated: "He 
who hears is beloved of god; he whom god hates does not hear" (545-546; 
d. pp. 55-56 above). lt also underlines the words of the author of Pa.p. 
Chester Bea.tt11 IV (pi. 20 verso 6,6: p. 193 above), and it :finds its fullest 
expression in the late Inatruction of Pa.p. Inainger. lt is the god who 
determines a man's nature, whether he is to be wise or foolish. 
Therefore, external circumstances do not attest to a certain kind of 
character (Inainger 5,3-8; 25,11-13; 27,18-21): Wisdom and ignorance, 
poverty and riches - all are subject to and determined by god, says the 
sage; therefore, there is a wise man who fails for lack of knowledge 
(Insinger 4,19) and there is a wise man who lives sparingly but becomes 
a pauper (7,15-17). 
Thus, from acquired wisdom, attained through study and experience, 
and from natural wisdom, transmitted through inheritance, wisdom in 
the course of time becomes a charismatic gift possessed exclusively by 
the god. The "wise man" is merely a mortal, limited in his powers and 
liable to err (to be caught in love of women - Inainger 7,11; to be 
drawn into an act of vengeance - ibid. 34,12-13). The only way leading 
to prosperity and success in the opinion of the Demotic sage, is fear of 
god: "The wise man who goes and comes will place the greatness of the 
god in his heart" (ibid. 29,3ff.). 
This development found in the Egyptian literature has an 
astonishing parallel in the history of the Hebrew wisdom.105 The early 
wisdom in Israel, too, was multifaceted: natural wisdom, possessed by 
certain human beings (the wise women from Abel Beth-Ma1achah and 
from Tekoa') and also among animals (Prov. 6,6-7; 30,24ff.); technical 
and professional wisdom, the talent of the craftsman (arti:ficer, graver, 
builder, etc.); and wisdom learned through proverbs, encyclopaedic lists, 
and songs (Prov. 1-9; Solomon, 1 Kgs. 5,12-14). But already in the early 
stage this wisdom is determined by God: "There is no wisdom ( ~okmi) 
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nor understanding (tebuna) nor counsel ( 'e~ti) aga.inst Yahweh. The 
horse is made ready for the day of battle, but to Yahweh belongs the 
victory" {Prov. 21,30ff.); "A man's mind plans bis way but Yahweh 
directs bis steps" (16,9); "The plans of the mind belong to man, but the 
answer of the tongue is from Yahweh" {16,1). 
Man, then, may have bis own inner thoughts, but bis extemal 
conduct is ultimately decided by God (d. ibid. 16,2; 19,21; 20,24). 
These verses are very close in content and spirit to what is stated in The 
Instruction of Pap. Insinger. Henceforward, wisdom is the possession of 
God; she was created (qänäni) by bim {Prov. 8,22ff.) and he -grants her 
to those cherished by bim (Solomon, Joseph, etc.). Natural wisdom 
turns into charismatic wisdom. Job admits bis inability to find tbis 
wisdom, wbile Qoheleth standing before divine wisdom, wbich has 
mastery over the world, cannot comprehend it. 
By the end of tbis process wisdom is identified with religious belief. 
"The fear of Yahweh is the beginning of wisdom" {Prov. 9,10; 1,7; 15,33; 
Job 28,28; wisdom Ps. 111,10; BS 1,14 [Gr.]). Wisdom is the gift of God 
to mankind, it has descended from heaven to dwell among them (BS 24). 
Thus, a parallel development can be discemed in wisdom in Israel 
and Egypt. However, the process in Egypt differs from that in Israel in 
two deta.ils: (a) The god does not appear in the Egyptian sources under 
review as the direct bestower of wisdom to man, it is only stated that 
god determines who will be wise; (b) the later stage in the development 
of the Hebrew wisdom has no parallel in the Egyptian. We have not 
found in the Egyptian wisdom literature anytbing like the concept that 
fear of god is wisdom, though such a development is found by Assmann 
in the "persönliche Frömmigkeit" literature, where it grew out of the 
Egyptian wisdom literature beginning from the Amarna Period.106 
.lPPEIDII D 
WISD0:U - .lTTllBUTE 01 Pl0FESSIOl7 
WISE - .lDJECTIVE 01 0CCUP.lTIOUL L.lBEL7 
The prevalent view in scholarsbip is that the "wise men" form a defined 
group of people holding a particular occupation.107 Regarding the 
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nature of this occupation opinion is divided: Same state that the wise 
men had technical skills such as building, engraving, sailing, etc.; others 
hold that they were the men and officials of the king's court: the 
counselor, the judge, the messenger;108 still others regard them as 
possessing superhuman powers: fortune-tellers and sorcerers; some 
identify them with the class of scribes, 109 or believe the ~11kämim were 
professional teachers. llO 
Since ~äkäm in the Bible has various meanings, the problem cannot 
be solved by focusing on the Biblical context - extra-Biblical material 
should also be considered. We shall begin with the Biblical finding and 
then move on to the relevant Egyptian material which may shed light on 
the subject under review. 
The expression ~äkäm is multifaceted in the Biblical literature: 
{1) The epithet ~äkäm is not attributed usually to a particular class 
or group, but to anyone qualified in some field {Exod. 31,3,6; 36, 8; Isa. 
40,20; Jer. 9,16; 10,9; etc.) or one possessing general knowledge {Isa. 
5,21). One may assume, therefore, that ~äkäm, is an adjective,. 
indicating a virtue and not a particular profession or social class. 
Qoheleth says, "Again I saw that under the sun the race is not to the 
swift, nor the battle to the strong, nor bread to the wise, nor riches to 
the intelligent, nor favor to the learned" {9,11). Here "wise" parallels a 
list of virtues: "swift, 11 "brave, 11 "intelligent, 11 etc., none of which can be 
said to denote groups of people with a particular profession. 
In Jeremiah 18,18 it is said: "For Law ( tora) shall not perish from 
the priest, nor counsel ( 'e~a) from the wise man {~äkam), nor ward 
( däbär) from the prophet. 11 Here there is also no evidence that the wise 
men spoken of are a distinct professional dass, that is, political advisers; 
in the parallel verse in Ezekiel 7,26 the "wise men" are replaced by 
"elders": "They shall seek a vision from a prophet and Law (tora) from 
the priest and counsel ( 'e~a) from the elders (zeqenim). 11111 In this verse 
the concept of "wise men" is rendered so as to remove the sense of an 
occupation, and ~äkäm is an attribute, not a profession. 
(2) The "human ideal" formulated in Proverbs is not directed to a 
limited circle but to everyone: the youth {1,4; etc.), the {armer {24,30ff.; 
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cf. 31,16), the shepherd (27,23:ff.), the witness (14,5; 19,5,9; etc.), the 
messenger (13,17; 25,13; etc.), and the drunkard (23,29:ff.). 
On the other hand, instruction in Proverbs is intended for a certa.in 
social dass, the aristocracy surrounding the king: the wise men, the 
experts, are functionaries at the royal court - judges, counselors, 
messengers, and the like. Wisdom is associated with a certain cirde, 
that of the educated, and it is they who are responsible for wisdom 
literature. 
(3) Should the "educated" be identified with the professional dass 
of scribes (Kovacs) or not (Whybray)?112 Study of the Biblical texts 
shows that the office of the king's scribe is a permanent and well-known 
one during the period of the Monarchy.113 However, in the period of the 
First Temple the title 11scribe11 - soplr - does not bestow the epithet 
~akam on a man. The scribes Ezra (7) and Baruch (Jer. 36,26,32) are 
not named "wise men. 11 In Jeremiah 818 also there is no absolute proof 
of identi:6.cation of the scribe with the hakam. Jeremiah asks: "How can 
you say, 'We are wise and the Law (tora) of Yahweh is with us?1 But, 
behold the pen of the scribes has been made to no purpose (laiieqer), the 
scribes have written in va.in ( seqer sl>perim). 11 The prophet applying the 
language of Deuteronomy, which defines the tora as "wisdom" and the 
people as 11understanding11 (see Deut. 4,6), does not condemn the 
soperim ~Uamim, the writers of the book of Deuteronomy;114 it is the 
people whom he castigates for not observing the teaching committed to 
writing by the scribes: "From the least to the greatest ... every one deals 
falsely" (ibid. v. 10). 
Evidence of the existence of the profession of a scribe who engages in 
teaching (the Torah) dates only from the time of the Second Temple.115 
Such scribes were Ezra (Ezra 7,12,21; Neh. 8,1-3,7,8), Ben Sira. (BS 
51,23) and the wise men mentioned in Qoheleth 12,11 as "masters of 
collections, 11 Qoheleth himself being one of them. Nevertheless, we 
assume tha.t the 11wise men11 were scribes and that the scribes constituted 
the cirde tha.t created and imparted the Hebrew wisdom literature as 
early as the First Temple period. This assumption is confirmed by the 
extra.-Biblical testimony. 
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In Egypt the writing and transmission of wisdom literature involves 
the dass of scribes attached to the king's court or the Egyptian school. 
The didactic wisdom compositions, The lnstruction of Anii, The 
lnstruction of Amenemope and The Onomasticon of Amenemope, were 
written by men who called themselves 11scribes. 11 In Papyrus Chester 
Beatty IV the eight famous scribes of Egypt are mentioned; these are 
described as 11wise scribes11 ( ss. w rtJ. i!J.. t) and are presented as the authors 
of a considerable part of the wisdom writings. In The Prophecies of 
Neferti, Neferti has the titles lector-priest, and scribe "excellent with bis 
fingers"; andin Papyrus Westcar the miracle-worker Djedi, renowned as 
a wise man, is certainly a scribe and teacher too, for he requests a barge 
to carry bis books and bis pupils (Les. 30,10). Thoth, the god of scribes, 
was furthermore the god of wisdom. In Egypt, therefore, it seems 
impossible to separate the institution of the scribes from the creative 
circle of wisdom. 
A similar situation is revealed in the Akkadian sources. Palace and 
temple scribes, responsible for administrative records, royal chronides. 
and collections of laws, were also creators of wisdom literature.116 
These considerations lead us to believe that in pre- exilic Israel there 
also was a class of educated scribes who constituted the creative cirde of 
Hebrew wisdom. To tbis dass of wise men engaged in composing, 
compiling, editing and writing down the sapiential material belong 11the 
men of Hezekiah, 11 who are said to have 11copied11 the Proverbs of 
Solomon (Prov. 25,1).ll7 
In condusion, it may be stated that ~wm in the Bible is a 
multifaceted concept denoting a bighly skilled master of a particular 
profession but who is also any mortal gifted with natural understanding. 
At times he acquires bis knowledge through study and experience, and at 
times he belongs to the dass of scribes and the intellectual elite 
responsible for writing, studying and teaching the wisdom literature 
(Qoh. 12,9ff.). 
CHAPTERSEVEN 
THE PARTS OF THE BODYINVOLVED IN 
INSTRUCTION AND WISDOM 
The terms presented in this chapter, denoting organs of the body, do not 
of themselves belang to the wisdom lexicon but in certain contexts 
constitute an inseparable part of the world of education and wisdom. 
These terms - the ear, tongue, mouth, belly and heart - are 
associated with various stages in the mental process of learning and can 
be divided into three groups: 
(a) The organ associated with the acquisition of knowledge: The 
ear is the instrument both of hearing and understanding; its function is 
to receive information from the outside and to convey it to a person's 
interior. 
(b) The organs used in expressing knowledge and thought: The 
tongue and the mouth are organs of speech and, contrary to the ear, 
their function is to pour out from within a man's thoughts and feelings. 
(c) The organs in which received knowledge is stored in between the 
two stages of transmission from the outside inwards and vice versa: the 
belly and the heart. 
While a remarkable affinity is found in the usage of these terms in 
Hebrew and Egyptian in respect to both subject matter and literary 
devices, this does not a.1.ways indicate a link between the two cultures or 
the impact of one upon the other. The closeness of the Hebrew and 
Egyptian terms in groups (a) and (b) usually stems from common 
concepts that prevailed throughout the ancient Near East and which 
were part of the educational framework and the ancient method of study. 
As to the terms in group (c), certain applications of these terms in the 
Biblical wisdom literature are indicative of a borrowing and imitation of 
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Egyptian concepts and phraseology I which were modified and adapted to 
the Yahwistic spirit. 
I. THE EU 
'özen - msJlr, 'fllJ. "'11 {Dem. msJl', msJl [r]; Copt. [s] .M.;).;).<Jt€ ) 1 
The organ of hearing, 'özen in Hebrew I is designated in Egyptian by two 
terms: ms,4r, which appears beginning with the Pyramid Texts and 
whose occurrence is restricted to the school writings; and the form in 
dual 'nlJ.wy, which is used from the Middle Kingdom onwards, for the 
most part juxtaposed to other organs of the body. In our sample it occurs 
in the instructions and the autobiographical inscriptions. 2 
A. The Ear as an Organ of Hearing and Obedience 
The function of the ear as an organ of hearing and obedience is 
illustrated in an image which recurs in the Egyptian school texts: "The 
pupil's ear is upon bis back, he hears when he is flogged" (Anastasi m 
3,13; cf. ibid. IV 8,7-8, and Lansing 11, 1-2).3 
An important official function is to be the "ear of the king, 114 an 
expression that occurs frequently in the writings of the 18th Dynasty 
(parallel to the "mouth" and the "eyes of the king, 11 Urk. IV 486,7-8; 
540,9,10,16,17; etc.). In the Bible, the expression 'özen sömil'at ("an ear 
that hears") refers to the ideal situation between teacher and pupil, and 
it is among the sages that such a hearkening ear dwells (Prov. 15,31; cf. 
18,15 and 'özen maqsebet in BS 3,29). The sage's reproof to a pupil who 
is graced with such an attentive ear is compared to precious omaments 
(Prov. 25,12). 
In appeals for obedience addressed to youth the ward "ear," which 
collocates with the verbs "to give" in Egyptian (rdi) andin Hebrew (ntn) 
and with "to incline" (n~h) in Hebrew, stands in synonymous parallelism 
with the verb "to hear" (Amenemope 3,9 II Prov. 22,17;5 Prov. 4,20; 5,1; 
similarly 2,2; cf. BS 6133 and 51 116). 
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About the pupil who is not disposed to listening, we read: "I did not 
listen to the voice of my teachers, nor incline my ear to my instructors" 
(Prov. 5,13). This sort of pupil, "who turns his ear from hearing" (28,9), 
is regarded as a fool, and of him it is said, "Speak not in the ears of a 
fool (kesiO" {23,9). In Egypt, the lazy pupil is similarly censured, where 
he is spoken of as being "deaf'' or as one having a "deaf ear" (Anastasi 
IV 2,5; 2, 7; Koller 2,5; 2,3). 
B. The Ear as an Agent of Understanding 
The ear was not considered merely a passive organ for hearing that 
which is spoken and conveying it to the interior of a person. Sometimes 
it was also conceived as an instrument for .understanding and evaluating 
words, and as such its function resembles that of the heart, which in the 
wisdom tradition was regarded as the organ of understanding and 
acquiring knowledge. This meaning for the ear is principally found in 
the Biblical wisdom literature but also occurs in Egyptian sources. 
Thus, the scribe Amenemope addresses his son in the following words: 
"Give your ears (imi 'nfJ..wy.k), hear what is said, and apply your heart 
to understand it." In the parallel passage in the collection of the 
"Sayings of the Wise" in Proverbs we read: "Incline your ear and hear 
the words of the wise, and apply your heart to my knowledge" (Prov. 
22,17; d. 2,2; 23,12). Andin Ben Sira (3,29) we are told: "The heart of 
the wise man understands the proverbs of the wise, and an attentive ear 
rejoices at wisdom" (cf. ibid. 6,32-33). 
In asking, "Does not the ear try words as the palate tastes food?" 
(12,11) Job takes issue with the uncritical acceptance of conventional 
wisdom on the part of his companions. The sage does so by proposing 
that the ear's function is not confined to the mere reception of the words 
it hears, but that it also "tastes" them, in the same way food is tasted 
when eaten. In other words, its function is to examine what is said and 
to distinguish good from bad, the truth from a lie. 6 Moreover, Job 
himself is in possession of this very faculty, for he goes on to say, "Lo, 
my eye has seen all this, my ear has heard and understood it" (13,1). 
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C. The Deity as Teacher 
In the early didactic literature there is a prevailing recognition that 
the will to hear is in man's control, since he can use his ears as he wishes. 
Together with this awareness, there appears already in the early wisdom 
writings in Egypt and later in Israel the concept that hearing is a gift 
endowed by the deity. In The lnstruction of Pta~~otep it is said: 
He who hears is beloved of god 
He whom god hates does not hear (550-551). 
The words of Pta~~otep parallel those of the sage in Proverbs: 
The hearing ear and the seeing eye 
Yahweh made them both (20,12). 
In this light the image of God as a teacher who "opens the ear" (glh 
'özen) of men becomes clear. Thus, in Job God "opens their ears to 
instruction ( musär)" (36,10; cf. 33,16). And in the poems of the 
"Servant of God" and other prophecies of Deutero-Isaiah, both of which 
bear the imprint of wisdom tradition, we encounter the didactic setting, 
with the Deity assuming the guise of teacher, while the Servant (or the 
people) takes the role of pupil, and the ear is represented as the 
instrument of learning. Thus we read in Isaiah 50,4-5: 
Morning by morning he wakens 
He wakens by ear (yä'ir li 'özen) 
to hear as the pupils. 
The Lord Yahweh has opened my ear (päta~ li 'özen), 
and I was not rebellious, 
I tumed not backward ... 
Elsewhere the prophet reproves the people1 who are described as a 
rebellious pupil: " ... from of old your ear has not been opened ( lö' pitte~a 
'öznekä)" (48,8); "You see many things, but do not observe them; his 
ears are uncovered (päqoa~ 'özenayim), but he does not hear" ( 42,20; cf. 
35,5). 
God's role, then, is to "waken" the ear of the pupil (the people) who 
refuses to "open" his ear. This combination, of the verbs "open" (p~, 
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pq~) and "waken" ( 'wr) with the noun 11ear11 ( ~zen), is not usual 
in Biblical Hebrew. Expression& such as these were common, on 
the other hand, in Mesopotamian literature, and it would appear 
that Deutero-lsaiah, who spent at least part of his life in 
Babylon, borrowed them from there. In Akkadian the ward for ear 
(lf.aslsu) means both 11hearing11 and 11understanding,11 for the "ear" 
was conceived as the seat of intelligence and wisdom. Thus the 
Akkadian expression plt lf.aslssi signified "opening the ear" and 
11wisdom117 and is equivalent to the expresJions p~ pqM ~zen appearing 
in Isaiah.8 
II. TXE TOIGU.E 
laion - III (Dem. l,; Copt. Ä~c ) 
ia3w (Dem. ia) 
;.,. 
The semantic field of IA.ion, 11tongue, 11 in the Bible is covered by 
several terms in Egyptian, one of which is ns, the etymological 
and semantic equivalent of the Hebrew IA.iön9 and the most common 
term bearing this sense in our sample. lt appears in the 
instructions from ~tep to Ankhsh.eah.of1411, in the pessimistic 
wisdom literature, the school texts and the biography ( about 25 
times ). Two other expressions are .is9w, whose use in the present 
corpus is limited to Demotic ( .is) and which is found only in Th.e 
Instruction of Pa.p. Insinger, and .iar, 18 which does not appear 
until the 22nd Dynasty and which in our sample occurs only in the 
autobiographical texts. 
The tongue has two aspects - the physiological and 
anthropological. lt is the second element which is prevalent in the 
wisdom literature: the tongue signifies primarily an organ of speech, a 
means of expressing a man's thought. The phrases, metaphors and 
motifs associated with it in the Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom are 
strikingly similar. 
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A. The Tongue as an Organ of Speech and Knowledge 
Since the tongue is an organ of speech, 11 and eloquence is conceived as 
an art, some of the sayings concerning the tongue are devoted to praise 
of the latter faculty. 
In The lnstruction to Meri.kare it is said: "Be skilled in speech so 
that you may be strong; the strength of the king is the tongue; speaking 
is stronger than any fight" (32; cf. Anii 2,8; 7,8-9). With eloquence and 
the ability to give advice counted among the virtues required in the 
king2s service, the official so gifted is termed spd ns, "keen of tongue1112 
(Janssen I p. 32, At 10,11; Rekhmire, Urk. IV 1084,2; Wb. II 320,13). In 
the rich imagery of Proverbs such an accomplished tongue is compared 
to a precious treasure, "choice silver" (Prov. 10,20) and "a tree of life" 
(15,4; cf. 12,18) and it is called "the tongue of the wise" (ibid. and 15,2), 
or "the tongue of the righteous" (10,20). In the late Egyptian 
inscriptions it is compared to "oil of myrrh" (Otto No. 9 II 
Jansen-Winkeln I A12, c,9; II 6,2) and in the Bible to "honey" and 
"milk" (Prov. 16,24; cf. wisdom Ps. 119,103 and Cant. 4,11).13 
In the didactic context the tongue appears as instrument of learning. 
In A nii the son asserts: "A boy does not follow the moral instructions 
though the writings are on his tongue" (Anii 9,17). Here Anii1s son 
challenges the traditional teaching method, which is based on 
memorizing the material taught. He argues that while the writings are 
"on the tongue" of the pupil, i.e., while he knows them by heart, he may 
still fail to understand them and be unable to apply them. In the Bible 
the tongue has a similar role: in one of the poems of the "Servant of 
God, 11 in which wisdom imprints are evident, the Servant, likened to a 
pupil, says: "The Lord Yahweh has given me the tongue of pupils (zeson 
limmudim) that I may know to answer him that is weary" (Isa. 50,4). 
Here zeson limmudim denotes eloquence, which makes it possible to give 
suitable advice to one in need of it. 
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B. The Tongue as Source of Power and Ha.rm 
A second motif is the power of the tongue and the ha.rm it can unleash.14 
Tbis theme, common in the instructions and the autobiograpbical 
writings of Egyptian literature, occurs often in the sayings of the second 
collection in Proverbs. 
In The Instroction of Pa.p. Insinger ( 4,5) the tongue is compared to a 
knife that cuts through the life of its owner when misused. The father of 
Merikare sa.ys, as noted, that the power of the king is in bis tongue and 
that speaking is stronger than any fight (32). These truisms closely 
resemble the saying in Proverbs 25,15, "a soft tongue will brea.k a bone" 
and its va.ria.tion in The Story of A~iqa.r, "the (king]'s tongue is soft, but 
it brea.ks a dragon's ribs" (lines 105-106; cf. ibid. 100: "A king's word is 
soft, (but] keener and more cutting than a double-edged dagger"; cf. also 
BS 28,17 (Gr.]). 
In Hebrew literature, the tongue of the wicked man is likened to a 
wea.pon that wounds others: "the a.rrows of a false tongue" (BS 51,6[B]; 
cf. Ps. 57,5; 64,4; Jer. 9,2,7; Prov. 12,18; 25,18). Anii likewise mentions 
the ha.rm caused to the individual when he uses bis tongue improperly: 
"A man is ruined by bis tongue" (7,8-9). Like bis colleague Anii, the 
scribe Amenemope wa.rns aga.inst the "heated man," who "ruins and 
builds up with bis tongue" (12,3). The verbs "build" and "ruin," 
appea.ring here a.re taken from the sphere of the building trade and a.re 
used in Amenemope to describe the work of creation. In chapter 25 the 
god Khnum a.ppea.rs a.s a potter who fashions human beings on his wheel: 
"Man is clay and straw and god is his builder; he ruins and builds daily" 
(24,15). In light of this, "to build" and "to ruin" in Amenemope 12,3 
mean to grant life and to cause death. In other words, according to the 
sa.piential concept, words can be used in such a wa.y as to crea.te life and 
to ca.use dea.th. The words of the Egyptian sage match closely those of 
bis Hebrew counterpa.rt, who says, "Death and life a.re in the power of 
the tongue and those who love it will eat its fruits" (Prov. 18,21); "Good 
and evil and life a.nd death - and the tongue rules over them 
completely" (BS 37,18 (B,D]). 
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C. The Tongue as a Tool of Rhetoric 
Rhetoric, expressed by means of the tongue, is based on two principles: 
reticence and sincerity. 
The Egyptian sage believes that a man must behave with restraint 
and not pour out his heart before a stranger (Anii 7,7-9; d. 2,8). The 
"prattler," whose "tongue is everywhere," is censured (lnsinger 3,6). 
The scribe commands his son: 
Give your ears, hear what is said ... 
Let them rest in the casket of your belly 
May they be a lock in your heart 
When there rises a storm of words 
They will be a mooring post for your tongue 
(Amenemope 3,9-16). 
Ankhsheshonqy even prefers dumbness to a hasty tongue (15,16). The 
speech of the negative human type, the hot-tempered man, is swift 
(Amenemope 12,1;15 d. Insinger 21,14-16; 22,10). Also in the Bible does 
restraint belong to the wisdom ideal. "He who keeps ( sömer) his mouth 
and his tongue keeps himself out of trouble," says the sage in Proverbs 
(21,23) and the psalmist demands: "Keep (ne~ör) your tongue from evil 
and your lips from speaking deceit" (wisdom Ps. 34,14).16 lt is not 
enough for a man to speak at the right time and place - he must also 
be sincere. In the words of the Egyptian sage, "His heart matches (?) his 
tongue" (Pta.M,otep 528); "Do not separate your heart from your 
tongue," Amenemope instructs his son (Amenemope 13,17); and after 
about a millennium the author of Pap. Insinger advises the youth in 
similar words, "Do not let your tongue differ from your heart" (25,21). 
What is in the heart of the wise man is found, unchanged, on his tongue 
(ibid. 26,22), that is, he has "a straight tongue" (mty - Otto No. 5 II 
Jansen-Winkeln I AlO,d,12; II 3,6,10; '~9 s.t ns- Urk. IV 993,6; d. The 
Eloquent Peasant Bl 131 and Instruction by a Man for His Son IX 7). 
In the Egyptian literature the warning that arises in this context is 
usually associated with the fate of the individual. By contrast, Biblical 
wisdom emphasizes the harm caused to society as a whole by those who 
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misuse their tongues. This topic is expressed in a number of collocations 
consisting of adjectives and nouns with negative connotations attached 
to the ward läson; for example, zeson säqer ("lying"}, mirmti (11deceit 11 }, 
tahpukot ("perversity"}, 'arumim ("craft"}, hawwl>t ("mischier'}. Thus 
the wicked possess a tongue of tahpukot (Prov. 10,31; cf. 17,20} - a 
perverse tongue, which causes a "break in the spirit," that is, lass of 
li!e17 (Prov. 15,4} - or zeion hawwfJt, which brings destruction in its 
wake (Prov. 17,4). The "strange woman" speaks to the inexperienced 
youth with a "smooth tongue," a cajoling tongue (ibid., 6,24; cf. 2,16; 
5,3; 7,21). The enemies "make the tongue smooth,11 i.e., are flatterers 
(Prov. 26,28; 28,23; 29,5; cf. Ps. 5,10). In other cases zeson säqer or 
zeson ~arumim are applied to denote untrustworthy behavior (Prov. 
12,19; cf. Job 15,5; Ps. 109,2}, and in Proverbs 6,17 zeson säqer is listed 
among the social abominations. 
D. The Tongue and the Heart in Egyptian Wisdom 
The tongue and the heart are closely associated in Egyptian wisdom: 
The tongue and the heart make up the total picture of a man's spiritual 
state, which not only finds expression in the instructions concerning 
honesty cited in the foregoing section but also is reflected in metaphors 
based on Egyptian religious belief and mythology. Since this notion has 
no parallel in the Biblical wisdom, a brief outline of the Egyptian 
material will follow .18 
A picture that recurs in our sample is the comparison of the tongue 
and the heart to parts of a scale: The heart is likened to the weight, for 
it is the instrument used in the weighing up of things, considering and 
pondering matters while a man's tongue is portrayed as the plummet, for 
it expresses what is concealed in the heart, just as the plummet indicates 
the results of weighing. As the scale is the symbol of justice and 
honesty, this image appears often in the description of the leader or the 
high official responsible for these social norms: "Your tongue is the 
balance of the two lands, it is the weight of the Ennead ( Urk. IV 533,14; 
cf. Les. 81, 6-7). The Eloquent Peasant uses this metaphor for the 
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opposite purpose, i.e., when demonstrating the le&der's :fa.ilure to carry 
out his task: 
Spe&k not f&lsely - you are the balance ... 
Your tongue is the plummet, 
Your he&rt the weight, 
Your two lips are its arms 
(Bl 160-166; cf. ibid. 148-150; 322-325; B2 92ff.). 
In another sapiential tradition a m&n's life is compared to a voyage 
on a boat, whereby his tongue is likened to the rudder that steers the 
boat according to the man's own wishes. Traces of this tradition are 
evident in The lnst"'ction of Amenemope 20, 3-6: 
Keep firm your he&rt, steady your he&rt 
Do not steer with your tongue; 
H a man's tongue is the boat's rudder, 
The Lord of All is yet its pilot. 
That is, be steady in your he&rt, firm in your decision, so that the tongue 
may express what your he&rt thinks ( cf. The Eloquent Peasant Bl 54-62; 
ibid. 91; 126-129; B2 98-103; Admonitions 12,5).19 
The passage of The lnst"'ction of Amenemope cited above contains 
an additional notion which is characteristic of the late wisdom: a man1s 
tongue is here no longer independent, but the pilot of the ship of his life 
is the god. The awareness that a man1s way of life is no longer subject to 
his own considerations, but his plans and their implementation are in the 
hands of the god, is clearly reflected in the words of the author of Pa.p. 
Insinger. He declares that the god "directs the he&rt and the tongue by 
his commands" (31,11; cf. 31,5).20 The Hebrew sage &Iticulates the same 
idea thus: "To man belang the plans of the he&rt (i.e., the mind), but 
from Yahweh comes the answer of the tongue" (Prov. 16,1; cf. 19,21; cf. 
also pp. 310 ff.). 
III. THE IIOUTH 
peh-ra 
In Egyptian andin Hebrew "mouth" is a polysemic term.21 Among the 
meanings found in the wisdom literature are the following: The mouth is 
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a bodily organ used for eating, drinking and speaking; 11mouth II carries 
the sense of 11speech111 11saying11 ( cf. Chapter 81 pp. 312, 321, 328); and, 
finally 1 11mouth II means 11opening111 11gate. 11 
In the framework of our study only the meaning of mouth as an 
instrument of speech comes under consideration. The mouth appears in 
this usage in parallelism with other parts of the body both in Egyptian -
heart, tongue, eyes, ears - and in the Bible - heart, tongue, lips -
and also in construct or in conjunction with words meaning 11say, 11 
11speak, 11 11saying11 ( mdw1 gd, pw in Egyptian, dbr, 'mr, mllsal in Biblical 
Hebrew).22 
A. Eloquence and Officialdom 
r9 is usually found in sayings and aphorisms concerned with rhetoric in 
general and giving advice in particular. As such it is common in the 
collocation spd r3, literally 1 "sharp of mouth," that is, skilled in speech. 
Pertaining to the king 1s court phraseology this phrase concerns the 
official1s ability to give advice.23 An official of the 12th Dynasty boasts 
that he is "skilled of speech (spd r3) in the place of meanness, 11 i.e., that 
he is able to give sound counsel in cases ofloss of wits (Janssen I p. 32, 
At 5); another says that he is "skilled in speech (spd r3) among the 
courtiers" (ibid. At 9; and see ibid. 6,7; cf. r3 spd mdw, Jansen-Winkeln 
I A 10,d,2; II 3,6,11 II KCG 42225 p. 58 D2; etc.) .. This quality of 
excellence in the official is notably similar to that mentioned regarding 
God's Servant in Deutero-lsaiah 4912: "He (God) made my mouth like a 
sharp sword." 
Eloquence is conceived in Proverbs as wisdom. Of the '~wi~ the 
ignoramus, it is said, "In the gate he does not open his mouth" (Prov. 
24,7). One man keeps silent out of ignorance and another owing to his 
mastery of eloquence: "lf you have been devising evil, put your hand on 
your mouth," says the sage (Prov. 30,32).24 Speech at the appropriate 
time causes joy: "Joy comes to a man through an (apt) answer of his 
mouth, and a ward in season, how good it is!" (ibid. 15,23). 
A regular title for courtiers of the 18th Dynasty and the Late Period 
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is "a mouth that calms ( r3 shno/ shrr) all the land to its extremities" 
( Urk. IV 482,2; 486,16; 527,5; etc.; Jansen-Winkeln I A14,z,2; A19,j,h,2; 
II 2,1,21-23);25 or "the mouth of the king of Upper Egypt" ( Urk. IV 
540,9; 899,2; 900,8; etc.). This title, which persists until the Late Period 
(Otto No. 19 II KCG 42236 p. 85 B2; Jansen-Winkeln I All,h,4; II 2,1,6; 
I Al,b,9; II 1,9,11), signifies the role of the high official as advisor to the 
king in various matters of govemment. From the 18th Dynasty onward 
the title r9 ~ry, "supreme mouth," appears ( Urlc. IV 58,6; 426,6; etc.), 
which refers to the high official, usually the keeper of the king's property 
or the supervisor of the treasury. At times, in case of emergency, this 
functionary was appointed to direct construction work and crafts 
connected with the palace.26 
The title also appears in the Bible. When Joseph was elevated to 
eminence in Egypt, Pharaoh said, "By your mouth shall all my people be 
ruled" (Gen. 41,40). Among the titles accorded to Joseph at this 
ceremony was thus "mouth of the king. 11 There is no doubt that in the 
story of Joseph, the Egyptian background of which is obvious, this title 
is one of the Egyptian features woven into the narrative. The title also 
appears in the book of Exodus but here it is hard to determine whether 
its source is Egyptian or not. Moses, who is hesitant about responding 
to God's call on the grounds that "I am heavy (~bad') of speech and 
heavy (kebad') of tongue" (source J - Exod. 4,10),27 is assisted by his 
brother Aaron who serves as his 11mouth11 (ibid. 16), just as the officials 
of Egypt are the "mouth" of their king. 
The term "mouth" becomes a central motif in Hebrew prophecy, 
where the prophet acts as the "mouth" of God. In the "scroll of rights" 
of the prophet in Deuteronomy 18,18 it is said, "And I {God) will put 
my words in his mouth and he shall speak unto them all that I command 
him. 11 Since it is used to transmit God's words, the mouth comes to 
occupy a major place in the ceremony of the prophet's call (see Isa. 
6,6-7; Jer. 1,9). To Jeremiah, the reluctant prophet, God says that if he 
repents of his wicked ways - "lf you utter what is precious and not 
what is worthless" - he will be re-sanctified as a prophet, the renewal 
of the divine call being confirmed by the words "You shall be as my 
mouth" (Jer. 15,19). 
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In the story of the call of Moses, which serves as the prototype for 
later divine calls, the Hebrew conception is predom.inant; nevertheless 
the early Egyptian sense of the term still seems to underlie it. According 
to source J, Aaron acts as Moses' mouth and Moses for him is God 
(Exod. 4,16). The sense of "mouth" as a title of officialdom is still 
present, and the epithet "God" - often used to refer to the Egyptian 
king - is given to Moses, who in this context functions as a king. 
However, in the parallel verse in source P "mouth" is replaced by 
"prophet" and Moses is "God to Pharaoh": "See I make you as God to 
Pharoah and Aaron your brother shall be your prophet" (Exod. 7,1). 
Here an attempt appears to have been made to obliterate the foreign 
elements, but this intrudes again in the words "I make you as God to 
Pharaoh," which in effect contains a veiled polem.ic against the Egyptian 
king-god concept which is unacceptable to the monotheistic faith. 
B. Loquacity vs. Verbal Restraint 
One of the topics accompanying the use of "mouth" in the Hebrew 
wisdom and the Egyptian sources is condemnation of loquacity on the 
one band and praise of verbal restraint on the other. 
He who speaks much brings calam.ity upon himself: "He who guards 
his mouth preserves his life. He who opens wide lips, it is a ruin to him" 
(Prov. 13,3; cf. 21,23). Very similar to this are the words of A)pqar (98): 
"More than all watchfulness watch thy mouth and [over] what [thou] 
h[earest] harden thy heart. For a word is a bird: once released no man 
can re[capture it]." 
In the Bible emphasis furthermore is placed on injury to others 
caused by verbal wickedness. "The mouth of the wicked (utters) 
perverse words", that is, the twisted words of the wicked m.islead 
others28 (Prov. 10,31), and likewise: "The impious (lit. "profane") with 
his mouth destroys his neighbor" (ibid. 11,9); "Wise men conceal 
knowledge but the mouth of the fool is near destruction" (ibid. 10,14; cf. 
18, 7; 15,28). 
"Mouth" occurs also, though less frequently, in a positive context: a 
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"mouth" that brings blessings to its possessor (Prov. 12,14; 13,2; 18,20; 
Qoh. 10,12) and to others (Prov. 10,31; see also 10,11; 18,4).29 The 
Egyptian wisdom, too, lauds the ability to keep a secret and to be 
circumspect in speech. This virtue is perceived primarily as one of the 
qualities of those belonging to the higher circles of the king's court. The 
supervisor of the treasury of Queen Hatshepsut boasts that he "covers 
his mouth (~9p r9) on any matter regarding the pa.lace" ( Urk. IV 429,3; 
cf. ibid. "sea.ls his mouth," !J,tm r9.f, 47,10. The opposite is !J,9!], r9, 
"hasty in speech" - The Eloquent Peasant Bl 208; lnstruction by a Man 
for His Son XIV 4). Pt~otep, preparing his heir for his role of vizier, 
advises him: "Conceal your heart, control your mouth (~n r9.k)" (618). 
This advice recurs in lnstru.ction by a Man for His Son, where it is said, 
"He who controls his mouth (~nn m r9.!) is prosperous" (XVIII 6), and 
in the autobiographies of the 22nd-23rd Dynasties, where the high official 
is praised as one who controls (~n) his mouth (Jansen-Winkeln I A 1,b,4; 
10,d,12-13; II 3,6,5-6). 
C. The "Gate" of the Heart 
In this connection, "mouth" appears together with "heart," for the 
mouth gives voice to that stored in the heart. The Eloquent Peasant 
describes bis wretchedness in these words: "But my belly is full, my 
heart is burdened, therefore it comes out from my belly... so my mouth 
opened to speak" (Bl 275ff.), the mouth articulating the feeling of 
suffering and the thoughts residing in the heart. A mouth "burdened 
with complaints" is a "full mouth" (r9 mlJ. - Nejerti 45); a man who 
complains is said to be "open of mouth" ( wn r9 .- The Eloqv.ent 
Peasant, ibid.; or wpi r9- The Man Who Was Tired of Life 3-4, 55). 
Similar usages are found in the Bible. The mouth speaks what the 
heart ponders: "The heart of the wise informs his mouth," says the sage 
in Proverbs (16,23); the righteous man weighs bis words and examines 
them in his heart before he opens his mouth (Prov. 15,28;30 cf. Qoh. 
5,lff.) 
Elihu, "burdened" with admonitions like the Egyptian Eloquent 
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Peasant, describes his condition in similar words: "For I am full 
(mal!ti) of words, the spirit of my belly constra.ins me ... I must speak, 
that I may find relief'' (Job 32,18-20}. The "mouth" (in Egyptian) "is 
füll" with compla.ints; Job, compla.ining aga.inst God, says, 111 fill 
( 'amalll' my mouth with arguments" (23,4}. 
Man opens (p~) his mouth, in order to voice what is within him (his 
belly, his heart ). His words may be words of wisdom: "I open my mouth 
in parable" (wisdom Ps. 78,2}; the woman of valor "opens her mouth 
with wisdom" (Prov. 31,26; cf. BS 51,25}; or words connected with 
litigation, as in The Eloquent Peasant, above, andin the admonition of 
Lemuel's mother: "Open your mouth for the dumb ... Open your mouth, 
judge righteously" (Prov. 31, 8,9).31 
The downtrodden, the rejected person, is deprived of the right to 
speak: "closed of mouth" in Egyptian ( The Eloquent Peasant Bl 286}. 
Similarly, in the instruction to Lemuel the poor, the oppressed man, is 
"dumb," and his mouth has to be opened (Prov. 31,8; cf. Ps. 38,14}. 
D. Words Flowing like Water 
The Hebrew and the Egyptian sage both depict speech by the image of 
running water. The Eloquent Peasant says: 
But my belly is full, my heart is burdened, 
therefore it comes out from my belly. 
As a dam is breached and water escapes, 
so my mouth opened to speak 
(Bl 275ff.). 
The mouth is compared to the breach in the river dam, and the 
Peasant's words of stifl.ed anger and pa.in hurst forth like water gushing 
through a crack in a dam. 
In Proverbs speech is frequently compared to the water of a spring 
but not necessarily in describing clistress and suffering, as in the 
Egyptian Peasant. At times the metaphor is inherent in a single verb 
deriving from the root nb', "spring, :Dow": "The mouth of the wicked 
pours forth (yabbia') evil" (Prov. 15,28}; or the metaphor is a founta.in: 
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"The mouth of the righteous is a fountain of life" (ibid. 10,11 ). At other 
times the figure expands to include a series of images all connected with 
water: "The words of man's mouth are deep waters, a :O.owing brook, a 
wellspring of wisdom" (ibid. 18,4), that is, speech that emerges from the 
depths of a man is like "deep waters". Words described as a ":0.owing 
brook" are words fresh as stream water which is continually replenished. 
Such words are also compared to a "wellspring of wisdom," i.e., an 
inexhaustible source of wisdom. 
IV. THE BELLY 
6e!en-}J.t (Dem. b[t]; Copt. [SBA] ~H) 
Jj.t in Egyptian is the semantic equivalent of the Hebrew beten. These 
terms are not unique to the wisdom vocabulary in either Egyptian or 
Biblical Hebrew, but out of approximately 70 instances in the Bible 
about 25 occur in the wisdom literature. In both Egyptian and Biblical . 
writings the term "belly" bears three main meanings: (a) apart of the 
body: the digestive organ, the stomach;32 (b) the maternal belly: the 
womb;33 (c) the inner parts of the body, the innards, as the residence of 
thought and feeling. 34 
The last of these meanings is of particular interest for comparative 
research as it provides an example of evident Egyptian in:O.uence on the 
Hebrew wisdom language - even though its foreign origins later became 
blurred. lt therefore stands at the focus of the following discussion. 
A. In the Bible 
The belly, be~en, is used mainly in two senses, as digestive organ and as 
the organ of birth. As a receptacle for man's thoughta and feelings, belly 
is rarely found, since in the Bible heart, leb, usually serves as the 
residence of the mind, thoughts and feelings. 35 However, in some 
passages the belly explicitly fulfils the fuctions of the heart. These 
passages, rare as they are, appear mainly in the wisdom literature. 36 lt 
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may be assumed, therefore, that they echo the Egyptian conception in 
which this aspect of the belly occupies center stage. 
The belly's function as seat of the mind and thoughts is well 
illustrated in Proverbs 22,18 (paralleling Amenemope 3,9-10), where the 
son is warned to guard the words of the wise in his belly: "For it will be 
pleasant if you keep them in your belly (bebi~nekä) if they be ready on 
your lips," i.e., words are stored in the belly, released at will by the 
speaker. Thus, Elihu (Job 32,18-20) compares the rebukes he has been 
suppressing in his belly to wine fermenting inside a tightly closed skin 
that inevitably must burst. His words are markedly similar to the 
lament of the Egyptian Peasant bewailing his suffering: "But my belly is 
full, my heart is burdened, therefore it comes out of my belly ... after I 
have bailed out my waters and emptied what was in my belly" ( The 
Eloquent Peasant B1 275-280). The same image recurs in Job 15,2 where 
Eliphaz, who considers Job's innermost thoughts as useless as the east 
wind that brings nothing but harm, asks: "Would a man of sense answer 
with windy knowledge and fill his belly (bi~nö) with dry wind?" And 
similarly, evil-doers are described as those whose "belly ( wubitnam) 
prepares deceit" (ibid. 35). 
Evil thoughts bring perdition, while good ones, conversely, carry 
reward: "From the fruit of his mouth a man's belly (bi~no) is filled, he 
is satisfied with the produce of his lips" (Prov. 18,20). 
The image of the belly as a dwelling place for words, so common to 
wisdom literature, also appears in the prophets, although the word 
"belly," beten, is not present. Ezekiel in his call is commanded to eat a 
saoll "written all over on both sides with dirges and laments and words 
of woe"; he ate it and "it tasted as sweet as honey'' (Ezek. 2,8-3,3).37 
Jeremiah speaks of eating the words of God which were joy and 
happiness to him (Jer. 15,16). 
Another aspect of the belly as the seat of the emotions of lust and 
avarice is evinced in Job 20,20: "Because he (the wicked) knew no 
quietness in his belly (bi~no) he will not escape with his valued 
possessions" (cf. PtaMotep 235ff.). The belly quakes and the lips quiver 
at the news of the destruction of the Temple (Hab. 3,16); and in a Psalm 
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with sapiential features (31,10) the pious man's belly is wrathful because 
of persecution by his enemies. 38 
B. In Egyptian 
The belly is regularly used to denote man's innermost soul, the seat of 
his intelligence, thoughts and emotions. In this sense !Jr..t serves as a 
synonym for "heart, 11 with which it is coupled in parallelism. 39 
The function of h. t as a resen,oir for human thoughts is weil 
illustrated in the prologue to The Instruction of Amenemope, where the 
father counsels his son, saying: 
lt is profitable to put them (my words) in your heart... 
Let them rest in the casket of your belly (hnw n !Jr..t.k)40 
May they be a lock in your heart. 
When there arises a storm of words 
They will be a mooring post for your tonsue 
(Amenemope 3,11-16). 
This passage :6.nds its parallel in Proverbs 22,18: "For it will be pleasant 
if you keep them in your belly, if they are ready on your lips." 
A wonderful simile comparing a man's belly to a great granary in 
which are stored his replies, readily awaiting his choice, appears in Anii 
7,9-10: 
As to a man's belly, it is wider than a granary 
filled with every kind of answer. 
Choose the good, say the good, 
while the evil is locked in your belly:U 
h.t, being the residence of thought, can sometimes represent thought 
itself. "The best of my belly" is how the father of Merikare describes his 
instructions, meaning his deepest thoughts (Epilogue, To Merikare 
144-145). 
As a near synonym of "thought, 11 the belly is also the source of 
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inspiration for the aeative person. In describing his vain efforts in this 
respect, Khakheperre-1onb says, "I have wrung out my belly of what it 
hold& in releasing all my words" (recto 3). 
The belly - the center of man, his innermost essence - is seen as 
a precious treasure which should be well guarded and wisely used. In 
this context the expression "to hide the belly" (i.e., thought), ~!Jp h.t, is 
common. The loyal official who conceals the secrets of the palace is said 
tobe "a leader of citizens, a truly sublime vizier, whose belly hides the 
plans of the palace" ( Wb. III 357,3; d. Urk. IV 47,10; 971,2; 1198,13). 
Where the ideal functionary is characterized by his self-restraint and 
ability to keep silent, the "hot-tempered man" is apt to hurst out in 
wrath and argument, and it is on account of this despicable habit that he 
is called "hot-bellied," t9 11-t (see p. 118 above); of him it is said in 
Amenemope: "The fire bums in his bellY.'' (13,7; d. Job 15,1 above). 
The hypocrite, who does not say what is in his belly, is termed "sick of 
belly'' ( inn h-t): 
God llates him who falsifies his words 
And his great abomination is the sick of belly 
(Amenemope 14,2-3; d. 22,11-16; 23,4). 
However, silence and the muzzling of the belly are not always the 
correct way of behavior. The belly is also the seat of pain and sorrow, 
and the sufferer should be permitted to have his say. In this connection 
there appears in Egyptian the phrase "to empty the belly," ftJ, sk, iw / 
/!. t. Pt~otep advises his son, in case he becomes a leader of whom a 
request is made: 
Keep silent while listening to an appellant 
Do not reprimand him till he has emptied his belly ( sk. t f!. t./) 
of everything that he intended to say to you. 
The victim of injustice desires to pour out his heart 
more than the carrying out of actions for which he has come 
( Pta.lJJ!.otep 265ff.). 
And similarly, the Eloquent Peasant, one of these very victims of social 
injustice, says: 
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Having bailed out my waters, 
Emptied what was in my belly (snf.n.i ntt m Jj.t.,), 
and washed my linen, 
My complaints are done, my suffering is over 
( The Eloquent Peasant Bl 278-280). 
Fear, joy, bitterness, love, greed. and. lust are seated in the belly. The 
faithful servant who restrains his impulses, 11does not follow the dictates 
of his belly," while he who "obeys his belly'' is considered an enemy 
(PtalJ}J.otep 235-248). Love of the leader is in his subjects' belly (ibid. 
412-413); joy fills the belly ( Urk. IV 894,14) as does bittemess (ibid. 
1077,11). A man will bless his hated counterpart because of the fear in 
his belly (Amenemope 13,14). 
C. IJ.tulre 6i~en - '"'"' n b-t 
The Hebrew idiom hadre bäten, lit. "the rooms of the belly, 11 meaning 
. . 
11the innermost belly, 11 is unusual in Biblical Hebrew, appearing only four 
times in the Bible, all in the second collection of Proverbs: 
(1), (2) Prov. 18,8 II 26,22: 11A gossip's whispers are gulped savory 
morsels42 and they go down into the rooms of the belly. 11 
(3) ibid. 20,27: "The soul of a man is the lamp of Yahweh, searching 
his rooms of the belly. 1143 
( 4) ibid. 20,30: "The sins of the evildoer are purged by bruises, and 
the rooms of his belly by blows.1144 
The Hebrew idiom ~ad.re bäien originates in the Egyptian phrase 
hnw n Jj.t, "casket of the belly." The Egyptian expression appears in 
Amenemope 3,13, which parallels Proverbs 22,18, as mentioned above 
(see p. 293). In this passage the father urges his son to keep the sage's 
words in "the casket of your belly'' (hnw n ]!.t.k). The term denoting 
"casket," hnw, appears in the Egyptian sources in the sense of a box, a 
receptacle for books.45 lt seems, therefore, that in the Egyptian image 
the belly is a casket containing thoughts, plans and words, instead of 
books. Since the heart in the Egyptian perception is the seat of wisdom 
and intellect, it naturally dwells within the belly.46 In the Late Period 
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the term denoting casket (hn) in Egyptian came to describe the belly as 
the residence of the hea.rt: "Your heart is within its casket.1147 The lazy 
pupil is like the ass "whose heart is not in his belly" ( Sallier I 3,9 II 
Anastasi V 10,7-8); Amenemope warns against the desire for a poor 
man's property, for he has accumulated it while "his hea.rt sinned within 
his belly'' {14,10). The heart of "the heated man" is parched in his belly 
( Ostracon Deir el Medineh 1265114). When a man expresses his thoughts 
and speaks aloud, it is as if his heart was going out of his very depths, 
his belly. A garrulous man is therefore described as one whose "heart is 
going out" (pri ib): 
Don't empty your belly to the crowd 
And you will not harm your dignity. 
Don't scatter your words to the crowd 
Or join the company of him whose heart goes out. 
Better is the man whose message is in his belly 
Than he who tells it to cause harm 
(Amenemope 22,11-16). 
This may be compared with Kheti XXV B-C: 
Don't utter secret words, he who hides 
his belly {i.e., keeps silent) 
makes himself a shield 
Don't say words that go out of the heart 
when you are sitting with an Opponent. 
Since the heart is at times described as a divine power dwelling 
inside man {cf. p. 309 below), the belly may be presented not only as the 
heart's casket but also as its shrine, its temple. We read in the 
inscription of the priest Neb-neteru of the 22nd Dynasty: "The hea.rt is a 
god whose shrine (k9r.f) is in the intestines (m r9 ib). 1148 The author of 
Amenemope means the same when he describes the aim of his work in 
these words: " ... to cause his hea.rt to descend to his shrine (k9ri.f)," 
namely, to his belly (Amenemope 1,9). 
In light of the foregoing discussion, the expression ~adre baien in 
Proverbs should be seen as a Hebrew "translation" of the Egyptian idiom 
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"casket of the belly. 1149 This idiom, which is rooted in the life of the 
Egyptian school but foreign to the Israelite sphere, was probably :first 
adopted and then adapted to the Hebrew background. The casket of 
books (hnw), a common piece of equipment of the Egyptian scribe but 
not of bis Hebrew counterpart, was replaced by the word "room" (~eder), 
common in the Israelite environment; the "casket of the belly" was 
changed to ~adre ba~en, "rooms of the belly. 11 Cf. Prov. 24,4: "Rooms 
are filled with knowledge. 1150 
V. THE HEUT 
leb, llbib- ib (Dem. ib); 1!,3.ty (Dem..1!,3.t; Copt. 2_HT ) 
A. Terminology and Basic Meaning (Physiological Aspect) 
In both Egyptian and Biblical Hebrew two terms denote "heart": ib and 
~9.ty in Egyptian and l~b and lebäb in Hebrew. The semantic distinction 
between the two terms is difficult in both languages. 
ib, which appears together with ~9.ty and in parallelism with it, is 
the semantic equivalent of the Semitic lb.51 h9.ty is apparently the nisbe 
form of ~9.t, "front," "forehead. 11 Some scholars maintain that the 
primary meaning of ~9.ty is a physical organ, the ehest, while ib 
originally stands for "mind, 11 "intelligence, 11 and synonymous qualities;52 
others hold that ~9.ty signifies a larger organ.53 However, these 
distinctions cannot be verified with certainty, and the significance and 
application of the two terms overlap in the literary sources. Therefore, 
in the following discussion we treat them as a single term. 
In time, the term ~9.ty long superseded ib andin Coptic only the 
form 2_HT remains. This development is evident in our sample also. 
In works of the Old Kingdom Period ~9.ty occurs rarely. lt becomes 
prevalent in the New Kingdom (Anii, Amenemope), andin the Demotic 
instructions it predominates and replaces ib. 
The basic meaning of l~b in Hebrew is "chest1154 ( d. ~9.ty). 
Together with l~b is found the secondary form lebäb, which appears 
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frequently in certain books (First-Isaiah, Deuteronomy, Chronicles). The 
two forma do not differ in usage andin the present framework we refer to 
them as a single term. The term leb is more common in Biblical wisdom 
than in any other Biblical literary genre. 55 
In Egyptian andin Hebrew the "heart" signifies the innermost being, 
on which a man's life depends. The heart controls the other bodily parts 
which, as portrayed in the theology of Memphis, depend on it for their 
proper functioning. 56 Health and contentment prevail when the heart is 
in its place. The aim of The Instroction of Amenemope is, among other 
things, "to let his heart enter its shrine" (3,13). The opposite condition, 
lack of contentment, or sickness, is indicated in Egyptian by the phrase, 
"the heart has gone out. 11 This is the situation of the Eloquent Peasant 
whose heart has come out (pri) of his belly (Bl 275-276). Similarly the 
pupil, who yearns for the city of his birth, expresses his distress as 
follows: "No task can I accomplish since my heart has moved away ( tfv) 
from its place" (Anastasi IV 5,2). 
In Israel, as in Egypt, the secret and essence of a man's existence lie 
in the heart. After telling Delilah "all his heart" (Judg. 16,17) Samson 
loses his life. 57 The sick man, whose physical powers have left him, uses 
an expression equivalent to the Egyptian to describe his distress: "my 
heart 'azäbäni" (i.e., failed me) (Ps. 40,13; cf. "his heart died within 
him, 11 (1 Sam. 25,37). 
However, although it is the center of man, the heart is not identified 
with him, but conceived as an independent and separate entity. 
Therefore, in Egyptian, the heart may bear witness against its possessor 
in the Judgment of the Dead. The proverb states that "a brave heart in 
distress is the companion of its lord" (Khakheperre-sonb recto 13). In 
the late instruction it is said that the 11wise man" is he who "takes his 
heart for a companion" (Insinger 21,5). The heroes of the wisdom 
composition at times speak to their heart ( Khakheperre-sonb verso 1,5; 
d. Neferti 20). The sense of "heart" is similar in this context to the 
"soul,11 the b9 in Egyptian - a dialogue between a man and his soul 
forma the setting of The Man Who Was Tired of Li/e. The heart, 
together with the terms b9 and k9 marks the inner spiritual being of the 
man.58 
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A common figure of speech in the Bible, especially in Qoheleth, is 
"to speak with the heart," "to say ( 'mr) in the heart" (Qoh. 1,16; 2,1; 
2,15; 3,17-18; cf. Ps. 10,6; 14,1; etc.), "to meditate (sy~) with the hea.rt" 
(Ps. 77,7; cf. ibid. 27,8). As in Egyptian, several terms signify a man's 
soul - besides leb a.re found ru~ and nepes. 59 
The brief review presented above shows that there is an analogy between 
the basic meaning of the term "hea.rt" in Egyptian and in Biblical 
Hebrew. In both languages "heart" is a polysemic, multifaceted term. 
The different meanings of the word and the expressions associated with 
it a.re rema.rkably simila.r in Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom, but this does 
not alwa.ys a.ttest to reciprocal influence or linkage. 
Comprehensive and detailed studies ha.ve been published on the 
theme of "hea.rt" in both Egyptology and Biblical schola.rship.60 The 
discussion tha.t follows is limited to details important for the subject 
under examination, namely, to aspects referring to wisdom and lea.rning 
(Section B 1). The remaining material concerning the term "heart" 
appea.ring in the wisdom literature, will be introduced only when 
referring to Egyptian cha.racteristic terminology and concepts, whose 
appea.rance in the Bible ma.y show an Egyptian connection or influence 
(Sections B 2,3,4). 
B. Additional Meanings of Heart in the Egyptian and Hebrew Wisdom 
Literature 
1. The heart as seat of reason and understanding 
For the Egyptian and the Hebrew the hea.rt is prima.rily the seat of 
understanding. Amenemope opens his instruction with these words: 
Give your ears, hear what is said 
Give your hea.rt (IJ,S:ty) to understand them ... 
May they be a lock in your hea.rt (ib) ... 
If you make your life with these in your heart ( ib) ... 
(Amenemope 3,9ff.) 
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Two tenets of wisdom are expressed here: words of wisdom are stored in 
the heart, and the heart is an instrument for understanding them. These 
ideas occur again and again in the Egyptian wisdom literature, attached 
to the following phrases: rdi/di/imi+m ib, "to put in the heart" (see 
p. 57 above); w~'+ib/~9.ty,"to understand," "to be intelligent" (see 
pp. 64-65 above); ip(t) m ib, ~9.ty ip, "to understand in the heart," 
"understanding heart" ( Wb. I, 66,16:ff.; Anii 2,1; cf. ibid. 5,4). 
As the seat of man's reasoning the heart is in charge of the intellect 
- understanding, memory, consideration, planning. The Egyptian 
describes his old age thus: "The heart has stopped and cannot remember 
(tm sa9.n./) yesterday" (Pta~otep 16); "to take to heart" means to 
memorize, to learn by heart (see p. 58 a.bove}; the heart knows (ro -
Anii 2,14-15} or does not know (~m - Anastasi V 6,2); the heart thinks 
(k!Ji- Urk. IV 434,8), plans and implements (k!J.t ib-ibid. 1213,14). 
Intellectual activity depends on the heart, which ma.kes its owner 
one who hears or does not hear (Ptal)JJ.otep 550-551). The heart of a fool 
does not hear ( Turin D 2,6), and he is compared to an ass which has "no 
sense in his belly" (Anastasi V 10,7-8 II SaUier I 3,9; cf. Anii 10,9}. 
"Destitute of heart" (iw.ty ~9.ty) is a common term for fool (see 
pp. 186-187 above), while "man of heart" is the title of the wise man 
(Insinger 13,2). 
The loyal official may boast that he is "the heart of the king" or the 
"heart of the master of the palace" ( Urk. IV 968,9; ibid. 1076,14; Wb. I 
59,15; m 27,10; see also Otto No. 9 II KGC 42227 p. 66 C/4). Before 
such a servant one "opens" the heart (sr n wb!J n.f ib) ( Urk. IV 538,14; 
1129,5; 1169,13). But usually the opposite command appears, forbidding 
- in accordance with the ideal of "silence" and "self-restraint" which 
dominates the wisdom literature - the outpouring of the heart, the 
residence of thought and speech. Regular idioms in this usage are: hrp ib, 
"sink the heart,11 that is, "conceal thought" (Ptal)JJ.otep 618); s9~ ib, 
"pull together the heart" (ibid. 364; Polotsky par. 64). Andin negation: 
"Do not wash (i.e., pour out) your heart," i' ib61 (Ptal)JJ.otep 79; cf. ibid. 
152). "Do not bare your heart,11 pri ib (Kheti XXV C; Amenemope 
22,14). Metaphorically, Amenna.kht says, "Let your heart be like a dam" 
(5}; the "hasty of heart," (fl3~ ib) who behaves in the contrary way, is 
condemned ( The Eloquent Peasant Bl 211). 
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In the Bible, as in Egyptian, the heart, leb, is the seat of wisdom and 
instruction as well as the instrument for acquiring knowledge and 
understanding. Wisdom and counsel dwell in the heart (Prov. 2,10; 
14,33; 20,5); the words "are uttered from the heart" (Job 8,10). As the 
heart is the place of wisdom it may also be synonymous with it - the 
sage says, "0 you simple ones, understand prudence; and you fools, 
understand leb (i.e., wisdom)" (Prov. 8,5); elsewhere he says, "He who 
acquires leb (i.e., wisdom) loves himself'' (ibid. 19,8; cf. 15,32). He who 
possesses "heart," is ~akäm, wise (Job 12,3; 34,10,34 - Job and his 
friends), or ~akam leb, "wise of heart" (Prov. 10,8; 11,29; etc.); the 
opposite is ~asar leb, the simpleton (see p. 200 above) or the fool, who is 
said to "have no heart" (i.e., mind) (Prov. 17,16; cf. Hos. 7,11). 
The role of the heart as an instrument for the acquisition of 
knowledge is emphasized in the following verse: "Why should a fool have 
a price in his hand to buy wisdom when he has no heart?" (Prov. 17,16), 
that is, the situation of a rich fool is a paradox: on the one hand he has 
the means to pay for studies, but on the other he lacks the organ that 
alone makes learning possible. The central role played by the heart in 
the process of study and perception is weil illustrated in Qoheleth 
(1,16-17; 2,15; 7,25; etc.). Regular expressions in this context are: ntn 'et 
haUeb le, syt/ sym/nth leb, in both, the sense of "to pay attention" and of 
"to consider," "to learn" (see pp. 58-59 above); the heart "acquires (qnh) 
knowledge" (Prov. 18,15; d. ibid. 17,16) and "seeks (bqs) knowledge" 
(ibid. 15,14). 
The heart is the center of intellectual activity, it, therefore, yaskil 
the wise man's mouth, adding leqa~ to his lips, in other words, through it 
the sage increases his knowledge (Prov. 16,23; d. Job 17,4). The heart 
"understands": "The heart of the wise man understands the sayings of 
the sages" {BS 3,29).62 The heart "knows" (yd') (Qoh. 7,22; 8,5); the 
heart is "wise" (~km) (Prov. 16,23; cf. 23,15; etc). The contrary occurs 
when a man loses his heart, that is, he loses his intellect, his wits (Job 
12,24). The heart "thinks" (~sb), "devises" (~rs), "reflects" (hgh) (Prov. 
16,9; cf. 19,21; 6,18; 24,2; 15,28). 
Here also belang the expressions hegyon leb ("reasoning of the 
heart") (wisdom Ps. 19,15), hägut leb ("meditations of the heart") 
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(wisdom Ps. 49,4), maski1111ot lebab ("imaginations of the heart") 
(wisdom Ps. 73,7),63 ma'arke leb ("the plans of the heart") (Prov. 16,1; 
cf. also BS 37,17). 
As in Egyptian, the heart in the Bible controls memory. This 
function is expressed in the phrases: sym bilbab (see pp. 58-59 above), 
smr, nsr, spn, "in the heart" (Prov. 4,21; 3,1; Job 10,13; wisdom Ps. 
119,11), andin images reminiscent of Egyptian customs: the instruction 
is compared to a chain attached to the heart of the pupil: "Bind them 
upon your heart always; tie them about your neck" (Prov. 6,21). The 
origin of this image may lie in the Egyptian custom of wearing talismans 
consisting of a rolled and tied papyrus placed in a holder, although, as 
attested by the silver plates containing the "Blessing of the Priests" 
recently discovered in the Hinnom Valley in Jerusalem, such talismans 
were not absent from Israel either.64 Another metaphor, possibly taken 
from the world of the Egyptian scribe -but it, too, could be Hebrew-
appears in the teacher's exhortation to the pupil to remember his words: 
"Bind them about your neck, write them on the tablet of your heart" 
{Prov. 3,3; 7,3).65 These words approximate the mocking statements 
made by the rival of the scribe Amenemope: "You are wise at the head 
of your friends, the instruction of books is graven in your heart (sb3y.t n 
ss.w !J,ty.ti ~r ib.k)" (Anastasi 111,2-3). 
As the residence of wisdom, thought and counsel, the heart 
constitutes a precious treasure. Both the Hebrew sage and his Egyptian 
counterpart ordain that it be preserved and not readily revealed to 
others: "Keep your heart with all vigilance, for from it flow the springs 
of life" (Prov. 4,23); "Da not reveal your heart to all flesh" {BS 8,19[A]; 
cf. Qoh. 5,1 and Amennakht p. 300 above). Contrary behavior is 
characteristic of the kesi~ the "stupid man": "A stupid man has no 
delight in understanding but in expressing his own heart" (Prov. 18,2). 
2. The heart as the residence of feelings 
The heart is the center of feelings: pain, hatred, fear, anxiety, but 
also joy, pleasure and satisfaction dwell in the heart. The latter notion 
finds expression in Egyptian in a series of phrases, which include: ib nfr-
"good, happy heart" (Ankhsheshonqy 12,8; Admonitions of an Egyptian 
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Sage 3,12); or nfr ~r ib, "pleasing, good in the heart" (Kagemni II 6; 
Amenemope 5, 7-8); hrw ib/ ~9.ty, "please, satisfy the heart" ( Anii 9,9 -
16; Insinger 16,3), and also ~tp/s~tp ib (Kagemni I 9; Anii 9,7-8; Urk. IV 
1071,17). 
An important idiom in this connection is (s)nitm ib, "sweet, pleasant 
to the heart." This idiom, which is repeated in the instructions 
(Amenemope 9,7-8 II 16, 13-14), the royal inscriptions (Blumenthal. 125, 
329-330) and the autobiographies (Otto p. 70), reflects an ideology that 
regards a life of pleasure without sadness and anxiety as essential.. 66 
The sages in the Bible also encourage the seeking of joy in life. This 
theme attains füllest expression in Qoheleth, but elements of it are 
al.ready considerable in Proverbs, as evinced in such expressions as leb 
säme~, "joyous heart, 11 and tob leb, "glad heart": "Joyous (säme~) 
heart makes cheerful face" (Prov. 15,13; cf. ibid. 30), says the sage, 
declaring that to a man who is joyful, all his days are a continual. feast 
(ibid. 15,15). Elsewhere it is said, "A cheerful (säme~) heart is a good 
medicine but a broken spirit dries up the bones" (ibid. 17,22; cf. 27,9; 
Qoh. 2,10 and Insinger 24, 23-24). 
The collocation tob leb, common in Qoheleth, appears in parallelism 
with the root s~. Joy and pleasure are the command of God to man is 
Qoheleth's conclusion in light of his life experience: "Go eat your bread 
with joy, and drink your wine with a glad heart (leb tob), for God has 
al.ready approved your actions" (9,7; cf. 3,12,13). 
In the same context we find in Qoheleth the expression "to follow 
the ways of the heart" (hlk bedarke halleb), which paral.lels the Egyptian 
idiom sms ib. sms ib - a key word in the Egyptian perception of life -
means basical.ly "fulfil the heart's wishes," and appears in the early 
instructions (Pta~~otep 186ff; To Merikare 58, 80) as weil as in the later 
autobiographies (e.g., Petosiris).67 sms ib is an ambivalent expression:68 
bound up with the early Egyptian ideology of life, its meaning shifted 
throughout the generations to suit the various conceptions of life and 
belief in different periods. 
There is no doubt that some of the occurrences of ims ib constitute a 
:all to pleasure and to a life of joy in this world. This meaning is 
1.ttached to ims ib principal.ly in works composed in an atmosphere of 
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skepticism and pessimism, such as the instruction written during the 
First Intermediate Period ( To Merikare, above) or the "Make Merry" 
songs sung at funeral banquets. At times of crisis and misery, when 
conventional boundaries crum.ble and traditional beliefs are challenged, 
the need to live for the moment intensifies. 
The atmosphere encompassing these works is like that evident in the 
book of Qoheleth, the passage in 11,9 being particularly close to the 
Egyptian sources: "Rejoice, young man, in your youth, and let your 
heart cheer you in your youthful days. W a1k in the ways of your heart 
( bedarke libbekä) and in the sight of your eyes" ( cf. ibid. 5,18-19; 3,22). 
The opposite instruction given by the sage in Proverbs - "guide your 
heart in the way" {23,19) - is roughly pushed aside here in language 
unmistakably reminiscent of the contemporary Egyptian tomb 
inscriptions (Petosiris). lf one assumes that the author or editor of 
Qoheleth was familiar with the Egyptian literature,69 one may possibly 
infer that the Hebrew idiom "to walk in the ways of the heart," bears the 
traces of the Egyptian terminology and motif. 
3. The heart as the character, nature of man 
Since the heart is the symbol of man's inner life, it frequently 
assumes the sense of "chara.cter," and in Egyptian it parallels or comes 
in proximity with this term (Eg. ~d, Dem. 3my.t) (e.g., Ptal},~otep 
463-470; Insinger 12, 14-22; 25,16-17).70 
In the Judgment of the Dead, too, the role of the heart is to 
symbolize the character and moral quality of the man:· "The god pla.ces 
the heart on the scales over against the weight. He recognizes the 
wicked man and the righteous by his heart" (Insinger 5,7-8). The traits 
and features of a man, both negative and positive, are associated with 
the heart. In Egyptian, a.s in Biblical Hebrew, the term "heart" joins 
other words to form a.djectives referring to different human types. For 
example, 1JJn/ ib is "light-minded," he whose heart is "joyous"; '3 ib is 
"insolent" while srf ib is "cautious," "patient" and '~3 ib is "precise," 
"straight." In the Bible we find 'iqqes leb, "twisted man," "not 
straight," andin contrast with him the bar lebab, "honest," "pure" man. 
One of man's ideal virtues in the Egyptian conception is strength of 
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character. This quality is also expressed by combinations in which one 
of the components is the heart, ib. Two idioms are present in this 
context: dns ib and som ib. These are of particular importance as they 
have parallels in Biblical literature. Both expressions are ambivalent 
and may be found with a positive and a negative connotation. 
dns ib71 {lit. "heavy of heart"), "firm of heart," refers to a man who 
is restrained and in control of his senses. The high official is II dns ib, 
hiding his intentions11 ( Urk. IV 64, 7). "Keep firm your heart ( dns ib.k), 
steady your heart (smn ~3.ty.k)," the sage instructs his son (Amenemope 
20,3). 
Sometimes the expression is found in a negative context. Of the 
obstinate pupil who does not obey his teacher it is said, "How conceited 
you are! You do not hearken when I speak. Your heart is heavier 
(dns ib.k) than a great monument ... 11 (Lansing 2,4). 11 Heavy of heart 11 is 
also one of the negative traits of the 11heated man," together with 
"broadness of belly11 and "lack of patience" ( Ostracon Deir el Medineh 
1265 II 6-7). 
som ib,72 "stout-hearted," has a double meaning. lt can refer to a 
positive trait, the opposite of weakness and cowardice: Senmut, one of 
Hatshepsut's nobles, prides himself on being "stout of heart and not 
weak" ( Urk. IV 410,5; cf. the titles of Thutmosis ibid. III 556,1 and Intef 
ibid. 968,16). The expression som ib also means precision and honesty in 
conjunction with the image of the scales. Thus, 11the scales of the Lord 
of the Two Lands, the stout of heart of the Good God11 is a description of 
a 18th Dynasty official (ibid. 454,2). 
som ib can appear in a negative connotation also, denoting violence 
and insolence, the opposite of modesty and respect. The noble praises 
himself for being "without insolence (som ib)" {ibid. 66,12). The violent 
man, the som ib, is the antonym of snj, the modest man {ibid. 
1092,13-14; 1082,17; Admonitions 11,13). This last meaning, however, is 
not important for the purpose of comparative research. 
The expressions denoting "firmness, hardness of heart II are 
connected with the Egyptian tradition of the next world and the 
judgment after death, as has been demonstrated by A. Hermann. 73 The 
heart plays an important role in the Egyptian Judgment of the Dead. lt 
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voices the "negative confession" in which the deceased declares his 
innocence, and it is weighed on the scales against the symbol of the 
goddess Ma'at (justice). Therefore, in order to safeguard the heart's 
reliable performance at the dead man's trial, the ancient Egyptians 
placed a heart-shaped scarab on the left side of the mummy's ehest. 
Made of precious stone, this heart helped the Egyptians to overcome the 
problem of providing evidence of the innocence of the deceased; if 
anything happened to the natural fiesh-and-blood heart, the scarab 
simply replaced it. From the religious sphere, the "heart-of-stone" motif 
was transferred to everyday life, denoting correct human behavior 
expressed by the idioms dns ib, som ib (formerly ril.J.t/no~ ib), which 
appear in the instructions and the autobiographies. 
Hardness of heart and stubbornness, usually praised in the Egyptian 
sources as traits of strong character and resolution, are condemned in the 
Bible. Here words meaning 11hardness, 11 11firmness, 11 when connected 
with the term 11heart, 11 have a negative connotation. The king of Egypt 
appears as a model of the negative human type in the book of Exodus, 
the relevant phrases being found in the stories of the enslavement and 
the Exodus from Egypt, which have a clearly Egyptian setting. These 
phrases are as follows: IJ,zq leb, 11 to harden the heart" (parallel to som ib) 
(Exod. 7,13,22; 8,15; etc., sources P and E); kbd leb, "heavy, hard of 
heart" (parallel to dns ib) (Exod. 7,14; 8,11,28; etc., source J); qsh leb, 
11harden the heart 11 (parallel to no~ril.J.t ib) (Exod. 7,3, source P). 
Two of these idioms, kbd leb (6 times in J) and ~zq leb (8 times in P 
and 4 times in E), are not common in the Bible, their appearance being 
limited to sections which have an Egyptian background. kbd leb appears 
only once outside Exodus, in 1 Samuel 6,6, and then, too, in a reference 
to the story of the Exodus: "Why should you harden your hearts as the 
Egyptians and Pharaoh hardened their hearts? 11 the Philistines are 
asked. hzq leb, too, appears once more,74 in Ezekiel - in whose 
prophecy Egyptian elements are more evident than in any other prophet 
- where the people's perverse behavior is described as being "hard of 
heart, 11 in parallelism to "stiff, hard of face 11 (Ezek. 2,4). Thus, we come 
to the conclusion tha.t these two idioms reflect the a.da.pta.tion of an 
Egyptian motif. 
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Tbis, however, is not the case with the tbird idiom, qsh leb, wbich is 
found only once in Exodus ( J) but appears in other Biblical passages 
without an Egyptian background (Prov. 28,14; Ps. 95,8 and Ezek. 3,7). 
The combination of the root qsh ("hard") and a bodily organ or a 
synonym of "heart" is in the Bible the usual way of rendering 
"stubbomness" (cf. "hard of face," "stiffen the spirit," "stiffen the neck" 
in Deut. 2,30; Jer. 19,15; Ezek. 2,4; etc.). Tbis expression should 
therefore be regarded as the authentic Hebrew equivalent to the various 
Egyptian terms. 
kbd leb and ~zq leb indicate not a direct borrowing of the Egyptian 
terminology, but rather a manipulation and adaptation of the foreign 
material to the Hebrew sphere, i.e., the Egyptian motif was adjusted to 
fit the Hebrew concept and therefore subjected to the following changes: 
(1) "hardness of heart," symbolizing restrained behavior and self-control 
in Egyptian, assumed in the Bible the aspect of a negative characteristic 
- stubbornness and disobedience; (2) dns ib and s~m ib usually fu.nction 
as adjectives in the Egyptian examples available to us. The root dns. 
when in combination with "heart" may sometimes act as a verb ("harden 
your heart" - Amenemope 20,3), but we have not found a case where 
the god appears to harden someone's heart. We do find tbis in Exodus. 
Here, as in the Egyptian sources, man (Pharaoh) appears often as the 
one who can harden bis heart (8,11,28; 9,34), or bis heart (Pharaoh's) 
may harden itself (7,13,14,22; 8,15; 9,7,35), but in the Biblical text there 
is a far bigher number of cases where God is the one who hardens 
someone's, i.e., Pharaoh's, heart (9 times: 4,21; 7,3; 9,12; 10,1,20,27; 
11,10; 14,4,8). As such, the formula is in direct contradiction to the 
Egyptian concept, wbich perceives the king as a god and the heart as the 
seat of the divinity in man (see Section 4 below). 
Not only in the description of Pharaoh's behavior at the time of the 
Exodus do we find the traces of the Egyptian motif in the Bible. lt is 
also discemable in Ezekiel in the idiom "hard of heart," referrred to 
above, as well as in another unusual' expression, "a heart of stone" ( leb 
'eben) (Ezek. 11,19).75 Tbis expression appears only once again, in Job 
41,16: "bis heart is as hard as a stone," used in describing the crocodile, 
a description probably also deeply rooted in the Egyptian environment. 76 
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4. The heart as the source of moral strength in the individual a.nd of 
divine inspiration 
From the wisdom compositions of the Old Kingdom Period on, a 
two-fold concept of the "heart" appears in the Egyptia.n literature. The 
"heart" is on the one hand an independent entity, which determines the 
decisions of a ma.n and affects his way of life, a.nd on the other hand it is 
the residence of divine inspiration in man, the organ that transmits god's 
will. 77 The first concept apparently refiects the role of the heart as 
portrayed in the sphere of myth and religion. In the Memphitic 
theology, 78 the heart is presented as the ruler over the other bodily 
organs thus actually determining the wholeness of the body and its 
proper functioning. The Egyptian sage indeed recognizes the importance 
of the heart in charting the course of a man's destiny. This is weil 
illustrated in the following statements: "Man's heart is his life, 
prosperity, health" (PtaJJi!,otep 552). "He who knows his heart (i.e., acts 
according to its decisions), the fate knows him (lnsi.nger 4,23); "The 
good (fate] of the good man is given him by his own heart" {ibid. 2,19; cf. 
5,1). From the 11th Dynasty on sayings begin to appear which depict 
the heart as guiding a man along the course of his life: "lt is my heart 
that advanced my status" (Les. 72,15; cf. Otto p. 38 n.1); or "My heart 
led me to the path"; or "lt is my heart, which causes me to do this by 
directing my affairs (dm./ !J.r.,)11 ( Urk. IV 119,1; 504,7; 974,1; 1223,4). 
The ambivalent concept of the heart is already found in The 
Instru.cti.on of PtaJJi!,otep. Together with the awareness that it is the 
heart which guides ma.n in his life, expressed in the motto "follow your 
heart" (sms i.b) (186; d. pp. 303-304 above),79 comes the following 
statement: "He who hears is beloved of god. He who does not hear is 
one whom god hates. lt's the heart which makes of its owner a hearer or 
a non-hearer" (d. pp. 55-56 above) - thus, hearing, which depends on 
the heart, is ultimately granted or not granted to man by god. This 
awareness, that the fate of man is in the hands of god, developed 
gradually. Beginning from the New Kingdom the heart is mentioned as 
the residence of the divinity in man, and the heart itself becomes 
compared to god. In the prologue to his instmction, Amenemope 
a.nnounces that the purpose of his words is to make "the heart enter its 
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shrine, 11 an idea expressed more clearly in the words of the priest 
Neb-neteru, of the 22nd Dynasty: "The heart is god. His residence is in 
the innards, he is pleased when the organs are rejoicing (Otto No. 5 II 
KCG 42225, p.60E10).1180 In other references a man's heart is compared 
to an organ of God's body and therefore it is forbidden to harm it 
(Amenemope 24,3-4).sl 
In the following stage, in the autobiographical writings and the later 
instruction, the heart becomes the organ that transmits the will of god to 
man and the means by which the god directs man. Thus "god1s way," 
implanted in man's heart, is mentioned frequently in the writings of the 
Petosiris family (Otto No. 46 II Lefebvre 61,14,28). 
From this point on, the heart no langer controls the other bodily 
organs, but it is the god who "directs the heart and the tongue by his 
command" (Insinger 31,ll). The god looks into the heart, and knows 
what is in the heart (Anksheshonqy 26,11; Insinger 31,17; cf. 31,4; 35,2). 
The heart is the abode of the "greatness of god" (Insinger 18,23; 29,3; 
31,4; cf. 30,18), of "his fear" (Ankhsheshonqy 14,10; Otto No. 46 II 
Lefebvre 81,25) and of "his plans" (ibid. 81,22). These expressions 
continue the tradition of the hymns of persönliche Frömmigkeit of the 
time prior to and during the Amarna Period. In these hymns the 
formula "to put god into the heart (rdi m ib)" to signify fear of god, and 
the phrase "trust (~ ib) god" to signify recognition of him, are 
common.82 
Finally, in the Demotic wisdom, where, as in the religious literature, 
the personal· relationship between the god and man stands out, the 
supremacy of the god and the insignificance of man are expressed by 
sayings that highlight the absolute dependence of the heart on god. 
"The heart and the character and their owner are in the hand of the god" 
(Insinger 15,5), or "lt is the god that gives the heart, gives the son, and 
gives the good character" (ibid. 9,19; d. 23,23). 
From the outset, monotheistic belief denies the heart the role of a kind of 
private god for. each and every man. However, in the Bible, as in 
Egyptian, the heart may be seen as the agent for transmission of God1s 
will. Indeed, God implants certain attributes and emotions in the heart 
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of man: primarily he grants charismatic wisdom ( to Solomon; to the 
craftsmen of the Shrine; etc.), God even put "fear" (Jer. 32,40), "joy" 
{Ps. 4,8) and "the {love) of the world" (Qoh. 3,11)83 into the human 
heart. 
Like the Egyptian god, the Hebrew God directs men to carry out an 
action by means of their heart (Ezra 7,27; Neh. 2,12; 7,5);84 God may 
also grant a "heart" (to Solomon he imparts a "wise and discerning 
heart" [1 Kgs. 3,121) and he may "fashion a heart" (Ps. 33,15). But in 
the Bible it is not possible for the hea.rt of_a. man to be defined a.s "God." 
On the contrary, often a man's heart is in conßict with the will of God: 
"A man's heart plans his way, but Yahweh directs his steps," says the 
sage in Proverbs {16,9). The prince of Tyre is rebuked by the prophet 
Ezekiel because in his pride he sinned in thinking that his heart was the 
heart of a god: "You have set your heart as the heart of God" (28,2, d. 
ibid. 6). The motto "follow your heart," which is found once or twice in 
Biblical wisdom literature (Prov. 23,19; Qoh. 11,9) and is probably the 
outcome of Egyptian influence, is utterly rejected and condemned in the 
religious sphere. The formulas "to follow one's stubborness of heart," 
"who stubbornly follows his own heart," denote apostasy and a lack of 
fear of God.85 "Trust in Yahweh with all your heart and do not rely on 
your own insight," says the sage (Prov. 3,5). In those passages where 
man's heart confronts God, the latter's supremacy is invariably stressed. 
God sees into the heart (Prov. 15,11; BS 42,18; d. also 1 Sam. 16,7; Ps 
44,22; 2 Chr. 6,30). God tests (bo~~n) and measures (ti>k~n) hearts, that 
is, he is capable of assessing man (Prov. 21,2; 24,12; d. 16,2; 17,3).86 
The Hebrew sages go even further than their Egyptian counterparts 
in establishing the absolute superiority of God, and do not allow man 
"free choice". 87 "Many are the plans in the heart of man, but it is the 
counsel of Yahweh that will stand" (Prov. 19,21; see also 16,1,9). These 
verses may be a concealed polemic against the Egyptian concept. Such a 
polemic is certainly present in the following verse from Proverbs: "The 
king's heart is channels of water in the hand of Yahweh; he turns it 
wherever he will" {21,1); the Egyptian background, that of agriculture 
based on irrigation through canals, is obvious here (d. Deut. 11,10-12). 
The Biblical text takes issue with the Egyptian conventions - neither 
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the heart is God, nor is the king, says the Hebrew sage; the heart does 
not guide a man in his life's way, but God guides the heart. The heart 
of a king, then, (regarded as god in Egypt) is in God's hand, which 
moves it according to his will, just as the !armer diverts the water 
channels according to the needs of the land. In the Biblical wisdom the 
heart is no longer depicted as an organ that transmits the will of God 
and allows man "free choice" - the heart is an instrument in the hand 
of God to do with as he pleases, and all that man has left to do is to 
fulfil this will ( cf. Qoh.3,11-15}. 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
WISDOM WORDS 
In Egypti.an 
At the beginning of his instruction the Egyptian priest Khakheperre-
sonb, who lived du.ring the 12th Dynasty, writes as follows: 
Had I unknown phrases {lJ.n. w) 
maxi.ms (p. w) that are strange, 
novel .Jmtried words ( md. wt)! 
This utterance, bemoaning his inability to create words never spoken 
previously, stands in chiastic parallelism with the title of the work, 
which directly precedes it: 
The collection of words ( md. wt) 
the gathering of maxi.ms (p.t) 
the quest of phrases {lJ.n.w) with a searching heart. 
The three terms that are repeated here - md. wt, p. w and lJ.n. w -
belang to the semantic field of "wisdom words," which also includes the 
noun r9, a group of collocations in which r9 is one of the components -
tpy r9, s.t r9, pri n/m r9 - and collocations with adjectives, e.g., jd 
nfr/mnlJ./ilf,, ns, s.t ns/i~r. 
The introduction to The Complaints of Khakheperre-sonb calls to 
mind the beginning of the book of Proverbs. In both works the opening 
passage includes the name of the composition ("The collection of words" 
and "Proverbs"), the name of the author {Khakheperre-sonb and 
Solomon), and the purpose of the composition. In the Egyptian work the 
latter is stated with a note of despair and disappointment (recto 2ff.) 
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arising from the author's personal experience, while the Hebrew 
Proverbs, by contrast, exudes optimism and even pretentiousness: 
To know wisdom and instruction 
to perceive the words of understanding ( 'imre bina) ... · 
to give prudence to the simple 
to the young man knowledge and discretion. 
A wise man will hear and increase learning and a. 
man of understanding will attain maxi.ms ( talJ,bulot) 
to understand a proverb ( mi.iäl) and parable ( mezi~a) 
the words of the s~es (dibre ~ämim) and their 
riddles (~idötam). 
Parallel to the Egyptian terms for wisdom words are six Hebrew 
expressions: 'imre bina, ta.JJ.bulot, mäsäl, meli~a, dibre ~akämim, and 
hida. 
In light of the above, the following questions arise: 
1) Are there analogies between the Egyptian terms for wisdom words 
and those present in the prologue to Proverbs? 
2) If the Hebrew terms Bignify different pa.ttems of wisdom, do the 
Egyptian terms refer to different literary forms as well? 
1. TEIIIS FOI WISDOII WOlDS II EGYPTIA.I TUT HJ.VE U UA.LOGY 
II BIBLICJ.L IEBlEW 
l.p-~t 
The word ta.JJ.hlöt is one of the terms in Biblical language used in 
particular to denote wisdom sayings. ta.JJ.bulö~ which is always plural, is 
distinct from all the other terms in the semantic field of "wisdom words" 
in that its distribution is restricted to the wisdom books.1 
In the introductory verses of Proverbs, the wisdom spoken of is 
intended not only for the "Bimpleton" (peti) and the "young man" 
( na 'ar) but also for the wise man: "Let the wise man hear and increase 
knowledge, and the man of understanding acquire ta.JJ.bulot'' (Prov. 1,5). 
In Proverbs the term ta.JJ.bulöt occurs in three further instances in the 
context of wa.rfa.re: "For by ta.JJ.bulot can you wage war" (24,6; see also 
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11,14;20,18). In Job, wbich describes the greatness of God in nature, the 
word is &pplied to God: "The cloud se&tters bis lightning; it is tumed 
&bout by bis (God's) ta.lJ,bulot: th&t they m&y do whatever he commands 
them on the tace of the h&bit&ble world" {37,11-12). The cloud2 a.nd the 
fi&&h of lightning3 revolve in &ecordance with God's ta.lJ.bulot, which 
&etiv&te them.4 
In these verses the term h&& a positive tone: tal].bulöt are mea.nt to 
save people or to express the &uthority of & ruler. Once the word 
appears with a negative connotation in connection with evil-doers: "The 
thoughts of the righteous are just; the tal].bulöt of the wicked are 
tre&cherous" {Prov. 12,5). 
lnt~preters of the Bible, both ancient &nd modern, have followed 
the Septuagint, wbich tra.nslates the word with ~öbelut ( the art of 
piloting a boat, Gr. ,cvfJEpllf/<118), and linked tal].bulot with the title of sea 
e&pta.in, rab ~1'bel, a derivative from the Hebrew noun ~ebel ("rope," 
"cord").5 Thus the term tal].bulöt, when used &S a form of wisdom, is 
considered to be a metaphor: Just as a sea capta.in ( rab ~l>baQ grasps his 
ship's ropes {~clbalim) which support the mast &nd sa.ils and guides it 
through a sea of obstacles,6 so does the man gifted with tal].bulöt know 
how to guide his ship through narrow stra.its to safe shores and find bis 
direction through the breakers of life. 7 
In fa.ct, the Bible does consider seamansbip, the technical knowledge 
of na.vigation, to be a function of wisdom along with other. professions 
(such as craftsm.a.nship, mourning, and sorcery). They are wisdom 
acquired by study, as opposed to charismatic wisdom. Thus, in Ezekiel 
27,8: "Thy wise men, 0 Tyre, were in you, they were your pilots 
(~l>bellyik). The elders of Gebal and her wise men were in you, the 
repa.irers of thy seama" (see also ibid. 27-29). Similarly, in Psalms 
107,23-27, sailing is described u wisdom: "They th&t go down to the se& 
in ships ... they reeled and staggered like drunken men and were &t their 
wits' (~okmtl) end".8 In Jona.h 1,6 the term rab hal].1'bal is mentioned 
once aga.in, but without &ny special information attached to it. 
However, the traditional interpretation of tal].bulot, based on its 
association with the profession of rab ~l>bal ("pilot"), seems to be far 
from the literal meaning of the word and, indeed, inadequate: 
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( a.) As a. special cha.ra.cteristic of the pilot or sea.-ca.ptain, we would 
ha.ve expected talfbulot to a.ppea.r in conjunction with ~öUl, a.s we find 
gebura ("might") in conjunction with gibbor ("a mighty man"), 'öser 
("riches") together with 'äsir ("a. rich man"), 'e~a ("counsel") with 
71o'e~, or ~äkäm ("a. wise man"); also the conjunction of ~äzon ("vision") 
or däbär ("word") with näbi' ("prophet") a.ppea.rs, a.s does tora ("la.w") 
with köhen ("priest") (Ezek. 7,26; Jer. 9,22; 18,18; 2 Sam. 16,23, the 
counsel of 'Al:titopel). However, in Ezekiel 27 andin Psalms 107, where 
~öbel appea.rs, the intellectual capacity required for competent 
na.viga.tion is expressed by the general term ~okma ("wisdom") while the 
word ta.hbulot does not occur. 
(b) The verses in Ezekiel which mention the ~öbel a.re thought to 
have been written later tha.n the rest, after the exile of Jehoiachin 
(ca.. 600 B.C.),9 a.nd simila.rly Jonah is thought to have been writteri 
after the destruction of Nineveh.10 But the word taJJ,bulot, which belongs 
to the voca.bula.ry of wisdom, appea.rs in ea.rlier pa.ssa.ges. Collections 
I-m of Proverbs, in which the word appea.rs, a.re dated ea.rlier than 
the sixth century B.C.11 Admittedly it appea.rs in Job - in the speech 
of Elihu - but even a.ssuming the speech is a later addition to Job the 
idea.s it contains nevertheless belong to the authentic material of that 
book.12 
Thus, it would appea.r that the title ~öbel is posterior to the 
noun talfbulot, which ma.kes it more likely tha.t ~öbel derived from 
to.lJ.bulo't, a.nd not vice versa, a.s is generally a.ssumed. However, a.s we 
shall see, it is almost certain tha.t both words a.re derived from a third, 
shared noun. 
Egyptia.n literature comes to our aid in solving this problem. In 
Egyptia.n, the tra.nsmission of counsel from teacher to student a.nd from 
fa.ther to son or the impa.rting of a sage's experience to someone eise, a.re 
all accomplished by mea.ns of well formulated maxi.ms, words that a.re 
"tied and bound together." As H. Brunner first showed, those maxi.ms 
a.re called "knots" - p(t) ~ a~ in Egyptian.13 A wise sa.ying is a 
"knot," represented by the ideogram for a tied belt with the 
de~erminative for rope. p a.ppea.rs both in wisdom texts a.nd in 
non-wisdom texts influenced by sa.piential tradition. The term :6.rst 
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appears in the Old Kingdom and continues through to the Late Period 
(ca. seventh century B.C.).14 
For example, The· Instruction of Ptalfl!.otep is called "lsw of good 
speech" {42). The priest Khakheperre-sonb expresses his literary 
ambitions15 in the following words: "Had I unknown phrases, pw that 
are strange, novel untried words" (recto 1,2). Neferti, another lector 
priest, a scribe and wise man, is summoned before the king, Snefru, 
because of his ability to speak "good words, choice pw'' ( The Prophecies 
of Neferti 7). 
The man who understands and interprets is called "he who unties 
knots, 11 - w~' ~ \!., .16 The verb is accompanied by the 
determinative of a rope, and its literal meaning is "to loosen ropes or 
knots. 11 w~' not only accompanies the term p, whose literal meaning is 
"knot,11 but also other terms that denote wisdom. For example, in the 
prologue of Amenemope {3,10) we find: 
Give me your ears 
Hear what is said 
Give your heart to understand them ( r w~'. w) 
{lit. to loosen their knots ). 
And the epilogue ends with similar words {28, 14-15): 
Look to these thirty chapters 
They please, they instruct 
Be filled with them, put them in your heart 
And become a man who expounds them (rm1 n w~'.w) 
{lit. who looses their knots) 
One who expounds as a teacher.17 
Now let us return to the word tahbulot in Biblical Hebrew. Like its 
Egyptian counterpart, p, it is probably connected to the word for knot 
or a tied rope, ~ebel in Hebrew. Figuratively speaking then, talfbulot is a 
saying that is tightly phrased, well constructed, a pithy maxim made like 
a series of knots and loops. Such a saying is the work of a craftsman, 
and only a craftsman expert in the craft of speech can understand it. 
Thus the vizier Pt~otep (second millennium B.C.) admonishes his 
son: 
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Do not ta.ke a word and then bring it back. 
Do not put one thing in place of another. 
Beware of loosening the cords in you ( umi ini im.k) 
(Pta.M,otep 608-611). 
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Here instead of the more common figurative expression w~ ', he speaks 
literally of untying ropes, and the image is concrete and vivid. The 
pupil must refra.in from undoing ropes, that is, from trying to clarify 
things before he has full mastery of the craft of speech; he must restrain 
and control himself until he reaches the stage of the expert craftsman. 
In the words of Pta.l?J:totep: "Speak ( only) after you have mastered the 
craft ( '~- n.k m sp n ~mww) (lit. after you have reached the action of a 
craftsman)" {615). 
Similarly in the Bible, the craftsman, he who knows tahbulot, who is 
a master of wise words and whose tongue is sharp in speaking, cannot be 
overcome by his . foes in war (Prov. 11,14; 20,18; 24,5).18 He is a 
powerful and effective leader, as is God in Job. By contrast, "the 
wicked, their ta.lJ.bulot are treacherous" {Prov. 12,5); they have not 
mastered the art of speech. 
What, then, is the connection between ta.l],bulot and ~öbll in Biblical 
Hebrew? Both derive from the sam.e noun, ~bel ("rope"), but their 
ways parted and, as we have tried to show, an independent semantic 
development took place. The traditional explanation can be diagrammed 
as follows: 
~ebel ("rope") 
1 
~öbll ("sea-capta.in") 
1 
tahbulot 
Our hypothesis, in the light of the Egyptian evidence is: 
hebel 
/ \ 
höbll tahbulot 
. . 
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2. mtL.t, mdw- dibär 
In Egyptian: mtL.t, mdts (Dem. mt.t)19 
md/w/tis the most common term in Egyptian for "speech," "word." 
Being polysemic, it also has other meanings: "matter," "af!air," "spell," 
"legal plea. 1120 mdw is not characteristic of the wisdom language and its 
occurrence is not limited to this literature,21 but it concerns one of its 
major themes, viz., the art of rhetoric. The significance of mdw and its 
uses in this context will be in the center of the following discussion. 
mdw, which appears in synonymous parallelism with other terms 
involving education and eloquence such as sb91J. t, IJ,n, p, pri n/ m r9, ns 
and ~d ("character," "nature"), occurs in the wisdom sources as (a) the 
spoken word, speech, and (b) as a saying written in a book ( or originally 
oral sayings which were then committed to writing): 
(a) One of the recurrent statements in the instructions is that 
speech is an art that has tobe learned: "Speaking (md.t) is harder than 
all other work," Pt~~otep teils his son (368; cf. ibid. 510-512). In 
The Instruction Addressed to Merikare speech is compared to a weapon 
that assures its owner victory in battle (32; see p. 281 above; d. Prov. 
24,6; 11,14; 20,18; Qoh. 9,14-16). The writers of biographies flatter 
themselves as being endowed with this quality: one of them was "the 
tongue of speech ( ns mdw) of him in the palace" ( Urk. IV 968, 7) and 
another high official (Rekhmire) employed his tongue to whip people and 
thus was named the "scourge of speech" (mdw n md.t).22 The latter 
expression recalls the Biblical image "You shall be hidden from the 
scourge of the tongue" (Job 5,21) and "He shall strike the earth with the 
rod of his mouth" (Isa. 11,4; d. BS 51,2(B] and Jer. 18,18). Neb-neteru, 
the priest of Amon, has a "sharp speaking (spd md.t) mouth," while his 
colleagues are presented as "builder of monuments of speech" 
(Jansen-Winkeln I A20,d II II 3,6,18) and "bow-wrap of speech" (ibid. I 
A20,c II II 3,6,17; d. also 3,6,16). 
The speech of an eloquent man is "choice" (stp), "sweet" (n.dm), 
"excellent" (i~r), "pleasurable" (sj911 ~r) and "satisfying" (hno m ib/~r 
ib).23 
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Knowing when to speak and when to keep silent also belongs to the 
art of rhetoric. "Do not let yourself be called an idiot because of silence 
when it is time to speak (mt.t)" (lnainger 3,7; d. Pa.p. Chester Bea.tty IV 
pl. 18 verso 1,3; Urk. IV 1083, 11). To what extent the Egyptians 
valued eloquence and way with words may be judged from the following 
saying: 11 A speech ( md. t) grows more than a amnyt plant 11 ( The Eloquent 
Pea.aa.nt Bl 153). 
However, speech does not always appear in a positive light. 
Occasionally the Egyptian sage counsels avoidance of speech when it is 
harmful, as in the case of quarre! and strife (Pta.lJJJ,otep 149; 376; 608) -
the metaphors "a storm of words" (Amenemope 3,15) and "a blaze of 
speech" (Otto No. 711 KCG 42210 p. 28,E6-7) relate to "words of strife" 
in the wisdom texts. Similarly, the sages do not approve of excessive 
speech or chatter: "Be moderate in the function of speech" and "sleep 
before speaking," the sages advise their sons (Amenemope 5,13; d. ibid 
5,8; 12,1; 22,13,14; Anii 2,6; AnkhaheahontJ'II 14,12; Kheti XXV C). 24 
(b) A wisdom instruction in its final written form is mtlw. This may 
be traditional wisdom of ancient times handed down by ancestors: 
"Copy your forefathers ... See, their words (md.wt.m) endure in books 
(ai.w); open, read them and copy the knowledge" (To Merika.re 35-36). 
In the same way the king says to the vizier: "lnstruct him (your son), 
then, in the sayings of the put (mtl.wt hr ~.t)" (Pta.lJJJ,otep 37).25 lt 
may also refer to recent wisdom, of only one generation, which is passed 
down from father to son, u it is said, e.g., of Ankhsheshonqy: "He wrote 
on the sherds of the jars the matten ( mt. w) that he could teach his son" 
(5,19). Amennakht addresses his pupil saying: "Turn your face to hear 
my words (mtl.wt.1) ... Do not turn your back on my speech of value" 
(3-4; d. 9); a similar injunction is voiced by the teacher in the school 
writings: "Give your heart, (i.e., pay attention) listen to my words, you 
may find them advantageous" (An.a.ata.aiill 4,3; d. V 17,4).26 
The collocation mtlw n.y, meaning "god1s scripts" and not exclusive 
to the wisdom books, also indicates the use of mtlw u a written word. 27 
Thus, mtl/w/t signifies "word" in Egyptian. In wisdom literature it 
may refer to the spoken word, especially choice speech used in the art of 
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rhetoric, but it may also be a written ward, conventional wisdom 
tradition written in hieroglyphs ( mdw np-). 
In the Bible: tläbär 
Parallel to the Egyptian mdw, the Hebrew däbär28 is the most 
common term in the Biblical language denoting "ward, 11 "speech. 11 
däbär, like mdw, is polysemic, identical in its various meanings and in 
some of its uses to the Egyptian equivalent; däbär also means "matter, 11 
"affair, 11 "language,11 "royal edict," "sentence of judgment,11 "word of 
God," etc.29 lt stands in parallelism to 'amärim ("words," "lipeeches"), 
'e~a ("advice"), millim ("words"), mi~wa ("comma.nd"), and, like the 
Egyptian mdw, it serves as the object of verbs having to do with hearing, 
speaking and writing. däbär is mostly attached to other words, which 
determine its positive or negative connotation. 
In a positive connotation däbär is found in construct with "wise 
men", i.e., dibre ~akämim. This collocation, exclusive to the sapiential 
lexicon, signifies words of wisdom, words that are to be learned. 30 In the 
the father-to-son address which appears in the first collection of Proverbs 
däbär is synonymous with mi~wa, musär a.nd tora (1,23; 4,4,20; etc.); 
the speeches of Job to his friends are defined as debärim (Job 29,22; 
31,40; 32,11), as are the utterances of other sages: Lemuel, Agur, 
Qoheleth (Prov. 30,1; 31,1; Qoh. 1,1; etc.).31 Two features of this usage 
stand out: 
(a) The speech is authoritative; like mdwin Egyptian it may be oral 
(Prov. 22,17: "Hear dibre ~akämim") or written ( Qoh. 12,11: 11 dibre 
~akämim are like goads, and like well- fastened nails are the collected 
sayings"). 
(b) The speech is given in cultured language, indicating eloquence. 
These sayings are described as "a word fitly spoken,11 "a good word" (see 
pp. 325ff. below), "words of delight" (~epe~)" (Qoh. 12,10) and "fine 
(yäpim) words" (BS 35,5 [B]). These formulations define the well-
constructed speech of the sage, which causes delight ( ~epe~) to the ear 
a.nd is delivered at the right time: 11 A word ( däbär) in season how good it 
is!" (Prov. 15,23). 
Thus, in reference to wisdom sayings däbär always has a positive 
1 1 
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sense. In the following cases däbär is found in a negative connotation: 
(a) When attached to another word of negative shading which 
signifies anti-social activity: "the words of a slanderer ( nirgän)" (Prov. 
18,8 II 26,22); "the words of the treacherous (bl>ged)" (22,12); "a false 
(seqer) word" (13,5; 29,12); "a false (käzäb) word" (30,8); "words of 
wind (ru~)" (Job 16,3; etc.). 
(b) When used independently: in the Bible, as in Egyptian, 
excessive speech is condemned; for example, "but the talk (lit. word) of 
the lips tends only to want" (Prov. 14,23); "When words are many, 
transgression is not lacking" (10,19; cf. Qoh. 5,1,2; 10,14; BS 32,11 
[Gr.]). 
3. pri n/m r3-mippri pi 'is 
r3 is a polysemic term with one of its meanings, "speech, 11 belonging 
to the semantic 6.eld under discussion (see pp. 285ff. above). In 
our sample this usage is limited to four or 6.ve instances. Therefore, it is 
difficult to determine the precise sense of the term and to what extent it . 
may refer to a particular literary form of wisdom saying.32 However, r3 
frequently functions as a component in collocations with the meaning of 
11speech11 : pri m/n r3, s.t r3, tp(y) r3. The following discussion centers 
on pri m/n r3. Contrary to tp(y) r3 and s.t r3, which have no parallel in 
Hebrew and are not characteristic of the wisdom language either,33 pri 
m/n r3 has a remarkable analogy in the Hebrew wisdom - mipperi pi 
,~. 
SB. 
The idiom mipperi pi 'is, lit. "from the fruit of a man's mouth, 11 
meaning "speech,1134 appears only in the second collection of Proverbs. 
lt is found in three versions of one proverb, to which (in the second part 
of the verse) three different proverbs have been attached: 
12,14: From the fruit of his mouth a man will be satisfied with 
good, and the recompense of a man's hands will be rendered 
to him. 
13, 2: From the fruit of his mouth a man eats good, but the desire 
of the treacherous is violence. 
18,20: From the fruit of his mouth a man's stomach is satisfied, 
and from the produce of his lips he is filled. 
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In Biblical language peri, when used metaphorically, is generally 
accompanied by abstract nouns: ma'alälim (11actions 11 ) (Jer. 17,10; Mic. 
7,13; etc.), ma'tisim ("deeds") (Ps. 104,13), mal},Uäbot (11thoughts 11 ) 
(Jer. 6,19), derek (in the sense of "conduct, 11 Prov. 1,31); or by bodily 
parts: kap ("palm") (Prov. 31,16), yäd ("hand") (31,31).35 Therefore, 
the collocation per, pi 'ii, while exclusive to Proverbs, is not 
exceptional in its grammar and linguistic form, but it is exceptional 
because of the narrow and specific meaning attached to it. While all 
combinations mentioned above carry the sense of recompense, 
consequences, result, per, pi I ii, means "speech". 36 
A coliocation common in Egyptian beginning with the Pyramid 
Texts in the Old Kingdom Period (third millennium B.C.), continuing 
through the Middle Kingdom and ending in the New Kingdom (first 
millennium B.C.) is pri n/m r3, QA)i\ /-<[" , lit., "that which 
emerges from the mouth, 11 i.e., speech. 37 The Egyptian expression is 
constructed from the common verb of motion pri, "to go out, 11 "to 
leave." From this verb derive pr.t, lit. "that which goes out," namely, 
seed, fruit,38 and pr.t, the season of growth of seeds, i.e., winter. 
pri n r3 is often associated with the words of the dead. The saying 
"lt emerges from the mouth of the deceased" means "He says 
such-and-such" (Pyramid Tezts 162; Thebes Tomb 106).39 Later, in the 
New Kingdom, and especially in the biographies of the 18th Dynasty, 
this formulation appears in connection with the description relating to a 
high official: "He, what comes out of his mouth is found satisfactory" 
(hr.tw/~tp.tw ~r pr.w n rS.!) ( Urk. IV 546,9; 1011,7; etc.; cf. also Lansing 
15,3). At times it also refers to the king's utterance: 111 performed what 
issued from his (the king's) mouth (pr.t m rS.!)," says Tutu, a high 
official in Amenhotep IV's court (Davies, El Amarna VI, pl. XIX,6). The 
phrase is also present in the school texts where it signifies the prediction 
of the sages: "The sages who foretold the future, what came from their 
mouth (pri m rS.sn) occurred" ( Chester Beatty IV pl. 19 verso 3, 7-8). 
Hence, what is an unusual combination with a foreign meaning in 
Biblical language appears tobe a common and frequent expression in the 
Egyptian literature of the dead and in the language of its officials. Thus 
it would seem40 that the author of the sayings in Proverbs (12,14; 13,2; 
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18,20) knew Egyptian and was acquainted with the phraseology that 
prevailed in the court of the "Great House" during the New Kingdom. 
The Hebrew author borrowed the phrase from Egyptian, but during the 
borrowing process a corruption took place. Possibly due to his 
incomplete mastery of Egyptian writing, he derived the expression peri 
pi 'ii from the noun "fruit" (Heb. peri, Eg. pr.t) and not from the verb 
"leave" (Heb. 'II~', Eg. pn), and instead of the literal translation mo~ä' 
peh, 41 rendered peri peh. Or, he may have introduced this change 
deliberately - to impart to the foreign material an Israelite coloration 
and to adapt it to the Biblical vocabulary, in which the metaphorical use 
of peri ("fruit") in combination with other nouns was common.42 
At a later stage in the development of Hebrew the term nib 
sepätayim appears, meaning "fruit of the lips," parallel to peri pi 'ii in 
Proverbs; cf. "create the fruit of the lips" in Deutero-Isaiah (57,19). 
In light of the use of "fruit of the mouth" both in Proverbs and 
Egyptian literature a solution presents itself for the cryptic verse in 
Hosea, "and we will render pärim sepat~nu" (14,3). pärim should not. 
be understood here as sacrifices of bulls but as deriving from peri, "fruit 
of the lips," speech, prayer; the people are required to offer not sacrifices 
but words of praise and thanks and to utter a prayer to God. This is 
also the rendering in the Septuagint and the Syriac Version.43 
The third stage in the development of the term, which began with 
peri peh ("speech") in Proverbs and continued with peri sepätayim 
("prayer") in prophecy, is found in the Qumran Scrolls. In the Manual 
of Discipline (Serek Hay11a1J.a4) the phrase terumat sepätayim is a 
common term for "prayer":44 "And the tfrumat sepätayim ("prayer") 
will be as a soothing odor of righteousness (man's sacrifice) in the 
(God's) judgment and a perfect way of life as a pleasing freewill offering" 
(lQS 9,4-5). There is a repetition here of the idea, holding pride of place 
in Biblical prophecy, of prayer and uprightness instead of offering and 
sacrifice: "For I desire righteousness and not sacrifice, and the 
knowledge of God more than bumt offerings" (ibid. ). lt is at this point 
also that the history of this expression comes to its conclusion: having 
begun, possibly, in the world of the dead and the Egyptian king's court, 
it culminates in the setting of the lsraelite faith, where the spiritual is 
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elevated over the material, i.e. 1 prayer over cult. The phrase, therefore, 
which in the beginning belonged to the sphere of human relations 
(literature of Egypt, Proverbs), ended up referring to the relationship 
between man and bis God. 
II. EGYPTU.I EXPlESSIOIS WHICH U VE 10 CLEU .lULOGY 
II THE HEBlEW VOC.lBULUY 
4. lfn 
The term tJn appears in texts from the Middle Kingdom onwards, 
but it disappears in Demotic and is not to be found in the late 
autobiography.45 ön is connected with the verb öni, "to land," "to 
glide, 11 "to fall, 1146 as seen by the determinative of an alighting duck ( Gr 
G41). The primary meaning of on is therefore that of something coming 
down to earth, falling, and in the language of the Egyptian sages it 
serves to signify eloquent, superior speech, which on being heard gives 
the impression that it has come down from some abode high-above. 47 
The Egyptian expression recalls the Hebrew phrases ntp milla ("the 
word drops") (Job 29,22), ntp ;epatayim ("the lips drip (honey]") (Prov. 
5,3), where speech also is related to something that descends. In 
Egyptian, though, the metaphor is taken from the world of living 
creatures, the ß.ight of birds, while in the Bible it is associated with the 
phenomenon of rainfall. 
The term on, which stands in synonymous parallelism with other 
terms indicating speech (e.g., ,4d.t, md.t, mdy), has a positive note and 
stands for a stylish phrase, the mark of a learned man, one skilled in 
rhetoric. Such a man, e.g. 1 is the scribe in Anastasi I, "at whose 
utterances (on. w./) men rejoice when they are heard, II and who is praised 
as one "skilled in hieroglyphs" (1,1; d. m 4,8); on.w are the words of 
the Eloquent Peasant, who is a master ofrhetoric (Bl 280).48 
The term has a negative tone only when it is joined to an adjective 
or noun with a negative connotation, e.g., "mean sayings" (lfn.w ~wr. 
lnstru.ction by a Man for His Son, II 6), "obscene sayings" (tJn. w dydy: 
Lansing 14,8; cf. also Amenemope 12, 4). 
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!Jn is usually the spoken word, but at times it is a saying written in a 
scroll, a traditional wisdom saying found in the texts. The son of the 
scribe Anii cl.aims that the youth who does not understand words of 
wisdom rehearses and quotes the text in the scroll without reaching an 
understanding of its depths. In the language of the instruction, "the son, 
he understands little, and says (i.e., recites) the sayings in the books" (11 
j,d.J !Jn. tu m 'nu) (9, 15-16). Khakheperre-sonb defines his essay as "the 
quest of phrases (!Jn.tu} with searching of heart" (recto 1,2). 
In the sense of "proverb, 11 "follc saying," !Jn comes in the collocation 
!Jn n md.t (which in the mss. interchanges with p n md.t and p3 ptu _gd.ur. 
d. The Eloquent Peo.sant Bl 37 to R 86 and also ibid. Bl 19 to R 69).49 
Expressions constructed with an adjective: nfr ("good, 11 "beautiful"), 
mn!J, ("efficacious") and i~ ("excellent") 
5. r,,jr/t + mtl./v/t 
6. r,,fr+ '4 
While the word md/tu/t, as stated above, is not a specific wisdom 
term, the collocation md/tu/t nfr(t) does belong to the wisdom 
terminology. 50 The great value that the Egyptians placed on the spoken 
and written word is expressed in the f&ct that wisdom instructions and 
eloquent speech are called "fine speech" mtl./tu/t nfr(t) or jd nfr. nfr, 
"good," is to be understood here as signifying esthetic as well as ethical 
perfection. 51 
The Instruction of Pta1Jl!,otep is called "maxims of good speech" (p. tu 
n md.t njr.t, 42) or "standard (lit. command) of good speech" (tp rd n 
md.t nfr.t, 48). The words of the "prophecy" of Neferti are "fine words, 
choice formulations" (md.wt nfr.[tu}t p.tu stp.tu, T II 13). 
The man who has mastered "good speech" is a sage, fluent in 
~oquence. This fluency is acquired through study - "hearing well is 
1peaking well" (nfr s,dm nfr md.t), says Pt~otep in the epilogue to his 
work {537} - but it may also be the fruit of a simple man's natural 
;alent. Thus, it may be found in maids at the grindstone (PtalJi!otep 
iS-59) andin the Eloquent Peasant, whose words are described as 11good 
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speech, which comes out :from the mouth of Re1 himself" (Bl 319; d. 
ibid. 75). 
Whether learned or the outcome of life experience and natural skill, 
eloquence belongs to the set of qualities that make up the figure of the 
ideal sage. Not surprisingly, therefore, the writers of the autobiographies, 
who see themselves as the embodiment of all wisdom values, appear in 
their inscriptions as "good of speech" (Janssen I p. 25, Af 29; Otto No. 8 
II KCG 42230 p. 74 1.5). 
Besides the phrase nfr md/w/t, wbich is usual in the wisdom 
literature but less widespread in the phraseology of the autobiography, 
the variant nfr 4d, common in the latter genre, appears - in parallelism 
with "good reporter ( whm nfr)1152 or juxtaposed to "informer of what is 
desired (whm/smi mrr.t)1153 - first in the Old King~om (6th Dynasty) 
disappears in the Saitic Period. 
The following collocations - mn~ + 4d/fts(w) and i~ + 4d/ns/s.t 
ns/fts(w)- are used similarly to those constructed with nfr. The first is 
prevalent in the didactic wisdom sources. The second is common in the 
king's court phraseology ( during the Middle Kingdom) and the late 
autobiography, and we shall therefore deal with it only briefiy. 
1. mnff + Ad, Js(w) 54 
mnlJ qualifies the noun 4d ("efficacious speech"), and mn!J. jd 
qualifies a man ("efficacious of speech"). At times mn~ serves as the 
object of a verb ("to state something useful"). lt occurs :frequently in a 
didactic context, chiefiy in the teacher's addresses to the pupil in the 
school texts of the New Kingdom. Sometimes it is also found in the 
king's court writings, as an epithet for the high official. 55 
It seems that the adjective mn!J., when in connection with speech, 
highlights the knowledge and understanding that form the basis for 
correct speech. Anii says to his son that if he is familiar with books, 
that is, has knowledge, then "everything you say will be excellent" 
(y ld.tw.k nb.t mn!J.y, 7,5; cf. ibid. 2,6); the wisdom sayings of Anii 
are "excellent" (n3y spy mn!J..t)" (5,4). The words of Amennakht to bis 
pupil should be similarly understood: "You will know the plans56 in 
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order to state the excellent" (8), that is, the speech of the pupil who is 
versed in the writings will be efficient and excellent. 
The efficient high official is praised as being "excellent of speech, 11 
beside having other qualities that are important for his function: 
"Excellent of speech (mn/J, jt!), who 'conceals belly' regarding, the 
conduct of the palace" ( Urk. IV 47,9-10; d. Janssen I p. 22, Aa 45, ibid. 
49, mn/J. p.tu; see also Anastasi II 4,7). 
8. ~+ jtl, u, a.t u, p 
The collocations i~ ("excellent") + "speech" (!lt!), "tongue" (ns), 
"tongue's place" (s.t ns), "formulated saying" (p) interchange with 
md/ w/ t nfr/ t, Jld mn/J,, and appear together with them in the royal and 
biographical inscriptions. 
The adjective "excellent of speech" (i~ jt!), parallel to "excellent of 
heart" ( mn/J, ib), is attributed to the master builder of the 26th 
Dynasty.57 Others are termed "excellent of tongue" (i~ ns, i~ s.t 
ns),58 by which is meant a man whose word can be trusted. This 
expression is common in the 12th and 13th Dynasty in parallelism with 
"true of heart" (mtr/mt:y ib/~9.t:y).59 
III. SUIOIUY OF THE TEllßlOLOGY II EGYPTU.1 
Nine terms, appearing either independently or in varying combinations, 
constitute the semantic field of "wisdom words" in Egyptian. The most 
common - albeit not exclusive to the wisdom phraseology - is mdw 
(md.t) {94 times in our sample, of which 48 occur in the instructions). 
The characteristic expressions in the wisdom lexicon are p (25 times ), b,n 
{15 times), and the collocations jd + mn/J, (11 times) and md.t nfr.t {10 
times). The remaining expressions, pri n/m r9, jd + nfr, tp(y) r9, 
Jld/p/ns/ s.t ns + i~ are not part of the wisdom vocabulary. They are 
common in wisdom literature especially the king's court inscriptions and 
the autobiographies, but are missing in the didactic compositions ( except 
for tp{y] r9, which is found once). A clear semantic distinction between 
the various terms is difficult to make, and hence the question posed at 
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the beginning of the discussion, whether the Egyptian terms relate to 
different literary pattems, remains unanswered. All that can be stated 
with certainty is that lJ.n concerns high-level speech and eloquence. 1s 
chiefly denotes well-constructed wisdom sayings, whether it be a proverb 
or a quotation from the writings. As for md/w/t, which appears in all 
the literary genres belonging to wisdom texts from the Old Kingdom to 
the later periods, it should be regarded as a supernym of the other terms. 
In collocation with the adjective "good" (nfr) it becomes an eponym and 
is employed only to denote "words of wisdQm. 11 
We found no term or literary form parallel to the Biblical Hebrew 
~ida. in the Egyptian wisdom.60 The Hebrew term mäsäl, refers to a 
wide range of literary forms,61 one of which is a succinct saying 
containing a truth based on life experience, which is common in both 
Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom literature (see [1) below}; common too is 
the use of figurative language ( see [2) below ). 62 
(1) To express this meaning of the Hebrew term mäsät "succinct 
saying, 11 "popular folk saying, 11 the following words are used in Egyptian: 
- lJ.n n md.t. This appears once, in The Eloquent Peasanf:. "This 
Nemtynakht said: lt is not the saying (lJ.n n md.t) people say (.dd}: 1A 
poor man1s name is pronounced for his master's sake111 (Bl 19-20}. 63 
- rS. Mentuhotep: "I heard a saying of men (rS n nnJ): 'The 
tombstone of a man is his good (character), he of the wicked character is 
forgotten 111 (15-16). 
- Js. Pta~~otep: Beware of approaching women when you enter a 
strange house, because "a poor saying (ls pw hsy) is 'shoot the 
opponent.164 When one goes to do it, the heart rejects it" (292}. 
Although there is no regular term in Egyptian to denote a proverb65 
the sage often does make use of this literary device to express his 
thoughts. For example: 
- In Kagemni and Ptahhotep two versions of one maxim appear. 
Kagemni II 2 has: "One knows not what may happen, what god does 
when he punishes"; Pta~~otep 343 has: "No one knows what may happen 
when he perceives tomorrow." 
- In The Instrv.ction of Amenemope the stanzas usually end with a 
quoted maxim, inserted without an introduction (e.g., 9,7-8 II 16,13-14; 
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11,10-11 [II 22,15-16); 22, 5-8 II 23,8-11}, or maxims are woven into the 
body of the text (e.g., 10,8-11).66 
- The Instruction of Ankhsheshonqy is a rich source of Demotic sayings 
that in part repeat Middle Egyptian proverbial sayings, as Lichtheim has 
recently shown in her wide-ranging study. 67 
(2) Similarly, there is no term in Egyptian for metaphor and simile, 
although these literary devices do embellish the sayings of the sages. 
Subjects are many and varied and are taken from the natural and human 
world. In The Eloquent Peasant there are images relating to trade and 
shipping (Bl 91-92; 148-151; 189ff.; etc., see p. 285 above). Comparisons 
deriving from the animal and plant world are worked into The 
Instruction of Amenemope ( chapter 4: image of trees; see p. 161 above; 
chapter 9: image of the wolf, etc.); the four poems ending The Dispute 
between a Man and His Ba are laced with similes, as is The Instruction of 
Ankhsheshonqy (see, e.g., 22,12; 23,24; 24,20, and d. also Anastasi V 
7,8-8,1}. 
Allegory is used in The Man Who Was Tired of Life, both in the 
words of the man and in the replies of his conversation partner, his ba. 
Two allegorical tales or parables appear in lines 68ff: one is about a 
peasant who is saved from the perils of a nocturnal storm, but loses his 
wife and children in a lake; the other about a peasant who is 
disappointed when he asks his wife for a meal. Both stories intend to 
teach a moral lesson. 68 
In the Bible 
1. SIX TERMS DEFINING WISDOM WORDS 11' THE 
PB.OLOGUE TO PROVERBS 
Three of the six terms in the prologue to Proverbs denoting wisdom 
words - masa~ melisa, and hida - are considered by Biblical 
. . 
scholarship to be typical wisdom pattems, but the frequency of these 
terms in the Biblical wisdom literature is less than in non-wisdom 
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literature. Thus, the noun mA.ial, used in the title of the book of 
Proverbs ( mi.ile) and present in its prologue {1,6) and in the headings of 
two of its collections (mi.ile ;ezlJmlJh: 10,1; 25, 1), is referred to as a 
literary pattern69 only 10 times in Proverbs, Job and Qoheleth, and 
twice in the wisdom Psalms, while in the rest of the Bible it is found 
about 20 times.70 The term mezi~a occurs once in Proverbs (1,6)71 and 
once in Habakuk {2,6). ~ida., which also appears in Proverbs (1,6), is 
found twice more in the wisdom Psalms ( 49,5; 78,2) and 14 times outside 
the wisdom literature.72 However, they persist and continue to appear 
in the Apocrypha (Ben Sira), alongide new terms such as pitgAm (BS 
5,11; 8,9). 
In. contrast, the remaining three - ~mArim, ta.lJ,bulot, dibre 
~lika.mim, occur more frequently in the wisdom books than outside them 
(see Table 15).73 
Be this as it may, the most common term in the Biblical wisdom to 
signify "ward of wisdom" is mA.ial, which is present in all the wisdom 
books, followed by 'lmArim, which is absent only from Qoheleth (see 
Table 15). 
The verb that precedes the terms (apart from ta.JJ.bulot and pitgAm) 
in the prologue to Proverbs is "to understand" (1,216); hence, the 
common feature of these terms is that they indicate words which are 
difficult to understand, cryptic, requiring illumination. 
Many detailed studies analyzing the meaning and use of mA.ial, 
mezi~a. and ~ida. in the Biblical literature have been written,74 and even 
if scholars dispute the basic sense of a particular term, no one doubts 
that they are of Semitic origin. However, none of these terms - apart 
from mA.iAZ in the sense of "succint saying," "maxim," considered above 
- have parallels in Egyptian and they therefore do not enter into our 
discussion. 
Our analysis, on the other band, concentrates on the words da.bar 
(especially in the collocation dibre ~likamim, discussed above pp. 
32o-321) and 'lmArim (see below), neither of which has received its 
deserved place in research, and also on the terms, collocations and 
images that are close to the ones found in the Egyptian literature ( see 
ta.lJ,bulot, mipperi pi 'i.i above; and Section Ill below). 
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Table 15: Distribution of Words Denoting "Wisdom Sayings" in the 
Biblical Wisdom Books ( and Ben Sira) 
Term Prov. Job Qoh. Wisdom BS Other 
Pss. (Heb.MSS) Books 
1. mäsal 6 3 1 2 4 20(ca.) 
(noun) 
2. melisa 1 1 1 
3. hida 1 2 2 14 
4. tahbulot 5 1 3 
5. 'amärim 21 16 4 2 12 
6. dibre 2* 2 
hakämim 
(7. pitgäm 2 2**) 
* Once (24,23) without dibre. 
••I.e., in Ezra and Daniel, as "decree." 
II. 'amärim - WOlDS 
This term, which refers to the words of man and only rarely to the words 
of God, is characteristic of Biblical poetic language. Deriving from the 
verb 'mr, 'amärim, unlike dbr, which stresses the action of speaking, 
emphasizes the content of the words spoken. This content is clarified by 
means of adjectives and nouns that commonly accompany the term. 75 In 
Proverbs, Job and the wisdom Psalms the words of the sage are called 
'amärim. 
'amärim in Proverbs {1,2,21; 2,1; 4,5,10,20; 22,21; etc.) are words of 
the teacher-father and personified Wisdom, synonymous with musär, 
mi~wa, ma.lJ.aiäbot and debarim. The ill-intended words of "the strange 
woman," uttered in stylish language which pleases the ear of those who 
hear them (Prov. 7,5), can also be called 'tlmärim. 
The wisdom psalmist calls his words 'clmärim (19,15; 78,1). Job's 
words of complaint and dispute with God {34,37) and the statements of 
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bis friends, wbich are mainly words of admonition and reproach (32,14; 
33,3) are also described with tbis term. 
On rare occasions is the term present in a negative connotation. In 
Job it is attached to rua}_I., "wind," to signify the insignificance and 
vainness of Job's words (6,26; 8,2). 
The words of God are called '~märim in Job andin "The words of 
Agur" in Proverbs, wbich are part of the wisdom of the "Sons of Qedem" 
(Job 6,10; 22,22 II tora; 23,12 II "commandment [mi~wat] of his lips"; 
Prov. 30,5 II Ps 18,31, 2 Sam 22,31). 
III. i'.IGUB.ES OF SPEECH UD COLLOC.&.TIOIS OF LIIE ME.UIIG TO EGYPTI.U 
EXPB.ESSIOIS COISTB.UCTED WITH .U A.DJECTIVE 
As we have seen, the Egyptian sage uses a series of collocations to 
describe a saying wbich is perfect in form as weil as content. These 
collocations are constructed with nouns referring to "speech" combined 
with the adjectives "good" (nfr), "excellent" (i~r) and "efficacious" 
(mnlJ). In the Biblical wisdom, "speech" occurs in connection with 
similar expressions and imageries: 
Elega.nce. Like bis Egyptian counterpart, the Hebrew sage stresses 
the elegant form of the well-made expression; the wisdom saying is 
compared to a precious jewel fasbioned by a craftsman: "A ward fitly 
spoken (is like) apples of gold in settings of silver" (Prov. 25,11);76 "fine 
words" spoken at a feast are likened to a necklace adomed with precious 
stones, turquoise and sappbire (BS 35,5). 
The Hebrew dabar ~ob, like the Egyptian equivalent md/w/t nfr/t, 
denotes the eloquent speech of the sage and the poet: "My heart is 
over:O.owing with a däbär ~ob, I address my verses to the king; my 
tongue is like the pen of a ready scribe," says the psalmist (Ps. 45,2). 
The able tongue of sages expresses their knowledge in beautiful words: 
"The tongue of the wise uses knowledge rightly (te~ib da.'at), but the 
mouth offools utters folly" (Prov. 15,2).77 
To the adjectives yapeh and ~ob, wbich are equivalent to the 
Egyptian nfr, may be added the noun ~ln, "grace," "favor," wbich is 
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used in much the same way to express eloquence in speech. lt is 
common in Biblical wisdom 78 and mostly refers to the external form of 
an object: "The words of the wise man's mouth bring him ~en" (Qoh. 
10,12). The man gifted with this kind of eloquence has a k:ing for a 
friend (Prov. 22,11), or he is himself a king, for ~en is counted among the 
king's virtues: in the words of the psalmist, "~en is poured upon your 
lips" (Ps. 45,3). Ben Sira says that "lips of ~en" multiply 11those that 
give greeting,11 that is, friends (6,5). 
Moral perfection. As in Egyptian, 11 good ward" not only refers to 
the artistic, graceful form of the saying, but also defines the moral 
perfection inherent in it: The felicitous saying is one that contains moral 
purity - 11Evil thoughts are an abomination to Yahweh but pleasant 
words ( 'imre nö'am) are pure" (Prov. 15,26). "Pleasant words," as 
distinct from evil thought, satisfy hunger and impart health, in the vivid 
language of Proverbs 16,24: "Pleasant words ( 'imre nö'am) are like 
honeycomb, sweetness to the soul (i.e., the palate) and health to the 
bones. 11 Egyptian has an etymological and semantic parallel in the 
expression 11 n,dm (sweet) speech" (Amenemope 25,12; Anii 7,11 [Pap. 
Boulaq IV] andin Pap. Deir el Medineh No. 1 recto 8,7; Urk. IV 510,14), 
n,dm being the equivalent of the Hebrew n'm.79 
Delight. "Good speech" causes pleasure and joy. The priest Neferti 
speaks "choice phrases, over which the king rejoices (.4311)" {13); the 
thirty chapters in The Instruction of Amenemope delight (s.4311) him who 
reads them {27,6-8). A good ward is one of encouragement which 
gladdens its hearers, in contrast to the anxiety that generates depression: 
11Anxiety in a man's heart bows it down, but a good ward ( däbär töb) 
makes it glad11 (Prov. 12,25). 
Precious object. Speech accompanied by the adjective i~r in 
Egyptian means "excellent, efficacious speech." The root i~r is common 
to Egyptian and the Semitic family of languages, 80 but in Hebrew the 
meaning of yliqär is wider and has both the sense of "splendid," 
"influential," as in Egyptian, and that of a 11prized II and 11precious 11 
object. 81 This meaning applies when yliqlir is placed together with 
11speech11 in the Biblical wisdom literature. In Proverbs 20,15 it is said: 
11There is gold and a multitude. of corals, but the lips of knowledge are a 
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precious jewel (J.fli yäqär)." Lips of knowledge are compared to a 
precious object, and the "tongue of the righteous" is "choice silver" 
{Prov. 10,20). These metaphors are surprisingly close to the words of 
Ptahhotep, who says, "A good speech is more hidden than greenstone" 
(58). 
IV. THE IUPOI.T!llCE OF THE UASTEI.Y OF 11 GOOD SPEECH" AID THE UT OF 
COYMITTIIG IT TO WB.ITIIG 11' ISI.AEL AID EGYPT 
The abundance of terms in the Biblical and ancient Egyptian languages 
for "speech" and "ward" indicates the central place held by eloquence 
and the rules of rhetoric in Israel and Egypt. 
The Egyptians highly valued the art of fine speech, especially in the 
king's court and the school circles.82 The lnstruction of Amenemope 
declares that its goal is to teach as follows: 
All the rules of official procedure 
The duties of the courtiers 
To know how to answer one who speaks 
And to reply to one who sends a message 
(Prologue 1, 3-6). 
(II Prov. 22,21: 
To inform you about truth and truthful words 
so that you may return answer, truth, 
to him who sends you). 
In The Prophecies of Neferti the king desires a man who will speak "fine 
words, choice phrases," at the hearing of which the king "may be 
entertained." 
The epithets "good of speech," "one, the utterances of whose mouth 
are satisfying," occur repeatedly in the biographical inscriptions. Pap. 
Anastasi I is in fact a paean to eloquence and the art of debate. The 
Egyptian wisdom instructions, used as learning material at school, are 
replete with words of exhortation and admonition concerning the rules of 
speaking and praise for him who masters them, for example, Ptal].~otep 
624-627: 
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Be deliberate when you speak, 
so as to say tbings that count; 
then the officials who listen will say: 
'How good is what comes out of bis mouth' 
(d. ibid. 249-256; 362-369; 370-371; 507ff.; 537); 
Instruction to Men/ca,re 32ff.: 
Be skilled in speech so that you may be strong; 
the strength of the Jdng is the tongue; 
speaking is stronger than any fight. 
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A warning to speak neither mucb. nor fast appears in The lnstruction of 
Pap. Insinger (3,6; 22,21), as weil as an exhortation to speak in an 
interesting way: "Do not let (yourself) be called 'stupid' because of the 
weariness wbich your words cause" (3,8; d. 3,1; 12,24); "Speech is 
plentiful (but) the span of life is short, 11 says Anii ( Pap. Deir el Medineh, 
No. 1, recto 5,4). 
In Proverbs, especially the second and fifth collections, there are 
many statements in praise of correct speecb. and good ad.vice (e.g., 
15,1,23; 16,24; 25,11,12,15; 26,4ff.). Tbis motif is also expressed in 
statements wbich encourage restraint and moderation or reject fast talk 
and verbal transgressions such as divulging a secret, gossiping and 
tale-telling. Although the ideal human type termed "prudent of speech" 
( nebon dabar, 1 Sam. 16,18) had its origin in the king's court, it was not 
lacking in popular circles either: The Egyptian Eloquent Pea.sant is "good 
of speech"; "good speech" is present in maids at the grindstone 
(Pt4Motep);83 in Israel the two women from Tekoa' and Abel Beth 
Ma1achah are expert in eloquence (2 Sam. 14; 20,16ff.). 
The sage is not only he who is capable of expressing words of 
wisdom and masters the art of speaking; he also composes, collects 
and investigates wisdom sayings. Investigation is prevalent in Qoheleth, 
whose author relies on bis personal experience, as expressed in the words 
"And I applied my heart to searcb. and to explore" (1,13; d. 7,25 and 
p. 70 above); "I saw ... (and lo) ... 11 (1,14; 3,22; 5,17; etc.); "And I 
said to myself'' (2,15); "I then turned... (and lo ... )11 (2,11-12); 
11 
... and see all the activity taking place on the earth11 (8,16); 11 All tbis I 
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tested in wisdom" (7,23). The epilogue to the book relates to this search 
and exploration, and sums up the literary activity of Qoheleth thus: 
11 And he weighed, and searched and fashioned many Proverbs. Qoheleth 
sought to find attractive words and to set down the truth honestly" 
(Qoh. 12,9-10). A similar literary pursuit occupies the sages in the days 
of Hezekiah, as stated in Proverbs 25,1: "Proverbs of Solomon, which 
the men of Hezekiah, king of Judah, copied." 
The professional aim of the sages both in Israel and Egypt was the 
same, to find "new words" and commit them to writing. The Egyptian 
priest Khakheperre-sonb, like Qoheleth, wishes to find new, original, 
sayings, which had not been known to the forefathers. This quest for the 
ability to say 11a good word" is also present in The Eloquent Pea.sant, 
where the official informs the king that he has found a peasant "good of 
Speech." 
In Egypt the teaching of fine speech and eloquent writing was 
provided at the school. Composed in the llth-12th Dynasty and 
essentially a collection of formulations and expressions intended to serve 
the needs of the Egyptian scribe, the handbook known as Kemi~4 opens 
up a window to this world for us, as is shown in the following example, 
part of the Kemit's opening formula: 
The servant speaks to bis master whom he loves 
May he live, prosper, be healthy for ever and ever 
as wishes the servant who is there. 
May you be justified by the Baw of Heliopolis and 
by all the Gods 
May they give that you live 
May they make for you every good thing as wishes 
the servant who is there ... 
CHAPTER NINE 
CONCLUSIONS 
Contemporary philosophers, linguists, and anthropologists are in general 
agreement that the vocabulary of the speakers of a given language 
refl.ects their socio-cultural circumstances, i.e., that a people's language 
is the expression of the sum total of their geographical environment, 
activities and modes of thought.1 
This principle as formulated by modern linguistics can also be seen . 
at work in the Biblical and Egyptian wisdom vocabularies. As our study 
has shown, phrases and terms that are typical of Hebrew and Egyptian 
wisdom literatures and which express the respective perceptions and 
world-view of the latter, are repeated constantly throughout the genre. 
In both Israel and Egypt wisdom phrases and terms - when 
appearing outside wisdom literature and found together with other 
elements peculiar to wisdom, i.e., literary form and subject-matter -
may be used as criteria to indicate a "wisdom influence" in other literary 
genres. 
Before discussing this subject further we shall first give a summary 
of the phraseology characteristic of the Hebrew and Egyptian sages and 
draw some appropriate conclusions. 
1. WOlDS CHAU.CTEllSTIC OF HEBlEW WISDO:U LITEU.TUlE 
Words characteristic of Biblical wisdom may be divided into two groups: 
(a) words found only in wisdom literature; (b) words with a higher 
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frequency in wisdom füerature than in other genres. 
(a) The following expressions and collocations appear exclusively in 
the Hebrew wisdom books: 
1. 'lp ("to teach": once in Prov., 3 times in Job) 
2. mezamm!d ("teacher": once in Prov., in wisdom Ps., and in 
BS) 
3. qnh ("to acquire") + objects relating to wisdom (12 times in 
Prov.) 
4. ~pn ("to treasure") + objects relating to wisdom (3 times in 
Prov., once in Job, twice in BS) 
5. ~adre baten ("chambers of the belly'': 4 times in Prov.) 
6. ~asar l!b ("one who has no sense [lit. heart]": 11 times in 
Prov., once in BS) 
7. ~ärü~ ("diligent": 4 times in Prov.) 
8. liet ~silut ("foolish woman": once in Prov.) 
9. '~l (adj., n., "lazy, laziness": 14 times in Prov., once in Qoh.) 
10. per, pi 'ii ("fruit of the mouth": 3 times in Prov.) 
11. ta.lJ,bulot ("a well-constructed saying," "a maxim": 5 times in 
Prov., once in Job, 3 times in BS) 
12. dibri ~~mim ("words of wise men": twice in Prov., twice in 
Qoh.) 
13. 'erek 'appayim ("slow to anger":2 3 times in Prov.) 
14. qar ru~ ("cool-tempered": once in Prov.) 
15. /~er 'appayim ("short-tempered": once in Prov.) 
16. r~ar ~ ("short-tempered": once in Prov.) 
17. 'ii ~ima./~imot ("heated man": twice in Prov.) and 
synonymous expressions: 
18. ba'al ~ima. (once in Prov.) 
19. ged.al ~lma. (once in Prov.) 
20. ba'al 'ap (once in Prov., once in BS) 
21. 'ii 'ap (once in Prov.) 
22. nirgan ("slanderer": 4 times in Prov.) 
23. lciiron ("skill," "success": 3 times in Qoh.) 
To this list should be added the collocation: 
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24. tökln libbot ( an epithet for God as one who weighs the hearts: 
twice in Prov.), which we treated elsewhere.3 
Eight of the terms listed above show an affinity with forms of speech 
and expressions found in the Egyptian literature. Some of these are 
literal translations of Eygptian terms ( 'ii ~ima, qa.r ru.a.lJ., töken libbot, 
ta.lJ.bulot); others are adaptations, modified to suit Hebrew style and 
usage (~a.dre ba~en, 'erek 'a.ppa.yim, /~a.r 'a.ppa.yim, qe~a.r ru.a.lJ.). As 
such these Hebrew expressions can be fully understood only when 
considered in the light of comparable Egyptian usages. On the other 
hand, two of the terms (~asa.r leb and peri pi 'i.i), despite the existence 
of analogies in Egyptian sources, need not necessarily be linked with 
Egypt, i.e., we may be dealing here with an independent parallel 
development in both languages.4 
As to the distribution of the above eight terms, there are 33 
occurrences in Proverbs, mostly concentrated in the second collection (21 
in chaps. 10-22,16), but they are also found in the other didactic . 
collections (chaps. 1-9; 22,17-29,27). In Job there are 5 instances, and 
one in Qoheleth. 
The findings in the five didactic collections of Proverbs (1-29), 
support the assumption that these collections exhibit 
terminological-linguistic contact with Egypt. 5 As to the other wisdom 
books in the Bible, the findings are inadequate to determine whether 
here, too, contact indeed existed with the Egyptian sources. 
The relatively extensive degree of lexical contact with Egyptian 
found in the second collection of Proverbs sheds light on the 
chronological aspect of the book1s composition and perhaps also on its 
Sitz im Leben. The traces and imprints of Egyptian phraseology in the 
second collection reinforce the assumption that the sources of Proverbs 
date back to the pre-exilic period (i.e., probably to King Solomon's 
time), and they also support the thesis that Proverbs - or at least part 
of it - served as a textbook in the ancient Israelite didactic setting6 
(see section V below). 
(b) The terms dealt with so far are, as stated, exclusive to the 
wisdom books. lt is, therefore, not these but words and phrases 
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belonging to the second category which can serve to reveal "wisdom 
influence" in other genres. The words of this category, which are given 
below, occur more frequently in Biblical wisdom literature than in other 
litrary genres: 
'~wil; 'iwwelet; ba'ar, kesil;1 peti; le~; säkä~ 'iqq!s; holelot/ut, ka'as 
(n.); mädon; rgn (v.);8 ~km (v.); ~äkäm; ~okma/ot, tebuna; bina; 
näbon· mebin·9 sekel tob· 'äru.m· 'orma· mezimma· tusi1JYa· tokahat 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 • 
(not toke~a); leqa~; musär, dibre ~tikämim; mezi~a; 'timärim; 
~eqer, bqs + ~okma and synonyms; n~r + tora, mi~wa and 
synonyms; n~r + leb, läson, peh (as objects);10 yaiar, täm + derek; 
swr merä '. 11 
lt is the accumulation of several words, or the appearance of a single 
term together with other characteristic wisdom features in a passage 
outside the wisdom books, which may indicate a relationship of the 
passage to the wisdom literature (see Section VI below).12 
II. WOB.DS BELONGING TO THE EGYPTIU WISDOM VOCA.BUL.UY 
There is no autonomous corpus of Egyptian texts such as we have in the 
Bible. The corpus we have selected for our research is, of necessity, 
based on a limited number of sources (cf. Corpus). A definitive lexicon 
of Egyptian sapiential words cannot as yet be compiled - this will 
become possible only after all known Egyptian texts (published so far or 
awaiting publication) are analyzed. Nevertheless, even if no final ruling 
can be made as to which of the words listed below are unique to the 
Egyptian wisdom literature, they clearly appear to be characteristic of 
the genre. 
1. sb9 (11 to teach, 11 Heb. ysr *)13 
2. sb9y. t (11instruction, 11 Heb. musär *) 
3. mtr(t) (11 to reprove, 11 11 reproof, 11 Heb. yk~* [hiph'il], toka~at*) 
4. sl!,r ( 11counsel, 11 Heb. 'e~ a*) 
5. 'r~ ("be proficient, 11 11 wise, 11 11wisdom, 11 Heb. byn* (qal, hiph'il), 
tebuna*) 
6. w~' (11explain, 11 11resolve, 11 Heb. byn, skl (hiph'il]) 
7. 
8. 
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rdi ib, rdi m ib, rdi ~3.ty r ("put in the heart," "give the heart 
to," Heb. ntn 'el leb*, ntn 'et halleb ze• and synonyms) 
ssp (+ md.t and synonyms as an object, "to take," "to accept," 
Heb. lq~ musär) 
9. tg sb'.t (Dem. "to grasp instruction, 11 Heb. lq~ musär) 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
wni ( + "instruction" as an object, "to neglect, 11 "abandon, 11 
Heb. 'zb*, n~s*) 
(s)'.43 ("to lie, 11 "a lie," Heb. kzb*, rmh) 
grg ("falsehood," "lie," Heb. iqr *) 
'wn ib ("greedy," "avarice, 11 Heb. ~md, 'wh) 
skn ("be greedy, 11 Heb. ~md, 'wh) 
~nt ("be greedy, 11 Heb. ~md, 'wh) 
~nty ("greed, 11 Heb. ~md, 'wh) 
itm ("be angry, 11 Heb. z'm, k's) 
18. ttlt ("to quarre!," Heb. maHa, rib) 
19. t3w } ("heat" as a metaphor for "anger," 
20. smm,imw "quick-tempered,11 Heb. ~mm*, 
'ii ~ema* and Synonyms) 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
gr ("tobe silent," Heb. itq) 
grw ("silent man")14 } (Heb. 'erek 'appayim 
grw m3' ("truly silent man") qar ro~) 
l}m ("simpleton," Heb. peti*) 
wl}3 ("fool," Heb. kesil *) 
iw. ty ~3. ty ("stupid," "lacking understanding," Heb. huar 
leb*) 
l}n ("fool," Heb. ~sil, säkäl [?]) 
l/J. (Dem. "fool, 11 Heb. let) 
swg (Dem. "stupid," Heb. 'lwiij 
30. hn (Dem. "fool, 11 Heb. kesiQ 
gws ("crooked," Heb. 'iqqei) 31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
rh ("to know" "knowledge" "wise man" [rmt rh rh J..t1 Heb. 
"' ' , , ""' " U' i 
yd' *, yödea' *) 
rl} if}.t ("wise man," Heb. ~äkäm*) 
~mww ("skilled," "craftsman," Heb. kiiron) 
s33 ("be wise 11 "wisdom " Heb. hkm hokma) 1 1 • J • 
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36. si3 ("wisdom,11 Heb. byn, bina) 
37. ~n ("speech,11 "saying,11 Heb. 'timarim (?]) 
38. p ("well constructed saying, 11 "maxim, 11 Heb. tal].bulot *) 
39. md.t nfr.t ("good speech,11 Heb. dabar ~ob*/yapeh*) 
40. m~ ,4d/1sw ("excellent saying,11 Heb. presents no parallel) 
III. COMPJ.l1S01' OF HEBlEW .llfD EGYPTl.llf Fl1'D11'GS 
A. Differences, and an Attempt to Explain Thern 
Same of the features common to the words characteristic of the Hebrew 
and Egyptian wisdom vocabularies have been indicated above, and the 
remaining ones are presented in the second part of this section (see B 
below). Besides the similarities there are also differences resulting from 
the different nature of the two languages, from the different world-views 
and fields... of interest, as weil as from distinct areas of literary activity 
and types of target audience. 
1. Terms commonly used by the Egyptian sage that have no parallel in 
the vocabulary of his Hebrew counterpart and vice versa 
The verb gr, "to be silent, 11 and its derivatives "silence, 11 "silent 
man, 11 express a central concept in Egyptian wisdom literature which has 
no real equivalent in Biblical wisdom literature. The Hebrew sage is not 
called "the silent, 11 an epithet typical of the Egyptian sage, and stq, the 
Hebrew equivalent of gr, appears only once in Proverbs. The concept of 
"silence" is associated in Egyptian with the ideal of restraint and self 
control. This value does appear in Biblical Hebrew, but rather is 
expressed by words relating to the semantic field of "restraint" and 
"self-control,1115 that is, in Hebrew wisdom the central topic is not the 
polarity of "silence" and "speech" but the confrontation between 
"restraint II or "self-control, 11 and the "lack of self-control. 11 The 
emphasis is not an the contrast between the "silent" and the 
11hot-tempered11 man but between the "wise man" and the "fool.11 As 
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Lanczkowski has shown, the "silence" motif is connected with the 
internal. historical. and political. development of Egypt, 16 so tha.t its 
a.bsence from the Isra.elite scene is not surprising. 
Another important theme in Egyptian wisdom, expressed by a. 
va.riety of terms, is the wa.rning a.gainst greed and a.va.rice. In Biblical. 
wisdom this motif is marginal., al.though we do find simila.r wa.rnings in 
the legal. texts and in prophecy. Here, the difference seems to a.rise from 
the different nature of the respective a.udiences a.ddressed by the 
Egyptian and the Hebrew sage: the crea.tive circles of Eygptian 
instruciion and its rea.ders belonged predominantly to the upper classes 
{vizier, king, scribe), who in their professionaJ. ca.pa.city enjoyed extensive 
powers - a.s ta.x colleciors, judges, executives, etc.; the Egyptian 
instrucior, therefore, feit the need to wa.rn them a.gainst the a.buse of 
their powers.17 The Hebrew ma.xims, on the other hand, a.re a.ddressed 
to a1.l social. classes, from king, judge and counsellor to pea.sant and 
shepherd.18 
Aga.inst this ba.ckground another difference between the Egyptian 
and the Hebrew wisdom voca.bula.ry comes to light: The a.djective 
"diligent,11 ~aru~, which designa.tes the mode of beha.vior recommended 
in Proverbs, has no pa.ral.lel wha.tever in the Egyptian instructions, or, 
still more surprisingly, in the Egyptia.n school writings.19 Contra.ry to 
the Egyptian instructions, most of which a.re clea.rly a.imed only a.t the 
well-off, Proverbs is a. dida.ctic book presumably intended for all strata of 
society, including the lower classes where lack of diligence and ha.rd work 
could lea.d to hunger and poverty. This difference in ta.rget audience 
may, perhaps, explain the absence of a.n equival.ent term to ~aru~ in the 
vocabula.ry of the Egyptian sage. 
Final.ly, the Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom vocabula.ries differ al.so 
with rega.rd to the creative a.ctivity of the sa.ges: one of the functions of 
the Hebrew sage was to compose proverbs and riddles, but a. term 
pa.ral.leling the Hebrew ~ida., "riddle," is not found in Egyptian. Here, a 
possible explanation may lie in the fact that the custom of posing riddles 
obviously derives from an Semitic ba.ckground. 20 
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2. A theme expressed in one language by a larger number of words than 
in the other 
lt is generally accepted that the number of different words in a given 
language referring to a certain subject indicates the degree of importance 
the speakers of the language attach to that subject. Accordingly, there 
appear to be certain semantic fields of particular interest to the Hebrew 
sage that are of less concem to his Egyptian counterpart, and vice versa. 
The subject of teaching and educating is covered in Egyptian mainly by 
three stems, sbS, mtr (independently or with auxiliary verbs) and rdi tp 
rd, while Biblical wisdom has seven: ysr, yrh, lmd, 'lp, byn, skl, 11klf ( see 
Chapter 2, Table 2). This may indicate that while teaching methods are 
of importance to the Hebrew sage, the Egyptian sage is more interested 
in the acquisition of knowledge and study per se. The Hebrew sage turns 
his attention to those in charge of dispensing instmction while the 
Egyptian searches for a way to reach the hearts of its recipients, the 
pupils. 21 This assumption is reinforced by another detail differentiating 
the Egyptian vocabulary from the Hebrew one. In our discussion we 
have had lrequently observed the Egyptian sage's predilection for words 
with a negative connotation. 22 This suggests that the Egyptian sage was 
more interested in correcting the youth or the man whose behavior 
showed obvious ß.aws rather than in praising the one gifted with talents 
and virtues. 
This evaluation is further supported by the fact that the Egyptian 
wisdom compositions belong to the corpus of school texts. Scholars have 
concluded from this ( see Section V below) that the Hebrew wisdom 
literature, likewise, was intended as study material in lsraelite schools. 
From the foregoing, however, it is apparent that the use of the Hebrew 
texts was not limited to school circles - they were also available to 
educational authorities outside that framework, namely, parents, master 
craftsmen and to those few literate men who had reached the stage of 
self-education. The autodidactic method is reß.ected in the terms ~qr, 
bqs, which are unique to the Hebrew wisdom vocabulary and indicate an 
advanced stage of study beyond the school level: a constant 
accumulation of knowledge based on life experience and self-instmction 
rather than on the repetition of traditional material handed down by the 
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authorities, a method characteristic of the Egyptian school. Naturally, 
sel.f-instruction was the domain only of educated people engaged as 
teachers or scholars, either officially or privatel.y ( cf. Qoh. 12,9; 7,23-29; 
8,16-17). 23 
lt was mentioned above that a larger number of words for a single 
concept implies a greater importance attached to that concept. However 
this is not always so. For example, the Hebrew ward 'özen has in our 
corpus two corresponding Egyptian words, and the Hebrew lason, has 
two corresponding Egyptian terms. The reason, here, is not that 
"ear" and "tongue" have greater importance in Egyptian than in Hebrew 
but, as my corpus offers to show, that in certain fiel.ds Egyptian is richer 
in concrete words than Hebrew and vice versa. Thus abstract nouns 
such as the Hebrew 'iwwelet ("folly"), siklut ("foolishness"), ho~lut 
("madness," "folly"), and the like ( cf. p. 216 above) are infrequent in the 
language of the Egyptian sage. Moreover, where Hebrew expresses an 
abstract concept in a single ward Egyptian requires a combination of two 
or more words, for example, meli~a, masal, 'lmarim in Hebrew are 
parallel to i~ + ld, ns, s.t ns, fts(w}; mn/J + ld, fts(w); nfr + md/w/t in 
Egyptian. 
3. Terms analogous in the language of the Hebrew and Egyptian sages 
but generated by different conceptions 
Occasionally Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom words display a close 
formal similarity but beneath this extemal resemblance reveal a different 
content. This may be explained by the differences between ancient 
Egypt and Israel with respect to rel.igion, physical environment, and way 
of life, which led to divergent concepts and outlooks. 
Both in Egypt and Israel, wisdom is personified. The Hebrew l},okmot 
is close to the Egyptian Si9 and perhaps also to M9'.t (see pp. 268ff. 
above), but conceptually the image of Wisdom in Hebrew differs from 
the Egyptian images: hokmot is God1s assistant and emissary while .M9'.t 
is an independent being to whom the gods are subservient. l},okmot also 
differs from Si9, which is the incamation of the knowledge of the creator 
god and as such pertains to the king, god's representative on ea.rth; nor is 
~okmot, like Si3, the pa.rtner of the "creative word" {.lfw), though, being 
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God1s 11assistant 11 in the act of creation, it is, as Si3, associated with the 
latter: 11Then I was by him 'amon11 (Prov. 8,30).24 
Further instances of different religious concepts involve Egyptian 
mythology, ~hich has no parallel in Biblical literature. Thus the 
Egyptian terms: nsni, sh3, l!nn,25 relating to quarrel, all refiect the 
Egyptian belief that the god Seth symbolizes the forces of evil, and are 
accordingly accompanied by the determinative representing the 11animal 
of Seth.11 
A similar phenomenon underlies the attribute t3 r3, 11one who has a 
hat mouth, 11 referring to a negative way of conduct. t3 r3 is marked by 
the determinative '3pp, a snake, described in the myth as the enemy of 
the sun which it seeks to swallow.26 
11Tongue11 and 11heart, 11 moreover, are associated with the Egyptian 
cosmology and the belief in the Judgement of the Dead (which appear to 
be alluded to in the Biblical wisdom).27 
11Falsehood,11 grg, and 11avarice, 11 'wn ib, which are key words in 
Egyptian wisdom, do not occupy an analogous place in Hebrew wisdom. 
As central concepts in Egyptian theology, 'wn ib and grg are contrasted 
with universal order, the m3'.t: falsehood and avarice replace the m3'.t 
as order breaks down and the state is taken over by anarchy. Hence, 
both terms also signify 11chaos,11 11 disorder, 11 thus extending far beyond 
the meaning of their Hebrew parallels. 
As to the physical background, imagery in the Egyptian sage's 
language is often taken from a world of nature which is markedly 
different from that of Israel. Thus, terms in the semantic field of 
"avarice11 and those concerning 11dispute11 and 11anger11 are accompanied 
by determinatives of animals with which the Egyptian was familiar -
crocodile, snake, or lion. Terms for 11silence11 and 11restraint111 which 
represent highly positive values in Egyptian wisdom, are followed by the 
symbol of life, the image of water fiowing or being poured, natural to a 
land where the Nile is the source of life. On the other hand, the ant, 
eagle, goat, locust, ibex, etc., typical of the Israelite landscape and 
occasionally appearing in the Hebrew wisdom, find no mention in the 
Egyptian wisdom. 
Finally, the following may briefiy serve as examples of differences in 
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life style and ideals. In Egyptian {not only in the wisdom literature) the 
expressions tlns ib, alJm ib, literally meaning "firm of heart," "heavy of 
heart," i.e., brave, stubbom, stand for models of correct human behavior, 
whereas their {non-wiadom) Hebrew counterparta, IJ,zq l!b, kbd l!b, qsh 
l!b, which occur almoat exclUBively in the atory of the Exodus with 
reference to Pharaoh, have a negative connotation. 
B. Features Common to the Hebrew and Egyptian Wisdom 
Terminology 
Alongside this diversity in Hebrew and Egyptian wiadom terminology, 
some general lines of similarity are diacernible. Thua, _in some cases 
equivalent terms in the two corpora undergo the very same semantic 
development or change. 
Most Bible scholars have long accepted. the theory of a gradual 
development of Biblical wisdom: at first wisdom focused an the human 
individual and his daily affairs, and only later became theological and 
identifiable with "the fear of God. 1128 
The picture emerging from the Egyptian aources, which indicates 
stages of development which run markedly parallel to the Hebrew, 
may confirm thia view of a gradual transition of wisdom: its roots 
lie in wisdom deriving from practical experience and passed. down 
from father to son. Later, faith becomes pivotal to instruction 
{in Amenemope) until, finally, in the "personal piety" writings, the 
god himself is represented. u the sole source of knowledge and 
wisdom.29 
This process of change in the nature and image of wisdom, the 
gradual transition from one form to another, ia reflected in the aemantic 
development of terma characteriatic of both the Hebrew and Egyptian 
wisdom vocabulary. Thia aemantic development corresponds to the 
various atages in the evolution of wisdom: 
(1) The Egyptian terma 16911.t, ab9, mtr, parallel to the Hebrew tora, 
mi~wa, initially denote human wiadom, that. of a father or teacher, but 
later they refer to divine law and command. 
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(2) The terms belonging to the semantic field of 11wisdom" first stand 
for empirical wisdom or wisdom attained by study; in the final stage 
they denote charismatic wisdom bestowed by God ( d. Chapter 6, 
Appendix C, ·above). 
(3) The contrast between positive and negative human types is 
expressed in the early stage of wisdom by the pair "wise"-"fool," which 
is later replaced in Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom by "righteous 
man"-"wicked man" (in Egyptian only in the Demotic instructions).30 
IV. TKE IIFLUEICE OF TKE EGYPTU.I LAIGU!GE 01 BIBLIC!L LITEUTUI.E 
When two societies speaking different languages come into contact, 
conditions can under certain historical or cultural circumstances arise 
which facilitate linguistic influence. This may be either a one-way or a 
mutual process. Our study has led to the conclusion that where the 
contact between Biblical and Egyptian wisdom literature is concemed, it 
was Hebrew that was influenced by Egyptian and not vice versa. This, 
of course, does not preclude the poBBibility of a reversed situation in 
other areas, so that, for example, contact with the monotheistic sphere 
may have exerted an influence on the Egyptian world. 31 
Besides the examples given in Sections I and Ill of this chapter, 
there are others dispersed throughout our study, which show .that also in 
Biblical books outside the wisdom literature there appear expressions 
and idioms which have a close affinity to the Egyptian. Such expressions 
are l!b il>mla', "a hearing heart,11 in the story of Solomon's dream at 
Gibeon; l!b 'eben, "heart of stone, 11 in the prophetic books; 11to go after 
the heart11 (be'iqbot ha.lllb), is a positive notion in Qoheleth but negative 
in the religious literature; the title peh, "mouth,11 given to Aaron on 
account of his function as speaker for his brother Moses, and to the 
propheta in general because they are the "mouth" of God; and, finally, 
perhapa even the expreasion 'np, 11to be angry, 11 which parallels J,,,j in 
Egyptian. 
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V. THE SITZ IM LEBEN OF HEBlEW WISDOII 
Can the proven terminological contact between Biblical and Egyptian 
wisdom literature help solve the problem of the Sitz im Leben of Biblical 
wisdom? Biblical literature contains no information about the function 
and use of wisdom compositions. Most scholars believe that the Hebrew 
wisdom was connected with a school setting, although neither the Bible 
nor archeological findings offer any kind of unequivocal evidence of the 
existence of such an institution in ancient Israel. 32 The conclusion that 
schools did exist has been reached in the following ways: 
- By analogous projection. lt is an established fact that there were 
schools in Egypt and Mesopotamia. We may reasonably assume that the 
establishment of the monarchy in Israel under David and Solomon and 
the attendant emergence of a class of officials, created a need for schools 
of the kind we know to have existed in the neighboring regions of the 
ancient Near East.33 
- By backward projection based on examples in the later wisdom genre. 
Thus, we are told that Qoheleth was a teacher who "taught the people 
knowledge" (Qoh. 12,9); and of Ben Sira (51,23) we learn that he was a 
teacher at his bet midräs (school). 
- By pointing out allusions in the Bible to the existence of schools. 
Such references may be found, for example, in Isaiah 8,16; 28,9ff.; 50,4-9; 
Proverbs 5,13; 17,16, and elsewhere. 
- School "exercises." Recently a new argument has been put forward 
which suggests that a number of short, fragmentary inscriptions found at 
various sites in Israel (e.g., Gezer, Lachish, Arad, Kadesh-Barnea, 
Kuntilat Ajrud), and dated from the twelfth century B.C. onward are in 
fact the school exercises of pupils and therefore evidence of the existence 
of schools at these sites in antiquity.34 
Our research has indeed been able to confirm the premise that, like 
the Egyptian wisdom, the Hebrew didactic compositions were connected 
with a certain educational framework, for we have shown (a) the 
existence of terminological contact between Hebrew and Egyptian 
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wisdom literature (the latter involved in school teaching), and, more 
important, (b) the existence in the Biblical sage1s vocabulary of semantic 
equivalents to terms usually found in writings associated with the 
Egyptian schools, as follows:35 
(1) The teacher's instruction is sb9y.t in Egyptian (31 times in the 
instructions, 22 times in the school writings)36 and musar in Biblical 
wisdom. 
(2) Terms indicative of the teaching method used, i.e., beating, are the 
Egyptian IJ,wi, ~~ and also ibd, meaning "rod," "stick." The Hebrew 
verb nkh, "to beat," occurs frequently in Proverbs either with or without 
the object sebet, "rod." The latter ward appears 3 times in Job as well. 
(3) The "idle pupil," wsf in the Egyptian school writings, is called 
'ä~e~ "lazy," in the Bible (in Prov., Qoh.). 
(4) The "ignorant pupil," iw.ty IJ,9.ty (3 times in the Egyptian school 
writings, once in the instructions) is the equivalent of IJ,lsar leb in the 
language of the Biblical sage (Prov., BS). 
(5) Besides iw.ty IJ,9.ty appears in Egyptian fJ.n, which is close in 
meaning (4 times in the school writings; once in the Instruction of Anis). 
(6) The man of positive character, the "calm-tempered," is called ~bin 
the Egyptian school writings ( 4 times in the school writings; 3 times in 
the instructions) and parallels the adjective qar rit&IJ, in Proverbs (once). 
(7) The "ear" as an instrum.ent of learning is characteristic of the 
educational sphere both in Egypt and Israel (although it is also present 
in the Mesopotamian school writings). 
The outcome of the discussion thus far is that in the vocabulary of 
the Biblical wisdom books we find features that recall the ambience and 
didactic approach of the Egyptian schools. To this we may add that of 
the terms associated with the vocation of the scribe in Israel we find (a) 
that the name of David's scribe, .Hsci ', .fawsa' (1 Kgs. 4,3; 1 Chr. 18,16; 
cf. 2 Sam. 8,17; 20,26), is a transliteration of the Egyptian sä s 't, i.e., 
"scribe of letters";37 and (b) that the Hebrew terms for ink and inkwell, 
dey;, and qeset, are clear adaptations of the Egyptian ry.t and gsti. 38 
lt would therefore seem reasonable to assume that the first 
educational institutions in Israel were inspired by an Egyptian 
archetype, and that the book of Proverbs - especially its second 
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collection - se"ed as learning material in these institutions. This, of 
course, gives us only indirect and not absolute proof of the existence of 
an independent educational institution in Israel along the lines of the 
Egyptian school. Nor should it be taken to mean that the didactic 
methods and study materials at schools in Israel were identical with 
those in Egypt - after all, the Canaanite alphabet and Egyptian 
hieroglyphics represent two entirely different systems of writing. Neither 
does the assumption of the existence of schools in Israel preclude the 
possibility that alongside the educational activities in the of:6.cial school 
setting education was also pursued privately, viz., with master craftsmen 
or within the fa.mily,39 and that knowledge was also acquired by 
individual& autodidactically as we find, for example, in Qoheleth. 
Wisdom composition in the ancient Near East involved not only 
school circles or private education but also the king's court. In Egypt, 
the king's court contained a school for princes and the sons of the high 
of:6.cials. There, too, the scribes, actually the king's of:6.cials, carried out 
their creative work. The firm link between wisdom and the king's court 
is expressed also in the attribution of some of the instructions to kings 
and their use in certain periods as propaganda for the king's house ( e.g., 
the "loyalist" instructions). A similar phenomenon is found in the 
Hebrew tradition which ascribes the composition of wisdom to King 
Solomon and asserts that King Hezekiah's men were involved in it (Prov. 
25,1 ). The frequent mention of sage-counsellors in the kings' courts both 
in Biblical literature and the Egyptian sources40 also points to the king's 
court as a setting for the flourishing of wisdom.41 
Presumably, therefore, in Israel and Egypt wisdom activity was 
associated with se'IJeral circles, including the king's court as weil as other 
educational frameworks, both of:6.cial and private. 
VI. SiPIEITU.L TUCES OUTSIDE THE WISDOII B001S 
The assumption that Hebrew scribes, like their counterparts in Egypt, 
were educated in schools or in some other educational setting in which 
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wisdom compositions served as leaming texts, may furnish a solution to 
another problem in Biblical research, viz., the presence of traces of the 
wisdom tradition in texts which are not usually counted to wisdom 
literature.42 A similar situation exists with respect to Egyptian 
literature, where we find formulas and expressions that echo ideals and 
concepts characteristic of wisdom literature reappearing in the rhetoric 
produced by the royal court (as in official inscriptions and biographies), 
and in autobiographies, some of which were composed as late as two 
millennia after the instruction texts were written. 
Actually, there is nothing surprising about the existence ·of wisdom 
vocabulary in non-wisdom texts, and the phenomenon is common to both 
Hebrew and Egyptian literature. All of these works were the creations of 
a single type of author, namely, the scribe. That the wisdom tradition 
influenced literary works otherwise unrelated to the Biblical wisdom 
literature appears therefore as quite a legitimate assumption, and there 
seems to be no reason for rejecting it, as a number of scholars in the field 
have attempted to da. The opinion that the sapiential ideology reflects 
an approach to reality that was shared by all lsraelites43 as weil as the 
argument of an absence of agreed criteria for measuring "wisdom 
influence"44 cannot eliminate the fact that such influence existed. 
This infl.uence is expressed in subject matter, literary forms and a 
characteristic vocabulary. Separately, none of these is sufficient for 
determining wisdom influence, but when appearing together they forma 
tested and efficient criterion for the identification of such influence.45 
Thus, we concur with Whybray and many others that "the intellectual 
(i.e., wisdom) tradition" made its mark an passages outside the Biblical 
wisdom books.46 
VII. THE HISTOI.IC!L BA.CIGlOUID OF THE COIT!CT BETWEEI 
HEBlEW UD EGYPTUI WISDOII LITEUTUlE 
The number of terms common to the Egyptian and Israelite wisdom is 
not very large, and its demarcation is not always certain, especially 
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where the foreign coloring has become blurred through extensive 
modification by way of adapting it to the Hebrew sphere. This is at 
times so expertly done that the foreign provenance is indeed difficult to 
detect. However, the evidence accumulated in our study is sufficient to 
show that the Hebrew authors were closely acquainted with at least part 
of the Egyptian wisdom literature. Egyptian phrases and words, found in 
no other wisdom compositions in the ancient Near East, left their 
imprint on the Biblical wisdom literature. 
What might have been the conditions and circumstances under 
which Hebrew scribes came into contact with the products of the 
Egyptian scriptorium? 
The first contacts between Hebrew and Egyptian culture probably 
took place during the reign of Solomon, who is reported to have 
established close ties with Egypt. Solomon married Pharaoh's daughter, 
and adopted Pharaonic practices and customs by building chariots and 
storage cities and by organizing expeditions to obtain luxury goods from 
Africa. These relations with Egypt were maintained during the reign of 
Hezekiah, to whose circle the compilation of the Proverbs of Solomon is 
ascribed (Prov. 25,1). Since Hezekiah was the leader of the pro-Egyptian 
faction opposed by Isaiah (Isa. 30,1-17; 31), some of the evidence of 
literary contact with the Egyptian wisdom tradition found in Proverbs 
and Job may be attributed to his period. Be this as it may, the 
connection between the Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom tradition seems 
best illustrated in the setting of the Solomonic period. 
Support for this view is found in the comprehensive article by 
Williams, 47 in which he examines the Egyptian elements underlying the 
institution of the monarchy in the era of David and Solomon - from the 
design of the throne, the coronation ceremony and the list of royal 
officials to tax-collecting methods and commercial procedures. All these 
show the impact of the highly developed Egyptian culture. 
Furthermore, if one assumes that with the establishment of the 
monarchy in Israel a need arose for a class of officials and that such 
personnel would have been trained for their tasks in an educational 
setting similar to the Egyptian, it is reasonable to conclude that the first 
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Israelite school was founded as early as the time· of King Solomon and 
consequently modeled on the Egyptian schools. lt was through this, for 
Israel novel institution, that Egyptian influence infilitrated into the 
Hebrew wisdom, which - at least partially - served as learning 
material in the school and other educational settings. 48 
EPILOGUE 
In the end we return to the beginning, where it was said that as yet little 
has been done in the field of comparative terminological research of 
Biblical and Egyptian literature. Once more, let us quote the words of 
the priest Khakheperre--sonb: 
Had I unknown phrases, maxi.ms that are strange, 
novel untried words, not transmitted sayings ... 
The Egyptian priest, living in the second millennium B.C., complains of 
his inability to find new words and say something that has never been 
said before. Fifteen centuries later, Qoheleth, for purely prosaic reasons 
warns against writing too many books and excessive study saying: 
Furthermore, my son, be warned: of making many books there 
is no end; and much study is a weariness of the flesh. 
Fortunately, neither the words of the Egyptian priest nor those of the 
Hebrew sage apply to the contemporary state of comparative research of 
Egypt and the Bible, where the unexplored territory is vast and 
continues to invite scholarly attention. 
NOTES 
INTRODUCTION 
1. See below, pp. 146-148. 
2. In thia connection we ahould also note the atudy of W. Bühlmann (1976) on 
the concept of right apeaking and ailence in Proverbs 10-30 (omitting 22,17-24,22). 
Bühlma.nn analysea the Hebrew relevant terminology and givea numeroua 
comparative examplea from Egyptian literature, particularly of the inatruction genre, 
but he dependa on aecondary aourcea for the Egyptian, ao that notwithatanding ita 
importance hia work containa nothing new on the comparative terminology of 
Hebrew and Egyptian. Kayata (1966) ia more valuable for our purpoaes; thia atudy 
analy1e1 the form and content of the firat collection of Proverbs (chapa. 1-9) with a 
biaa towarda Egyptian literature, and comparea Biblical terms and formulaa with 
Egyptian onea (aee eap. 34 ff., 42, 51-52, 125 ff.). Also, a number of Egyptian 
concepta and their Hebrew analogiea are referred to marginally in the lecturea of J. 
Leclant and A. Cuellea in SPOA (5 ff., and 27 ff., reapectively). 
3. See, e.g., Brunner, "Review of G.E. Bryce11 ; also Murphy, "Hebrew 
wiadom," 27. 
4. See Whybray, The latelled1&al 7'7-aditin; Baumgartner, 11The Wiadom 
Literature11 ; Schmid, We.ea un.d Ge•chichte. 
5. For the uae of quotationa in Egyptian literature aee Brunner, "Zitate"; also 
Fecht, Der Habgierige, und Volten, Weuheitbuch de• An.ii, 46 ff. For the 
correaponding device in Hebrew literature aee, e.g., Gordia, KoheletA, 95 ff.; 
Baumgartner, "The Wiad.om Literature,11 224; Whybray, The ln.tellectual Tradition., 
61, 67, 68. 
6. Whybray was preceded by Scott, The Wa1 o/ Wi•dom (1971) 121-122, who 
counted 77 wiad.om terma and claimed that theae fumiah a criterion for identifying 
wiadom influencea in other parta of the Old Testament. Unlike Whybray, Scott 
doea not concern himaelf with the aemantic aapect of theae terma. See alao Kunts, 
11The Canonical Wiad.om Psalms, 11 200 ff. for thia uae of the terminological criterion 
in identifying wiadom Psalms; and aimilarly, recently, A. Hurvits, whoae working 
hypotheaia ia that 11if there ia in fact auch a thing aa 'Wiad.om Psalms• ... we may 
aasume that theae texta have abaorbed worda and expreaaiona which were current 
apecifically in Wiad.om Literature,U aee 11Wiad.om Vocabulary, 11 41. 
7. See Crenahaw, in SAIW 481-494, who ia followed by Fontaine, 7'7-adition.al 
So.1ing•, 168-170. Also Murphy, in l•r. Wi•d. 35-42 and 11Hebrew wiadom, 11 27-28; 
and Kunts, "The Canonical Wiad.om Psalms," 199ft'. 
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8. See Hurvits, Wiadom La.ngua.ge, 17 n. 69. 
9. I have been guided in this by the common aaaumption of semanticista 
today that languagea retlect the intellectual ambience of their uaera. See, 
e.g., Ullendorff, ("Thought Categories, 11 287), who citea the philoaopher 
E. Caaairer's statement: "Language ia not a simple retlection of the world 
of objects, but rather embodies the reaulta of an intellectual remoulding of thia 
world. 11 
10. Other acholara have also attempted to compoae a liat of wiadom phraaeology 
(see n. 6 above), but in view of hia caution and meticulousneaa Whybray's liat 
is to be preferred. To Whybray's lexicon, which ia restricted to words, ahould 
be added the collocationa and paira of words collected by Hurvits, Wiadom 
Langua.ge. 
11. See my reservation in Chap. 9, p. 340. 
12. See Lyons, Sema.ntic,, 240-243, 261-266, 268; Kedar, Bibliache Semantik, 
46; Sawyer, Semantic, in Biblica.l Re,ea.rch, 28-29. 
13. See Lyons, Sema.ntica, 244. Also Barr, The Semantic,, 109, 158-159; and 
idem Compa.ra.ti11e Philolog11, 170 ff. 
14. Etymologiea of Egyptian are dealt with, although only to a limited extent, 
in A. Erman•s and H. Grapow•s W6rterhch der a.emtuchen Sprache. Their work 
in thia field W81 extended by W. W eatendorf in hia dictionary ( K optiache, 
Hantlw6rterbuch) which deala with the etymology of Coptic. Both dictionariea have 
been uaed in thia study. 
15. Concerning the theoretical baaia of the concept of the aemantic tield and its 
usea and development, aee Ullmann, The Principle, of Sema.ntic,, 152 ff. and idem 
Semantic,, 243-253, also Lyons, Semantic,, 250-261, Nir, The Semantic,, 168-178; 
and Sawyer, Semantic, in Biblica.l Ruearcl&, 28-59. 
16. Some of the terma referring to the methods of instruction in ancient Egypt 
can be found in Brunner, Erzieh•ng. Othen appear in the publicationa of Janaaen, 
Otto, Blumenthal, and Janaen-Winkeln dealing with literary genrea indirecty 
connected with wiadom literature. Moat important for our inveatigation are, of 
courae, 1&piential terma dealt with in Lichtheim (1983) and Brunner (1984), but 
both cover a limited quantity of terms and literary aourcea and do not uae semantic 
tools. 
17. See Corpus, pp. 12ff. 
18. Cf. Bloomfield, Langua.ge, 139-140. 
19. We have used in particular the tranalationa publiahed by M. Lichtheim in 
LEWL, aee Corpus, p. 23. 
20. For a complete underatanding of the technical aapect of our reaearch 
note the following: (a) The system uaed for Hebrew tranaliteration ia that 
recommended by Biblica. (b) The Maaoretic Version of the Bible and other 
Hebrew texts have been tranalated directly from the original unleaa 
otherwiae atated. (c) The diatinction between noun and adjective ia clifficult 
in Biblical Hebrew. 81 well aa in Egyptian. There are many worda which take 
both noun and adjective patterna. Hence, 81 applied in thia reaearch, 
theae categoriea are not abaolute, but are bued on the aemantic analysis of the 
terma. 
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CORPUS 
1. The following brief review of current research and of the aources, on which 
thia work ia based, intends only to provide an introduction to our corpus necessary 
for a complete semantic determination. Bibliographical information complementing 
this •urvey are given in the notes. 
2. For the aemantic determination of the Hebrew word•, one must look beyond 
the bounda of wi•dom literature and rely on other Biblical books. This is due to 
t he importance of using the general language •y•tem for •emantic determination, 
and ia particularly important when defining terma which are common in the wiadom 
literature but appear also a• a terminua technicua in other literary genres (e.g., 
mi,1011, tora). 
• 3. For the direct parallelism between the two sources see, Gre11man, "Die 
neugefundene Lehre"; Oesterley, 11The Teaching of Amen-em-ope11 ; Humbert, 
Recherche,, 17-26; William•, "The Alleged Semitic Original11 ; Bryce, A Legacr, 
pauim; Römheld, Wege, 151-181; Shupak, "Comparative Aapect•, 11 7-9. 
4. Alt, "Die Weisheit Salomos," 139 ff., haa·•hown that the numerical aayings 
in Prov. 30, 15ff., the de•cription of Solomon'a knowledge related to the world of 
flora and fauna in 1 Kg•• 5,13 and the depiction of the animala• behavior in Job 39, 
are baaed on ancient onomaatic list•• 
5. Th~ above diviaion of Proverb•, baaed on the book11 late•t editing, is 
accepted by most acholars. A comparative atudy of literary forma and formulationa 
of the in•tructiona of the ancient Near Eaat carried out by Kitchen, led him to 
different re•ulta, according to which the book contain• only four collection•: 
(1) Solomon I: 1-24 (1, 1-6 title; 1, 7-9, 18 prologue; 10, 1 - •ubtitle; 10, 2-24, 34 
- main text; •upplement•: "Word• of the Wiae11 I: 22,17-24,22; "Word• of the 
Wise" II: 24, 23-34); (2) Solomon II: 25-29 (25, 1 - title; 25, 2-29 - text); 
{3) Agur: 30 (30,la - title; 30,lb-33 - text); (4) Lemuel: 31 (31, 1 - title; 
31,2-31 - text: section I: 2-9; section II: 10-31); see idem "Proverb•" and "The 
Basic Literary Form•." 
6. See Kaufmann, Religion, vol. 2, 631-646, who reject• the accepted ideu of 
19th century •cholar•; aee also Grin•, Sttitliea in th.e O.T., 81-82; idem. The Boolc 
of Prowerb,, 76 ff.; and Lang, Lehf'f'ede, 52-55. A detailed di•cus•ion of formal 
criteria accepted by 19th century •cholars in dating wi•dom literature and their 
refutation i• presented by McKane, Proverb,, lff. 
7. See Lang, Lehrrede, 58-60; and lately: Whybray, "Wiadom Literature in the 
Reigna of David and Solomon," Crenahaw, "The Sage in Proverb•," e•p. 216. 
8. Some •cholar• found Aramaic element• here, other•, expre•• ion• in Arabic. 
Tur Sinai, following Ibn Esra, went further and con•idered Job to be a Hebrew 
tran• lation of an Aramaic work. 
9. For the refutation of both argument• see Kaufmann, Religion, vol. 2, 623, 
637-642. Hurvit•, "The Date,11 hu •hown that at lea•t the language of the pro•e 
tale in Job i• late poat-exilic, •haring common features with the Aramaic. 
10. For the aftinity of Job with the Mesopotamiau. wisdom composition• see, 
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e.g., Gray, "The Book of Job"; on further parallela between Job and the Egyptian 
literature •ee Humbert, RecAercAe,, 75 ff., von Rad, "Hiob 38, 11 and Gray, ibid. 
Especially 1triking is the •imilarity between Job 31 and the "Confeuion of the 
Dead, 11 Chap. 125 in TAe Boolc o/ tAe Dea.tl. 
11. For a more exact date of the compoaition of Job •ee: Scott, P,-ove,-b,, XX 
(6th century B.C.); Terrien, "Job," (early exilic period); Alberts, "The Sage," 248, 
250 ff. (poatexilic Jewilh community). 
12. See Gordil, Kol&eletA, 69 ff., 95 ff., · Crenshaw, Eccle,itute,, 48-49; 
Whybray, Ecclelitute1, 18-19; Fox, Qol&eletl& and l&i, Oont,-adiction,, 19-28, and 
moat recently Murphy, "The Sage in Ecclesiaatea, 11 263-264. Thil conflict of different 
pointa of view, characteriltic of Qoheleth, is termed by Loader a "polar 1tructure11 in 
hil book Pola,- St,..ctun1. 
13. Thu• the •ceptical atmo•phere and the argument of the meaningleameu of 
life i• cloae to the Babylonian Dialogue bdween Mtute,- and Sef'Va.nt and the 
Egyptian work, Tl&e Ma.n Wl&o Wo., Tif'ed of Life, while the subject of the 
topsy-turvy foundations of IOCiety and aocial criticiam are characteriltic of the 
Egyptian speculative wi•dom literature (•ee p. 19 below). So, too, the call for 
pleaaurea and the aearch for life'• delighta remind u• of the Babylonian Epic of 
Gilgamed and Tl&e Song, of tl&e Harpef' in Egypt (cf. pp. 303-304 below). There i• 
evidence of the Helleni•tic conception in only one •ection, 3,21, in which Qoheleth 
bring• up the idea of the ucendancy of man•• 1pirit after death and goea on to 
refute it. For further dilcuuion of the connection• of Qoheleth with Egyptian 
literature •ee Galling, "Kohelet," 276 ff., Humbert, Recl&ercl&e,, 107-124, Germer, 
"The lnstructions, 11 125-126, and Crenshaw, Eccle,ia.,te,, 51-52. 
14. Cf. Fm:, "Qohelet, 11 and Gordi•, "The Original Language. 11 
15. See Loader, Pola,- Stnct.,.u, 124-131. 
16. Hurvits•• innovation is the fmding that every characteristic wi•dom term is 
regularly replaced by another term bearing the aame •enae outside the wi•dom 
literature. Hurvits convincingly u•ea thil tool to demon•trate that •ix paalms belong 
to the wi•dom corpu•• The weakneu of hil method, however, is bis exclu•ive 
reliance on linguistic criteria, whoae efticiency remaina limited; the fact, e.g., that a 
term appearing in a psalm can also be found once in a wi•dom text doea not 
neceuarily prove ita relationship to the wisdom vocabulary. Hurvits him•elf 
recognisea thil wealmeu and doea not deny that with different toola, auch u 
•ubject-matter and literary form, additional wisdom Paalm• may be identüied; •ee 
Hurvits, Wi,dom Languge, 122. 
17. Thu• Murphy ("A Consideration") li•ta •even wi•dom Paalm• - 1, 32, 34, 
37, 49, 112, 128; Kunts ("The Canonical") add• two - 127, 133; von Rad 
( Wi,dom in lwa.e~ 47 ff.) adds 111, 119, 139 (excluding 32) and Sarna (in 
"~hilim,11 TAe Biblical Encrclopa.edia, vol. 8) add• 53, 91, 133 (and excludea 32, 
34); Whybray ( Tl&e lnteUectul, 154) includea among them 90, 92, 94, 104, 107 -
which are not commonly regarded u wi•dom Paalm•; Hurvits mentions •ix - 19, 
32, 34, 37, 112, 119. A comprehen•ive 1ummary of thil "chaotic" •ituation in 
reaearch is given by Luyten "Paalm 73, 11 59-64. See also Fichtner, Die 
altorientalucl&e Weul&eit, 9; Scott, Pf'Oft,-61, XXI; Ei•• feldt, lntrod.ction 124-127; 
Mowinckel, "Paalm• and Wisdom, 11 205 ff. and Kaufmann, Religion, vol. 2, 518-522, 
and the aynoptic table in Hurvits, Wildon& La.nguge, 128. 
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18. The Greek Venion of BS ia also pertinent to the preaent inquiry, when it 
consistently tranala.tes a 1pecific Hebrew term with one and the •ame Greek word. 
19. For more differences between BS and proverbial wi•dom tradition aee 
Sanden, Ben Sira, 12-26. 
20. The root• of BS lie not only in Biblical tradition• but also in extra-Biblical 
wiadom. The rela.tion of BS to the Hellenic and Egyptian wi•dom tradition• and 
especially hi• connection with Theogni• on the one hand and with Pa.p. Inainger on 
the other wu recently di•cu•aed by Sanden, ibid. 27-106. 
21. A variety of literary genres from thia category belonging to u many period1 
u pouible are included, 1ince the broader the extra-wiadom comparative •phere, the 
more exa.ct and complete will be the determination of the wi•dom glouary. 
22. The chronology appearing in thi• work i• bued on the table of date1 
included in the article 11Egypt111 Enc1clopa.etlia. Hel>ra.ica. (Jerusalem-Tel Aviv 1982), 
vol. 24, 182-185. 
23. Most •cholar•, e.g., Erman, Gardiner and lately also Kitchen, are of the 
fir•t opinion, but Lichtheim 1upport• the oppoaite view, in Litera.ture, vol.1, 139, 
145-146, and cf. Foti, 11Prophecies of Neferti, 11 3ft'. lnclu•ion of the 1peculative text1 
in the category of Egyptian wi•dom will not be generally accepted; however, in my 
"Egyptian •Prophecy' and Biblical Prophecy11 I 'have tried to •how that the five 
worb, liated below (pp. 25-26) under 11Speculative- Peuimiatic Wiadom11 con•titute 
an independent unit within the Egyptian wiadom literature, while in "Egyptian 
'Prophetie• Writinp11 I di•cuued the proximity between theae worb and the 
Biblical wildom literature u evinced in pattern•, literary form•, vocabulary and 
content. 
24. lt ia often diff"icult to differentiate between text• belonging to the •chool 
writinp and in•truction• becauae the content of 10me of the latter (such u TAe 
lnltructi- of KAeti or that of Amenna.üt) ia identical to tho•e of the •chool 
writing• (namely, praiae of the •cribal profeaion), although they bear the title 1691.t 
(in•truction). 
25. See Brunner, 11Zitate1 11 169-171; idem "Eine neue Entlehnung," 17-19; idem 
"Ein weiteres, 11 53 and la.tely in A W 253-254, 403; •ee also Lichtheim, AEA, esp. 
98-99, 110-111; Gilula, "Review, 11 504-506 and E. Blumenthal, in Fe,t,cArift ftlr G. 
FecAt, ed•., J. O•ing and G. Freyer, AAT 12 (Wiesbaden 1987), 93-96. 
26. J. 4111D&nD 1 "Weisheit." 
27. Since the available Egyptian text• u•ually have been pre•erved not in the 
original manu•cript but in la.ter copies, the dates of the relevant copies were also 
given below. The Engliah tran•la.tion of mo•t of the text• appear• in the following 
boob: ANET 405-421; 431-446; J.H. Breuted, Ancient Recortl, of Eg111t, 5 vol•• 
(Chicago 1906-7); A. Erman, TAe Ancient Enptia.na, ed. M. Blackman; W.K. 
Simp•on (ed.), TAe Litera.ture of Ancient EgJPt; M. Lichtheim, Ancient E9111tia.n 
Litera.ture, 3 vol•• The la.tter i• the mo•t comprehen•ive publication in Engliah, 
containing a review of reaearch and a bibliography; but the mo•t up-to-date 1tudy 
of Egyptian wi•dom literature appeared recently in German: H. Brunner, A W, 
which includes an annotated tran•la.tion of the worb with an introduction to each 
of them, a di•cuaion of the literary genre, and a bibliographical review. 
28. A complete liat of publi•hed Demotic wi•dom text• i• to be found in 
Smith11 "Weisheit, demotische," LA VI, 1197-1204. 
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29. Furtber tborougb diacuaaion of tbe worb relating to the Egyptian 
apeculative literature may be found in my article "Egyptian 1Propbecy1 and Biblical 
Prophecy,11 esp. 4-9. 
30. Recently two studiea of The Eloquent Petua.nt bave convincingly 
demonstrated that ita date of compoaition ia late 12th or perhapa 13th Dynaaty; 
Berlev, 11Tbe Date of the Eloquent Peaaant,11 pointed out that tbe title imt1 r9 pr wr 
of Rensi ia not regularly attested until late in the 12th Dynaaty, and Vernus, 11Le 
date du Paysan Eloquent, 11 indicated that the verbal system reflects a similar date. 
31. Due to the reatricted acope of our atudy, the important corpu• by K. 
Kitchen, Ra.meaaide In,cripfüm, (Oxford 1968ff.), ia not included. 
32. Naturally all comparative atudy of Biblical and Egyptian wiadom texts 
muat take into account aimilar texta from other regiona of the ancient Near Eaat; 
our references are normally to the editions of Lambert, Krarner, Gordon, Cowley, 
and Lindenberger (•ee Bibliography). 
CHAPTERONE 
1. ,b3,.t ia derived from ,U, 11gate. 11 In ancient time•, both in Egypt and in 
Israel, it was at the town gate where the judges sat and trials were held; see 
Ana.atui IV 4,7; Pa.p. A6ott 7,1. 
2. Cf. the root lmd similarly used in the Bible see below, p. 47, n.4. 
3. Assmann, 11Die •Loyaliatische Lehre' Echnatons, 11 lff. 
4. Otto, 25-26; AHG 149, 5ff.; H,mn o/ Kili 1, 2 (Vemua, 11Kyky111 120); 
Jansen-Winkeln I AS, d8; Il 4, 1, 18, 21. 
5. E.g., Anutui IV la, 1; Sa.Uier I 3,4. 
6. The aearch for an euc:t determination of this genre and its component parts 
is still in its infancy (see Blumenthal, 11Neferti, 11 28-30), but our lmowledge has 
lately been widened thanka to the reaearch of Kitchen (11The Basic Literary Forma11 
a.nd 11Proverbs11). A close scrutiny of the above mentioned texts sbows that they 
have common features, aa expreaaed in their construction, literary forma, style and 
vocabulary. A large part of theae texts haa a uniform structure which includea: 
(1) title - 1691.t + name of the writer and of the person for whom it is intended; 
(2) the purpoae of the work; (3) prologue - the circumatancea aurrounding the 
delivery of the inatruction or the composition of the work; ( 4) the text of tbe 
instruction; (5) epilogue - at times referring back to the prologue. As to their 
stylistic characteristics, tbe wisdom sayinp are composed of two main pattems -
general maxi.ms in the 3rd person {Au,a.1en) and admonitions in the 2nd peraon 
(Erma.Anangen); and typical formulas are used - compariaona "better than, 11 and 
the truism "good for ... 11 This genre also haa a characteristic vocabulary (discUBBed 
below). 
7. Many copies of the instructions of Kheti, Amenemhet and Amenomope made 
by achool pupils are prese"ed; see H. Brunner, Erziehung, 85ff. and also bis article 
"Die 'Weisen. 111 
8. The aaaumption that 1691.t denotes a written instruction is conoborated by 
both form and content: (a) These compoaitions are written in the form of a last 
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teatament left behind by the deceued for hia heim - Pta~~ote_p ia deacribed u 
man of advanced yean; Ameaemope addreaaea the youngest of hia 10n1; aometimes 
the writer ia no longer among the living - Meriure, Ameaemlet, Pet.o•iru, and 
at timea the n.arrative informa ua that the writer believea he will die far from hia 
family - AaJ:luAe,Atmt,. These e:xamplea create the impreaaion that the writer 
uaumea hia meuage will not reach ita destination unlea it be written down. 
(b) The term ab311.t often 1tand1 in paralleliam with •omething written. In PGp. 
CAeater Beatt11 IV the following i• •aid to a pupil: 11Only after you become 
proficient in what i• written do you enter (i.e., under•tand) the inatructiona11 (pi. 19 
ver•o 4,6; 4,9). Of the 1cribe1 it i• •aid that 11they made heir• for themaelvea (in 
the form of) boob of inatructiona which they bad compoaed11 (pl. 18 veno 2, 8-9). 
The excellent •cribe i• wiaer than hia peer•, for 11 the inatruction of boob (a63y.t 
d.,a) i• graven in hi• heart11 (Ana,ta,i I 11, 2-3). (c) Sometime• the determinative 
denoting ,6911.t ia the •ign of a papyrua book (Gr Vl2} (Ameaemope 27, 8, 15; 
Bologna 1094 3,7; cf. Chester Beatt11 IV pl. 20, ver•o 6, 14). (d) El•ewhere a written 
inatruction ia e.xplicitly apoken of, or it may be under•tood from the conte.xt that 
,b311.t indicates written matter. Thu•, in a paaaage from a Demotic wiadom te.xt, a 
11copy of an inatruction11 (]!.t ,a'.t ,b•.t) given by a •cribe of the House of Lüe 
ia mentioned (Thi•aen, Aach,cAeachoaqi, 5). Also the •aying• written by 
Ankhahe•honqy for hi• aon are termed mtr.t (4,11-12; 4,17), before they are written, 
and ,6911.t (5, 14-17) after. 
9. Thi• ia verified by the verb• that collocate with 16911.t: 11to take11 Ur) 
(Innnger 8, 23; 17,23; cf. 9,18); 11 to hearken 11 (,_gm) (Pta~~otep 507ft'.; El Amarna -
Sandman 60,6; 80, 89; etc.); 11 to pay attention11 (rdalm]ib/ ~3.t11), come• often in thia 
conte.xt but doea not collocate with 16911.t (Ameaemope 3,10,11; Aautui III 4,1,3; 
Aautui V 17,4 etc.); and 11to enter the ear11 ('~ m,jr) (ibid. IV 817)); for a 
diacU11ion of theae verb11 •ee Chap. 2. 
10. Cf., e.g.1 Jan•en-Winkeln I, 74-75 n. 38. 
11. P. Humbert, in RecAerche,1 67-68, wa• the firat to determine that mu,är i• 
the Hebrew equivalent of the Egyptian 16911.t, an idea which ha• generally been 
accepted by •cholarahip; the e.xception ia Couroyer, for whom the equivalent of ,69 
ia lmtl (aee following aection). 
12. Thi• double meaning appear• both in wiadom book• and elaewhere. The 
noun mu,iir - 30 time• in Prov. ; 4 in Job; none in Qoh.; 8 in Jer.; 8 times in 
other boob - Deut., laa.1 Ezk.1 Ho1.1 Zeph., and P•• The verb 11.r appear• 9 
times in the wiadom book• (5 time• in Prov.; twice in Job; twice in wiadom Paalma) 
out of 44 timea in the Bible. 
13. With the meaning 11 teaching11 and 11reproof,11 mu,ir u•ually appear• with 
the following terma: to~ahat - in paralleli•m (Prov. 5,12; 10,17; 12,1; 13,18; 
15,10,32) and in conatruct •tate (ibid. 6,23); in paralleliam with 'efci (ibid. 19, 20}, 
'imri tli'•t (ibid. 19,27; 23112}1 tla•at (ibid. 8110); and in conjunction with laoJ:mci 
(ibid. 1,2,7; 23,23). • 
14. For the Egyptian parallela see n.9 and cf. al•o Chap. 21 (pp. Slff., 57ft'., 
59ff.) which deala with both Egyptian and Hebrew equivalenta enumerated here. 
15. Caselles, "Lea debuta, 11 29, finda thia genre in Prov. 1-9; •imilarly Whybray 
and other•; aee McKane'a aummation, in Proverb,, 6 ff. 
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16. mt,- atanda in paralleliam with .b9y.t, in Amenemope 1,1-2; Onomcuticon 1; 
Bologna 1094 3,7-8, etc; or comea in juxtapoaition with it - Anii title and 9,17; 
Amennuht 1; Kilci 1,2; etc. 
17. In the preaent corpua the noun mt,-(t) appeara about 40 timea in the 
inatructiona and 14 timea in the achool writinga; it ia also a common adjective in 
t he king'a court literature, appearing 24 timea. 
18. In recent reaearch the view hu been put forward that the difference 
between mt,-.t and ,Uy.t, in Demotic wiadom at least, ia that the former meana 
"'teatimony' which ia baaed on practical experience" while the latter meana "work of 
theoretical nature" (Thi11en, Anchache,chonqi, 1-8, and following him Smith, LÄ 
VI, 1195). Thia theory was diamiaaed by Ritner (Bibliotheca Orientali, 44 (1987), 
642-643), who argued that "it ia difficult to aee a difference between the two terma 
appearing in Onc1&11&ea1&onqy. 11 Ritner ia correct with reapect to Thiaaen'a 
diatinction, but the two terma are in fact diatinct even in AnA:11&e11&onqy. aee n. 8(d} 
above. 
19. Even if the theory about the metonomy of the term ia uncertain, it still 
aeema to ua that mt,-(t), mty, ahould be treated aa one polyaemic lexeme, not aa two 
homonymoua lexemea aa do Wb. II 171 ff. and Faulkner, 120-121. 
20. Thia "honest man" may be a vilier (Kagemni I 1; Ptahhotep 199}, a acribe 
(Anii 4,13; cf. 5,8) or an official in the royal court (U,-1:. IV 89·0:13; 993, 7 - mtr 
ib; Janaaen I p. 23, Ac 3,7; Blumenthal 300-301). 
21. See Anii 8,18 and Amenemope 16,1 where the term involvea the giving of 
evidence in court, and in A Lette,- to a Warwa,-d Son 70-71, where it appeara in a 
teatimony formula at the end of the letter (cf. Guglielmi, WdO 14 (1983), 161). 
22. In the hymna the god appeara aa a teacher, Ki1:i 1,2: "but now hia god haa 
taught him (mtr) and made him wiae according to hia teaching (,b9y.t.f)" (ÄHG 
374). 
23. Thia ia indicated by the accompanying determinative of a man aitting band 
in mouth and perhapa also by the determinative of two fingera. Thia ia due to the 
fact that •peech in the Orient ia uaually reinforced by manual geaturea. Cf. alao the 
worda of the prince of Bybloa in The Report of Wenamum (2,60) - "Worda of 
great reproof (mt,-,t 19.t n md.t) which you addreaaed to me ... 11 Thia last reference 
ia given by Brunner, Bibliotheca Orientali, 12, 66, aa proof that the collocation 
ab9y.t l',a.t (in Sallier I 3,4) refera to written inatruction; ab9y.t 1110.t also appear• 
in Cerny-Gardiner, Hie,-. O,t,., I, 105/4 recto. These last citationa reinforce the 
premiae made in our diacU11ion that mt,- ia e•aentially oral inatruction while ab9y.t ia 
written; however, we have failed to fmd the inverted combination: ,b9y.t nj mcl.t • 
("oral reproor') or mt,-.t l'w.t •(11written reproor'). 
24. Thia explanation differa from that of Spiegelberg, who tranalated 
"E,-•iehung,lehre" in ZÄS 53 (1917), 115. 
25. Thua, in The Inatf'Uction of A mennallt, be•ide the general moral 
admonition•, there appear• prai•e for the acribal profe11ion, while in Anii the 
i natructiona referring to thia profeaaion are combined with "inatruction of good 
character" (i.e., moral valuea). 
26. Drioton, in hia e11&y on The Inatf'Uction of Amenemope (MBR 258), argued 
that mt,-.wt wj9 (Amenemope 1,2) ia a tran•lation of the Hebrew 'edut liilom; 
William• doea ao aa well, although he, in contraat to Drioton, believea that the 
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Egyptian work exerted an influence upon the book of Proverb• (11The Alleged 
Semitic,11 102). 
27. See hi• detailed 1tudy "Un egyptiani•me," 206-217 and alao idem "L'origin 
egyptienne1 II 2i4-215. 
28. Thia opinion i• accepted also by Sander•, BeA Sira, 91 n.132. 
29. For thi• connotation of '1atl (hiph'il), cf. Weinfeld, ImmaAuel 8 (1978), 10. 
30. The noun •etltit doe1 not appear in Prov., Eccl., or Job at all, while the 
verb, in hiph'il, appeara in Job just once (29,11). lmtl i• mentioned only four time1 
in the wiadom book•, out of ca. 80 time• in the Bible. 
31. Cf. A. Shiaha Halevy, "Coptic Translation•," 131. 
32. See Crum 319b regarding Prov. 1,2; Job 5,17 and ibid. 320b for Job 4,3; 
Deut. 8,5 and Pa. 118,17. 
33. Cf. Thissen'• aimilar explanation, n.18 above. 
34. tolcahat appear• 16 time• in Prov. ; 2 time• in Job and 6 time• in other 
book• (Pa., E~ra, Hab.). 
35. ·Stemming from the fact that combatanta in argument face each other, •ee 
Mandelkem, CorccmtlaAtiae, 476d. 
36. So al•o Terrien and Wolf, but Whybray, The lAteUectua~ 140-142, refutea 
thi• opinion. 
37. The trait of hone•ty, expreued by mtr or it• 1ynonyn •~9, i• of central 
importance to the Egyptian wiadom literature. The oppoaite of "honest" ia 
"crooked, 11 gwi, which parallel• 'iqqei in the Bible, •ee below, pp. 192-194. 
38. For the foren•ic uaage of rlc~ aee, e.g., laa. 29, 21; Am01 5,10; cf. 
Bilhlmann, Von rechten Reden, 108 and the detailed di1cu11ion by G. Mayer, in 
TDOT VI, 65-68, 70. A• •tated above tolca~at doea not bear the aenae of 
"te•timony" although in one in•tance rlc~ ia a•aociated with the activity of a 
witneu, 1ee Pa. 50, 7-8 and cf. Mayer, ibid. 66. 
39. See below and cf. Spiegelberg, ZÄS 53 (1917), 115. 
40. to/ca~at i• uaed •imilarly to mtr a• the following examplea •how: (a) in 
paralleli•m with mti,är (II 1691.t) - Prov. 3,11; 5,12; 10,17; 12,1; 13,18; Job 5,17; 
40,2 etc.; (b) in conatruct •tate with mti,izr - tolce~ot mti,är (II ·,691.t mtr.w) 
Prov. 6,23; (c) in the collocation to/cahat har,im - Prov. 15,31; cf. the beginning 
of The Inatruction of Amenna/cht 1). • · 
41. tp rtl II 1691.t - Pto~~otep 47,48; Ur/c. IV 503, 12-13; tp rtl II ,b9,.t II mtr 
- Amenemope 1,1-3. 
42. For order• directed to carpenter1 and craftsmen, aee Ur/c. IV 503, 12, 13; 
1149, 10, 11; to inspectors, ibid. 1152, 13; to him "who i• in charge of the town11 
and the vizier, ibid. 1103, 14; 1086, 10; to judges, ibid. 482, 1; to the army, ibid. 
1112, 16; and for markaman•hip, ibid. 976, 13,17. 
43. For duties connected with ritual ceremonie1 and temple adminiatration •ee 
ibid. 1148, 14; 1187, 10; 1208, 9; Peto,iri, 81, 38. 
44. The relatively 11gentle11 tone of 1691.t and mtr u compared with tp rtl i• 
1hown by the following fact•: (a) While the former two terma approximate the word 
•!r (counsel), tp rtl uaually appear• in the court11 in•cription in paralleli•m with l&p 
- "law, ordinance, 11 which •ometimea i• fixed in writing ( Wb. II 488,8; Ur/c. IV 
936,5; 1045,4; 1087,10,11; Janaen-Winkeln I All,h,5). (b) mtr and ,b9,.t are the 
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objecta of the verb ,jm which expreues obedience to in•truction. The verb ,jm, 
originally meaning "hearlr.en, 11 de•ignate• a natural, •en•ual act with no compul•ion 
i nvolved. In the royal . phra•eology ,jm i• replaced by the verb njr, which 
collocate• with tp rtl a• an object when a demand for obedience i• referred to. 
(c} The hard tone accompanying tp rtl. i• hinted at by the word11 orthography - a 
drawing of a head and a foot, •ymboli•ing •ervility(?} a• well a• from ita pre•umed 
etymology; it may derive from the expre•• ion appearing in the Prramitl. Tezt, -
tp rtl.101, i.e, "before the feet" ( Wb. II 462,8); or rtl. may be connected with the 
Hebrew root rtl.h - "to rule," "to trample," "to •tamp on" - which usually 
carried a negative connotation (Lev. 25,53; 26,17; Neh. 9,28; etc.). Cf. Calice §245; 
Vycichl, "Grundlage," 397 No. 59. 
45. Thu• Couroyer, "Un egyptia.niame." 
46. lt i• true that the equivalence i• not complete. In the Bible it i• God 
him•elf who give• the command, unlilr.e in the Egyptian (in thi• corpu•}, where he 
"give•" mtr, ,b3,.t, but not tp rtl.. Nevertheleu, the content of the command• i• 
identical in Hebrew and Egyptian becau•e both refer to command• dealing with 
• acrifice• and ceremonial ritual. 
47. See KBL3 416-417, 1573; Liedlr.e and Peter•en, "torä - Weiaung," 
Tl&eologi,cl&e, Hantl.,allrterbuc:1& .nm Ä. T. (Munich-Zurich 1976}, 1032. Another 
sugge•tion, dismissed in re•earch, W&I to derive tora from rrA "to shoot, II "to 
throw" (d. ibid.; al•o see Duesberg and Framen, Le, ,cri6e, i"'Pire,, 231; Smith, 
AJSL 46 (1929),1). Al•o, the po•• ibility of con•idering tor,i to be a loanword from 
the Alr.lr.a. tirtu(m), i.e., "teaching,11 "in•truction" ha• been talr.en into consideration 
(KBL3, 1573; Liedlr.e and Peter•en, ibid., Due•berg and Framen, ibid.). 
48. On the clo•e connection between po•texilic p•almic wisdom and the Torah, 
aee lately Cere•lr.o, "The Sage in P•alm•, 11 220-221, 224, 227; for the identification of 
Wisdom with the Torah in BS see Sander•, Ben Sira, 24-26. 
49. The following worlr.s are ba•ed on thi• opinion: Whybray, Wiltlom; idem 
Tl&e InteUeduf, Scott, Prower6,; idem The Wav, Zimmerli, "Zur Structur;" 
McKane, Prower6,, 17-18; Fichtner, Die altorientalilcl&e Weilheit, 81-97; Oe•terley, 
Proverb,; Lindblom, "Wisdom, 11 196. Some of the •cholar• named spealr. of a 
diachronic evolvement and •ome of a •ynchronic one: (a) Diachronie - Stage I: 
Biblical wisdom literature a• part of the literature of ancient Near Ea•t; stage II: the 
a•1imilation of the wi•dom literature into other Biblical tradition•, re•ulting in a 
Yahwi•tic piety which reached ita pealr. in Ben Sira (McKane, Fichtner, Scott). 
(b} Synchronie - One cannot •pealr. of different •tage• in the evolvement of 
wi•dom, but there are variou• type• of wi•dom - empirical and theological -
which exi•ted •ide by •ide (Zimmerli, Oe•terley, etc.). Some •cholar• even 
distingui•h between two different •ynchronic circle• active •imultaneou•ly and 
producing different lr.ind• of wi•dom (Baumgartner, Gem•er, Ranlr.in}. 
50. Fichtner, Die altorientali,cl&e Weill&eit, 81-97; a •imilar opinion i• held by 
Whybray in Wi,tl.om; al•o d.: Due•berg-Fran•en, Le, ,cri6e, iupire,, 231-232; 
Perdue, Wiltlom anti. Cult, 269-271, 303 and Knchler, FrllAjfltl.ucAe 
Weill&eit,tratl.itionen, OBO 26(1979}, 33ft'. 
51. See p. 33 above, and n.22. 
52. Aaamann, "W ei•heit, 11 12ft'. 
53. Fox, "A•pects of the Religion," challenge• the theory of a chronological 
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development of Egyptian wiadom. According to hia view, even if the above opinion 
ia correct, thia development had no influence upon Iaraelite wiadom; see below 
Chap. 9, n. 29. 
54. Cf. below, pp. 349ft'. 
55. Nevertheleaa, the opinion of McKane (PWM 48ff'.) and othen, claiming that 
ancient wiadom was secular and without a religious buis, is unacceptable. Wildom 
in Israel and the ancient Near Eut hu alwa)'I been founded on religion: aee 
Kitchen, 11Proverb1,11 103 n. 78; Hermisson, Studien, 106-107. 
56. These terms are n!f njn'1 •~• and 1jnr(,jnJ1). 
57. The nide adjective •~f'JI, counselor, does not appear in our corpus, but •~r, 
often collocates with other words thus constructing an adjective: , •~r.111.f, lit., 11man 
of advice, 11 i.e., an active man; 'm m •~r.111 11adept in giving counsel"; dn, •~r.111, 
lit., "heavy in advice, 11 i.e., balanced in hia views; i~r •~r, "excellent in giving 
advice, 11 etc. 
58. Cazelles, SPOA 36; Humbert in Recherche,, 72, 1ugge1t1 the noun 
me.uimot (Prov. 8,12) as an equivalent of •~r.111, but this term does not alwa11 fit 
within the semantic field of •~r especially not within its religious context. 
59. Cf. BDB 419, TDOT VI, 157. •e~i ia used 22 time• in the wisdom 
literature (Prov. - 20; Job - 9; wisdom Psa. - 3; BS - 7) out of 86 time• in 
the Bible. 
60. Cf. BDB 420, Wb. IV 258ff., and TDOT VI, 157 ff. 
61. For other aspects of the terms •e~ a and •~r see the detailed discusaion of 
de Boer, "The Counselor;" Whybray, The Intellectua~ 15-31, 132-133; McKane, 
PWM 15-22; Barucq, "Une veine de spiritualite, 11 198-202; Brunner, Erziehung, 
51-52; Blumenthal 389-390, 395 and recently L. Ruppert in TDOT VI, 157-185. 
62. For a aummary of views on thia subject and their refutation see Whybray, 
i bid., and lately idem SIANE 134ff., pace, van Leewen, ibid. 295ff. esp. 303-304. 
The •e~i in the Bible and in the Egyptian sources often involved activity at the 
king'a court. Selected references are, in Egyptian: On the figure of the king u 
counselor and po11e11or of counael - Sinuhe B 48-49; Sallier I 3,7; Anaata,i V 10,4; 
Blumenthal 389-390; Otto, Gott und Men,ch, 34; on the counsel given to the king in 
the council of officials - Ptahhotep 250; 619; see also ,h - Polotsky par. 76, 
A-G; Pta~~otep 363 ff.; cf. lsa. i9:ll - "Wise men counseiors of Pharoah. 11 In the 
Bible: see Job 3, 14; lsa. 9,5; on the use of •e~ a in practice see the counsel of 
Ahitophel and Hushai the Archite - 2 Sam. 16,17; the atory of Rehabeam taking 
counsel - 1 Kgs. 12; cf. Prov. 15,22; 12,20; for counsel in a context of war see 
Prov. 20,18; 21, 30-31, etc.; cf. 2 Kgs. 18,20 - Iaa. 36, 5. Also belonging to the 
technical terms of this aemantic field are diibiir, haleb diibiir, or dabber diibiir, 
meaning 11 to give counsel" (Prov. 18,13; 24,26; 25,11; 26, 16, etc. Cf. Judges 20,7; 1 
Kgs. 12,6,9; Job 29,21-22, in which •e~i II diibiir). 
63. The aame meanings for •~r and •e~i and the motifs connected with them 
are to be found in the religious context. The principal ones among them are: 
(a) The counsel of god: •~r njr is the plan which rules the world and determines the 
world order (Kha/chepef'f'e-,onb, recto 11, Amenemope 21,14; Iaa. 25,1; 46,10, etc.). 
(b) The counsel of God is the measure by which the wise man conducts his life in 
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Israel and Egypt (Jnitrudioa 6r II Man for Hi, Soa VI 2; wiadom Pa. 73, 24); 
therefore, God may be described u the coumelor of hia believers (Pa. 16,7, cf. 20,5 
and wiadom Pa. 119). Similarly, the family of Petosiria states that 11they followed 
the pl&DB of the head of the gods" in their endeavor to indicate their loyalty to god 
(Lefebvre 81, 23-26; 116, 2-6; cf. Pa. 73 above). (c) In the instructions from the 
New Kingdom there is a contlict between "the plan of god" and human thought: in 
these sources man ia presented u one not being privy to god11 plan, similar to the 
hero of the book of Job, who ia exposed by God u being equally ignorant (aee the 
repeated saying in Amenemope 22, 5-8; 23, 8-11; cf. Anii 8, 9-10 and Job 38, 2; 
42,2; and cf. Prov. 19,21 to 20, 24; 21,30). In the Demotic instruction the wise man 
goes a step further and declares that counsel ia the exclusive domain of the god 
(ln.inger 22,5), while the wise men of the Bible go even beyond their Egyptian 
counterparts and describe God u "violating" human counsel (Job 12,17; cf. 5,13). 
The conflict between human counsel and the counsel of God is also expreued in 
Biblical hiatoriography and reaches a peak in the prophetic literature; on thia 
subject see: Von Rad, Wililom in J,rae~ 97-104; idem "Josephsgeschichte, 11 120-127; 
McKane, PWM 48ft'. and TDOT VI, 171 ff. 
64. See Brunner, Erziehung, 51-52. Thia is also the opinion of Zimmerli, SAIW 
178-184, 320-321; but Gemaer, ibid. 208-219 argues that 'e!ii when appearing in the 
wisdom literature means a command against which there ia no appeal; similarly, 
Kovacs 1111 there clau-ethic, 11 185. 
65. But here the root n.ä ia used and not •~r see, n. 56 above. 
66. In the autobiographies the high officiala often claim to be "knower (r~) 
who taught (,63) himself knowledge (r~) by accepting counsel;" see, e.g., AEA 111, 
19; 112, 12-13 and Brunner, Erziehung, 51-52. 
CHAPTERTWO 
1. For the nominal forma of r1r, r~, rrh see there. Here we provide only some 
brief complementary notes on the verbal forma: r•r - unlike the noun mu,ir the 
verb Jlr ia not typical of wisdom lexicon (cf. Chap. 1, n. 12). Like the analogous 
Egyptian verb ,69, rw hu a double meaning (in niph•al and pi•el): "to teach" (ex. 
Prov. 19, 18; 29,17, Job 4,3; etc.) and 11to punish by physical chutisement11 (1 Kg•. 
11, 14; 2 Chr. 10, 11, 14; Deut. 21, 18; 22, 18; Pa. 6, 2; 38, 2; etc; Jer. 31, 17). rlcA 
- thia verb (in hiph•il) ia not exclusive to the Biblical wiadom vocabulary eith~. 
lt appears 25 time• in the wiadom literature out of 54 time• in the Bible. The 
primary meaning of r~ ia "to straighten,11 from which derives 11to accuse,11 "to 
reprove,11 and also "to punish11 in order to correct (e.g. Prov. 3, 12; 25, 12; Job 5, 
17; 6, 25-26; 13, 10 and cf. p. 38 above). ,rh - the root rrh (in hiph'il) me&DB "to 
teach, 11 11to direct towards the right way .11 Ita occurrence ia not limited to the 
wisdom boob, where it appears only 13 time• out of 49 time• in the Bible ( e.g., 
Prov. 9, 8; 25, 12; Job 6, 25-26; 13, 10; etc.). 
2. Cf. Hurvits, Wiltlom Language, 116-117. 
3. However, we reject Couroyer'• suggestion to regard lmtl u the Hebrew 
equivalent of ,63; see above, pp. 37ft'. 
4. Cf. the expre•1ion malmatl h1166iqir, i.e., "the goad of the ox" (Judg. 3, 31) 
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and Weinfeld, Deuteronomy 303 n. 3. For a aimilar connotation of the verb ,63 in 
Egyptian aee above, p. 32. 
5. Cf. Prov. 5, 13; Pa. 119, 99 with Amenemope 27, 15; Antuta.n V 23, 6 and 
Iaa. 50, 4; 54, 13; 1 Chr. 25, 8 with Blumenthal G2 23,24; for further diacuuion on 
the root lmd aee below, p. 68~9. 
6. 'lp, which appeara once in qal, meana "to learn" (Prov. 22, 25). The 
common connotation in modern Hebrew, i.e., animal training, ia not found in the 
Bible. 
7. byn (hiph'il) atanda in aynonymoua paralleliam with drk {hiph'il) and yrA 
{hiph•il) in Pa. 119, 34-35; Job 6, 14 and with lmd {pi•el) in Iaa. 40, 14; cf. BDB 
107 /3; for further diacuasion on byn aee below, pp. 67ff., 243ff. 
8. For further diacuaaion of the verb HI aee below, p. 68. 
9. The aummary preaented here ia general and doea not distinguish between the 
lexemes except where thia ia relevant to the aubject. 
10. Besides God, who appeara aa the inatructor of the congregation {further 
exx.: Exod. 24, 12; Isa. 2, 3; Mic. 4, 2; Pa. 27, 11; cf. 25, 8, 12), the representatives 
of the religious-ritualistic establishment, namely, the priest•, the prophets and the 
Levites, also function aa teachera of God11 lawa: 1 Sam. 12, 23; Isa. 9, 14; 28, 9 ff; 
Lev. 10, 11; 14, 56; Deut. 24, 8; Ezek. 44, 23; Neh. 8, 7-9; 2 Chr. 35, 3. 
11. Cf. also Ankhe,Ae,honqy 4, 16-17; lruinger 8, 21; lnatruction by II Man /or 
Hi, Son I 1. 
12. See pp. 2, 4 and n. 1, above. 
13. lbd in Egyptian {Copt.[B] !!J.6.u>T ) ia borrowed from the Semitic, aee Wb. 
IV 442, 13. 
14. See also Lan,ing 11, 1; An111t111i V 8, 5-6; Sallier I 7,11, etc. 
15. Cf. also Prov. 17, 10: "A reproof entera more into a wiae man than a 
hundred atripea into a fool" with Sallier I 7,11: "to get a hundred atripea aa 
puniahment. 11 
16. Beatinga were also common practice in the achools in the time• of the 
Miahna and the Talmud. See M. Arzt, "The Teacher in Talmud," in Ka.pla.n 
Jubilee Volume, 35 ff. To the verbs in the Bible belonging to the semantic field of 
"to teach," one can add the verb drk {hiph'il) meaning to "guide" {lit. "to •how 
the way"). Although it appears just once in Prov. 4, 11, it stand• in 1ynonymou1 
paralleliam with other verb• mentioned above, namely, yrA (ibid.), byn {see n. 7), 
and lmd {Pa. 25, 5; Isa. 48, 17). Usually the sage functions aa the guide while the 
object of the guidance is wiadom, but in the religioua context God ia the guide, 
teaching hia precepts {Ps. 107, 7; 119, 35 [wiadom Pa.]; Isa. 42, 16; 48, 17; etc). 
17. The objects of Heb. im' are diverse: some of them parallel the objecta of 
the Eg. ,_4m: •e~ti (II •~r, Prov. 12, 15; 19, 20; Job 29,21); mu,ir (II ,b3y.t, 
Prov. 1, 8; 4, 1; 8, 32; 19, 27; Job 20, 3); toka.~a.t {II mtr, Prov. 15, 32; 
Job 13, 6); dibre ~akamim {Prov. 22, 17; Qoh. 9, 17); 'amirim {Prov. 4, 10); 
l•arti (Prov. 13, 1, 8: Qoh. 7, 5); millti (5 times in Job); ~okmti {not explicitly in 
Prov. 1, 33; 8, 34). 
18. At times it ia difficult to decide between these three meanings. The 
meaning of ,_4m/ im' can be determined only according to the context; cf. Brunner, 
Erziehung, 131-132. 
19. Cf. also A menna.kht 2,3; ln,truction by a. Ma.n /or Hi, Son I 2, etc. 
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20. The call 11to hea.r11 ia alao repeated in Job 13, 6,7; 15,17; 21,2; 33,1; 
34,2,10,16; etc. and in Ben Sir& 30,27(H); 34,22(B); 41,14; etc. The aame uaage of 
im' ia found in Biblical texta which do not belong to the wiadom literature but 
have wiadom feature1. Thua Weinfeld (Dn~,, 175-176, 304-306, 355) haa 
pointed out that in Deuteronomy im' hu the 1e111e of liatening, obeying a parent•a 
inatruction (Deut. 21, 18), and that the imperative form iemt1', with which the 
teacher addreuea hia pupil (Prov. 5, 7; 7, 24, etc.), was adapted and uaed by the 
Deuteronomiat to addreal the people 11and now, 0 Israel, hea.r ... 11 (Deut. 4, 1; cf. 5, 
1; 6, 4; 9, 1 etc. and alao l&ullt vilemt1', ibid. 27, 9). 
21. Cf. Lang, Die veiMeitlicAe Lel&rrefle, 29 n. 11. 
22. See Bflhlmann, Von recl&tn Reden, 200 ff. For the legal aenae of im' cf. 1 
Kga. 3, 11; Deut. 1, 16-17 and alao aec:tion "A Hearing Heart, 11 below. iemi also 
appeara in Akkadian in a legal context aee Cuellea, SVT 15, 109-110 and d. the 
imperfective active plural participle in Eg. of ,jmrvi, meaning 11judgea,11 (Gr 593). 
23. Cf. also T1&e Eloperd Peuard B2 114; Url&.. IV 1114,3,7 (Rellmire) and 
Wb. IV 386, 3-13. 
24. Thia aenae of ,jm ia clea.r when it paralJela vj• (11to paaa judgement11 ); thua 
in Tl&e Eloquent Peu&At B1 234: 11You were appointed in order to inveatigate (,jm) 
and to judge between two ( vj' ,a1111)"; cf. M'eatuotep 12. More on thia aubject can 
be found in my article 11A New Source.11 
25. Kayat1, St•iier&, 129-134, haa pointed out the different and common 
featurea regarding the 11hearing11 motif in the fint collection of Proverbs and in the 
Egyptian inatructions and achool writinp. · 
26. A unique uaage of the root im' in the Bible, not found in the Egyptian 
aourcea under diacuaion, ia ita adaptation to the religioua aphere: the waming to 
hear God11 commanda appeara frequently in Deut. (9, 23, etc. d. n. 20 above), in 
prophecy (e.g., Jer. 7, 28), in hiatoriography (1 Sun. 15, 22; 1 Kga. 20, 36) and in 
Pa. (e.g., 106, 25). 
27. For more enenaive treatment of thia aubject aee my article 11Some Idioms, 11 
203-206. 
28. On thia function of the heart, aee a1ao the next aection and pp. 299-302 
below. 
29. Cf. Prov. 20, 12 for a aimi1ar idea that God beatowa 11a liatening ear11 
(without mentioning 11heart11). 
30. H. Brunner, 11Daa hGrende Hen, 11 who did not refer to the above 
aection from Amenhetep, not yet available to him. I wiah to thank Profeaaor 
Brunner for calling 0my attention to thia reference; d. also idem "Zentralbegriffe, 11 
411-412. 
31. On thia concept of 11heart11 in the Bible, aee pp. 299-302 below. 
32. Cf. the uaage of im' in a legal context in the Bible and aee n. 22 above. In 
the light of Deut. 1, 16-17 where im' means 11to judge,11 Weinfeld (De•teronomy, 
246 ff.) regarda the paragraph in 1 Kp. 3 u belonging to the Deuteronomiat; aee 
also McKane (PWM 108-109), who tranalatea le6 iömia' aa "legal acumen 11 and 
underatanda (ibid. 59) the worda of the woman of Tekoa• to David - 11for u an 
angel of God 10 ia my lord the King to diacem (Ziiemoca') good and bad, therefore 
the Lord, thy God, will be with thee11 (2 Sam. 14, 17) - aa a reference to David'• 
ability to paaa judgement. 
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33. Of thia opinion are Brunner, Liver and othera; cf. my article "Some 
Idioms, 11 211 nn. 6, 7. 
34. A difl'erent interpretation is given by Johnaon, The Vitalit1, 78 n.3 who 
usume1 that ntn 'el leb in Qoh. 7,2; 9,1 mean• "to bear in mind. 11 
35. Amenemope 3, 11: "lt is profitable to put them in your heart (tli.t ,t m 
ib.l), woe to him who neglect1 them"; Anii 7, 4: 11Enter the writing•, put them in 
your heart (imi ,n m ib.l)"; d. Brunner, "Du Her1111 83. Gardiner11 interpretation 
(Gr §184, §303), followed by Faulkner (155), that rtli m ib mean1 "to determine,11 
does not conform with the examples mentioned above. 
36. In the Egyptian religiou1 •phere the "giving of god11 way" or the pre•ence 
of the god himself in the heart are mentioned. Hence, the writer of the biography 
advise• living mortals that: 11it is u•eful to walk in the way of the god. He who 
encloae• it in his heart ( tli., m ib.f) will achieve greatneBB; a monument in this world 
is the one who puta hia (the god11) way in his heart" (cli 1119.t.f m ib.f, Peto,iril 
above); 111 will put the god in my heart 11 aaya the believer (cli.i ... m ib.1) (Nao, de, 
Ne/er, Aaamann, SAL 18); 1ee also ibid. 26 - Turin Stele 196; cf. AHG 15, 23 and 
below, pp. 308ff. 
37. E.g., Ptahhotep 543: "How good for a 10n to gra•p ( i,p) his father'• 
words"; also ibid. 564; Amennalht 6; Anii 9, 16. 
38. Outside wiadom literature the vtrbs '!&z and tp,, 1emantic parallel• of 11 
and l,p are u•ed. These verba in certain contexta aaaume the meaning of "being 
akilled11 and have equivalenta in Akkadian; cf. Cant. 3, 8: 'a~w:i ~erd melummetli 
mil~cimci; Jer. 2, 8: töpe ,i hattorci; aee also Gen. 4, 21; Amo1 2, 15 and the uaage 
of •~.z in Qoh. 2, 3 and 7, 18; cf. Weinfeld, Deuteronom1, 163 n. 3. 
39. leq~ appear1 6 times in Prov., once in Job, 5 times in BS, and twice in 
other boob (Deut. Iaa.); the Hebrew phra•es qabbel mu,är (Prov. 19, 20) and 
ha~a.zeq bammii,är (ibid. 4, 13) alao belong to thi• context and •hould be compared 
to 11 ,b•.t in Dem. and i,p + object in Eg. 
40. Thu• McKane, Proverb,, 489; cf. alao .zal: liq~i - Job 11, 4. 
41. lt 1eem1 that lq~ mii,är wa• taken from the wiadom vocabulary and 
adapted for uae in prophetic vocabulary where it ha• a negative connotation -
disobedience to God (Jer. 17, 23; 32, 33; 35, 13; Zeph. 3, 2, 7) and refuaal to learn 
from God11 puniahment (Jer. 2, 30; 5, 3). 
42. In our examples iri ab91.t appear• only in EI Amarna inacriptiona, where it 
denotea obedience to the king'a inatruction: "My maater ha• advanced me for I have 
carried out hi• inatruction by liatening to him, 11 aay• the high official (Sandman 60, 
4-5, cf. ibid. 77, 5-6). 
43. ,mn 1"91.t appear• only once in the present corpu• in Anii 10, 7, and refers 
to bull training: 11remembering his leaaon,11 the bull obeya hi• ma•ter. "Leuon" 
(ab91.t) in this context relatea to the practice of maatering an animal by meana of 
beating; cf. Lichtheim, Literature, vol. II, 144. 
44. njr tp rtl belonga to the milieu of the king•a court (aee Urlc. IV 384,10; 489, 
4) and appeara only once in an Egyptian wiadom text in our corpua (Atlmonition, 
11, 4). 
45. See p. 59 and n. 37, above. 
46. Cf. Dnrr, Da, Er.ziehung1111e1en, 110; Lang, Frau Wei,heit, 172-173. 
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47. •~r ia a aemitic root (BDB 665; KBL 631; TWAT V, 578) whoae cognate in 
Egyptian ia the verb na, "to protect" (aee Hodge, "Egyptian and Survival," 407) 
and not njr (lgHWb 91). Outside the wiadom literature •~r + objecta appeara 
only twice in a religioua context referring to obaerving and keeping the covenant 
(Deut. 33, 9; Pa. 25, 10). 
48. Cf. Hurvit1, Wiadom La.nguage, 106-108. 
49. Cf. ibid. 196. ~r and M'" stand in antithetic paralleliam with the following 
atema: ~r # lw.1 {Prov. 3, 21), nU (ibid. 6, 20), ii~ {ibid. 3, 1); ~P• # mwl (Job. 
23, 12) - all relating to the aemantic field of "neglecting, 11 "forgetting. 11 For the 
conatruction •~r, lmr + parta of the body u objecta relating to the aemantic field 
of "ailence" aee pp. 172-173 below. 
50. Cf. the worda of a pupil in a Rameaaide text: "I have (now) entered into 
your inatruction ( •~ r .b91.t) and I did conaider the counael (•~r) when I wu with 
you" (Fischer-Eifert, "Ich bin du Schiff," 8). 
51. According to Calice § 15, 'ri ia connected to the Semitic root 11:l meaning 
"to underatand" in Arab.; aee also Cohen, EHa.i compa.ra.tif §46. · 
52. Cf. Wb. I 348-349 and aee the diacu11ion on p below, pp. 313-317 
53. Cf. Wb. I 348, 15. 
54. TAe Onoma.riicon of Amenemope ia defmed at ita beginning aa "An 
inatruction for underatanding of the heart (ab91.t w~• ib)," i.e., an inatruction for 
underatanding by meana of the heart. 
55. Thia reading accorda with Volten 11,25 and with Lichtheim, Litera.ture III, 
192. In Pa.p. Ana.ata.ai I the acribe also aaka queationa of hia friend in the aame · 
manner in which God aaka Job (38, 1 ff.). In Job the queationa cannot be anawered 
for they deal in aubjecta which lie beyond the acope of man - "Therefore I have 
declared without underatanding thinga too wonderful for me without knowing" {Job 
42, 3). Whether the material in Job ia taken from an onomaaticonic liat, aa 
auggeated by von Rad {"Hiob 38, 11 293ff'.), or not, the acheme of 11queationa and 
anawera" takea ua back to the teaching methoda of the ancient achool. 
56. See, for example, a letter formula in which the verb 'm replacea r~ which ia 
commonly uaed in thia context - "See, thia letter ia for the information (r rdi.t 
•m) of my maater 11 (Sa.llier I 4, 5-6). 
57. 'm meana "to know, 11 particularly when the reference ia to aecret 
information which muat 11be awallowed,11 i.e., hidden; cf. Wb. I 184, l0ff.; ibid. 14 
'm ib - 11to awallow, to hide in the heart. 11 
58. See Poaener, RrlE 10 {1955), 61 ff'. 
59. Lang, Frau WeiaAeit, 127. 
60. See Whybray, Wudom in Prat:erba, 13-14; Lang, Frau WeiaAeit, 122, 
127-131, 140. 
61. Cf. also the Hebrew verb 1d1 below, pp. 232ff. 
62. See Whybray, TAe Jntellectua~ 126-127; for a diacU11ion of other forma of 
61n and further detaila regarding ita meaning aee below, pp. 243ff. 
63. mebin appeara 6 timea in Prov. out of 21 timea in the Bible. 
64. Further objecta of underatanding are "knowledge" (dii•a.t, Prov. 19, 25; 29, 
7 etc.), "riddle" (~idli, Dan. 8, 23), 11booka11 (•epiirim, ibid. 9, 2), 11learning11 
(maddi', ibid. 1,4) and 11Torah 11 (Neh. 8, 8). 
65. Cf. also Iaa. 6, 10; Dan. 10, 12. 
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66. For lmd in pi'el see discuuion above, p. 47. The root lmd appears only 4 
times in Prov., Job. and Qoh., but 11 times in BS, 26 times in Pa. {14 of them in 
wisdom Pa.) and 17 times_ in Deut. where the sona figure as thoae who learn (4, 10; 
11, 19; 31, 13). 
67. See discuaaion of ~qr and bql below. 
68. Outside the wisdom literature lmd often appeara in a religious context. lt 
refers to the relationahip between God and his believers, the objects of learning 
being the lmowledge of God (Jer. 31, 34) and God•s lawa and commands (wisdom 
Pa. 119, 71, 73; cf. Deut. 5, 1 etc.); and another object common in this setting, but 
a negative one which 111hould not be learned, 11 ia 11 the waya of the nations11 {Deut. 
18, 9; wisdom Pa. 106, 35). 
69. The verbal form appeara 10 times in Biblical wisdom booka {6 in Job, 3 in 
Prov., once in Qoh.), 9 times in BS, and 16 times in other booka; the nominal form 
aeema to be typical of wisdom parlance, appearing 8 times in Biblical wisdom 
literature (6 in Job, 2 in Prov.), twice in BS, and 4 time• in other booka. Only 
thoae examplea relevant to the aubject of the chapter will be treated. 
70. See also the discussion of thia verae in the section on !l'r below. 
71. In this context the verb ~P• (11 to look for 11 ) appears once as synonym of bqi 
aee, Prov. 2, 4; and cf. Lam. 3, 40 where ~P• parallel• ~qr. 
72. See Westermann, Die Begriffe, 167-169. 
73. Cf. Job 28, 12 ff, where a aimilar idea is expreaed. 
74. Cf. Meeks I, 445. 
75. See Chap. 1, n. 66, and cf. also Mentuhotep {pl. 22 l. 3) who statea that he 
was 11one inatructed by his (own) nature (,b3.n bit./) like a child who growa up with 
a father, 11 i.e. that he was a aelf-made man; aee Petrie, Tomb, of the Cou~trie, anti 
Ozyrhynlcho, {London 1925), 19, pi. xxii. 
76. Cf. Brunner, A W 221; Crenahaw, 0. T. Wi,dom, 214. Khakheperre-aonb•a 
desire to create new words is, as far as I can aee, exceptional in ancient Egyptian 
literature, cf. Chap. 9, n. 23. 
77. Cf. Num. 13, 2 and Gen. 42, 34 where Copt. -X(l)p replaced the roots twr 
and rgl in Hebrew: aee Crum 781. 
78. Wb. V 540; C. Ockinga, 11 Kha'kheperre,onbu, 11 90 n. 10. 
79. Outside wisdom literature !l'r also refera to 11investigation11 of 11meaage11 
(wp10.t) and of the 11 truth 11 {m3'.t); cf. CT V 269; Urlc. IV 1344, 20 and also ibid. 
57, 15, Faulkner 320 and Goedicke, Neferyt, 57 n. g. 
80. See Ana,ta,i III 3, 10-11; V 8, 3; 9, 1; 10, 3: Cf. Prov. 3, 3; 7, 3; 22, 20, 
etc. The verb 11to read 11 in Eg. ldi ahould also be mentioned in this context. lt 
appears only twice in the present corpus (Ana,ta,i III 3, 10 II V 8, 3). 
CHAPTER THREE 
1. Our translation of the expression 11 itk.Jc <tw> m-di.i11 differa from that of 
Caminoa and Lichtheim, who translate: 11Yo~ have dragged youraelf from me aa 
regarda hearkening11 (LEM 381-382); 11you resist listening to me11 (Literature II, 
169); to the meaning 11 to tie up 11 for it~, aee Lesko I 61. 
2. Erichsen 80; the term does not appear in the Demotic aourcea included in 
this corpus. 
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3. Only twice is the object different: In ReJ:hmire (Sethe, Die Eiuetn11.1 tl.e, 
Vezier, 11), the theme ia the function of the visier to receive petitions and in this 
context he ia ordered not to disdain thoae who appeal to him; and in 
Khdl&eperre-1D11.6 (recto 11) it ia 11the ordinancea of the goda (mf!r.111)11 which 11are 
neglected ( tllfl.tj.11 
4. This ia confirmed by the fact that •äm 1tanda in antithetic parallelism with 
111ni (see AmenHJ:l&t 4; In,truction 6y • Man for Hi, SDfl. I 2; cf. also Amenemope 3, 
12; Se~etep-i6-Ra 8, 5). 
5. M,. lß 227. 
6. Wb. II 163. 
7. Erich•en 437. 
8. M,. lß 454. 
9. This u1e ia common principally in the Greek Period when the verb mi comes 
with the preposition r. On the semantic development of mi cf. Ockinga, 11The 
Burden, 11 93-94; unlike Ockinga, we do not separate ,ni and ,ni r in our diacuuion 
since it •eems that the Egyptian scribe considered them to be a aingle lexeme, 
which, e.g., is confirmed by the fact that in the identical veraes in Se~etep-ib-R• 
(7,6 and 8,5) ,ni and 111.i r appear interchangeably, having the aame sense -
11imitate my example. 11 
10. There is a remarkable similarity between these utterancea and aayinga that 
appear in the Biblical wisdom, albeit not necessarily in reference to leaming or 
wisdom but rather in connection with the commandmenta of God and his deeds. 
Cf. the words of Agur: 11Every word of God is pure... Do not add to his word1 11 
(Prov. 30,5,6); or Qoheleth: 11Whatever God does endurea forever; nothing can be 
added to it, nor anything taken from it11 (3,14). Also BS 18,6 (Gr.): 11Nothing is to 
be taken away and nothing added11 (cf. Deut 4,2 ; 13,1). 
11. Cf. Brunner•s translation - 11 llbertreibe sie nicht" (A W 115). This 
passage haa been preserved aa a remnant of ancient Egyptian wisdom in the 
writing• of the Coptic monaatery. Here too the teacher desires "not to overlook 
mattera. 11 See Brunner, "Ptal&l&otep bei den koptischen MISnchen, 11 145ff. In Coptic 
the verb 0T1a>Tla appeara (ide~tical with the Eg. 111,46), that is, 11 to delimit. 11 In 
Brunner'a view, the paaaage in Coptic may be under•tood in the light of the verae in 
Tl&e In1tructio11. of Ptal&hotep. lt is true that in the latter source the verb ,ni 
appeara and not 111,4b, which is parallel to OT11>TA , but he claims that the two worda 
OTll>TA and cunc I that is, ,ni in Egyptian, are synonym• in Coptic. 
12. Thus also in Sel&etep-ib-R• 815 (and other maa.) - 11D0 not go beyond my 
example (m mi J:d.,) 11 ; TC - "Copy my example (mir J:d.,j. 11 Although the two 
veraea (7,6 and 8;5) are identical, Brunner translates each ol them differently: 7, 6 -
11Al&mt mein We,en nacA11 ; 8,5 - 11 Gel&t nicht •11. meine11. We1e11. 11or6e,~• (A W 182). 
13. For thia meaning of thi ("to err"), aee To Meri/eare 52; Tl&e Elopnt 
>eua11.t B1 281; Tl&e Man Wl&o Wu Tiretl of Life 11, and cf. the Hebrew equivalent 
:91& (hiph'il) (Prov. 28,10; wisdom Pa. 119,10) which belong• to the wisdom 
:rminology; cf. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 278; Hurvit11 Wi,dom Language, 111. 
14. er. m,. v 320. 
15. Cf. "Heaitate before a foe (rU), bend before a transgreasor (n t/&111) 11 -
.menemope 5, 12; and also The Elo9uent Peuant B1 236. 
16. mjd 1113.t/mtn. belonga to the language of the king'a court beginning with 
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the Old Kingdom. In the 11th Dynasty11 writing• it appear• in 1ynonymou1 
paralleli•m with the term 111ure-footed11 (Polot•ky par. SB); and in the text• of the 
Middle and New Kingdom• the ofticial• exten•ively employ mjtl w3. t/ mjn to 
demon•trate their obedience and devotion to the king (e.g., Url. IV 898,15; 
Blumenthal 341; Januen I pp. 70-71). The hieroglyph de•ignating mjtl i• not 
uniform (•ce J&D1Sen ibid.). Neverthele•a, we concur with the view (of Januen Il 
pp. 103-104 and cf. Vogel•ang, Kommentar n tlen Klagen tle, Bauern, 163) that the 
de•cription here i• of a winepre••, •ince the hieroglyph which 1ignifie1 J,p.111, the god 
of pre•aing wine and oil, i• identical to •ome of the hieroglyph• accompanying mjtl 
(see Wl>. IV 534, 13 and Janasen I p.70, Be 13, 14). Thu• one may conclude that 
the primary •en•e of mjtl was 11pre••, 11 111queese, 11 and when u•ed u an epithet it 
mean• a man who •ubmita (lit. "i• pre11ed11 ) to the will of another per•on. Thi• 
interpretation of the hieroglyph mjtl is not accepted by Gardiner who •ee• in it the 
drawing of a "warp •tretched betwcen two uprights11 and therefore aaaume• that 
mjtl meana 11 to make straight" (Gr A23,24 n. 1). 
17. Cf. also The Jn,truction o/ Ptahhotep 273-274: "About him who rebufl's 
petitioner•, men aay: •Why doe• he re,ie~t (th,) them?' 11 On the aame 1ubject 
RelcAmire 11: "Do not paaa over ( m w,n) a petitioner before you have attended to 
hia pleu.11 
18. See Wl>. V 319-320 eap. 319,20-320,4. 
19. Thus according to Griffith'• translation. But according to Brunner, 
Lichtheim and Lange, it i• "Do not shout against one who attacked you. 11 
20. Se~ Gr A14•. 
21. See also In,inger 35,3; and cf. ibid. 34,17. 
22. See below, pp. 92-93. 
23. Cf. BDB: •.zb 737, 2a; l'IDf' 693, l; n th 640, 3. Thi• collocation i• 
characteristic of wiadom literature: in Proverbs, J~b and the wisdom P•alm• (34,15; 
37,27) 11 time•; in prophecy it appear• only once (Isa. 59,15). 
24. Cf. the combination lgh + me, which in meaning parallela """ + me but 
occur• only once in Prov. 19,27 (and 3 time• in wiadom P•• 119, 10,21,118); 1cc 
BDB 993 and Hurvits, Wüdom Language, 110-111. 
25. Cf. Y. Kaufmann, The Boolc o/ Judge,, 131-132; C.F. Bumey, The Boolc o/ 
Jutlge,, 106-109; KBL 779. 
26. The 1ynonymou1 phraae """ min tlerelc regularly appear• in the 
Deuteronomic literature, often aaaociated with a religioua background, and ita 
meaning i• "to tum away" from God; aee Weinfeld, Deuteronomr, 339; cf . .Anii 3,4. 
27. The combination •91 + tlerd or 1örah appears five time• in Proverbs. Cf. 
the synonymou• expreaaion nelo.z + tlerd/ma•gä.l (Prov. 14,2; 2,15). 
28. The application of the aapiential word pair tm -•91 was investigated by 
W. Brueggemann, "A Neglected Sapiental Word Pair,11 ZAW 89(1977), 234-258. 
29. See n. 16. 
30. Cf. al•o pi, + ma•gä.~ 'öra~ nitib in the sense of "to •traighten,11 "to 
•mooth" (Prov. 4,26; 5,6, 21; wiadom Pa. 78,50); hllc + betlerelr (Prov. 1,15; 2, 20; 
etc.); hlJ: + 'ör• (ibid. 8,20); 'ailer bederd (ibid. 4,14; 9,6; 23,19); ,ll + tlerelc, 
'öra~ (ibid. 15,19; Job 19,12). 
31. We found one term parallel in meaning in .Anuta,i m 4,3 where the young 
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acribe ia told: "Do not be luy! Write! Do not feel disgust! (ft).11 
32. See BDB 610. 
33. lt ia worth mentioning another verb in thia connection, namely, 'bA (11be 
willing11). Even though it appeara only twice in Proverb, (1,25,30) and doea not 
belong directly to the aemantic aubject under discusaion, it again indicatea that the 
early educatora recognised that obligation was not enough to lead to atudy, but that 
learning alao depended on the willingnea of the pupil. 
34. RlSaler, 287, par. 7, comparea it with the Semitic (AldtL1 Ugar., Syr. and 
Heb.) root rl6 (•itzen). 
35. W6. I 357. 
36. Our interpretation accorda with that given by Perry, TAe Eloquent Petuant, 
534. Another view ia held by Aamann (M11•11t, 60-69), who assumea that this verae 
relatea to the laclt of a conacience on the part of the luy man who habitually 
forgets the events of the past. 
37. Thus Glanville in 70 nn. 82,83; but Lichtheim (LEWL) tranalatea l!ar with 
11slack11 and Thissen "•cAw11cA, 11 "müde.11 
38. In Proverbs it appears 15 times, in Qoheleth once. 
39. We find an approach aimilar to that of Proverbs in TAe Jn.,trudion o/ 
AdluAe•Aonn, but there the verb ia l!•Y, not w,f. The worda of Qoheleth (10,18), 
citing the popular aaying "Through sloth ( •a~altayim) the floor sinks in, and 
through indolence (lipltit yidayim) the house leaks,11 are close to the admonition of 
The Eloquent Peuant, in that they intimate the indolence of the country11 leadera, 
to whom the preceding versea (Bl 16, 17) refer. 
40. Once more in Jer. 48,10; cf. BDB 941. 
41. er. Wb. I 357,3. The antonym of the adjective •i•e~ Airu•, appeara only in 
Proverbs (collocated with yid or nepei - 10,4; 12,24; 13,4): Airti• usually 
appeara in connection with accumulation o{ property diligently and • hon;stly, ( cf. 
i bid. 21,5). In the Egyptian corpus of this research we have found no lexeme 
identical in meaning to Airu•. ilcr has a aimilar sense when it ia combined with a 
noun, for example, i~r • m lb'.;,,.1, that ia, 11diligent (lit. "excellent") with hia 
fingera. 11 See GM 3, 9ff.; GM 4, 41ff. 
42. Wb. III 473-474; in eopt. (S] c11>2_; p c11>2_- "to be deaf. 11 
43. •l!Y ia orten synonymous ·with the phrase "he who doea not hear (•Jim)" 
(Koller 2,5; Ana,ttui I 6,5-6; IV 2,7), or in proximity with the root •Am (TAe 
Eloquent Peuant B1 113, 188); •l!Y also appeara in synonymous parallelism with 
"blind" (TAe Eloquent Pe11111nt, ibid.). 
44. Wb. I 151. idi appeara regularly in the Literature of the Dead and in 
medical texts of the Middle Kingdom. 
45. Following Helck, our reading is •Am ~,. idw, that is, 11when the hearer is 
dear• (Ne/erti 38). 
46. See LEM 131. According to Wb. V 470, 2, the subject ia a defective ear. 
47. Cf. this phrase with the following expreaions bearing the oppaaite 
meaning: "the instruction enters the ear" (•~ ,. maAr.t), 11to fill the ear11 (m~ m 
m,Ar), i.e., "to pay_attention,11 "tobe vigilant." 
48. See above, p. 79. 
49. er. below, p. 168. 
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50. The figurative use of 11deaf'1 appears in Psalms and prophecy. Being 
among people who seek to take his life, the pious man makes the following 
comparison: 111 am like a deaf man, I do not hear, like a dumb man who does not 
open his mouth11 (Ps. 38,14). Elsewhere tbe psalmist describes the wicked man aa 
11a deaf adder that stops up (ya'~em) her ear11 (58,5). The phraaeology uaed by 
Deutero-Isaiah to describe the obstinate people is closer to the Egyptian: 11 ••• tbe 
people who are blind, yet have eyes, who are deaf, yet have ears11 (43,8); 11Hear, 
you deaf, and look you blind that you may see. Who is blind but my servant, or 
deaf aa my messenger that I send?... He sees many things, but does not observe 
them; bis ear1 are open but he does not hear11 ( 42,8-20; cf. the opposite 1ituation in 
the future, in Isa. 29,18). As in Egyptian, the metaphor of deafness indicates the 
refuaal to listen and to obey. But while in the Egyptian school literature deafne• is 
a reaction to the teacher's instruction, in Biblical prophecy and in Psalms it1 object 
is the words of God. The linguistic usagea found in thia context in the Bible and 
10me of which are close to the Egyptian parallele are: (a) Parallelism: ~erel 
appears in aynonymous (or in complementary) parallelism with •iwwer (11blind 11 ) 
(Isa. 29,18; 42,18, 19, cf. •l!Y), and in antitbetic parallelism with im' (11bear11 ) (Pa. 
38,14; Isa. 29,18; etc.; cf. •l!Y, idw); (b) The verb ~ri is collocated witb the noun 
'ö.zen (see Mic. 7,16; Isa. 35,5; 43,8 and cf. in Egyptian m1,4r.t dnrg); (c) In 
Proverb• phrases appear that are comstructed with a verb ( ~m, lcbd, etc.), followed 
by tbe object 'ö.zen. These terms parallel semantically the terma signifying 
11deafness 11 in Egyptian and in non-wisdom sources in the Bible (see below). 
51. Cf\ T.,_-so , in Copt.; see Meeks I, 76, Wb. I 241 and ÄgHWb 31. Devaux 
(ZÄS 61, 110-111) aaaerts that the Copt. form derived from '.43 ia 1n1 [B] and 
not o-s , 11),:,: .(S], which derivea from ij3 - 11steal. 11 
52. See Blackmann, JEA 22, 44. The adjective '.43 means 11 to be guilty11 in a 
legal context and it does not belang to the aemantic field under review. lt• 
antonym ia p3 m3'.tw - 11the innocent11 ; aee Wb. I 241, 7; Anaatui IT 6, 7; 
Bologna 1094 2,6-7; etc. 
53. 11Abomination to god11 are: lying speech and hypocriay (Amenemope 13, 
15-16; 14,2-3), writing false testimony (ibid. 15,20-21), and falsification of weights 
and meaaures (ibid. 18,23-19,1). 
54. Collocations of interest for comparison with the Bible are: man of deceit, 
liar - rmt '.4 (Dem.); false matter, speech - mdy '.43, mt.t (n)'.4 (Dem.); perjury 
- 'n!r n '.43; •r~ '.4 (Dem.); false testimony - mty n mdy n •'.43; a deceitful act 
- ,p n •_43. 
55. Calice No. 886 suggesta that grg may be connected with the Arab. qrq, 11to 
cheat. 11 
56. In the sense of 11to utter lying words, 11 grg usually aerves aa a direct object 
of the verb 111ay11 -.4d (e.g., The Man Who Wu Tired of Life 98; Admonition• 13, 
2; Peuant Bl 132-133; 160; cf. 11lying apeech11 tp.t r3 gry.t - Urlc. IV 1180, 7). 
57. The image of a gardner and a garden appeara in this context in the Bible 
too. Proverbs 11,18 speaks of the sower of righteousness whose reward is truth, 
while the wicked man who sows falsehood haa falsehood as bis wages; cf. Job 8, 
16-17. 
58. lt is hard to translate the term m3'. t. Scholarship commonly equates it 
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with the Hebrew !•.iaqa and translate• it with 11truth111 11ju1tice.11 For further 
di•cuuion of thi• term, •ee pp. 1071 268-270. 
59. See Brunner, 11Gerechtigkeit. 11 
60. See Klopfen•tein11 exhau•tive monograph on ieqer in the Bible: Die Li&ge 
aach llem .A. T. 
61. The term •iä lllina•al i• explicable again•t the bac:kground of the •tory of 
Naboth11 vineyard1 which •hed• light on it• Siu im Le6ea. 1,•lir,a•al men te•tify 
falaely again• t Naboth and bring about hi• death (1 Kg•. 21110,13); d. 
Klopfen•tein1 Die L~ge, 23-36;272. 
62. See Btlhlma.nn, Voa rechten Bellen, 137-167. 
63. See Klopfen•tein1 Die L~ge, 17lff. 
64. Cf. 'dai61 Le.1 water th&t di•appointa1 cau•ea d•pair becau•e it drie• up -
Jer. 15,18; and i~o awiH1 i.e.1 11hope in him i• in vain11 (Job 4111). 
65. Once the phraae 'ed 1•.ci6im appear• in antithetic paralleli•m with 'i i 
lomia' (Prov. 211 28). 
66. The homonymoua noun „em,ni bearing the •enae of 11•laclme•1 11 appears 3 
time• in Prov.: aee p. 91 above. 
67. The organ that •erve• a• the in•trument of deception ia th·e mouth. In thi• 
context appear the collocation• 11mouth, 11 11lip•111 11tongue11 + mirmi. These are 
e•pecially common in P•alm•; d. P•• 1017; 50,19; 5216; etc. 
68. See also Amo• 815; Ho•• 12,8; Mic. 6111. 
69. Cf. p. 95 above. 
70. For a comprehen•ive di•cu•• ion of the term ~l in the Bible •ee 
Klopfen•tein1 Die Läge, 254-310. 
71. Cf. al•o 7'Ae .Man Wlao w„ Tired of Life, who complain• about the 
unreliability of hi• friend• (103-130). 
72. In the 11abomin&tion law• 11 in Deuteronomy the following deed• relating to 
the religi.ou• -cultic context are forbidden: craving for the graven image• of the 
people• of Canaan1 burning of •on• in the fire, offering of blemi•hed animal• a• 
•acrifice•, mi•cellaneou• practice• of •orcery and witchcraft1 tran•ve•ti•m 1 •acrifice• 
financed by earning• through proatitution or by wage• of a dog, making a •t&tue or 
a muk1 remarrying one'• previou•ly divorced wife after •he bad meanwhile been 
another11. Only once i• a •ocial wrong mentioned: fal•ification of weight• and 
mea•ure• (251 13-16)1 but it •eem• that we have here a cit&tion of a wi•dom pauage 
(Prov. 20110123; 1111); on thi• matter •ee Weinfeld, De•üroaomr, 267ff. 
73. See Brunner1 "Gerechtigkeit." The term• belongi.ng to the •emantic rield of 
fal•ehood1 refer both to relation• between man and hi• fellow men and between man 
and God. Included in the latter category are a•• ertion• by a piou• Egyptian that he 
ha• brought to the god an offering of juatice (m3'.f) and that there i• no falaehood 
in hi• heart (ÄHG 711 74; 2141 105-106); and in Biblical wi•dom we read of the 
11deceit 11 (rmh) of men toward• God (Job 13,7; 27,4) and the 11denial11 (~i) of God 
(Prov. 3019; Job 31,28). Cf. Klopfen•tein1 Die Li&ge, 264ff. 
74. Other •tyli•tic device• of intere•t are the following: (1) '11m appear• in 
•ynonymou• paralleli•m with hat - 11greed11 (.Pi&Uotep 316-317; Petuant Bl 291) 
and jv,.t - 11evil11 (.Pta~~oiei, 299-300; d. ibid. 309); (2) in antithetic paralleli•m 
lfith m8'.i - 11trutb11 (Pü&~~otep 312 # 315; cf. aleo ibid. 91,97; Peuani B2 110)1 
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and •/n - 11be kindly, 11 11kindnea11 (Ptali.li.otep 318-319; Peuard Bl 117); (3) in 
Ptali.li.otep L2 91, '111n i6 of P 91 ia replaced by l&m 1&.t (11fool11). 
• 75. A. de Buck, Egyptian. Readin16oolc, 111715ff. 
76. Cf. Fecht, Der Ha6gierige, and also Aamann, Ma1at, 85-89, who,e 
diacuuion agreea with oun. 
77. The worda of the aage in PtahAotep 315 are underatandable in light of the 
11Confeaion of the Dead.11 As 1tated ~bove, covetoumea ia one of the negative 
traita in which the deceaaed confeae, he had no part. Hence, we learn that 
according to the Egyptian concept aomeone who ia guilty of covetousnea doea not 
reach the next world. In the worda of Ptahhotep, he ia "without a tomb." In 
Fecht11 view (Der Hdgieri1e, 44) the laat r~ference relatea to the convenüonal 
Egyptian belief that a man'• property emurea performance of the ritual of the dead 
and ao aasurea life in the next world. The author of PtaAAotep come, out againat 
thia concept, arguing that only a man p011eaaing ethical • ;aluea can 11achieve the 
grave, 11 i.e., reach the beyond. 
78. ,In the Greek Period '/' aignifiea crocodile; aee Wb. I 182, 13. 
79. Cf. Qoh. 2,18-19, 21,26; 6,2; Pa. 49,11; etc. 
80. 3/' atanda in 1ynonymou1 parallelism with the terma "oppreaa11 - 'lg 
(Amenemope 6,14), 11evildoers11 - uf.ty.u (Sallier I 8,10); and in antithetic 
paralleliam with 11restraint 11 - rl3r i6 (Kagemn.i I 4) and 11generou1 man" - u,tn 
( Iminger 15,10-11,21 ). 
81. Sometimea with metathesia mA: (Amenemope 7,14; 18,8). 
82. In the Late Period ~n.tr aervea aa an epithet for enemy, eapecially the god 
Seth, in the image of a crocodile; aee Wb. m 121,14. 
83. '10A appears in Prov., Job and Qoh. 15 time• out of ca. 50 time, in the 
Bible. In BS it ia mentioned 3 timea. 
84. Cf. pauages in the Pentateuch and Paalms noting the "craving11 of the 
people in the wilderneas for the foods of Egypt (Num. 11,4,5; Pa. 106,14; 78,20ff.). 
85. See also n. 79 above. 
86. Prov. 4 times and Job once, out of 15 times in the Bible; BS 4 times. 
87. Thia basic meaning of ~md is preaerved in expreuions such as in Gen. 
3,6: "So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food and that it was a 
delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired (ne~miid) to make 
one wise"; and in the expression "pleasing (maAmad) to the eye" (1 Kgs. 
20,6; Esek. 24,16, 21,25; etc); aee Wallia, TDOT IV, 454. Cf. also BS 
40,22 (Gr.). 
88. The intention is desire in thought only, for the deed is stated in the words 
11You •hall not commit adultery (lö' tin'iip). 11 
89. So Volten'a tranalation. Lichtheim has "water monster" and similarly Wb. 
IV 177,2, according to which mA: is the primeval watera that the god subdued. 
Helck, Faulkner, Gardiner have "the greed of the water.11 In our opinion there is a 
connection between ,nA:, "crocodile,11 and 1.l:n., "to be greedy.11 In the Egyptian 
world greed ia associated with the crocodile, aa shown in by the preceding analysis 
(cf. Faulkner 234, 251, Wb. m 318). We do not accept Redford's view ("The Sea,11 
843) that mA: derives from the root mlc, 11darkneu.11 
90. V estigea of thia myth are alao found in the poorly preserved A.tarte 
Papyru, which was apparently composed during the 18th Dynasty. For the 
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reatoration1 of thi• atory, in which the •ea god appear• in conflict with the 
other god• of the Egyptian pantheon, •ce A.H. Gardiner, in Gri/fitA Stuiu, 
74-85; J.A. WU.on, ANET 17-18; E.F. Wente, in W.K. Simpaon (ed.), TAe 
Literc&ture, 133-136; A. H; Sayce, JEA 19 (1933), 56-59; R. Stadelnwm, LÄ I, 
509-511 and the extenaive bibliography there. For the pre•ervation of thi• 
myth in the medical texta of the New Kingdom Period, which hint at the 1truggle 
of the god Seth againat the •ea and for a pouible iconographic illu•tration 
of thi• 1truggle, •ee G. Poaener, Annuaire tle l'lnatitut tle Philologie et 
tl'Hiatoire Orientale, et Slave, 13 (1953), 461-478, and A.H. Gardiner, JEA 19 
(1933), 98. 
91. See 0. Kai•er, Die mytAi,cAe Bedeutung de, Meer, in. Amten, Ugmt •n.tl 
I,rael (Berlin 1959); for the myth about God11 war againat the aea in the Bible, •ee 
U. Cauuto, "The Iaraelite Epic,11 in Bi6lical an.tl Can.aan.ite Literature• (Jeru•alem 
1972), 62-90; S.E. Loewenstamm, in Comparati11e Studie, in Bi6lical antl An.cient 
Orient Literature (AOAT 204) (Neukirchen-Vluyn 1980), 91-92; 346-361; 465-470; 
and T.L. Fenton, "Variant Approachea.11 See also A. Malamat, in Studie, in. Bible 
Detlicatetl to t.Äe MemOf'J o/ U. C1111uto {Jeru•alem 1987), 184-188 (Hebrew); and 
idem Mari antl t.Äe Early l1raelite Ezperience (Oxford 1989), 107-112, J. Day, 
God', Con.flict, and N. Wyatt, UF 17 (1985), 375-381. 
92. See Cauuto, 11The Israelite Epic,11 82ft'; and Fenton, ibid. 35lff'. 
93. Nebuchadnc11ar i• dcpicted here u an insatiable monster, a voraciou• 
crocodilc that •ucks up the delicacie• of the land, thcae being the Temple trea•ure• 
and the leader• of the nation. Cf. W. Rudolph, Jeremia (Tnbingen 1968), 312. In 
addition to thc pauages cited above, the crocodile is mentioned in thc atory of the 
creation - Gen. 1,21; •et againat a clearly Egyptian background . are the 
tranaformation of the •taffa of Aaron and Moses into crocodile• - Exod. 7,9-10, 
and the description of the Leviathan u a crocodilc - Job 41; •ee below, 
pp. 142-143. 
94. Wallia (TDOT IV, 453) 1ugge•t1 the following Eg. parallel• for Amtl: Ur 
( 11look for 11 ) 1 mri (11 lovc, want"), w!3 (11•cek"); but the•c terma, in my vie~, do ~~t 
match the 1uppo1ed parallel• inthe Bible, at least not in wisdom literature. 
95. Wb. III 366. 
96. In the Coptic Version i..iutt replace• the root ~mm in the Bible {Job 6,17; 
31,20; 37,17); •ce Crum 677; and Rö11lcr, 297 par. 22. 
97. See W6. IV 468ff.; cf. imw - 11aummer, 11 W6. IV 480. 
98. Calicc No. 285. 
99. Po•ener, Deir el MetlineA, Il, pi. 71-73. 
100. This collocation occura 3 time• in our aample: •ee Hier. Oltr. I, pi. 7,5. 
101. A hint of thi• baaic meaning of t3111 i• pre•erved in the image found in TAe 
ln.ltnction to Merüare. Thcre we rcad in a pa•sage dcaling with the •uppreaion 
of rcbellion: 11Suppreu thc multitudc, prcvent ita heat (t3) 11 (27). 
102. In TAe lnatruction o/ Pta~~otep t3 collocate• with i6 and }!.t (352;378). In 
7'Ae lnriruction of Amenemope it i• collocated with r3, and is alway• accompanied 
by the definite article and by the determinative of a anake and a bound man (5,10; 
12,16). 
103. Cf. alao r3 t3 # Ar111 ii (11quiet-natured11 ) in TAe AutobiograpAr o/ 
AnAurmo,e, pi. 25, l. 35 (Ockinga, El-Ma,Aayill). 
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104. For the counsel to avoid •trife in Egyptian wi•dom literature (Irutructicm 6y 
ca Mcan /or Hi, Sem, Anii, Adl&,he,hcmqy) and parallel• in Me•opotamian wi•dom, 
•ee LEWL 13-18. 
105. Wb. IV 557,13-558,1. 
106. To Meril:care (colophon P) 147; Irutruction b1 ca Mcan /or Hi, Sem XVIll 5; 
Amenemope 22,20; 21,10. 
107. Cf. the exprea•ion ir, jtjt - 11a partner to a quarrel11 (Amenemope 22, 20). 
108. Further reference•: Amenemope 5,10; 12,10; 13,1. 
109. Wb. Il 456. 
110. In the Coptic Version, !,!11&>1t'I' replace• the expreaions midJinim 
( 11contention11 ) (Prov. 21,9} and ~imi, (11violence11) (Prov. 3, 31); •ee Crum 572. 
111. Mentioned in UrJ:. IV 137,14; 613,1, etc; See Wb. IV 520,3-5; cf. also 
Irutructicm b1 ca Mcan /or Hi, Son VIlI 6. 
112. Al•o appear• a• a noun meaning 11oß'en•e, 11 11invective, 11 but thi• u•age i• 
not pre•ent in our •ample. 
113, Thu• translate by Lichtheim and Gardiner (Admcmiticm, 45) but not by 
Wb.m 383, 13, which regard• thia a• a plural adjective. 
114. For a •emantic di•cuaion of the term 'np - 'cap in Hebrew - •ee 
Bergmann, TDOT I, 348 ff. 
115. For thi• fire-ahooting •nake aee n,r - Wb. Il 335, 8; rur.t, ibid. 336, 5; 
!.tj, !.t.t, ibid. m 218, 14-15; t3.w, ibid. V 229, 19; and also M. Görg, BN 8 
(1979), 11-13. 
116. Grapow, Die bildlichen Au.tdrüde, 96; LA I, 350-351; ibid. V, 649, 909, 
and also G. Poaener, Annucaire de , Irutitut de Philologie et tl Hi.toire Orientcale, et 
Slcave, 13 (1953), 475, and bibliography there. 
117. See also Wb. Il 340, 16; 336, 5. 
118. In one inatance the antonym of 11hot-mouthed111 i.e., the 111ilent man11 1 i• 
likened to a crocodile in it• ailence (ex. 7); perhap• on account of the miataken 
belief, repeated in Greek literature, that the crocodile ha• no tongue; aee Hopfner, 
Der Tierl:ult, 125. 
119. See Grapow, Die bildlichen Audrüde, 95-96 and LA m, 794. 
120. See RAR 392-394, LA m 796, Hopfner, Die Tierl:ult, 131-136 and Wb. IV 
520, 6. 
121. See RAR 702-715 and LA V, 909. 
122. See RAR 715; and also ]!n1&.w - Wb. m 383, 11, 12; dni - Wb. Il 
340, 15 and ibid. 341, 20. 
123. For the connection between king and lion aee LA m, 1086-7; on the king 
a• Sekhmet •ee Blumenthal, 97-98, 102, Grapow, Die bildlichen AudrUde, 73-96, 
and for the fury of the latter aee Wb. Il 340, 18; 341, 21. 
124. H.G. Blerach deals with the diß'erence between the synonym• Jmm, 1r/ 
and t3w (in the Egyptian medical text•) in Medizinhi,torilche, Joumcal 8/1(1973), 
35-51. 
125. See LA II, 206. 
126. We have counted ca. 10 e:xamplea. Apart from the e:xample• given in the 
discuaion below, •ee also Ne/erti 49; Admcmiticm, 11, 13; Kheti xxm B-C. 
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127. In the later wiadom instruction the rm111119, who ia eager for a quarrel, is 
described u an igniter of fire (In,inger 13, 16-17). 
128. Cf. also the expreuions 11cool-tempered man11 (~6); 11cool-bellied man11 (~6 
}!.t), etc. (see below, pp. 163-164) with their antonyms - 11hot-tempered11 (ß); 
11hot-bellied11 (t9 ]!.t). In these examples the interplay of motifs of heat and cold, 
water and fi.re ia evident. 166 means 11to cool" (determinative of water flowing and 
a water pot), while nf me~s 11heat,11 11flame. 11 A similar play appears in chapter 4 
of Amenemope, where the hot-tempered man ( Jmm) meets his end in a double 
punishment - in water and fire, water described here indirectly by the words 
11raft11 (m~rw) and 11float 11 (m~10) 1 both of which are accompanied by the 
determinative of water; cf. also Sa.llier I 8, 5-6, in which the god Thoth is likened to 
a well of water that the hot-tempered man does not (md and to a date tree in 
whose fruit are stones containing water; see below, pp. 160ff. 
129. See Borghouts, 11The •hot one. 111 
130. For a discussion of these terms see the section dealing with 11heart, 11 Chap. 
7 below. 
131. For a discusaion of Pa.p. Ana.atui V 7,5-8,1 aee Fischer Eifert, 11Dein 
Heiaser. 11 
132. Our view on thia matter is similar to that of Borghouts (11The 'hot one111) 
but differs from that of Gilula (review of Grumach, 506). 
133. Also in other places where synonym• of .imm or its antonym gf'1D are 
mentioned, there is a religious context, e.g., O,tra.con Deif' el Medineh 1265, 
Admonition, of a.n Egyptia.n Sa.ge 5, 3, and Amenemope 7, 7-9, which speaks of the 
11silent ones in the temple. 11 But imm and 9f'1D are not contrasted in these p&SBages. 
134. Aemci appears 9 times in Proverbs, 4 times in Job and 3 times in the 
wisdom P~ms (twice in BS), out of 118 timea in the Bible. 
135. The term Aemci ia also mentioned also in Job 19, 29; 36, 18; in one 
inatance in Job (6,4) ·it means 11venom" (cf. the venom of animals in Pa. 58, 5 and 
140, 4). 
136. Cf. the following collocations in Egyptian: 1&1/ Aini - "reprea a 
quarrel"· luf 1rf- 111ubdue a fire"· •Am A.t - 11extin"guish a fire"· l:66 '-d -
• w ' "' "' , • ,,._ 
"cool of anger11 j dr 1rf- "aubdue fire. 11 
137. Cf. McKane, Prover61, 404-405; TDOT V, 176. 
138. See T1&e1a.uf'U1 III, 29 and TDOT IV, 46ff. 
139. BDB 267-268; KBL 250. 
140. The term .zedim appears in Psalms 8 times out of 13 times in the Bible. 
On .zedim in a religious context see also n. 171 below. 
141. .z,od is used in the wisdom literature in: the collocation •e6ra.t .zidon (Prov. 
21,24); synonymous parallelism: .zed II rii' (BS 12,4); .zedim II ha..iiögim mimmi~ 
10öteA:i (wisdom Pa. 119, 21); .ziidon II •a.uut 'a.p (BS 10,18); antithetic parallelism: 
.zed # miiA: (i.e., modest, BS 12, 5); .zidon # lnu•im (Prov. 11,2). 
142. midon appears in Prov. 18 times out of 22 times in the Bible. 
143. Cf. the expression ~610 1t1t 11start a quarrel11 (Amenemope 5,10; see W6. V 
413, 9). For an expression of the contrary idea, calming of a dispute, the following 
collocations are used: itq midon (Prov. 26,20); y~' mä.don {22,10). For their 
parallels in Egyptian see n. 136 above. 
144. See Gemser, "The rib, 11 120ff. 
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145. For the lepl connotation of the atem rr• in the Bible, aee ibid., 122ft'. 
146. Cf. the call of the Egyptian aage to keep away from and avoid the 
company of the 11hot-tempered11 man (Amenemope 5,16; 11,13; 15,13; Anii 5, 7). 
rU ia in aynonymou1 paralleli•m with mitJön (•ee under midön) andin anfühetic 
paralleli•m with Jalw& (Prov. 17,1). 
147. Cf. the meaning of the copate• of .1'm in Syr. "•cold," and in Ärab. 
111peak angrily": TDOT IV,107. 
148 . .1•m appean in Prov. 3 time•, in the wiadom P1. once, andin BS 5 time•• 
149. TDOT I, 351. 
150. See pp. 145ft'. below. 
151. Six time• in Prov., 4 time• in Qoh., 4 time• in Job; the total here ia about 
half of all the appearanc• of the noun u•a in the Bible. In the wiadom P•alm• 
and BS i:•, ia pre•ent u a verb (P1. 106, 29i 112, l0i BS 3, 16). 
152. See Prov. 12,16i 21,19i 27,3; Qoh. 7,9i Job 5,2. 
153. We did not find in the Egyptian terminology prmented above an 
equivalent for the Bebrew i:•,, i.e., a term expre•• ing the idea of anger in 
auociation with pain and grief. 
154. The children of I•rael provoke the anger of God with their 11vanitie• 11 (i.e., 
falae god•), the "work of their hancl•, 11 their "idol•, 11 etc. - Deut. 32,21i 2 Kg•• 
22,17; Jer. 32,30i etc.j cf. wiadom P1. 106,28. 
155. The root ,.,. appean 38 time• in the Bible, out of which 14 are to be 
found in the wiadom literature: Prov. 8 time•, Job twice, P1. 78 four time• and BS 
twice. 
156. If the idea pr.ented above ia correct, the cloaeat Egyptian term to 
mit•11Hir ia ßv - the violent, unruly man who 11deviat.11 from the path. 
157. In thia uaage ,.,. appean 29 time• in the Bible and it ia parallel to the 
following term•: 'a.p, ~•rÖn '-,, .111•11m. 
158. In Prov. 11,4, the phrue refen to the day of death mentioned there in 
verae 7i •ee O•terley, Pf'011eri1, 82 IID.d alao Toy, Pf'otler ... 221. McKan.e, 
Pf'otler••• 436, tak• a different view, arguing that röm 'eff& refen to the Day of 
God (cf. Zeph. 1,15, 18). 
159. In thia uaage .1'p apprcmmat. the Egyptian Jnj and nlni, which are alao 
auociated with the rage of animal•• 
160. Cf. Oe•terley, Prnerh, 136i McKan.e, Pf'011er•1, 494. Ä •imilar picture 
of nirgin appean in BS 11, 31. 
161. See McKan.e, Pf'otler.,, 519i BDB 529-530. 
162. See pp. 291ft'. below. 
163. Cf. TDOT I, 353/J. 
164. Ä looae connection between 1&, one of the Egyptian type• of the atupid 
man, and anger may be piuent in lnringer 13,14-15, where the harm done through 
tran•greaion• of the 1ft ia compared to the deatruction wrought by the crocodile in 
hia anger (aee p. 126 above, ex. 9). 
165. Cf. al•o Job 10,16, where God ia compared to a lion in hi• pa•• ion to 
hunt the enemy. Further on in the next verae the anger of God ia referred to: "And 
increue your (God11) vexation again•t me11 (ibid. 17). 
166. See B. Gunkel, Scl&llp/ung "" C1&1101, 48ff., and recently Day, Goll, 
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Conflict, 62ft'. We know from claaical aources that the deacription of the hunt of 
the Leviathan in Job 40 pa.rallela, at leut partially, the method of hunting the 
crocodile in Eygptj aee Hopfner, Der Tierhit, 131. lt ia intereating to compare the 
paaaage in Job with the image of Rahab, the mythical monater, enemy of God (Job 
9,13; 26,12; P •. 89,11), which al•o appean in pa.ralleliam with tannin (11&. 51,9). 
The word Rahab derive• from the Semitic (Akka., Arab. or Syr., •ee EMi9r VII 329; 
BDB 923; KBL 875) and ita literal meaning i• probably 111torm111 11arrogance." 
Worlhy of note i• the fact that Egypt ia called Rahab in l •a. 30,7; P•• 87,4. 
167. An i.mage cl01e to the Egyptian one ia found in BS 3, 30: "Water will 
extinguiah bluing fire, 11 but the •ubject appearing in the •econd part; of the verae -
11th111 righteouaneu will atone for •in" - i• a wholly different one. 
168. For example• of the u•e of thi• image in the Me•opotamian wi•dom •ee 
Bryce, A Legac11 of Wudom, 223 n.23. 
169. Drioton (11Amenemope 111 254ff.) fmda in Tl&e Iutf't&dion of Amenemope 
Semiti•m• recognisable in the grammar, the IYßt&x and the vocabulary. Kevin 
("Amen-em-opt, 11115ff.) hold• a •imi1ar view; for a contrary opinion •ee Bryce, 
below. 
170. Drioton, 11Amenemope 111 264, translates: "A haughty man, awollen with 
arrogance and who bu•ie• him•elf with an abundance of in•olence (.zä.tlon), i• called 
a .1ed. 11 
171. The plural adjective appeara often in the wi•dom Paalma (119, 21,51,69, 
etc. and 19,14). The .1edim tranagres• again•t the Law of God and are enemie• and 
opprCIIOn of the pio111 man in P•alm• (cf. 86, 14). In later prophecy they are 
evildoen who •pum the worda of the propheta (11&. 13,11; Jer. 43,2; Mal. 3,15,19; 
etc.) 
172. Cf. Oe•terley, Prot1erb,, 100-101; Toy, Prot1erb,, 267. The collocation rib 
aedim appean once, in BS (11,9). 
173. Humbert, Recl&ercl&e,, 74. 
174. See, e.g., William•, "Semitic Original," 104; Bryce, A Legacr of Wi.,dom, 
66-69. 
175. cf. Introduction above, p. 3. 
176. Bryce, A Legaey of Wudom, 67-71, 90, 120-124, 132, 228 n.3. 
177. lbid., 67. 
178. Fora detailed treatment of thia •ubject, •ee pp. 160ff. below. 
179. Following are aome remarb on Bryce'• analy•i• of 'i l l&ima which refiect• 
the c:liftlcultie• inherent in hia theory. Fint, with regard to the 0adaptive •tage, the 
verb r'I&: the u•e of the verb r'I& in hithpa'el in the Bible to expreu the idea of 
11befriend11 i• not unu•ual (•ee eDm.ple• in BDB 945), and there is no call to look 
for any Egyptian influence in this verbal form. Conceming l(Jt in Prov. 15,18, 
Curthermore, Bryce fail• to •ee tbe u•e of tbe •tem lt(J, whicb i• ~ exact equivalent 
of the Egyptian terma ff', •ff'• it9 al•o appeara in reference to "•trife": "And when 
,here i• no •landerer •trife (mitlon) i• quietened (Jiltö9) 11 (Prov. 26, 20). lt aeem• 
(o ua that both Prov. 15,18 and 26,20 expre•• a truth connected with human 
:onduct in general and do not necea•arily retlect the "Egyptian model. 11 
Second, it i• bard to attribute the pbrue• 'le"" M&~ 'ereA: 'appaJim and 
nolel ber1'ho mentioned in Prov. 14,29 and 16,32 to ih!i! aai~ilative atage. lD both 
rene• tbe •central Egyptian motif i• miuing and in it• •tead tbe Hebrew text 
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contain1 a new idea. In 14,29 ,•~,,.,. M&~ and 'erd 'appayim are the 1ymbols of 
foolilhneu and of wildom, wb.ile 'erd 'a.PJJGJim and möiil 61 Mil&o in 16,32 concem 
the capture of a city and heroi•m in war, but agam, unlike th; Egyptian, do . not 
involve the motif of •trife. At mo• t, the•e term• ma.y be linked to the integrative 
• tage. 
180. See pp. 137-138 above. 
181. See p. 122 above. 
182. For a discuuion of 'erei 'appayim •ee p. 171 below. 
183. Fora di•cu•• ion of the•e terma •ee pp. 171-172 below. 
184. The verbal uae (9.,. Mial& m1) and the nominal uae (9ö,er Mial&) appear in 
other boob of the Bible (e.g., Job0 21,4; Exod. 6,9). • • 
CHAPTER FOUR 
1. C!S'eü mean• "• top," 11de•ilt 11 ; •ee Crum 803/b. 
2. I• there a connection with gr, "fi1h11 (W6. V 180,12), i.e., "•ilent like a fi•h"? 
3. 11Heart11 here haa the •ene of "mind"; cf. pp. 300 below. 
4. See Volten'• tran•lation of To Jlef'iiare, 110. 
5. The god Amon i• "the lord of the .Uence, 11 "who love• the 1ilent, 11 "the 
protector of the silent" - •ee SAL 24, nn. 34, 35; d. "lord of lilence" (n6 ,gr) 
p. 152 below. 
6. The term ,g.9 appeara in the New Kingdom (W6. IV 320, 7,8). lt• primary 
meaning i• "muteneu, 11 11.Uence, 11 through •urpri•e and confuaion. lt i• connected to 
the verb 113 (ibid. 320, 5), "tobe •urpriaed" (Copt. CJC!S'e ). According to W6. (ibid. 
7), ,.t 119 refen in Anutui m 1,2 to the realm of the dead. But Camino•• 
auggeation (LEM 71) that ,.t 113 •hould be aeen u a variant of ,.t ,gr and 
tranalated here with "the palace" •uit• the context better. 
7. Cf. also Kl&dl&eperre-,on6, recto 12. 
8. Wb. IV 324; Erichaen 470. 
9. E.g., Zech. 1,11 and Judg. 3,30; •ee Crum 389; cf. the Egyptian "Becalmer 
of the two land•, 11 Wb. IV 324, 7. 
10. See also PtaHotep 604; Jansaen I p. 108, Ff 1,2; etc. 
11. ~6 and i6~ interchange and from the Middle Kingdom on they are 
indiatingui•hable: •ee W6. V 22,5. d66, the cauaative form, appeara once in our 
corpua, in the sense of 11ma.ke cool" ( U~i. IV 918, 8). 
12. In the Coptic Version R.6.o replace• the Hebrew root 910r, e.g., Prov. 25,25; 
aee Crum 100. 
13. For the meaning of j,&9. here •ee p. 122 above. 
14. Since the beginning of the vene i• miuing, the tranalation ia uncertain; for 
a different tranalation aee Brunner A W 191. 
15. The verb ~6 stand• in •ynonymou• parallelilm with l&no (Janaen I p. 35, 
Ba 3); in antithetic parallelilm with Hm (Jn,trudion 6i, 11 Man for Hi, San 
XVIIT 5); the collocation ~6 j,&9.-v, stand• in antithetic paralleli•m with dni 
{Sd.etep-ib-Ra St 3,5). 
16. Gardiner tramlate• 111peak coolly {?) 11 (AAGricui I 9•); for a different 
tran•lation aee Fiacher-Elfert, Die ,atirucl&e Streit,cl,,rift. 59, 61/b. 
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17. See Sallier I 8, 11; Ana.dui m 4, 8; Wb. II 496, 6 . 
.18. See Job 26,12; 37, 17 in Crum 704. 
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19. Owing to the common use of the noun "heart" (i6) u the 1ubject of Arw 
(i.e., 11contented heart11 ), the drawing of a heart ia used u the determinative of Arw 
beginning with the New Kingdom; from then on it i1 difficult to diatinguiah 
between case• where the heart ia the •ubject of the verb, and where it 1ignifie• a 
determinative only. 
20. Cf. the passage in lnatrudion 61 a Man for Hi, San in which Arw ia 
contrasted with ~3~ r3, "one who ia hasty in 1peech11 (XIV 3-4), and al•o the 
phraae• 11an utterance ••. that ia calmneu for the heart" AnD (Ar) 1&3.ty - Lanaing 
15,3 and Anutui m 1,3; "speech that pleaae• the heart, 11 jd. Är.t i6 - Mentul&otep 
11; to matten of speech, but not pertaining to the •emantic field under 
consideration, belongs the formula "He with whose sayings/ utterances etc., one i• 
pleaaed (h.nD), 11 which ia common in the king's court writings in reference to the 
high official and the leader. The subjects of the contentment may be the king, the 
citizens, etc. ( Urlc. IV 411,2; 938, 10; 1011, 7; 1183, 12; etc.; Janssen I p. 28, Ak 8, 
and cf. ibid. 2,3,5,11); sometimes the gods are content with the graceful utterance• 
of the scribe (Ana,tui III 4,8). 
21. Without 193 and •~6, which appear once in our corpus. 
22. ~- Brunner-Traut, "Weiterleben der ägyptischen Lebenslehren," 173-216. 
23. Confirmation that garrulousness is deemed a sin in ancient Egypt is found 
in the "Confession of the Dead," in which the deceased declares: 11I was not a •i3 
~MD ("chatterer") in speech 11 (Budge, Th.e Booli: of th.e Dead., 370 (chap. 125, 331). 
24. On this matter see Faulkner, in O. Firchow (ed.), Aegrptologucl&e Studien, 
84-88, and for the meaning of the saying and its mythological background 1ee 
Posener, "Amenemope 22, 9-10." 
25. For a discussion of these phrases aee Chap. 7, sections 11mouth," "belly,11 
"heart.11 
26. See p. 161 below. 
27. Cf. Posener (n. 24 above). 
28. Cf. Th.e Eloquent Pea,ant Bl 26-27, Urlc. IV 1031, 9, and •ee Assmann, 
Ma•at, 138-139. 
29. The ambivalent attitude to speech and silence in Egyptian literature from 
the Old Kingdom up to the New Kingdom Period has been treated in detail by 
Lanczkowski, "Reden und Schweigen, 11 186-196; in bis view the "ideal of silence" 
arose in a political setting, as freedom of speech constitutes a political threat. 
Silence was then provided with human and theological grounda and it became an 
ideal. 
30. For Jmm see above, Chapter 3. 
31. Fora comprehensive diacussion of thia chapter see Posener, "Le chapitre IV 
d1Amenemope,11 129-135; Perdue, Wild.am anti. Cult, 54-58; Kevin, "The Wiadom 
of Amen-m-opt, 11 149 ff; Anthes, "Die Funktion des vierten Kapitels," 9-18; and 
lately Israeli, "Chapter Four of Amenemope,11 464-484. 
32. Various interpretations have been offered for the tree-growing place• -
~ntr with respect to imm and t~n.t with respect to grw m3'. Here two 1uggestion1 
are given that seem most suitable as regards context and orthography. For other 
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propoaala 1ee the bibliography in n. 31, eapecially the review by Israeli, 474 ff. 
Parlicularly interesting for purposes of comparison with the Bible is Kevin•s 
suggestion. Kevin amend• hnt11 to hn.t, 11a channeP' (a mi•hearing by the scribe), 
and find• here the inßuence "of the i~ge of 111tream• of water11 appearing in P•alms 
l,3i this sugge•tion will be rejected by tho•e who a•1ume that the Egyptian 
composition predates the Hebrew Psalm. Israeli sugge•ts distinguishing between 11a 
tree growing in a place into which water may be easily channelled" and 11& tree 
which grow• in a place where there i• no acceu to channelled water,11 op. cit., 483. 
Thi• proposal i• u good a• any other conjecture. But when Israeli •eeb to 
elucidate other terms in chapter 4 of Amenemope in light of her novel explanation 
(auch u pA, mArm), the explanation, de•pite it• originality, is not a• convincing. 
33. B~al "not in one's place of birth i• considered a •erious diagrace in Egyptj 
cf. the fate of Sinuhe (B 190ft). A similar concept was held by the Hebrew1: Joseph 
make• his brothers swear that 11you shall carry my bones from here" (Gen. 50,25); 
cf. also the •tory of the carrying of Jacob'• body from Egypt for burial in Canaan 
(ibid. 4ff.). 
34. Cf. Israeli (n. 31 above), 473; Borghouts, "The •Hot One,' 11 24-25. 
35. Fiacher-Elfert, "Dein Hei88er111 83, and Perdue (n. 31 above). 
36. Cf. Chap. 3 above, p. 130. 
37. The comparison of wisdom to a "fountain of water" i• present also in 
Proverb•: "The teaching of the wise i• a f'ountain of life11 (13,14); "The fountain of 
wisdom is a gushing • tream 11 (18,4; cf. 16,22). Wisdom interchange• with the "fear 
of God" and 11righteousness 11 which are also "a fountain of life" (10,11; cf. 25, 26). 
38. In the Bible the image of God aa a "fountain of living waters" appear• 
orten (Jer. 2,13i 17,13; Pa. 36,10; the oppoaite - Jer. 15, 18). 
39. Cf. the expreasion ,gr ~3 !na, "to ailence the loud of voice11 (Januen I p. 
108, Fe 1), and also "there is not raising of voice (n lc3 Ana) in the hou•e of the 
lord of ailence ( a6 1gr) 11 ( Uri. IV 1031, 9). · " 
40. Urlc. IV 1181, 14; Janaaen I p. 35 Ba, 5, 7. 
41. Urlc. IV 970, 15i Blumenthal G3,36j Janaaen ibid. Ba 6; lnltrudion 61 • 
Man Jor Hu Son XIV 5, and also in Url:. IV 1930, 18 (aee n. 64 below). 
42. Pta~~otep 323; Janaaen ibid. Ba 2. 
43. Otto p. 67, No. 73, 4-5; Janaen-Winkeln II 3, 4, 12. 
44. Otto No. 70, 8. 
45. See Admonition, of an Egyptian Sage 11,13; and also Grapow, Die 
6ildlich.en Au,drüde, 51. 
46. int11 # ~b l!.t (Pta~~otep 323); ~3 1rf # ~bb ,rf (for a diacussion of theae 
terms see Blumenthal 302-303); ~3/ id !na # ~b m3'/l,d/nmt.t (Otto pp. 67-68). 
47. JaDBSen I p. 35, Ba 3 (aa a verb). 
48. Among the attributea of the "ideal acribc" - Hatnub, in Jan88en, ibid. 2. 
49. lbid. 6. 
50. Cf. the synonymous adjective h.r g "quiet natured, 11 in TAe A utobiogr11ph1 
of Anh.urmo,e, pi. 25, l. 35 where it is opposed to r3 t3, the "hot-mouthed man," 
Ockinga, El Ma,h.ayi/ch.. For referencea to hna ib, see, e.g., Urlc. IV 63, 13; Jansaen 
I p. 28, Ak 14-18, etc; aee Wb. II 497,l4j cf. also the expreasion Ana ,.t i6 
(calm-tempered), Janssen I p. 28, Ak 13 (already in the 6th Dynaaty); and also the 
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phraae AMD Ar ib, uaually preaent in Urlc. IV aa an attribute of the high official 
{1016, 12; et~.). 
51. Januen I p. 29, A.k 19-23; 25-31. 
52. II.MD ib • tanda in paralleliam with: mn~ pv (ibid. p. 28, A.k 18); tl9r 
,rf (ibid. 15); iv m pri. t i6 (ibid. 17). 
53. Cf. "aealed of lipa,11 that. ia, regarding palace affaira in the inacriptiom of 
the 10th Dynaaty ( Uri. IV 63,14). 
54. See p. 154 above. 
55. AMD amt.tllmld v9.t/mja - Jansaen I p. 29, Ak 19, 22, 23, 25, 29; llma 
jb.t, ibid. 22, 23, 28, 29; lli~r ,.t a,, ibid. 26. 
56. In thia context the following phraae occurring in the biographiea of the 
22nd-23rd Dynaatiea ia instructive: 11I am a ailent man (grv) aince I came from the 
bclly. A.a one who haa good character I came (into the world) aa a child" 
(Janaen-Winkeln I B28, 1; B29, 1). 
57. The acribe who copied The Inatructitm to Merikare - aee colophon, ibid. 
58. See n. 62 below. 
59. See Hermisson, Studien .zur Iaraeliti,cAen SprucAvei,Aeit, 72-73; 
Humphreya, in Iar. Wi,d., 179-180; Skaldny, Die lllte,ten SprucA,ammlungea, 44-45. 
For the contrary view, aee Brunner, Er.ziehung, 119-123. 
60. See Brunner, ibid. 45, 56, 119-123. 
61. Brunner-Traut, (n. 22 above). 
62. See Asamann, SAL llff.; idem "Die •Loyalistiache Lehre'" lff.; and Ma'at, 
259. The believer presenta himaelf now aa "lowly" and aa "poor,11 aubject to distresa · 
- aee AHG 148 B,15: "You are Amon, lord of the ailent, who comea to the voice 
of the poor, 11 and ibid. 169, 2 where Amun is "the protector of the ailent man, the 
rescuer of the poor"; see also Brunner, "Die religi!Sse Wertung der Armut, 11 330-331, 
and Gunn, "The Religion of the Poor," 83 ff. A aimilar way of repreaentation in 
the "style of the poor11 and deacription of God aa 11protector of the poor11 ia found 
in the Biblical psalmody, e.g., Pa. 35,10; 40, 18; 140,13: Kaufmann, TAe Religion 
II, 681-687. 
63. The colophon is preaerved in Pap. Peter,burg 1116a, which doea not 
predate the 18th Dynasty. 
64. Also, in Uri. IV 1930, 17 (W. Helck, Urlcunden der 18. Dratutie), not 
included in the corpua of this reaearch, appears grv m9' (in aynonymoua parallelism 
to ~b ,r/) in a religious context. Here we are dealing with an offering •tele from the 
time of Amenhotep III in honor of Renenutet, the goddesa of fertility and harvest. 
65. For referencea aee n. 43 above. 
66. On the Ma•at see pp. 9~7, 107 above. 
67. Cf. n. 62 above. 
68. lt is not clear if we are dealing with separate roota or different worda 
leriving from the aame root: see TDOT III, 262-263. 
69. BDB 198-199, KBL 213-214. 
70. Proverbs twice, Job 5 time•, wisdom Psalm once, out of 22 time• in the 
lible. 
71. Cf. Toy, Proverb,, 29; like igt, ilv also aerves to describe the land in 
:,mea of peace (cf. Eg. agr~) (1 Chr. 4,40). 
72. Also in the Greek Version of BS 1,23. 
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73. For ,e Ht' nah •ee pp. 148-149 above. 
74. Already pointed out by Grollenberg in RB 59 (1952), 42-43. 
75. For elucidation of thia vene aee the commentarie• to Proverbs: Oe•terley, 
230; Toy, 471; McKane, 590; etc. 
76. The Eg. ,aj, i.e., 11mode•t, 11 "humble, 11 appeara a• a •ynonym for '"" and 
h"" (•ee Kcigemai I 1) and u the antonym of 19m, "violent man" ( u„Jc. IV 1092,14 
Rdhmit'e; Atlmonitioa, o/ 11n Enpticin S11ge, 11, 13). 
77. Cf. ;epälim in Job 5,11. 
78. The adjective 'iniw belong• to the vocabulary of the P•alma, in which it 
refen to the righteou•, the piou• man. 
79. In P •• 141,3 the piou• man beg• God to watch over ( ~) 11 the door of hi• 
lip•"; and in wi•dom P •• 34,14 ~r i• accompanied by the object• lö.ion and 
lepiif11,im, but here the phrue concel'DI a prohibition againat •peaking fal•ely and 
not a command to guard againat talking too much. 
80. A comprehen•ive •tudy of •peech and •ilence in Proverb• wu publi•hed by 
Bnhlm&DD, Von t'ec/den Reden •ntl Scl&weigea. For our •ubject •ee ibid. 214ff. and 
cf. McKane11 later article in SAT, e•p. 174-185. The Babylonian teacher al•o 
recommend• ailence and warn• the pupil again•t exce•• ive •peech: •ee Dürr, Du 
Et'~ieh.un.g,wuen, 86-87. 
81. Cf . .Ameaemope 22,13ft'. 
82. Cf. Job 40,4: 11 I lay my hand on my mouth11 ; the meaning of the phra•e ia 
11to keep •ilent11 and the action de•cribed by it i• identical to the determinative 
accompanying mo• t of the Egyptian lexeme• belonging to the •emantic field of 
ailence. Couroyer ( 11Mettre aa main," 197-209) ha• •hown that the phrue 11lay band 
on mouth" i• Egyptian. Cf. The J,utt'lldion o/ Kl&eti XXIV B-C: "When you enter 
and the hou•eholder .•. then •it and lay a hand on your mouth11 (i.e., be •ilent); cf. 
al•o Faullmer, The .Aacienf Egwti11n Prrcimid Tezt, §254. 
83. Cf. Oe•terley, Pt'ot1et'1'1, 280; for other interpretation• •ee Toy, Pt'ovet'l),, 
537 and the •ugge•tion• made by McKane, Pt'OVet'h, 664ft' and Bnhlmann (n. 80 
above), 221ft'. 
84. See Perdue, Wiltlom cintl Cult, 180-187. 
85. Gre•• rnann, Die ne•gef'un.tlene Lehre ,le, .Amen-em-ope, 284. 
86. The mention of "the wicked men'• judgement11 in P •. 1, regarded by 
acholarahip a• belief in the world to com~ which intlitrated into Judai•m under 
Helleniatic infl.uence, ha• cau•ed mo•t re•earc:her• to regard P •• 1 a• a late p•alm 
dating to the period of the Second Temple. But Greumann, and following him 
Blackman ("The Paalma, 11 195), hold that the motif here ia clearly Egyptian, 
namely, the Egyptian Judgement of the Dead, and that therefore the p•alm i• early. 
In our view the topic i• a reque•t addre•• ed to God which recun in Paalm•. lt 
come• from the piou• man, the righteou•, who a•b God to take revenge againat hi• 
enemie11 the wicked. Whether thi• theme •hould be a•• ociated with the Day of 
Judgement of prophetic literature u Kaufmann (The Religion II, 676-677) 
1ugge1ted1 or not, i• open to diacu11ion; it •hould not, however, be aeen a• a foreign 
implant of an early Egyptian belief or aa a late Helleni•tic concept. 
87. Blackman, "The Paalm•, 11 195. 
88. Cf. Scillier I 3,6: "Apply younelf to writing by day, whil•t you read by 
night" (II Cl&eater Becitfy V recto 5,5-6II 7'1'rin C 1,3-4; •ee al•o L11n.ing 2,1). 
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89. The image in Jeremiah ia indeed cloaer to the Egyptian 10urcea than the 
deacription in Paalma. "The hot-tempered11 ia connected in the Egyptian literature 
with the motif of lacl[ of water, drought, deaert: In O,tracon Deir el Medinel 1265 
114, the heart of the hot-tempered man ia compared to a "lone tree in a daert" and 
in O,trACoa Leipzig 8, 4-5 he ia cuned that he will perish in the aummer•• heat; and 
according to one explanation the imm in Amenemope chapter 4 ia like a tree which 
haa no acce• to channeled water (aee Israeli, [n.32 above]), juat like the 11ahrub in 
the deaert 11 in Jeremiah, which 11ahall dwell in the parched placea of the wilderneu 
in an uninhabited aalt land" (Jer. 17,6). 
90. Contrary to Gressmann'a view (n. 85 above) that the deacriptiona of the 
11heated11 and 11ailent man" in Amenemope chapter 4 are "rein profan.." 
91. Kevin (11The 'W'lldom of Amen-m-opt11) hold• that Ämeaemope wu 
influenced by the Bible. He goea even further and atatea that chapter 4 wu 
tranalated directly from the Hebrew Pa. 1; Drioton ia of a like opinion (11Sur la 
sagesae d1Amenemope 11 ). William• ("The Alleged Semitic Original"), followed by 
Anthea ("Die Funktion"), opposea thia view, inaiating on the authenticity of the 
pusage in Ämenemope. 
92. See pp. 165-167 above. The 11fool 11 and the 11 wiae man," u repreaenting 
positive and negative human type• in Hebrew, aerve the aame purpoae in the 
Egyptian wiadom literature (6m, wA3 # r6), Thia pair ia later replaced by the 
11wicked man" and the "man of God" (,3be # md" njr); aee pp. 258 ff. below. 
93. In the Bible thia motif involvea a religioua setting and appeara in the 
Paalma and in prophecy: aee Kaufmann, The Religion, II, 685 n.68; and also 
Crenshaw, SAIW 485-486. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
1. The collocation Am A•t. identical in meaning, ia rare in our aample. 
2. "Not to know" thinga, people, eventa, etc.; e.g., KAcalleperre-,oa6 recto 7; 
Anut111i I 14,7; etc.; a formula repeated in the writinga of the 18th Dynuty and 
referring to the king and high official ia: "There ia nothing that (he) does not know11 
( Url. IV 449,16; 1071,9). 
3. On the political level, enemiea who do not recognise Egypt and ita king are 
termed 6mw Kmt (see Blumenthal, p. 239 and Wb. m 278,13), u are rebels againat 
the king who do not recognise hia authority (Blumenthal, ibid.). On the religioua 
level Am means 11to ignore god" (Admonition, 8,7). 
4. The 111pp01ition that rmt 1&m in Demotic derivea from l&m, 11fool11 in 
Egyptian, on which Lexa11 translati~n ia baaed (10metimea rende~g rnd 6m u 
11 l'im6ecile, 11 "nupide" [Lexa, Pa.p. Jn,inger 11,911), ia doubtful; tranalation ia bued 
on the asaumption that the Demotic expreasion derivea from the homonymic lexeme 
6m33 (Wb. m 281,13), i.e., "become thin, 11 "meager," which ia 21u, / !IJH.ll in 
Coptic and therefore rmt 6m means "inferior man" (aee Öemy 252 and allO 
Erichaen 359-360; LEWL 58, 174). 
5. w63 II em - Tl&e Pea.,ant Bl 218, 219, etc; w93 # re - Pta~~otep 573, 
574: Admonition, 6,13; etc. 
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6. Atlmonition, 6113: 11The sage 1&)'1 •yes' the fool (w(t3) aays •no.' He who doea 
not know (iw.tr r(t.lJ thia ia pleaaing in bia eyea11 ; according to Gardiner 
(Atlmonition,1 52) three people are •poken of here: 11 (1) tbe man who knows and 
admita the fact ... (2) the ignorant man who deniea it1 and (3) the man who doea not 
know of it and ia indifferent t.o ite trut.h or faleehood. 11 But. Gardiner prefere the 
alternative vereion of t.hia paesage, 81 given in AmenemAet IV B-C, i.e., to read 11 ~r 
ntt II r(t./1 (inatead of 11iw.tr r(t./1) and t.o take t.hia aa a dependent clauae relating 
to the w(t3, namely, 11the ignorant man aaya no becauae he doea not know it.; it ia 
fair in hia eyea.11 Since the lat.ter interpret.ation· auits t.he image of the w(t3 better, 
we bave followed it in our diacuuion above. 
7. Tbe w(t3 ia deacribed aa one who complaine againet. t.he t.rial in the next. 
world ( To Merillare 56). 
8. Crum 714; Wb. III 27,15. 
9. The Copt.ic Version baa ~T2_llT for the following t.erma in the Bible: ll,il 
(Qob. 4,17; 7,6,9); ,ü:lut {ibid. 2,13); 'iwweld (Prov. 14,8); 11i6il1 ne6ili {Pa. 74,18; 
Deut. 22,21). 
10. Brunner (ErAehung, 112) holda t.hat i10.t1 A3.t, ia a man witbout. t.alent. 
from birth who ia incapable of learning; but. this view haa no aupport in the aourcea 
preaented in our aample. 
11. In the opinion of Volten {Ani, 167-168) (tn ia linked to t.he term [t11w1 
11child111 henc_e it.a primary meaning ia 11be childish,11 "be without underatanding, like 
a child.11 
12. Thua according t.o Volten'• tranalation, ibid. For other interpretatione aee 
Licht.heim, Literattire II,145 and Brunner, A W 213. (tn parallele i10.t1 ~3.t1 in 
1,rael Stele, line 12. 
13. ~ny, JEA 15, 243ff.; for referencea in Pap. 10052 in the Britiah Museum 
see ibid. 251 n.50. 
14. See also T.E. Peet1 The Grea.t Tomb Rollberie, I, 145-146 n. 32, where p3 
i3wt 1313 appeara, tranalated by Peet 81 11doddering old man. 11 
15. Erichaen 263. 
16. In Coptic tbe term haa a different meaning1 11hypocrite. 11 See Crum 148 
and Westendorf 81. 
17. l(t also appeara in the feminine form t3 l(t.t, "fooliah woman11 
{Anl:hlhe,ho119118,9). 
18. l(t ia found in antithetic paralleliam with: # 11wiae man11 (rmt r(t - many 
time•, e.g.1 Anil,he,honqr 6,14; 211718; et.c.); # "good man" {rmt 11/r - Jn,inger 
2119); # 11man of god, 11 11pio111 man11 {rmt njr - ibid. 2813); and juxtapoaed to 
"learned man11 (,63 - Anlilhahonqr 5110). 
19. Erichaen 417. 
20. 1101lll~, in e.g.1 Anil,he1honq113,6,1; Jn,inger 10,415; 12,4,5; 13111,12. 
21. Cf. the t.erm 11093 - 11 tinmindige, Kind," { W6. IV 7619) which ia ,wg in 
Demotic {Erichaen 417), and also MetternicA Stele 196,170, 11a ,wg child (n(tn) 
wit.hout. a fat.her" (according t.o Gardiner, Ana.,ta,i I, 13* n.4). Cf. also G.R. 
Hughea, 11The Cruel Fat.her,11 Studie, in the Honov o/ J.A. Wil,011 (Chicago 1969)1 
47, who defmea t.he ,wg aa 11incompetent., needing t.he care of parent or guardian.11 
22. coG' replacea the st.ema 116~ in e.g.1 Iaa. 32,5; Deut. 32,6 ( ni6il); Iaa. 32,6 
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(ne6il4i); and 6'r, in e.g., Jer. 10,14 (ni6'ar); ha. 19,11 (ni6'ir4i [•i~•]); P• 94,8 
(6ö•Ärim); •ee Crum 388. 
23. Once in the combination n,g U. t11, "fooliah in hi• heart, hi• mind 11 -
Pap. L01111re 2380, line 5, in St•tlie, in H~or of G.R. H"lh.e•, 263ff. 
24. Glanville, TAe lnri7'1'ction of •Onch,/&e,/&onq11, 70-71 n. 90. The tran•lation 
given for Anlll/&e,1&onq11 19,8 in our diacuuion accord• with Lichtheim'•, Literat•re 
m, 174. Another pouible tran•lation of thia ver•e i•: "ff a stupid man repent• he 
become• a wi•e man" - thu• Lichtheim in her revi•ed tran•lation of the work in 
LEWL 84; and also Brunner, A W 283, line 299 and Thi•• en, Anc/&,c/&e,c/&cmqi, 45. 
According to thia tran• lation alao the 11119 ia corrigible, pACe Glanville, above. 
25. Gardiner (n. 21 above) give• another e:mmple from Kamai 52,17, where 
the ""f i• •aid to be •en•eleu a• goo•e. 
26. "To •lay" - thia tran•lation, following Erich•en 398, who renden ]!t6 a• 
"kill," ia not conclu•ive. ]!t6 may also mean "thrash" (•ee Lichtheim, Literat•re m, 
215 n.43 and idem LEWL 211) or 11 ,c/&lagen" (•ee Brunner, A W 319). 
27. lt ia found once as a noun -"•tupidity" (in Inlinger 10,18). 
28. Some fmd the early meaning of J!n - 11quarrel•ome man" - in the later 
in•truction also; •ee the tran•lation in Brunner's A W, of AnA:h,/&e,honq11 23,12 and of 
Inlinger 4,11: /!n ia II Un7'1'/&e,tifter. 11 
29. Brunner, Erne/&•ng, 114-116; also idem "Zentralbegriffe," 414-415. 
30. These determinatives are: a band holding a stick accompanied by the •ign 
of two croaed •ticlu, which •ignifie• breakage, damage (Gr Z9); a sparrow and leg• 
walking backwards, •ignifying tuming back (Gr D55); •ee alao W6. V 160-161. 
31. 'i'l'lii - P •• 18,27; 'i'l'le,.-, pe/& - Prov. 4,24; •ÄqalqaUo-t - Judg. 5,6; 
ta/&püo-t - Prov. 6,14; nilo.z (# 11.Jr) - Prov. 14,2; •ee Crum 836. 
32. Hier. 0,-tr. I, pl. 1,4; d.i•cUBBed by Volten, Ani, 143, Brunner, Erne/&•ng, 
114-116 and idem A W 468 n. 353; for tran•lation •ee ibid. 216 line 10 and 
Lichtheim, LEWL 1. Cf. thi• paaaage to Anii 9, 14-15 - itl~w , n6-t r iaw, where 
the •ame idea i• expreued, i.e., 11every man i• led by hi• nature." 
33. See pp. 34ff. above. 
34. Cf. also T/&e ln1'tr1'C'ticm of Anii 10,13,14 - "crooked stick (gwi.10)11 # 
"straight •tick (mtr.w).11 
35. The root 'qi ia characteriatic but i• not exclu•ive to Biblical wi•dom. The 
adjective 'iqqii ia found in Prov. (7 time• ); the nominal form ia alao pre•ent in 
Prov. (twice) a• i• the verb (twice), which also appear• in Job (once). A• an 
adjective 'i'l'lii ia also found in Deut. 32,5, in a pauage bearing a wi•dom imprint. 
36. Only once i• 'iHii identified with A:e,iz - in Prov. 19,1: "Better i• a 
poor man (rii) who wallu in hi• integrity than a man who i• perverse in apeech 
( 'iqqii ,epiti1110) and i• a fool (ie,i~"; but the ie,iz i• replaced in the parallel 
ver•e 28,6 by 'aiir, which apparently i• the conect ver•ion a• rii and •ä.iir are a 
pair in paralleli•m of member•. 
37. The •tem 'qi appear• in the following collocation•: ,'l'leiut peh <II ze.a:ut 
,epitavim) - Prov. 4,24; 6,12; cf. the words of Wi•dom in 8,8; 'i'l'lii ,epitip -
ibid. 19,1; 'iHii .li6 - 11,20; 17,20 <II aeh.eppü nliono); •or~öti/&em 'iqqeiim 
(II nelo.a:im 6ema'gelotim) - 2,15; cf. 22,5; for a d.i•cu•1ion of the combination 
'iHii + tlerei and it• synonym• •ee above, p. 87. 
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38. In the Bible the roota rJr and tmm aerve u antonyma of •9J; ylr outaide 
the wiadom literature and tmm in the wiadom booka, aee Iaa. 42,16; Mic. 3,9; Prov. 
19,1; 10,9; 11,20; 28,6,18, and Job 9,20. 
39. On the relation between the terma ,96e and l~ aee pp. 259-261 below. 
40. Fora diacuaion of thia aubject aee Chapter 6. 
41. Aci,ar le6 atanda in 1ynonymou1 paralleli•m with: peti, 'eviil (BS) and in 
antithetk paralleliam with nii6on, 'i I te6v.ni./ ot. 
42. Thia etymology of ptA i• accepted by moat of the acholan who identüy the 
Hebrew atem with the Aramaic root ptj/' meaning "to be open, wide" and argue 
that thia aenae i• alao preaerved in the expreaaion pöteA ,epatiir,.o, "one who opena 
wide hia lipa", in Prov. 20,19 (d. 24,28). Other•, however, reject thia UIUmption 
and link ptA with the Arabic /atii(vi), "be a young man," "in prime of life" (aee 
TWA T VI 822-823 and BDB 834; KBL 786}. In any caae, the verb ptA i• not 
characteriatic of the aage'a vocabulary. 
43. peti 1tand1 in aynonymoua paralleliam with lce,ilim u weil (Prov.), le~im 
(Prov.), 'ewil (BS). In Ezekiel 45,20 peti i• aynonymoua with iögeA, i.e., one who 
aina through ignorance. On thi• •ee Whybray, TAe Intellectua~ 137. 
44. For peti in the wiadom Pu. •ee diacuuion by Hurvit•, Wi,dom Language, 
51-52. 
45. In P•alma lce,il appear• alao in 92,7 and 94,8, which in Whybray'• view are 
paalm• with wiadom featurea; aee above, Corpua, n. 17. 
46. See TDOT IV 372, BDB 492. 
47. Pr111v. 17,10 - "A rebuke enter• (lit. de•cenda) into a man of 
under•tanding (me6in} more than a hundred atripea into a atupid man (lle,il)" -
doea not contradict thi• view. lt i• not aaid here that laahea are ineff'ective in 
improving the lce,i~ but rather ia hi• wild nature compared with the obedient 
nature of the me6in; thia counter• the opinion of Mandry, fiere i, No God, 16,20. 
48. Cf. Pa. 32,9, where the influence of Prov. 26,3 i• evident, and TAe 
lnrif'Udion o/ Anii 9,17-10,7, which compare• the education of a youth to the 
taming of an animal (ox, lion, hor•e, dog, camel [?), gooae). 
49. See Fox•• interpretation of theae ver•ea in QoAelet, 227-229. 
50. On mit•1166er there: aee pp. 138-139 above. 
51. Varioua aolution• have been put forward for the contradiction between 
ver•e• 4 and 5 in Prov. 26: aee commentariea to Proverb•• Rotenberg•a propoaal 
("To the Meaning of 'i111111elet11) ia the leaat acceptable; in hia view the word 'i111111elet 
haa two meaninga in Proverb•, aa a feminine adjective - "atupid woman" - and 
aa abatract noun - 11atupidity11 ; in 26,4 'iwvielet ia the atupid woman, i.e., "do 
not anawer him roughly like hia •tupid wüe"; in 25,5 'iwwelet i• hia atupidity, i.e., 
"anawer him in a manner neceaaitated by hi• •tupidity." 
52. See Gordi•, KoAeletA, 246-248; Perdue, Cult and Wi,dom, 180ft'. 
53. So alao Gordi•, Barton and other• in their commentariea to Qoheleth. 
54. See BDB 17; Kahana, Proverb,, 3, but thi• etymology of 11al ia not accepted 
by other acholan; cf. Caaellea, TDOT I, 137ff., and KBL 19, preaent additional 
111gge1tion11 and n. 56 below. 
55. Whybray, TAe Intellectua~ 134 aaumea that the two pauagea in the 
prophecy - laa. 19,11; Jer. 4,22 - alao belong to the wiadom tradition. 
56. Caaellea, TDOT I, 138-139 comparea the Hebrew 'eviil ,epiitayim with the 
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Egyptian '13 r3/ bru (Iit. "rich in mouth" or 11words11), i.e., garrulous. The 
proximity between the two terms is evident, since the Egyptian idiom is sometimcs 
compounded with hr11, i.e., "leader"; while 'e111il derivcs from the root '1111 -
"first, 11 11strong111 -·- and so 11 the princes of Zoan11 are described in lsa. 9,11 aa 
foolish ('e111ilim). In this light, euelles believcs that 'e111il ,epiita11im was applied 
as a scornful epithet to the babblcr of the wisdom school and prcsupposcs a 
connection with international wisdom. But this opinion has several vulnerable 
points: (1) the expreBBion '13 r3/ br111 is not attached specifically to the figure of the 
leader in Egypt; and (2) the etymology of 'e111il is not clear, and not all scholars 
will accept the one orrered by eazelles above. 
57. In the Masorctic text 'i111111elet is written, but it should be read 'e111i4 
which fits with re, in the second part of the verse; sec McKane, Proverb,, 399. 
58. 'i111111elet ~ppears only twice outside the wisdom literature, being found in 
the psalms or lamentation, wherc the believer prcsents himselr as one with sin and 
transgression, defined as 'i111welet (Ps. 38,6; 69,6). 
59. See p. 215 and n. 85 below. 
60. Nouns: l~on, Prov. 1,22; melifi., ibid. 1,6; see pp .. 329-330 below. 
Adjective: meli~, Job 33,23; 16,20; verb: 11älif (qal, future), 3 times in Prov.; the 
adjective Uf is also found in lsa. 29,20, which according to Whybray, The 
Intellectua4 147, belongs to the wisdom tradition. 
61. See BDB 539, KBL 481 and also Richardson, 11Some Notes on •Liz1111 163. 
62. er. McKane, Proverb,, 464. 
63. See Toy11 interpretation, Proverb,, 408. •ebra. may also be understood from 
the phrase •abar •al - "overflow, 11 "excess, 11 that is, an "excess of insolence." On 
this and other interpretations see BDB 720; McKane, Proverb,, 550ff. 
64. lebö.t im should not be read for lepö.tim (as do Scott, Gemser, Toy and 
others). • 
65. er. the use or the verb b'r, which does not belong to wisdom terminology; 
in Isa. 19,11 the wise counsellors or Pharaoh are 'e111ilim and give "stupid 
(nib•ö.ra) counsel"; in a religious context b'r denotes non-recognition of God (on the 
part of the people, e.g., Jer. 10,21; or the idol worshippers - Jer. 10,8; etc.). 
66. See Whybray, The /ntellectua4 130. 
67. er. KBL 589; KBL3 626; BDB 614; and see OD this problem Roth, "nb4 11 
394-409, who on the basis or the usage in Akkadian and examination of the 
different meanings of the root nbl in the Bible, distinguishes between two groups, 
the noun nebela. and the verb näbal (qal), and the noun nebäla. and the adjective 
nö.bäl. Roth states that the basic meaning of nö.bäl is 11outcast from the 
community,11 an 11ostracized member or society,11 and nebäla. means 11sacrilege11 ; see 
also J.J. Paul Jouön, Biblica 5 (1924), 357-361; A. Coquot, Revue d'hiatoire de• 
Religion,, 155 (1959), 1-16, and recently the thorough discussion of J. Marb!Sck in 
TWATV, 171-185. 
68. nö.d i b is polysemic in Biblical Hebrew and signifies both character -
tenerous, noble man - and status - a member of the higher class, princely in 
·ank (see BDB 622). lt seems to us tha.t. the second meaning or nadib fits Prov. 
1
.7,7 (cf. McKane, Proverb,, 507). This is not the view or BDB 622, KBL 597 or 
3Uhlmann, Von rechten Retlen, 142, who believe that the rll'8t 1ense appliea here. 
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69. Cf. t.he int.erpretationa of Oeaterley, Pr011erb1, 278; Toy, Prowerb1, 533. 
Coquot (n. 67 above), 4, h81 a different explanation: the niibiil will never be able t.o 
aatiafy hil appetite for poaaeaaiona. Roth (l'nb~ 11 403-404) interpret.a the verae in 
light of a cu~om that he believea t.o have existed in tribal-nomadic aociety, the 
cuatom being that 11anyone who did not belong to a family or tribe who W81 
•without a name• .•. W81 left in the deaed without food and conaequently aoon died. 11 ; 
hence the nii6iil wu one without bread 81 he had been expelled. 
70. See alao here, pp. 137-138 above and p. 286 below. 
71. Read röJer inatead of reter in paralleliam with Je9er in the second part of 
the vene (aee commentariea to Proverbs). 
72. In Whybray11 view ( The Intelledual, 148) theae pauagea alao belong t.o the 
wisdom t.radition. 
73. Aa diatinct from ielce~ 11understanding," which haa a different etymology; 
aee Kedar, Bibli,che Semantik, 133. The verb ,J:l, i.e., 11be foolish, 11 does not appear 
in the Biblical wisdom books. 
74. ·Mandry, There i, No God, 83. 
75. Cf. Anll,he,honty 5, 9-10, which ia remarkably aimilar to the above 
paaage in Qoheleth; aee also the words of Agur, Prov. 30, 21-23. In the above 
paaagea a atyliatic device common in the Biblical wiadom literat.ure appeara, 
namely, the uae of contrasta to highlight the ab•urdity of the cunent atate of affaira. 
Thil il also characteri•tic of the Egyptian apeculative wiadom: aee, e.g., 
Admonition, 7,6ff.; Ne/erti 54-57. For more detaila aee my article 
11Egypt.ian •Prophetie' Writings and Biblical Wisdom Literature,11 87-88. 
76. In prophecy dl denotes lack of knowledge of God; the people are ,iil:iil 
owing t.o their ignorance of God (Jer. 4,22; 5,21). 
77. See TDOT III, 412, BDB 237-239. 
78. holelot ia the plural participle form uaed for an abstract noun, see Gin•burg 
( Qoheleth, 64) and others. 
79. In t.he view of Gordia, Koheleth, 216, the word 111how1 a semantic 
progreaion from •revelry,' to '•in' and then to •folly. 111 He tranalatea 11madneu,11 
and 10 alao BDB 239. But Barton and Scott in their commentariei to Proverb• 
tranalate it aa 11fooli•hne•s, 11 11folly111 81 does Ginsburg, who renders 11 'i,av,elet11 in 
Hebrew. 
80. On the antecedence of the aecond and fü'th collectiona in Proverb• aee 
Skaldny, Die lltuten Spruch,ammlungen, and McKane, Pro11erb1, 14-18. Aa for 
the first collection in Proverbs, ita link with the Egyptian source•, attesting to the 
antecedence of at least part of the material in it, ha• long since been proven by 
Whybray, Wiadom in Pr011erb,, and Kayatz, Studien .zu Proverbien 1-9. 
81. See Whybray, Wi,dom in Pr011erb1, 51; Mandry, There I, No God, 69; 
Scott, 11Wi•e and Fooliah,11 146. 
82. Licht, 11XC,i~11 222. 
83. See pp. 258ff. below. 
84. See pp. 267ff. below. 
85. The pointing ~dmot of the Masoretic text il incorrect. lt ahould be read 
u in 9,1 ~kmot conforrning it to the abstract noun 'ivvelet, which appeara in the 
second part of the verse, and the verb in 3rd fem. 1ing.1 6iin1ta; aee BDB 315; Toy, 
Pro11er61, 285-286. 
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86. See pp. 268-270ff. below. 
87. Some linguists, e.g., 0. Jespersen, are of the op1mon that: "The more 
advanced a language is, the more developed is its power of expressing abstract or 
general ideas11 (Language, 429; cf. Ullmann, The Principle, of Semantic,, 95). 
However, the fact that the present corpus does not contain abstract nouns relating 
to the subject of foolishness in Egyptian can not lead to the inadequate conclusion 
that the latter is an "unadvanced" language. Abstract nouns can very weil be 
found in other semantic fields, e.g., the Eg. m3'.t and ai3; after all, every language 
expresses "ein Denken nber die Welt nur innerhalb der eigenen Sprachwelt 
(Glottozentrismus)" (H. Wein, in Sprach und Wi11en1chaft [Göttingen 1960), 17. 
Fora rejection of the view above, see also J. Barr, The Semantic,, 30ff. 
CHAPTER SIX 
1. Crum 541; Erichsen 252. 
2. See Assmann, SAL 18; and also Zandee, "Das Alte Testament," 148-149. 
3. See Wb. II 446,8; ZÄS 47, pl. I 1,5; and also TDOT V, 455 .. 
4. Compare this Egyptian expression with the transliteration of the parallel 
Semitic term in Pap. Anaataai I 17,7-8 - iJ>r 71d 1, in Heb. ,aper 71odea,. ("skilled 
scribe"). The original Hebrew term was most probably modified here to fit the 
Egyptian structure, in which the root 71d1 serves as an attributive to the noun. In 
Hebrew the object usually follows 71d~ cf. 71odea' aeper (Isa. 29,11-12) and the 
combinations 71ödea' naggen, 71ödea' aa71id, etc. - BDB 394/4B; see also Gardiner, 
Pap. Anaataai I, 19* n. 18. • · 
5. Cf. the plural form: ai.w rfwt ( 0 c!!:i qq& ) "the learned scribes11 ( Cheater 
Beatt71 IV, pl. 18 verso 2,5; see also p. 218 above). The grammatical and 
orthographical form of the two rolled papyri in r[j71t is difficult. Brunner's view 
that the original form was ai.w r{j i[j.t should be accepted: see Brunner, "Die 
•Weisen,'" 30. 
6. On magic in the wisdom writings see H. Brunner, Antaioa 3 (1962), 534-543. 
7. The ability to predict is one of the sage's faculties; thus, Neferti, "the wise 
man, 11 prophesies before the king Snefru and in Pap. Cheater Beatt71 IV the 11wise11 
scribes are said to "foretell the future, 11 (pl. 19 verso 3,7-8). 
8. Cf. the tomb inscription of the prince Si-Renpowet, where he presents 
himself as follows: 11coming out of the womb, as one that knows (r{j) and 
understands (w~' ib)": Gardiner, "Inscriptions from the Tomb of Si-Renpowet,11 
135-136, pl. viii. 
9. The different types of fool are termed here "fool" in accordance with the 
parallel pair 11 wise man - Cool" in the Bible. 
10. In addition to the references above the traditional conception is expressed 
also in: Pap. Cheater Beatt71 IV pl. 20 verso 6,6; Mentuhotep 5; Pta~~otep 54; Ur/c. 
IV 368,1; etc. 
11. See Gardiner, JEA 39 (1959), 16; and Januen II p. 49. 
12. On this image see pp. 65-66 above. 
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13. Kayats, in Statliea, 42, atatea: "Der Begriff Weiaheit (199.t) •pielt ... keine 
besondere Rolle" in the Egyptian in•truction. But •he enum.eratea only two 
appearancea of the term, while in our •ample the root 199 appear• 22 time•, eight of 
them being in ~e literary genre of in•truction. 
14. In Tle Iutr1&dicm o/ Pta~~otep ,99 o{ Po.p. Priue 41 ia replaced by '9MII 
in m•a. L2 and C; 199 and ,.~ interchange with each other in the expreui.on• 199 ,b~ 
or r1 ,H, which mean "wiae in under•tanding." 
"15. 0The term ia recon• tructed in thia way by Gardiner and, following him, 
Lichtheim, Litero.tare I, 99, 107 n.2; Helck ( To Merilco.re 17) completea it 
differently, and read• imjr, "defen•ive wall. 11 
16. In view of thia •ole reference we find it clifficult to accept Perdue'• opinion 
that the •cribe in Egyptian ia addrea•ed u 199 and therefore 19.t ia "•cribal 
wisdom": Perdue, Wiltlom aatl Calt, 65 n.7. 
17. See Gr T12. lt ia difli.cult to determine the link between thia determinative 
and the meaning of the term. 
18. ·Of the 28 occurrencea of thia term in our corpu•, eight belong to the 
didactic and pe•• imiatic wi•dom (Pto.Uotep, .Ameaemo,e, Se~etep-ib-Ro., 
.Atlmoaiticm, o/ aa Egwüaa s„e, and Tle i,;,.eat Peuaat). 
19. For the di•cuui.on of the per•onified image of ,i9 in U110Cia.tion with 
1'o1'mot in Proverb•, •ee p. 268 below. 
· 20. Cf. Wb. IV 31,2; and Gardiner, "Some Per•onification• , 11 51. 
21. For more examplea •ee Gardiner, ibid. 50-52, and Kalugila, Tle Wi,e Kiag, 
21ff. 
22. Calice, No. 716 compare• the Eg. term with the Akka. ammiaa, 
"Werllmeilter," 'ommia in Heb. 
23. Cf. Urlc. IV 970, 1-3: Intef "diatinguishea between Cool (10~9) and wiae man 
(r~)/ valuea the t.alented (~m1010)/ tum• hia back on the •tupid man (~m)"; and •ee 
al•o PtaUotep 51-59. Sometimea 1m1010 ia accompanied by the prepo•ition m + 
object, e:i., 1m1010 m 10p 1'8i.t, "qualified t.o diagno•e illne••" (Jan•• en I p. 29, 
Al 2). • ., 
24. Gardiner, .Aacieat Emtio.a Oaomutico., I 66. 
25. See TDOT V, 454. 
26. AkkL itli, Ugar. rtl', etc. The Semitic root rtl' al•o appear• in .Aautui I 
17,8: •ee n.4 above, and al•o TDOT V, 449. According to Röaler (mentioned in 
TDOT ibid.), ,.~ in Eg. ia the regular phonological equivalent of Hamito-Semitic 
1tl•. 
27. In non-wi•dom text• God ia •aid to 1111:now" the "heart" of men (Pa. 139,23; 
2 Chr. 6,30), and t.o "know" them "by name" {Elcod. 33,12); cf. the Egyptian u•age. 
28. See Chap. 9, n. 46. 
29. Cf. 7'1&e,aaru ll, 317. For the variety of interpretation• of the nature of 
the 11:nowledge that come• from eating the fruit of thia tree, •ee TDOT V, 464-465. 
30. See ibid. 468ft'. 
31. See BDB 395/lC. 
32. Cf. Dan. 1,20; and •ee BDB 395/2A and al•o Di Lella, Do.aie~ .AB 129. 
33. Cf. TDOT V, 467. The collocation 'U tlo.•o.t, which ia parallel in •tructure 
to rmt r~ in Demotic, occun once (Prov. 24,5). 
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34. The root ~1:m appeara 318 times in the Bible, 196 times in the wiadom 
boob. 
35. Scholan are divided over the grammatical form of ho!:mot. Some regard it 
aa an abatract plural (BDB 315), othen aa a feminine •ingul~ form with the ending 
tot in•tead oft (Theaaunu m, 145; •ee al•o TDOT IV, 371). The latter opinion ia 
baaed on Albright11 interpretation, which •ees here a Hebrew tran•literation of the 
Canaanite form l&u!:m11t1&, the name of the goddes• of wiadom: Albright, 11Some 
Canaanite-Pbocni~ian •ourccs, 11 8. 
36. See Chap. 5, n. 85. 
37. The expres•ion• Ptli r~ and rtli 1,9 in Egyptian parallel the Hebrew pi'el 
form meaning "makc wi•e," e.g., 11I •hall cau•e you to be vened in (in di.i 
J,3.ta) the plan of the god11 (Lefebvre 116,4). The •en•e 11be wi•e/1 "become wi•et'' 
rendered in Hebrew in qal, appear• once in our corpu• in Url. IV: 111 have become 
wiae (H93.lna,) in the wiadom (m ,9r.t} of the goda" (160,6). 
38. Other collocationa in which hii1:iim •tanda in conatruct atate are: tlibre 
IJ.ii'.1:iimim, 11 the worda of the wiae" (P;ov. 1,6; Qoh. 9,17; etc.); ie1on, ~ipti, 'ozen 
/ IJ.a1:äm im, "tongue, lips, ear of the wiae" (Prov. 12,18; 14,3; 18,15; etc.); feb 
IJ.ä1:iim, "heart of a wiae man" (Qoh. 8,5); cf. IJ.ai:ä.m leb/lebab, 11one wiae of heart" 
(Prov. 10,8; 16,21; Job 9,4; etc.), wbo•e antonym ia haaar leb, "one without heartt'' 
i.e., "the Cool" (Prov. 7,7; etc.). · 
39. The following diacuaaion center• on a textual analysia of the paaaages in 
which hii!:äm appears in the Biblical wisdom litcrature. On the nature of thia term 
in the • Bible, whether it ia a general attribute or a profes•ional label, etc., •ee 
Appendix C below. 
40. For a diacussion of thia exprcssion aee p. 320 below. 
41. Thia concept ia also reßected in the following aources: conceming El, the 
head of the Canaanite pantheon, it ia aaid, 11 Art great indeed, 0 El, and wiae, / 
Thy beard11 gray hair instruct• thee" {Il AB, V 64-66, trana. H.L. Ginsberg, ANET 
133); the wiae A~iqar ia •imilarly portrayed aa an old man (line 17); •ee also 
wiadom Pa. 105,22, BS 25,4-6 (Gr.) and Esek. 27,9. "Eider" and "wise man" 
interchange in the parallel veraea Jer. 18,18 and Esek. 7,26. Old age in the laat 
example denotea longevity and has no connection with the political in• titution of 
elders, aa ia claimed by Kalugila, The Wi,e King, 79; McKensie, "The Elder•, 11 527; 
and lately van Leeuwen, "The Sage in the Prophetie Literature, 11 304; •ee al•o Lang, 
Die wei,l&eitliche Lehrrede, 46. 
42. In Proverbs 9 there ia a contraat between the abatract nouns homnot and 
lce,ilut, which haa no equivalent in the Egyptian aources. On the contr~t between 
IJ.ä1:äm and lce,il aee also pp. 258ff. below. 
43. The eloquence of the wise man fmda expression in •everal ways: in the 
form and content of the words spoken - "The mind of the wise makes hia speech 
judicioua and increaaea leaming on his lipa" (Prov. 16,23; cf. 15,2); "The words of 
the wise man'a mouth win favor" (Qoh. 10,12; cf. Prov. 13,14); in the right timing 
of the speech - knowing when to keep ailent i• one of the qualities of the wiae 
man (Prov. 17,28; Job 13,5; cf. Qoh. 9,17). 
44. Wisdom atanda in antithetic parallelism with 'i,a,aelet (Prov. 14,1) and with 
kölelot wern:lut (Qoh. 1,17). 
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45. 11Hearing11 in thia context concerna the ability to try a caae, which ia one of 
the functiona of the ruler; aee p. 57 above. 
46. On the god Re• as creator of the world by meana of bis wiadom sec p. 225 
above. Thoth, the god of acribea, ia deemed the 11god of wiadom" par excellence in 
Egypt, but other Egyptian goda are alao conceived aa poue880ra of wiadom: aee 
Kalugila, The Wiae KiAg1 12-15. In the Ugaritic texts the adjective 11 wise11 ia 
attached to EI, the head of the pantheon: Cazellea, "La Sageaae, 11 37; Kalugila, ibid. 
62 ff. In Meaopotamia aeveral gods are conaidered goda of wiadom, among them 
Enki, who created the world and granted divine wisdom to mankind; see Perdue, 
Wiadom and Cult, 89; Kalugila, ibid. 39 ff. On the wisdom of the Hebrew God 
revealed in the creation aee also Jer. 10,12 II 51,15; Pa. 104,24. 
47. This sense is also revealed in the aubatantive barin "interval, apace 
between11 and in the prepoaition bin, 11between"; cf. BDB 106-107; KBL 120-122; 
TDOT II, 99, and aee also there for cognatea in other Semitic languagea (Arab., 
Ugar., etc.). 
48. See Whybray, The Intellectual Tradition, 126-127. 
49. See also Prov. 23,1: 11When you sit down to eat with a ruler, observe 
carefully (biA ti&bin) what is before you. 11 In light of the parallel in The Iutruction 
o/ AmeAemope 23,17, bin tiibin should be rendered "look at,11 11watch. 11 
50. niiboA also ia juxtapoaed to da'at and stands in antithetic paralleliam with 
1re,i~ le~, ~ii,ar leb, aüiil (the last term in Jer. 4,22). 
51. The perception underlying this collocation is that the heart is the seat of 
wiadom. An identical idea is reflected in the Egyptian phraaea w~• i6, ~mww ib, 
and in the image of the ,i9 reaiding in the heart; cf. also pp. 299ff. below. 
52. Outside the wiadom literature niiboA refera to additional areaa: expertise in 
matters. of justice and adminiatration (Solomon haa a 11 nii60A heart,11 which helpa 
him to dispenae justice - 1 Kgs. 3; Moses appointa judges over the people who are 
11wiae and ne6öAim11 - Deut. 1,13ff.); counseling (the adviaers o{ Hezekiah are 
wise and nebonim - Isa. 29,14); interpreting dreama (Joseph - Gen. 41,39); the 
knowledge of God (the people obeying the Law is a 11wise and ni&bon people11 -
Deut. 4,6). 
53. Dueaberg and Fransen, Le, 1cribe1 in,pire,, 188. 
54. Perhapa an additional faculty of the me6in, namely, counseling in political 
mattera, ia alluded to here; cf. the function of Jonathan, the uncle of David, who is 
11counselor11 and 11man of underatanding11 ( 'i l me6in) (1 Chr. 27,32); in any event, 
the meaning of the second part of the verse in Prov. 28,2 ia uncertain; for other 
interpretationa aee Toy, Proverb,, 495; McKane, Proverb,, 630-631. 
55. Cf. Dueaberg and Fransen (n. 53 above), p. 188. 
56. In the opinion of Whybray, The Intellectual Tradition, 142-145, all the 
appearencea of 6 i AG outside the wiadom books •how a wiadom inßuence or denote 
paasagea with wiadom features. 
57. According to McKane, Proverb„ 292, who believe• that several •tage• ma.y 
be diacerned in the development of Hebrew wiadom, Prov. 3,5 reflecta the second 
sta.ge, i.e., the "nationalizing of the lnatruction." 6i nii, which haa a positive 
connotation at the firat stage, aasumes a negative connotation at the aecond stage 
becoming "hubril, which is incompatible with trust in God. 11 Cf. ibid. 368. 
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58. Cf. a~ 11to understand11 in Aram. - BDB 968, KBL3 1238. For the uae 
of the root in Akka. aee BDB ibid. 
59. Whybray, The lntellectua.l · Tradition, 137, believea that Deut. 32,29 and 
Jer. 9,23 a1ao belong to the wisdom tradition. The root az appeara frequently in 
Daniel (ten time•). 
60. The meaning of m11U:i~ which appeara aa the title of 13 Paalma (32, 42, 
44, etc.), is aubject to debate; but all agree that the term point• to a connection 
between the P•almic literature and wi•dom. See Barucq, L1eZ7'f'fl11ion, 45; 
Mowinckel, The P,alrru, IT, 94; Blenkinaopp, "The Sage, the Scribe111 311-312; and 
commentariea to Paalma. 
61. aelel tob is found only once outside the wisdom book•, •ee Hurvits, 
Wi•tlom Language, 94-96. Couroyer, 11A propoa de Luc11 &11Umea that the Hebrew 
phrase derived from the Egyptian aptl hr, which meana 11 intelligence 11iguiaee11 and 
appearing in tombatone formulations. • He relies mainly on the fact that ,pd ~r 
appears in theae inacriptiona together with ~.t - which is the Eg. equivalent of 
the Heb. ~en - exactly aa ,ekel ~ob is juxtapoaed with ~n in Prov. 3,4; 13,15. 
But Couroyer ignorea the ambivalence of the Hebrew expreasion, which refera to 
physical appearance aa weil aa to human intelligence. Alao, the reference• he citea 
are not convincing aince •ptl hr is enumerated here among other valuea - life, 
health, proaperity, love, favor -· - which the believer wishea to be granted him by 
the goda; from this context it is difficult to conclude that ,pd hr indeed mean• 
intelligence. However, it is clear that Prov. 13,15 is baaed · on an ancient 
formulation, parallels of which are to be found not only in the Egyptian •ourcea but 
also in the Phoenician tomb inacriptions aa demonstrated by Hurvit11 Wiatlom 
Langua.ge, 95. 
62. In Arab. 'rm means "be ill natured," sec BDB 791; KBL 737; the verb is 
found also in Aram. and Syr. - KBL3 839; TWATVI, 387. 
63. In the view of Whybray, (n. 59 above), 148, Gen. 3,1 belonga to the 
wiadom tradition. For the connection between the •erpent and wiadom •ee lately 
TWA T VI, 389 and there additional bibliography. 
64. McKane, Proverb,, 563. Duesberg and Franaen (n. 53 above), 190 define 
'orma aa an intuitive reaponse rather than intelligence. This view is difticult to 
accept becau•e 'orma, according to Proverbs, is not a natural virtue but a faculty 
acquired by learning: 'orma aervea aa teaching matter for the peti (Prov. 1,4). 
65. In light of the definition of the 'iirum as one who "conceala knowledge," 
Cazelle• ("Les de buts," 35 n. 2) conjectures that the Egyptian equivalent of the 
'iirum is the gf"W, the •ilent man. This sense of laconic behavior fita Prov. 12,16; 
22,3; 1 Sam. 23,22; and also, perhapa, Gen. 3,1, where the aerpent, at least today a 
ailent creature, is deemed 'iirum. But aince the meaning "to be 1ilent11 doea not •uit 
the remaining paasages where the term 'iirüm appeara it is difticult to accept this 
view. lt is particularly unapt in clarifying Pa 83,4. Cf. Caselle•• interpretation ibid. 
with that of Briggs, P,alrru, 220. For another propoaal of Casellea (11Lea debuta,11 
l7), that ,pd in Egyptian be regarded aa the equivalent of •iirüm, aee p. 281, n. 12. 
66. Syr. zam, 11whisper"; Arab . .z11mZ11m111 "murmur," 11hum"; •ee TDOT IV, 
87; KBL3 262. The diacU11ion doea not treat the qal form of the verb, .zim11m, or 
the noun, .zimmli, which are not characteristic of the wisdom vocabulary (Z11mAm 
twice in Prov.; 13 times in other books; .zimmli three times in Prov., twice in Job 
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and 28 time• in other book•). Dueaberg and Fransen, Le, ,cri6e, iupirh, 192, on 
the other hand, relate theae forma of .amm also to the aapiential vocabulary. 
67. McKane (P1'01ler6,, 17) hold• that the ambivalent meaning of menmmci ia 
connected with different •tage• in the development of wiadom. At the early •tage 
11me.limmci ia an intellectual virtue,11 u refiected in Prov. 8,12b and 14,17b; but at 
the later •tage, refiected in Prov. 12,2b, menmma ia pejorative. Toy {Pr011er6,1 
242), ucribea the difference in sense to a difference in authorahip for Prov. chapa. 
1-9 and Prov. chapa. 10-24. 
68. Thi• etymology ia maintained by BDB 444, but other acholan contend that 
the noun taiiyyci derivea not from the root '•' (Arab.) 11to uaiat,11 11 to aupport, 11 but 
from rei, "being, 11 111ub1tance111 (Akka. ili, 11to have11). See Grimm, 11 tiiiyyci111 42, 
PWM 80 n.4, and KBL3 1579. 
69. Some tranalationa given are 11wiadom111 11in1ight111 "power," 111ucce•1, 11 
111kill,11 etc.; aee the commentariea of Toy, Scott and McKane on Proverbs, and also 
Genung, 11 tiiiyyci111 114. Grimm (11 taiiyyci111 35) oppoaea thia approach and uaerta 
that at the baaia of every mention of the word taiiyya lies a aingle meaning, and 
thia ia 11prop11 or 111upport.11 But when explaining the different veraea he followa the 
othera and interpreta it u 11help1 11 111ucce•1 111 11power111 etc. 
70. For thia interpretation of Job 30,22 aee Grimm, ibid. 36. 
71. Some tranalate 11might1 11 11atrength11 also in Prov. 8,14 and Job 26,3. 
72. Outside the wiadom literature tiiiyy,i refera also to advanced agricultural 
techniquea, given to man by God - Iaa. 28,29. 
73. In the preaent framework the diacuuion ia reatricted to the nominal form of 
the root Ur, which ia of intereat for the aubject under review. Ur ia found in 
verbal form too, in Qoheleth {10,10; 11,6), Paalma, and E•ther. 
74. See Loader, Polar StM&d1&re1, 91. 
75. Cf. Prov. 6,6; 26,12; Qoh. 2,13; 4,1; etc. 
76. Seen. 57 above. 
77. Dan. 8,15; 9,22-23. 
78. Keel, "Eine Diakuuion, 11 225 ff.; Lichtheim, "Observations on Pap. 
ln•inger,11 283 ff. and also idem LEWL 45-48; 118-122, 165; recently also Brunner, 
A W 298-299. For an inveatigation of the relevant Biblical r.elated material aee 
below. 
79. A brief compariaon between the Hebrew and the Egyptian material was 
recently made by Lichtheim (LEWL), but there the orientation ia a different one, 
i.e.1 to outline the place and unique nature of the Demotic wiadom in ita 
international context. 
80. Lichtheim, 11Ob1ervationa on Pap. Inainger, 11 291; cf. idem LEWL 45. 
81. See ibid. 118ff., eap. 121. 
82. See To Merü:are 26,49; Se~etep-i6-Ra 6,4 and Ne/erti 62, which apeak of a 
rebel againat the monarchy; and also To Meriure 110, 134, where the ,6i ia 
portrayed aa a rebel againat god. 
83. Crum 231. 
84. Skaldny, Die ilterien SpM&cluamml•ngen in 1,raeL 
85. Hermiaaon, Sttulien .z•r uraelituchen SpM&cl&wei,heit, 73-76. 
86. McKane, Prouer6,, 14-18; Loader, Polar Str•d•ru, 117-123; Mandry, 
There i, No God, 85ff. 
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87. Comad, 11Die innere Gliederung, 11 67-76. 
88. Scott, 11Wiae and Foolish, 11 146-165; his important obaervation ia that out 
of 145 contrasta in Proverbs 10-15 only in two examplea ia 11 the righteoua man" 
linked with wisdom {10,31; 11,9} and only once doea he appear in contrast to 11the 
fool, 11 'e,ail {10,21}. 
89. Kovaca, 111a There Clasa-Ethic, 11 173-189; aee eap. 181-182 and 189 n. 40. 
90. The contrast of righteoua man - wicked man appeara in the aecond 
collection 33 timea {principally in chapa. 10-11: 14 timea} in the fifth collection nine 
timea, in the third and fourth collections five timea and in the first collection three 
timea. 
91. The analysis focuaea on veraea in which both roota rl', ~dq are preaent (in 
contrast or in juxtapoaition}, while versea containing only one member of the pair 
are not dealt with. 
92. ~addiq appears two other timea in parallelism with ~äJ:iim, though not in a 
didactic setting: in Prov. 11,30 where the paralleliam between ~ii1:iim and ~addiq ia 
difficult, aince we expect a term opposed to ~add i q in the second part of the verae 
(and indeed, the Septuagint here reada ~iimii, for ~ii1:iim}; and in 23,24 where the 
parallelism ~addiqll~ii1:iim ia preaented in a family setting. According to Hurvitz, 
Wi,dom Language, 77-80, the identification of the righteoua with the wiae man {like 
that of the wicked man with fool} ia a typical wisdom concept. 
93. See Mandry, There i, no Gotl, 84-85; Load.er, Polar Structurea, 46ff. The 
abatract nouna aedeq and reia' are also found once in contraat in Qoheleth {3,16}, 
but here they al;,aya refer to matter• of judgement and justice {cf. ibid. 5,7). · 
94. lt il remarkable that in BS the contraat between aaddiq and riiiii' is 
marginal and appeara only twice {12, 2,3; 13,17 - not in parallelism}. 
95. Thia meaning ia baaed on the Akka. ummtinu, i.e., "•kill in •ome craft 11 ; cf. 
Prov. 3,19; another rendering ia 'iimon, i.e., "little child. 11 See Scott, Proverb,, 72; 
Fohrer, "Sophia," 78, and Kayatz, Studien, 93, who tranalates "Liebling." 
96. Donner, "Prov. Sal. 8111 16. 
97. For a di1cu11ion of the phenomenon of hypoatasia in Egypt and in other 
culturea, aee Gardiner, 11Some Per•onifications,11 43-54; 83-95; 11Peraonification•, 11 in 
Hastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion and EU&ic,, IX 787-803; Ringgem, Word and 
Wi,dom, 9-88; E. Hornung, Der Eine und die Vielen, 65-74; Guglielmi, 
11Peraonification11 ; the moat comprehenaive inveatigation of the relevant Egyptian 
material was publiahed recently by J. Bainea, Fecundity Figure,, Egyptian 
Per,onfication and tb.e Iconology of a Genre {Warminster-Chicago 1983}; for further 
referencea to preceding bibliography aee ibid. 7-16. 
98. Albright, 11The Godde11 of Life,11 258-294. 
99. Albright, ibid., apeaks of the influence of the Canaanite godde11 of wiadom, 
who appeara nowhere in the Canaanite literature and whoae existence he 
reconatructa in light of the following: Canaanite worda and grammar preaent in 
Proverb• 1-9; the Heb. word ho1:mot which in hia view ia the name of the goddeaa of 
wisdom; and the peraonification of wisdom in The Story of A~iqar {line• 94-95}, 
which in his opinion ia of Canaanite origin. But Albright'a propoaal ia difficult to 
accept for the queationa it raisea: (a} The form ~ol,mot doe• not provide adequate 
proof for the exiatence of a Canaanite godde11, and the term may be explained in 
other waya {see n. 35 above}; (b} The idea that Canaanite wiadom exerted an 
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infl.uence on Proverb. il not well bued; rccent •tudiea atteat to the limited •cope of 
thil wi•dom: •ee Khanjian, "Wlldom in Ra• Shamra," and Thomp•on, 7'1&e FM'ffl 
al .hndion, 54-57. (Even the mo•t rccent arlicle• by M. Filher publi•hed in 
SIANE [67-80; 109-118) arguing for the exi•tence of wi•dom literature and •age• in 
Ugarit do not change thil pidure, •ince hil major argument• do not hold up under 
•crutiny). 
Other •cholar• identify "Dame Wi•dom" with I•ia-Sophia, who appear• in the 
Helleniltic period u the goddea• of wi•dom. But theae •ourcea po•tdate Proverb• 
1-9. At mo•t it may be u •umed, u doe• Conselmann, "Die Mutter der Weilheit, 11 
225-234, that Ben Sira (24,3-6) il influenced by I•i• hymn•• The latter opinion il 
rejected by Sanden, Ben Sira, 45-50, who believea that the pu•age in BS il of a 
"Judaic character.11 See al•o ·Lang, "Frau Weilheit, 11 152-154, and Ringern, Worl 
11nl Wulom, 128 ff. 
100. Bo•tröm, Proverl>iut1&lien; •ee al•o Whybray, Wulom in Proverb•, 
72-104, who hold• that •everal element• in the de•cription of Wid•om in Prov. 1-9 
(e.g., Wi•dom u an preciou• object, u builder of a hou•e of •even pillar•, and the 
image of Wi•dom u a bride) ari•e from the combination of the writer'• imagination 
and featurea taken from the mythology of the goddea• I•htar. 
101. Kayat•, Stuieflj Donner ("Prov. Sal. 811 ) al•o believea that the image of 
Wi•dom in Prov. 8 wu affected by the concept of the Egyptian Ma•at, albeit 
indirectly: the infl.uence tr&n1pired by way of TAe Storr of A~i911r, in which, too, 
penonification of Wi•dom il found and which acquired it• Cmal form at the Jewilh 
•ettlement at Elephantine in Egypt. The pu•age in .AAif•r on which Donner buea 
hil argument il parlially erued (linea 94-95): · 
94. Who•e wi•dom fai1• ... 
From heaven the people are favored; 
Wi•dom il of the god• 
95. lndeed, •he il preciou• to the god•; 
Her kingdom il et[er)nal 
She hu been eatabli•hed in heaven; 
Yea, the Holy Lord hu ex.alted her. 
Cf. Cowley, Aramaic P•nri 223; ANET 428/B; Lindenberger, AAi9ar, 65-70. 
102. Kayat1•1 po•ition rai•ea •everal difficultiea: (a) Kayat• u •ume• that the 
Hebrew writen were ver•ed not only in the Egyptian wi•dom literature but al•o in 
other literary genrea (auch u the Coffi• Tat.); (b) deapite the feature• common to 
Wi•dom and Ma•at there are •ome important differencea: Ma•at, unlike Wi•dom, 
doe• not appear u a godde11 who deliven a 1peech. In the Egyptian wi•dom 
literature Ma•at u•ually il preaent u an ab•tract noun. (Even in pu•agea where it 
appear• u a per•onified Cigure in the wi•dom literature, the figure remain• pale and 
of •econdary •ignificance and cannot be compared to the vivid deacription of Dame 
Wi•dom in the fir• t collection in Proverb•• Cf. Pt•~~o'le_p 88ff.: "Great il Ma•at, 
luting in effect"; .Klu&lle_perre-•onb rccto 11: "Ma•at il cut out, fal•ehood i• in the 
counsel-room"; al•o To Meribre 34; TAe Elo9aent Peuaat B1 182); (c) Ma•at and 
Wi•dom are indeed central concept• in the Egyptian and the Hebrew wi•dom 
literature reapectively, but they are not identical. Ma•at •ignifiea the harmoniou• 
order that hu reigned over the univer•e •ince creation and to which god• and king• 
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are mbject. lt is otherwiae with Wiadom, who ia the repreaentative and meaenger 
of God but not an abaolutely independent Corce like Ma•at. lt ia •ignificant that the 
mo•t up-to-date inve•tigation oC the variou• a•pect• ol Ma•at, publiahed recently by 
A•• mann, doe• not contain any detail• proving the identification oC Dame Wiadom 
with Ma•at. 
103. For the the•ia that the per•onification oC Wiadom minon a •ocial reality 
in which women occupied a •pecial •tatu• and played certain role• in the I•raelite 
Camilial •etting a• well a• in the public arena •ee, mo•t recently, Camp, "The 
Female Sage," 190-202; Camp, however, agree• that "there are almo•t certainly 
adumbration• oC ancient N.E. godde11e1 at work here11 (ibid. 191). 
104. A •imilar poaition is maintained by Bonnard, "De •age•• e. 11 
105. The theory ol "development by •tage•" ol the Hebrew wiadom ia accepted 
by mo•t •cholar•; on thia •ee p. 41 above, e•pecially n. 49. 
106. See above, p. 42. 
107. See Lindblom, "Wiadom in the O.T. Prophet•," 192-203. Heia oppoaed by 
Whybray, TAe In.tellectuAI Tradition., 15-54, and "The Sage," 133-139, who believe• 
that the wise men are not a profe•sional cla•1 but people p088e•8ing the virtue oC 
wisdom. Whybray's view i• accepted with reservation by Crenshaw, Eccle,iute,, 34 
n. 16. 
108. See von Rad, Wiadom in. I,rae~ 20-23; Perdue, Wiadom an.d Cult, 
140-142; Fohrer, "Sophia," 69; McKane, PWM 40-41; van Leeuwen, 11The Sage in 
the Prophetie Literature,11 e•p. 301-306. 
109. Kovacs, 111• There Cl&11-Ethic,11 173-189; Cere•ko, "The Sage in the · 
P•alms,11 219-230; Frymer-Kensky, "The Sage in the Pentateuch," 281; Oe•terley, 
Proverb,, lxviii-lxxiii; Morgan, Wi,dom, 102, 141. 
110. Lemaire, "The Sage in School and Temple," esp. 174, 180-181; Crenshaw, 
"The Sage in Proverbs, 11 212. 
111. For the meaning oC the term 11elders11 in thia vene, •ee n. 41 above. 
112. Cf. nn. 107, 109 above. 
113. In the Bible only information on the scribes of the Judean ltlnga' court ha• 
survived (2 Sam. 8,17; 20,25; 1 Kg•• 4,3; 1 Chr. 18,16; etc.). The non-pre•ervation 
oC the title in Israel i• apparently incidental. For the role of the •cribe in I•rael •ee 
de Vaux, RB 48 (1939), 394-405; Cody, RB 72 (1965), 381-393; Mettinger, 
Solomon.ic State O/ficiau, 19ff., 25ff., 42ff., and mo•t recently H. Nier, TWAT V, 
921-929 and additional bibliography there. 
114. Jer. 8,8 i• a difficult locus and variou• interpretations have been propo•ed. 
In our view, laiieqer •hould be undentood a• "in vain" rather than "Cal•ely"; d. 
Kaulmann, TAe Religion. of I,rae~ III, 453 n.54; Weinfeld, Deuteron.omy, 160 n.8. 
For other interpretations see ibid. 158ff.; Kalugila, TAe Wi,e King, 82; McKane, 
PWM 40, 103-104 and R.P. Carroll, TAe Bool: of JeremiaA, 228-229. 
115. For this shift in the significance of the term ,aper •ee TWAT V, 927-928. 
116. er. lately Sweet, "The Sage in Mesopotamian Palaces, 11 e•p. 103-107; 
Perdue, Wiadom an.d Cult, 93-95; Whybray, TAe In.tellectual Tradition., 15-16. 
117. Cf. the most recent investigations of Frymer-Kensky (n. 109 above), 281; 
Lemaire (n. 110 above), 180-181 and Blenkin•opp, "The Sage, the Scribe,11 307-315. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
1. See Wl>. Il 154; Erichaen 180. A lhorter venion of the following diacuaion 
dea.ling with the ear haa been publiahed in my article "The Sitz im Leben of the 
Book of Proverbs, 11 113-116. 
2. The term itln ( Wl>. I 154), whoae origin i• apparently Semitic (aee M. Gilula, 
JEA 61 [1975), 251), doea not occur in our corpua. 
3. The function of the ear aa an organ of obedience i• very evident in the 
Elohi•tic law in Exodua 21,5ft'. The ear of the Hebrew alave who rejecta freedom i• 
placed agaimt the doorpoat of hia ID&lter11 houae and pierced through u a aign of 
hia belonging to that hou•e. Cf. S.R. Driver, Ezodu, CB, (Cambridge 1953), 211. 
4. The title refer• to the function of the king11 repre•entative in receiving the 
•upplication• of the people; •ee Wll. I 205,3. 
5. Drioton ("Sur 1a •ageae d1Amenemope 111 261) argue• that the expreuion 
"give ear" in Amenemope 3,9 i• borrowed from Semitic. However, hi• view cannot 
be accepted •ince the term i• common in Late Egyptian; aee William•, "The Alleged 
Semitic Original, 11 103. 
6. See Driver and Gray, Job, 116. 
7. Cf. TDOT IV, 367-368. In our •ample the Egyptian expreuion w'69 m 
•im(t), which i• parallel to Hebrew and Akkadian application•, occur• only once 
(lnrirudion 6r " Man for Hi• Son II 3). 
8. The pa•• age• above, cited from Deutero-Iaaiah, recall feature• that are 
characteri• tic of Me•opotamian •chool life. For lingui• tic contact between the•e 
pa•• age• and Sumerian •chool writinp aee the following e:icample•: The Father of 
the 11Houae of Tableta11 addre•• e• a pupil and •ay• to him: 11Now I am going to 
•peak to you, open your ear•11 (Gadd, TeacAer• and St•denu in tAe Oldut ScAooZ., 
17). In a compo•ition portraying a quarrel between two •choolboy11 one of them i• 
de•cribed aa vilifying the other in the following term•: 11You •ophomore, cover, cover 
your ear• ••• Why do you •ay clo•e, clo•e my ear• 11 (Kramer, TAe S•meriau, 242). 
9. See Calice No. 61; Vycichl, "Grundlagen, 11 395 No. 55; and also Cohen No. 
436; Wl>. Il 320; Rciuler, par•• 29,34. 
10. The verb l•r, 11to exprea, 11 and the noun lar 11utterance111 are also derived 
from the root ir, aee Wl>. IV 547-548. 
11. The tongue aa an in•trument of •peech appear• in Egyptian in paralleli•m 
with and in proximity to term• •ignifying 111peaking111 11•aying11 : mti.t, mdr, ja, jtl, 
r3, tp.t r3, q.ty (11lip• 11); and in combination: •.t u, 11place of the tongue,11 i.e., 
•peech; dm u, 11grey tongue, 11 i.e., a tongue •killed in •peech (Polotaky par. 63), 
and •pd n• - •ee the di•cuuion that follow•• In Biblical wi•dom 11 tongue11 appear• 
in thi• context in paralleli•m with ,ipi, 11lip11 (Prov. 12,19; Job 27,4; etc.) and pel&, 
11mouth,11 (Prov. 10,31; 15,2; etc). 
12. Cf. •pd r3 and qd j'6•.w, meaning 11•killed in •peech, fingera. 11 lt i• difticult 
to accept Cuelle•• view (SPOA 37) that •pd i• the equivalent of 'irum in the Bible 
- the Semitic etymology of •irim (aee BDB 791 and KBL 737) i• remote from the 
•en•e of the Egyptian ideogram depicting •ptl, which i• a thom, •omething •harp 
(Gr M44). 
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13. Eloquent •peech (without the u•e of 11tongue") i• al•o compared to milk in 
the Egyptian autobiography, Jan•e11-W-mkeln I A7,e,4; A12,c,5-6. 
14. In Egyptian the root ~j (v. and n.) •erve• to expre•• the •en•e of "harm.11 
contained in •peech (•ee .A.nii 2,8; .A.menemoJHl 10,21; .A.nutui I 28,2); the oppo•ite 
•en•e, "be •afe, 11 "guard," i• expreued by vj3 (•ee .A.nii 2,8; .A.menemope 10,21; 
11,15). 
15. A "•peedy tongue, 11 condemned by the Egyptian •age, i• pre•ent in the 
Bible in a po•itive •en•e. The Hebrew •cribe take• pride that hi• tongue i• like "the 
pen of a •peedy •cribe, 11 that i•, hi• tongue i• u f'a•t u the pen of a dextrou• •cribe 
(P•• 45,2; cf. E•ra 7,6); for an interpretation of the expre•• ion ,aper miAir, 
"• peedy •cribe," in the Bible in light of extra-Biblical material, •ee Rainey, "The 
Soldier Scribe, 11 58-60. 
16. On the relation of the collocation "'" + liion to the Hebrew wi•dom 
terminology •ee Hurvit•, Wildom Lanpage, 64-67. 
17. Cf. Bllhlmann., v- rec:lden Reden, 279 ff. 
18. A comprehen•ive •tudy on thi• •ubject wu conducted by S. Herrmann, 
"Steuerruder, Waage, Her• und Zunge," 105-116. Brunner, HH 396-401, al•o deal• 
with it. Herrmann •howed that the tongue and the heart play a part in the 
Egyptian co•mogony. According to the creation tradition of Heliopoli• the heart 
and the tongue are •ymbol• of the god Atum, who through them created the world. 
The creation wu accompli•hed by the tongue expre•• ing the thought.• of the heart, 
i.e., the world wu creat.ed by mean• of divine fiata (cf. Gene•i• 1). Ptah, the creator 
god of Memphi•, borrowed the•e •ymbol• from Atum and became "the heart and 
tongue of the god•• 11 The god Horu• emerged from Pt.ab.•• heart and the god of 
wi•dom, Thoth, from hi• t.ongue. The •pecial relation•hip between the heart and the 
tongue and their ma•t.ery over the other bodily part• are expre•• ed in the theology 
of Memphi• in the following word•: "The •ight of the eye•, the hearing of the ear•, 
and the •melling of the air by the no•e, they report to the heart. lt i• thi• which 
cau•e• every completed (thought) to come forth, and it i• the tongue which 
announce• what the heart thinb" (.ANET 5, line• 53ff.). Thu•, the role of the 
bodily part.• i• to tran•mit information to the heart, which weigh• the matter up, 
decide•, and command•. The•e command• are expre•• ed by the tongue (cf. Kayat•, 
Pr011erlrien 1-9; 43-47). 
On the other hand, the heart and the tongue are connected with belief in the 
next world: In the Judgment of the Dead the heart i• weighed on the •cale• again•t 
the •ymbol of the godde•• Ma'at, while the tongue i• repre•ent.ed there indirectly by 
mean• of the god of wi•dom, Thoth, who•e tau it i• to regi•ter the re•ult.• of the 
weighing. 
19. The title given to the high off"u:ial, "the tongue of the king, hi• guidance in 
the Two Land•" (.A.RGßui m 1,4), may be under•tood again•t the background of 
thi• image, that i•, he i• the guide and advi•or of the king in matter• of rule and 
government; cf. 11•peaking tongue of him who i• in the palac:e, the heart of the lord 
of the palace" (Intef- Url. IV 968,7-8). 
The•e two traditiom, the tongue of man u the plummet of the •cale• and the 
tongue u rudder of the •hip of life, merged. The trace• of thi• convergence may be 
found in Tlu Elo9unt PeUGnt Bl 91-92; cf. al•o Bl 267-269. 
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20. Cf. also Amenemope 19,llff; 22,5-8 II 23,8-11; Anii 8,9-10. 
21. See BDB 804-805, Lope1, TWA T VI, 522-538, and Wb. II 389-392. In 
Alla. pu, Ugar. p; to the Copt. [SBA) ro , [F] 'A~, cf., Akka. lu'u, which according 
t.o R51&ler, para. 28,34, is equivalent to the Hebrew löa•. 
22. Cf. di6re pi (Prov. 18,4; Qoh. 10,12); 'imre peh (e.g., Prov. 4,5; 5,7; 7,24; 
Job 8,2); mäiäl 6epi (Prov. 26,7,9; 1ee al10 wisdom P1. 78,2 and Job 15,13). 
23. See J&D1Sen II, pp. 50-51. Once the combination ,ptl r3 appear• in 
reference t.o the pupil11 ability to read: 11 ,pd r3 (at) reading, 11 (Lan,ing 3,1). 
24. For p01Sibility of an Egyptian 1ource for the Hebrew expre1&ion "to put the 
band on the mouth, 11 i.e., be •ilent (Job 21,5; 29,9; 40,4; Mic. 7,16) •ee Couroyer, 
"Maitre •a main,11 197-209. 
25. Cf. al•o the phraae "A unique mouth that •peab when (other) mouth1 are 
•ilent" - Janaen-Winkeln I A6,e,12; II 3,6,13 and aimilarly ibid. I A12, c,5-6, II 
3,6,15. 
26. See Wb. II 390,1; Vergote, Jo,eph, 99-102; Grins, The Boolc o/ Gene,u, 
118; cf. alao Yahuda, The Accuracy of the Bi6le, 95-97. 
27. For the primary meaning of /ce6ad peh, /ce6ad liilon 81 a phyaical defect, 
apeech impediment, relating to medical terminology •ee: J.H. Tigay, "'Heavy of 
Mouth' and 'Heavy of Tongue,' on Moses' Speech Difficulty, 11 BASOR 23(197S), 
57-67. 
28. BnhlmanIJ., Von rechten Reden, 289ff. 
29. The term peh commonly appears in a negative connotation in the Biblical 
wisdom. The collocationa that are found in this context are similar to tho•e 
preaented respecting the term läion - pi reiä•im, pi tahpulcot, pi .zärot, pi 
/ce,i~ pi 'ewil; peh ~äläq, 'iqqe ltit peh. 
30. Bilhlmann (n. 28 above), 183 ff. 
31. The phr81e p,h peh, which beara the •ame meaning, appeara once (Job 
35,16). . 
32. Cf. Wb. III 356,3-6; aee, e.g., Prov. 13,25; Job 20,15. 
33. Cf. Wb. ibid. 8; aee, e.g., Job 3,11; 10,18; 31,15; Jer. 1,5; and, 
metaphorically, Job 15,35. In this context the expreuion pri m A.t (lit. "come out 
of the belly"), i.e., 11 to be bom,11 ia common (cf. Wb. ibid,10; Meeks II 292-293). 
Thia parallela the Hebrew peri 6eten (Iit. "fruit of the belly"), i.e., 11aon11 (cf. Gen. 
30,2; Pa. 132,11; etc.). · 
34. Cf. Wb. ibid. 357,2-4; and aee the discuuion below. The Wb. tranalatea ]!.t 
81 11Lei6.11 In the direct parallelism between The Jn,truction of Amenemope (3, 
9-10) and Prov. 22,18, the Hebrew writer 11tranalated11 the Egyptian hnw n ]!.t u•ing 
the term 6e~en (11 belly11). In the present •tudy we have followed him, rendering ]!.t 
81 the Hebrew 6e~en. Scholara are divided on the tranalation of ]!.t. While the Wb. 
reada 11Lei6111 Lichtheim sometimea tranalates it aa "belly" and aometimea "body.11 
In the translation edited by Simpson, 11 body,11 11soul11 and 11 insides11 appear. In 
Lange'• Du Weiaheit6uch tlea Amenemope and Brunner'• A W, 11Lei6, 11 11/nnere,111 
etc., are u•ed. 
35. See •ection on le6 below. Be•ides "heart,11 the word 11inte•tines11 (me•ayim) 
at times playa the same role (Jer. 4,19; Job 30,27); aa does "liver" (/ca6ed), which 
interchanges with 11heart 11 in Lam. 1,20; 2,11. 
36. Ten timea in wiadom booka and once in a Psalm with wiadom feature•• 
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37. The compariaon of a •peech or a •aying to honey appear• al•o in Prov. 
16,24; 24,13-14 and Cant. 4,11; cf. p. 281 above. 
38. But thi• ver•e can be explained differently u referring to the act of 
lmeeling in •orrow (u in P•• 44,26), and 6e~n. here i• u•ed in the literal •en•e, i.e., • 
parl of the body, parallel to n.epel, "nedc,11 •ee TDOT II 96. 
39. E.g., 7'1e Eloruent Peu11n.t Bl 275-276; Amen.emope 3,13-14; Urk. IV 
1198,12-13. 
40. Some explain J!.t here not u 11belly11 but u "body"; thu• Anto n J!.t i• 
rendered 11the c:uket of the body,11 referring to the che•t who•e rib• are compared to 
• ca•ket in which the heart lie• (• ee n.47). But even if the above interpretation i• 
accepted, thi• doe• not preclude the u •umption that the Hebrew writer under•tood 
l!- t to mean "belly" •ince the Eg. term i• poly•emic and mean• both Lei6 and 
dige•tive organ (II inte•tine•). 
41. Thi• according to P11p. BnlAt IV. A düferent ver•ion i• found in P11p. 
Deir el MidineA I recto 5,2-6: "A• for the belly of • man, it i• wider than • 
granary, deeper than a deep pool, a man'• field-hedge, which i• impouible to 
encompu•, and the heart i• the guard (of the belly)"; cf. al•o the de•cription of the 
"heated man" in O,tracon Deir el Metlin.eA 1265, col. II 7. 
42. Heb. mi1la.Aamim derive• from Arab. lAm, 11to •wallow". See Kahana, 
Pr011er6,, 84 and McKane, Prtner6,, 519-520. 
43. Thi• i• Kahana•1 interpretation, ibicl. For a different interpretation •ee 
McKane, ibid. 547. With the Biblical de•cription compare• the Egyptian one of god 
Anubi• u "he who open• bellie• and lmow• what they contain11 (19th-Dynuty tomb 
in•cription from Thebe•, according to WI. m 357, 3). 
44. Thi• i• the Septuagint rendering; for a different interpretation •ee McKane, 
ibid. 540. 
45. Thu• in TAe Jutnic:tion o/ Amenuüt 12, the wi•h i• expreued that the 
1cribe•1 apprentice might become {&miliar with the boob of the Hou•e of Life (the 
•chool): "Be like a cuket of boob11 (~pr mi Ani n d.10). In Urk. IV 1015,17, the 
official i• 11the king'• c:uket, containing the coun•el of the Two Land•• 11 Cf. Grapow, 
Die 6iltllicAen Autlrirdte, 166-167. A• to the affinity between the expre•• ion 11cuket 
of the belly'' in Amenemope and ~•e 6ii~n in Proverb•, Drioton ("Sur la •age•• e 
d1Amenemope111 261) hu argued that "cuket of the belly" i• foreign to the 
Egyptian concept. He con•ider• the term to be a tran•lation of the Semitic ~Atlre 
6ii~en, buing hi• premi•e on the fact that the determinative of An in Amenemope i• 
the drawing of a hou•e (Gr 01), which •how• that a room i• indicated. But the 
drawing of a room u a determinative of An hu been found in other Egyptian 
•ource• u weil, where no Semitic influence can be u •umed (•ee WI. II 491,18). 
The above analy•i• hu demon•trated that the metaphor of the 11belly11 u the 
heart11 re•idence wu common in Egyptian thought. One •hould therefore join 
Couroyer ("Amenemope, 11 394-400), who conte•t• Drioton11 view 1tating that the 
above de•cription concur• with "the anatomical and p•ychological concept• of the 
Egyptian•"; a limilar opinion wu expreued by William•, 11The Alleged Semitic 
Original, 11 103. 
46. Some 1upporl for the premi•e that the Egyptian• regarded the belly u the 
re•idence of the heart may be found in the Egyptian term for 1tomach1 r3 (n) i6, 
i.e., "the opening of the heart" (•ee Lefebvere, Tule11v, para. 39,34). 
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47. Thu1 in a lett.er from Goleniahefr1 collection 1,11; cf. alao Etlfv l 272: 
"Your heart ia 1teady in it.a c:uket" (according to M. II 492,2). Some acholara 
uaume that bv in theae hro aourcea refen to the 11cheat11 (Caminoa, .A TAie of 
Woe, 19-20; Lefebvre, To6lea11, par. 24, who adducea t.hia premiae in addit.ion t.o t.he 
rendering of 11eltomoc11). Nevertheleu, the meaning of 11belly11 1till appean to be 
more appoait.e in view of t.he referencea ment.ioned above. 
48. Cf. to the deacription of fear of the enemy in Pa. 22,15: 11 ••• My heart hu 
tumed to wu: and it ia melted in mr intutine1.11 
49. The "authentic" Hebrew equivalent ia probably qirot le6, "the walla of the 
heart, 11 (Jer. 4,19). 
50. A deacription of building a houae recun in Proverb,, e.g., t.he grandiOR 
abode of Wiadom in 9,lfl'.; and ibid. 14,1; 24,3,4,27; Qoh. 10,18. On the other 
band, not.hing hu ao far come up in archaeological excavationa that. could throw 
light on t.he at.ructure of achoola exiat.ing in pre-exilic Iarael. Therefore, ü auch an 
inatitution exiated, it would preaumably have been a part of the temple or of the 
palace complex; it. could hardly be credited wit.h t.he t.echnical 1tandarda and the 
meana available to the Egyptian acribe; cf. Met.tinger, Solomanie Stote 0/ficia.l,, 
140ft'. 
51. 16 in Heb., Arab., A.kkL; aee Vycichl, "Grundlagen, 11 390-391, No. 38,39; 
M. I 59-60; R&uler 314; Calice No. 6. 
52. Thua Piankoff, Le "coe•r.11 Bonnet (RAR 296 ff.), and Brunner ( 11Hen111 
LÄ II, 1158ff'.) fmd it diffi.cult t.o accept PiankofP1 concluaion. 
53. M. m 27. 
54. See Loewenat.amm, 11 Li6, 11 EJliqr IV, 413. 
55. The term appean 598 time• in t.he Bible; of theae, 141 referencea are in 
Proverb• and Qohelet.h and 51 in didact.ic pauagea in Deut.eronomy. Cf. Wolff, 
.AnU&ropologie, 78. 
56. See n. 18 above. 
57. See Brunner, Do, Her6 a.l, Siu, 140-141. 
58. The 113 and t.he 11heart11 interchange in variant.• of t.he mu.: aee PtoAh.otep 
186 (L2,P) and Spiegelberg, "Du Her1111 35-37. • • 
59. For att.empt.a to explain the differencea in meaning of the t.erma n~ 
nepel, le6 aee: Pederaen, J,roe~ I, 99-109; Schmidt., 11Ant.hropologiache Begriffe," 374 
ff.; Wolff, .AnU&ropologie, 77-78. 
60. See t.he at.udiea of Brunner, 11Du Ben im &gypt.iachen Glauben," 81-106; 
idem LÄ II, 1158-1168; Bonnet., RAR 296-298; Herrmann, "Du 1teinhart.e Ben, 11 
77-107; Piankoff, "Le •Coeur' dana lea texte• egyptiena, 11 Long, in Hommage, la 
Fron,ou Do1&mo, (Montpellier 1986), 483-494; Wolff, .AnU&ropologie, 68-95; 
Pederaen (n. 59 above); Loewenatunm (n. 54 above), 412-415; Baumgart.el, "Lew," 
606-607. 
61. The expreuion i' i6 ia polyaemic; for it.a different meaninp aee A. Moret, 
Ree1&eil tle TroHu, 14 (1893), 120-123. 
62. Cf. Heb. le6 me6in t.o Eg. i6 111~•, namely, a heart t.hat explain1 (aee p. 64). 
The phrue ,etor li66o (BS 50,27), i.e., 11aolut.ion of hia heart., 11 ia identical in 
meaning. 
63. See Brigg•, P,olm,, ICC (Edinburgh 1906), II, 144. 
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64. G. Barby, "The Prieatly Benediction on the Ketep Hinnom Plaque•," 
Catl&etlra 52 (1989), 71-76 (Hebrew). 
65. Cf. Deut. 6,8; 11,18; Jer. 31,32, which 1peak of writing the Law of God on 
the heart and binding it on the band• and forehead; and •ee McKay ("Man'• Love 
for God,11 430-431) for wi•dom featurea in theae pumgea. On the p.oaibility that 
"write them on the tablet of your heart" (Prov. 3,3; 7,3) relatea to the Egyptian 
cuatom of carrying the writing tablet• on the ehest (heart), being tied by a cord 
around the neck for the purp01e1 of memori•ation and repetition, 1ee Couroyer, 11La 
tablette du coeur,11 e•p. 427-428. 
66. See A.amann, "Fest des Augenblicks," 79-80. 
67. See Otto No. 46 II Lefebvre 58,16; 127,3; other references to lnu il> in the 
late autobiography are: Jansen-Winkeln I Al0, e,5-6 (Nel>-nete"', 22nd Dynuty); 
Otto No. 57 II Brugsch, Theaaurv, 926 (Ta-im-hotep, ca. 50-30 B.C.). The 
expression is also present in the songs known u the 11lntef, 11 or "Make Merry" or 
11Harper11 Songs" which appear in tomb1 from the Middle and New Kingdom (•ee 
Lichtheim, Literature I, 194-197; idem "The Songs of the Harpers11 ; Wente, 
11Egyptian •Make Merry' Song. 11 
68. In research various proposals have been made u to the · interpretation of 
lnu il>: from the hedonistic interpretation of love of pleasure and enjoyment of life 
(Kees, ZAS 74 [1938), 82-85; Lichtheim, Literature Ill, 24 n. 16) or a call to an 
active life without a hedonistic tone (Assmann, "Fest des Augenblicb,11 79), to the 
opposite •ense, following one's own conscience, fulfilling of duty (Otto, p. 39; 
Piankoff, Le 11coeur11 ; Lorton, JARCE 1 [1968), 41-51; ibid. 8 [1969-70), 55-56; ibid. 
12 [1975) 24,29; M. IV 483, 11); there are •ome who add a third interpretation -
•erving 1omeone el•e•s desire (Brunner, LA Il 1161; Lorton JARCE 1 [1968), 51-54; 
ibid. 8 [1969-70), 55-57). Some 1cholars, and this is our view also, hold that all 
the•e meanings are applicable, that i•, the meaning of lnu il> changea according to 
its context. 
69. This is the opinion of Humbert, Recl&erchea, 107ff.; Galling, 11Kohelet.11 See 
al•o Corpus, n. 13 above. 
70. On the interchange ability of 11character" and "heart" see also Lichtheim, 
"Demotic Proverbs," 127-128. 
71. M. V 469,4. 
72. lbid. IV 246, 15-17. 
73. Herrmann, "Das 1teinharte Hers"; 1ee also Brunner, "Das Hers in 
igyptischen Glauben," 96ff., and Budge, Egyptian Magie, 29-35. 
74. A distinction should be made between a negative (Exod. and Esek.) and a 
positive connotation of hztJ lel>. In the latter cue hztJ lel> mean1 11to gain •trength, 11 
"to take courage, 11 e.g., io•• 11,20; Ps. 31,25. • 
75. Since the passage in Esekiel doea not belong to the wi•dom literature and 
since the idiom fel> 'den does not relate to it• vocabulary either, the pre•ent 
discUBBion doe• not deal with this issue, which i• extensively treated in my article 
11On the Concept of Heart,11 209-211. 
76. See Humbert, Recl&erchea, 98-99. 
77. Lichtheim, 11Observations on Pap. Insinger, 11 293-300; Otto, pp. 37 ff.; 
Garg, Gott-Köning-Retlen, 87 n. 253. 
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78. See n. 18 above. The mark of the Memphitic theology i• at.ill conaiderable 
in the achool writinga of the Rameaide Period (Anutui IV 5,1-2). 
79. Our rendering differa from that of Lorton, JARCE 1 (1968), 42, who reada 
here, "Follow your conacience. 11 Cf. Lichtheim'• tranalation in Litera.ture 1, 66 and 
her remark on Lorlon11 view, ibid. 77 n. 22. 
80. See Couroyer, "Amenemope 1 9,11 394-400; Drioton, "Sur 1a aageue, 11 260. 
81. Thia according to Pa.p. BM 10474 whoae veraion i•: "The heart of man i• 
the noae of god. 11 Another veraion appeara in Turin Ta.biet, reading 11gift11 inatead of 
"no•e.11 
82. See Aumann, 11Wei•heit, Loyaliamua,11 18ff. 
83. See Gordia, Koh.eletA, 231-232, for interpretation of thia verae. 
84. Von Rad, "Die Nehemia Denbchrüt,11 183-185, find• an Egypt.ian influence 
in theae verae• 1ince he believe1 that the idea of individual• being directed by God i• 
not "popular" in larael; but thi• view i• unacceptable 1ince a direct contact between 
the believer and God i• a ba•ic component of Judai•m, cf. Otto, p. 42. 
85. · The•e formula• are characteriat.ic of the Deuteronomiat •chool - Deut. 
29,18; Jer. 16,12; 23,17. The oppo•ite i•: 11 to walk before God/to follow God with all 
the heart11 ; •ee Weinfeld, Deuteronomy, 334, 340. 
86. For a di•cuaion of the meaning of the•e term• in Proverb• and their link t.o 
the Egyptian motif of the heart'• weight in the Judgment of the Dead •ee my arlicle 
"Egypt.ian Idiom• and lmprint•, 11 476-478, and recently al•o Griffith•, "The ldea of 
Po•thumoua Judgement, 11 189-191. 
87. Cf. comment• in the •ame •pirit in GISrg, Gott-KlJnig-Retlen, 85-87. 
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1. Six time• in the Biblical wi•dom book• (5 time• in Prov., once in Job); 3 
time• in BS (6,25; 35,16; 37,17). 
2. See Scott, PrO'llerb,, 36; Due•berg and Fransen, Le, ,cribe, in,pire, 189. 
3. Driver and Gray, Job, 319. 
4. See •imilar de•cription, Job 38,35; P•• 97,4. 
5. Thi• i• aho the opinion of Lichtheim, who compare• the Heb. ta.Uulot to the 
Eg. ~my, •teering, in Pa.p. Jn,inger, LEWL 137. • 
6. Cf. the de•cription in 1aa. 33,13. 
7. See Gemaer, SprilcAe SGlomo,, 14; McKane, PNHJerb1, 266; Oe•terley, 
Prot1erb1, 4; Toy, PrO'llerb,, 8; Zimmerli, Zur Strulctur, 183; SPOA 125; BDB 287. 
8. The relationahip exi•ting in Hebrew between the profeaion of aea-captain 
and wi•dom al•o exiata in Egyptian. The 11captain, 11 •~ry in Egyptian, i• a ni,be 
adjective derived from the noun •~r, advice, plan. The latter term i• al•o uaed to 
•ignify inatruction and word• of wi•dom (•ee pp. 42ff. above). 
9. See Y. Hoffmann, Th.e Proph.ecie, a.ga.in,t Foreign Na.tion, in th.e Bible (Tel 
Aviv 1977), 140 (Heb.). 
10. See EMiqr V, 612. 
11. Collectiona 1, m exhibit contact with the Egypt.ian •ourcea: Collection m 
(chap•• 22,17-24,22) contain•, u i• well known, a direct parallel with Th.e 
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Inrirudioa of Amenemope; for collection I (chapa. 1-9) aee Kayats, St•tlien nr 
Prot1erlrien 1-9; u to collection II (chap1. 10,1-22,16) it include• maxirm dealing 
with the king and dating from the period of the United Monarchy. 
12. One fmd• aupport for the u •umption that thia ver•e {37,12) belong• to the 
original material of the book in that it repeat• thing• •aid in the earlier 1trata; cf. 
God•1 an1wer to Job (28,35). For the dating of Job and it• compo•ition aee EMi(fl' 
I, 253-254. 
13. Brunner, "Die •Weisen•, 32; also idem ErzieA•nf, 130, and recently 
11Zentralbegriffe. 11 
14. The noun is derived from the verb j, ( 11 to tie knot• 11); Copt. [S): -:i:11>c ; aee 
Wb. V 396. The u•e of j, is varied: lt can mean in•truction by a father to hia 
10n (Pta.Uotep above; CAe,ter Beatty IV pl. 19 ver•o 3,7), order to official• (in the 
Kemit; lleti II D; Uri. IV 1089, 7 [an appointment of a vi• ier]), word• of 
11prophecy11 (KhaJ:heperre-,onb, above; Neferti, above) or love •onga (Luft, "Zur 
Einleitung, 11 108). Owing to the varied uae of ja, it i• hard to determine it• e:u.ct 
meaning. However, it aeem• that the unifying feature in moat of the reference• of j, 
and that which separate• it from the other term• for wiadom uying• ia that it refen 
to a traditional, conventional uying. Thi• sense i• obvioua in· the opening of 
.KAalleperre-10A6, who wiahea to depart from the routine of traditional wiadom 
handed down from father to aon, uying, 11Had 1. .. j,.10 that are atrange; novel 
untried word•, free of repetition; not tranamitted j,.10 ••• 11 (recto 2}; we fmd the 
oppoaite approach in CAe,ter Beatty IV: 11The teaching i• good, it hu no wearine•, 
when a aon answera with the j,.10 of hi• father 11 (pi. 20 ver•o 6,7-8). Againat thi• 
b&ckground it ia p011ible to underatand the paaaage in .Khalleperre-,ofl.b (verso 5) 
deacribing the bad aituation in the land: 11There ia no one who love• getting 
knowledge, a man loves only hi• j,, 11 that is, people are not keen on innovations, 
they adhere to hoary uyings and adagea that they have long known. j, ia therefore 
an ancient, traditional aaying, puaed down from former generation•• This may be 
the reaaon why it hu become difficult to under• tand and requirea an explanation, 
u may be gathered from the verba that accompany it, namely, 111~•, "to relea•e, 
understand11 (aee diacu•ion below) and vi6, 11to reply, re•pond" (Ne/erti 13). The 
j• may be transmitted both orally from father to son (u in the two examplea given 
above: KAalleperre-10A6 recto 2; CAe,ter Beatty IV pi. 20 ver•o 6,7-8), and in 
writing, u a proverb written in a book (aee Wb. V 403,14): thus, it ia aaid in 
Cheater Beatty IV that what the sages uy 11is found u j,(10), written in their 
booka11 {PI. 19 ver•o 3, 7); in Ptahhotep (292) and in the apeechea of TAe Eloq•ent 
Peuant (B2 107) maxims termed • 11j,'' are quoted; 11j,11 is a citation from 7'11.e 
Inriraction of Djetlefl&or, mentioned in Anutui I (11,1) (•ee also .KAeti II D). 
(Additional appearance• of j, are in: PtaHotep 511; Amenemope, 19,7 [unclear); 
Amennaiht l; Kheti m B; Lanring 14,10; CAe,ter Beatt11 IV pi. 20 ver•o 6,13; 
Inrirudion 1,y a Man for Hi, Son XVI 1 [unclear), xvm 7; Url. IV 47,12; 419,8; 
435,2; Otto No. 3 II KCG 42213 p. 35 l.3 II Jansen-Winkeln I A7, e,2-3; II 31618; 
idem I AlO,d,13; Il 3,6,7). 
15. In the view of Ockinga, 11The Burden, 11 91,93, the goal of the Egyptian 
priest doe• not center on novelties in the literary aphere but in expreaing a new 
message in order to conect the poor •tate of affair1. 
16. See Wb. I 348-349. lt ia interesting to compare the Eg. expreuion with the 
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Aramaic expreuion in Dan. 5,12: m•lire' 9itrin, i.e., 11one who looaea knota, 11 
which, along with m•pdler Aelmin ("interpreter of dre&m1 11 ) and 'aAÄ10ir11t 
'ÄAidin ("explainer of riddles11 ) 1 ia one of Daniels• titles. From the context one can 
~ume that th.e image "opening the knota11 indicates, u in Egyptian, the 10lution of 
obacure aayings, and concretely expla.ining dreams and riddle•• However, aome 
scholars interpret the Aramaic expreuion in Daniel with the actual tying of knota 
for a magic purpose; see H.P. Mnller, 11Lts1en von Zauberknoten (?)111 VT 20 {1970), 
474 n.3. 
17. Additional references to 10A': Pt11AAotep 366; .KAd:Aeperre-,onl> veno 1, 
Jn,truction l>r II Man Jor Hi, Son Ü 6; La~ring 2,9; Onomuticon, Title; Urlc. IV 
47,12; 969,14; etc. 
18. Perhapa the Siu im Lel>en of theae proverba wu the verbal dispute between 
the rivala that preceded warfare, u in the battle between David and Goliath (1 
Sam. 17,43-47); or in the battle between Sinuhe and the man oC Retenu (TAe Starr 
of SinuAe B 109-110). These disputea could also be between repreaentativea of the 
rivala: cf. the agents of Hezekiah, King of Judah, and Ravshake, the meuenger of 
the Anyrian king (2 Kgs. 18,17ff. II Isa. 36). 
19. In the New Kingdom the form md10 is aupplanted by md.t (and during the 
21st Dynuty by mdtr): Wl>. Il 180; in Demotic mt(t): Erichsen 184; in Coptic 
[S) ; the two latter forma function u a nominal prefex to nouna and adjectivea 
which become abstract feminine nouns. 
20. See Wl>. above and also Lesko I 256. The term ia written by meana of an 
ideogram meaning walking stick (Gr S43; Faulkner 122) and by the determinative of 
a man with his hand to his mouth, indicating an action involving the mouth. 
21. In this aample md10 appeara in the inatructiona from To Merilcare to the 
Demotic inatructiona (49 timea), in the 11loyalist11 inatruction (once), the peuimistic 
literature (16 timea), the achool writinga (7 time•), the king11 court inacriptiona (20 
times) and the late autobiography (3 time,). 
22. See Davies, TAe Tomi> oJ Rell-mi-re, 81 n. 16; cf. Urlc. IV 971,2; etc. 
23. Cf. Anii 9,9,15,16; Ancutui IlI 1,3; Urlc. IV 122,16; 510,14; 
Jansen-Winkeln I A13,1,4; Il 3,6,14. 
24. Another meaning of md10 when refening to a spoken word is a "legal 
claim.11 The complaints of the Peasant are so termed (Bl 72, 234; B2 118; cf. Url. 
IV 1090,10 - Re1:Amire); and see Shupak, 11A New Source,11 12 and n. 46. 
25. Cf. "the speech of men oC former time, (md.t imr.10 U.t),11 
.KA11lleperre-,onl> recto 3. · 
26. Cf. Amenemope 4,1; Se~etep-il>-R11 7,6; Url. IV 1185,1. 
27. See Wl>. Il 180,13; 181,3, Lesko I 256-257 and Caminoa, LEM 227; and also 
Anllltcui I 1,1; V 6,1-2; 15,7; Urli:. IV 1223,13; etc. 
28. The etymology of the word diil>iir is not clear, but the root appears in 
Phoenician, Punic and Aramaic, see TDOT IIl 94ff. 
29. See ibid. 103ff. and BDB 182-184. 
30. See Prov. 1,6; 22,17; cf. 24,23; Qoh. 9,17; 12,11; in Egyptian the 
collocation 11words of wise men (md.10 r~.10 ib.t)11 appears once in Admonition, 
2,14. 
31. In the wisdom literature dil>ir refen to the wisdom of human beinga -
the teacher or the father. Only once in the teaching of Agur does dil>ir relate to 
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the worda o{ Goci: "Every word of God ia pure ... Add not to hia words ... 11 (Prov. 
30,5) M01t acholara maintain that. "hia words" refer1 here to torii. Oeaterley, 
Prover6,, 270-271, believea that "hia word111 in Prov. 30,5 denotea the third part of 
the Canon, i.e., the Writing• that wu at thia time in the procea of being created; 
er. alao Toy'a interpretation, Prover6,, 523. Fichtner, who diaputea thia, identifiea 
11hia words11 with the aayings or the aagea; er. p. 41 above. 
32. Like j,, r3 aometimea bean the aenae of a popular folk aaying (Mentuotep 
15); and at timea in the aenae of a f'ather'a rebuke to hia aon (Amennallt 6); aee alao 
Url. IV 1223,1 II 118,13. 
33. The expression 1.t r3, meaning 11•peech11 (lit. "the aeat of the mouth"), ia 
rare in our corpua (twice only, in Url. IV and the autobiography). tp.t/tp(r) r3, 
Cirat appeara in uae in the Old Kingdom and meana 11apeech, 11 11utterance, 11 lit. 
"beginning of the mouth11 (Wb. V 287). tp.t r3 belong• to the terminology of the 
king•a court in•cription• and the autobiography. In thi• framework the expression 
refera to: (1) 1peech of men (common in the titulary of the officiala or the 18th 
Dynuty, 11with who1e 1aying1 the Lord o{ the Two Lands ia aati•fied, 11 Otto No. 75 II ZÄS 62, 86ff., 1.3; Url. IV 411,2; 993,8); (2) order of the king (Blumenthal, 
p. 403); (3) word of the god, the divine fiat (Wb. V 287,9, er. Url. IV 165, 13-15; 
974,9). 
34. See BDB 826. 
35. Another regular collocation i• pe,i 6e~ ea (lit. 11fruit of womb"), meaning 
11off1pring,11 which appear• in Egyptian a• prä m A-t; aee Chap. 7, n. 33. 
36. Cf. "Death and life are in the power of the tongue and th01e who love it 
will eat it• fruit1 11 (Prov. 18,21), where pe,i come• in proximity to tongue; cf. alao 
the collocation 11 the fruit of the arrogant heart" (I•a. 10,12), meaning • "insolent 
1peech11 ; aee BDB 826. 
37. Wb. I 523,18. prä n/m r3 atanda in 1ynonymoua paralleliam with "spe'-~ .. ", 
md.t (Ne/ef"ti in the di1cu11ion above) or jd ( Url. IV 546,9). The phraae ia not 
characteri•tic of the wi•dom instruction•• In our aample it appeara in the king'• 
court phraaeology (6 time•), the 1chool writings (twice), and the pe11imistic wi•dom 
text• (Ne/erti 50). 
38. Wb. I 530ff.; Copt. dp~ ; in Calice'a view the Egyptian pr.t i• analogoua 
with the Hebrew pe,i and belonga to the group of Egyptian word• who1e 
provenance ia Semitic; •ee Calice No. 38 and cf. KBL 778. 
39. For additional reference• aee Wb. I 523,18. 
40. The following opinion ia conjectural: lt i• also po11ible that the Hebrew 
phrase i• the outcome of an independent lingui•tic development and that the 
analogy between it and the Egyptian expression i• purely incidental. 
41. The collocation mo!ii' peh/ ,epiitayim, with meaning identical to that of 
pe,i peh, ia found outside Proverb•; but unlike ,e,i pel,, it alwaya concern1 the 
religiou• aphere and not the aecular (the word• of God, P1. 89,35; Deut. 8,3; the 
word• of the me•senger of God, the prophet, Jer. 17,16; the vow of the believer, 
Deut. 23,24). 
42. Kedar-Kopfstein, "piiriih/pe,i,11 ha• reservation• about the po11ibility that 
the basic meaning of pe,i pel,, is 11what emerge• from the mouth,11 and not a 
reference to fruit, •ince the Hebrew phra•e always involvea verb1 of 11eating11 and 
"being aated11 and noun• denoting 11produce,11 11cropa. 11 But if it i• aasumed that 
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tbe phrue wu adapted from Egyptian, tbe problem may be 10lved by tracing tbeae 
elemenb back to an adaptation or tbe Egyptian material to tbe Hebrew framework 
by tbe Biblical acribe. 
43. In reapect oC 1ubject matter cC. P•• 51, 17,18; 89, 31,32; and P•alm• oC 
Solomon 15,3. See al•o W.R. Harper, Ho,ea, ICC {Edinburgh 1973), 411-412, and 
J. Liebt, 7'Ae Rule Scrol~ (Jeru•alem 1985), 189 {Heb.). 
44. Licht, ibid. Licbt11 interpretation underlie• the tran•lation of tbe pauage 
cited below; er. ,eri tel&illa {lQS 10,8) and ,eri 9otlei (ibid. 22); •ee: Licht, 
ibid., 220,211 and al•o Kedar- KopC•tein (n. 42 above), 752. 
45. In thi• corpu• &• appean in the in•truction• Crom the New Kingdom: Aaiiw 
Ameaemope (4 time•), tbe 11loyali•t 11 in•truction (twice), the pellimi•tic 
literature (4 time•), the achool writinp (4 time•), the royal inacription• 
(twice). 
48. See W6. m 287. 
47. er. Nejerti 49: 11Speecb Call• (&a.111 md.t) on tbe heart like fire11 (according to 
Helck11 reading, and al•o Lichtheim, Literature I, 142; not •o Wll. m 289,8, whicb 
reada &• a md.t, i.e., 11nwcim11 ). Other meaning• or &• are 11aft'air111 11matter11 {•ee 
W6. m 289) and 11complaint11 (e.g., 7'Ae Elo9ueat Pea.,aat Bl 280; Ja,tructiou 6r e& 
Maa /or Hu Sn IX 9), and •ee Shupak, 11A New Source,11 12. 
48. Brunner conjecture• tbat tbe Egyptian• u•ed &av to •igniry Biltlretle, •ee LA 
I, 807. But the reCerence• be cite• on 811 n.8, do not bear thi• out. 
49. My interpretation oC theae reCerence• differ• from tbat oC Perry {A Critice&l 
Stutlr o/ 7'Ae Elo9ueat Peuaat, 146, 157-158), wbo explain• &• a mtl.t u 
11complaint, official prote•t ratber tban 'proverb,111 and al•o Ockinga, 11The Burden,11 
89-90, Faulkner 198, and other•• On tbi• •ee my article 11A New Source,11 n.47. 
50. afr + mtl.t occur• in the in1truction1 {only in Ptal&l&otep, 5 time•), tbe 
peaimi•tic literature {3 time•), the royal in•cription• • {once) and in tbe 
autobiography (once). a/r mtl.t 1tand1 in paralleli•m witb 1113~ i6 {tolerant man) 
and afr ,jm {good oC hearing). 
51. Stock, 11ajr afr. 11 
52. Jan•1en I pp. 122-123; Il pp. 166-187; Polobky, par. 85. 
53. Edel, par. 43; Jan•1en I ibid. He 20,22, 28, 31, 39, 40, 41, etc.; in 
paralleli•m with 6i3 i~r (11excellent cbaracter11) 1 Otto No. 28 II MDAIK 12, 114 1. 18. 
54. ma& i• collocated al•o witb the noun 11116.t, 11an•wer11 (Aautui V 15, 1). 
55. ma& + jtl occur• in the instruction• (4 time•), tbe •chool text• {5 time•), 
Url. IV (once), and autobiography (twice). 
58. 'm m •&r.111 11to know tbe plan1111 appear• al•o in Lauiag 13B,9. Po•ener 
render• tbi• expreaion dift'erently: 11to know acript• and proCeaions11 {Ameaalllit, 
n.0). Al•o regarding 11in order to •tate the excellent, 11 Po•ener'a interpretation 
dift'er• Crom the one pre•ented above •ince he under•tand• 11excellent11 u reCerring to 
11the literary value or the work. 11 
57. Otto No. 28 II MDAIK 12, 114 1. 18 ; •ee also Url. IV 419,8; 1198, 15; 
Jan•• en I p.5, G 57,58; pp.22-23, Aa 42,46,52; and al•o ibid., p. 125, He 73,76 and 
p. 81 G 81, 62. 
58. Tbe combination 1.t "'i• identical in meaning to a, {•ee Jan•1en Il p. 38). 
Wben ,.t 1tand1 beCore a bodily organ it 1treae1 it• 11eft'ectivity,11 •ee Gardiner, 
PSBA 34 {1912), 261; Janaen ibid. p. 17. 
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59. Jamaen I p. 5, G 42,44-46; idem II pp. 17-18, 38. 
60. Cf. pp. 329-330 below. 
61. Cf. Nel, TAe Stnctare, 7-8; Polk, 11Paradigma111 565; Beyae, 11miiil, 11 72. 
62. In our corpua there are only a few parallela to the aophiaticated literary 
form• termed miJ'il in Poat-Biblical Hebrew, vis., allegory (a metahpor expanded 
into a folk tale), parable (a moral folktale), and fable (a •tory who•e heroe• are 
taken from the animal and plant world). (For explanation and example• of the•e 
genre• •ee M. Haran, 11 .MiJ'äl, 11 548-549; Nel, TAe Stradare, 9-10; and Polk, 
11Paradigma,11 564-573.) Theae literary form•, however, are not rare in non-wi•dom 
literature both in I•rael and Egypt. A uae of allegory i• found in TAe Dupute of a 
Man taitA Hi,, Ba, •ee p. 329 and n. 68 below. J.G. Griffith• (JEA 53 [1967], 
79-102) in hi• comprehen•ive •tudy on 11Allegory in Greece and Egypt11 actually 
include• within thi• term all literary form• li•ted above: "In ita original Greelt 
•enae allegory implie• that an author proclaima a meaning other than the one which 
i• inatantly apparent11 (89). In any event, Griffith• •ucceeded in •howing that the 
device of allegory originated in Egypt and that auch worb a• 7'Ae Blintling of 
TrutA, TAe Lion antl tAe Maue, or 7'Ae Duputation 6etween tAe Botl1 antl tAe Heatl 
contain a rieb allegorical tradition. lt i• particularly in•tructive to compare fable• 
in the Bible (e.g., Judg. 9,8ft'.; 2 Kp. 14,9) with the•e Egyptian folk legend•, whoae 
theme i• peraonification of bodily part• and the animal and plant world and which 
flouri•hed in the literature of the New Kingdom and in Demotic, and also found 
expre•aion in the art of the period; •ee Brunner-Traut, AltigrptucAe Tierge•cAicAte. 
63. A further example of the uae of ~n n mtl.t in the •en•e of "wi•dom •aying" 
find• W6. m 289,8 in Ne/erti 49. Hi• rendering accord• with ms. C 25224. The 
context, however, makea it difficult to decide whether ~n n mtl.t bear• thi• •enae 
here. lt i• po•• ible therefore alao to follow ma. DeM 1189, which read• &nw mtl.t 
and to take ~n u a verb, not a noun. 
64. 11The opponent" i• the rival in love or the patron of the woman. A further 
example of the uae of ja in the •en•e of 11proverb11 ia po•• ibly Amenemope 19,7, but 
the pauage i• not clear. 
65. In W6. VI, which include• a German-Egyptian lexicon, the term• FGbe~ 
GleicAni,, do not appear; ~n n mtl.t i• given for SpricAwort. For criteria to 
di•tingui•h the•e proverb• even when the tm doe• not indicate that they are auch, 
•ee Gunn, 11Some Middle Egyptian Proverb•" and recently Lichtheim, 11Demotic 
Proverb•." 
66. See Gilula, TAe Wutlom of Amen-m-ope, 30-31, 33-37, who comparea thia 
to a •imilar feature in the Biblical wi•dom. 
67. Lichtheim, "Demotic Proverb•." For additional proverb• •ee TAe Eloquent 
Pea.ant Bl 146; Amenemope 24, 6-7. 
68. Griffith• (n. 62 above), 94-95; Goedicke, 7'Ae Report a6out tAe Dupute of • 
Man antl Hu Ba, 45ft'., 130ft'. For the u•e of the •tyli•tic device• of allegory and 
metaphor in Egyptian literature in general •ee ibid. 15 and nn. 69, 70; •ee al•o 
Brunner'• •tudy, "Bildliche Auadrllcke,11 with many example•• 
69. A di•tinction •hould be made between the uae of the term miJ'il 
independently, relating to literary pattern, and it• meaning in the collocation "to be 
fmä.iä.l 10eliinina11 andin variant• of thia expre•• ion; •ee BDB 605/2. 
70. In the wi•dom literature miJ'il appeara in: Prov. 1,1,6; 10,1; 25,1; 26, 7,9; 
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Job 13,12; 27,1; 29,1; Qoh. 12,9; Pa. 49,5; 78,2; BS 3,29; 6, 35; 44,5; 47,17; 50,27 
(moiel) (39,2-3 (Gr.]). In other boob: Num. 1, Sam., 1 Kga., Iaa., E1ek., Mic., 
Hab. 
71 . .A1ao in BS 47,17. 
72. In Num., Judg., 1 Kp., 2 Chr., Esek., Dan. In the apocryphal wisdom 
literature BS 8,8; 47,17; (39,3 (Gr.] and the W'lldom of Solomon 8,8 (Gr.]). 
73. For a diacu•ion on ~hlot and ~611rim, the latter being combined with 
~aJ:amim only in the wiadom literature (4 time1)1 aee pp. 313-317, 320 above. 
'amärim (aa diatinct from the derivative• 'ömer, 'imrci, which do not belong to the 
wiadom vocabulary) appea.n 40 times in Prov., Job and the wiadom Paalma. In the 
reit of the Bible ita occurrence ia limited to 12 time1. See the diacuuion below, 
pp. 331-332. 
74. Selected 1tudiea referring to these terma - mäiäl: Eiafeld, Der Muchal 
in A. T.; Schmidt, St•ili•m nr Stiliriili; Fontaine, Trtlditiont1l Sa,ing• in the 0. T.; 
Haran, ".Miiäl''; Johnson, "Maahal"; Beyae, "mäiäl"; Thomp10n, TAe Form 11nd 
Function, esp. 9-95. meli~i: filchardaon, "Some Notes"; Canney, "The Hebrew 
meli•." Aidi: Torcuyner "The filddle"· idem (Tur Sinai) "Hidi"· Mllller "Der 
• • 1 1 • 1 1 
Begriff •R&tael'"; Hamp, "Cl&idäA"; Crenahaw, SAT 96-111; idem St1maon (Atlanta 
1978), 99-120; for the interesting mgge•tion that the proverb• of parallel couplet 
which predominate in Prov. resulted from the "proverb-riddle" containing one stich 
which was anawered by corre•ponding line, aee Thompaon, ibid. 75-76, 92-93. 
75. E.g., 'imri no'Am (# ~le6ot ri'): Prov. 15,26; 16,24; 'imri dä•11t ibid. 
23,12; 19, 27; 'imre binci: ibid. 1,2; 'imri + !edeq, •emet, neJ:o~im, yoier. ibid. 
8,8; 22,21; Job 6,25; etc. 
76. The chief difficulty in thia verae ia the cryptic 'open, which ia repeated in 
BS 36,5 and 50,27. Varioua interpretationa have been propoaed; aome 1uggeat 
"manner" or "circUJD1tance," namely, he who 1peab at the right time (BDB, 
Gemser, Toy, etc.); othen explain it through the word "wheel" which appliea to one 
part of the verae. Thua the term refera to a certain type of proverb in which the 
two halves of the verae balance (McKane, Proverb, 584); Barucq and othera also 
•peak of a •pecial aort of proverb. The lut explanation fita weil BS 50,27: "Wi•e 
inatruction and ~pänim proverb1 of Simeon, the 10n of Jeahua." 
77. There ia no need to amend ti~i6 to ti~i.P (u do BH and Gemser); •ee 
Bnhlmann, Von rechten Reden, 53-55. 
78. Aen ia mentioned 13 times in Prov. (in paralleliam with yopi - Prov. 
31,30; cf.' 5, 19; 11,16; etc.). 
79. See W6. II 378; and ibid. 379,4 for more references. 
80. See Wl,. I 137; Calice No. 396. 
81. See Bnhlmann (n. 77 above), 42-45. 
82. See Brunner, ErneAung, 101-102. 
83. For additional referencea in the Egyptian 10urces aee Brunner, ibid.; 
Bnhlmann (n. 77 above), 38-85; Lanc1kowaki, "Reden und Schweigen." 
84. See Corpua, p. 26, and bibliography there, and alao Brunner, ErßeAung, 
102 and idem A W 368-369. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
1. Cf. Ullendorff, 11Thought Categories, 11 273-275, 286-287. 
2. Adjectivea 13-21 belong to the aapiential vocabulary only when qualüying a 
human being. 
3. Thia expreaaion, mentioned in Chap. 7, p. 310 above, ia treated extenaively 
in my article 11Egyptian Idioms, 11 476-478. 
4. A further group of equivalent terma in Hebrew and Egyptian wiadom 
vocabulary may be appended to the liat given above, but the uaage of theae t.erma ia 
not reatricted t.o wiadom literature, e.g., ,"3, ,b3y.t - 11,r, mu,är; mtr - 111:~ 
(hiph'il), to1:a~at; tp rtl. - torci, mi~10ci; •im ib - leb lömea~ tl.n,f •!m + ib -
1:btl./qlh/~q + leb. 
5. Terminology obvioualy doea not furniah the aole criterion for determining t.he 
exiatence of a connection between Hebrew and Egyptian wiadom compoaitiona. The 
comparative atudy of terminology ia baaed on the aaaumption that the contact 
between the two wiadom traditiona also took place both on a formal level and on 
the level of content and ideaa. Thia aubject ia beyond the acope of thia reaearch, 
but occaaionally parallel• emerged that are adequate to illuatrate thia aide of the 
inter-literary contact. The hiatory of comparative reaearch in thia field ia reviewed 
in the Introduction; aee pp. 1-4 above. 
6. Two of the terma excluaive to the Biblical wiadom terminology, •ii,el and 
~äru~, which recur frequently in the aecond collection of Proverbs (12 out of 19. 
referencea), also conoborate the aaaumption that thia collection conatituted part. of 
the ayllabua in the Iaraelite educational framework. What ia more, 10,J, the 
Egyptian equivalent of the Hebrew •ii,e~ ia common in the Egyptian achool writinga 
(aee p. 350 below). • 
7. l,a•ar and 1:e,il occur only in the wiadom booka and in paalma with wiadom 
features (according to Whybray, Pa. 92 and 94). 
8. The verb rgn appeara an identical number of time• within and outside the 
wiadom booka, but the participle form nirgän ia excluaive to Prov. (cf. p. 140 
above). 
9. me6in ia found an identical number of timea within and outside the wiadom 
booka. 
10. •~r aa a component in collocation which beara the sense of 11reatraint11 
appeara only once outside the wiadom literature in Pa. 141,3 where 11lipa11 aerve aa 
object. 
11. Most of theae terma have equivalenta or parallela in the Egyptian wiadom 
lexicon. See the liat of worda belonging to the Egyptian wiadom terminology below. 
12. On the criterion of 11cumulative teatimony11 aee Hurvit1, Wutl.om Language, 
27. Whybray, The Intellectual Tradition, 142-149, uaea thia criterion to determine 
that the following word1 are excluaive to the wiadom literature: l,a•ar, 1:e,i~ Ze~, 
,ä1:ii~ 6inci, 'irum, leqa~ näbon, tuli1111ci. To thia liat Hurvit1 (ibid. passim) ad.da 
the following collocationa: ~1"' + object; •~ + object; 11e lar/täm tl.ere1:, ie1:el ~oh, 
,,ar mera'. The wiadom terminology given by Hurvit1 containa more worda and 
collocationa, but theae have not been dealt with, aince they have no link with t.he 
Egyptian material. 
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13. In parentheae1 the analogie• in Biblical wi•dom language appear, which do 
not alway• comtitute equivalenta in the full •en•e of the Egyptian term. but 
approximate it on the level of 1ubject matter. To distinguish between theae 
analogie• and real equivalenta the latter are marked with an uterisk. 
14. ff'1I' ia replaced by U, 11cold-tempered, 11 in the •chool writing• and the 
autobiographie• and by U and AMll, "calm, 11 in the royal in1cription1. 
15. The following term• belong to the 1emantic field of 11re1traint 11 in the 
Biblical wisdom: 'erd 'appayim, fGr ruaA, ,ur/ imr + peA, liiiön, li6; •ee 
pp. 171-173 above. 
16. See Chap. 4, n. 29 above. 
17. Thi• view does not contradict the fact that during the New Kingdom pupil• 
of humble origin are to be found in the 1chool• for •cribes, and that among the 
reader• of the Egyptian instructiona were also peaaanta (AnJ:A,AeaAonqy) and 
common folk (Inatruction b1f a. Ma.n for Hi, Son); see Brunner, Erziehung, 118, and 
idem LÄ III, 965. 
18. See Skaldny, Die iilteaten SprucAaammlungen. Skaldny apecifies 4 
collectiom in Proverbs, each addreBBing a different group: 10-15 ia addreBBed to 
young people; 17-22,16 ia an instruction for officiala in the king11 1ervice; 25-27 ia 
directed to the common people, peuants; 28-29 ia applied to the goveming cl&11 
(the 111overeign'1 mirror"); 1ee al•o McKane, Proverb,, 9, and Hermisson, Stuaien, 
123ft'. 
19. At the same time, it 1hould be noted that the adjective fleiHig doea not 
appear at all in the German-Egyptian dictionary of Wb. VI. 
20. Although scholar• are divided over the etymology of F dä, all agree that 
the root is Semitic; aee Hamp, TDOT VI, 320ff; Mnller, "Der Begriff 'Rltael,111 
483-486. On the custom of sagea' engaging in posing riddle• in the ancient Near 
Eutern court, 1ee ibid., 482, and cf.: 1 E•draa 3,1-5,3; Jo•ephus, Antiquitiea, 8,5. 
21. Cf. p. 77 above. 
22. The "negative connotation, 11 which predominates in the Egyptian wiadom 
phraaeology, find• it• expres•ion in the following detail•, which have arisen in the 
cour•e of our investigation: (a) The theme of the behavior of the negative human 
type ia expres•ed with verbal richneBB and variety. The po•itive type, by contrut, 
ia qualified by a limited number of term• (cf. Chap. 3 with Chap. 4). (b) Six term• 
in Egyptian wiadom belong to the aemantic field of "ailence, 11 "calmnea"; thi• ia 
leu than half the number of term• covering the oppo•ite semantic field of "bot 
temper, 11 11anger11 and 11strife" (cf. Chap. 4, pp. 150ff. with Chap. 3, pp. 116ff'.). (c) 
To theae one may add the fact that there i• no equivalent in Egyptian wisdom 
vocabulary to ~iiru~ ("diligent"), a term characteristic of Hebrew wisdom; and on 
the other band the image of "deafneBB11 in Egyptian ha• no parallel in Biblical 
wiadom. 
23. The Egyptian .4'r is close in meaning to the Hebrew ~qr and bql, but it 
appear• only twice in regard to a typical wisdom activity: in an inscription of the 
18th Dynaaty11 architect and in TAe Complaint, of KAG1:Aeperre-,onb (see p. 71 
above ). Specially relevant to the Biblical veraea are the words of Khakheperre-1onb, 
who voices hia deaire to be part of thia group of creative people and to poueBB the 
ability "to inveatigate •peech (j'r !n10).11 But according to bis personal confeasion, 
this ia unfortunately beyond his power•• 
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24. See p. 267 above. 
25. See p. 127 above. 
26. See pp. 123-124 above. 
27. See Chap. 7, pp. 284-285 and n. 18 there. On the connection between the 
heart and the Egyptian Judgement of the Dead aee my artide "Egyptian Idioma, 11 
476-478. The Egyptian motif ia evoked in the collocation töJ:en liHot in 
Proverb. (21,2; 24,12 and d. 16,2) and ia reflected even more dearly in the image of 
the balance in Job 31,6: "Let he (God) weigh me in juat balance." 
28. See pp. 40-42, 270-272 above. 
29. A.. ahown by Aumann; d. p. 42 above. Fox (in II A..pect111 and in Tl&e 
BooA: o/ Qol&eleß [di•• ertation]) challengea the accepted opinion regarding the 
gradual development of Hebrew wi•dom, giving the following argument•: (1) There 
i• no development from utilitarianiam to religioume•• in Egyptian wi•dom, for 
Ankhahe•honqy, who came after Amenemope, wu far le•• 11religiou•" than hi• 
forerunner. (2) Even ü there were auch a development in Egyptian wi•dom, the 
Biblical •age1 were not intluenced by it u they accepted the Egyptian wi•dom u a 
monolithic entity. Fox•• belief ia that Hebrew wi•dom wu ethical-moral from the 
beginning. Hia premi•e regarding the lack of aftinity in the development of Hebrew 
and Egyptian wi•dom may be correct, but hi• argument• are not immune to 
critici•m: (1) lt i• true that Ankhaheahonqy wu le•• 11religiou•11 than Amenemope, 
who preceded him, but he wu an exception in the entire complex of Egyptian 
in•truction• owing to hi• clo•e tie• with the contemporary international wi•dom 
which left it• mark on hi• work. (For the influence of Greek wi•dom on · 
.AnJ:lul&ul&ontr •ee Walcot, "He•iod, 11 215ff., and al•o Lichtheim, .LEW.L 13-22 who 
di•cU11e• the impact of other wi•dom tradition• u weil, •pecially that of Tl&e Storr 
o/ .A~i911r. (2) Fox•• u •ertion that I•raelite •age• con•idered Egyptian wi•dom u 
one monolithic whole i• not incontrovertible for we know of the exi•tence of tie• 
between Egypt and Iarael throughout and af'ter the pre-exilic era (there wu a 
Jewiah diupora in Egypt in the day• of Jeremiah and there were Jewiah military 
colonie• during the Per•ian era). Morgan hold• a view •imilar to Fox'•• In hi• 
Wi•tlom in ße O.T., 60, 144-145, 1521 and hi• "Wl8dom and the Prophet•," 221, 
Morgan reject• the the•ia of gradual development of Hebrew wi•dom from "•ecular" 
to "religiou•, 11 believing that it wu religiou• from the •tart. 
30. See Chap. 61 pp. 258-267 above. 
31. See, e.g., Tl&e P•alm.ut, ed. Simp•on, particularly ibid. 196-197. 
32. Alleged evidence for the exi•tence of a •chool •tructure found at Kuntilat 
Ajrud i• propo•ed by A. Lemaire, .Lu ~colu et La forml&tion tle La Bi6le tl11u 
l'11ncien larl&il. OBO 39 (1981) 30, 32, 52-53. However, thi• i• the only evidence of 
it• kind and i• of que•tionable v&lidity. The excavaton believe that the •ite wu a 
center of wonhip, and that the empty room •urrounded by benche•, which 
according to Lemaire wu a du•room, functioned u a location for collecting and 
•toring the gift• and offering• of the faithful. See Z. Meahel, KuntiL&t A;t"t&tl: Ä 
Hol11 Siü from ,Ae Periotl o/ ,Ae M-11rcl&11 - ße Sinai Bortler (Israel Mu•eum) 
(Jeru•alem, 1978) and idem K11tlmoniot, 9 (1977), 119-124(Heb.). 
33. H. J. Hermia•on, Studien, 113-136, hu •et out all circumatantial evidence 
in •upport of the exi•tence of •chool• in I•rael. See a1•o L. D11n, Dtu 
Er.nel&t&ng•wuen, 106ff.; T.N. D. Mettinger, Solomanie St11te O/fici11Z.1 143ff; J. P. 
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J. Olivier, "Schoola and Wiadom Literature, 11 JNSL 4 (1975), 49-60; Crenahaw, 
"Education,11 607-610; Lemaire (n. 32 above) and lately idem "The Sage in School 
and Temple." The moat. comprehenaive work to date on the mbject of education 
and ac:hoola in ancient Egypt ia the monograph of H. Brunner, Altigypfücli.e 
Erneli.uag and idem "L'education en ancienne Egypte,11 in Hiltoire moadiale de 
l'educatioa, eda. G. Mialaret and J. Vial (Paria 1981), 65-86; aee also E. Otto, 
"Bildung und A111bildung," 41-48, and recently my article, "The Sit1 im Leben," 
104-106, where an earlier version of part of the following diacu11ion was published. 
34. See Lemaire, (above) and also B. Lang, "Schule und Unterricht." In view 
of the limited acope of the epigraphical evidence, it aeems that thia view m111t 
await further findinp before it can be confirmed; cf. Crenahaw, "Education," 
605-607. 
35. For an extensive diacusaion of theae terms aee the preceding chaptera and 
my article (n. 33 above), 106-116. 
36. But ,U as a verb and an adjective (participle) appeara 13 timea in the 
inatructiona u compared with 4 tim.es in the achool literature. 
37. See Mettinger (n. 33 above), 25ff.; Williams, "People Come Out," 235; R. 
de Vaux, "Titrea et fonctionnairea egyptiena a la cour de David et de Salomon, II 
RB 48 (1939), 394ff.; I. Begrich, "Söfer und Maakir," ZA W 58 (1940-1), lff. and 
Crenahaw, "Education," 610. 
38. See Lambdin, "Egyptian Loan Worda, 11 149; Williams, ibid. 238-239. 
39. For the view that all the education in ancient Israel took place in a private 
setting, the teachera being the fathen or muter craftamen, aee F. W. Colka, "Die 
Israelitische WeiaheitllChule oder 'Des Kaisers neuer Kleider,'" VT 33 (1983), 
257-270; on the location of family and tribe u poaaible life-aetting for wiadom, cf. 
moat recently Fontaine, "The Sage in Family and Tribe, 11 and the up-to-date 
bibliography there. 
40. See p. 43 above, and n. 62 there; aee also the acta of the 
li.artummim (aynonymo111 with Uliimim) in Pharaoh•a court in the atoriea of 
joaeph and Moses (Gen. 41,8,24; • Exod. 7,11; 8,3,14,15; 9,11) and the reference to 
"Pharaoh'a counaellon" in Iaa. 19,11; cf. theae Biblical puaages with the aorcery 
performed by the three ~ry-tp priest& before the king in Pap. Weatcar and the 
appearance of the sage Neferti before the king Snefru in Tli.e Prophecie, o/ Ne/erti, 
26. The royal court was the center for learning and wiadom activity in ancient 
Meaopotamia u weil, aee Sweet, "The Sage in Meaopotamian Palacea.11 
41. Thia ia the view of von Rad, Wildom ia I,rae~ 17; Mettinger, (n. 33 
above); Lang, Die 111eiaheitlicli.e Lehrrede, 36-40; Morgan, Wildom ia tli.e 0. T., 
142; idem "Wiadom and the Propheta, 11 222-224; and othera. 
42. Many atudies on the inßuence of Biblical wiadom tradition on other literary 
genrea have been published recently; aee bibliography in Whybray, The latellectual 
Tradition, 1 n. 1; Murphy, "Hebrew Wiadom," 27-28; and Morgan, Wildom ia tli.e 
0. T., passim. For the aapiential intluence on the propheta also aee Thompaon, The 
Form aad Fuactioa, 103-110. 
43. Murphy and Carm, "Wiadom - Theaea and Hypotheaea," 39-40; Murphy, 
"The Forms of O.T.111 3-4. 
44. Crenshaw, "Method in Determining," 129ff.; idem OT Wiltlom, 39-41; d. 
pp. 6-7 above. 
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45. Cremhaw, ibid.1 133-136; Morgan, "W'lldom and the Propheta, 11 214. 
46. Whybray, (n. 42 above), 154, offen a liat of Biblical pauagea outaide the 
wiadom boob in which he dilcerm the imprint of an 11intellectual tradition. 11 He 
finda influence of the wiadom tradition at work in the 1tory of Joaeph; the 1tory of 
the Fall of Man in Gen. 2-3; the Succeuion Narrative in 2 Sam. 9-10 and 1 Kp. 
lff.; the book of Eather, Deuteronomy, Iaa. 1-39, and 10 on. To thia, Morgan, (n. 
45 above) 229ff'., adda a liat -of prophetic texta in which acholan have found 
evidence of the preaence of the wiadom tradition. See alao Murphy, (n. 42 above). 
Obvio111ly, each pauage muat be uamined on ita own merita, and huty and 
extravagant concluaiona ahould be avoided. Thua, the recent argument that the 
pauagea ahowing wiadom inßuence are 11model talea, 11 written for the purpoae of 
explaining and demonatrating the didactic ideology of the 11wiadom movement, 11 ia 
queationable; aee Hermiaaon, Stutliea, 126ff'.; Scott, Tl&e W11r, 87ff'.; Crenahaw, 
"Education, 11 601-605. 
47. W'illiama, (n. 37 above). Thia view that the Solomonic court wu the 
life-aetting of the compoaition of Proverb• firat 1ugeated by von Rad ( 0. T. 
Tl&eolon I, 48-56) hu been diamiaaed in reaearch (aee, e.g., Scott, 11Solomon and the 
Beginninp of Wiadom"; Whybray, "Wiadom Literature in the R.eign.1 of David and 
Solomon.11 But., it. hu, at leut in part, been rewwed in recent. inveat.igationa: aee, 
e.g., Thompaon, Tl&e Form 11atl F10&dioa, 81-83; Crenahaw, "The Sage in 
Proverb•," and eapecially the moat inatruct.ive 1urvey publiahed by Bruegemann -
11The Social Significance of Solomon u a Patron of Wiadom11 - who, punuing the 
aocial tramf'ormation that took place in the Solomonic era, comea to the concluaion 
that 11 ... it ia aociologically probable that Solomon wu a patron of wiadom that wu 
at once emancipatory and ideological" (ibid. 131). 
48. Cf. Lang, (n, 41 above), 36-40, 101-102; Hermiaon, Stutliea. 113ff.; 
Kayata, Sntliea .n Pro,,erliea. 135ff.; Scott, TAe War, 13ff.; idem PWM 23ff.; 
Murphy, Wutlom Litera•re, 53; Lemaire, 11The Sage in School, 11 171-175; and 
othen. Hebrew wiadom, of coune, wu inapired not only by univenal but alao by 
local wiadom, deriving from a tribal or a nomadic aociety. Fontaine ( Tratliüoalll 
S11,äag, and idem 11The Sage in Family and Tribe11 ) hu recently proved the 
matence of a local wiadom in hrael from the timea of the Judgea and the EI 
Amarna Period; cf. Lang, ibid. 40ff'.; Whybray (n. 42 above), 2ff. and idem 
"Wiadom Literature in t.he Reign of David and Solomon, 11 eap. 22-25; Morgan, 
Wi,tlom ia tAe O.T.1 138ff'., idem "W'lldom and the Propheta,11 217-218, 224-225. 
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TERMS INDEX 
HEBREW 
'bh 375 
'wh 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 341, 378; 
+ ~e,ed 112; + tob 112; leb + 'wh 
112; nepei + 'wh 112 
'wl 204, 254, 392, 393 
'ewil/ im 50, 85, 88, 142, 200, 204, 
205, 212, 214, 215, 236, 238, 239, 
250, 264, 286, 340, 341, 392, 393, 
401; 'ewil ,epäiayim 204, 392, 
393; pi 'ewil 204 
'iwweld 171, 200, 202, 204, 205, 215, 
216, 233, 238, 245, 248, 340, 345, 
390, 392, 393, 394 
'ommän 396 
'ömer 416 
'öun/ 'özenayim 92, 277, 280, 345, 376; 
'öun ~ii1:ämim 397; 'özen maq-
iebet 277; 'özen iomä•at 277; •~m 
'öun 376; 'ö ~ em 'özen 92; glh 
'öun 279; ~ri 'özen 376; 1:bd 'özen 
376; n ! h ( ha ~) 'özen 52, 277; ntn 
'öun 277; 'wr 'Özen 280; yä•ir li 
'özen 279; pq~ 'özen 280; piiqoa~ 
'özenayim 279; pt~ 'özen 279, 280; 
lö' pitte~" 'öznekä 279; päta~ li 
'öun 279 
'hz 370; 'a~we ~ereb 370 
'ii, 'anie: 'i i 'ap 136, 137, 141, 145, 
147, 148, 149, 338; 'i i belivva•al 
141, 143; 'ii da•at 235, 396; 'i i 
~akäm, aee ~akiim; 'i i ~emi./ ot 
134, 136, 140, 141, 144-146, 148, 
149, 170, 179, 338, 339, 341, 383; 
'ii 1:äziib 101; 'ii mebin 398; 'ii 
midyiinim 136 (+ 'eiet), 141, 143, 
149; 'i i mezimmot 251, 254; 'i i 
rib 136, 141; 'i i rä• 265; 'ani e rii' 
244; 'anie lä~on, aee lä~on; 'ii 
iomea' 377; 'i i tebuni./ ot 246, 
392; 'i i tahpukot 141 
'akzäb 377 
'lp (pi'el) 46, 47, 48, 49, 338, 344, 368 
'ämon 267, 346, 401 
'emuni., 'emunim 104; 'Öae 'emunti 
98. See also yipia~, •ed 
'mr 286, 299, 331 
'imra 416; ~pn 'imra 61; imr 'imrti 62 
'amiirim 320, 330, 331, 332, 340, 342, 
345, 368, 416; ~a + 'iimiirim 
(~o,ek 'iimiriyw) 171; 'imre 
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'emet 416; 'imri binci 313, 416; 
'imri d11 11&t 233, 362, 416; 'imri 
11öier 416; 'imri + n1A:öA:im 416; 
'imri nö'am 333, 416; 'imri peh. 
406; 'imri !edeq 416; 'imri leqer 
103 
'emet 103, 104, 105. See also 'imri, 
•ed, qn1i., ; ipci 
'ap/ 'np 134, 137, 138, 139, 141, 142, 
144, 148, 348, 380, 382; 'i 1 'ap, aee 
'i I; ba•al 'ap 137, 145, 146, 148, 
149, 338; ~aron 'ap(po) 134, 135, 
137, 138, 382; mi ! 'ap 137; •ebrot 
1G'JI 139; '11.z.zut 1G'JI 381 
'appayim: 'erd 'appayim 140, 147, 
171, 338, 339, 341, 383, 384, 418; 
'öreA: 'appayim 171; qe ~ar 'appa11im 
148, 149, 205, 338, 339 
'öpen/ 'opinim 416 
'öra~: eee h.l/c, 11 Ir, ,l~ 'zb, pla, 'iqqel 
'iUer: aee dere/c 
'airi 17 
'elet: 'elet /ce,ilut, aee A:e,ilut; 
'elet mid11änim 136 
böged 265, 321 (worda of') 
b10z 88 
bol&en : + hearta 310 
be~en {ba!en) 291, 292, 406, 407; bi!no 
292; b1 bi~ne/ci 292; wubi~nam 292; 
~adri ba ~ en 295, 296, 297, 338, 
339, 407; p1ri be ! en 406, 413 
b11n (qal, niph'al, hiph'il, hithpo'al) 
46, 47, 51, 63, 66, 67, 68, 72, 243, 
253, 256, 257, 340, 342, 344, 368, 
371; bin, 11ibin, täbin, tibinu 
(qal) 243, 398; zih.ibin {hiph'il) 56, 
243; zih.ibin + 'imri binci 68; 
zlh.ibin leb 68; zlh.ibin meli!ci 68; 
zlh.äbin mäläl 68; Aibin lilmöa• 
miipi~ 56, 243; Aitbonin {hith-
po'al) 253. See also mebin, näbon 
binci 67, 205, 232, 239, 243, 245, 246, 
247, 249, 253, 254, 256, 340, 342, 
398, 417; 'imri binci 313, 416; qnh. 
binci 61 
bin 398 
bet midril 17, 349 
ben 85, 205 
binim 86 
b•r 391, 393; bö•arim 391; nib•ar 391; 
nib•irci ( •e~ ci) 391, 393 
ba'ar 207 
be•ir 207 
bql: + knowledge, wiadom 51, 69, 71, 
73, 301, 344, 372, 418; + da•at 70; 
+ h.oA:mci 340 
gibbor 315 
lburci 315 
l•ärci 368 
dbr 286, 331 
dibir 41, 273, 315, 318, 320, 321, 330, 
333, 366, 412; + böged 321; + ~ ob 
332, 333, 342; + l:izib 100, 104, 
321; + nirgin 321; + rua~ 321; + 
leqer 98, 103, 321; dabber däbär 
366; h.aieb däbär 366; l:,h. däbä.r 
173; nebon däbär 244, 335 
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~barim 320, 331, 416; dibre ~aA:iimim 
313, 320, 330, 331, 338, 340, 368, 
397; dibre ~ipe~ 320; de6arim 
rä.pim, aee riipeh; dibri pi 406 
~1/0 350 
dm11/ dmm/ dwm 169, 170 
~m'ä.ma./ dumi. 170 
da•at 205, 232, 233, 234, 235, 238, 239, 
241, 246, 250, 251, 252, 254, 256, 
362, 371, 398; 'i l da•at, see 'i i; 
'imre da•at 233, 362, 416; da•at 
qedol im 232; 11odea'/11ode 1i da•at 
234; mo•e~ot wiidä'at 44; 
bql da•at, see 6qi; ~pn da•at, see 
,pn; qnh da 'at, aee qnh; ti ~ i 6 da' at 
332 
derd 87, 391; 'äUer 6ederd 374; hllc 
bederd 374; hllc bedarke halleb 303, 
304; 1/e lar + derek 88, 340, 417; 
n~h 'aliur minni derd 87; neloz 
+ dereA: 374; 1wr me/min derd 
374; ,ll derek 374. See also 'iqqel, 
peri, täm/tiimim 
drA: (hiph'il) 368 
hawwot: see lai on 
hl/c: + 'ora~ 374; + dereA:, see derd; 
+ tiim/tiimim, see tiim 
hll 211; hillel (pi'el) 211; hithallil 
(hithpa•el) 211; hitholel, 11eb.ole~ 
mitb.olel (hithpo'el) 211 
h.o~lut/ lot 211, 214, 216, 340, 345, 394, 
397 
z,a,l 132, 143, 144, 381 
zed/zedim 135, 138, 141, 145, 149, 206, 
381, 383; rib zedim, aee ri6 
zadon 135, 145, 381, 383; •ebrat zadon 
145, 381 
zmm 251, 253, 399 (zä.mam), 400 
zimmi. 399 
z'm 137, 341, 382; p'ä.nim nu•'ä.mim 137 
m'am: + b.aron 'appo, •ebra, ~iira. 137, 
139 
z'p 139, 382 
m'ap 139 
„eqenim 273 
zarot: aee peb. 
~ebel/~abiilim 314,316,317 
~obel/rab ~obel 314, 315, 317; ~obel'ä.11ü: 
314 
hobelut 314 
b.eder 297. See also beten 
. . 
b.äzon 315 
~zq (hiph•il) 51; + mu,'ä.r 62, 370; 
+ b.okma 60-62 
~a~ ~ii'im 206, 264 
~ i da 313, 328, 329, 330, 343, 371, 416, 
418; ~idot'ä.m 313 
~km 235, 236, 253, 265, 266, 301, 340, 
341, 397; b.iikamtii 235, 
1/e~allemenu 235; me~uA:A:iimim 
235, 240; nit~allem,i lo 241; 
titb.akkam 265 
. ~äA:iim/~aA:iimim 39, 56, 201, 203, 204, 
206, 207, 210, 233, 235, 236-239, 
244, 250, 254, 256, 257, 273, 274, 
275, 301, 315, 340, 341, 397, 401, 
416, 420; ~iiA:iim # i:e,il 238-239, 
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262-263; ~iA:im II !addiq 254, 261, 
262, 264; ~aA:im leb/lebäb 301, 397; 
~aA:imim me~uilimim 235, 240; 
~aA:mot (niiim) 215, 394; 'ö.zen 
~aA:imim 397; 'i l AiA:im 236, 
241; ge6er ~iA:im 236; dibre 
~ aA:im im, aee dibir; leb ~iA:im, 
aee leb; ze Ion ~aA:imim 397; aipte 
~aA:imim 397 
~ol:mci 51, 210, 211, 232, 233, 235, 236, 
239-240, 245, 246, 247, 251, 252, 
254, 256, 267, 271, 314, 315, 341, 
362, 368; bql ~okma 340; ~zq 
(hiph'il) ~ol:mci 60, 61; 62; lmr 
~ol:mci 60, 61; !Pfl ~oA:mci 60, 61; 
qnA + ~oA:ma 60, 61, 72 
~okma/ ~okmot 205, 340 
~okmot 200, 235, 267, 345, 394, 396, 
397, 401 
Aoli 138, 139 
Amd 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 341, 378, 
379 
~mm 132, 143, 144, 341, 379 
Aemci 132, 134, 139, 140, 381; be 'ap, 
10tibe~emi 10tibeqe!ep 134; 'i l 
~emi./ öt, see 'i i; ba•al/ gedal ~ema 
134, 140, 145, 147, 148, 149, 338; 
~ema + b•r, 11! ', 11!t. ntk, •lA, lpA: 
134; ~emi. + Aeiib, 'azöb, lö' 11a•ir 
134 
~imia 380, 401 
~en 332, 333, 399, 416 
~inep 265 
~ci,ar leb 91, 186, 199, 200, 204, 205, 
212, 214, 215, 246, 301, 338, 339, 
341, 350, 392, 397, 398 
~a,ar tebiinot: aee tebiina/ ot 
~epe!: aee debärim 
~üqim: aee n!r 
~qr 51, 69, 70, 71, 73, 344, 372; (and 
bql), 418; ~iqqer 69, 71; ~oqer 69; 
~röl ,aa~ciqör 69 
~eqer 69, 340;( •ad) 'in ~eqer 69, 70, 71 
~rA 132, 134, 143, 144 
~aron 134; ~ciron 'ap(po), aee 'ap 
~ärii~/ im 91, 338, 343, 417, 418; + yid 
91 (11ad ~ärti~ im), 375; + nepd 
375 
Acirtummim 420 
~rl 92, 168, 301; ~rl + 'özen 376 
Aerei 376. See also 'ö.zen 
Aelbon 239 
hlA 169 
! ob/ im 112, 265; tob + min; tob-
SprucA 17. See also däbir, 
leb/ lebäb, leqa~, ,ekel 
11id/11äda11im: aee ~iru!, peri, remina, 
lipeliit 
11d• 218, 231-234, 253, 257, 301, 341, 
395, 396; + da•at, bina, Aokma 
232 
yödea', 11odea', yö~•im 235, 236, 254, 
256, 257, 341; '1Jodea'/11ödea'/ 
yö~•e da'at, aee da'at; 'IJOdea' 
naggen 395; 'IJodea' seper 395; 
11odea' !"'llid 395; ,aper yödea', aee 
,aper 
yo'e! 315 
11t~: te ti b da•at 332 
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11:~ (hiph•il) 46, 48, 49, 100, 340, 344, 
364, 367, 417 
,,.,. (niph•al, pi•el) 37, 46, 48, 49, 340, 
344, 362, 367, 417 
1'ä.pehfiä.pim/1öpi 332, 342; J'ä.pim + 
worda 320; Jöpi 416 
J'ä.pia~ 100; Jipia~ 1:e.zabim 98, 100; 
1'ä.pia~ 'emunci 98 
1!' 323. See also ~emci, m'ä.don 
mo!Ä ~ •ee peh., ;epiitayim 
J'ä.qär 333; 1:e l i Jiiqiir 334 
1ir1at Yah.weh. 239 
1rh (hiph'il) 40, 46, 48, 49, 344, 365, 
367, 368 
11b (to •it) 375 
1Jr 391, 392;1aUer derd/ 'ora~ 88 
1'ä.Jiir/1e Jirim 91, 264, 265; 
+ dere1:, see dere1: 
1öler 394. See also 'imre 
1eter 394 
1:abed (liver) 406 
1:bd, 1:ebad: + leb 306, 307, 347, 417; 
+ l'ä.lon 287, 406; + peh 287, 406 
1:öhen 315 
1:.zb 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 341; 
töh.alto nwibii 377 
1:i.zib/ 1:e.zibim 104; 'i J 1:'ä..zib, see 'iJ; 
~bar 1:ä.z'ä.b 100, 104, 321; le~em 
1:e.z'ä.6im 101, 103; 1'ä.pia~ 1:e.zabim 
98,100; 'ed1:e.z'ä.bim, see 'ed 
1:~J (pi•el) 102; 377 (of God) 
1:ila1 209 (# Joa') 
1:,h.: + däbar, see dibir 
1:,l 201, 254 
1:e,il/ im 50, 86, 88, 138, 142, 186, 
201-204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 
210, 212, 214, 233, 236, 237, 
238, 239, 244, 245, 246, 250, 278, 
302, 340, 341, 390, 391, 392, 
397, 398, 417; 1:e,il - ~üim 179, 
201, 238-239, 261, 262, 263, 
265; 1:e,il - !addiq 201, 204; 
1:e,il - ra.a• 261, 262; pi 1:e,i~ 
see peh. 
1:e,ilut 201, 216, 397; 'eiet 1:e,ilut 
200, 267 
1:uel 204, 266 
1:•, ~41, 382 
1:a'a,, 1:a•ai 138, 139, 340, 382 
1:ap: 1:ap remi11ci, see remi11ci 
Ur 400 
1:iJrön 239, 252-253, 254, 257, 338, 341; 
+ ~o1:mciJ da•at 252 
1:tb 73 
leb/ leb'ä.b 245, 291, 297-299, 301, 406; 
ld 'eben 307, 348, 409; leb + '111h 
112; leb + h.gh 301; leb ~üäm 397; 
leb ~'ä.1:iim wen'ä.bon 56, 68; leb + 
~ib 301; leb ~ob 303; leb mebin 
408; leb näbon 68, 256; leb iämea~ 
303; leb lömea' 56, 72, 348, 369, 
417; 10i 'abbad 'et leb 211; bar lebäb 
304; glA leb 173; habe' leb 57, 58 (+ 
lammu,iir); h.ägut leb 301; hl1: 
bedar1:e leb (libbe1:i) 303, 304; h.l1: 
be'iqbot halleb 348; ~z1: leb 306, 
307, 347, 409, 417; tob leb 303; 1:6d 
leb 306, 307, 347, 417; ma'ar1:e 
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leb 302; md1:iyyot lebäb 302; n~A 
leb 57, 58 (+ lä.dda•at), 301; 
na•aweh leb 248; n~r ·1a, aee n~r; 
ntn 'el leb 57, 58, 341, 370; ntn 'et 
hlllleb ze 57, 58, 73, 301, 341; 1ltor 
libbo 408; qirot leb 408; qnA + leb 
61; qlh leb 306, 307, 347, 417; •Y~ 
+ leb 299; ,ym leb 34, 57, 58, 72, 
301; ,ym bilbab 57, 59, 302; lyt 
leb 51, 57, 58, 301; Jmr leb 173, 
418 
libbot: töken libbot 310, 339, 419 
110.z 371 (# n~r). See also nilo.z 
ze.zut: ze.zut ,epätayim 391 
le~em: le~em ~u1:1:i 100; le~em 1:e.zäbim 
101, 103; le~em Jiqer 100, 101, 
103 
lmtl (pi•el, qal) 37, 46, 47, 48, 49, 
51, 66, 68, 69, 72, 73, 344, 361, 
362, 364, 367, 368, 372; limmed 37; 
'egel lö' lti.mmäd 47; •egeza 
melti.mmätli 47 
limmti.tlim 47; ze1on limmti.tlim 281 
löa• 406 
,,~ 205; yili ~ 393 
le~/ im 39, 50, 85, 86, 88, 114, 135, 
138, 142, 145, 200, 201, 205-207, 
212, 214, 215, 236, 237, 238, 264, 
340, 341, 392, 393, 417 
lä.~on: 'anli lä~on 205, 236 
lq~ 68, 73; + mu,ir 34, 47, 51, 58, 
59; (+ mti.,ir halkeQ, 72, 341, 370 
leqa~ 59, 246, 301, 340, 370, 417; leqa~ 
~ ob 60; .za1: liq~ i 370; y,p + leqa~ 
60 
lä.1 an 280, 284, 345, 393, 406; ,e l on 
hllwwöt 284; ze1an ~akämim 397; 
ze Ion limmti.tlim 281; ze1an mirmi 
284; ze1on 'arumim 284; ze1an 
laqer 98, 284; ze1an tahpukot 284; 
1:btl + läl an 287, 406; neAeppiA: 
bill ono 391; n~r + lä.1 an, aee n~r; 
lmr + lälon 418 
m', 88 
mebin/ im 47, 48, 67, 201, 236, 243, 
244-245, 254, 256, 340, 371, 392, 
398, 417; lammebin 38; 'i J mebin 
398 
mebil 248 
mägen 251, 252 
mätlon / mitlyänim (metlänim , mitl-
winim) 135, 136, 140, 147, 340, 
380, 382, 383; grh mädon 135; Yf 
mätlon 381; •wr mätlon 135; ll~ 
mätlon 135; ltq mätlon 381; 'i 1/ 
'elet metlonim/ mitlyänim, aee 
'il 
matltlä• 239, 371 
mötlä• 247 
mti.,ir 31, 33, 34, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 44, 
45, 54, 204, 233, 246, 247, 267, 279, 
320, 331, 340, 350, 362, 364, 367, 
368, 417; mu,ir halkel 59; glA 
'ö.zen lammti.,är 34; ha~a.zeq 
bammti.,är 62, 370; lq~ mii,är, aee 
lq~; qabbel mti.,är, 370; qnh mti.,är 
61; lebe~ mti.,är 33, 50; J ~r mti.,är 
33; Jmr mti.,iir 34, 62; tol:e~ot 
mti.,är, aee taA:eAot 
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mwl (# !Pn) 371 
menmmi/ ot 233, 245, 249, 250, 
251, 253, 254, 340, 366, 400; 
'i l menmmot, see 'i I; ba.'a.l 
menmmot 251, 254 
ma.hma.tl 378 
me~qir 251 
ma.~alibot 331; peri + ma.~alibot 
322; ma.~lebot 'arumim 251; 
ma.Uebot rä' 416 
mehitti 204 
miJ: 381 
ma.1:'obim 138 
ml~ mileti (+ words) 290; 'ama.lle (+ 
mouth) 290 
milli/ im 320, 368. See also n ~P, 
leqer 
mm! 205,393 
meli ! a 313, 329, 330, 331, 340, 345, 
393, 416. See also byn 
mela.mmetl 47, 338 
ma.lma.tl ha.bbiqir 367 
ma. 'gil: •ee niloz, pu 
me'a.yim 406 
ma.'aqil 193 
ma.,,a: •ee n,h 
mi!wa 31, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 320, 331, 
332 (mi~wa.t), 340, 347, 358, 417; 
n!r mi!wa./ ot 61, 340; !PJ& mi~wa. 
61; lmr mi~w& 62. See also lgh 
mirma. 101, 102, 104, 377; ze Ion 
mirmi 284; ni.iba.' zemirma. 104 
mera.', mere'im 99, 265 
ma.Uil (as title of Pss.) 399. See also 
a1 
mll: molel beru~o 383, 384 
mll: molel (+ 'opa.nim) 416 
milil/mileli 286, 313, 328, 329, 330, 
331, 345, 415, 416; milil bepi 
406; zemilil welilnina. 415; 
milli lelomöh 330. See also byn 
milpi! 101, 104. See also byn 
mitla.hamim 407 
n 'p: lö' tin 'ip 378 
n', 88 
nibon/nebonim 67, 200, 201, 206, 233, 
235, 236, 243, 244, 250, ~53, 
~54, 256, 340, 392, 398, 417; 
neban tlibir 244, 335; leb hikim 
wenäbon, leb näbon, •ee leb 
nibi' 315 
nbl 207, 209, 390, 393 
nibil 190, 2QO, 201, 207-209, 212, 214, 
390, 393, 394 
nebela. 393 
nebila./ ot 208, 209, 390, 391, 393 
nb' 290; ya.bbia.'290 
na.tlib/netlibim 99, 209, 265, 393 
nizitl 135 
ne~mitl 114, 378 
n~h 85, 86, 87. See also 'özen, tlerd, 
leb 
n!p: n!p milla. 324; n!p iepita.yim !124 
n! l 86, 87, 341 (+ inatruction), 371 
dh 49,350 
nöka.~ 38; zenöka.~ 38 
neköha. 38 
neköhim 38. See also 'amirim 
nilo.i, neloz/ im 192, 391; neloz + 
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ierel; ma•gäl 374; nelozim 
6ema•,'Zotim 391 
n'm 333, 416. See also 'amirim 
na'ar 49, 85, 201, 205, 233, 313 
nepei 112, 299, 375, 407, 408; re1&G6 
nepei 136. See also ~"""!• remirra 
niptäl 38 
"!A/ma! ! a. 136, 137, 145, 341 
"!" 51, 62, 68, 371, 3881 417; nlf' 11in 
the heart 11 302; + ~oA:ma. 60, 61; + 
~üqim 61; + leb 173, 340, 418; + 
liion 283, 340, 388, 405, 418, + 
mi!wa/ot 61, 340; + 'edot 61; + 
peA 172, 173, 340, 418; + piqqüdim 
61; + tora. 61, 340 
niH 6: see pla 
1111r 85, 86, 87; awr me + ri' 86, 340, 
417; 1111r me/min + derelc, 1ee 
ierd 
aoper/ aoperim 274, 403; aoperim 
~aA:imim 274; aoper rodea' 395; 
aoper miAir 405; ieqer aöperim 
274 
aA:l 212, 394 
aäA:äl 200, 210, 212, 214, 236, 238, 265, 
340, 341, 394, 398, 417 
aiA:lut 204, 210, 211, 216, 345, 390, 
397 
aeA:el 210 
all: + 'öra~ 374; + derd 374 
aeper, aepä.rim 371; rodea' aeper, see 
rodea' 
•abar ( •aQ 393 
•br (hithpa•el} 138, 382: Ait•abbär 138, 
rit•abbä.r 139, mit•abber 139, 141, 
392 
•ebra. 137, 138, 393; •ebrot 'appo 139; 
•ebrat .zädon, see .zidon; rom 
•ebra./ •abä.rot 139, 382 
'wd (hiph'il) 37, 364 
•ed 100; •ed 'emunim 98, 100; 'ed 
'emet 98; •ed beli11a'al 98, 377; •ed 
~innäm 98; •ed A:e.zabim 53, 377; 
•ed iäqer, see iqr 
•edut, •edot 37, 38, 39, 364; •edut 
iälom 363; nar + 'edot 61 
. ' 
'iwwer 376 
'Ö.z 251, 252 
1
.zb 85, 86, 87, 341 (+ instruction}; •.z6 
'öra~ 87; •.z6 leb 298 
•e.zra. 251, 252 
1ä.nä10, 'aniwim 172, 206, 388 
'anä,aa. 172 
•ä.ni 203 
•e• a. 31, 42, 43, 44, 45, 239, 245, 246, 
251, 272, 273, 315, 320, 340, 362, 
366, 367, 368. See also b•r 
•• , 90, 388 
'ä.!el 90, 91, 113, 350, 375, 417 
'a!la./ 'a!lut 90, 91 
'a!altarim 90, 375 
'aqalqallot 192, 391 
'qi, 'iqqei 38, 192-194, 340, 341, 364, 
391, 392; 'qi/'iqqei + 'öra~ 194, 
374; 'öre~ötä110 •iqqiim 194; 
'qi/'iqqei + derd 193, 194, 374, 
391; •iqqei, me•aqqei, ne•qai + 
~riA:arim 87; 'iqqei + leb 194, 
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304, 391; 'iqqei + peh. 194; iqqel 
,epiitiirw 202, 391 
'iqqe Jut: 'iqqe Jut peh. 391, 406 
'rm 249-251, 253 
'iirum/'arumim 201, 204, 233, 249, 
250, 253, 256, 284, 340, 399, 404, 
417; •ärumim 284; 
m4h.Jebot •ärimim 251 
•ormi 233, 239, 249, 250, 253, 257, 340, 
399 
'iii ir 315, 391 
•oJer 3l5 
peh./pi 285, 348, 406; pi 'ewil 406; pi 
.zärot 406; peh. ~iiliiq 406; pi 1:e,il 
406; pi re Jä•im 406; pi tah.pv.Jcot 
406; 'imre peh., aee 'Ämiirim; J:ebad 
peh., aee Hel; ml' ( 'amalle? peh. 290; 
mo~i' peh. 323, 413; •~r peh., aee 
•~r; •iqqeltit peh., aee •iqqelut; p~h. 
peh. 406; peri peh. [{mi)pperi pi 
'i J), aee peri; pt~ peh. 290; Jmr 
peh., aee Jmr 
plr. + 'ora~ 374; + ma•gä.l 374; + nitib 
374 
po•äli 'iwen 265 
piqqüdim: aee •~r 
peri 322, 323, 413; + beten 406 
413; + derd 322; + rä.d 322; + 
J:ap 322; + mah.aliibot 322; + 
ma•aliilim 322; + ma•ä, im 322; + 
peh. 323, 413; {mi)pperi pi 'ii 
321, 322, 323, 330, 338, 339; + 
qodel 414; + ,epiita1im 323; + 
teh.illi 414 
piirim: pirim ,epitenu 323 
pr' 86, 87 
peia' 137 
pitgiim 330, 331 
pth./poteh. 200, 204, 254, 392; poteh. 
,epatii110 392 
peti/peti'im 49, 85, 86, 88, 199, 
200-201, 202, 205, 206, 212, 214, 
215, 250, 257, 313, 340, 341, 392, 
399 
peta1111ut 200, 216, 267 
~dq 401 
~addiq/ im 91, 113, 201, 204, 209, 210, 
236, 254, 260, 262, 263; 
~addiq-~iJ:im 261, 262, 264, 401; 
~addiq # rä.lii' 5, 179, 261, 262, 
263, 264, 265 
~edeq 101, 103, 104, 105, 401; 'imre 
~edeq, aee 'Ämirim 
~ediqi 5, 105, 377 
~anua•, ~enu•im 172, 381 
~pn: + objecta relating tc) wiadom 51, 
62, 68, 338, 371, 417; ~pn "in the 
heart" 302; + 'imri 61; + da•at 61; 
+ ~oJ:mi 60, 61; + mi~wi 61 
,iri 137 
qw~ 88 
qwr 384 
qnh. {to acquire}: + objecta relating to 
wiadom 51, 68, 301, 338; + 'emet 
61; + bini 61; + da•at 61, 70; 
+ ~oJ:mi 60, 61, 72; + leb 61; 
+ mti,ä.r 61; + ta~bulöt 61 
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9.nA (to create): 9.inäni 272 
9.e,et 350 
f!P/9.e!ep (9.ä~ep) 
wäqä!ep 138 
9.ar Mla~: •ee rtia~ 
134, 139; holi 
qll&: + bodily organ 307; 9.JA + leb, 
•ee leb 
rgl 372 
rgn/ni.rgän 140, 141, 143, 321, 338, 340, 
382, 417; 'il nirgän, •ee 'i l; 
däbär + nirgän 321 
rg' 154 
rdh 365 
raAab 246 
MlaA 140, 299, 332, 408; 'in ma'!iir 
zeruho 148, 172; 'erd rtia~ 148, 
171; gebah rtia~ 171; 11!' rtia~ 173; 
mölel beru~o 140, 147; 9.!r/ l ~ar/ 
9.Ö!er rua~ 140, 147, 148, 149, 171, 
172, 205, 338, 339, 383, 384, 388; 
9.ar rua~ 141, 147, 148, 171, 172, 
179, 246, 338, 339, 341, 350, 418; 
lepa.l rua.~ 172 
f'J/b (v.), rib/ot (n.) 135, 136, 137, 
142, 147, 341, 382; rib .zedim 383; 
ribot ,epata11 136; 'i I rib, •ee 
'il 
rmA 101, 102, 103, 104, 341, 377 
„emi1111ci (deceit) 101 
,.emi1111ci (slackness) 91, 377; 11ad 
„emi.1111ci 91; J:ap remiyyci 91; nepeJ 
remi.JJG 91 
rä• 381; 'i I rä• 265; 'anli rä• 244; ,wr 
merä• 340, 417 
r•h (hithpa•el) 146; 383 (titra') 
räl 203, 391 
rl' 265, 266, 401 
rälä'/relä•im 113, 114, 138, 204, 205, 
206, 209, 210, 233, 243, 262, 263, 
264, 265; rilii' # !addiq 263, 265, 
see also ,addi q; pi „e lii'im, see 
peh 
rela' 266, 401 
lebe~, lebatim 49, 50, 350, 393; 
lebe~ mi,är, see mu,ir 
lgh 373, lgh me 374; lögeh 392; 
hallögim mimmi.~wöteka 381 
lila', lawlä' 350 
II,~ 86, 371 (# n!r} 
HI (hiph'il) 46, 47, 48, 51, 66, 68, 72, 
247-249, 253, 340, 344, 368, 399; 
hdllel 249, 256; hdllil 253; 1a.illil 
301; ma.Uil/im (# mebil) 248, 
250, 254, 256 
aeliel 248, 254, 394; ,ekel tob 248, 340, 
399, 417; tobat ,del 248; Um 
. . 
,del 249, 256 
llw, lalew 170, 387 
lalwci 170 (# rib), 382 
lälilom/ lili,im 13 
,m~ 303; leb ,ämea~, •ee leb 
Im' 51, 52, 53, 55, 57, 72, 85 (in 
negation}, 86, 87, 175, 368, 369, 
376; lema' (imperative} 34, 54, 
369; ha.,ket 101Uema.• 369; Im' + 
beqol 52; Im'+ ze 52; Im' + lälon 
53; Im' + ,äpci 53; li.lmöa.' 369; 
häbin lilmöa• milpä~, •ee b1n; 'il 
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lomea', aee 'i i; leb lömea', aee 
leb; 'ö.zen iomä•at, aee 'özen 
lmr 51, 68, 86; lömer 283; imr + 
parta of body 371; lmr "in the 
heart" 302; + 'imri 62; + ~okmi 
60, 61; + leb 173, 418; + lälon 
418; + mti,är 34, 62; + mi!,ai 62; 
+ peh 173, 418; + toka~at 62; + 
tori 62 
in' 88, 103 
iäpi 404, im'+ iäpi 53; iepllt 'emet 
98 .. See also pärim 
;epä~im 393 
iipltit: iipltit yiidayim 375 
lepälim 388 
iepätayim 388; iipte ~akiimim 397; 
iipte + ieqer 98; 'ö~em/~öiek 
iepätayim 173; mo!Ä' iepätayim 
413; nib iepätayim 323; tertimat 
iepätayim 323. See also zezut, n~p, 
'iqqei, peri, pth, leqer 
lq~ 147, 154, 168, 169, 182, 383, 387 
iqr 97, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 341 
leqer ( läqer)/ leqiirim 97, 98, 99, 103, 
321, 394; + t•b, in' 103; lai leqer 
274, 403; 'imre leqer 103; debar 
ieqer 98, 103, 321; le~em iäqer, 
aee le~em; ze i on läqer, see läi on; 
milliiy + leqer 103; 'ed läqer/ 
leqärim 97, 98, 100; iipte + 
ieqer, see iepiitayim; ieqer 
ta'a,ai 112 
tebtini/ ot 205, 233, 239, 243, 245-246, 
247, 249, 251, 254, 256, 272, 340; 
'il tebtini/ ot 246, 392; ~aaar 
tebtinot 246 
tahpuJ:ot 192, 391; 'i l tahpukot 141; 
f l on tahpukot 284; pi tahpukot 
406 
toka~at/toke~ot 31, 33, 34, 38, 39, 
43, 44, 45, 50, 201, 236, 238, :10, 
362, 364, 368, 417; toka~at 
~ayyim 364; toke~ot mti,är 34, 40, 
364 
t10r 372 
tori 31, 33, 37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 273, 
274, 315, 320, 332, 347, 358, 365, 
413, 417; 71!" + tori 61, 340; imr 
+ tori 62. See also tpi 
ttiiiyyi/yih 251-252, 253, 254, 256, 
340, 400, 417, + mezimmi, •öz 251; 
+ mägen, 'Öz 252 
ta~bulot 65, 244, 313, 314, 315, 316, 
317, 330, 338, 339, 342, 410, 416; 
qnh + ta~bulot 61 
töken: see libbot 
talmid 47 
tmm 392 
täm/tämim/temimim 265, 374 (tm 
and 'qi); holek tiimim 87, 88; 
holek betummo 87; tiim derd 88, 
340, 417 
,öperim, aee ,öper; in', t•b + leqer tannin 115, 116, 142, 383 
103 t'b/to•abat 103, 104 
ltq 168, 177, 182, 341, 342, 383; yiitöq te•tidi 37, 38 
383; + mädon, see mädon tpi 370; töpe H hattori 370 
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EGYPTIAN 
3/', 3'1'11, '/' 108, 110, 114, 190, 378; 
m irr 13/y 108 
3d (v.) 121, 123, 124, 131, 137; 3d ib 
121 
3d111 (adj.) 121; G•/ + 3dw 121, 126 
iy.t 96, 103 
i'rt 123 
i111.t11 ~3.ty 183, 185, 186-187, 194, 196, 
197, 198, 199, 200, 207, 212, 214, 
215, 300, 341, 350, 390; 1 i111.t11 
~3.t11186 
i6 297, 299, 305, 379, 385; i6 111~•/111~• 
i6, 1ee 111~ ~ ib n.fr 302; i6 Mt 56; 3d 
i6, 1ee 3d; i• ib 300, 408; ip.t m ib 
300; 11111& ib, 1ee 'wn; '3 ib 304; 'm 
+ ib, •ee 'm; •r~ ib, 1ee •r~; •~3 ib 
95, 304; w3~ ib 130, 163, 414; 11163 
i6, 1ee 11163; 111n/ i6 304; w~' ib, aee 
111~~ pri/pri.t ib 156, 164, 296, 300, 
387; fl! ib 151, 156; m~ i6 309; mn.Q 
i6 327; mtr/mt11 ib, see mtr/mty, 
n./r ~r ib 303; nQt i6 306; r3 {n) i6, 
see r3; rwd ib 306; rdi ib, see rdi; 
Ar111 ib, see Arur, Arp ib 300; ~m1DVI 
i6, see ~m111w; ßrp ib 151, 159; ,3~ 
i6 151, 159, 300; ,i3 ib, see 1i3; ,r/ 
i6 154-155, 304; •~tp ib, see •~tp; 
•Gm i6, see •Qm; k3.t ib 300; t3 i6, 
see t3; d3r i6 159, 378; dn, i6 130, 
305, 306, 307, 347, 417 
imy. imy r3 pr wr 361 
im4r 396 
in.111: idA.111 , n.b.t r in.111 391 
i,f.t 96, 103 
i,f.t11 378 (i,f.ty.111) 
iA:r 318, 325, 332, 333, 375; i~r n., 312, 
326, 327, 345; i~r ,.t n., 164, 312, 
326, 327, 345, 387; i~r ,3r.t, aee 
,3r.t; i~r •Gr 366; i~r ~1(111) 326, 
327, 345; i~r m 46•.w./ 375; i~r 
4d/4d i~r 312, 326, 327, 345; 6i3 
iA:r 414 
itA 372 
i~i 106 
i13 376 
idi/itl.111 79, 92, 375, 376 
idn 404 
'3pp 123, 346 
'w3 106, 107 
'11111, (i6) 106-108, 110, 112, 116, 166, 
341, 346, 378; 'Vln.t11 163 
'm 51, 65, 66, 371; r rdi.t 'm 371; 
'm ib 371; 'm {m) •Qr.111 44, 65, 
366, 414 
'n 118 
'"'G 269; ,63y.t n/m 'n.G, see 16311.t 
'"'G· 11111 211; imi '"'G· 11111.A: 218 
•r~ 51, 62-63, 66, 67, 72, 229, 231, 257, 
340, 371; •r~ m 62 
•r~ {adj.) 229; •r~ ib 63 
'r~111 (n.) 229 
•r~11 63 
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'em: 'em e-t 129, 381 
'13: '13 r3/G"" 393; '13 QMD 153, 385 
'ig 378 
•/c 79; •~ (r) ma4r(t) 362, 375; •~ (r) 
,b3J/.t 51, 62, 371; •~.n./c m ,p n 
~m1111D 317; ·~ •er 44, 51, 62; ·~ m 
d.tD 62 + aubjects relating to 
inatruction 72 
•~3: •~3 ib, aee ib; •~3 ,.t n, 163, 283. 
See also 1'/c3 
'43, ·~ 93, 94, 103, 104, 376; " '43 
(adv.) 94; 4d/iri + '43 93; '43 + 
mdJ//mt.t 104; '43 + 4d, mdJ/, mt.t 
103; '"GJ/ n '43 104, 376; •r~ '4 
104, 376; ,ag3J/ n 193 101; mdJ/ (n) 
'43 94, 376; mt.t •~ 94, 376; rmt •~ 
94, 376; •P n '43 376. See alao 1 193 
11J3.t: m4d + 11J3.t, aee m~d; thi + ta3.t, 
aee thi; di 11J3. t.f m ib.f 370 
ta3h ib: aee ib 
1D31 269 
11Jb3: tab3 n.f ib 300; 11Jb3 m ,4m. t 53, 
404 
,api (+ mouth}: aee r3 
1Dp11J.t 372 
,an(+ mouth): aee r3 
11Jni 52, 79-80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 
341, 373; tani ini imJ: 317; 11Jni + 
4d.t, md11J 80; m (ir) 11Jni 80, 374 
11Jhm: 11Jhm/ 1mi mrr.t 326; whm nfr 326 
11JÄ' 51, 59, 63-65, 66, 67, 72, 316, 
317, 340, 411, 412; r 11J~'.11J 316; 
11)~ • + ib/ ~3. ty 300; w~ • ~•n. tat 64; 
11Jh' t11.t 65; 11JÄ' 4rf 64; rmt n 
1Dh 1.1D 316 
ta~' ib 64, 65, 68, 72, 220, 395, 398; 
,b3y.t ,a~• ib, aee ,b3J/.t 
11JQ3 78, 183, 185-186, 187, 188, 189, 
194, 196, 197, 198, 214, 219, 220, 
221, 259, 341, 379, 389, 390, 396. 
See also 11DQ3 
1DI/ 89, 350, 375, 417 
11J1tn 378 
ta4' 369; 11)~· ffl1Dj 369 
11J46 373 
11Jib 411 
11Jib.t 414 
11J~3 405; mtr. 11Jt 11J43 363 
b3 (ba, b1111J) 95, 220, 298, 329, 336 
bi3: bi3 ilcr 414 
bi.t 372; n/r bi.t 163 
bta.t 95, 103, 104( t3 bta.t n p3 n~r) 
bin.t 107 
bn 189, 190, 191, 220. See also rmt bn 
bne 78, 160, Ui9 
bt3 189 
pri 298, 322, 323; PJ'i/t ib, aee ib; ita m 
pri.t ib 387; pri n/m r3 312, 318, 
321, 322 (pr.t) 327, 413; pri m ~t 
406, 413 
pr.t (winter) 322 
pr.t (fruit) 323, 413 
p~ 386 
/n4 122, 137, 148, 348, 384; ~b/ ~bb 
/n4(ta} 122, 153, 381, 384; ~b ,rf 
387 
/IJ: + h.t 294 
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ft 375 
m3': m3' 6rt11 269; ~b m3', 1ee ~Ir, grt11 
m3', •ee ff' 
m3'.v,/m3'.tv, 119 (# "~"'• , tyty); p3 
m3•.tv, 376 
m3'.t 5, 92, 94, 95, 96, 97, 103, 104, 
105, 107, 167, 268, 346, 372, 376, 
377,395 
M3•.t (M11•11t) 216, 269, 345, 387, 403, 
405 
mn: mn ~b.t 387 
mn6 325, 326, 332, 414; mn6 ib 327; 
mn6 v,ib.t 414; mn6 ~•(v,) 164, 
326, 327, 342, 345, 387; 4l mn6 
312, 326 (J 4tl.t111.lc nb.t mnllJ) 327, 
342, 345, 414 
mri 379; v,h.m/,mi mrr.t 326 
m~: m~ ib, 309; mA m m14r 375; 
r3 ml& 289 
ml&v, 381 
"''"" 381 
m6rm 386 
~"·"' 373 
m,~ 114, 124, 126 
m14r 277; m14r.t lnrg 92, 376; •~ (r) 
m14r(t) 362, 375; m~ m m14r 375 
"'~~3 79, 80, 84 
mtr/mty 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
45, 46, 48, 49, 193, 283, 344, 347, 
363, 364, 365, 417; mty ib 363; 
mty/mty ~3.ty 163; mtr.v,, mtr.t,o 
119, 391 
mtr(t), mtr.wt 31, 34, 36, 37, 39, 43, 
44, 45, 51, 340, 362, 363; mtr.t '3.t 
n mtl.t 363; mtr.v,t v,43 363; mir.t 
l'VJ.t 363; ,Uy.t mtr/v,/t 36, 364 
m~n: m4l m!n 88, 164, 373, 374, 387; 
tl&i m1n 82, 83, 87, 163 
mtl.t, mlv,, mtl.v,t, (mt.t, mly, mlty) 
286, 312, 318, 319, 320, 324, 325, 
327, 328, 332, 404, 412, 413; 
mt.t/mdy (n) '43/'4 376; mtl.t 
imy.v, ~3.t 412; mtl.t nfr.t 327, 342; 
mlw n~r 80, 319, 320; mdv, r6.v, 
i6.t 412; mtl.VJt ~,. ~3.t 319; 
ml/10/t nfr.t 325, 327, 332, 1ee al•o 
tp rtl; ml10 n mtl.t 318; mtr.t '3.t n 
mtl.t 363; nfr(t) ml(v,)t 325, 326, 
345, 414; n, mdv,, aee n,; ~mv,10 
mdv, ( m mtl. t) 228; 6- t mtl. v,t, •ee 
6.t; 6n.v, mtl.t, (In (n) mtl.t, aee (In; 
,u,.t nj mtl.t 363; ,,, mtl.t, •ee 
,ptl; l,p mtl.t, 1ee J,p 
md10 (acourge): mdv, n mtl.t, aee mtl.t 
m4d 374; m4d v,3.t/m~n 83, 88, 164, 
373, 374, 387 
nb: Ab ,3.t/,3r.t/,i3 229; ab ,3.t, 1ee 
,3.t; Ab ,3r.t 224; Ab ,,,., d.t ,gr, 
•ee ,gr; nb ~tl, 1ee ~d 
nfr 325, 326, 328, 332; nfr.t 332; n/r bit, 
•ee bit; nfr{t) + ml(v,)t, •ee mtl.t; 
nfr ~r ib 303; nfr ,3r.t, aee ,3r.t; 
nfr ,4m 414; n/r •4m nfr mtl.t 325; 
111h.m nfr, •ee v,l&m; bv, nfr 96; rmt 
nfr, aee rmt; 4l nfr 312, 325, 327 
nmt.t: Art11 nmt.t, 1ee h.no; r6 nmt.t, 
•ee r6; im r nmt.t 164; ~b nmt.t, 
•ee leb 
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nAA: aee •Gr 
nGn 224, 390 
nGt: nGt ib 306 
n, 280, 318, 327, 414; i~r n,/ ,.t n,, aee 
i~r; n, md10 318; ,.t n1 163, 283, 
327, 404, aee also i~r ,.t n,; ,pd n, 
281; ,J:m n, 404 
n,r, n,r.t 128, 380 
nini (v.n.) 121, 122, 123, 124, 127-128, 
131, 137, 153, 346, 380, 382, 384; 
G•/ + nini 122, 381; •~tp + nini 
122; ,gr~ + nini 122 
n1r. t3 b10.t n p3 n1r 104. See also md.t, 
rmt, •6r 
n4 (to protect) 371 
n4/n4n4 (to counsel) 366, 367 
n4m 32, 318, 333 
n4r 365, 37l;n4r tp rd 51, 60, 370 
r3 285, 286, 312, 321, 328, 404, 413; r3 
m~ 289; r3 n rm! 328; r3 ~ry 287; 
r3 ,pd md10 286; r3 1Ar10/ ,Arr 155, 
287; r3 t3 154, 379, 386; 'l3 r3, 1ee 
'13; 10pi + r3 289; wn + r3 289; pri 
n/ m r3, aee pri; ~3p r3 159, 289; 
~n r3 159, aee also ~n; G3G r3 289, 
385; Gtm r3, aee Gtm; ,.t r3 312, 
413; ,pd r3 286, 404, 406; lm10 r3, 
aee 1mm; lap r3, aee lap; t3 r3, aee 
t3; tpy/tp.t r3, aee tpy/tp.t 
r3-ilr. r3 (n) ib 407, m r3-ib 296 
ry.t 350 
rwtl: rwd ib 306 
rm~, rmt: rmt '4 94, 376; rm! n 10~•.10 
316; rmt bn 261; rmt nfr 390; rmt 
n!r 260, 389, 390; rmt rG 190, 192, 
220, 260, 341, 390, 396 (t •~m.t 
rmt rG.t 220); rm! r~y.t, aee r~3; 
rmt Gm (inferior man) 189, 190, 
261, 389; rmt 11ag, 1ee 110g 
rG (v.) 217-219, 224, 226, 227, 229, 
231, 233, 234, 235, 256, 259, 270, 
300, 341, 367, 371, 395, 396; rGG 
220; r6b 218; r6 + r 218; r6 
nmt.t./ 219; r6 r3./ 234; r6 ,.t rtl./ 
219; r6 41,•.111./ 229; i10.t1 rG.f :i90; 
rdi r6 218, 259, 397 
rG (adj.) 65, 12, 183, 184, 185, 192, 
220-222, 224, 236, 237, 257, 259, 
261, 270, 389; #1063 185, 259; 
#Gm 259; rG-1111 184; rG (i)G.t 220 
(#Gm iG.t), 221, 341, 395, 412; rmt 
rG, aee rmt; rG ,b~, aee ,b~; •~m.t 
rmt rG.t 220; d.10 rG iG.t, aee d.10. 
See also mtl. t 
r6 (n.) 219-220, 223, 237; r6 + b3.10./ 
220; tr r6 219 
r~3, r~1(111), r~111 (v. adj.) 117, 118, 
119, 120, 122, 129 (r~), 135, 141; 
rm! r~y.t 119; , r~111 117, 119 
r~111 (n.) 119 
rd, rtl. wy: tp rtl..101 365 
rdi 277; + 'm, aee 'm; + rG, aee 
rG; + 1,3, aee 113; + ,b3y.t, aee 
,b3y.t; + tp rtl, aee tp rd; + ib 51, 
57, 341; rdi/di/imi m ib 57, 58, 72, 
300, 309, 341, 362, 370; rdi ~3.ty, 
rdi/imi ~3.ty r 57, 58, 341; rdi m 
~3.ty 362 
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lo 39, 78, 124, 126, 152, 183, 188-189, 
190, 191, 192, 194, 196, 197, 198, 
199, 201, 203, 205, 206, 209, 212, 
214, 215, 220, 221, 222, 260, 261, 
341, 382, 390, 392; t3 lo.t (f.} 390 
hrw (v. adj.} 154-155, 156, 157, 163, 
164, 170, 384, 418; hrw ib 154, 155, 
156, 157, 164, 385, 386, 387; hrw 
ib/~3.t11 303, 385 (~d hr.t ib}; hrrw 
~r •or.w.f 44; hr.tw ~tp.tw ~r prw 
n r3.f 322; hrw nmt.t 154, 155, 
157, 164, 387; hrw ,.t ib 386; hr ~i 
379, 386. See also ahri 
hrw (n.} 155; m hrw 154; hrw m/ ~r ib 
318; hrw ~r ib 387; hrw ( ~r) ~3.ty 
385; hrw r •~m 155 
hn, hnw 295, 296, 297, 407, 408; hnw n 
~t 293, 295, 406, 407; opr mi hn.i n. 
d.w 407 
h3.t 297 
~3.ty 186, 297, 299; ~3.ty ip 300; w• 
~St.t (Dem} 192; mtr/mty ~3.ty, 
aee mtr/mtr, rtli ~3.ty r, rtli (m) 
~3.ty, aee rdi; hrw ~3.ty/ ~r ~3.ty, 
aee hrw; awg ~3.t11 391; ,mn. ~3.t11.le 
305; ~•r + ~3.ty 71 
~3p: + r3, aee r3; + ~.t, aee ~t 
~w (#'w) 225, 345 
~11/i 49,350 
~bw: + !t!t, aee !t~t 
~my 410 
~mw (v.) 227-228, 229, 231 
mtlw 228; ~mww n wn.w.t.f 228; 
~m11/11/ + m + object 396: ~m11/11/ m 
wp o3i.t 396; ~ffl11/10 m mtl.t 228; 
~m,ow m ~b•.w.f 229; •P " ~m1DW 
317 
~m.t (n.} 227, 257 
~n.t (channel) 386 
~n./ ~n.n.: + r3 289 ( ~n. r3.i, ~n.a m r3./) 
~n.t/ ~n.t1 108, 109, 110, 114, 341, 377, 
378 
~rr (face): aee ,ptl, i,3 
~rw 393; ~ry-tp 420 
h,.t 399 
~~1 (look for) 379 
~tp 154, 322. See al,o hrw an.tl •~tp 
~~ 405 
o-t 128, 381; o-t mtl.wt 154; •am + 6-t. 
aee 'om 
o.t;, a.t.t 380 
o3i.t: wp 63i.t 396 
os• 79, 80, 84 
oSo: Vo ib, see ib; V6 r3, see r3 
o'r 122, 131, 137 
6m (rmt om) (inferior man): see rm! 
6m (know not} (v., adj., n.) 49, 183-185, 
187, 189, 194, 196, 197, 198, 201, 
212, 214, 217, 219, 226, 227, 259, 
270, 300, 341, 389, 396; omw imt 
389; , om 184; om (i)o.t 110, 220, 
378, 389 
(4m33 389 
on (oin.,1 183, 187, 192, 194, 196, 197, 
~ffl11/1D (adj) 64, 227, 240, 243, 341, 396; 199, 215, 341 
~mww ib 219, 227, 228, 398; ~mw111 6n, 6n..w (saying) 312, 318, 324-?25, 
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327, 328, 342, 350, 390, 414, 415; 
ön.111./ 324; y 4d.f ön.111 m •r.t 325; 
ön.111 md.t 414, 415; 6n n md.t 325, 
328, 414, 415; ön.111 ~wr 324; ön.111 
dydy 324; 4'r + ön.111 71, 418 
öni (to land) 324 
6nw (child) 390 
önty 385, 386 
6rur. aee '13, ltl, ~3 
ö•/: 6•/ nlni 122, 381; o,f ,rf 381 
ötm: ötm r3.f 289 
~t 291, 293, 379, 406, 407; pri m ~.t, 
aee pri; /G, d (,k.t J:.t.l), lw J:.t 
294; Anw n ~t 293, 295, 406, 407; 
~3p ~t 159, 294; ,nf.n.i ntt m ~t.i 
295; Inn ~t 294; ~b ~t 119, 129, 
147, 154, 157, 164, 381, 386; t3 ~t, 
aee t3; 4'r + ~- t 71 
~" (fooliah man) 183, 189, 190, 191-192, 
194, 196, 197, 198, 203, 220, 221, 
260, 341 
~nn (to diaturb) (v., adj) 120, 121, 122, 
123, 131, 135, 346, 391 (adj. ~n) 
~nn.111 380 
~r/ o,r 90, 375; ~•r + !• 328 
~tb 391 
, : , iw.ty ~3.ty 186; , r~111 119; , 6m 
184; , •&r.111.f 366; , tyty 118, 119 
,.t : ,.t ib, aee ib; ,.t n,, aee n,; ,.t r3, 
aee r3; ,.t rd, aee rd; 1.t ag3, aee ,g3 
,33 (v.adj.) 220, 221, 222-224, 229, 231, 
341, 396; ,33 ,b~ 396. See also 1133 
,3.t (n.) 222, 223, 224, 396; nb ,3.t 223, 
229 
,33 (n.) 222, 223 
,3be (wicked) 189, 191, 197, 198, 210, 
220, 260, 261, 392; # rmt( n)n!r 
260, 389 
,3r, ,3rw (v., adj.) 224, 229, 396 (,3rw) 
,3r.t (n.) 223, 224, 225, 231, 257; m 
,3r.t 397; iw./ m ~wn nn ,3r.t.f 
224; nön n ,3r.t./ 224; i~r/n/r ,3r.t 
224; nb ,3r.t 224, 229 · 
,3 k ib: aee ib 
,i3 (v.n.) 220, 225, 226, 229, 241, 243, 
257, 342, 395, 396, 398; n ,i3.n.lc 
225; ,i3 ib 225; nb li3, aee nb 
Si3 (Sia) 63, 268, 345 
••~111, ••~3 192; ••~3 gwl 193 
111103 185 
,wg (v.): tw.k 1111g.t111 190 
,wg (adj.) 183, 189-191, 192, 194, 196, 
197, 198, 199, 201, 202, 203, 204, 
214, 215, 220, 221, 222, 260, 341, 
390, 391; rmt 11119 189, 190, 191, 
381; ,wg ~3.ty 391 
11119 (n.) 190, 205 
,wg3 390 
•'43 93, 94, 99, 102, 103, 104, 341; mty 
n mdy n •'43 376 
,b3 (gate) 361 
,b3 (v.) 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 46, 47, 49, 
223, 226, 227, 340, 344, 347, 362, 
367, 368, 390, 417, 420; ,bb3y111 228; 
,b3.n bit./372; ,b3 dm 31 
,b3.111 (teacher) 47 
,b3y.t (pupil) 47 
,b3y.t, ,b•.t (inatruction) 8, 18, 31, 32, 
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 40, 43, 44, 
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45, 49, 51, 318, 340, 347, 350, 360, 
361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 368, 370, 
417; ,b9y.t 11./m 'AQ 31, 32, 34; 
,b9y.t 111~• ib 371; ab3y.t 11.j md.t 
363; ,b3y.t mtr/w/t, aee mtr(ti, 
,b3y.t l'w.t 363; 1b3y.t(11.)ai.w 302, 
362; iri ,b3y.t 32, 46, 51, 60, 72, 
370; •~ (r) 1b3y.t, aee •~; rtli ,b3y.t 
46; ,mn ,b3y.t 51, 60, 370; ~-t w•.t 
,b•.t 362; !Y ,b•.t, aee !Y 
,63 (impiety) 260 
,bi 260, 400 
,b~: ,33 ,b~ 223, 396; ra ,b~ 396 
,p: rp n •~3 376; ,p n ~mww 317 
,p.ty 404; ~mi rp.ty 156, 159, 164 
,ptl 399, 404; ,ptl mtl.t/mtlw 286, 318; 
rptl 11.I 281; 1ptl r3 2861 404, 406; 
rptl ~r 399; ,ptl ~b•.w 404 
'"' 378 
,mn: ,mn ~3.ty.A:, aee ~9.ty; ,m11, ,b9y.t, 
aee ,b9y.t 
,m11,yt 319 
mi 79, 80, 82, 84, 85, 87, 373; 111.i r 
81, 373; ,ni r ~tl.i 373; mi ~tl 81; 
m mi 81; m mi ~tl.i 373 
,nf 295 
m1: 378; ,n1: n mw 115. See also ,1:n 
m,(w) 163, 305, 388 
,r/ 128, 129, 156, 380, 381; ,rf ib, aee ib; 
a•f ,rf 381; ~9 1rf 164, 386; ~b/ ~bb 
,r/ 129, 154, 156, 157, 163, 386; tl3r 
,rf 156, 164, 381, 387; tlr ,rf 129, 
381 
,h.9 121, 122, 123, 131, 346 
,hri 155, 157; r3 ,hrw/ ,hrr, aee r3 
•~ 366; ''r + •~ 56, 71 
,~tp 122; ,~tp ib 303; •~tp + nlrii, 
aee 11.111.i 
,&.t 49 
•bl •~11 79, 92, 375, 376 
IQ3: tm IQ9.11..f 300 
IQ1Dfl. 120, 131, 135 
•Gm 388; •Gm ib 305, 306, 307, 347, 
417 
•ar, ,(!r.111 31, 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 218, 
340, 364, 366, 367, 368, 371, 410; 
•Gr.w nj.w 11.~~ 45; •6r (11.) 11.!r 43, 
227, 366; i~r •Gr, aee i~r; •m m 
16r.w, aee •m; •~ 1(!r, aee •~; hMD 
~r •&r.w 44; , ,(!r.w.f 366; thi •6r 
44; tlr&1 •&r. VJ 366 
•ary 366, 410 
„33 223, 1199.lcwi 397 
d, d.VJ (acribe): d i't 350, d i13w, 
aee 1,3; 11.111 ra ia.t 275, 395; d.111 
rbt 218,395 
d.111 (writinga) 319; •~ m d.VJ, aee •~; 
hni 11. d.111 407; ,b3y.t (n) d.v 302, 
362 
dm (v.n.) dm./ (!r.i 308; ,63 dm, aee 
,b9 
dr (conduct) 32 
,~b, •~bb 384, 385 
,1: 294; + [!. t, aee !!-t 
,lcn 108 (and m1:), 109, 110, 114, 126, 
341, 378 
,gr, ,g3 151, 155, 168, 383, 384, 385; 
+ ~3 G"" 152, 156, 386; nb ,gr 152, 
384, 386; 11.b.t ,gr 152, 170; ,.t 
,g3/ 1gr 152, 384 
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,gr~ 152, 155, 157, 168, 169, 387; ,gr~ 
Alni, aee Alni 
,t (Seth) 127 
np 318 (+ apeech}; !"" ,tp.w 325 
~•J (,4ny} 366 
•4m (v.adj.) 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 65, 
72, 78, 87, 362, 365, 368, 369, 375 
(,4m ~r idw}; •4m11w 369; ,4m il, 
56, 417; wb3 m •4m(t) 53, 404; n/r 
•4m, aee nft; krw r ,4m, aee A1'1D 
ivr. iw m pri.t ib 387; iw ~.t 294; iw 
grg, 96, 163 
;3;3 183, 188, 194, 196, 197, 211, 214, 
215; p3 i3wt ;3;3 390 
l'w.t: mtr.t l'w.t 363; ,b3y.t l'w.t 363 
lbd 49, 350, 368 
im: aee nmt.t 
lmw (aummer) 379 
imm, imw 117, 118, 119, 120, 122, 
123, 125, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 
144, 145, 149, 166, 191, 196, 341, 
380, 381, 385, 389; 11 t3/t3 r3 111, 
118, 130;# grw/g1'1D m3' 117, 131; 
p3 1mm 162; .imm and grw 160-
163, 166, 177, 179, 259; imw r3 
117, 129 
in 65 
lnn: lnn ~t, aee ~.t 
in! (v.) 119, 122, 123, 131, 135, 137, 
140, 382 
in!11 (adj.) 119, 164, 386 
i,3 (to be akilled) (v.n.adj.) 219, 226-
n!r 227; l,3 4b'.w 227, 229; rdi + 
i,9 (in di.i i,3.tn} 397; d i,3111 
227 
J,9w, ,, (tongue) 280 
i,p 59, 60, 65, 72, 341; + mtl.t 51, 60, 
72, 370; + r3, 4tl, md.t 60; + ~•~n, 
aee A:n1:n 
i,p.1D 374 
l,r 280, 404 
Jtm 118, 132, 135, 137, 341, 384 
Jdi 372 
Jd-G1'1D 386 
~3: ~3 G1'1D 152, 156, 163, 386; ~3 ,rf 
164, 386 
1: i: aee 1,, 1'1D 
~b, ~bb, ~b~ (v.adj.) 147, 153, 154, 156, 
157, 164, 167, 170, 171, 350, 381, 
384, 386, 418; ~b (adv.) 153; ~b + 
'i9.w G1'1D 153; ~b m3' 154, 155, 
157, 164, 167, 386; ~b nmt.t 154, 
155, 159, 164, 386; ~b/ ~bb Jng(w) 
122, 384; ~b/ ~bl, ~.t, aee ~t; ~I, ,rf 
129, 154, 156, 157, 163, 386; ~b 4d 
386; gr ~bb 153, 156 
~b~w (n.) 153 
~•~n 49, 350; i,p ~n~n 49 
~d 304, 318; nb ~d 163; 4'r + ~d 71; 4111 
~d 127; ~d + ,ni, aee ,ni 
1:3 298, 408 
/c3i 300; 1:3.t ib 300 
l:3r, /c3ri (shrine) 296 
227, 229, 231, 240; i,3 + m,~r + gwi 183, 192-194, 196, 197, 215, 
object 226; i,3 ~r 227; + •Gr n 341, 364, 391; ••~3 + gwi, aee ••~3 
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gr (v.) 150, 151, 152, 155, 156, 157, 
168, 341, 342, 383 
f"" (adj.) 117, 129, 151, 153 ( r3 n gf'111), 
154, 156, 157, 160, 163, 164, 165, 
166, 167, 170, 177, 179, 341, 381, 
387, 388, 399, 418; grw # 1mm, 
f"" and 1mm 131, 160-162, 166, 
177, 179, 259; p3 '"" 151, 162; '"" 
m3' 107, 117, 151, 155, 157, 160, 
161, 162, 165, 166, 167, 176, 341, 
385, 387; gr ~bb 153, 156 
grg 93, 95, 96, 99, 102, 103, 341, 346, 
376; grg + bw.t 103; grg + 4d 95, 
103; lw grg 96, 163 
g,ti 350 
t3 (v.) 118, 123, 128, 132, 379, 381 
t3w (adj.) 118, 129, 144; t3 ib 118, 
129, 379; t3 r3 117, 118, 120, 
123, 125, 128, 129, 130, 140, 346, 
379; p3 t3 r3 147; r3 t3, aee r3; 
t3 ~t 118, 129, 147, 294, 379, 
381 
t3{w) (n.) 153, 159, 341, 379, 380 
tp rd 31, 39, 40, 45, 46, 237, 364, 365, 
417; tp rd n md..t nfr.t 325; n4r tp 
rd, aee n4r; rdi tp rd 344 
tp.t/tp1 r3 312, 321, 327, 404, 413; tp.t 
r3 gry.t 376 
tf'IJ 298 
tAi 79, 82, 84, 85, 87, 120, 122, 373, 
374; tAi w3.t 83, 87; thi m!n 82, 83, 
87, 163; thi •6r, aee •~r 
thw (adj.) 87, 117, 118, 119, 120, 129, 
141, 373, 382 
t~n. t 176, 385 
!1 ,b•.t (Dem.) 51, 59, 72, 341, 362, 370 
tb.t: aee mn 
!F 1d' 395 
!•, !•-W 32, 56, 631 651 2861 3121 3131 
315, 316, 318, 326, 327, 328, 342, 
371, 404, 411, 413, 415; !• pw ~1 
328; !••w n md..t nfr.t 325; !aw 
,tp.w 325; i~r !1,w, aee i~r; mn6 
!•(w), aee mn6 
!•·t (knot) 315 
!t!t (v.n.) 118, 131, 132, 135, 137, 147, 
341; iry !t!t 380; ~bw !t!t 381 
d3r: d3r ib 159, 378;d3r ,rf, aee ,r/ 
dn, 307; dn, ib, aee ib; dn, •6r,w 366 
dr: dr ,rf, aee ,rf 
#1/•431 333 
4w.t 377 
4'r 51, 69, 71, 73, 372, 418; + ~3.t1 71; 
+ 6n.w 71, 418; + ~t 71; + •~ 56, 
71; +~d 71 
4b'.w: i~r m 4b'.w.f, aee i~r; r6 
4b•.w.f. 229; ~mww m 4b'.w.f 229; 
,pd + 4b'.w, aee ,pd; l,3 + 4b'.w 
227, 229 
dd 376, 1 4d,f 6n,w 325; 1 4d..tw.lc nb.t 
mn61 326; p3 pw 4d..w 325; 4d..t 324 
4d (n.) 286, 326, 327, 328, 404, 413; 4d 
i~r 312, 327; 4d mn6 312, 326; 4d 
n/r 312, 325, 327; 4d hr.t ib 385; 
i~r 4dNd i~r 312, 326, 327, 345; 
l,p + 4d 60; grg + 4d 95, 103 
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COPTIC 
~TtKT 186, 390 CO(!!' 189, 190, 390 
~q-:s.1p 108 .M.ltTCO(!I' 189 
C~6.2_'1' 152 
d>.p~ 413 
a.u.e: 65 T6.'X0. 376 
1\11) 80 0TOltE: 79 
RAo 153, 384 0TW<CJ, 0'1'a.,cq 89 
OTlllT.12 373 
';\~ 406 
';\.\.c 280 lll-:s.,q-::c. 376 
Ä~!DIE: 188 
w- 217 
.M.ltT 412 !!J.6.lalT 368 
.M.1tTPe 35 !911lttT 119, 380 
.M.T0 38 
M6.l..'ZE: 277 2_K 291 
2_b...A~ 227 
O'lEl 376 2_ JUi / !llf:lM 389 
2_M..IU! 117, 379 
po 406 2_-llO.\l 117 
pMrt no,rre: 260 2_1ce: 90 
i_KT 297 
c.6.w 37 
t c.ntll 2.PPe: 154 37, 75 
'ZI c.nw 59 
-zwp 71,372 
ClltE: 80 
'Xl.()C 411 
ce:uu 373 
CtllTM 51 5'(1) 150, 384 
ClllQ 
... 
375 (!l'Qn, 95 
p CW2_ 375 p (!l'oi'.,· 95 
CJcS'e: 384 cS'W0'a'cS' 1 5'1a>OT': 192 
'a~a10ä1at 'a~ tdän 412 
mepailer ~elmin 412 
meiäre' iitrin 412 
/uJ:matu 397 
1Jd' 396 
6a,i,u 280 
pit 6uiHi 280 
idu 396 
i,u 400 
lu'u 406 
'•' 400 
zam.zama (Syr. zam) 399 
'rm 399 
•lcl 371 
fatä(,a) 392 
qrq 376 
,cvßep11f/t11<; 314 
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ARAMAIC 
UGARITIC 
AKKADIAN 
ARABIC 
GREEK 
471 
•e~ii' 10u~e•em 44 
ptjf • 392 
p 406 
napälu(m) 208 
'" 406 
iemu 369 
tertu{m) 365 
ummanu 396, 401 
la.~ 205 
lhm 407 
mad6it 35 
nabal 208 
nabil 208 
SOURCES INDEX 
BIBLE AND APOCRYPHA 
Genesis 7,13,22 306 
1 405 7,14 306 
1,21 379 8,3,14,15 420 
2-3 232,421 8,11,28 306,307 
3,1 250,399 8,15 306,307 
3,6 48,113,378 9,7,35 307 
4,21 370 9,11 420 
11,7 53 9,12 307 
25,27 235 9,34 307 
25,29 135 10,1,20,27 307 
26,5 40 11,10 307 
27,15 114 14,4,8 307 
30,2 406 20,14 113,114 
41,8,24 420 21,5ff. 404 
41,15 53 24,12 368 
41,38-39 242 28,3 240 
41,39 398 31,3,6 240,242,273 
41,40 287 33,12 396 
42,23 53 35,25 240 
42,34 372 35,31-32 246 
50,4ff. 386 35,31-36,2 240 
50,25 386 35,31,35 242 
36,1 246 
Exodus 36,lff. 242 
1,10 241 36,8 273 
4,10 287 
4,16 287,288 Leviticua 
4,21 307 10,11 368 
6,9 384 14,56 368 
7,1 288 25,53 365 
7,3 306,307 26,17 365 
7,9-10 379 
7,11 420 Numbera 
7,13,14,22 307 11,4,5 378 
SOURCESINDEX 473 
13,2 372 31,13 372 
24,16 234 32,5 391 
32,6 208,390 
Deuteronomy 32,21 382 
1,13ft'. 398 32,29 399 
1,16-17 369 33,9 371 
1,39 232 34,9 242 
2,30 307 
4,1 369 Joshua 
4,2 373 7,21 114 
4,6 274,398 11,20 409 
4,10 274,372 
5,1 369,372 Judges 
5,18 113,114 3,30 384 
6,4 369 3,31 367 
6,8 409 5,6 391 
7,25 105,114 9,8ff. 415 
8,1-2 40 16,17 298 
8,3 413 18,9 90 
8,5 34,48,364 20,7 366 
9,1 369 
9,23 369 1 Samuel 
il,10-12 310 6,6 306 
11,18 409 12,23 368 
11,19 372 15,22 54,369 
12,31 105 16,7 310 
13,1 373 16,16,18 235 
17,1 105 16,18 335 
17,11 40 17,43-47 412 
18,9 372 21,13 59 
18,12 105 21,14-16 211 
18,18 287 23,22 399 
21,18 367,369 25,3 248 
22,5 105 25,l0ff. 209 
22,18 367 25,37 298 
22,21 390 
23,19 105 2 Samuel 
23,24 413 7,14 39 
24,4 105 8,17 350,403 
24,8 368 9-10 421 
25,13-16 377 13,3 241 
27,9 369 14 335 
27,15 105 14,2 241 
28,49 53 14,17 369 
29,18 410 14,17,20 240 
29,27 134 14,20 242 
474 WHERE CAN WISDOM BE FOUND? 
16,17 366 5,21 273 
16,23 315 6,6-7 287 
19,36 232 6,9 67 
20,16ff. 335 6,10 371 
20,16,22 241 8,16 349 
20,25 403 8,16,20 37 
20,26 350 9,5 366 
22,31 41,332 9,11 393 
9,14 368 
1 Kinp 10,12 413 
lff. 421 10,13ff. 240 
2,8-9 241 11,2 247 
2,43 40 11,4 318 
3 56,369,398 11,2-4 240 
3,9 56,243 13,11 383 
3,9,12 240 19,11 242,366,391,392,393,420 
3,11 243,369 25,1 366 
3,11-12 56 26,7 260 
3,12 68,310 27,1-2 115 
4,3 350,403 28,9ft'. 349,368 
5,9 242,246 28,29 400 
5,10 18 29,5 177 
5,13 242,358 29,11 235 
5,12-14 271 29,11-12 395 
7,14 240,246 29,14 398 
9,27 235 29,18 376 
10,24 242 29,20 393 
11,14 367 29,21 364 
12 366 30,1-17 353 
12,6,9 366 30,7 246,383 
12,11,14 33 31 353 
19,12 170 32,5 208,390 
20,6 378 32,5-6 209 
20,36 369 32,6 209,390 
21,10,13 377 32,7 103 
35,5 279,376 
2 Kinp 36 412 
14,9 415 36,5 366 
18,17ft'. 412 40,14 368 
18,20 366 40,28 70,246 
22,13 134 41,11 136 
22,17 382 42,18,19 376 
42,8-20 376 
Iaaiah 42,16 368,392 
1,3 232 42,18,19 376 
1-39 421 42,20 279 
2,3 368 43,8 376 
SOURCESINDEX 475 
44,25 234 15,19 287 
46,10 366 16,12 410 
47,10 234 17 175,176 
48,8 279 17,4 143 
48,17 368 17,5-8 1,147,175 
49,2 286 17,6 389 
50,4 281,368 17,10 322 
50,4ft'. 47,48 17,11 208,209 
50,4-5 279 17,13 386 
50,4-9 349 17,16 413 
51,9 115,383 17,23 370 
54,13 368 18,18 44,273,315, 318, 397 
55,1-3 66 19,15 307 
57,19 323 21,12 143 
58,4 137 23,17 410 
59,15 374 23,20 251 
31,17 47,367 
Jeremiah 31,32 409 
1,5 406 31,34 372 
1,9 287 32,30 382 
2,8 370 32,33 47,370 
2,13 386 32,40 310 
2,24 113 35,13 370 
2,30 370 39,11 40 
4,4 134,143 43,2 383 
4,19 406,408 48,10 375 
4,22 210,241,392, 394, 398 49,7 240 
5,1-2 98 51,15 246,398 
5,3 370 51,34 115 
5,21 210,394 
6,19 322 Ezekiel 
7,20 134 2,4 306,307 
7,28 369 2,8-3,3 292 
8,8 403 3,1-3 66 
8,8ff. 104 3,7 307 
9,2,7 282 7,8 134 
9,16 235,273 7,26 273,315,397 
9,22 315 11,19 307 
9,23 399 21,36 143 
10,8 393 22,21 143 
10,9 273 24,16,21,25 378 
10,12 246,398 27 315 
10,14 391 27,8 314 
10,21 393 27,8-9 240 
15,14 143 27,9 397 
15,16 66,292 27,27-29 314 
15,18 377,386 28,2 310 
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28,4-5 240 Zechariah 
28,6 310 1,11 169,384 
29,3ft'. 115 5,4 98 
29,15 115 8,16-17 98 
38,18 134 
44,23 368 Malachi 
45,20 392 3,15,19 383 
47,12 177 
Psalms 
Hosea 1 1,17,41,147,176, 
7,11 301 179,206,359,388,389 
10,11 47 1,1 206 
12,8 377 1,2 176 
13,3 177 1,3 386 
14,3 323 1,5 176 
1,6 179,232 
Arnos 4,8 310 
2,15 370 5,2 244 
5,10 364 5,10 284 
5,16 235 6,2 367 
8,5 377 10,6 299 
8,11 66 10,7 377 
10,17 113 
Jonah 14,1 209,299 
1,6 314 16,7 367 
18,8-9 143 
Micah 18,27 391 
2,lff. 114 18,31 41,332 
2,2 114 19 359 
3,9 392 19,8 201 
4,2 368 19,8-15 17 
5,14 134 19,9 40 
6,11 377 19,11 114 
7,13 322 19,14 383 
7,16 376,406 19,15 301,331 
19,102-103 48 
Nahum 20,5 367 
1,6 134,143 21,3 112 
21,11 143-144 
Habakuk 22,15 408 
2,6 330 23,8 243 
3,16 292 24,4 101,104 
25,4,9 48 
Zephaniah 25,5 368 
1,15,18 382 25,8,12 368 
3,2,7 370 25,10 371 
3,8 143 27,8 299 
SOURCES INDEX 477 
27,11 368 64,4 282 
31,10 293 69,5 98 
31,25 409 69,6 393 
32 17,359 69,31,32 414 
32,8-10 49 71,17 48 
32,9 243,392 73 17 
33,15 310 73,7 302 
34 17,359 73,12 170 
34,14 101,283,388 73,14 39 
34,15 86,374 73,22 207 
35,5 177 73,24 367 
35,10 387 74,13ff. 115 
35,19 98 74,18 390 
36,10 386 77,7 299 
37 17,169,359 78 17,382 
37,1,7,8 134 78,1 331 
37,7 169 78,2 290,330,406,416 
37,7-8 141 78,7 40 
37,8 134,138 78,20ff. 378 
37,14 8.8 78,21,59 139 
37,18 232 78,38 134 
37,27 86,374 78,49 135,137,139 
37,30 264 78,50 374 
38,2 134,367 79,5 143 
38,6 393 83,4 399 
38,14 290,376 85,11-13 268 
40,13 298 86,14 383 
40,18 387 87,4 246,383 
44,22 310 89,11 383 
44,26 407 89,15 105 
45,2 332,405 89,35 413 
45,3 333 89,47 143 
45,12 113 90 359 
49 17,359 91 359 
49,4 235,245,302 92 359,417 
49,5 330,416 92,7 204,207,243,392 
49,11 201,203,204,207,239, 92,13-14 177 
378 94 41,247,359,417 
49,13,21 207 94,8 204,243,249,391,392 
50,7-8 364 94,10 48 
50,19 377 94,12 33,47,48 
51,17,18 414 94,17 170 
52,6 377 95,8 307 
52,10 177 97,2 105 
53 359 97,4 410 
57,5 282 104 359 
58,5 376,381 104,13 322 
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104,24 398 127 17,359 
105 17 128 17,359 
105,22 397 132,11 406 
106 17 132,13 113 
106,14 378 133 17,359 
106,23 134 136,5 246 
106,25 369 139 359 
106,28 382 139,2 244 
106,29 382 139,23 396 
106,32 139 140,4 381 
106,35 372 140,9 113 
107 315,359 140,13 387 
107,7 368 141,3 388,417 · 
107,23-27 314 144,8,11 98 
107,27 240 147,5 246 
109,2 284 
111 17,41,359 Proverbs 
111,10 241,248,272 1 44,267 
112 17,41,259 1-9 12,34,267,269,271,339, 
112,10 113,282 356,400,401,402,411 
115,17 170 1-24 358 
118,17 364 1-29 339 
119 17,37,41,61,359,367, 1,1,6 415 
372,383 1,1-6 358 
119,1 88 1,2 68,232,242,247,364, 
119,2,22,129 61 416 
119,10 373 1,2,6 330 
119,10,21,118 374 1,2,7 362 
119,11 61,302 1,2,21 331 
119,15 61 1,3 34,59,249 
119,21 381 1,4 49,201,233,250,251, 
119,21,15,69 383 273,399 
119,27,34,73, 1,5 54,59,61,237,244,313 
130,144 48 1,6 68,237,242,330,393, 
119,33,145 61 397,412 
119,34 61 1,7 41,88,234,241,272 
119,34-35 368 1,7-9,18 358 
119,35 368 1,8 33,34,40,48,52,86, 
119,56,69,100 61 204,368 
119,69 98 1,9 269 
119,71,73 372 1,15 374 
119,98-100 249 1,20 235 
119,99 368 1,20ft'. 13 
119,103 281 1,20-33 267 
119,109 47 1,22 88,114,200,202,233, 
119,130 67,201 393 
119,163 103 1,22,24 85 
SOURCESINDEX 479 
1,23 320 4,1 232,247,368 
1,25,30 44,375 4,1,3 33 
1,26ft'. 54 4,1,10 34,52 
1,29 234 4,2 60 
1,30 88 4,2,6 86 
1,31 322 4,3,11 48 
1,32 88,170,202 4,4 62 
1,32ft'. 86 4,4,20 320 
1,33 52,368 4,5 86,87,406 
2,1 61,331 4,5,7 61 
2,2 57,277,278 4,5,10,20 331 
2,3 245,247 4,8-9 268 
2,4 70,372 4,9 269 
2,5 68 4,10 368 
2,6 242,246 4,10,22 54 
2,6-7 234,252 4,11 368 
2,8 61 4,13 61,62,370 
2,10 301 4,14 374 
2,11 251 4,15 86 
2,12ft'. 54,194 4,20 277 
2,11-12 268 4,20-21 173 
2,13 87 4,21 302 
2,15 87,374,391 4,23 173,269,302 
2,16 284 4,24 391 
2,20 374 4,26 374 
3,1 40,61,87,302,371 4,27 86 
3,1-2 236 5,1 245,277 
3,3 269,302,372,409 5,2 61,251 
3,4 248,399 5,3 284,324 
3,5 246,247,310,398 5,6,21 374 
3,6 88 5,7 34,52,86,369,406 
3,11 33,88,364 5,12 88,362,364 
3,11,12 48 5,13 47,48,52,85,278,349, 
3,12 367 368 
3,13 245 5,19 416 
3,16 269 5,23 205 
3,18 62 6,6 400 
3,19 241,246,401 6,6ff. 91,240 
3,19ff. 234 6,6-7 271 
3,19-20 105 6,11 91 
3,21 61,251,252,371 6,12 391 
3,22-25 268 6,14 141,391 
l,30 136,141 6,14,19 135 
3,31 380 6,16 99,105 
3,33 206,263,264 6,17 284 
3,34 172 6,18 301 
3,35 239 6,19 97,98,100,104,105 
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6,20 48,61,86,371 9,lff. 408 
6,20,23 40 9,1-6 267 
6,21 269,302 9,1-6,13-18 215 
6,23 34,40,362,364 9,4,16 200,201 
6,24 284 9,6 374 
6,25 113,114 9,7 206 
6,32 200 9,7-9 264 
6,34 134 9,8 39,49,206,238,367 
7 268,269 9,8-9 237 
7,1 61 9,9 60 
7,2 62,236 9,10 41,234,241,247,272 
7,3 302,372,409 9,12 235 
7,4 247 9,13 200,201 
7,5 331 9,13ff. 267 
7,7 200,201,243,397 9,15 88 
7,14ft'. 267 10-11 263,401 
7,21 60,284 10-15 261,262,263,401,418 
7,24 52,369,406 10-22,16 13,339 
8 13,41,44,240,267,402 10-24 400 
8,1 245 10-30 356 
8,5 68,201,202,250,301 10,1 202,208,237,238,330, 
8,6,32,33 52 358,415 
8,7-8 105 10,1-22,16 411 
8,8 391,416 10,2-11,6 215 
8,8ft'. 54 10,2-24,34 358 
8,8-9 38 10,4 91,375 
8,9 245 10,5 248 
8,10 34,59,362 10,8 301,397 
8,12 250,251,366 10,8,10 204 
8,12b 400 10,9 87,392 
8,14 44,247,252,267,400 10,11 289,291,386 
8,15 269 10,11,31,32 264 
8,20 374 10,12 135 
8,21 54 10,13 200,244 
8,22 267 10,14 61,174,233,238,288 
8,22ft'. 241,272 10,16,24,25,27,28,30 263 
8,23 269 10,17 34,62,86,362,364 
8,30 346 10,18 202 
8,30-31 269 10,19 173,174,179,321 
8,32 368 10,20 281,334 
8,33 54,59,86 10,21 205,264,401 
8,33-35 34 10,23 202,238,246 
8,34 368 10,24 113 
8,35 269 10,26 90,91 
8,36 88 10,27 264 
9 13,66,267,268,269,397 10,31 264,284,288,289,401, 
9,1 235,394 404 
SOURCESINDEX 481 
11,1 101,104,105,377 13,14 236,386,397 
11,2 135,172,381 13,15 248,399 
11,4 139,382 13,16 205,250 
11,5 88 13,17 274 
11,8,10 263 13,18 62,86,362,364 
11,9 235,264,288,401 13,19 86,112,203 
11,11 264 13,20 203,239 
11,12 168,174,179,200,246 13,22 260 
11,13 173 13,24 33 
11,14 314,317,318 13,25 406 
11,16 416 14-15 263 
11,18 99,376 14,1 205,215,235,240,397, 
11,20 88,194,391,392 408 
11,23 112,113 14,2 374,391 
11,29 239,301 14,3 204,238,397 
11,30 401 14,5 97,98,100,274 
12,1 88,207,233,362,364 14,6 70,206,244 
12,2 251 14,7 203,234 
12,2b 400 14,8 102,250,390 
12,5 101,314,317 14,8,15 68 
12,5,6,10,12,21 264 14,8,24 238 
12,5,10 264 14,9 205 
12,8 248 14,15 201,250 
12,11 200 14,16 139,142,202,238 
12,12 114 14,17 148,205,251 
12,14 289,321,322 14,17b 400 
12,15 44,85,204,238,368 14,18 201,205,233 
12,16 142,204,250,382,399 14,21 172 
12,17 97,98,101 14,23 321 
12,18 281,282,397 14,24 238 
12,19 98,284,404 14,25 98,100,101 
12,20 102,366 14,29 140,147,148,171,l 72, 
12,22 98,99,105 179,205,383,384 
12,23 179,202,205,250 14,33 244,301 
12,24 91,375 14,35 248 
12,25 333 15,1 134,138,141 
12,27 101 15,1,23 335 
13,1 33,85,206,208,236, 15,2 202,205,233,238,281, 
237,238 332,397,404 
13,1,8 368 15,2,7 234 
13,2 289,321,322 15,2,14 205 
13,3 173,174,288 15,4 281,284 
13,4 91,112,113,375 15,5 33,88,204,208,250 
13,5 99,103,264,321 15,8 264 
13,6 88 15,10 81,87,88 
13,10 135,136,145 15,10,32 362 
13,12 112 15,11 310 
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15,12 39,206,236 17,7 99,208,209,393 
15,13 303 17,10 202,245,368,392 
15,14 68, 70,233,244,301 17,12 203 
15,15 303 17,14 136,141 
15,18 135,136,141,145,147, 17,15 264 
148,169,171,174,383 17,16 61,202,203,301,349 
15,19 91,374 17,18 200 
15,20 202,237,238 17,19 136 
15,21 200,205,246 17,20 284,391 
15,22 366 17,21 202,207,208 
15,23 175,286,320 17,22 303 
15,24 248 17,24 202,245 
15,26 333 17,25 138,208,237 
15,28 264,289 17,27 141,147,171,174,179, 
15,29 264 209,232,234,246 
15,31 54,277 17,28 140,168,173,174,l 79, 
15,32 54,61,86,301,368 204,244,397 
15,33 172,241,272 18,1 252 
15,26 333,416 18,2 173,179,202,246,302 
15,28 264,288,289,290,301 18,2,6,7 202 
15,29 264 18,4 289,291,386,406 
15,30 303 18,5 264 
15,31 54,277,364 18,6 142 
15,32 54,61,86,301,368 18,6,7 179 
15,33 141,172,272 18,7 202,204,288 
16,1 272,285,302 18,8 140,295,321 
16,1,9 310 18,12 172 
16,2 272,310,419 18,13 205,366 
16,6,17 86 18,15 61,68,70,233,237, 
16,9 272,301,310 244,277,301,397 
16,12 105 18,20 289,292,321,323 
16,14 134,236 18,21 282,413 
16,16 61,247 19,1 202,203,391,392 
16,19 172 19,2 235 
16,21 60,244,397 19,3 139,142,205 
16,21,23 60 19,5,9 97,98,100,274 
16,22 204,205,248,386 19,8 61,301 
16,23 60,289,301,397 19,10 202 
16,24 281,333,335,407,416 19,11 171 
16,27 143 19,12 139,142 
16,28 135,136,140,141 19,13 136,202,237 
16,32 140,147,171,383,384 19,14 248 
17-22,16 418 19,15 91 
17,1 170,382 19,18 33,48,367 
17,2 248 19,19 145 
17,3 310 19,20 44,242,362,368,370 
17,4 99,284 19,21 272,285,301,310,367 
SOURCESINDEX 483 
19,22 101,112 22-23 2 
19,24 90 22,3 201,250,399 
19,25 39,49,50,201,206,244, 22,4 172 
250,371 22,5 87,391 
19,27 85,233,362,368,374, 22,8 141 
416 22,10 136,142,206,381 
19,28 98 22,11 333 
19,29 202,206 22,12 321 
20,2 139,142 22,13 90,91 
20,3 136,142,179,204 22,14 137 
20,4 90 22,15 33,50,205 
20,5 246,301 22,17 34,52,56,58,232,237, 
20,10,23 377 242,277,278,320,368, 
20,12 279,369 412 
20,15 234,333 22, 17 -23, 11 1,13 
20,17 99,100,101,103 22,17-24,22 13,34,358,410 
20,18 314,317,318,366 22,17-29,27 339 
20,19 173,392 22,18 292,293,406 
20,22 105 22,20 44,233,372 
20,23 101,104 22,21 331,334,416 
20,24 272,367 22,23 136 
20,27 295 22,24 137,145,148 
20,28 105 22,24-25 146,148 
20,30 50,295 22,25 368 
21,1 310 23,1 398 
21,2 310,419 23,lff. 112 
21,5 375 23,1-3 101,103 
21,6 99 23,3,5 113 
21,9 380 23,4 247 
21,10 112,113 23,6-8 113 
21,11 49,50,201,206,233, 23,9 88,202,203,278 
237,238 23,11 136 
21,13 92 23,12 34,57,58,233,278, 
21,14 138 362,416 
21,16 248 23,12-24,22 13 
21,19 382 23,12-26 34 
21,20 114,203,238 23,13 33 
21,22 238 23,15 301 
21,23 173,174,283,288 23,19 54,304,310,374 
21,24 135,139,145,206,381 23,19,22 52 
21,25 90,91,113 23,22 52 
21,26 91,113 23,23 61,239,247,362 
21,28 377 23,24 237,401 
21,30 246,367 23,29ff. 274 
21,30ff. 272 24,1 112 
21,30-31 366 24,2 301 
22,21 416 24,3 240,246 
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24,3-6 402 26,3 33,50,202,392 
24,3,4,27 408 26,4 203,392 
24,4 297 26,4ft'. 335 
24,5 235,236,317,396 26,4,5 202,205,392 
24,6 313,318 26,5 203 
24,7 205,235,286 26,6 203 
24,8 251 26,7,9 202,406,415 
24,9 205,206 26,10 203 
24,12 244,310,419 26,11 202 
24,13-14 66,407 26,12 202,400 
24,14 232 26,13 90,91 
24,15 264 26,14 90,91 
24,18 137,138 26,15 90 
24,19 134 26,16 366 
24,23 237,412 26,17 136,139,141 
24,23-24 13,358 26,19 101 
24,24 137,264 26,20 168,381,383 
24,26 38,366 26,20-21 143 
24,28 98,392 26,20-22 140,141 
24,30 91,200 26,21 136 
24,30ft'. 90,273 26,22 295,321 
24,32 34,58,59,60 26,23 102 
24,33 91 26,24 102 
24,34 91 26,28 284 
25-27 13,418 27,1 232,233 
25-29 13,358 27,3 142,204,382 
25,1 14,275,330,336,351, 27,4 138 
353,358,415 27,9 303 
25,2-29 358 27,12 201,250 
25,3 70,71 27,15 136 
25,5 392 27,22 50,204,205 
25,7-10 174 27,23 58 
25,8 136,141 27,23ft'. 274 
25,8-10 136 28-29 13,418 
25,11 332,336 28,2 310,398 
25,11,12,15 335 28,4 86 
25,12 48,236,277,367 28,5 244 
25,13 274 28,6 391 
25,14 99 28,6,18 87,392 
25,15 171,282 28,7 61,245 
25,18 97,98,282 28,9 236,278 
25,23 137 28,10 373 
25,24 136 28,11 245 
25,25 384 28,14 307 
25,26 386 28,15 142 
25,28 140,148,172 28,16 246 
26,1-12 202 28,19 91 
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28,23 284 31,2-9 358 
28,25 136,141 31,2-31 358 
28,26 202 31,5 102 
29,5 284 31,8 290 
29,7 233,244,264,371 31,8,9 290 
29,8 206 31,l0ff. 221 
29,8,11 141 31,10-31 14,358 
29,9 179,238 31,16 274,322 
29,11 140,173,179,202,238 31,26 40,290 
29,12 98,104,321 31,27 90 
29,15 39,50 31,30 99,416 
29,17 48,367 31,31 322 
29,18 62 31,34 91 
29,19 33 
29,20 174,202 Job 
29,22 135,136,137,141,145, 1,1,8 86 
147,148 1,1-2,13 14 
29,23 172 1,8 58 
29,26 88 2,3 58 
30 209,358 2,10 209 
30,la 358 3,1-42,6 14 
30,1 320 3,11 406 
30,1-14 13 3,13 169 
30,lb-33 358 3,14 366 
30,2 207,246 3,26 169 
30,2,3 247 4,3 364,367 
30,3 68,232,234 4,6 88 
30,5 41,42,332,413 4,12ff. 41 
30,5-6 100,373 4,16 170 
30,8 100,104,321 5,2 141,142,204,382 
30,9 377 5,3,27 242 
30,15ff. 358 5,9 69 
30,15-31 242 5,11 388 
30,15-33 13 5,12 250,252 
30,21-22 208 5,13 250,367 
30,21-23 394 5,17 33,48,364,367 
30,22,23 208 5,21 318 
30,24 235 6,2-3 138 
30,24ff. 271 6,4 381 
30,24-28 240 6,10 332 
30,32 209,286 6,13 252 
30,32-33 174 6,14 368 
30,33 138,141 6,17 379 
31 358 6,24 48,168 
31,1 48,320,358 6,25 416 
31,lff. 33 6,25-26 48,367 
31,1-9 14,34 6,26 332 
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6,28 100 15,18ft". 242 
7,12 115 15,35 292,406 
7,17 58 16,3 321 
8,2 332,406 16,20 393 
8,8-10 48,242 17,4 301 
8,10 301 17,7 138 
8,16-17 376 18,2 243 
9,3 136 19,11 134 
9,4 397 19,12 374 
9,4ft". 241 19,29 381 
9,10 69 20,3 368 
9,11 243 20,15 406 
9,13 138,383 20,20 114,170,292 
9,20 392 20,20ft". 114 
10,2 136 20,23 135 
10,13 302 20,23,28 138 
10,16 382 21,2 369 
10,17 382 21,4 384 
10,18 406 21,5 406 
11,2 168 21,6 242 
11,4 370 21,20 134 
11,6 252 21,23 170 
11,7 70 21,27 251 
12,3 301 21,30 139 
12,11 278 22,22 59,332 
12,12 237,245 23,4 39,290 
12,13 241,246 23,8 243 
12,16 252 23,11 62,86 
12,17 211,367 23,12 61,332,371 
12,24 301 23,13 112,113 
13,1 53,243,278 24,4 172 
13,4 98 24,25 100 
13,5 168,179,397 26,2-3 252 
13,6 39,136,368 26,3 400 
13,6,7 369 26,12 246,383,385 
13,7 101,377 27,1 416 
13,10 48,367 27,4 101,377,404 
13,12 416 28,3-4 69 
13,13 168 28,12ft". 372 
13,19 136 28,12-20 241 
15,1 294 28,12,20 247 
15,2 292 28,23 241 
15,5 49,250,284 28,27 69 
15,8 241 28,28 41,241,247,272 
15,13 406 28,35 411 
15,17 242,369 29,1 416 
15,17,18 236 29,9 406 
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29,11 364 37,11-12 314 
29,19 177 37,12 411 
29,21 44,169,368 37,15,16 233 
29,21-22 366 37,17 379,385 
29,22 320,324 38,lff. 371 
30,1-14 209 38,1-42,6 14 
30,8 208 38,2 367 
30,22 252,400 38,4 232 
30,27 169,406 38,4ff. 247 
31 359 38,4-39,30 242 
31,6 419 38,35 410 
31,7 87 38,36-37 241 
31,15 406 39 358 
31,20 379 39,26 247 
31,28 377 40 383 
31,34 169 40,2 364 
31,35 53,136 40,4 388,406 
31,40 320 40,11 139 
32-37 14 40,25ff. 142 
32,2,3,5 134 41 142,379 
32,7-9 237 41,1 377 
32,9 68 41,11-13 142 
32,11 320 41,16 307 
32,14 332 42,2 251,367 
32,18-20 290,292 42,3 371 
33,1 369 42,11 232 
33,3 332 42,7-17 14 
33,16 34,279 
33,23 393 Canticles 
33,31 168 3,8 370 
33,33 48,49,168 4,11 281,407 
34,2 235 8,2 48 
34,2,10,16 369 
34,2,34 54 Lamentations 
34,5 100 1,20 406 
34,10,34 301 2,4 143 
34,16 67,243 2,11 406 
34,29 169 3,40 372 
34,34 236 
34,35 234,249 Qoheleth 303,355 
34,37 331 1,1 15,320 
35,11 48,49,235 1,13 58,335 
35,16 406 1,13a, 16-l 7a 242 
36,4 98,103 · 1,14 335 
36,10 34,76,279 1,15 50 
36,18 381 1,16 299 
36,22 48 1,16-17 301 
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1,16-18 235 5,5 139,252 
1,17 58,211,232,397 5,7 401 
1,17-18 203 5,10 253 
1,18 50,138 5,16 138,139 
1,22,33 233 5,17 335 
2,1 252,299 5,18-19 304 
2,l,3a,4-8,12a,24 242 6,2 112,113,378 
2,3 370 6,7 240 
2,10 303 6,8 203,239 
2,11-12 335 6,12 233. 
2,11-22 50 7,2 58,370 
2,12 211 -7,4 238" 
2,13 390,400 7,4-6 202 
2,14 202,203 7,5 236,239,368 
2,15 299,301,335 7,6 202 
2,16 203,239 7,6,9 390 
2,18-19 210 7,7 211,239 
2,18-19,21,26 378 7,8 171 
2,19 233,238 7,8,9 261 
2,19ff. 240 7,9 141,142,171,179,202, 
2,21 239,252 382 
2,23 138 7,17 210 
2,26 235,242 7,15ff. 265 
3,7 169,175 7,16-18 265 
3,11 310 7,17 210 
3,11-15 311 7,18 370 
3,12,13 303 7,22 301 
3,12-14 232 7,23 70,336 
3,14 373 7,23-29 70,345 
3,16 401 7,24 70 
3,17-18 299 7,25 58,211,232,239,266, 
3,16 401 301,335 
3,17-18 299 7,26 204 
3,21 233,359 7,27 70 
3,22 304,335 8,1 233 
4,1 400 8,5 40,62,301,397 
4,4 252,253 8,7 232 
4,5 91,202 8,9 58 
4,13 237 8,9,17 70 
4,17 54,175,203,390 8,14 265 
4,17-5,2 174 8,16 58,232,335 
4,17-5,6 203 8,16-17 70,345 
5,1 302 8,17 70,232,241 
5,lff. 289 9,1 58,266,370 
5,1,2 321 9,1,12 233 
5,2 202,203 9,2 265 
5,3 203 9,3 211 
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9,7 303 Esra 
9,11 235,273 7 274 
9,14-16 318 7,12,21 274 
9,15,18 238 10,3 40 
9,17 202,368,397,412 
10,2 202 Nehemiah 
10,3 210 2,12 310 
10,6 210 7,5 310 
10,10 400 8,1-3,7,8 274 
10,12 202,238,289,397, 8,7-8 68 
406 8,7-9 368 
10,13 211 8,8 249,371 
10,14 210,232,233,321 9,28 365 
10,18 91,375,408 
10,24 113 1 Chronicles 
11,2,5,6 233 
11,6 400 4,40 387 
11,9 304,310 15,22 48,67,68 
11,10 138 18,16 350,403 
12,9 48,69,71,233,236,345, 25,7-8 67 
349,416 25,8 48,67,368 
12,9b 237 27,32 68,398 
12,9ff. 275 28,21 240 
12,9-10 336 
12,9-14 15 2 Chronicles 
12,10 320 1,10 56 
12,11 237,274,320,412 1,11-12 239 
12,13 62 10,11,14 33,367 
26,5 243 
Daniel 34,12 67,243 
1,4 234,239,371 35,3 368 
1,17 243,249 
Psalms of Solomon 1,20 396 
2,12-13 44 15,3 414 
2,14 44 
2,21 239 Wisdom of Solomon 
5,12 412 7 267 
8,15 400 8 267 
8,16,27 68 8,8 416 
8,23 371 
9,2 371 1 Esdraa 
9,22-23 400 3,1-5,3 418 
9,23 68 
10,1 68 Ben Sira 
10,12 371 1 267 
11,33 48 1,14 272 
12,8 67 1,23 171,175,387 
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1,23,24 174 16,8 139 
3,16 382 18,6 373 
3,27 211 18,18 209 
3,28 206 19,4 200 
3,29 277,278,301,416 20,7 175,202 
3,30 383 22,27-23,2 174 
4 267 24 267,272 
4,11 37,235 24,3-6 402 
4,23 61 25,4-6 397 
4,23-24 175 27,11 204 
5,1-2 113 27,12 203 
5,6 138 27,13 202 
5,7 137 28,17 282 
5,8 139 30,7-13 50 
5,11 171,330 30,13 205 
6,5 333 30,22 171 
6,20 204 30,24 138 
6,25 410 30,27 369 
6,27 69 31,12ff. 112 
6,32 250 32,11 321 
6,32-33 278 32,18 135 
6,33 277 33,8 134,138 
6,35 416 34,6 139 
7,19 248 34,22 369 
7,21 248 35,5 320,332 
8,3 137,143 35,16 410 
8,8 416 35,18 205,206 
8,9 330 36,5 416 
8,16 137,138,148 37,17 302,410 
8,19 302 37,18 282 
10,18 135,138,381 39,2-3 416 
10,23,30 248 39,3 416 
11,21 38 39,23 137 
11,31 382 41,1 170 
12,2,3 401 41,12 114 
12,4 135,381 41,14 369 
12,5 381 41,15 61 
13,1 206 42,18 69,310 
13,17 401 42,22 114 
14-15 267 43,28 70 
14,14 114 44,4 251 
15,3 66 44,5 69,416 
15,7 135 45,18 138 
15,8 206 45,19 135,138 
15,9-10 266 46,7 135 
16,2-3 135 47,17 416 
16,6 134 50,27 408,416 
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51 267 51,23 210,274,349 
51,2 318 51,23ft' 210 
51,6 282 51,24 66 
51,16 277 51,25 290 
51,17 47 
EGYPTIAN TEXTS 
Pa.p. Abott 148B,15 387 
7,1 361 149,5ft'. 361 
149,7ft'. 49 
Admonition, of a.n Egyptia.n Sa.ge 149,7,8 185,187 
2,3 219 149,8 218 
2,12 126,225 149,lOff. 48 
2,14 412 150B,20 48 
3,12 303 164,12 95 
4,7 184 169,2 387 
4,7-8 259 190,38-39 104 
5,3 118,129,381 195,56 163 
~.1 120 214,105-106 377 
6,13 186,222,259,390 214,106 95 
7,6ft'. 394 235,9 63,71,226 
8,7 389 374 363 
11,4 370 
11,13 153,158,305,380, AmenemAet (The In,truction o/) 
386,388 1D 52 
11,13ff. 158 IVB-C 390 
12,5 285 VIF 123 
12,12-13 121 IX B 120 
12,13 120 XIV B 221,259 
13,2 376 XIV B,C 186 
16,1 224 XXI A 125 
AEA Amenemope (The Inatruction o/) 145 
26 125 Chap. 3 129 
52,6 44 Chap. 4 l,117,129,130,131, 
93,7 44 147,160,162,166, 
98,8 44 175,177,179,329, 
111,19 44,367 381,386, 389 
112,12-13 44,367 Chap. 5 167 
Chap. 7 166 
ÄHG Chap. 9 129,329 
71,74 377 Chap. 10 129 
71,75 95 Chap. 12 129 
75,23 370 Chap. 25 282 
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1,1-2 363 7,14 378 
1,1-3 364 7,14ff. 109 
1,2 363 7,18 94 
1,3 39 7,19 95 
1,3-6 334 8,2 110 
1,7ff. 33 9,7-8 303,328 
1,9 296 9,l0ff. 113 
2,7 166 10,6ff. 163 
3,8 52 10,8-11 329 
3,9 277,404 10,10-11 107,166 
3,9ff. 52,299 10,12-15 166 
3,9-10 56,57,58,64,292,406 10,17-20 123 
3,9-16 283 10,21 405 
3,10 316 11,10-11 329 
3,10,11 362 11,13 382 
3,11 58,370 11,13ff. 131 
3,11-16 293 11,13-14 146 
3,12 80,83,373 11,13-17 146 
3,13 295,298 11,15 405 
3,13-14 407 11,17 147 
3,15 319 12,1 283,319 
4,1 412 12,3 282 
4,7 161 12,4 324 
4,10 83 12,8 94 
4,16 125 12,10 380 
5,7-8 303 12,15ff. 130,131 
5,8 319 12,16 117,379 
5,10 117,120,147,379, 13,1 147,380 
380,381 13,lff. 140 
5,10-11 131 13,4-7 125 
5,10-15 118 13,7 128,294 
5,10-17 141 13,13-15 94 
5,11 83 13,14 295 
5,12 117,119,131,373 13,15-16 105,376 
5,12-15 129 13,17 283 
5,13 319 14,2-3 94,105,294,376 
5,14-15 128 14,5ff. 112 
5,15 128 14,7-8 109 
5,16 382 14,9 94 
5,17 219 14,10 296 
6,3 112 15,9 108 
6,14 378 15,13 382 
6,15 108 15,13-14 117,119 
7,7 151 15,16 283 
7,7-9 381 15,20-21 105,376 
7,12-8,8 109 16,1 94,363 
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16,4 94 28,14-15 316 
16,13-14 303,328 
17,6 83 Amennakht ( The ],utrudio,u o/J 
18,8 109,378 1 32,363,364,411 
18,23-19,1 105,376 2-3 368 
19,5 83 3-4 319 
19,7 411,415 4 80,373 
19,llff. 406 6 370,413 
19,19 120 8 65,326-327 
20,3 305,307 9 80,319 
20,3-6 285 12 407 
20,9 94 
21,9,13 94 Pap. Anadaai I 190,334 
21,10 380 1,1 324,412 
21,14 366 5,4 153 
22,lff. 141 6,5-6 375 
22,2-4 83 6,8 80 
22,5-6 218 9,6-7 190 
22,5-8 329,367,406 11,1 411 
22,7-8 151 11,2 226 
22,7-10 158 11,2-3 302,362 
22,9 125 13,2 187 
22,11-16 294,296 14,5 227 
22,13ff. 388 14,7 389 
22,13,14 319 15,2 121,128 
22,14 300 17,7-8 395 
22,15-16 159,329 17,8 396 
22,20 380 18,1 227 
23,4 294 28,2 405 
23,8 218 
23,8-9 218 Po.p. Ana.,tui II 
23,8-11 329,367,406 4,7 327 
23,15 94,101 6,7 376 
23,17 398 10,7-11,1 187 
24,3-4 309 11,2 165 
24,6-7 218,415 
24,15 282 Po.p. Ano.atui III 
25,5 161 1,2 152,384 
25,12 333 1,3 385,412 
27,6-8 333 1,4 405 
27,8,15 362 3,10 57,89,372 
27,10 218,259 3,10-11 372 
27,10-12 184 3,12-13 89 
27,13-15 64 3,13 49,277 
27,14-15 67 4,1,3 55,57,362 
27,15 368 4,3 53,319 
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4,8 324,385 Anii (The Isutruction o/) 
2,1 300 Pap. Anaata,i IV 2,3 36 
la 361 2,6 319,326 
la,1 31,361 2,8 281,283,405 
2,4 80 2,13-14 119 
2,5,7 278 2,14-15 300 
2,7 79,240,375 3,4 82,374 
4,7 361 3,11 151,158 
4,11 65 3,17-4,1 141,158 
5,1-2 410 4,1 151,168 
5,2 298 4,1-4 159,161 
8,7 32,362 4,13 363 
8,7-8 277 5,2 219 11,8 80 5,4 300,326,414 
5,5-9 131 
Pap. Anaata,i V 130 5,6 118,131 
6,1-2 80,412 5,7 119,131,382 
6,2 300 5,7-8 119 
6,5 117 5,8 363 
7,4 188 6,6-10 187 
7,5-8,1 381 6,9 219 
7,8-8,1 329 7,4 58,226,370 
8,3 372 7,5 326 
8,5 49 7,7-9 283 
8,5-6 368 7,8-9 281,282 
8,6 55 7,9-10 293 
8,7-8 32 7,11 333 
9,1 372 8,6-7 108 
10,3 372 8,9-10 367,406 
10,4 366 8,16-20 141,158 
10,7-8 296,300 8,18 363 
15,1 414 8,19 119,168 
15,6-7 80 8,19-20 151 
15,7 412 9,3 120 17,3 80 9,7-8 303 17,4 57,319,362 9,7-10 158 23,1-2 89 9,9-16 303 23,4 168 9,9,15,16 412 23,5 89 9,14-15 199,391 23,5-6 44,62 9,14-19 36 23,6 53,368 9,15-16 325 
9,16 370 
Anhtirmo,e (The AutobiographJ/ of) 9,17 33,36,281,363 (and 
pl.25 1.34 163,165 Title) 
pl.25 1.35 133,154,379,386 9,17-10,7 49,392 
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9,18-19 193 23,12 391 
9,19 36 23,17-18 90 
10,1 32 23,24 329 
10,2 121,128 24,20 329 
10,3-4 52 25,15 221 
10,7 370 25,23 189 
10,9 219,300 26,11 309 
10,9ft'. 187 27,3 192 
10,11 63 27,10 188 
10,13-14 192,391 
10,15 49 Blumenthal 
125,329-330 303 
Anlluhe•honqy ( The lnatruction o/) 183,384-385 155 
4,11-12 362 239 389 
4,16-17 36,48,368 300-301 363 
4,17 362 325-327 219 
5,9-10 394 341 374 
5,10 390 389-390 366 
5,14-17 362 408 219 
5,16 49 Gl,40 221,223 
5,19 319 Gl,41 223 
6,13 221 Gl,43,44 225 
6,14 390 Gl,44 226 
6,18-19 90 02,19-20,22 48 
7,4 188,198,206 G2,6,31 48,49 
7,5-6 78 G2,21 31 
8,3 220 G2,23,24 368 
8,22 221 G3,36 129 
12,8 302 G4,46 218 
13,2-3 192 G4,53,54 225 
13,6 189,190,221 G6,32 152 
13,6,7 222,239,390 G8,86-87 83 
13,7 190 
14,10 309 Pa.p. Bologna. 1094 
14,12 319 2,6-7 376 
14,23 192 3,6-7 187 
16,13 94,95 3,7 362 
18,9 390 3,7-8 36 
18,11 189,221,222 3,8 79 
19,8 190,391 3,8-10 52 
19,25 31 3,10 32 
20,23 218 4,7 153 
21,7-8 221,222,390 10,1 80 
21,20 188 
22,12 329 The Book of the Dea.d 
22,12-13 189 Chap. 125 107,359 
22,15 125 Chap. 125,33 385 
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Brugach, Tke111r1&1 EI Amarna (Sandman) 
926 409 60,2 95 
60,4 54 
BM10052 60,4-5 370 
3,16 188 60,6 32,362 
10,8 188 77,5-6 370 
80,8-9 32 
Pap. Che•te" Beatty IV 275 80,89 362 
pl.18 verao 1,3 319 81,6 71 
pl.18 verso 2,5 395 91,18 95 
pl.18 ver10 2,8-9 48,362 92,8 32 
pl.18 VellO 2,13 58 
pl.19 verao 3, 7 411 The Eloquent Peua.nt 
pl.19 verso 3, 7-8 322,395 
Bl 16-17 375 pl.19 verso 4,6 62,226,362 
pl.19 ver10 4,9 226,362 19 325 
pl.20 verso 5,1-2 161 19-20 328 
pl.20 verso 6,6 184-185,193,199, 26-27 385 
259,271,395 37 325 
pl.20 verso 6, 7-8 411 54-62 285 
pl.20 verso 6,14 362 66 107 
67 96 
72 412 
Pap. Chutef' Bea.tty V 130 75 326 
recto 6,7-12 117 91 285 
91-92 329,405 Coffin Tezu 402 113 53,79,92 
V 269 372 113,188 375 
117 106,107, 
Deif' el Medineh I (Pap.) 378 
recto 5,2-6 407 117-118 114 
recto 5,4 335 117-119 126 
recto 8,7 333 126-129 285 
130 126 
Dei" el Medineh 1265 131 283 (Ostracon) 117,130,162,381 132-133 376 
14 130 146 415 
II 4 296,389 148-150 285 ß 4-5 130 148-151 329 
II 6-7 130,305 153 319 
II 7 407 160 96,37ti 
160-166 285 
Edel ( Unter•uchungen .zuf' Phra,eologie) 164-165 107 
par. 43 414 165 106 
169-170 107 
El Amarna (Davies) 179 114 
VI pl. XIX 6 322 179-181 126 
SOURCESINDEX 497 
181 121 109 90 
182 402 109-110 113 
182-183 96,97 110 92,107,108,377 
183 218 110-111 107 
188 92 114 369 
188ft'. 79 118 412 
189ft'. 329 R 69 325 
197-198 97 86 325 
198 96 
208 289 Fischer-Eifert ( 11 Ich bin daa Schiff'') 
211 300 8 371 
218-219 184,186,389 11 32 
219 220 
223 114 Gardiner, JEA 39 (Haremhab) 
223-224 126 13ff. 224 
231 106 13 1. 11 224 
234 369,412 
236 373 Golenisheff'a Collection 
240-241 96 1,11 408 
257 90 
260 228 Hier. O,tr. I 
263 96 pl. 1,4 391 
267-269 405 pl. 7,5 117,129,130,379 
275ff. 289,290 105/4 recto 363 
275-276 298,407 
275-280 292 Insinger (The Inatruction of Pap.) 
278-280 295 2,11 260 
280 324,414 2,19 308,390 
281 107,373 3,1 335 
281-282 107 3,4 189 
282 113 3,6 283,335 
285 165 3,7 151,160,169,191, 
286 290 319 
286-287 186 3,7,8 190,204 
287 184,218,219,259 3,8 190,335 
291 110,377 3,23 189 
291-292 107 4,5 190,282 
292-293 106 4,8 108 
297 121 4,8-9 108,109 
298 96,165,225 4,11 391 
319 326 4,19 222,271 
322-325 285 4,23 308 
5,1 308 
B2 92ff. 285 5,3-8 271 
98 97 5,5,6 222 
98-103 285 5,7-8 304 
107 411 5,12-17 203 
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5,14 189 13,14-15 126,382 
5,15 221 13,15 189 
5,16-18 222 13,16-17 190,381 
5,18 108 14,5 191 
6,1 189 14,6 188 
6,8 221 14,7 189 
6,19 189 14,13 190 
7,6 189 14,13-14 261 
7,9 190 14,23 190,191 
7,11 239,271 15,1,2 261 
7,15-17 271 15,4 190 
7,23 189 15,5 199,309 
8,5 221 15,7 109 
8,12 189 15,7-18 108 
8,21 368 15,7-20 109 
8,22 36,188 15,9 109 
8,23 59,65,362 15,10-11,21 378 
8,23-24 59 15,12ff. 109 
9,5 79 15,16ff. 108 
9,6 192 15,17 190 
9,6ff. 49-50 15,19 108,260 
9,6-7 192 16,3 303 
9,15 188 16,22 108,109 
9,16 36 17,23 59,362 
9,16-17 199 18,3 260 
9,18 59,362 18,16 260 
9,19 309 18,23 309 
9,23 221 19,9-12 260 
10,2 221 19,10 260 
10,3 152,177 19,12 260 
10,4 189 19,13 189 
10,4,5 390 20,3 261 
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English Summary 
In the comparative study of Egyptian and Biblical literature emphasis has been 
laid on content and ideas, while the formal and terminological aspects have 
been neglected. The present work deals with the semantics of terminology in 
Biblical wisdom literature as compared to that of the Egyptians and centers, 
therefore, on a somewhat abandoned aspect of the comparative research of 
the Biblical and Egyptian writings. The work has three primary objectives: (a) 
to draw up a glossary of Egyptian wisdom terms, a task as yet not undertaken 
elsewhere; (b) to elucidate the semantics of these terms; (c) to clarify the 
Biblical wisdom terms in relation to their Egyptian parallels. The fresh 
comparative inquiry into Hebrew and Egyptian wisdom vocabulary sheds 
light on some general problems intrinsic to Biblical wisdom, e.g.: boes the 
Hebrew sage (hakäm) signify a function or a quality? Did Hebrew wisdom 
evolve from a secular to a religious stage? What was the Sitz im Leben of 
Biblical wisdom? 
